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PEEFACE.

IT is now recognised that considerable, if not great importance must be attached

to Plumbers’ Work, for there are exceedingly few details governing the healthful

condition of a building but what are undertaken and performed by members of

this calling. Architects are aware and fully concerned regarding this, while the

Medical Profession find that a knowledge of what constitutes safe sanitary con-

ditions is very desirable, in fact really necessary to them.

Plumbing was within recent times work ascribed to any one who could

handle solder. The difficulties of the trade were considered overcome when a

man could make a sound solder joint, for the running of pipe and the fixing in

place of the appliances and fittings were not difficult. The Sanitary, that is the

hygienic, aspect of the work, and whether it came within the plumber’s province,

was only thought of in a vague undefined way, and there is little doubt that in

a vast number of instances the presence or the absence of odour was the dis-

tinction between a bad and good state of the work. No doubt this condition of

things was due, not to heedlessness, but to the want of technical knowledge on

the part of masters and men alike
;
and technical training— scientific knowledge,

in fact, it need scarcely be said— is what entitles a good craftsman to now be

called a Sanitary Engineer.

It will be found that the earlier pages of this volume are devoted to the

illustration of Sanitary and Plumbing Defects, as it is considered that a study

and knowledge of what is bad practice is not only necessary but of great

assistance in recognising what is good as well as what should be avoided. These

details of defective work are probably the most complete yet published, and have
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all come within the Authors’ experience. In many cases the experience is quite

recent, and it is well known to many practical engineers that there are a great

number of present-day practices that are obviously wrong and can only be con-

demned. This in itself is good reason for fully describing work that is faulty,

for it appears to need publicity.

The chapters dealing with Modern Sanitary Work will be found to embrace

all the details of construction and method that are approved and known to be

best at the present day
;
while those pages treating of Public Conveniences are

the first that have been pul)lished on this subject in which plans and interiors

of recent works are reproduced in accurate detail from photographs.

Those important l)ranches of the plumber’s trade. Hot Water Supply and

the Warming of Buildings, having been treated by a specialist in these works,

makes the collaboration, of which this book is the result, a particularly complete

arrangement. Hitherto these subjects, if treated by plumbing authors at all,

have been rather superficially dealt with, apparently as being branches of some-

what secondary importance. From a hygienic standpoint they may stand second
;

for, although convenience and comfort are distinctly conducive to health, their

absence is not so prejudicial as a want of perfection in the sanitary arrangements

would be.

Every plumber considers that hot water and heating works are undertakings

that form a part of his business, and no better reason could be urged for his

being proficient in them. Both Hot Water Supply and Hot Water Heating are

treated exhaustively, while the subject of Steam Heating is unique in being the

first instance in which practical information relating to this work has been

published in book form in England.

It is to be strongly urged that every plumber should remember that his

work, when properly designed and executed, largely ensures public health
;

while

bad or even doubtful practice involves serious responsibilities, of more than one

kind, which every right-minded man will be anxious to avoid.

GEORGE B. DAVIS.

FREDERICK DYE.
30 High Street, Kensington,

London.
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INTRODUCTION.

this treatise is written expressly for practical

plumbers, whether students, mechanics or

masters, it is thought best to commence

with information of the most practical

character. The past history of plumbing

and plumbing appliances, interesting as

it may be, need scarcely take up space

which may be lietter devoted to more

modern and instructive details. It is also

proposed to depart from the usual plan of

giving all the elementary information in

the opening chapters, but rather to include

what is needful as each branch or section

of the subject is touched upon.

Still another departure from the generally accepted rule observed in books of

this character, is in commencing with plumbing faults and defects, including those

faults and dangers which are due to an absence of plumber’s work altogether. This

arrangement is adopted with the firm opinion that trade readers may find greater

interest and more instruction from the outset, than is the case when many pages of

less interesting matter have first to be gone through. By presenting the failures

first, it is hoped a genuine trade interest will be stimulated.

Further than this, a great deal can be taught by describing the defects that

arise through oversight or want of knowledge. With many the interest excited

3
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makes a deeper impression than would be the case from a plain description of what

is right, without dwelling on what is wrong. It does not follow, however, that

an avoidance of what is wrong constitutes everything a plumber has to know
;
and

an instructive series of chapters on plumbing proper will follow those upon defects.

Here the writer considers an advantage is gained in describing the faults first, in

the fact that good plumbing is so much more easily understood after gaining some

knowledge of what is incorrect and has to be guarded against. In the opening pages

plans of an insanitary house are given, with a brief description of the insanitary

details. These details will be afterwards taken separately, illustrated, and treated

more fully, and will include many that the plans cannot well show.

In writing to plumbers it is almost unnecessary to point out that a thorough

and comprehensive knowledge of the trade is now absolutely necessary, and that

only those who have it can look to succeed. Every plumber understands that his

trade is now an important one, and for the proper elevation of his craft something

more than elementary ideas are required. A knowledge of what is right and an

experience of what is wrong must be had, and this knowledge must embrace the

most modern and approved principles and practices.
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CHAPTER I.

SANITARY DEFECTS IN A MODERN RESIDENCE.

EFORE proceeding with those defects which may appear in the

internal or external plumbing of a house, and also in construc-

tion, it is necessary first to deal with the position a building

may occupy, its site, and most important, the subsoil beneath it.

If thought is not given to these details it is quite possible, in

fact simple, for the plumber’s best work to be to a great extent

defeated. Take, for instance, the practice that every one has seen at some time or

another, of excavating where the house is to stand. The excavation is sometimes

made with the object of removing a more or less valuable quantity of gravel and sand.

Sometimes it is to obtain clay for burning into ballast or bricks. In either case the

excavation has to be filled, and in the past many cases could be proved where the

valuable subsoil has been removed, and rubbish, house refuse and even road sweepings

deposited. This does not often happen in country places, but in the neighbourhood

of towns it has occurred more often than the authorities should have permitted.

When the subsoil is gravel, or similar material freely pervious to the surface

water, the practice does not have such ill results as when the subsoil is clay, which

is practically impervious to water. In the illustration. Fig. 1, which is an instance

that came to the writer’s notice, clay had been excavated to make ballast, and the

level had been made up with any rubbish the contractor could get shot there. The

clay, it happened, formed a shallow basin at this point, and the excavation itself

formed a catch-pit retaining the water for some time after rain. The water of course

kept the perishable part of the rubbish in a rotting condition, making the house in

a most undesirable state, besides allowing the foundations to sink and cause serious

damage to the building and the drainage. This illustration also reveals other

defects, as absence of damp course, with the earth resting against the wall and no

dry area
;
want of concrete foundations to walls

;
also omission of layer of concrete

over the site, as is required when a house is built on made ground. There is also

absence of subsoil drainage. These matters will be referred to later in this number.

The site of a house does not of course fall within the control of the plumber,

but it is very desirable to point out the different conditions the site may introduce.

B 2
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This not only applies to general sanitation, but to the heating and ventilation if these

works are in his hands.

It IS generally conceded that for best results a house should stand on slightly

sloping ground, with a gravel soil of good depth, and facing south as much as

possible. In placing a house

on sloping ground, every

facility and help is afforded

to the drainage system, but

when speaking of sloping

ground it is not meant that

the side of a steep hill is

desirable. Neither is the

summit or foot of such a

hill good. A house on the

side of a steep hill, or in

proximity to one, may pos-

sibly be sheltered from the

north, but this advantage is

more than counterbalanced

by the effect the wind may

have on the ventilating

pipes and chimneys.

The subsoil beneath a

house has a greater interest

to the sanitary plumber, as

his work is much influenced

by it. Gravel subsoil is con-

sidered the best, by reason

of its dryness and the pure

character of its material.

It is spoken of as dry owing

to the quickness with which

rain can pass away through

it, and this is a very neces-

sary detail in selecting a healthy site for a house. Gravel and sand also stand high

in heat absorption, and added to this, a dry earth admits of less evaporation than

a damp soil. The result of these two properties is that a gravel soil is usually

accompanied by more natural warmth than is the case with less pervious earths.

It must never be taken for granted that because gravel is quickly found when

“

Cloy

Fig. 1.
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excavating, the site has all the advantages that the presence of gravel is supposed

to afford. Water will percolate through gravel very satisfactorily as deep as the

gravel extends, but the gravel may possibly be resting on a bed of clay, which will

stop the water from passing away. A gravel soil, therefore,, should be deep to be

as good as its name implies, as the water will then pass a good depth below the

surface before it stops, and has to get away in a lateral direction. Some houses on

gravel soil have water rising close to the surface after heavy rain. This would

indicate that the gravel or sand is but a superficial bed, resting on impervious strata

a few feet below. A superficial bed of sand and gravel will also keep in a somewhat

moist state by absorbing any water that may have collected underneath.

When there happens to be a gravel soil with clay a short distance beneath, it

may be found that the clay does not lie in a regular flat stratum, but will occur in

banks and ridges, so that the gravel does little more than fill extensive pockets or

hollows in what might otherwise be called a clay soil. The natural drainage of

gravel would not then be obtained, and it would, in this as in many other cases, be

necessary to provide proper subsoil drainage.

These features are mentioned chiefly to point out that the impression that the

existence of gravel makes the site a perfect one is not necessarily correct.

Next to gravel, chalk is probably the best subsoil, provided it has no strata of

impervious material near the surface. Rock, of course, makes a dry site if it is of a

kind that is impervious to water.

Of natural subsoils that are commonly built on, clay is the worst from a health

point of view if not properly treated. The architect and sanitary engineer, however,

by a proper system of subsoil drainage, can render this free from damp and ill effects.

“ Made ” soils, as they are termed, should be avoided if possible
;

if not, they

require very careful treatment. Made soils, as already explained, may consist of

rubbish and other dangerous matters that will decompose, and probably give off foul

emanations to enter the house for a very long period.

The subsoil must have careful attention before a house can be pronounced as

being in a sanitary state. Apart from emanations more or less perceptible being

given off from the subsoil if it is not pure, and apart from the dampness arising from

the same source, there is the air which percolates through the earth for a moderate

depth. This air will be healthy or unhealthy to breathe according to the substances

it has come in contact with in the earth. It is considered by some medical authori-

ties that this air coming from ground made up with rubbish is largely accountable for

illness, and goes to greatly increase infantile mortality. Even with soils that are

pure and only have the failing of dampness, diphtheria is to be feared, this disease

being attributed by most authorities to damp
;
dry ground air being favourable to its

cure as well as its non-appearance.
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Dr. J. King Warry, in his Report on the Sanitary Condition of Hackney parish,

for which he acts as Medical Officer of Health, shows how a made subsoil is

prejudicial to infant life. He explains that the site of the district was originally

marsh land, the subsoil being brick earth resting on the London clay. As the place

was built on so the brick earth was removed for the manufacture of bricks, the

excavations being ultimately filled in with rubbish, mostly house refuse. The clay

stratum is impervious to moisture, and therefore retains water in the superficial layer

of rubbish. The latter contains a large quantity of organic matter which, with the

moisture, causes the ground air to be charged with organic and injurious vapours, the

products of decomposition. He goes on to say that with houses standing imme-

diately over this made soil, with only a few inches between it and the wooden

ground floor, the atmosphere of the dwellings— especially at night—is vitiated, and

produces a lowering effect upon the health of the inmates. Further, defective drains,

allowing sewage to enter the soil under the houses, will again add to the impurity

of the ground air. It is by this means he considers specific germs of disease may
be conveyed into the dwellings, and plainly states that it has been proved that where

made soils exist there is a higher death rate than on other soils.

The harmfulness of such soils is recognised by the London County Council under

the Building Acts, for they now prohibit the erection of dwellings over such soils.

It is also required that the site of every house shall be covered with a layer of good

concrete at least six inches thick, and well trowelled on the upper surface. In

instances of houses having to be built where made soils exist, the bye-law says that

all the matter or refuse shall be excavated and the space filled in with hard brick and

dry rubbish or concrete, to be approved by the district surveyor.

In Fig. 2 is given the basement plan of a semi-detached town house of fair

dimensions, and in Figs. 3 to 6 will be found the plans of ground and upper floors,

together with sectional elevations, all of the same building. In these illustrations

are comprised a large number of defects, and it may as well be mentioned that it is

highly improbable that all these defects would be found under one roof in actual

experience. It is, however, correct to include as far as possible all defects in the one

building, though they may never occur all at once
;
there is no doubt that a house

as full of sanitary defects as this one is would be uninhabitable.

It is supposed that the house was built about forty years ago,* but since then

has had its drainage system “ improved.” This is a very peculiar case, involving

many features interesting to a plumber, and has been chosen on this account.

* This would, of course, be prior to the Public Health Act of 1891, and the introduction of the

County Council’s Bye-laws, both of which make it impossible for a house to be built as this originally

was. It is, however, a type of house that can be met with everywhere.
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8 PLUMBING AND SANITATION.

The chief improvement in the drainage system of this residence '^’as to dis-

connect the cesspool, vhich had hitherto been doing service, and connect the drains

to the town drainage system. This was a desirable thing to do, but it has not been

done properly, as is too often the case. In the first place the old cesspool should have

been emptied and grubbed out, and all soil and saturated earth removed. Instead of

this it was left partly charged, and its contents would remain in a putrescent and

fermenting state for many years, allowing a polluted air to rise into the house all

this time.

This cesspool is seen more clearly in vertical section in Fig. 6.'*

In this plan it is supposed that the old drains on the sewer side of the cesspool

are left and are of brickwork. From the latter point through the house they are of

glazed earthenware pipe. All brick drains are little better than elongated cesspools,

as the rough inner surface causes solid matter to collect very readily, and the joints

are never water-tight. A brick drain, especially where joined to drain pipes, is a

fruitful source of trouble, by rats burrowing through and making ventilating passages

into the house.

Amongst the traps in the basement are three brick-built ones, generally

known as “ dipstones,” a form of trap very commonly associated with brick drains,

and not infrequently made and used even now. It is a square brick pit with a

stone placed edgeways across the centre of it, and the upper edge of this stone

should be level with the top, so that the cover stone beds on it, the lower edge

dipping into the water any depth the builder thinks proper. The sizes of these traps

vary according to the builder’s ideas, but all are large, and accordingly favour the

collection of solid matter
;

they are, in fact, miniature cesspools. Their shape is

favourable to this, as however good the flush through them may be, it does not scour

them out, and they have been found so large as to contain a cartload of fermenting

matter.

With the traps in the illustration, it will be seen that the- trap is further

defective by the dipstone having sunk so that the cover stone does not rest on it.

Of course in this case it is no trap at all, as there is a direct passage for gases right

over the dipstone.

The other traps in this basement are of the “ bell ” pattern, a trap now

discarded by experienced plumbers. It has a small waterway through it, also

an insufficient seal, and the water it holds is evaporated by a day or two of hot

dry weather if the trap is in an area. The ease with which its small waterway

is reduced still more or wholly stopped, induces servants to leave the cover

* As explained in the Introduction, the defects exemjdified in these drawings will only be briefly

noticed here. They will be discussed later on, drawn in larger size and in detail, with others that are

not included in these plans.
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off. Drain air or gases will freely escape round its edges when it gets loose in

its setting.

The dotted lines in Fig. 2 show the run of the drains from the different points

where the soil and waste pipes are connected.

Attention may be called here to a fault of as serious a character as any, the

various junctions in the drains being made with square tees instead of proper

splayed junction pieces. With a tee junction in which the sewage is delivered at

right angles from the branch into the drain, the solid material will be delivered with

some force direct against the side of the drain, which will in time cause a collection

to be formed there that flushing by water will not remove. When in this condition,

it takes but little to bring about an entire stoppage to part if not the whole of the

system. Junctions in house drains must always be made with an easy curve to

the branch, and this must be in the direction of the flow.

The defective positions of closets, rain-water and other pipes, can be better

pointed out when dealing with the next floor.

Fig. 3 illustrates the ground floor of the house, introducing the defective

positions of soil and waste pipes clearly by themselves. Those pipes which convey

rain water only, and marked R.W.P., are carried down inside the house within

casings, and are connected direct to the drains without being intercepted or

trapped. This carrying of the pipes inside the house and connecting them directly

with the drains are faults that no good workman would be guilty of if he

could possibly help it. Such pipes inside the house have a noticeably disagreeable

noise when much water is passing down them
;

and in this case their direct

communication with the sewer would probably cause serious results, as many

of the joints are unsound. In the front of the house one of these pipes passes

down through a bed-room, the waiting-room and the pantry
;
the one at the back

through a bed-room, drawing-room and kitchen
;

the third one down through

the landings from which bed and living-rooms lead off.

On the right of this illustration is seen a combined pipe that receives the three

water-closets (one in basement, one on ground floor and one on first floor), also

wastes from a urinal and a housemaid’s sink, and this pipe is situated inside the

house like the others.

On the left side of the house a similar arrangement exists, fulfilling several

purposes and running down inside the house. It has, however, the additional

failing of including a bath waste, which, of course, should never discharge into

a soil pipe. Both these combined arrangements are connected directly with the

drain the same as the rain-water pipes, as the dipstone of the trap has sunk,

leaving a direct passage for foul air, and must allow noxious gases to be discharged

into the house.

c
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SANITARY DEFECTS IN A MODERN RESIDENCE. II

The closet on this floor is of the Pan variety, a form of closet universally

condemned. The pan closet is very offensive by reason of the large foul

container forming the lower part of it becoming coated with offensive matter.

Each time the handle is raised, of course odours rise from the chamber and cannot

be prevented. The long hopper closet (in the basement) has its chief failing in

the whirling flush of water which will not wash away solid matter or paper without

two or three flushes.

The pan closet on this ground floor is connected into a D-trap beneath it

—

a very common practice. In fact a pan closet with a D-trap beneath, made up what

was considered to be a fair example of good plumbing but a few years ago. The

D-trap, however, is now considered to be as bad a fitting as the pan closet,

though still used (judging by its being sold). There is little doubt that this,

the worst possible water-closet, still exists in thousands of houses, but no one

would think of using one now, and in but a short time it will probably become

extinct. There is no need to give any further description of it.

Into this D-trap the wastes from the housemaid’s sink above and the urinal

on the same floor are branched below the water line. This used to be considered

admissible and was largely practised. It is, however, a practice condemned with

the trap itself. Innumerable instances have occurred in which waste pipes have

been branched into the cheeks of the trap above the water line, thus providing

direct open communication with the soil pipe or drain, unless the waste pipes

themselves happened to be trapped.

In the front of the ground floor. Fig. 3, is a lavatory basin, the waste of which,

although trapped under the basin, goes direct to the drain without being intercepted.

The point at which it joins the drain is shown in the basement plan. Fig. 2.

Fig. 4 shows the arrangement of fittings on the first, or top floor, where the

bed-rooms are situated. These consist of two water-closets, a bath, lavatory basin,

and housemaid’s sink. Attention may here be called to a defect of considerable

gravity, which exists on all floors alike, this being the bad disposition of the sanitary

appliances on the right side of the drawings. A rule in regard to the positions of

sanitary fittings, and one that should have the utmost consideration, is that they

be situated where they are well lighted, well ventilated, and always next to external

walls. It is also very desirable to concentrate them as “much as possible to simplify

the arrangement of the pipes.

In respect to want of light and air it would be scarcely possible to arrange the

appliances in a worse manner than the plans show, and yet it only needs a glance to

see how familiar the arrangement seems. There are numbers of cases met with in

which the apartments devoted to closets and sinks are either without light or have

borrowed light, as in the examples now given. Borrowed light is of course better

c 2
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than darkness, although leaving much to be desired. In the illustrations the rooms

have borrowed light, and the glazed apertures— they might be called windows— have

necessarily to be in rather important rooms. These sashes, unless quite air-tight,

would allow of noxious odours passing into the rooms, as there is a total want of

ventilation, and we may assume the doors of these places would be kept closed.

It would be quite possible to lessen the ill results attending this arrangement

by the introduction of inlet and outlet ventilating shafts, properly erected and

terminated that they may be active in all winds and weather, but nothing would

make the sanitary arrangements permanently effective in their present position.

New fittings and pipes would have to be fixed in new positions next external walls,

with ample light and ventilation, as both light and ventilation are absolutely essential

to perfect sanitation, however correct the fittings and the work may be. Health is of

first importance, but convenience, and an avoidance of everything that is unpleasant,

comes within the plumber’s province.*

A “ wash-out ” (not a wash-down) closet is shown on this bed-room floor, as this

style of water-closet has now become classed with sanitary defects, although it had a

large share of favour but a short time ago. This closet will be fully described and

illustrated later, but for present purposes it may be explained that its defects are

chiefly two :—(1) admitting, in fact causing, the greatest possible odour when it is

being used
;

and (2) being very readily fouled on its exposed surfaces by the excreta

having to be “ driven ” out across the surface of the pan. The first fault is due to

the shallowness of the basin into which the excreta falls, and which is not nearly

covered by the water held there. In consequence of this, odour is given off all the

time The closet is in use, until the contents of the basin are flushed out. This is a real

failing even in a properly ventilated place, but in an unventilated one with the door

opening on a landing, the rooms around would become quite unpleasant to occupy.

A glance at a wash-out closet shows that between the edge of the basin portion

where the outlet is—this edge being called the weir—and the water line in the trap

just below, there is some six inches of open pipe. As the water washes out the

excreta from the basin, it throws it against the surface of this pipe and leaves it

soiled. Successive actions of this kind quickly foul this surface, and the flush of

water does not cleanse it. In this respect a portion of this closet becomes to some

extent like the chamber of 'a pan closet, coated with filth, giving off odours direct

into the room. Improvements on this form of closet have not remedied it, and in

those cases where the basin has been deepened to hold more water, its depth has

never been sufficient to wholly cover solid excreta that falls there. The closet in

* It may be mentioned that after describing sanitary defects, the plans of a house will be given

with the sanitary arrangements complete.
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14 PLUMBING AND SANITATION.

this plan can also be credited with a defect that is often found existing with it, this

being an unsound putty joint at the floor line.

The housemaid’s sink next to this water-closet has its waste connected and

discharging into the soil pipe. This is not permissible, consequently the connection

of its waste into the soil pipe is a distinct defect. Unless it is a proj^erly arranged

slop sink, specially adapted for the reception of bed-room slops, care has to be exercised

to use a trap that, properly ventilated, will not empty itself by momentum,

syphonage or waving out.

On the other side of the house, on this floor, is a bath-room with closet and

lavatory basin all in the one apartment. This is a common arrangement even

in some large houses, although an undesirable one. In such a case one user

practically monopolises three fittings, for with neither one of these could one person

very well be present while another is in use. Added to this, a bath is considered to

be a pleasure and to some extent a luxury, but it cannot be so when the atmosphere

of a room is tainted by the use of a water-closet. It is a most inconvenient

arrangement besides being undesirable. A lavatory basin may be in a bath-room if it

cannot be placed anywhere else, but a very strong effort should be made to keep the

water-closet distinct and separate. In this example the bath waste is run into the

cheek of a D-trap beneath the closet— a combination distinctly bad as already

explained. The waste from the lavatory basin discharges on to the roof of the

drawing-room bay, where the soapy and soiled water is spread out over a large

surface to evaporate. This necessarily gives off bad odours, more particularly in

hot weather, and the tainted air will enter any window that is above it. It will be

found that at all windows there is usually a steady and regular inflow of air, and any

unpleasant odours generated near them will be certainly carried in. Added to this,

the rain water from the roof of the bay is carried into the soil pipe, and untrapped

with a view to affording ventilation. Gases and drain air are therefore delivered from

the soil pipe at a point beneath the windows of the first floor.

Fig. 5 is a section of elevation of the house on line A B of Figs. 2, 3 and 4.

This shows the position of the sanitary fittings in relation to the soil pipes very

clearly, also the junction of these pipes with the drainage. The central rain-water

pipe is also shown, and it will now be seen that it comes down from a trough gutter

that runs through inside the roof. A gutter in this situation is often met with, but

in every case it is an example of insanitary work. The next illustration. Fig. 6,

shows it more clearly, and also shows its particular failing. These gutters invariably

(there is no exception), have dirt, silt and decaying matter collect in them. The

decaying matter may not be restricted to leaves, but includes birds’ excreta, bodies

of birds and insects, and makes up a mass of filth—nothing better—which gives off

bad odours.
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Instances have been met with of such a gutter passing through roofs containing

attic bed-rooms, in which case it has been covered. With a loose cover it makes a

convenient place for servants to empty their toilet articles in, which is an undesirable

arrangement, to say the least
;
added to this the collected matter, unless removed

periodically, will eventually cause the gutter to overflow. With the gutter in a roof,

any regular cleansing would be very unlikely, and altogether it is a piece of work

that should always be strongly condemned. If roof water has necessarily to be

conveyed across inside, as this gutter is, then a 4-inch or 5 -inch lead pipe makes a

reliable job : always assuming that it is properly fixed to a good fall.

This illustration brings to view the cold-water cistern that supplies the house.

Its position is objectionable in being on the roof and not within the building, so that

in severe weather its contents, and probably the fittings and services in connec-

tion with it, will be frozen. The fittings might with care be protected, but it is

a difficult matter to save the water in the cistern from being converted to ice.

Outside cisterns for general house supply are defective as to position and results, and

are rarely fitted now by any one giving proper consideration to these details. This

cistern, it will be seen, supplies Bath, Lavatories, Sinks, Water-Closets and Drinking

Water all by one general service pipe, direct to the fittings without intercepting

cisterns. This is a practice long condemned, as probably most readers know. It

may be added that the cold-water cistern is difficult of access for repair or inspection,

and particularly to clean. The condition that cold-water cisterns get in when they

cannot be properly or regularly cleaned can only be described as filthy. It will also

be noticed that the overflow pipe of this cistern is connected to the D-trap of the

closet beneath. This is a practice by no means rare, yet which is universally and

rightly condemned.

Fig. 6 is a sectional elevation of the house from front to back on the line C D of

Figs. 2, 3 and 4. This shows the branches from the fittings to the soil pipe, also the

line of drain from soil pipe to sewer. The illustration also brings to light the

peculiar way the soil pipe on this side of the house is ventilated. This ventilation

is effected by a branch from the wash-out closet carried into the study chimney.

This, it is needless to say, is a most unwarrantable and dangerous practice, and not

under any circumstances permissible. In this case the chimney has an occasional

down draught, with the result that the soil pipe and drain is ventilated into the

study. This method of ventilation was actually carried out at a large restaurant in

the West End of London, when the sanitary arrangements were erected ten years

ago, the ventilating shafts of the soil pipes being carried into chimney flues, with

very bad results. The writer had it altered under his supervision recently.

The illustration shows the defects in this set of fittings clearly, the hopper closet

in basement, the badly jointed soil pipe in larder, the urinal with trap that is
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siphoned out; the pan closet giving off its customary odours, and with its objection-

able D-trap
;
the wash-out closet with defective joint at the floor line

;
and the

housemaid’s sink with its bell trap (probably without the bell). The borrowed light

to these places from bed and living rooms is also more clearly seen.

The old cesspool is also conspicuously visible, with the foetid mass it contains

and the saturated earth around it.

I

I
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CHAPTER II.

DETAILS OF SANITARY DEFECTS.

IRE are very many incorrect ideas amongst the in-

experienced as to what constitutes a Sanitary Defect.

It is quite recognised that any defect prejudicial to

health comes under this title, and as a rule anything in

the way of an unpleasant odour is considered sufficient

proof that something is wrong. This, however, is not

all, for sometimes the most injurious drain or sewer air,

or sewer gas in volume and character sufficient to he

dangerous, are not perceivable by the smell. All

sanitary appliances must be convenient in themselves

and conveniently arranged
;
they must have light and

ai
,
and in general results convey the idea that the appliances do not exist.

Everything that is perfectly convenient, useful and in good order conveys this

impression. When we are perfectly well we have little consciousness of our bodily

existence. We walk without effort, see and hear the same, and so on. We should not,

liowever, walk, see or hear unconsciously if our organs were defective and lu’ouglit

their existence to our knowledge in some unpleasant way. It is the same wiTh a

really sanitary house
;

it becomes a house in a sense without sanitary fittings, and as

if no need of them existed, for they are all convenient, do their work effectively, and

do not advertise their presence or the necessity for their presence in any way.

Doubtless the chief thought of every sanitarian is in regard to keeping what is

termed “ sewer gas ” from entering the house he is employed upon. In fact, any
“ sewer gas ” generated in the sewers should not even enter the house draiiis

;
but

the term really means noxious air and gases from the sewers, drains, soil pipes, or

sanitary appliances. The term “ sewer gas,” however, is incorrect, as there are no

gases peculiar to sewers. Some authorities call it “ sewer air,” l)ut this is almost

as incorrect, though either will do for want of a better term.

The air of sewers is perhaps less dangerous in many cases than the air from a

house drainage system. There are such things as “ dead ends ” of old sewers, where

D 2
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offensive and dangerous accumulations may take place, l)ut except for this sewers are,

as a rule, effectually ventilated either hy open gratings or by exhaust shafts carried

up a sufficient height to discharge al)ove the roofs of the highest buildings. Under

any circumstances we may consider the air of the drainage system as something

quite as dangerous, and care must be taken to prevent its escaping into the house.

Medical authorities have said that the immunity which men employed in sewers

have from ill-health attributable to sewer air, is due to their getting used to it. This

is probably correct in the sense that if carefully and regularly administered there are

many poisons that the human system can become quite accustomed to. This does

not, however, lessen the danger to others.

In the writer’s opinion the harm resulting from “ sewer gas” entering a house

(for there is no denying that it is harmful) can be largely traced to the state of the

sanitary (?) arrangements in that house, and from thence to the sewer. It is easy to

shut off air communication from the sewer and whatever ill results it may bring

about, but it is decidedly necessary to prevent the drain air and soil-pipe air from

entering the house. It is also necessary to see that drains, soil pipes and fittings are

of a kind and size that will minimise the noxious character of the air that may be

within them. Fittings, pipes, drains, cesspools, or any arrangements that allow

organic matter to collect and decompose, are a menace to health, and doubtless give

off a more dangerous air than a properly constructed sewer.

Medical men tell us that noxious air of this kind (or from a sewer) entering a

house has a pronounced ill effect, especially with children. Relaxed throat, headache,

want of appetite and lassitude are ordinary symptoms with the young, and sometimes

with those of mature age, and in all cases it has a detrimental effect on those suffer-

ing from any other sickness. With a tainted atmosphere it is practically impossil)le for

any one to feel perfectly well, and these are reasons enough for good plumbing work

to be done and defects avoided. “ Sewer gas,” as it is called, is really ordinary atmo-

spheric air with which are mixed several well-known gases which are always evolved

from decomposing matter. Some have a disagreeable odour, some are odourless. The

principal gases are carbonic acid, carbonic oxide, sulphide of ammonia, carbonate of

ammonia, sulphuretted hydrogen, carburetted hydrogen, and foetid vapour.

Commencing at the base of the house, and before even the drains are criticised,

attention must be given to the foundations. In Fig. 7 we have a very bad example,

such as might appear in any house with a room or rooms below ground level. There

is a fault also shown that might be in a house having no basement rooms. The

latter is the absence of a damp course, which permits moisture to creep and rise in the

walls by capillary attraction.

Capillary attraction is a peculiar action with a cause that is difficult to explain

in a ])rief, lucid manner. Its effect, however, is to cause water to rise in comparatively
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solid materials. It is this action that keeps up the supply of oil just where the flame

is required at the top extremity of a candle or lamp wick. If a piece of salt or sugar

is placed on a little

water, capillary attrac-

tion will cause the water

to travel up the sub-

stance and completely

wet it. With brickwork

a similar action occurs,

though not so rapidly as

with a substance like

salt, but it occurs just

as surely, and with a

rapidity depending on •

the porosity of the

bricks.'* It matters not what fires are kept

in a room to dry it, the action will not cease

while there is moisture in the soil at the

base of the wall, and there is no damp

course as a barrier to the upward movement

of the water.

With the basement room no damp

course would prevent the wall becoming-

saturated with water from the side, and with

a wall as illustrated there should be either a

dry area, or the wall should be built hollow,

or it might be asphalted on the side next

the earth. Otherwise, with the moist earth

abutting against it, the damp would un-

doubtedly come through. Details of the

proper construction will be given later.

A further fault included in this illus-

tration is the absence of footings and

foundation to the wall. This, -of course, is

a grave omission, yet walls wanting in this

respect can be often met with. Without

footings or foundations there is a great Fig. 7.

* A single brick of the ordinary kind will take up as much as a pint of water, so it will be

readily understood what an enormous amount such a wall may contain,
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likelihood of the wall settling, and apart from the injury this may do to the

structure, there will be damage done to the drainage system, &c., if it passes

underneath. By referring to Fig. 8, there will be seen one serious effect of a wall

settlement.

It might ])e mentioned that the rule as to footings is that the courses should

equal the numl)er of half bricks in the thickness of the wall. This would give

four courses to go lieneath an 18 -inch wall. Each course of footings projects

2^ inches (5 brick), so that

the l)ottom course always

comes double the width of

the wall at top. The bricks

in footings are, as far as

possible, all laid as headers.

Fig. 8 shows the result

of bad constructional work,

favoured by an undrained

subsoil or leaky joints in

the drain pipe. Of course

every house wall should have

proper footings and concrete

foundations, and although

there have been eases where

walls have done good service

without footings and concrete,

their omission is now pro-

hibited by the Metropolitan

Building Act and various

local bye-laws.

Directly anything hap-

pens to soften or displace

the subsoil, the wall will pro-

T'OOY' ^
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bably sink, and if only a little, any drain pipes under it must sufter.

Drains, whenever possible, should be carried outside the house, and all soil and

waste pipes also. In terrace and some other houses, however, this is impossible, and

there should then be a small relieving arch turned over where the drain comes

through the wall. A cast-iron drain is better able to resist the weight, but even with

this the relieving arch is desirable. The illustration shows the condition the subsoil

has got into through this injury to the drain going unnoticed for some time, and such

a condition must, to say the least, be dangerous to health.
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The condition of the subsoil of a house should always engage a plumber’s

attention, as it is a feature of considerable importance and may prejudicially affect

the whole of his work, or it may be the cause of insanitary conditions in houses

already fitted. If a plumber executes the plumbing and drainage, the house

and the ground work, or the ground work alone, the subsoil must have proper

attention.

It must not be thought that the earth is impervious to air, for air circulates

through it with some freedom for moderate depths. In old houses subsoil air

frequently enters through the crevices between the floor boards of the lower floor,

but in new work this is rendered impossible by compliance with the London or local

Building Acts. These require a layer of concrete to be placed over the whole surface

of the site. Subsoil air should never be present in any house.

Subsoil in its natural state may be considered as being in two conditions,

viz. dry and wet. A dry subsoil is, as a rule, a healthy one, while one that is

wet or keeps in a damp state, or has water rise in it, should be considered

unhealthy and be treated accordingly. The treatment consists in means to dispose

of the water, draining it, in fact, and if this is properly effected and the whole

surface properly concreted, ill effects will not be experienced. This, as stated,

is in regard to subsoil in its natural state. If it is made up ground, the fact

that it is dry is not sufficient, it must also have its entire surface covered with

concrete.

Fig. 9 illustrates a defective connection between soil pipe and drain, a faulty

piece of work found more commonly than might l)e supposed. With a soil pipe

carried down inside a house, as shown here and in Figs. 5 and 6, a defect of this

kind is serious to contemplate. The general opinion is that this fiiult when it

occurs is due to the plumbing and the drainage being executed by two different

tradesmen, and the proper junction between the two is often neglected owing to

this divided responsibility. The master plumber should be responsible for the

sanitary perfection of the building, but this cannot be expected if some one else

does the drainage. Doubtless a time will come when the drainage—such a very

important feature in the sanitation of a house—will always be entrusted to a

plumber, registered for choice, for bad results cannot be so readily traced with

covered arrangements, which in this one respect become more important than the

visible work. The illustration shows a 4-inch lead soil pipe carried into a 6-inch

drain, and instances have been known of the drain being 9-inch. Briefly, the way

this junction should be effected is by using a 4-inch stoneware bend, and the soil

pipe must be sprung or set out so as to come centre to centre with the bend

socket. The junction is then made effectively by means of a cast-brass sleeve piece

with proper cement joint.
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There is much to he said for, and something to he said against, running

soil pipes outside the house. The arguments in favour of outside work, however,

are strong and good. Practically the soil pipe is treated as a drain, and kept

outside the building whenever and wherever possible, A soil pipe is liable to

injury, even more so indoors than out, and outdoors it is more exposed to view,

and injury or faults more easily seen. In event of any such injury, or leakage

of any kind occurring, it

is better that drain air

escape outdoors

Where a soil pipe

has necessarily to be

run inside, or is already

there, its junction with

the drain, and all joints,

must be made so as

to be absolutely air and

water-tight under pres-

sure. If this junction

is arranged to come in

sight just above the

cellar floor, it is a good

plan. Some workers do

not make the junction in

the house at all, but con-

tinue the soil pipe to the

outside and let it join

the drain there. This is

not a good plan
;

it is

best to let the soil pipe

join the drain at the

nearest and most direct

point at floor level, and let the drain convey the sewage outside. In any case the

soil pipe should not join the drain horizontally, but drop vertically down to it, as

illustrated at Fig. 9 (the illustration is not a defect in this one respect).

The junction of a soil pipe with the drain is a vital point in any sanitary

system, yet any one who has made a number of sanitary inspections must be struck

with the large number of defective connections between soil pipes and drains. The

writer has seen hundreds, and it must be repeated that the division of the plumbing

and drainage between two contractors must be the chief source of the trouble. In

Fig. 9.
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some instances the soil pipe has been 6 inches short of the drain
;

in others simply

a piece of paper tucked round the socket to make the joint
;
in others clay joints

have been made
;
and all make it plain that the plumber has finished his work first,

and these have been drain contractors’ ways of completing it. In another case the soil

pipe was too long to meet the drain connection properly
;
the pipe and the connection

were both 4 inches, and instead of shortening the pipe it was buckled up and thrust

into the stoneware bend. No plumber, however unskilled, would finish his work like

this. Another argument against the divided responsibility is that this joint may
have been actually forgotten. This also points to the desirability of a careful system

of testing, both hydraulic and smoke being employed. The writer invariably tests

the work carried out under his supervision personally, as he’ finds in practice it is

unfair to saddle the responsibility on the actual workmen.

In Fig. 10 we have what is probably one of the most common defects in

drainage. This is the settlement of the drain pipes due to the leakage of water from

imperfect joints, and from want of a concrete bed.

Men of the old school, even in these advanced days, are still laying drain pipes

with clay joints, but not of course where a proper system of inspection is enforced by

local authorities. In most districts inspections are made by representatives of the

Vestries and Local Boards under the Public Healtdi Act of 1891, and they require

the drains to be properly tested. One of the arguments in favour of clay joints w^as

that “ a yielding material was necessary if unequal pressure should be exerted on

the pipes, and so save a fracture.” This of course is not requisite, and clay has many
bad features when used for jointing purposes. The action of the liquids within the

pipe will soften it and sometimes wash it out. It will not prevent tree or shrub

roots working into the drain, and in no way is it reliable. The joints should be

made with Portland cement and sharp sand in equal proportions, well trowelled,* and

some plumbers caulk yarn into the joint first, but this is not essential.

* The seriousness of leakage in underground drains cannot be ovei'estiniated, yet of all the defects

in sanitary works it is perhajis the commonest. Nearly every plumber has at some time seen cartloads

of filth removed from beneath terrace and other houses having faulty drains beneath.

E
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In addition to these faults that attend a leakage, it must be remembered that

the loss of liquid sewage is a fault in itself. These fluids are relied on to carry

away the solid matters, and without them the scouring effect is lost which is relied

on to flush and cleanse the drains.

It might be mentioned that people have been met who, if not actually

recommending unsound joints, do not consider them in the light of a defect. Their

contention is that the drains then help in removing surface water and preventing

dampness. This, however, is utterly wrong, as they lose sight of the fact that sewage

will pass out of the joints as well as surface water pass in. That leaky drains do

remove surface water in some cases has been proved by replacing the faulty drainage

system with a perfect and water-tight one. On this being done many instances have

been known of surface water rising and proving troublesome, though it had never

been noticed before. Proper provision for subsoil drainage has evidently been

wanting. This will be further dealt with later, but in any case the house drainage

system should never be relied on to carry off’ surface or subsoil water.

In Fig. 11 is shown another result of laying drains without concrete bed and

with insufficient fall.

This example, like most of those to be given, came to the writer’s own notice and

experience. It was discovered in a house at Farnham, and the line of drainage shown

was that which ran from the house to the cesspool, without interception or trapping.

The leaky joints had washed away the subsoil
;
the drain had dropped, with the

result that the concrete floor above had also settled. The floor had cracked,

allowing the foul emanations from drain to escape into the house, and on applying

the smoke test to the drainage system the whole of the basement was quickly filled

with smoke. The collection of the solid matter at the point of fracture had been

favoured greatly Ijy the insufficient fall of the line of drainage.

It seems necessary to again point out how important it is that every possible

care and attention should be devoted to the underground drainage of buildings, and
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perhaps more especially in those cases where the drains pass under the house, though

all cases are of real importance. A man in good practice will prohaldy meet with

many instances in which the ground beneath a house is saturated with liquid sewage

from the drains. Certainly it is no exaggeration to say that the occupants are

practically living in a house over a cesspool, the contents of the cesspool having but a

moderate layer of earth over it. This in the days of improved sanitation is a shame

and disgrace, and a prolific source of ill-health. It may be safely said that there are

many thousands of houses in all parts of the country at this moment which have

the subsoil saturated with sewage.

Fig. 12 still refers to unsound joints in drain pipes, and represents a bad

connection between two pipes of different sizes, viz. a 6-inch and a 4-inch. These

pipes are more perfect in other respects than the previous examples, as they are

assumed to be laid on a good concrete bed. The fearful and wonderful ways in which

workmen can make joints in drain pipes, even

when the pipes continue in one regular size, would

be interesting if they were not so serious. And
• when the pipes happen to differ in size, or re-

quire a little skill at the joints, then the remark-

able examples would easily fill a fair sized book.

In this case a 4-inch pipe would have been

amply large enough
;
but assuming that it was

desired to connect a 4-inch to a 6-inch pipe, the

connection should have been made by a proper

taper pipe, as this presents no square or abrupt

edges at any point, and the reduction in size is

gradual. There are taper pipes to be obtained

that, when fixed, leave the lower surface of both pipes exactly level, the reduction

being made by sloping the upper side of the pipe only. This makes a very good

job, as the whole line of pipe of both sizes lies on the same even surface.

Fig. 13 depicts a most unworkmanlike defect, as even a novice should admit,

yet it is introduced here as being one that can be met with quite commonly. The

illustration represents a branch drain connected to a splay junction by a straight

pipe
;
but the latter is not run at the same angle as the branch piece, with the result

shown. There is no doubt that every piece of work like this is done in the full

knowledge that it is bad and worthy of condemnation, but the want of a proper

fitting and the inconvenience of getting it has led to the fault being committed.

This branch connection has not the fault that was shown in some of the previous

examples, of entering the drain at right angles
;
but there is no reason whatever why

a splay junction should not have the braneh enter it without a bad jcunt and without

E 2
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impeding the free flow of sewage. In opening up and uncovering quite modern

systems of drainage, a large number of defects of this character have been found. It

shows the necessity for proper supervision of drainage works, and that the contractor

should provide the proper fittings and a sufficiency of them. In this case, as the

line of the branch drain does not run true with the junction branch, a “ spring
”

should have been used. A “ spring,” as probably all readers know, is an easy bend,

and they can be had to suit every change of direction the drains may take.

It is now proposed to give some details of fittings and fixtures, which either

eml)ody defects in their construction or favour defects in fixing and subsequent use.

It will not be possil)le, nor desirable perhaps, to attempt giving instances of all

defects of this kind, as the number is so vast and new examples are constantly

occurring. An interesting and instructive selection can be given, however, and these

will be chosen with the view to show what a

wide variety sanitary defects can take ;
and this

should give a broad and comprehensive know-

ledge to enable a defect to be readily detected

and accounted for.

Fig. 14 illustrates the old form of “ bell
”

trap, and the drawing clearly shows what its

ordinary defects are, without including that

commonest one of the bell being removed and

left off by servants and probably lost. A num-

ber of plumbers would consider the illustration

and description of this trap as being unnecessary,

owing to its being widely condemned. This is

correct in a sense, yet, as every ironmonger,

hardware factor, and most iron founders stock

and sell these traps in large numbers, it seems highly desirable that something should

be said about it.

As just stated, it has a failing, in the fact that its easily removable cover has

the bell on it, so that when lifted for any cause no seal exists. When these traps

are fixed in sinks, the holes in the cover readily get stopped with fragments of solid

matter, with the result that the cover is lifted to let the water run away freely. In

consequence of this, when used in sinks, it is no exaggeration to say that a large

number soon have the covers laid aside permanently. In larger sizes the trap is

commonly used in open areas, also for basement and cellar drainage, in which places

the al)sence of the cover is almost as common. In such places though, another fault

is ([uickly manifested—the evaporation of the water which forms the seal. In these

traps the water seal seldom exceecls half an inch, which becomes evaporated in a very

Fig. 13.
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short time if rain does not fall or water be supplied in some way. The illustration

shows what a little water has to be lost to effectually break the seal and admit of

drain air passing in the direction of the arrows.

In any situation where dirt or debris enters the trap, there is invariably a

collection occurs in the lower part around the circular pipe portion which forms the

outlet. This collection of matter is sometimes sufficient to reach the bell, so that

water cannot pass at all. In open areas a storm will wash down sufficient dirt to do

this, with the result that the area is flooded until the cover is lifted off. Whenever

this -trap is fixed in an area or basement it becomes necessary as a rule to fix it in

a brick or cement chamber, as illustrated. This introduces two faults ; one is that

Fia. 14

the chamber becomes a catch pit for dirt and foul matter of all kinds, which the

passage of water does not scour out—in fact it is a small cesspool
;
the other, that

the fixing in the chamber, unless very well done, will allow the trap to work loose, in

which case there will be passage for drain air to escape all round its edges.

The bell trap is often used for surface drainage, to carry away water that is

scarcely impure
;
but to do this it must have communication with the drains, and

should on no account permit drain air to pass it. This is just what it readily does,

and no other trap has existed to fail so signally in this respect. Sometimes its actual

construction admits of this, as will be seen by Fig 15, where a bell trap is fitted

with a bell that eannot reach the water line at all, even when the trap is holding

the utmost it can. This, of course, is no trap at all, and a plain grating would be
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better, doing away with the dirt-collecting chamber the trap always has. This

example is not a rare one, the writer having seen dozens of them. It may be a

distinct fault of manufacture, but is more probably the result of getting the parts of

different traps mixed. The patterns used by a founder should (for similar traps) be

all precisely alike, so as to be interchangeable
;
but a tradesman, perhaps, buys traps

from more than one maker, in which case a mixture of the parts must give trouble.

However well made the bell trap may be, it never fails to lose water by

evaporation unless in almost constant use with water passing through it, which,

when they are in floors, is the exception and not the rule
;
and should the

weather be dry and hot, a few hours is sufficient to evaporate the little water

that makes the seal. In Fig. 16 is shown a bell trap in a larder (basement)

floor. Water would not enter the trap, perhaps, more than once a week, and for

a portion, at least, of this

time we can reckon that

drain air will be passing

through. The imagination

will readily give an idea of

the effect more than any

description. This arrange-

ment is now contrary to the

bye-laws under the Public

Health Act, 1891, which dis-

tinctly states that all inlets

to drains shall be outside

the house, except those necessary in connection with water-closets.

This example is one that met the writer’s notice (as, indeed, nearly all the

examples have), and on the smoke test being applied, it was seen that the escaping

air passed up towards the window, as indicated by the arrows, and freely over the

shelf where food was chiefly placed. The trap had evaporated nearly dry, but at the

best of times the -|-inch seal they have will seldom bear the smoke test, for the

least irregularity in pressure breaks a slight seal like this.

A final illustration of the bell trap and its failings is given in Fig. 17. Where

a hot-water tap is placed in the kitchen mantel jamb, as is very commonly done, the

arrangement is not considered complete without a trap beneath to catch and carry

away what water may drip or be spilled. If the tap is sound there is every

probability of the water in the trap being below the bell frequently, and drain air

passing up into the kitchen, as shown.

The failing as described here is made all the more active by the existence of a

chimney close by, for the up-current of air in this is drawn from every possible
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Fig. 16.

and does good service in the ordinary way. There should not, however, be

opportunity for it to spend its activity in hastening the passage of drain air into

the house.

Further examples of the bell trap are unnecessary, but it would be possible to

give scores at least, for this appliance positively lends itself to insanitary effects and

results. Every plumber, whatever the character of the job may be, should avoid

using these so-called “ traps.”

source. Air cannot be rapidly ascending a chimney without the loss being

made good from somewhere. As a rule it enters by crevices around doors and

windows, unless special inlet ventilation be provided
;
but any other passages for

air are all drawn upon freely. A chimney is a very active exhaust ventilator,
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Fig. 18 shows a sanitary defect that occurs with some frequency, but cannot be

wholly attributed to the plumber. It represents a soil pipe made of sheet lead with

a defective soldered seam, the pipe being in a casing, part of which is shown removed

to expose the fault. It is not suggested that a soil pipe made up of sheet lead

having a soldered seam cither drawn with a copper bit, “metal and irons,” or
“ wiped,” will not do service and last many years, but pipe made in this way is

being fast replaced by that which is solid drawn by hydraulic pressure.

It is, however, the soldered seam that is the source of trouble, and if not weak
in itself it sometimes brings about a weakness in the material adjacent to it.

Unequal expansion and contraction occur along this point, and many specimens

have come to the writer’s notice split open for five or six inches alongside the seam.

In other cases of fiiilure at this point the seam itself has given out, having been eaten

away by the action of the gases inside. Whether it is the gases that actually have

this efiect on solder cannot be said with the utmost certainty
;
but it is the general
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conclusion arrived at. Some authorities are inclined to consider it is the 'fluid

organic matters that have the effect, others that it is due to the water, while a

galvanic action has been suggested by some. In any event the seam where it is

soldered is often found to be c[uite perished

or eaten away.

Owing to the failing, when it occurs,

appearing in connection with the seam,

plumbers and sanitary authorities do not

favour a seamed pipe now. The solid

drawn lead pipe can be obtained almost

everywhere and is much more satisfactory.

It is also produced at a lower cost and

proves more permanently efficient. The

example is supposed to be the defective soil

pipe shown in the plans as running' down

through the larder, and in such a place

the defect could not fail to have serious

results. With an outside, uncased pipe the

defect would be less dangerous to health,

being more readily noticed, and probably

not allowed to assume such proportions.

In Fig. 19 is another example of a

faulty soil pipe, but in this case the ma-

terial of which it is composed is iron and

not lead. It represents the failings of a

pipe not at all suited for the purpose to

which it is put, yet its use is very common.

It is a socket and spigot pipe, not exactly

that generally used for soil pipes, being only

of rain-water strength, and the sockets are

totally unsuited for making proper joints.

There is insufficient space between the

socket and spigot. The socket is too thin in

substance, and quite usually the metal runs

thinner on one side than the other. This

pipe, 4 inches diameter, only weighs about 30 lbs. per length, i.e. 15 lbs. per yard.

In good work, and where it is found desirable to use cast-iron soil pipes, the

weight should not be less than 54 lbs. per 6-feet length. This is a minimum weight,

and the writer invariably uses that weighing 64 lbs. per length as being more
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in character with work of good quality. At this weight the thickness is nearly

^ inch.

The joints should be made by slipping a rubber ring over the spigot end of the

pipe, this end being forced into the socket. Molten lead is then poured into the

socket and driven home by a caulking tool. A joint made in this way allows for

expansion and contraction. Owing to the extension of a building, the writer had

occasion to take down some soil pipes that had been jointed

in this manner, and it was found that the molten lead had

not injuriously affected the rubber rings. The pipe had been

fixed ten years. A section of this joint will be given later.

This example shows the fracture that so commonly occurs

with pipes of light quality, but it also introduces another fault

that iron pipes bring about if they are not properly protected

from the effects of the fluids passing through them. The

illustration shows the thick growth of rust that appears in such

cases, this accumulation not only reducing the size of the pipe,

but also presenting a surface totally opposed to the free passage

of sewage matter through it. The irregular surface of the

rusted parts greatly favours the collections of solid matter in

the pipe. Iron soil pipe-s should be carefully painted with two

good coats of iron oxide paint inside before fixed, and previous

to their being coated each length should be properly cleaned

out with a Turk’s-head wire brush.

The iron soil pipes just spoken of as having been taken

down had been coated in this manner, and on examination'

they were found to have little or no scale in them, proving

that the two coats of iron oxide is an efficient protection. A
coatin

fortunately paint will not properly adhere to it unless the pipes

have a preliminary coating of Terebene or similar substance.

It may be repeated that with iron soil pipe it should

be seen that it is of even thickness throughout. The sockets

must be of a size and strength suited for a caulked lead joint (see later page)

;

red-lead, putty, rust, or cement joints should on no account be relied on
;
and it is

very important that the pipe be thoroughly well coated to prevent its rusting inside

(and out). If rusting once commences inside, trouble must sooner or later occur.

Galvanising the pipe is not sufficient in itself to prevent rust in this work.

Fig. 20 illustrates a combination of two faulty traps
;

this instance had been

accountable for much illness, and was found by the writer in one of the large

g of Dr. Angus Smith’s solution is very effectual, but un-
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mansions of a West End London square. There had been continual complaints of

smell, and much sickness (of a character pointing to impure air) was occurring

amongst the domestics. Very little testing was needed, as the defects were only too

obvious, the sewer air entering by way of the grating over the dipstone of the trap

into which the surface water was drained
;
also by way of the bell trap when the

water in it had evaporated. In addition to the sunken dipstone allowing the

sewer air to pass, as shown (and as previously explained), the sludge and foul matter

collected in this modified form of cesspit is quite sufficient to cause offence. Added

F 2
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to this, the subsoil under and around the trap had become saturated with filth, and,

as a matter of fact, upwards of fifty cartloads of earth saturated with foul matter

was carted from the basement of this house alone.

It will be seen that a trap ought never to be built of l)rickwork or similar

porous material, neither must it ever l)e in “ tank,” or any form which retains solid

matter. These features must also be accompanied by that important one that the

trap shall be successful at all times in preventing sewer air or any foul emanations

from entering the house. This example, as will be understood, is in the scullery

of a residence, and many plumbers who work in large houses will probably at some

time find a similar state of things existing, as it is a common experience.

It sometimes happens that a trap or catch pit placed below the scullery floor

is even of a, worse character, being a square receptacle like a dipstone trap but

without the dipstone. A bell trap is sunk in the top, and thus two bell traps, one

in the sink and one below, are left as the sole barriers to the sewer air entering

the house, also the air from the filthy mass in the pit itself. What with the bell

covers being taken off, the trap settings getting loose, and the occasional evaporation

of the slight water seals, the results cannot fail to be most serious. It is not the

intention to go into the medical aspect of this question, but it is now quite recog-

nised and known that sewer air, apart from causing illness of itself, can convey germs

of several malignant diseases, if there are collecting places where the germs can

subsist and multiply.

It is no uncommon occurrence to find a scullery sink, a lavatory and a bath

discharging into one large dipstone trap, and when this occurs it is the usual practice

to omit separate traps next to the fittings. So that even though the dipstone

trap may not discharge sewer gas or drain air into the house, odour would still pass

through the untrapped wastes of the various fittings. It may be thought unneces-

sary to again refer to these defects, but even now in country places it is quite

common to find dipstone traps being built. The writer saw one recently which

had only just been completed. It need hardly be said that the bricklayer who

would build such a trap, or the plumber who would allow it, shows a want of

sanitary knowledge and care in constructional detail.

Fig. 21 illustrates a trap that was introduced and largely used some years ago,

being designed to take the place of the dipstone trap and obviate its recognised faults.

Although this has to rank with the sanitary defects, yet its design shows that an

endeavour was made to overcome the faults of the pit traps, and shows also that its

designers knew what those faults were. With this trap two things in particular were

hoped to be attained : one a permanently fixed “ dip ” which sewer air could not pass

(unless the water evaporated a good deal)
;
and secondly, an avoidance of angles and

places for lodgment or arresting solid matter. It was to be a self-cleansing trap.
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This is generally called a running siphon, with a (so-called) inspection eye

and “ fresh-air inlet,” but good as the intentions were, this trap has hopelessly

failed to fulfil them. The faults of the trap, however, are not yet as widely recog-

nised as they should be, and even with the great advance in the knowledge of

sanitation that is supposed to exist now, there are people professing to be sanitary

engineers who still use them. There are also a large number still sold, and they

appear now in many merchants’ lists.

Where this trap fails, in respect to the solid matter collecting in it, is that no

scouring effect is obtained. The flow through a trap of this kind must always be

sluggish, with the result that the trap fouls almost as quickly as the square brick

dipstone trap, but with an even worse effect, as it reduces the waterway through

the trap. No amount of flushing is sufficient to thoroughly cleanse this trap, even

Fig. 21.

the discharge of a bathful of water making no appreciable difference. Apart from

this liability of its becoming fouled, and remaining so, there is a fault introduced

by the vertical shaft or “inspection ” opening. Much of the matter passing through

a drain is light enough to float on the surface of the fluids, and as they move slowly

through this trap they rise into the shaft and remain there, and thus become
“ trapped ” in another sense of the word. To make matters still worse, it is some-

times found that the trap is so made or fixed that the outlet is at a higher level

than the inlet, with the result that a large amount of sewage matter lies along the

line of drain. It will be seen presently that a smaller quantity of water in a

well constructed trap will give an efficient “ seal,” and yet the trap will be self-

cleansing. In fact it is quite within recent times that it has been recognised that
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a large water-holding capacity is opposed to the self-cleansing of a trap. A vertical

drop in the trap of at least three inches is necessary to effect this end, as will be

more fully explained hereafter.

In the illustration this trap is shown with a pipe extended up to the ground

level with grating at top. This arrangement was supposed to serve the double

purpose of an inspection eye and fresh air inlet, but a glance will show that it fails

in both these respects. It is a trap that should never be used.

The writer had, not long ago, occasion to visit a large house with a view

to testing the sanitary arrangements. The foreman of the work was confident

everything had been done to put the house in sanitary condition, and on going

round the premises pointed with some pride to the inlet for fresh air he had

provided. A little investigation showed that this was arranged as illustrated in

Fig. 21. It need hardly be said that when it was demonstrated that the branch

was trapped, precluding the slightest possibility of any admission of air to the drains,

this “ specialist ” was far from happy.

It will have been noticed already that some of the defects described are such as

no intelligent mechanic would commit, and this being so it may be thought that the

instances given are somewhat exaggerated. Plumbers, however, who have had

experience in testing drains (whether recently laid or old) and tracing out defects,

will endorse the writer’s opinion that many works are carried out by people ignorant

of the most elementary natural laws.

Fig. 22 illustrates an example to which these remarks have pointed reference

(as well as to others), and it would, at first thought, be considered that to lay a

drain with a fall the wrong way was quite a rarity. It is not so, however, though

in this case it happened to be only a surface water drain. This was found at a

large mansion near Farnham, where the drainage had been recently “ rearranged
”

and the house described as being in good sanitary condition. This house, by the

way, happened to have several interesting defects in it which will be illustrated later.

The fault shown was aggravated by the joints in the pipes being defective (originally
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made with clay) and the leakage saturating the subsoil. The saturation was of

course made worse by the trapped water extending along the pipe instead of being

confined to the trap.

The basement water-closet of the insanitary house now under consideration was

described as having a long hopper basin. This is illustrated at Fig. 23, and it

probably stands lowest of all closets from a sanitary point of view, excepting perhaps

the pan closet. Although a great number of these closets are in existence at the

present time, there are very few fixed nowadays, as the principle and construction

are, of course, not in accordance with the County Council or local bye-laws made

under the Public Health Act, 1891. In the first place the formation is bad,

admitting of its being easily soiled, this being made worse by its never having a

flush of water capable of totally cleansing it. In fact the flush under the best of

circumstances never washes over the whole

interior surface. It cannot ever be described

as self-cleansing, as every pan should be under

ordinary conditions. The water usually enters

these pans by a vertical slot near the top, so

that it makes a narrow whirling stream around

the interior, as shown. The extent of surface

cleansed is thus governed by the force with which

the water enters, or in other, words, by the height

of the cistern from which the water comes.

In addition to the failure of the water flush

to cleanse the pan, it also fails to remove solid

matter, paper, &c., that may be resting at the

bottom. The whirling motion is largely ac-

countable for this, with the result that the

water is seldom allowed to run long enough to carry everything past the trap. In

servants’ quarters, the poker or some such instrument is frequently called into use to

clear the obstruction, and the traps are often broken by the frequent attempts to

force the passage at this point.

A water-closet is, primarily, an appliance expressly provided to carry excrement

to the soil pipe, and any form of pan that becomes fouled, or in any way retains

solid matter, or obstructs its passage to the soil pipe, is necessarily defective.

Another fault quite usually associated with this pan, is a defective putty or

mortaivjoint where it is connected with the trap.

Fig. 24 show's in section the “ Pan Closet,” a universally condemned appliance,

and if anything is required to complete its insanitary condition, it is the D trap so

commonly found in connection with it. Even with enamelled or stoneware containers
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(as have been made), they are contrivances that lend themselves to filthy

acoumulations.

The pan closet possesses, perhaps, one feature better than the hopper closet, this

being a moderate amount of water retained where the excreta fall. This is of course

very desirable, and is sought to be obtained with modern closets of all kinds.

The pan, from which this closet derives its name, is situated and hinged in the

container beneath the basin, as will be seen from the illustration. The accommodation

for the free working of the pan necessarily makes the container of a large size, and

the general arrangement is such that the latter cannot be properly cleaned out.

Little imagination is needed to judge what condition this container gets in, and

plumbers who have removed or opened one know what a filthy and corrupt apparatus

it is. The emanations from

these containers are as foul,

and under some conditions as

dangerous, as from a drain
;
in

fact worse than from souk

drains
;
yet there is no barrier

to prevent their passing into

the house each time the pan is

displaced. If the interior of a

container was exposed so that

the occupants of the house could

see it, few people would stay

long in the place, but of course

this is never seen by those whom

it most aftects.

Attempts have been made

to minimise the defects by
.

putting a vent pipe to the container, but this efi'ects l)ut very little good. Instances

have been known where this vent pipe has been connected to the soil pipe, or the

vent from the soil pipe, making matters if anything worse than ever, as it creates a .

by-pass.

Fig. 24 .

Fig. 25 shows a section of the D-trap which is so often associated with the pan

(and other) closets. To put it briefly, this trap is absolutely “ dead,” being

objectionable in both form and construction. It is a trap that favours the retention

and accumulation of decomposing matters, resembling the container ot a pan closet

in this respect, and has no self-cleansing qualities whatever.

A somewhat peculiar feature brought prominently to notice by this trap is the

way in which the gases attack lead in unventilated places. That it is actually the
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effect of the gases is beyond doubt, as it is noticeable that the lead is not attacked

]>elow the water level, or in those parts of the trap that the gas does not reach. The

upper parts of the trap, and also the dip pipe, become eaten through, and great

numbers have been taken out in a state that permitted sewer air to have free passage

into the house by this means.

This illustration is intended to depict the D-trap beneath the pan closet in the

insanitary house being discussed, this trap having the bath waste and the cistern

overflow connected into it. These two connections are absolutely wrong.

In Fig. 26 are included several faults, more than appear at first sight. It

represents a sink waste connected into a soil pipe. This connection is a fault in

itself, for it is now recognised that all sinks, baths, lavatories, &c. must discharge

into a separate waste or into an adjacent rain-water pipe (which should be of special

strength, properly jointed and

ventilated), and not into a soil

pipe. The connection of the

waste at the sink is made with

a round pipe trap, which, with

the fall shown, causes it to

siphon out. This of course

leaves the sink waste untrapped,

and an open communication

exists between the soil pipe

and the house. The action of the

siphon, as every one knows, is to

cause water to flow from a vessel

through a bent pipe, the short

end of which dips in the water,

while the longer end is extended to a lower level. If water is started running

down the longer leg, it will at once draw water up the short length, and this flow

of water will continue until the vessel is emptied down to the end of the short pipe

and air enters it. This is the exact action that accounts for the water in traps

being drawn out, as illustrated
;
but a vent pipe on the top of the outgo of the trap

prevents the action, in the same way that a vent hole or pipe on the top of a pipe

siphon would prevent its working. To prevent this siphonic action, an anti-

siphonage pipe must be fixed 3 inches or 4 inches on the waste side of the trap, and
this precaution is necessary wherever the waste discharges.

When this sink is provided for the reception of slops from bed-rooms, it should

be of white glazed earthenware, with special arrangement for flushing, trapping and
ventilation. These details will be described later, when treating on perfect appliances.

G

Fig. 25.
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Fig. 27 shows in fuller detail the vent of the soil pipe carried into the library

flue
;
also a fault already spoken of, viz. the water-closet having light borrowed from

the bed-room.

The practice of ventilating soil pipes into smoke flues has been more common

than is generally known, and is very probably the result of an assumption that the

chimney draught will carry away the air or gases that rise from it
;
and possibly

render them to some extent innoxious when the chimney is hot. There may be also

the idea that the activity

of the draught in the

chimney will have an ex-

tracting effect, and thus

more effectually ventilate

the soil pipe than if it was

extended for ventilation in

the ordinary way. These,

as stated, may be the

reasons for the practice,

although the writer has not

heard them expressed
;
but

in some cases that have

come to light, the saving

in pipe and labour has

been so small as to make

it appear that economy

could not have been the

chief object.

This practice is every-

where a failure, more es-

pecially in instances of

chimneys having a down-

draught (i.e. down-blow).

The number of chimneys affected in this way is very large, although perhaps not

bad enough to prevent a fire being lighted at the bottom. In summer time also,

down-draught in chimneys occurs still more, for in hot weather the air of the house

may be warmer than the air in the chimney or the outer air. This is often notice-

able in houses by the odour of soot that can be perceived. Therefore on this account

the air from the soil pipe would, in half the cases at least, pass down the

chimney into the room instead of up and out at the top
;
and if it only happened

once in fifty times it would be sufficient to condemn the practice.
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At a large restaurant in the West End of London the writer found the soil pipes

carried into chimney flues, and in this case the plumbing was comparatively new.

The work had to be renewed to a large extent, for foul and offensive odours entered

some of the best rooms, due to the cause given. Other defects were discovered when

a thorough inspection was made, not the least being that the main soil pipes were

G 2
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only 25-inch, and repeatedly became stopped. In another case the writer, on testing

the sanitary condition of a country house a few years ago, caused large volumes of

smoke to be forced into the drains, but although there were known to be defects here

and there, no smoke issued at these points, or at any expected point, in fact. It was

presently noticed that a good deal of smoke was coming out of one of the chimney

pots, and on examination a soil pipe which existed close by was found to be ventilated

into this flue. In this instance the saving of pipe only amounted to 15 feet, this

being the length needed to take the pipe up to its proper position above the roof The

flue into which the soil pipe was ventilated came up from the drawing-room fire-place,

and there had been repeated complaints of bad odours in this room.

Although not shown here, it may be explained that soil-pipe air can enter

a room by way of the chimney without the pipe terminating in the room itself.

Instances have oecurred in which the upper extension of this pipe has terminated

alongside a stack of chimneys, and in the case of down-draught being manifested in

any of these, some of the foul emanations from the soil pipe will probably pass

down also.

Fig. 28 illustrates what may be considered as a common way in which soil

pipes are terminated, and with the worst possible results. In this instance the

defect is manifested in two ways, one being the entrance of soil-pipe air by way of

the window, the other, the passage of this air through the slates of the roof. It

will be found in the former case that there is always a strong inflow of air at

windows when the wind is blowing against them, and even when windows are closed

the air is still forced in through the different crevices that exist, particularly

where the two sashes come together at the middle rail. With a soil-pipe vent

in close proximity to the window, it follows that the air and odours discharged

from it would enter the house with the purer air that is forced in by the wind.

This, however, is not all, for it will be found, and is probably known to nearly

every one, that there is a regular inflow of air at all windows, the exception to this

being quite rare
;
and this is quite independent of the way the wind blows. The

usual eause of this is the ehimneys in the house, for their active up-draught

causes a copious supply of air to enter the building to feed them. It follows,

therefore, that whether the window be open or closed, or whether the wind blow

against it or not, there must be drain air enter if the soil-pipe vent terminates as

shown, or anything like it.

The passage of air through slates is frequently the result of the chimneys in a

house being ill fed with air from legitimate sources, but more often perhaps we may
consider that the wind, when blowing the right way, drives the air through.

Every one knows what a common practice it is for builders to put the cold-water

cistern in an angle of the roof which is otherwise useless for want of head room.
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Apart from this practice being bad, leaving it exposed to frost in winter, and

insects and perhaps birds in summer, there is the probability of foul air being

carried in to contaminate the water if any vent pipe is terminated in the

vicinity. Even if the cistern was absent, it is not desirable to have drain air enter

a building through the joints in the slates any more than through a window.

Fig. 28.

The following are reproductions of photographs taken within two months
previous to this being written, the houses being at a fashionable seaside watering

place. The necessity of proper sanitary inspections by practical men will be

apparent.

The first of these. Fig. 29, shows the vent of the soil pipe terminated in

almost identically the same manner as the last illustration, though in this case it

ends slightly above the window instead of below. This difference in level, however,
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makes little difference in results, as the air entering a window does not come wholly

from below it any more than it comes wholly from above. Added to this, some

of the gases given off from a soil pipe are slightly heavier than the surrounding air.

Fig. 29.

and therefore the termination of this pipe should have been well above the ridge,

where it would secure the best results and be freely acted on by the wind to carry

the gases away.

It will be readily admitted that the vent of a soil pipe fulfils one of the most
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useful purposes of the whole drainage system, and much care has l)een taken in

deciding as to its best size, and the details necessary to secure the best results. It

is also acknowledged that its object is largely to prevent the generation of noxious

Fig. 30 .

gases by ensuring a rapid circulation of air through the drainage system. All this

is recognised, yet its total effect can be neutralised by the position in which it

terminates. We have spoken of the simple way in which the vent is placed so as to

deliver its air into a window or under slates, &c. (as shown in the two previous
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illustrations), but there is another way in which such a termination has ill effects.

The trade seem slow to recognise that the ventilating shaft of a soil pipe is subject

to (and its work influenced by) precisely the same conditions as a smoke flue

Fig. 31 .

(a chimney), and whatever goes to cause down-draught in the chimney will have the

same effect on a ventilating shaft. Down-draught not only carries down the foul

air from the vent shaft so that it may enter the windows and doors of a house, but

it acts as a stopper to the vent and reverses the flow of the drain air, sending it back
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the way it came
;
and it may even exert a slight pressure on the traps of the water-

closets, &c. It is only necessary to experience a bad case of down-blow in a

chimney to judge what force is exerted. In a chimney there is a natural and fairly

strong up-current of air and gases, but notwithstanding this, the smoke is often

driven into the room furiously, even disturbing the coal of the fire in some cases.

The cause of down-draught is simply explained, as it is almost invariably the

result of terminating a chimney too low. If a chimney ends below the highest ridge

of the roof, nearly every one would say without the least hesitation, “ There will be

trouble with that chimney,” meaning, of course, down-draught. Take the last

illustration. Fig. 29 ;
if the chimneys were no higher than the soil-pipe vent, down-

draught would be expected as a matter of course. With a view to obviate this, a

conical cap is often put on the top of the soil pipe, but this is no preventive of the

trouble, as has been repeatedly experienced when trying it on a short chimney.

Fig. 30 illustrates a similar example to the last, but viewed from the front of the

house. Seen from this point the pipe appears to stand clear from the building, l)ut it

would not suffice to prevent the foul emanations entering the window, &c., nor

prevent the down-draught from the higher roofs. This view of the pipe has been

taken to show the absence of anti-syphonage pipes (that is, the pipes to prevent trap

syphonage), although the soil pipe takes the water-closets from two floors. The joints

of this iron soil pipe were made with putty. It will be noticed that there is a rain-

water pipe with a head fixed level with the window sill. The bath waste was taken

into this head in such a manner that the inner surface of the head l)ecame thickly

coated with soap lees. The result of this was an offensive odour, particularly in hot

weatlier, and when, of course, the windows were fi'ecjuently open.

Fig. 31 is a further examjde of the fault under discussion, the soil pipe vent

terminating close beside a dormer window. The entrance of hud air by the window

and through the joints of the slates must be the result, and a down-ldow of a very

pronounced character would be occasionally experienced from such an arrangement.

Even the chimneys well above the roof have some of them been troublesome from

this cause, or the higher pots would not exist as seen. Although this represents a

magnificent type of house, yet the plumbing was of the cheapest kind. It will be

seen that no anti-syphonage pipes exist, and the soil pipe was of the lightest possible

iron, with putty joints.

Fig. 32 illustrates another example of work that any one desiring to be called a

good plumber should feel ashamed of The writer was fortunate enough to secure this

photograj)!! before the pipes were painted, therefore the difference in the materials

is made visible. How an architect or sanitary autlnulty can pass such work is

beyond comprehension, for the property, as can be seen, is large and valuable, and

only recently built. Tlie pipe was of the lightest possible iron (rain-water strength),

H
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Fig. 32
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wiiile the T-pieces were of light lead. There were eleven defective putty joints on

this stack of pipe
;
a total absence of anti-syphonage pipes

;
and the work was of the

most wretched possible description. It will be noticed that this stack of pipe, which

takes three water-closets, is within about two feet of the windows all the way up. This

is no objection in itself, but with iron pipe having defective joints it means a. risk of

drain air passing into the house at any time. When using iron pipes it is essential

that they should be strong and admit of strong and sound joints being made. The

joints are very important features when using iron pipe for this purpose, and it is

hopeless expecting to get a sound joint between an iron pipe and a lead T. Even if

the latter was strong a proper caulked joint could not be made, and either putty or

cement has to be relied upon, with very unsatisfactory results The proper methods

of jointing lead branches with iron pipes will be given presently, as also will the best

methods of jointing iron pipes.

The termination of the vent pipe is better than the previous examples, but it

leaves much to be desired to make it proof against down-draught. It is often diffi-

cult to determine the best position of the vent-pipe outlet, for it is a point of vital

importance and many things have to be considered. Certainly it should rise above

the ridge of the roof, by which means there is every probability that the pipe will act

normally, and whatever it discharges be carried harmlessly away. If soil-pipe air was

visible like smoke, all these precautions would be taken as a matter of course
;
but

because it is invisible, and so frequently odourless, the question is seriously neglected.

In Fig. 33 the position of the vent outlet is not in such proximity to windows,

but it is beyond working properly, for even if its level was above the ridge of the

house, its closeness to the chimney stack would cause a down-draught to be manifested

when the wind was blowing against that side. This illustration, however, is intro-

duced to show another defect, it being a bad example of overbending in a soil pipe.

In the first place the three lowest bends are much too acute. It is highly important

that bends, whether in the soil pipe or its ventilating extension, should bo “ easy,” for

it is requisite to have as free a passage for air as for liquids. Further than this, acute

or sharp bends take longer to make, and come more expensive. The bend which

passes over the eaves of the gutter is particularly objectionable, and would in itself

greatly retard the free circulation of air. In this case, however, recourse might have

been had to what is decidedly better than the easiest bends, and this is the absence of

bends altogether. Fig. 34 shows how simply this might have been effected and at

how much less cost. The pipe is brought down in a straight line with the chimney

stack, the branch from the water-closet being made a little longer. There was no

need to fix the pipe close to the brickwork for the short length above the gutter, and

it might have been held by stays as shown. The object of this illustration is to show

that thought must always be given to keep the soil pipe and its extension as straight

H 2
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as possible
;
for not only

is this necessary for

good results, but, as a

rule, it is less expen-

sive and better work

altogether.

It may be of in-

terest to record an in-

stance of how readily

moisture, or water, in

small quantities, will

freeze in ventilatin g-
O

pipes and shafts ('or in

soil pipes). During the

frost of 1894-95 the

writer’s attention was

called to the offensive

odours that were notice-

able from the water-

closets of a large Lon-

don hotel. The whole

of the work was known

to be quite modern and

up to date, the soil

pipes being all ex-

tended well above the

roof with 8 -lb. lead

pipe, and j^i'oper 2-inclr

anti-syphonage pipes

provided from the

whole of the water-

closets. These anti-sy-

phonage pipes branched

into 3 - inch, and on

higher floors into 4-inch

pipes, for there were as

many as forty closets

on one stack of pipes.

The writer was at a

Fi3. 33 .
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loss to account for the complaints, and on lifting the handles of the water-closets

was astonished to find that the traps syphoned out in spite of the precauti(uis

described. Further investigation showed the cause of this, and it appeared that

since the sanitary work had been done an installation of steam radiators had been

fixed, the exhaust steam from which had been arranged to discharge into the drains.

This exhaust steam found its way up the soil pipes into the ventilating pipes and the

condensed water constantly trick-

ling down inside had frozen there
;

the consequence was that the ven-

tilating pipes were in places quite

solid with ice. To remedy this

the exhaust steam was made to

discharge into proper condensing

boxes, and the water only from

these allowed to run into the

main drain. To discharge steam

into drains or any sanitary system

must produce ill results, for, apart

from the water condensation pos-

sibly proving troublesome, it must

be remembered that more or less

of a vacuum is formed when steam

condense's
;

this by itself might

cause trouble.

Of course such a case as this

is rare, but it goes to show what

care must be exercised on all points

to avoid failure. It is not neces-

sary for a plumber to perform work

on the recognised lines only, he

must have his wits about him as

to what may possibly happen, and

as steam heating may in some

instances come under his super-

vision, it is worth while remembering what may be the result if steam is allowed

to discharge into a drainage system. The condensed water from a steam apparatus

would be a constant trickling stream, much the same as from a leaky water-closet

valve, and nothing will choke an external soil pipe with ice, in frosty weather,

quicker than this. Mention may perhaps be made here of another possible danger

S1IN
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as a result of connecting, or allowing steam pipes to be connected, into the drainage

system. This is the ruination of lead soil pipes by undue expansion and contraction,

Ijrought about by the high temperature of the steam passing through them.

Hundreds of stacks of good lead soil pipe have been ruined in London alone, owing

to this cause, during the last few years.

Allusion was recently made to the want of proper inspection of premises by

competent men, and no instance could bear out this statement more strongly than one

that the writer is engaged on now. A very large and high-class seaside hotel had

changed hands, and in the business negotiation the premises were described as being

in “ Fair Sanitary Condition.” This description, although conveying no very exact

meaning, practically states that the place was habitable, the sanitary ammgements

not being likely to prejudice the health of the visitors
;
and, at least, being the reverse

of insanitary. Instead of this, however, the serious defects alone amounted to some

hundreds, aiid the following reproductions of photographs are not the worst possible

specimens, but typical of all. One defect which could not be photograj^hed consisted

of a large cesspool in the basement of the building, and immediately adjoining the

kitchen. This contained about 2000 gallons of solid foetid matter, undoubtedly the

accumulation of many years. It is really alarming that this state of things should

go unheeded, for in this case it was only the change of hands that brought the

sanitary defects to light. The place in this condition was most dangerous to health,

and few of us would Vk^illingly have passed a single night in the building with a know-

ledge of its being half as bad. It is most serious to consider that in a building of

such importance as this is, there would be great numbers of people visit or stay, whose

lives are, to say the least, valuable to our homes and country, yet, for want of care,

or almost criminal negligence to save the cost of the work, the place is let as being

in “Fair Sanitary Condition.”

In Fig. 35, specimen 1 is a filthy and badly constructed D-trap with a hole in the

top near the outgo. The outgo itself was furred up nearly solid, and had been cut

open at some time for the purpose of unstoj^ping it. After this mutilation the hole

was made good by a piece of sheet lead laid on, not soldered but tied with a short

length of copper wire. Nearly all the defects in these examples were brought

plainly to notice when the smoke test was applied. The branch shown coming into

this trap was the waste from a drinking-water cistern, and which, having no other

trap, allowed foul emanations to pass into the cistern. Specimen 2 is a similar trap,

but in this case the branch waste had evidently been stopped up, opened, and

repaired with putty, rag and string.

Specimen 3 is another D-trap which was fixed at the foot of a soil pipe. It will

be noticed that the cheek of the trap has Ijeen eaten away, most probably by sewer

gas, which so often has a destructive efiect on these traps above the seal. The size of
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the hole eaten in the trap will give a very fair idea of the volume of foul air that

continually escaped, more particularly as the main drains were directly connected to

the sewer without any attempt at disconnection or trapping.

Specimen 4 has the waste of a cistern hranching into it, and on the outlet there

is a junction into which some fitting had previously discharged. This aperture was

sealed up with a piece of common putty, which had dried, become loose, and allowed

sewer gas to escape freely. Particular interest may centre on this trap as the closet

it came under was next one of the best sitting-rooms of the hotel with sea view, and

which would probably be the room allotted to the most important or distinguished

visitors. Specimen 5 differs only from the others in the number of connections to it.

It had the waste from a drinking-water cistern, waste from a lavatory, and waste

from safe under water-closet. The waste on the left side of trap had evidently been

choked at some time, and a hole made for the purpose of insertiug a cane in order to

unstop it. This hole had been made good (?) by a wooden plug driven in it, as can

be seen. These were by no means the only bad traps removed, nor the only ones that

were faulty. They represent examples sufficient to show the character of the system

said to be in “fair sanitary condition.”

Fig. 36 represents some examples of soil pipes from the same jol), and in these, if

possible, there are even graver defects than in the last illustration. Specimen 1, on

the left, is a piece of seamed lead pipe with the overflow of a cistern branched into

the side. That this is a bad practice needs no telling. Specimen 2 is a piece of lead

soil pipe which had been insufficiently supported. It had but two tacks to the length,

and the weight of the pipe had drawn the pipe completely open. This pipe had been

fixed perhaps twenty years, and was not of bad quality, being of fair weight, viz. 7-lb.

lead. It would undoubtedly have stood many years longer had it been properly fixed.

It will be understood by practical men that at least four to six good cast tacks

(according to position) should I)e fixed to each 10 feet length, with not less than two

nails or hooks in each tack.

Specimen 3, which is immediately below the preceding, is the loAver half of a

joint in a soil pipe. This had never been tinned, with the result that the upper portion

did not adhere, but pulled away. Apparently the upper portion when fixed had been

“ entered ” the usual three-eighths or half inch, l)ut when the casings were removed the

two parts were found to be three-eighths of an inch asunder, due, most probably, to

the lower portion having dropped. The wall was saturated with liquid discharges from

the upper water-closets, and it^ need hardly l)e pointed out that foul air escaped freely.

Specimen 4 exhibits two defects close together, for the trap, insufficiently

suj)ported, had liy its weight pulled itself away from the dip pij^e
;
and the

joint immediately above the trap had l)een made partly with putty and partly witli

a copper bit. Specimen 5 is a piece of soil pipe which received the waste from a
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lavatory in the ladies’ retiring room. The waste itself was trapped close under the

lavatory, but each time the basin was discharged the trap was invariably syphoned

out, leaving it open and clear to the soil pipe. Of course this permitted of a nearly

constant inflow of foul air from the soil pipe to the apartment. Specimen 6 is a piece

of soil pipe which received the waste from some housemaids’ sinks. This stack of pipe

was ruined by the discharge of hot water into and through it, causing unequal expan-

sion and contraction. Although there is but one specimen shown here, there were,

on this particular stack of pipe, as many as a dozen splits in different places due to

this cause. Specimen 7 is another example of pipe insufficiently supported. It will

be seen that the lead is broken or torn immediately under the tack, but the illustration

does not show it clearly. This was due, of course, to the weight of the lower length of

pipe. In all these instances the escape of sewer gas was free and in considerable

volume. The building could never have been even moderately free from noxious

gases, and, to make matters worse, the walls and many parts of the building had

become thoroughly saturated with fluids which were intended for the sewer.

Fig. 37 is a final set of specimens from this job, and it will be understood that

the ol)ject in dealing with these is not so much to show how work is scamped and

passed, as to show what is bad in practice, and the results of ignorant and bad work.

These are clearly instances of what should be avoided. Specimen 1 is a piece cut out

of a seamed lead pipe which had, in places, split exactly under the seam. This was

possibly due to the seam itself being improperly made, that is, not being shaved

down to the edges. If this had been done, the probability is that the tin in the

solder would have “ sweated ” the edges together and prevented the moist air of the

soil pipe attacking the soldered seam. This pipe was of good weight and properly

fixed, and should have lasted as long as the building itself.

The set of specimens marked No. 2 are all of 4-inch lead soil pipes badly furred

-

up. As a matter of fact, some of them were worse than they appear, for, in packing

and transit to London for the purpose of being photographed for this illustration, a

considerable amount of the incrusted matter was shaken out
;
they, however, still tell

their own tale. These pipes were cut out from beneath old pan closets which had an

insufficient flush. There was no scour through the pipes, and, us all practical men

know, when once ammonia begins to deposit on the inside of a soil pipe fixed under

these conditions, it is only a question of time as to when the pipes will fur up almost

completely solid. This is, of course, when the discharges from the closet, whether

“ pan ” or “ valve,” do not sufficiently and properly scour out the pipes in connection

with them.

This really amounts to an argument in favour of small bore soil pipes, and much

has been said in regard to this question. In the first place, too large a pipe is a

decided fault, and it seldom fails to fur up and give trouble. If the outlet of a closet
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basin is 3-incb, it is hopeless to suppose that the water, which simply falls througli

this with some closets, will properly scour a larger pipe. On the other hand, a pipe

too small, though it may get the most efficient scouring action, will possibly be choked

from other causes. Take a 2-inch pipe for instance
;

this is capable of discharging

water as quickly as is necessary for the proper working of most closets, but we have

not to deal with simply a piece of pipe and some clear water. There is the trap, air

resistance and friction of bends to overcome, and there are solid matters in the water,

some of the paper finding its way into this pipe being very liable to give trouble. A
2^ -inch pipe will discharge water fully half as fast again as a 2-inch pipe, and this

might be considered ample margin. Some are of opinion that 2^-inch is sufficient,

but to try it involves more trouble than at first appears, particularly with the

fittings. The universally approved size for soil pipe branches from water-closets is

3-inch. This is found to get the required scour if the water supply is normal, and

no trouble is experienced by its choking. Pipe of this size has been found clear and

in good condition after many years of ordinary service. The scour that is so

requisite is obtained by the water discharge passing through the pipe in a mass

which fills the pipe, or nearly so, instead of merely forming itself into a stream down

the side, as it must do when discharged into a larger pipe.

Specimen 3, of Fig. 37, is a piece of 4-inch soil pipe, part copper bit seam, and

part patent (drawn) pipe. The soldered joint connecting these two was positively

porous, and during the application of the test, smoke escaped freely through the

joint itself. It will l)e readily recognised as a specimen of botched plumbing.

Specimen 4 is a piece of soil pipe with two defective branch joints. The left-hand

one was made partly with putty and partly soldered, and the putty would not stand

being moved
;

in fact, as the pipe was being shifted from position the putty fell off.

The right-hand branch had been opened at some time and the hole made good (?) with

a piece of lead secured by wire. Specimen 5 is a putty and rag joint on a bath wuiste.

This waste was connected into the cheek of a D-trap, and in such a manner that water

lay in it. The pipe having silted up, it became necessary to cut it for the purpose of

unstopping, and the illustration shows how it was jointed up again. Specimens

marked 6 are two further examples of repairs to soil pipes which had been opened

for some purpose.

It is seldom that so many specimens of botched plumbing can be found under

one roof, and they form a strong argument in favour of some control being exercised

over those that hold themselves out to be plumbers, yet do such really scamping

work. It requires very little refiection to see that these examples are not the result

of mere carelessness or excusable mistakes. It is obvious some man or men have

underraken work that they were not in the least qualified to do, and have done it in

a way that reflects the utmost disgrace on them. The wrong done comes home more
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stiongiy wlien we remember the risks their bad work leaves others to run. To secure

a profit they wilfully imperil people’s lives, and this is no exaggerated view of it

whatever.

From the foregoing illustrations it will be readily seen how necessary it is that

plumbers should be fully alive to the important part their work takes in the con-

struction of a building. Whilst being good tradesmen, it is essential that not only

the practical part, but also the theoretical details be thoroughly understood. It has

been the want of theoretical and technical knowledge in the past that has nearly

always accounted for the vast numbers of serious faults that are always coming to

light. Men are very apt to speak disdainfully of theoretical knowledge, considering

practical knowledge far better
;
and although this is correct in a great measure, yet

it is theoretical training that allows of a man knowing what may happen to his

work after it is done, and a successful inventor relies largely on theoretical as

well as practical knowledge. These examples of bad plumbing also point out the

necessity of men, well versed in the details of good and bad plumbing, and drainage,

being appointed to visit the works during progress, so as to reduce the possibility

of any unsatisfactory or scamped work being executed. When the work, from

which these examples were taken, was* first executed, it is absolutely certain that

the foreman and other responsible people were either negligent or intentionally

overlooked the faults the men had committed, and it is much hoped the coming

generation of plumbers will do differently to this. It cannot be urged too strongly

that a plumber’s duties are quite serious in their importance to the public health.
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CHAPTER III.

SANITARY DEFECTS—TRAPS.

T is now proposed to deal with the surface water and other traps

which come under the heading of “ Sanitary Defects.” The

bell traps, the D-trap and some old patterns have been spoken

of, but the examples in this chapter may be considered as of a

more modern character, intended in most cases to improve upon

and supersede the older kinds. In addition to those about to be

described, there are many other traps that have defects in their construction, but

the defects are not of such a serious nature as to warrant their being brought

within the scope of this chapter. They will be referred to later with traps that are

of a more perfect character, as their use cannot be actually condemned. It might

be added that the traps about to be described do not include every known kind

that is defective, l)ut, with those already dealt with, they will be sufficient to show

what constitutes faults in construction and which ought to be avoided.

Briefly, a trap is a contrivance intended to allow liquid or semi-liquid sewage

matter to pass freely through it, on its passage to the drains, yet by its construction

to prevent the air of the drains passing into the house through the pipe with which

the trap is connected or associated. This the trap is required to do automatically,

that is, without mechanical working parts
;
and this desired result is attained by the

trap holding a small quantity of water which closes the aperture through it, so far

as the passage of air is concerned. If this was all that went to make a moderately

perfect trap then the defective ones would Ire very few in number, for so many fulfil

these re(|uirements excellently for a time, or when first fixed, but they will not

remain in good order long. Some bring about their own failure by bad construction,

and a large number fail if the conditions do not hapjren to be just favourable.

Fig. 38 illustrates a lip trap, intended to be a great improvement on the bell

trap, and generally made in cast iron
;

it is quite commonly called an iron D-trap.

It is a surface water trap, and its only advantage over the bell pattern is in the fact

that the removal or loss of the cover does not break the seal. This was a decided

"ain, for with the bell cover, its removal or al)sence was so common, and with such

ill results, as to make its several other defects seem trifling. Excepting in this

detail all the faults of the bell trap exist with this one, added to which is the fad
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that with this lip trap a pit is usually huilt uiKlerneatli as shown, as the plan outline

of the trap is square
;
while with the circular bell traj^ it was sometimes possible to

set it in a pipe.

The brick pit or receiver is a considerable fault in itself, for not only does it

become very foul and offensive, but it is seldom that the joint between the trap and

the top stone remains sound after a short time. It is a trap that silts up or chokes

very easily, and the efforts to clear it generally result in the setting being loosened.

When the trap is removed owing to the pit being choked up with sludge, which is

usually done by a gardener or odd man, the joint is never made sound after. More

often than not the brick receiver is not rendered in cement, in consequence of which

the soil surrounding the k

trap becomes saturated. V 0

Should the drain pipe

become partially choked,

as happens by the solids

that collect in the re-

ceiver, then the satura-

tion of the earth around

has been found sufficient

to affect the foundations

of the house when the

trap is in proximity.

Fig. 39 is another

cast-iron surface trap in-

tended in turn to im-

prove upon both the last

example and the bell

trap. In this the grated cover can be removed without breaking the seal, but

advantage was claimed that the loose cone casting which dips in the water could

be easily lifted out for the use of the rods, if the drain pipe became stopped. In

this respect a superiority as compared to the lip trap was supposed to exist.

Between the cone casting and the outer casing a good joint was seldom obtained,

with the result that the trap was rendered useless. Added to this, as the iron

outlet nozzle of the trap was not easily jointed with earthenware pipe, the trap

was commonly fixed in a brick receiver, as in the preceding example. This involved

the risk of the outer joint becoming unsound, and there then existed a second

catch-pit for filth, with the probable saturation of the subsoil around.

By no stretch of imagination can a trap of this kind be considered sclf-clcansing.

which is a requisite feature of all perfect or fairly perfect traps. It would hold a large

Fig. 38.
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amount of sediment, much the same as a brick receiver, and no amount of flushing

would displace the deposit within it. One advantage that it may perhaps be said to

have over some of the other kinds, is the fact of the evaporating surface being small.

Other traps of this size may have as much as one hundred square inches of

evaporating surface, while the cone piece of this only left about sixteen scjuare inches

open to the air.

Figs. 40 and 41 are examples of traps which have been largely used for cutting

off sink, bath, lavatory and similar wastes. A D-trap was often a favourite for this

purpose, and the design of this trap rather goes to show how difficult it appears to

dispose of fixed ideas. These are little better tlian the old D-traps in both general

and practical results, and the only advantage they possess is the same as the D had,

viz. that they cannot l)e

syphoned out. They are a

filthy form of trap, hold-

ing a large amount of fer-

menting matter, and Fig.

40 is, if anything, more

favourable to matter col-

lecting in it than the D
pattern, and could not

scour itself out.

The wastes which con-

vey soapy water must al-

ways be arranged with a

view to dealing with the

deposit that collects, and

a trap that is favourable to its collection must invariably cause troul)le. With traps

of this form the sediment readily accumulates and solidifies, and on l)eing displaced

by any means chokes up the waste pipes. Fig. 41 was intended to improve matters

by having the body of the trap formed circular at the bottom to render it self-

cleansing. This effect, however, was not realised, for the greasy matters collect

almost as badly as with the other. In l)oth cases it will l)e seen that the inlet

pipes are drowned some three to four inches, and, in practice, this has been found to

invariably choke up the inlets with grease or soapy matters, at short intervals.

Fig 42, which illustrates the “ bottle ” trap, shows us something even more nearly

approaching the D-trap than Fig. 40, and there is no disguising the fact that of the

two the D-trap is of a more practical shape, notwithstanding its general bad qualities.

The shape shown is conducive to the collection of greasy and solid matters, and also

their retention. The inlet is drowned and readily gets choked, and altogether no trap

Fig. 39.
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with much worse qualities could very well be devised. Notwithstanding this it was,

a very few years ago, much favoured by plumbers and others.

Fig. 43 is another defective form of trap, but it is a shape that more

nearly approaches efficiency than the preceding. It fails, however, in that

important detail of being self-

cleansing, and favours the

accumulation of fatty matters

and solid particles, particularly

in the crown of the trap. It

has, in fact, a large fouling sur-

face for such a compact fitting

as it is, and the scour of the

water discharged through it is

not effective.

The two illustrations of

Fig. 44 are specimens of pipe

traps which were largely used
^

in the north of England a few

years ago. The examples shown have a fault in the deep “ drown ” given them, and

it is a common occurrence to find these traps with a 4-inch seal or drown, the object

being probably to prevent syphonage. This trap properly made would not come

within the catalogue of those which are defective, and prior to the introduction

of the anti-D, Dubois and other

modern forms of traps, there was

not much room for complaint.

In the first place, and most im-

portantly, this is a self-cleansing

trap if not made with more than

a 2-inch dip (if made with a

4-inch dip, as shown, it will not

clear itself). It should be no

larger than the soil or waste-pipe

branch, and under such conditions

110 fault can be found as to its Fiq. 41.

self-cleansing qualities. Added to

this, it is a trap that quickly calls attention to any injury or leakage, as a hole

cannot usually exist in it without the escaping fluids being noticed.

A peculiar action, however, occurs with this trap which is largely due to the action

of each discharge that passes through it. This is the carrying away, by impetus or
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momentum, of the water required to make a seal. It may not happen at every

discharge, though it does so with some frequency. This can be traced to the close-

ness with which the matter carried away fits the pipe, for if the body of the trap is

larger than the pipe the trouble does not so readily occur. By making the body

larger, however, the self-cleansing is not so effective. It is the same if the traps

have deep drowns as illustrated. The carrying of the seal water away is not so

likely, but the trap begins to lose the scouring effect gained in a trap with less seal.

This trap is readily syphoned out, if not properly ventilated.

Probably this trap, more than any other, has suffered from the use it receives at

the hands of the ignorant workmen. They find it so convenient to bend, shorten, or

lengthen, according to the way they want it to meet their soil or waste-pipe branch.

Fig. 42. Fig. 43.

instead of properly bringing the branch to the trap. They are sometimes manipu-

lated in this way until they are next to useless.

Figs. 45 and 46 are two examples of what are termed “ Knot ” traps. These,

like the last, do not come within the list of defective traps, as they are self-cleansing

and give results somewhat closely related to what a perfect trap will do. This kind

of trap commonly figures at exhibitions of plumbers’ handicraft, and in the Health

Exhibition of 1884 some very fine specimens were to be seen. It was there claimed

that the traps were not liable to syphon out, and although found to be slightly less

risky in this respect than the P and S round pipe traps, they are by no means proof

against syphonage. No practical gain is effected by their use, certainly not sufficient

to warrant their extra cost in makinmC
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Bye-Passes.

—

In referring to the various sanitary defects already brought

under notice, they have been spoken of as being the results of ignorant workman-

ship, probably the work of men having little experience of good work, wanting in

proper skill and knowledge of the natural laws that control the total result. In the

case of inventions and manufactured goods, this applies to those people who are

responsible for the goods coming on the market, and more particularly to the

plumbers who accept and use them without seeing the faults that exist. Often a

plumber will take the word of the manufacturer and bring himself to believe what the

maker’s carefully worded prospectus says, and in doing this the plumber shows a

want of independence and reliance on his own judgment. This sort of thing should

be avoided, for the less a man’s judgment and thought is exercised, the less reliable it

will become. On the other hand, a plumber must by all means avoid the grave

Fig. 44.

error of relying implicitly on his own ideas to the exclusion of the opinions of

people who are at least qualified to judge equally as well as himself. The man who

believes his knowledge to be equal to every one else’s, and that there is nothing he

can be taught from the experience of others, is rather to be pitied than otherwise.

An instance in the writer’s mind is of a man, capable and decidedly smart, but

spoiled by the great opinion he had of himself. This man refused the present of a

good standard work relating to his trade, as he supposed there was nothing in the

book that he did not already know. He gave this opinion of the book without even

looking in it, and he read neither books nor trade journals for the same reason. Of

what use, he argued, is it to read these things if he knew all about them alread.y ?

One peculiar consequence of this was, that whenever he set himself to invent or

improve something, he would spend time and thought (and money) making up what

the better posted man would have instantly known had been invented and

K 2
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abandoned years before, and could have given the reasons and explained what had

been done since with better results.

All this goes to point out that whatever skill a man possesses, and whatever

good opinion he may have of himself (and every man should have a good opinion of

himself if he keeps it well in hand), he should never consider he has nothing to

learn. It is a fatal mistake, however capable the man may be. In the following

examples of bye-passes, this sort of thing largely predominates. Many of them

are examples of work carried out by practical plumbers, but who either fell into

thoughtless, careless ways, or, for want of reading and keeping themselves posted up

in the different improvements in their work, lost their grasp of the details, as the

Fig. 45. Fig. 46.

work became more technical and complex. The day has indeed passed when

plumbing was joint-making and nothing else. In these instances it became

impossible to retain men who made such blunders, for how could they be trusted

to work without careful supervision, even to do small and comparatively unim-

portant jobs ?

Fig. 47 shows a bye-pass between a bath waste and the overflow of the bath,

thus completely neutralising the effect of the trap beneath the bath, which might as

well be absent. This bye-pass is a worse fault than the absence of the trap itself, for

with the latter absent there would only be an odour while the bath plug was lifted or

out, but with the fault as illustrated the odour would be continuous. Those with

limited experience are apt to think lightly of a bath waste being untrapped when it
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discharges into an open gully, having, perhaps, an idea that odours from this pipe

are unlikely or not noticeably disagreeable. The; reverse is the case, however, for a

bath waste in a dirty condition will give off that “ nasty musty smell ” so frequently

complained of by customers. These odours, although not likely to prejudice health,

are at least offensive and undesirable. In this case, when the sink from the upper

floor was discharged into the gully the smell was simply unbearable.

Fie. 48 is another example much resembling the last, except that it refers to a

lavatory basin in this case. In both instances, however, the fault rests in connecting

Fig 47 .

the overflow to the wrong side of the trap. The dotted lines in this illustration

show how the pipe should have been connected. This overflow is, of course,

equally as capable of giving off offensive odours as the bath waste.

Fig, 49 illustrates an example that may be considered of a more serious

character, owing to the waste and ventilating connections being to a soil pipe. In

this instance the sink, being for the reception of bed-room slops, may be considered as

correctly arranged, but the anti-syphonage pipe of the urinal is on the wrong side of

the trap, with the worst result. This connection forms a clear and almost direct

passage for soil-pipe air to enter the house perpetually and without hindrance.

This piece of work was done by a man who knew better, but who had for some time

been working carelessly and apparently without thought. The example is, therefore,
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an unpardonable blunder, as the most unworkmanlike and ignorant plumbing could

give no worse results.

Fig. 50 is a modern bye-pass, and shows the vent pipe from the valve box of a

water-closet apparatus discharging into the soil pipe, thus providing free entrance for

soil-pipe air each time the apparatus was used. It will scarcely be believed, but the

writer has in his possession several specifications describing in all its details how this

defect should be carried out
;
and has on more than one occasion been almost ridiculed

by the designers, when pointing out that the arrangement formed a distinct bye-pass

winch would render the trap under the apparatus useless. It has in these cases

taken some persuasion and persistence to convince and reconcile them to the altera-

tion, vjz, to take the puff pipe out separately and not into the soil pipe.
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The facts of the case, and what had really happened, was that when the specifica-

tions were being prepared reference had to be made to a book on plumbing by one of

our best writers, and an illustration in this work had been relied on for the details of

construction. The illustration and the arrangement had, however, been misinterpreted,

as the puff pipe, although appearing to be connected to the soil pipe, only really

finished on the face of the wall. The writer, in conversation with others on this

subject, has been assured that the mistake has been made in very many instances, so

that the description comes well within the subject of bye-pass defects.

The proper ventilation of a valve box is a subject of considerable importance, for

without due care the sanitary efficiency of the closet would be destroyed. The provi-

sion of the vent pipe is essential, and not the least of its uses is to prevent syphonage

of the water in the trap of the overflow pipe which is connected into it. By

connecting the vent pipe into the soil pipe there is an escape of soil-pipe air each

time the valve is operated. The vent pipe, as stated, must not enter the soil pipe, nor

the anti-syphonage pipe, under any conditions whatever. It should have a termina-

tion open to the air, and on no account should a flap valve or similar contrivance be

put on it, as has been the case sometimes.

Fig. 51 is our old acquaintance the pan closet, with D-trap beneath, but

introduced in this instance to show a bye-pass. The receiver of this type of closet

has already been described as an abominable arrangement under any circumstances,

but it has sometimes been thought to remedy or minimise the trouble by ventilation.

When ventilated into a soil pipe the plan has been as illustrated, with the result that

the remedy was worse than the disease.
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Fig. 52, a further example of a bye-pass, shows the expansion pipe of a hot water

circulating apparatus connected into a soil pipe, thus causing the hot water supply to be

contaminated. It is rather re-

F markable that this fault should

be met with quite often, and to

the writer’s experience it has

been found in instances where

it would have been cheaper to

carry the expansion pipe" up

through the roof as shown in

dotted lines. The necessity of

carrying this pipe into a soiL

pipe is difl&cult to see, even if

it appeared quite convenient,

for there are several ways by

which it can be terminated very

conveniently inside the house if

desired.

A notable instance of this

fault was found in a large build-

ing only a few weeks prior to

these words being written. The

expansion pipe had been turned

into a soil pipe on the top floor

(the soil pipe being inside the

house), and the joint where one

pipe entered the other had been

made with common putty. Of

course with a pipe which has the

vapour of hot water and some-

times steam through it, there

is considerable expansion and

contraction, and this push and

pull movement had thrown the

putty off after it had set hard.

This left the hole in the soil

pipe directly open, and the fault

was all the more serious by the fact that the soil pipe discharged into a large dip-

stone trap at its foot. This specimen of work,l together with the bad traps and

Fig ,'50.



Contamination of water in a hot-water ap-

paratus by the steam pipe from tank being

carried into a soil pipe instead of over the

cold-water cistern, or up through the roof as

shown in dotted lines.
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defective soils pipes shown in Figs. 35, 36 and 37, now rest in the museum of the

Worshipful Company of Plumbers.

Contamination of Water Supply.—If subject matter were required to

extend this work to a large extent, no subject could be chosen to fulfil the purpose

better than that which heads this paragraph. It is not the intention, however, to

dwell on this more than the other subjects which are prolific of defects, and only

sufficient information and examples will be given to show what a variety of ways

there are by which our drinking water can be and is made more or less impure.

There is scarcely a detail in plumbing that can rival this in regard to the ill results

that may occur, but it will be seen that the water and the place it is stored in are

not always the cause of the trouble, but frequently it is the so-called plumber who

puts his peculiar ideas into operation, and so makes the faults possible.

It is, of course, clearly recognised that impure water has a prejudicial effect on

health, but unfortunately the word impure has no properly accepted meaning. A
pure water would be that having no trace of inorganic or organic matters in it, and

a water of this standard of purity is almost unknown. Much of our drinking water

has lime in solution, but in the usual way this is not harmful, and, generally, mineral

impurities are not looked upon as being injurious. It is organic matters which

so readily pollute the water, and favour the production of living organisms, bringing

disease in their train, and, again, it is possible for odours to bring about ill effects

without the assistance of liquid or solid impurities. The latter, of course, cause

bad results quickest, and are generally recognised or suspected more readily.

It is always important to remember that water, far from repelling impure and

noxious matters, or air, has a decidedly attractive force and an affinity for many

things that it would be better without. There is no obstacle presented by water to

its having impurities, gaseous or liquid, intimately associated with it, but distinctly

the reverse, and this must always have attention. Secondly, water, when in a

so-called pure state, actively attacks metals, not only with an injurious effect to the

metal substances, but with the very dangerous effect of giving itself a more or less

poisonous character. The number and variety of substances that water can dissolve

and take into solution is greater than with any other liquid, but the most faniiliar

example of this action with an injurious effect is that of plumbism or lead poisoning.

Soft waters having no lime in solution have nearly always a trace of acidity in their

composition, and this is particularly the case with water coming from bog, peat, or

moorland soils. With these latter waters it is impossible to use the ordinary lead

pipe, and epidemics of lead-poisoning have frequently been the unfortunate means

of teaching us this. Lead is a cumulative poison, so that even slight traces of it

have to be avoided, as it stores itself up in the human system until it has a marked

poisonous action. These waters will also attack cast or wrought iron and zinc,
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Witli the latter a poisonous effect may occur, and galvanised tanks and tubes should

be avoided for the storage or distribution of very soft drinking waters. With hard

waters, or waters having a small percentage of lime in them, the solvent powers are

neutralised, and in this case both lead and zinc are considered harmless when used

for the purposes under discussion.

We may consider that the contamination of water can be divided into three

general headings, viz. contamination at its source, contamination of stored water,

and contamination as it is being distributed. All water first reaches the earth in

the form of rain, and rain water, if collected with care, is probably the safest of all

waters for drinking purposes. This is a soft water, however. After it reaches the

earth there are many ways in which it can be rendered impure, but the earth itself

has a very active purifying effect, with the result that subsoil water, under proper

conditions, is excellent. For our present purposes we may consider that it is

sewage matter that is the polluting medium to be avoided, and that defective

drains, cesspools, &c., are the possible causes of pollution of well water. With river

water, which may probably be pure when in a normal state, there occurs con-

tamination by heavy rains washing manurial matters from cultivated land, also

from farmyards, and it is frequently discovered that cesspools are constructed and

arranged in a way that admits of heavy rains washing their contents out or over-

flowing into ditches. Heavy rains after a lengthy dry season do much to interfere

with the purity of river and subsoil waters even in sparsely populated places. With

the latter the rising of subsoil water may come near enough to the surface of the

earth to be polluted by cesspools, defective drains and surface impurities.

Contamination of water when stored may be due to the action of the water on

the material of which the storage tank is composed, or it may be due to fluid or

solid matters brought to it. That house cisterns are allowed to become in a filthy

condition is well known, but this state of things is largely, if not almost wholly,

due to the very unsuitable positions the cisterns are commonly placed in. To make
the cleansing of cisterns difficult is almost certain to result in their going uncleaned,

and cisterns difficult of access are nearly always favourably situated for the reception

of dirt, and other objectionable matters, such as insects, mice, &c. Occasionally birds

m a putrid condition are found in roof cisterns. Where the plumber’s forethought

becomes most important is in the prevention of any relationship between the cistern

water and polluted air. Many instances are quoted by different authorities of

drinking water causing distinctly traceable illness due to its having been made
impure by air and gases from drains, for water readily takes up these gaseous

emanations to the prejudice of its purity. The following examples give instances of

how this may occur.

The contamination of water in distribution is broadly confined to the action the

L 2
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water may have on the material

of the pipes, as already men-

tioned
;

and, secondly, the in-

suction of polluting matters into

the services or mains. Some most

revolting instances are on record

of fluid matters beinsr drawn intoO

the mains as the mains become

empty under the intermittent

supply system. Some instances

of this will be given shortly, but

it may be mentioned that to the

writer’s personal knowledge the

contents of public urinals have

been syphoned into the water

company’s mains, and also the

contents of water - closet pans

through stool valves. A leaky

water main service may draw in

liquid sewage from a faulty drain

when the pressure is taken off,

andiit is possible (upon the prin-

ciple of the injector) to carry in

liquids through a leaky place

while pressure is on. A plumber

need be skilled and vigilant in

his work to ensure his employer

a really good supply of drinking-

water.

Drinking-water cisterns should

always be kept remote from soil

and vent pipes, water - closets,

drains and gullies, in fact, every-

thing that may contribute im-

purities, solid, liquid, or gaseous,

otherwise contamination is pro-

bable.

Take for instance Fig. 53 ;
the

practice illustrated here has been

\
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considered quite correct for many years until within recent times. It is not so glar-

ingly faulty as many instances that occur, nor as most of the illustrations that

succeed this, but it is distinctly faulty in the fact that it delivers the air from a

notably filthy water-closet pan on to the surface of the water in a drinking-water

cistern. The illustration depicts the water supply flushing a long hopper pan,

but not only is the pipe ventilated into the "cistern when the valve is operated,

but at all other times the empty service pipe practically acts as a ventilating

pipe to the usually filthy hopper basin. The illustration shows one draw-off on the

house service from the cistern, and in small houses this may be all. In any case

it is sufficient to contaminate the drinking water.

The attempts to obviate vitiation by the service box and vent, as illustrated,

have been several. One was to partition the cistern, so as to completely divide the

part serving the water-closet from that serving the sinks. This, however, was

scarcely an improvement, as the air from the service box, when opened, would rise

through the water in bubbles which burst and distributed it at the surface. Then the

vent pipe was always open, and a division extending a few inches above the water

line would not cause the foul air to avoid the drinking-water section of the cistern.

To carry the vent pipe of the service box right away was a partial improvement, but

only partial, as will be understood. It would be totally different if a valve closet

existed (with the service valve next the apparatus) instead of the hopper basin, as in

this case the service pipe from the cistern would be full of water down to the closet

pan. With a service box, the supply pipe is full of air only, air from the pan, and

in a cistern with glass sides it will be seen that a great deal of this air passes up

through the water each time the plug is lifted.

Fig. 54 illustrates how foul gases from a soil pipe have been discharged into a

drinking-water cistern through faulty arrangement of the overflow. This deep bell

trap was rather a favourite arrangement, and largely used for the overflow of cisterns

a few years ago, and it was usually connected with a soil pipe by which foul air

entered the pipe, and the water could not fail to be contaminated. It will be readily

seen from the illustration that when the water is drawn down to the level of the

dotted line the trap is unsealed, and direct communication is opened between the soil

pipe and the cistern and the house generally. It is not necessary, however, for the

water level to fall so low as stated, to bring about a lesser degree of contamination,

for as the water level sinks the upper part of the bell has to fill with air, and there is

only one direction from which this air can readily come.

This arrangement of overflow is now against the water companies’ regulations,

but several examples have been met with by the writer in country houses. One that

was found a short time ago was similar to that illustrated, but the cistern was empty

and had been out of use for some time. No thought had been given to the com-
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munication between tbe overflow and the soil pipe, so that, as a matter of fact, the

soil pipe was ventilated into the house by this means. This occurred in a large

mansion, and the odour was perceptible in some of the best rooms of the house,

which led to complaints, and the discovery of this and many other faults.

This fault is now rather improbable in large towns, for, as before mentioned, it

is opposed to the various water companies’ rules, which require that overflow pipes

from cisterns shall discharge into the open air
;
and it is essential, from the plumber’s

point of view, that they should terminate away from all places where foul air can

possibly enter them. To discharge into a gutter is not generally objectionable, but

into a rain-water head is not always free from fault when a sink or oath waste also

discharges there. As previously mentioned, there is a constant inflow of air to a

house through every available opening, due partly to the outer cold air being heavier

than the inner air, but also due to the action of the chimneys in the various rooms.

On this account overflow pipes should not terminate where bad odours or impure air

may enter them.

Fig. 55 is an instance of drinking water being contaminated by direct connection

with a water-closet supply. This illustrates a defect that is quite nommon in country
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districts. The hopper basin is flushed by a stool cock, and as the flush is insufficient

to clear the basin the cock is very often left open. The result of this is that, with an

intermittent supply, the cistern is emptied, and when the tap over the sink is opened

for water, air circulates up through the pipe from the hopper basin. With the stool

cock open and an empty service pipe, air from the hopper basin has free passage to

Fig. 55 .

the cistern, and whatever water may lie in the bottom of it must get contaminated.

This is apart from the fact that the same air, under the conditions stated,’can be

drawn with the water at the sink where jugs and water bottles are filled.

Within the past few years several cases where this has happened have come

under the writer’s notice, but this arrangement is now against the different water
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companies’ regulations, and, where proper supervision is exercised by the inspectors

of these companies, the fault cannot exist. In houses which have their own water

supply from wells, &c., and where proper supervision is not exercised, the defect may

be still perpetrated. It should, however, be condemned whenever met with.

Perhaps one of the most extraordinary and glaring cases of water contamination

is that now illustrated. Fig. 56. This is an instance of faulty arrangement with the

service pipes to a public urinal, and only a glance is required to show how easily such

a serious fault could be committed by a man not giving a proper degree of thought

or care to his work.

In this case the fitter had dipped his supply branch some three inches into the

urinal basin, which was fitted up on the stand-pipe principle providing for the

retention of a certain quantity of water and urine in the basin. The main from

which this supply was obtained was intermittent, with the result that when the

supply ceased, and the mains partially emptied, a vacuum was formed setting up

syphonic action. The stop-cock controlling the supply being left open, part of the

contents of the basin were drawn into the main, and as fast as the basin filled up

again the operation was repeated until the water was turned on again from the

main. It is unnecessary to point out that this objectionable liquid would after-

wards be discharged into cisterns, and used for drinking and culinary purposes,

and a more serious aspect of the question is that disease might be brought about

and spread. That urine is capable of doing this is proved by an epidemic arising

from using the water of a well which has been accidentally fouled in this manner.

The remedy for this was, of course, to raise the outlet of the supply pipe well

above the water line in the basin, or, better still, to fix a small intermediate cistern
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over the urinal and have the supply laid on to this. The flushing pipe to urinal

would be brought from this cistern. Another advantage of this latter arrangement

is that it breaks the pressure of the water company’s main and gives a uniform

supply at, say, three or four pounds pressure per square inch. It may be mentioned

at once that under no circumstances is it now permissible to lay water on from a

company’s main direct to fittings which receive foul matters of any sort or character.

A water company’s main is susceptible to pollution when the water supply is

intermittent, and it is possible for impure air and fluids to be drawn into mains

This illustration shows how simply and

how perfectly a syphonic action is set up when

the water supply is intermittent and the outlet

is terminated below the water level in a cistern

or any container. It will be seen, plainly, that

when the main is emptied by branches at lower

levels, this branch cannot remain full
;
and as

its contents run out, the water in the cistern

must follow.

Fig. 57.

which have a constant pressure in them, should there be an aperture of any kind by

which these impure fluids can have entry. This latter, however, will be referred to

again directly, and another example of what the intermittent supply can do may be

given.

Fig. 57 is an example which on examination will be seen to have a strong

resemblance to the last, as the faulty feature is a dipped termination of the main

supply, the dipped end being under water. This occurred in London, within a few

yards of the Bank of England. The writer was called in to ascertain the cause of
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the failure in the water supply, the complaint being that after 3 p.m. in the day the

tenants of the building could get no water, although there was a large storage cistern

which should have been amply sufficient. On investigating the matter it was found

that a “ drown ” pipe had been fixed to the ball valve by a plumber in the vicinity in

order to prevent the noise of the incoming water being heard in the offices adjoining.

Careful observation, however, showed that when the water was shut off at the main

the partial vacuum produced by water being drawn off at a lower level caused the

contents of the cistern to be syphoned out, and back into the company’s main.

It may be mentioned that this cistern was placed in a lost space between two

ceilings, an almost inaccessible position, so that it was seldom if ever cleaned. In

consequence of this the water syphoned back into the main was not as pure as that

delivered, for a deep accumulation of sludge and dirt existed at the bottom of the

cistern where the drown pipe terminated. Of course, the syphonic action could have

been readily remedied by making a small hole at the top of the drown pipe, so that

air could be drawn into the mains instead of water when the suction was exerted,

but in this instance a better plan was decided on, namely, to fix a new cistern (in

an easily accessible position) for the water-closets, and a new porcelain cistern for

the drinking water supply. The original cistern, being at the top of the house,

was, of course, the last to fill.

Instances have been met with in which liquids have run direct from faulty

water-closet fittings and traps, also from leaky soil pipes, into drinking water

cisterns. This has been done by men having an unshaken belief in the soundness of

their work, and that it will remain sound perpetually whatever happens. It is, of

course, quite opposed to good work to place a soil pipe or fittings over cisterns, but

in many London residences this has been found, and hundreds are still in existence.

In these buildings, largely confined to the West End of London, there are two house

cisterns, one at the top, which supplies the fittings upstairs, and one in the basement,

generally close up to the ceiling of one of the kitchen offices. The latter is generally

of large size and more or less inaccessible, and cases have been found where the

fittings in the entrance hall have come directly over the cistern. In one notable

case a pan closet with D-trap was so situated, and a leakage in the D-trap allowed

liquids to drop into the cistern every time the water-closet was used. This cistern

supplied the kitchen sinks from which the water used for culinary and drinking

purposes was regularly drawn. To make matters worse, the overflow of this cistern

discharged direct into a faulty mason’s or dip trap, and a pan closet also had its

supply direct from the same source by a service box. Reference to Fig. 53 will

explain this latter fault.

Of course, there are many other instances of faulty arrangement of cisterns and

fittings causing the water supply to be contaminated, not the least being the
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inaccessible positions tbe cisterns are sometimes placed in. Cisterns in roofs and

other similar places are placed conveniently to receive dirt, dust and objectionable

matters of many kinds. Nothing favours their cleanliness in the least. Many roofs

are sufficiently open to admit pigeons and smaller birds, also insects in numbers when

the winter sets in. Mice also make a home in such places, and not only can the

water be fouled by the excreta of these different living things, but it gets into an

even worse state by their dead bodies. Of many instances the writer may cite one

in quite a moderate-sized residence, yet it was necessary to pass through a trap door

and then along tbe joists to the opposite side of the building to reach the cistern.

At the bottom of the cistern was about three inches of filthy sediment, and there was

an astonishingly strong odour from a bird and two mice that were in a putrid

condition in the cistern. Added to these there were some beetles floating at the top

of the water, also putrid with white mould on them. It is no exaggeration to say

that a positive feeling of sickness was experienced at the sight, yet there must be

Fig. 58.

hundreds, if not thousands, of cisterns similarly placed and doubtless in a similar

state. In the case mentioned complaint had arisen because the water gave off a

disagreeable odour, which was more noticeable when it was hot. Similar, or perhaps

worse things can happen with well water if not properly cared for, and both cisterns

and wells should be kept clean, scrupulously so, and with cisterns there must be

every facility to effect this by putting them in accessible places, and places where

people will be almost compelled to notice their condition. Slops thrown out of

windows have before now been found to get into drinking water cisterns, but a

common way in which slops do often contaminate drinking water is when they are

emptied down housemaids’ sinks which are fitted with hot and cold water taps in bad

positions. The slops often wet and drip from the taps, and within a few minutes

after there may be drinking water bottles filled from them.

Fig. 58 illustrates an instance in which the water in a branch from a company’s

main became seriously contaminated by the insuction of foul matter through a

fissure due to an injury it had received where crossing a gas main. The subsoil had

M 2
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previously been of an ordinary character, and the drain had probably been sound,

but the issue of water from the fissure had saturated the subsoil, then the line

of drain had settled with consequent injury to the joints, and a serious leakage of

sewage matter from them. It will be readily seen that the latter fault made the

subsoil impure, and as a matter of fact when the ground was opened up the part

affected was little better than a cesspool. In this mass lay the fractured pipe, and

as the supply was intermittent, much of the foul matter surrounding the pipe was

drawn in through the fissure each time the supply was shut off and a partial vacuum

caused in the branch and main. This, it is almost unnecessary to add, was delivered

with the pure water on each successive occasion that the water was turned on.

This occurred in Highgate some three or four years ago.

It is not necessary for a water company’s supply to be intermittent to admit

of the insuction of outside fluid matters, for this can occur quite freely with a main

that is under constant pressure, provided, of course, that there is an aperture in it.

If a main or branch has a clean cut hole in its side, or a conical hole pointing

outwards, then an in-current is possible if the pressure is relieved a reasonably short

distance beyond the hole. Thus, if a full way tap was opened on a branch having

a hole in it, the outflow of water would be free enough to allow of the pressure being

relieved at the hole, and the water rushing past that point, instead of spirting out,

would induce an in-current while the tap was full open. This is particularly the case

with a descending pipe, from which the water would issue most freely, and it would

also be particularly active if the hole was just past a constricted part of the pipe, as

will be understood.

In one particular instance the hole was caused by a navvy’s pick when exca-

vating, and was of a conical shape pointing inwards at an angle in the direction

of the current, and insuction was most active when the water rushed past the hole.

Fig. 59 illustrates this, it being an instance that was imparted to the writer by

Dr. Shirley Murphy, and was carefully tested at the time. In this illustration A is

a cross section showing the relative positions of sewer and water service
;
B is a

longitudinal section of the latter showing the formation of the hole
;
while C is a

perspective view. With the hole partially throttling the pipe and also slanting in

the direction of the flow, the action of an injector was set up when the contents of

the pipe were in swift motion, while at other times water would be issuing and

saturating the subsoil (to the injury of the drainage system alongside, and its

subsequent leakage as already explained). Had this pointed aperture sloped in the

other direction no induced current could well have occurred, as a flow of water would

then have forced part of its volume outwards instead of inducing anything like

suction.

Fig. 60 shows a method of connecting up baths that was largely practised at
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one time, due to the baths being so made that the waste outlet also formed the inlet

for hot and cold water. This led to the pollution of the bath water, as it was impos-

sible to fill a bath without the inflowing water first carrying in the soap-lees which

settled in this waste outlet when the bath was last emptied. As a bath is emptied

the soap-lees and impure matters, which go to make a kind of floating scum, are the

Fig. 59.

last to pass out of the bath, and therefore the waste outlet is seldom left clean after

the bath is emptied. On opening the taps to refill the bath the impurities in the
waste outlet, little or much, have necessarily to be washed in with the first water,
and this is objectionable at all times. This, however, is not the sole object of the
illustration, it being chiefly intended to describe a case of water pollution, discovered
by an eminent scientist, who clearly demonstrated that this form of defective bath
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This illustration

and the description

referring to it are in-

tended to show the

different ill results

that may occur by

the utilisation of the

waste outlet of a

bath as an inlet for

the fresh hot and

cold Avater, as Avas

the practice up to

Avithin comparatively

recent times. It

serves also to de-

scribe possible ill

results with any

bath having hot or

cold Avater inlets

situated at points

Avhich are covered

with Avater Avhen the

bath is filled or be

ing filled for bathing

purposes.
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connection was the cause of an outbreak of typhoid fever. What happened was

this. It appeared that in an asylum in which this arrangement of bath connections

had been carried out, a patient, who was in the first stage of typhoid fever, made an

involuntary motion whilst in the bath, and this was unknown to the attendants.

When the bath was filled, it was clearly traced that when the tap over sink in lodge

was applied to for drinking water, it drew water partly from the bath through the

service which was in open communication at the time (while the bath was filling),

and germs of typhoid were thus discharged with the water at the lodge tap. By
referring to the illustration and supposing the top bath was the one in question, it

will be seen that whenever the tap at lodge sink was opened, it might draw some

of its water from the bath, as shown by the arrows, if the bath cold tap happened to

be open at the time. The reader will understand that the hot water pipes and waste

services are omitted from the illustration for the sake of clearness.

It will be noted that the supply service to baths is small, and insufficient to

feed a bath and the sink draw-off at the same time, and it needs little imagination to

conceive how easily the water supply might be contaminated by this means. This

arrangement has been superseded during recent years by the regulations of the

water companies, which require that “ the outlet shall be distinct from and uncon-

nected with the inlet or inlets, and that the inlet or inlets must be provided so

that the orifice shall be above the highest water level in the bath.” No doubt this

regulation is the result of the imperfect' arrangement just described, but it is not

every one that considers it best for the inflowing water to come from taps at the

bath rim. With the taps situated here there is considerable noise occasioned by the

falling of the water, and there are also volumes of steam given off should the heated

water be at a high temperature. On this account inlets are sometimes recommended

to come in the side or end of the bath about six inches or less from the bottom (in no

way connected with the waste outlet of course), so that they quickly become covered

with water, and are then known as “ steamless and noiseless ” fittings. The inlet

orifices may be covered with metal caps in a way that prevents soap-lees collecting

in them as the bath is emptied, but notwithstanding this there would be a possibility

of contamination if a tap was opened below the bath at the same time the bath was

filling (and was filled above the inlet orifices), unless, of course, the tap and the bath

branch had no connection. This latter could only be ensured by having a distinct

service from the cistern to the bath, in which case the low inlets are permissible.

Sometimes the bath-makers provide a low inlet for the hot water only, which reduces

the noise considerably and puts an end to the steam, besides obviating other risks.

Reference has already been made several times to the pan closet and its pro

nounced faults, but an instance in which its failings became most obnoxious and

unbearable was where the water supply for flushing purposes was delivered hot
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instead of cold. With the container

in the filthy condition it always

is, the flush of hot water created

odours that can only be described as

intolerable, and the manner in which

this was brought about can be seen

in Fig. 61 . This illustration shows

a failing that plumbers and others

very frequently commit, even at the

present day, and when no saving is

effected, as is the case with this ex-

ample. The fault is in taking a

branch from the cold service between

cistern and hot water tank, to supply

taps and water-closets, as shown. Or

it may happen the other way
;
the

general house service being branched

to supply the hot water tank. This

is a practice that cannot be con-

sidered permissible at any time, for

it introduces several faults. In the

first place, it usually admits of hot

water issuing from the cold taps, de-

pending, however, upon the position

of the connection in the tank, the

quantity of hot water in the tank,

and the length of time the tap is

open. If the boiler is a powerful

heating one so that the tank is

often charged from top to bottom

with hot water, then hot water would

very frequently be drawn from the

cold taps. If the cold water con-

nection to the tank was moderately

high up, as shown in the illustration,

then hot water would be frequently

drawn, even if the boiler were only

ordinarily effective. It is evidently

forgotten that when a tap is opened

1

I

1

I
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water will proceed towards it from every available source and by every possible

route. If this hot water tank was placed biglier up, and bad an open top, then a

man would see in an instant that water would proceed from it as freely as from the

cold cistern beside it. But because the tank may be situated lower down or out of

the way, it is believed that the cold water will come direct from the house eistern

and that the service from the hot tank will remain inactive.

There is another fault introduced by the arrangement illustrated, in the fact that

if one service of ordinary size is taken to supply both the hot and cold water of the

house as this is, then it is impossible to get a proper outflow of water at the taps

(particularly those upstairs) if both hot and cold taps are opened at once. It will be

found that if a tap, say a cold water tap, is running, and a hot one beside it is

opened, then the flow of water from the first one is instantly checked, and the flow

from the second one is very poor. In the example illustrated the issue of water

on opening both the taps would be very feeble, as the supply from cistern is

only three-quarters of an inch, and the cock in it may probably have no more than a

half-inch clear way through it.

The remedy is to feed the tank by a separate service, either with a feed cistern

as shown by the light broken lines, or direct as shown by the heavy dotted line.

These are spoken of as remedies, but they are in reality the correct and recognised

ways by which the cold water supply to hot water tanks should be connected.

A glaring case of contamination of drinking water in a well is illustrated by

Fig. 62 . This came to the writer’s own notice when he was called in to inspect the

system, and applied the water test. This system of drainage had been reconstructed

some three or four years ago, and a show had been made of bringing it up to date

by providing intercepting and inspection chambers, &c. As many readers will know,

when a leaky system of drainage is plugged off and filled with water, the leakage

will, after a short interval, show itself by the water line becoming lower down the

sides of the brick-built chamber. In this case there was abundant evidence of it, as

the drains leaked as fast as three taps could let the water in. After carefully walking

over the line of drain the sound of water falling some distance was distinctly

audible, and on removing the cover stone over the well it was found that the

drain pipes had been run completely across the well as shown, and it was also

immediately seen that a leaky joint in this soil drain was discharging directly into

the well.

On opening up along this line of drain it was found that the joints had been

everywhere carefully cemented at the top, but there was no cement on the under side,

and, as is usual with this class of work, there was no concrete bed under the drains.

The sides of the well were eovered with filthy slime, and not only was a new drainage

scheme necessary, but the well had to be abandoned and a fresh source of supply

N
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Fig. 62.

found. Every reader will

understand that carrying a

drain across the interior of

a well is most improper,

whether the pipe be sound

or unsound, or whatever it

may be made of. Nothing

should, of course, be done

that can possibly, however

indirectly, pollute well wa-

ter, and in the case under

notice the well should have

been sunk in such a posi-

tion, remote as possible

from the drainage system,

as would have avoided the

slightest risk. If this was

not practicable, then the

drainage system should

have been designed so as

to be removed from prox-

imity to the well. The

usual practice, where a

drain pipe is unavoidably

run anywhere in the neigh-

bourhood of a well, is to

lay this portion at least

in heavy cast iron with pro-

perly caulked joints. It is

not often such a glaring

instance as this is found,

although the subsequent

illustrations are probably,

in their way, equally dan-

gerous.

In Fig. 63 is shown

what may be considered as

the usual mode bywhichthe

water supply of country
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houses is contaminated. It often happens that the well is placed in close

proximity to the house, to save expense and inconvenience to the occupiers, and

this is done irrespective of the positions of drains and sanitary appliances. It

is also a usual practice to discharge the water-closet soil pipes and the wastes of

sinks into a cesspool often within a few feet of the external walls, and if there is

any difficulty experienced in getting rid of the contents of this cesspool, by soak-

age or otherwise, then a second cesspool or “ soakaway ” is constructed of loose

brick or stone work as shown. This takes the liquid sewage from cesspool No. 1,

and permits it to pass away freely into the subsoil.

In the illustration the pollution of the well water is shown to be aided by the

fact that the first cesspool is not watertight, and the line of drainage is badly laid

with unsound joints. All these are very important factors, for with a shallow well

as this is, it is supplied by subsoil water. The well supplies the drinking water of

the house as well as that used for kitchen and general domestic purposes, and water

drawn from a subsoil in its natural state is usually relied upon as being pure and

drinkable. It must never be thought that the few yards of subsoil that may exist

between a well and a cesspool is a barrier to the impurities of the latter reaching the

former. If it were so, then the well would run short of water, for the subsoil is often

drained for a considerable distance around a well, when the water level in the latter

is constantly lowered by a regular demand.

The natural or normal level of the water in a shallow well like this, is the same

as the water in the subsoil around it. When, however, the level of the water in the

well is lowered by pumping, the subsoil water travels towards the well to make

good the loss. The area over which this movement of water towards the well occurs

cannot very well be stated, for although at one pumping the water may only be set

in motion, say twenty yards around the well, yet afterwards there must be water

proceeding from a greater distance to make good the reduced level around the well.

This general flow of water towards a well which has had water taken from it may

be interfered with by the porosity of the soil, some irregularities in the substance of

the soil, also its level. The latter is perhaps the most important factor, for perfectly

flat ground is rare, and when there are irregularities in level the subsoil water is

generally found to be in motion, travelling in one definite direction. If in so

travelling it has to pass a polluted area before reaching the well, then the water of

the well can scarcely escape being contaminated
;
but in the reverse case the risk is

greatly diminished, if not entirely obviated. An important feature to remember is,

that although a cesspool may not appear to reach down near to the level of the

subsoil water in many cases, yet the level of this latter is by no means fixed or

regular. Contamination of well water has frequently been traced to happen only

when heavy rainfalls and floods occur, for at these times the otherwise deep subsoil

N 2
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water rises to a much higher level into a surface soil that is being, or has been

contaminated in some way.

A final example relating to water contamination is illustrated in Fig. 64. This

shows a section and plan of a rain-water storage tank in a usual position beneath the

floor of a scullery or wash-house in a country residence. There are three rain-water

pipes discharging into this tank, and a pump is fixed for the purpose of raising a

supply of soft rain-water at the sink. There are two ways in which the interior and

the contents of this tank become polluted, one being by the washings of the floor

above, which easily work through the defective joints in covering stones
;
the other

and commoner way being by the way the overflow is arranged. The overflow is

usually connected into the soil line of drains, and the writer has in a number of

instances found this overflow trapped by being dipped down eighteen inches or two

feet inside the tank. The object of this dip is of course to prevent sewer air having

access to the tank, but the “ Sanitarians ” who do this work appear to forget that

the water-level in a rain-water tank is uncertain, varying in fact with the weather.

Should the weather remain fair, or the demand for the water be considerable, the

level sinks below the end of the overflow, and drain air has free and unimpeded

access. This, in addition to being a source of contamination to the water, is also

dangerous by the fact that the cover stone joints may not be sound, so that the foul

air enters direct into the house as shown in the illustration.

A notable instance of this was found in a residence where the rain-water was

the only available means of supply, and the storage tank was not of a capacity at all

adequate for the demand on it. The result of this was that the tank repeatedly

became emptied, and the overflow being similar to that illustrated, the tank became

absolutely dangerous both by the pollution of the water and the pollution of the air.

A very fitting subject to follow the sanitary defects which bring about the con-

tamination of drink water, is that of the good and bad qualities of Filters. Most

seriously incorrect ideas exist regarding these appliances, one of the worst being that

a filter remains a purifying agent for ever. It is astonishing how many men there

are who consider that when once a filter is arranged or fitted up, it will afterwards

remove impurities from water continually without further thought. It is peculiar

that these men do not recognise that even a good filter is really no better than an

efficient form of strainer
;
preventing in some cases even fluid impurities from

passing through, but having no means of disposing of the collected fifth that it

becomes charged with. This fault is quite recognised by first-class filter makers, but

no one has yet been able to deal with it successfully so as to make a self-cleansing

and self-purifying filtering medium. Filters and filtering processes adopted in the

purification of waters will be treated in their order presently, but this is a suitable

moment to point out what constitutes defects in these useful appliances.
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It can be said without hesitation that of the large number of filters on the

market a considerable proportion are merely strainers, which act satisfactorily for a

r_ -Li_

TV

Fig. 64.

little time and then become foul, tending more to contaminate the water than

purify it, unless they are frequently cleansed and the filtering material either steril-
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ised or renewed. These are actually filters of course in the literal sense of the word,

but just as certain results could be got with a large flower pot filled with fine sharp

sand, which simple filter would have the advantage of costing little and admit of

the filtering material being easily cleansed or changed. Sponge also is a simple

strainer, but has the disadvantage of becoming foul and decomposed in itself.

Pumice stone, ground slag, pulverised coke and wood charcoal are all more or less

efficient strainers, but no better than sand.

What is first sought for in a more perfect filtering medium is a material

that has the property of absorbing, or collecting and holding, organic and some

chemical impurities, and what used to be considered most efficient and valuable in

effecting this end is animal carbon. This kind of charcoal has quite remarkable

power in removing some colouring matters from water, also of absorbing impurities,

even those which might by their fluid nature pass through a simple strainer.

Owing to this, the charcoal filter, as it is called, has had a considerable share of

favour, but its day is past now, for careful experiment has proved only too con-

clusively that it quickly loses its power, and becomes favourable to the growth

of low forms of life and bacteria within its substance, ultimately becoming dangerous

in its use. Professor Frankland found that after a month’s use the water that

came from a filter of this kind had more germs in it than it had before it was

filtered. Animal carbon is therefore not recommended, unless by some peculiar

circumstances it is convenient to remove and recarbonise it at regular periods, the

frequency depending on the impurity and the quantity of water passed through

it. Merely washing this filtering material is not sufficient to cleanse it
;
boiling for

an hour or two might do sometimes, but occasionally it must be recarbonised.

Other materials besides animal carbon have been found to have very successful

filtering qualities, and this initial difficulty being overcome, it has been sought to

perfect the arrangement by devising a means by which the impurities retained in the

filter might be destroyed or oxidised into harmless gases or fluids—to effect a chemical

change, in fact, such as nature is constantly doing, transforming noxious and injurious

materials into healthful fluids or solids. This, however, the writer feels certain, has

not been effected yet, though certain filters have properties somewhat approaching it.

A year or two ago a prospectus of a “ Perpetual Filter ” came to hand, which naturally

excited some interest, but the prospectus was all that the writer heard of it. At the

present time the type of filter that is considered reasonably perfect is the Berkefield

and the Pasteur, which consist practically of tubes of very dense and closely com-

pressed earth material. The purification is effected by filtration through the substance

of the tubes, the density of which prevents the most minute organisms from passing

through. The surfaces of the tubes are cleansed by scrubbing, and the tubes may

be periodically boiled for an hour to sterilise them. These filters, however, are not
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rapid in their action, and there must always be a doubt felt as to whether any rapid-

acting filter can be perfectly efficient.

Fig. 65 illustrates a remarkable instance of what serious results may occur from

practising doubtful economy, that is, not properly completing or carrying out work

as intended, and as should be done. In this instance a sum of 600/. had been spent

on the sanitation of a club premises, the work including a new system of drainage.

The work itself was well done, properly arranged, and on modern principles
;

it was,

in fact, work of an excellent character. The drainage system was tested and found

to be sound, but subsequently it was discovered that a saving (?) had been effected

by the utilisation of the old brick drain from the outer wall to the sewer, a sum of

about 12/. being the probable amount unexpended by this arrangement. The result

was a very practical demonstration of how instinct guides rats to form passages

towards buildings, and in this instance (not the only one the writer has met) they

avoided the water seal of the disconnecting trap—as they usually do—and bored

through the stopping around the pipe which entered the brick drain. Once through

at this point, the rats had nothing but earth to deal with, as they avoided the

disconnecting chamber, and it was discovered that their runs entered the kitchen

apartments at several places, and two even extended as far as the smoking and

reception rooms of the club.

An omission which tended to make this fault worse than it might otherwise

have been, was in leaving the old brick ‘‘ eye ” in the sewer open and not protected

by a flap-valve. Had this existed, it is possible the rats might not have gained

access to the drain, but this would depend on the condition of the drain and the

sewer. As it was, the rat-runs provided a means by which the sewer itself was

actually and directly ventilated into the rooms (for the rats had made holes as large

as their bodies of course), and this resulted in the house being rendered in a more

insanitary condition than it was before the 600/. was expended. The trouble was

overcome by laying a proper pipe drain to the sewer witli a flap-valve on its end,

which put an end to the rats’ ingress, and also to the odours which had first called

attention to the defeet.

Whilst speaking of flap-valves on the terminations of drains in sewers, it may
be mentioned that many systems of drains are flooded during heavy storms,

more partieularly in low-lying districts. In such cases the main sewer becomes

overeharged, and storm water from the higher levels is forced up the drains and into

the basements of the houses. To prevent this a proper flap-valve (sometimes double

flaps are used) must be provided, but not all valves bearing this description are

perfect in their action. With drains having but a slight fall, the sewage matter

passes through them very sluggishly, with the result that paper or other similar

substances get held under the flap and prevent it closing against any back-flow.
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With house drains having a good fall, this trouble is not so likely to occur, and

while the flap remains properly shut there is little liability of rats getting

an entrance, especially as the valve stands some height above the bottom of

the sewer.

Fig. 66 is introduced to show a defect which is, unfortunately, quite common,

but is one that would readily escape notice with a cursory sanitary examination only.

It represents a valve closet properly connected as to detail, but for reasons best

known to the workman, the trap has been “ sprung,” so that it no longer fulfills the

purpose it is intended to do, having no seal, and allowing drain air to pass

freely through it, as shown by the arrows. The probability is that when this fault

was committed the man (it comes hard to call him a plumber) made a mistake in his

measurements or in setting out his work, and so cut his branch too short. Father

than go to the trouble of lengthening the

branch soil pipe the trap was pulled out

to the required extent, with the result that

the dip was destroyed, the dotted line at

the trap showing what amount of dip there

should have been. Of course, each time

the handle was lifted there would probably

be drain air passing up through the valve,

and under any circumstances a clear way

would exist up from the valve box into

the puff pipe. The smoke test brought the

defect to light, when the handle was lifted

the passage of smoke clearly showing that

the trap was simply a weir.

It is understood, of course, that to discover any and every sanitary defect by

inspection only, is quite impossible, and the aid of smoke, chemical, hydraulic and

other tests is imperatively necessary. The testing of sanitary arrangements is of

really great importance, whether the work be new or old. In the latter case it

means that the arrangements are doubtful, and consequently, a man should feel the

responsibility that rests upon him not to overlook any defect that may exist. Upon

the test, in such a case, there rests the plumber’s reputation—possibly his customer’s

health and even his life. The test should, therefore, be thorough, and any doubtful

points gone over again. There need be no feeling of uneasiness because a difficulty

arises in finding or deciding what is wrong
;
problems are constantly occurring that

puzzle the cleverest experts for a time, and, of course, however large a number of

houses may be tested, it will be rare to find two cases just alike. A man must not

jump at conclusions, but when a difficult case arises go to work methodically to
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discover the fault
;

it is the quickest, and decidedly best in the end, and gives a

feeling of confidence that partial guesswork never can.

For drains there is nothing to excel the water test if it can be conveniently

applied, and a description of this will be given later
;
but where this is practically

impossible, other tests with smoke or essences are relied on, and these are also used

for testing the sanitary arrangements throughout the house where the water test

cannot, of course, be applied. In regard to essences, such as oil of cloves, essence of

peppermint, &c., a man needs be exceedingly careful to get reliable results with these,

even if he gets results at all. They are now generally avoided by experienced

engineers, unless a test becomes necessary at a time or in a place where nothing

better can be obtained. The method adopted in using these essences is, first to seek

a point for the material to be entered at, and this should be at the head of the drain.

It must be at a point as far removed from the sewer or cesspool as possible, so that

the strong-smelling fluid may traverse the whole line of drains. The essence has its

odour made active by being mixed with boiling water, but it is decidedly best to let

the mixing occur in the soil pipe or drains, and not outside
;
in fact, the less odour

that escapes into the air the better. Men sometimes mix it before pouring in, so

that the smell enters the crevices around doors and windows, and this result is

hastened if the wind blows that way. Sometimes the can or pail which had the

mixture in it is stood or carried into the house, and the consequence of this is, that

the odour can be perceived everywhere before it has had time to escape from faulty

pipes or fittings, if any. The odour from peppermint in particular is of a kind that

makes it unsafe for the person who applies the test to rely on his nose to afterwards

trace the odour in the house
;
for the vapour will cling to his clothes and stay with

him in a way that is very misleading. There should, dn fact, be a second person,

who has not been near the essence, to trace the odour in the house if any occurs.

The test is made by inserting a bunch of rag or an old sponge, or something of the

kind (with a string attached), just a little way inside the opening chosen for the test,

and the essence, about one ounce, is poured on to this. A spouted can, full of boiling

water, is then taken and the spout inserted into the pipe, so that the water runs on

to the essence, and at the same instant the opening is closed round the spout with a

wad or plug, so that the least possible odour escapes. When the can is empty the

spout can be withdrawn and the opening quite closed, but neither the can, nor the

bottle which held the essence, should be taken near the house, nor in any direction

where the wind would carry the odour from them in the direction of the house.

They are best left by the opening, and the operator should stay away also, or he is

sure to carry the odour with him.

With all this care the test may fail to a large extent, for should the drains only

be at fault it may be a long time before the smell is noticed, and then only faintly,

0
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if tlie earth over the drains is very firm or be covered with flagstones. , The earth and

stones would not prevent drain air coming through, as this is present in the drains

at all times, whereas the essence is there l)ut a comparatively short period. If fires

are Imrning in the house, these, by the active draughts induced in the chimneys,

hasten results, but, as before stated, the test is not satisfactory and reliable. It

would, as a rule, be unwise to issue a final report on such a test.

If the test is carried out with a smoke rocket, much the same argument applies

as to the short period that the odour is in the drains, luit in other respects it is better

than essences. These are easily managed, being inserted in the end of a drain in an

inspection chamber, or into any disconnected part of the drain
;
or a gully or servants’

v'ater-closet trap can have the water removed from it and the rocket inserted there.

In either case every preparation must be made for soundly stopping the aperture

around the rocket the instant it is inserted, otherwise fumes will escape and probably

defeat the object aimed at. It is also important to take this care if the operator

proposes afterwards going into the house to see if the odour can be detected there, as

the nose seems to retain the odour, or the sensation of it, for some time after having

once had a scent of it. A very useful chemical tester is made by Messrs. T. Kemp
& Sons. It much resembles a cartridge, and the method of using it is to place it in

the water-closet or other apparatus, and then wash it past the dip of the trap by a

strong flush of hot water. The case of the tester consists of two parts, secured

together by soluble glue, which is, of course, softened by the flush of hot water.

Immediately this occurs the two parts are forced asunder by a spring, and the

contents, a powerful odorous compound, are discharged. There is a string attached

to the cases, and this is held when the tester is flushed past the trap, and admits of

the cases being afterwards withdrawn.

The best and most certain test under all conditions (at any rate for overground

pipes and fittings) is made by a smoke machine, and although roekets, if several are

used, are considered reliable, the machine is best where it is possible or convenient to

use it. There are several kinds of these appliances on the market, but all have one

end in view, viz. to deliver actual smoke into the drains for any length of time the

operator wishes, and the smoke not only gives results perceivable to the nose, but is

a visible test also, which is better than relying on the scent only. These machines,

made all on much the same principle, have a combustion chamber in which is burnt

specially prepared paper, oily waste, or some such material. A rotary action,

propelling a fan, draws air into the machine, and after passing the combustion

chamber it is driven out through a flexible tube, or a piece of lead pipe, which is

first properly connected with the drain to be tested. All these machines should be

used at a good distance from the house, for it cannot be relied on that no smoke will

escape, and when a lengthened test is to be made the vent pipe, or pipes, should be
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closed after it is seen that smoke comes clearly from them. Machines worked with a

bellows, instead of a rotary fan, require to be used very carefully, as, under certain

conditions, if the bellows are worked very rapidly, smoke will be forced through the

traps on the line of drains. The writer has seen numerous cases of the water seal

being forced in this manner, and if tests are likely to be carelessly applied rotary

fans are the safest. A word of eaution may be given as to the use of _

lights near newly opened drains, for the gases given off by decomposing

matter are sometimes of an explosive character when the conditions are

favourable.

In Fig. 67 is an example of purely “ botched ” work, such as no one

calling himself a plumber would for one moment be guilty of, and as it

occurred in the heart of the City of London, where plenty of good crafts-

men can be found, it must be assumed that a tradesman quite ignorant of

the work was called in. This is a lead soil pipe, and the peculiarity of

the case is in the fact that the openings in the pipe were intentionally

made, one at a time, to clear a stoppage that occurred. Why the man

should make a fresh hole each time a stoppage had to be cleared is

puzzling, yet this was proved to be clearly the case. After the stop
2
:)age

was disposed of, the aperture was covered with a piece of lead bedded on

with paint and red-lead putty, and secured in three of the instances with

wire, and in one instance with string.

In Figs. 68 and 69 are two more examples of botched work, if, in

these cases, a more serious name would not be more appropriate. These

appeared to be the work of men who probably styled themselves plumbers,

for the work that had been done gave evidence of skill in the use of tools,

if nothing else. In the case of Fig. 68 it will be seen that the joint was

made on the front visilde half of the pipe only, the back being uncovered

and open. In Fig. 69 an “improvement” was made by finishing the

back half of the joint with putty. These two specimens were taken from a

large house facing Regent’s Park, where the owner had recently spent a con-

siderable sum in the sanitation of the building. Being constantly troubled

with oftensive odours, the writer applied the smoke test, which revealed

these joints, and several others of a similar character. The two specimens

illustrated were taken before the Select Committee on the Plumbers’ RegistrationO
Bill sitting at the House of Commons in April 1892, together with a sample length

of zinc soil pipe which had been made to represent lead. Tliis latter pipe was com-

pletely perforated with hundreds of small holes, and the individual who fixed this,

with the view to make it like a lead pipe, had actually put bands around it, which

at a few feet distance closely resembled plumbers’ wiped joints. The examples of
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Fig. 67.
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faulty joints now rest, together with the other specimens contributed by the writer,

in the Sanitary Museum at Hornsey, which, by the w^ay, has a fine collection of

sanitary appliances and plumbers’ work (good and bad), in fact, everything relating

to sanitation. The collection was got together mainly by the indefatigable exertions

of Mr. T. de Courcy Meade, C.E., then Engineer to the Hornsey Local Board, and

now Engineer to the City of Manchester.

Work of the character last illustrated is little short of criminal, and the least

that can be said against it is that it is dishonest. In Fig. 70, however, a more

flagrant case still is depicted, this being an instance of work being carried out

contrary to specification, clearly with a motive to save money by defrauding the

customer. Bad as this is, there is perhaps another slightly less serious aspect to

it, it being largely brought about by the customer’s own action in making the

competition for the work as keen as possible, then accepting the very lowest tender.
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at cO, price an experienced pro-

fessional man would know it

could not be done at. The

writer sent in an estimate for

this work, and knew by the

price of the lowest tender that

something would have to be

neglected unless money was in-

tended to be lost, and it fell to

his lot to be called in within

about twelve months to ascer-

tain the cause of offensive smells

occurring in offices adjacent to

the sanitary appliances.

The work as tendered for

was the removal of some defec-

tive closets and D-traps. The

soil pipe itself was good and in

sound condition, and it was sim-

ply to cut out each D-trap and

short lu’anch soil pipe, and in-

sert a tee-piece, with cast-brass

sleeve as shown
;
also to carry

up a 2-inch anti-syphonage pipe,

with cast - brass ferrule con-

nected to socket on water-closet.

All this was particularly de-

scribed in the specification ac-

companying the estimate.

When the writer had afterwards

to see what caused the smell

referred to, it was found the

D-traps had lieen left in, the

dip-pipes being simply cut and

filled in with cement. The lead

branch had been soldered into

the top of the D-trap as shown,

and the closet simply dropped

in with a little putty
;

and. Fig, 70 .
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altliough it seems hardly credilde, the vent socket on the outgo of the water-closet
.

was simply stopped up with a paper wad. It is incredible that Loth master and

man should have consented to such work as this. Both must have known of it,

and consequently had an understanding upon the subject
;
thus the man was in

the master’s' confidence, and willing to commit any dishonest act he wished, and

the master was completely in the man’s power, dishonest in himself, and encou-

raging others to be so. This example tells a pitiful tale. The chief, if not the

sole aim, of the Plumbers’ Registration Bill has been to prevent such work and

such workmen having existence, for although by technical education a man’s ex-

perience is improved and his mind made more healthy, it will still be necessary

to exercise control over those who may prove to have leanings the other way.

Fig. 71 shows a modern defect which is being committed frequently at the

present time, for there has not been time for every plumber to discover or learn

that the position occupied by an anti-syphonage pipe on a trap bend is of import-

ance in keeping it clear. This instance occurred in a large club in the West End

of London, and the closet branch in this case

was some eight feet long. The trouble was

brought to notice by the fact of the closet

trap being frequently syphoned out, although

the anti-syphonage pipe had been provided.

An examination of the position of the anti-

syphonage pipe raised the suspicion that it

was choked, and on opening the top of the

bend, some eight or nine pieces of paper were

found wedged into the branch, effectually choking it, and rendering the anti-

syphonage pipe absolutely useless. Very little reference to the illustration. Fig. 71,

is needed to show that the impetus of the water passing through the trap is directed

against the upper bend of the trajD, and this happens so with every kind of water-

closet that is used. It is, however, particularly liable to happen with valve or

syj)honic closets which have a violent rush of water for a brief moment, which is

followed by a much lighter stream. The arrows give an accurate idea of the re-

bound that happens with the water when the first rush occurs, and it is now

recognised that the anti-syphonage pipe must be kej^t further away towards the

soil pipe. Its proper position is just beyond the joints as shown by dotted lines

in the illustration, and this is a very important detail in fitting water-closets.

Fig. 72 is an examj)le of defective work that is being now occasionally practised,

the fact of its being bad not being fully recognised yet, owing to its having ranked as

passable work at one time. This is a combined soil, waste and rain-water pipe, and

the arrangement as illustrated was discovered in a house a little way out of London.
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The pipe terminated in a clip-stone

trap which, as usual, had the cover

stone loose
;
the dip-stone had also

dropped, and the trap itself leaked

into the subsoil and foundations. It

will also be noticed that there is

an absence of anti-syphonage pipes,

and the sink trap was repeatedly

syphoned out. The gravest fault per-

haps was in the fact that the rain-

water head, which was practically the

upper termination of the vent pipe,

discharged the air from drain and

soil pipes at such a low level that

there could not fail to be some almost

pejpetually entering at the upper

windows, for at windows there is

always an active incurrent of air as

already explained. It will also be

seen that the drain air escaping from

the dip-stone trap, and that rising

from the saturated soil, would be

always entering at the lower win-

dows, as illustrated.

This illustration is an example

of work no better and no worse than

exists in hundreds of cases at the

present day, not that such work is

done now, it is hoped, but from the

fact of its being a rather common
practice with a certain class of

plumber some years ago. In this

case it was distinctly a plumber’s

doing, as could be seen by the ex-

cellent character of the plumbing
work in the house, and it amounts
to plain evidence that effective sani-

tation is something more than mere
craftsmanship.

Fiq. 72.
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Fig. 73 is thought of sufficient interest to illustrate, as it represents a foolish

arrangement and the work of a man styling himself a Sanitarian. The job was at

a country house, and the writer, when examining the sanitary arrangements, had his

attention called to the fact that the overflow of the cesspool had been carefully

trapped, the mode of “ trapping ” being as illustrated. This provided for the ventila-

tion of the cesspool at ground level, which is little if any better than ventilating it

by leaving the cover stone off. The odour arising from this ventilating grating can

Ije readily imagined, and when it is realised that the owner of the house had a family

of young children, who were in the habit of playing in the vicinity of the cesspool,

the serious aspect of the arrangement will be recognised.

Fig. 73.

Of course if it was thought necessary to trap off the overflow of the cesspool, the

trap should have been turned completely round, the access opening sealed off and a

vent pipe carried ujj in the nearest suitable position. In that case, however, it would

also be well to provide a proper vent pipe from the cesspool itself. In the writer’s

opinion it is entirely unnecessary to trap the overflow pipe of a cesspool in the

majority of cases
;

it would, as matter of fact, be better left open, certainly in this

case, as it discharged into a running stream some 300 yards away, and this overflow

would have made a fairly good ventilator to the cesspool terminatiug at a point

where it would not prove ol)jectionable. There is considerable difference of opinion

with reference to the treatment of cesspools, some authorities being strongly in

favour of leaving them without ventilation, for it has been demonstrated that an
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unventilated cesspool develops an organism, a microbe, the mission of which is to act

upon or consume the solid matter, transforming it into fluid material. The effect

of light and air is to destroy this organism or render it powerless to do its good work.

In a later page, treating of sewage disposal of country houses, the results of many

interesting experiments will be given.

Fig. 74 shows the inlet ventilating arrangements of a West-End London Club,

and is introduced to describe how an apparently trifling oversight may and did have

the most serious results imaginable. It is not correct perhaps, in writing to young

plumbers, to consider any oversight excusable, and it may be better to say that

particular care and thought must always be exercised to see that some little detail

does not entirely destroy their best work.

As can be judged by what is shown in the illustration, a large sum of money

was spent in installing an elaborate system of mechanical ventilation (plenum

principle), and in perfecting the details of this, a water-moistened screen was provided

so that the incoming air might have a proper degree of humidity given it before

being delivered for respiration, this screen also having the effect of Altering the air.

To obtain these results it was placed in the dry area with a trap beneath to carry

away the water that was continually dripping from it
;
but as it was afterwards found

that the conditions were not favourable to the air being delivered moistened in this

way, it was decided to remove the screen and dispense with this detail. Where the

oversight occurred was in omitting to deal with the trap which had hitherto carried

away the surplus water, and which, being in a dry place, soon had its water seal

evaporated. Owing to the trap being connected direct with the sewer (as it should

not have been) this left a clear passage for air to be drawn up from the public sewer

and afterwards delivered into the various rooms. Fortunately the odour was so

pronounced and offensive that attention was quickly drawn to the matter, and it

was as quickly remedied.

Of course, a trap for this or any similar purpose should not be connected direct

with a sewer. The proper plan would have been to make an open channel in the area

floor to convey the water and discharge it over a gully which was fed 1 >y one or more

rain-water pipes, and which would keep the gully charged. Furthermore, this gully

should discharge into a main disconnecting chamber, and not direct to sewer.

Fig. 75 shows quite a modern defect, one that occurs with greater frequency

than is possibly known. In this case a new system of drains were laid in a London

house, the pipes being carried on a good concrete bed and the joints carefully made

with neat Portland cement, which was used hot. On completion the drains were

tested with water and stood the test admirably, but the engineer, under whose super-

vision the work was carried out, was unable to attend for some days after the

completion, so he then had it tested again in his presence. The result of this second

P
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test showed that the drain leaked considerably, and on examination the sockets were

found to be split by the expansion of the cement in finally setting.

Some two years ago the writer had occasion to test the drainage of an hotel in

Koine, which had been executed to his plans, and several Italian engineers and

architects who were interested attended to see the mode of testing and the results,

&c. These being satisfactory, it was suggested he should inspect the drainage work

just completed at a large hospital there, and to the general astonishment it was found

that large numbers of the joints in the pipes were broken in a similar manner to the

above. In this case the drainage system had been carried out regardless of cost, the

pipes being laid in culverts which were always accessible, and it had even been

thought desirable to place glass inspection covers, beautifully made, on the lines of

the drains so that the working of the system could be readily observed without

disturbing any part.

All this points to the necessity of obtaining cement from reliable makers for

jointing stoneware pipes. The proportions are one part of Portland cement to one

part good sharp sand well trowelled, and it is desirable to have the socket and spigot

of the pipes left rough and unglazed so as to afford a good key for the cement. The

different methods of jointing, including caulked, composition and patent joints, will

be given later.

This completes the section of the work devoted to sanitary defects, although the

writer feels that more might be given with advantage. Instructive and impressive

as the study of defects is, only a certain space can be spared for this subject
;
the

next chapter, therefore, commences perfect sanitation with examples of good work,

and this will be continued, in its different branches, right through to the end.
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CHAPTER IV.

DAMP-COURSES.

writer has thought it desirable to bring the subject of

sanitary defects to a conclusion, not from want of matter,

for so many more examples of “ how not to do it ” have

come to his notice, and could be given, but that the space

at disposal should now be devoted to the more general

subject of good plumbing and sanitation. As previously

mentioned, however, the works that are defective have an

instructive value of considerable importance, and it will

be found by those who have looked carefully into the

examples given, that the better work, and the reasons for

its being better, will be more clearly and readily under-

stood than they would be otherwise. It is necessary to

remember that, although the plumber’s work, wherever it may be, is intended

to fulfil some convenient purpose, yet there is another purpose which is of greater

importance still. This is the preservation of the public health. That unskilled

plumbing has bad results can be rightly understood by Dr. Pridgin Teale’s state-

ment, that one-third, at least, of the incidental illnesses in England are directly

caused by sanitary defects, and, therefore, ought to be prevented. Plumbers’ work

introduces a degree of convenience, closely bordering on luxury, but it is highly

essential that tliis be attended by no risks. It is everywhere recognised that the

air of a drain or sewer is dangerous to health, also that water can easily be con-

taminated and made unfit to drink, and both these ill results can be brought about

(or be guarded against) more surely by the plumber than by any one else. It is not

going too far to say that these things have been done, and are accountable for much

serious illness and mortality, by so-called plumbers ignorant of their work. At the

same time, it is by no means a difficult thing for an average good plumber to do

much harm by want of proper care. An oversight, a fancied improvement, failure to

keep posted with new ideas, and the uses of new fittings, &c., may all bring about

some error in work, with results as bad as an ignorant man could be accountable for.

It cannot be too strongly recommended that plumbers should see the great importance

H
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of their calling, not necessarily to impress it on others, but that they may uncon-

sciously introduce it in their work, and feel the responsibility that is really theirs.

It is proposed in this section to show the same typical house as is given in

Chapter L, but in this case the badly designed and defective sanitary arrangements

will be replaced with those that may be considered of a modern and correct character.

It is hoped that by a comparison of the drawings and particulars in each case, a more

practical lesson will be afforded than could be given in any other way. In Chapter I.

the house was dealt with, commencing at the subsoil, but it is scarcely necessary to

deal with this detail again, as both the good and bad qualities of the site were dealt

with then, and to say anything here, would be only to repeat information already

given. The first detail of the house, therefore, that can be profitably discussed, are

the foundations and footings in their relation to the dampness of their surroundings.

It is quite within a sanitarian’s province to have to do with the prevention of

dampness in walls and the structure of a house generally, and there arise occasions

/Ic (iofTih Cotifj.vk
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Fig. 76.

when damp-proof materials, and the methods of applying them, have to be put in

practice for other purposes. At the Hornsey Museum of Sanitary Appliances there
is a good and practical method adopted for showing the effectiveness of different

ordinaiy damp-courses. It consists of sections of 14^-inch brick walls properly
built with ordinary mortar, and having damp-courses arranged as shown in Fig. 76.

These examples of brickwork stand in a shallow trough which is kept perpetually
supplied with water, so that the walls that these examples represent are subject to a
very severe test to prove the efficacy of the damp-courses. The foundation walls of
houses are, in the general way, only damp occasionally, and rarely rest in water day
after day as these examples do. It will be noticed that the first wall, having no
damp-course of any kind whatever, is not only damp, but saturated to the top. The
distance that water will travel up a wall which has nothing to check it, depends on
the porosity of the bricks. Very porous bricks are not specially favourable to the
water creeping up them, nor are bricks which are particularly hard and dense. It is
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what we may call the ordinary brick that admits of the action occurring most freely.

The action is that of capillary attraction, which, interpreted, means the attraction of

hairs, for when discovered and duly named, it must be supposed that its action in

materials other than those of a hairy or fibrous nature had not been noticed. In

these latter materials, our most familiar example is the wick of a lamp which has oil

travelling up it by capillary attraction to make good that which is consumed by th(i

flame at the top. More nearly like the action as it occurs in a brick, is that which

can be seen with a piece of sugar or salt which rests in a little liquid of any kind. The

liquid only need just touch the sugar and it instantly commences to creep up it, and

precisely the same action occurs with a brick, though more slowly. A peculiarity is,

that wlien once the damp has risen up anything by this action, it does not come

down again when the supply ceases
;

it remains until it is dried (evaporated) out.

In the second example from the left, in Fig. 76, there is a damp-course inserted,

this being of tarred roofing felt. It was a good quality felt and carefully and

properly inserted, but has proved a failure, though not to such a marked extent as

that in which no damp-course was provided. In the third example a vitrified

(glazed) stoneware brick course is used, and proves to be a perfect barrier, but care

is needed in using these bricks, particularly in jointing them so that, water cannot

creep up between. There are several kinds of damp-proof tiles or bricks, some being

keyed together, others with tongue and groove joints
;
and they should be laid in

cement, or in asphalt and sand. The holes through them can be utilised for ventilating

under the floors. The fourth example is also proof against damp rising by capillary

attraction, the damp-resisting course being two slates laid in cement. This is used

very largely and considered good practice, the slates being laid so that the slates of

the top course properly cover the joints of the course beneath. Slates laid in this

way and carefully bedded in cement will last sound unless there is a settlement in

the foundations, in which case any rigid kind of damp-course might be destructively

injured. There need be no hesitation felt in using this arrangement of damp-courses,

but a course of single slates is practically useless.

The fifth example introduces a material which is being largely used, and shares

a deal of favour for its excellent damp-resisting qualities. This is mastic asphalt,

and for foundation work is mixed with sand, and applied hot of course. For roofs,

tanks, reservoirs, or the outsides of underground conveniences, where there is a

likelihood of trouble with water, it should be applied in two layers -f
inch thick, or

under excejitional circumstances each layer should l)e ^ inch. For ordinary damp-

courses one layer ^ inch thick is satisfactory. There is a slightly elastic nature to

asphalt which makes it able to bear strains which though only slight might rupture

slate, cement, or stoneware. The last example has a damp-course of 7-lb. sheet lead,

the most excellent damp-resisting course that could be devised, but unfortunately it
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is about the most expensive that could be used. Sheet lead of 5 lb. or G lb. thick-

ness could be used if desired, but 7 lb. is best
;

it is not necessary to joint the ends

where they meet by solder, but let them be turned up and welted.

In Fig. 77 is illustrated the most usual way in which a damp-course appears,

viz. about six inches above ground level, in which case the floor line is above ground

also, as the damp-course should always be beneath the lowest timber. This shows a

double slate course, while Fig. 78 is intended to show one of asphalt with the addi-

tion of an air brick and passage to ventilate the floor joists and prevent dry-rot. It

might have been mentioned earlier that in cases of buildings which are without

damp-courses or have them of an imperfect kind, there is no simple remedy that can

be adopted. Several devices have been brought forward supposed to overcome the

trouble, but whether it be a paint, a cement, or other material to coat the wall with,

the fact remains that the damp is still there, unchecked and injurious. In many
cases it will in time work through the compound that the wall is coated with, in

others the continued damp will injure the building l)y its action on the brickwork.

Bricks to withstand water for any length of time have to be carefully picked, for

unless sufficiently burned they will disintegrate. On this account it is highly im-

portant that foundation bricks be fully fired, overfired would not matter, to with-

stand the moisture successfully.
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When, as mentioned, a damp wall has to be dealt with, the dampness proceeding

from its base and rising up by reason of there being nothing to check it, the proper

remedy is to cut out the brickwork and insert a damp-course, a considerable task no

doubt, but there is no other successful plan as yet. Even studding the wall, so that

the plaster stands away two or three inches, is but a very limited kind of remedy, and

in no way alters the fact that the wall remains saturated with water. In some cases

studding would prove an expensive remedy, for with bricks that have a substance

favourable to moisture rising in them, the damp has been known to ascend as high

as 32 feet. This was distinctly traced as coming from the ground, and not from

any other source. A rather dense brick is more favourable to this, as it does

not peimit the water it contains to evaporate or dry out quickly, and therefore the

water rises higher than in brickwmrk which gives the moisture up to the air freely.

That the presence of the water is very real can be judged by the fact that a cubic

foot of ordinary Iwickwork can absorb and hold ten pints of water.

In shops and many buildings the floor line is on a level with the ground or

thereabouts, and it becomes impossible to keep the damp-course above ground level

without some special arrangement to this end. Fig. 79 is the plan usually adopted,

and it practically amounts to making a small dry area around the house, whenever

the ground level is as high as described. The thick black line just below the level

of floor joists shows the damp-course, but it is understood that this applies to

buildings that have no basements, or to the parts of buildings where the basement

does not come. The area, as it may be called, is formed of 9-inch brickwork in

cement, and will be found to fulfil the purpose intended well.
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In cases of basement rooms—rooms having their walls below ground level—

a

very different plan has to be adopted. With these the best course to adopt is to make

a proper dry area of sufficient depth, but if this is impracticable, the use of asphalt

must be resorted to, as Fig. 80 . The outer wall, it will be seen, has two damp-

courses to it, one in the usual position, about six inches above ground level, the other

just below the floor timbers, as previously recommended. The object of these two

courses is plain, but to make the lower one successful there must be an outside damp-

course or lining to join the two, and prevent moisture passing through the wall

laterally. Asphalt requires to be applied to a smooth surface, so the wall should

be carefully rendered first, and the asphalt then applied about f-inch thick, in two

coats breaking joint. The joints of the brickwork should be carefully raked out,

and “ primed ” with asphalt to ensure good work. If put outside, as shown, the work

proves quite successful, the object being, of course, to keep the wall of the basement

rooms dry and the rooms healthy, the same as those that come above ground. A
word of caution is desirable as to the asphalt itself

;
this material of ordinary good

quality is excellent as stated, but it must not be supposed that tar or vegetable

pitch mixed up with sand or lime will answer as well. Do not try a bad imitation

of asphalt for this work. Asphalt is a mineral pitch, and its use for protecting

surfaces from air or water can be traced back to the earliest times. What is con-

Q
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siclered to be the best for general results has limestone powder in its composition,

about equal parts with the asphalt, and to this mixture is added between two and

three times as much sand. The proportions that are given by an engineer of

experience are :

—

Asphalt 16

Limestone powder 15

Sand .... 69

100

This makes a compound that will bear both hot and cold extremes of temperature.

A final example of the use of asphalt as a preventive of water rising through

brickwork, applies to an instance where there is an actual rise of water in the subsoil,

accompanied by some degree of pressure. In such a case there is the likelihood of

the basement floor being burst up, and no damp-proof substance would be able to

resist this force. Where water rises in a sul)Soil above the level of a basement floor

there will be a pressure exerted under this floor in exact ratio with the height the
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Welter rises above it. Approximately this pressure will be half a pound per square

inch for every 12 inches the water rises above the floor, and remembering how very

many square inches there are to a floor of fair size, the pressure will be found

considerable for a very small rise of water. Sometimes it may be that there is a lake,

moat, or reservoir beside the building, in which case the pressure would act the same

as if it were subsoil water, unless, as in the case of a reservoir, its bottom was lined

with some impervious material.

To withstand this upward thrust to a floor an inverted arch is carried across

from wall to wall, and this is asphalted on the under side to make it both damp-

and water-proof. The arch is filled in with coarse concrete, finished off with

finer material at top, and the upper surface may or may not be given a 1-inch coat

of asphalt also. It is essential in this arrangement to put two. horizontal damp-
courses to the walls as shown, and as described with the last example, and there

must be the vertical lining of asphalt, which joins the upper and lower courses. One
important thing in relation to the use of asphalt on brickwork is that the brickwork

should be dry, and in instances where this material is applied to single loose bricks

it is advantageous to make them moderately hot first. In no case must the bricks

or brickwork be damp. This is, of course, exactly the reverse of what is proper when
applying ordinary cement.

Hollow Walls.—What is probably the most effective and simple means of

preventing the interior surfaces of walls from becoming damp is to build the founda-

Q 2
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tion walls hollow. This is to carry up two distinct walls with an air space between

them, but for various reasons it is desirable that they be bonded together. Were

they not united by bonds or ties then

two 9 -inch walls would scarcely give the

stability of one 14-|-inch in supporting the

brickwork above
;
but when properly tied

they afford all the support that a solid

brick wall of the same thickness would do.

In regard to the thickness of brickwork,

this pair of walls may be both 9-inch
;

or what is commonly done is to make

one 9-inch and one d^-inch, the usual

practice being to put the thinnest one

outside. The space between the walls,

the hollow part or air chamber, would

be effective if not more than 1-inch, but

with the utmost care this narrow gap

would get stopped with droppings of mortar and debris. Three inches is considered

the least practical space, and some consider that four inches should be the minimum.

With either of the

latter it is best to

leave openings at the

bottom to clear out

mortar droppings and

fallen matter w'hen

the wall is finished,

after which the open-

ing may be closed.

The ties used for

hollow walls are of

two materials, brick

and iron, but unless

the brick be of a

kind specially made

for this purpose, the

iron should be used.

Ordinary stock bricks offer no resistance to the passage of moisture across the

hollow space, and although stock bricks coated with gas tar, as Fig. 82, or with

asphalt, are used sometimes, it is not a commendable plan. The coating of impervious
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material will prevent the water passing through the substance ot the brick (as it

would do otherwise), but notwithstanding this, some water will pass along the surface

from one wall to the other.

Fig. 83 illustrates tw'o ties, or bonding bricks, designed expressly for this

purpose, and made of glazed vitrified earthenware. As will be seen, these are made to

extend from outside to outside of wall, or can be had to only reach within a half

brick of the face, so as to allow for the outside bond. The ends of these bricks are

wedge-shaped, which gives them a firmer hold in the wall, and the holes in the centre

allow the greater part of the water to fall down below. The serrated edges quite

prevent any moisture creeping along the sides of the bricks, for although it might

travel along a straight edge, as it does with the tarred stock brick lust referred to,

it cannot pass this irregular surface,

but drops from the points.

Fig. 84, showing another brick

tie, is considered to be a better de-

signed one than the two last, and it

will be seen it does not interfere with

the bonding of the ordinary outside

bricks of the wall. The nearer wall of

the illustration is the inside one, the

tie brick being fixed so that moisture

from the outside would have to travel

up hill to reach the inner wall, and

this it fails to do of course. This brick,

when made short as shown, has a

25-inch bearing surface at each end,

which even with 4|^-inch walls allows a short header to come in front. The only

object in keeping the tie 1)rick short in this way is to overcome the objection that,

has sometimes been raised, that the ends of the brick when visible do not match the

surrounding brickwork and mar the appearance of the wall. For those that prefer

the tie-brick longer, they are made with 4|--inch bearing each end, or 4^-inch one

end and 2-^-inch the other
;
in the latter case the short end rests on the outer wall.

When building, it is a good plan to lay strips of wood on the bonders to catch the

mortar droppings, the wood strips being raised course by course as the work

proceeds.

In Fig. 85 are the three usual forms of iron ties for hollow walls. Each of

these is successful in preventing the passage of water from the outer to the inner

brickwork, and a number of people use them in preference to bonding l)ricks, but

this is in many cases influenced by the cost. A bonding brick of proper make and
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quality is practically imperishable, but the same cannot be said of an iron tie, how-

ever well it may be protected, though, of course, it would take a long time to bring

about its destruction, and before then the wall would be firmly settled, and probably

need no ties of any kind. The preservation of iron ties, wrought or cast, is generally

effected by well tarring them or by galvanising. Paint is scarcely sufficient, and a

good coating of— or soaking in—hot pitch is better than tar. When treated with

pitch or tar, they may be well dusted with fine sand as a further protection.

The usual distances at

which wall ties are placed, is

every sixth course in height,

and about two to three feet

apart. In cases, however, of

walls which bear the jar and

vibration of machinery, &c.,

they had best be put every

three or four courses, and

every eighteen inches to two

feet apart. Some care should

be taken that the ties do

not all come precisely over

one another, but they should

be placed so that the water

dripping from the upper ties does not come on those below, as far as possible. A
large number of different iron ties are used, some being made by the builder just to

suit his convenience. These are usually a short length of light bar iron, bent at the

ends for the required bond
;
but plain flat iron, whether fixed flat or on edge, will by

no means effectually prevent water passing from one wall to the other.

Having finished the subject of foundation it may be best, before going into the

details of drainage and interior plumbing, to give an outline, or brief epitome, of

some of the important features in a Sanitary House, and to follow this by a specifica-

tion embracing the principal details necessary to place the house in a good sanitary

condition. There is one useful aspect to this proposed epitome in the fact that if

committed to memory it will be found helpful in making sanitary surveys.

Plumbers and others who undertake this work, are in many cases apt to go to work

without method, and it may be clearly understood that to make a survey without

working on some distinct lines will probably lead to oversight and prove unsatis-

factory. This epitome is brief, in fact only an outline of the sanitary features, as

stated, but it embraces the most important points, and cannot fail to be of assistance.
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Outline of important features in a Sanitary House.

Subsoil should be properly drained, if necessary.

The Drainage System is, as far as practicable, to be outside the house

(supposing the house to be detached or semi-detached).

It is to be laid straight from point to point and with good gradients.

It is to be accessible, and arranged so that it can be swept from end to end.

Sweeping eyes to be fixed on sewer side of all traps.

A plunger, the full size of the drain, should be passed through to demonstrate

that no cement, yarn, or lead has been allowed to project inside the pipes.

The drains should be easy of inspection right through from manhole to manhole

by means of a lamp with proper reflector.

The drainage system to be properly disconnected from public sewer and have

an inlet for fresh air.

There should be no combined drainage, that is, the main drain from disconnect-

ing chamber in sewer to be laid distinct from this house only, having no connection

with the drainage system of adjoining premises.

All branches to be connected obliquely in direction of flow, with proper junctions.

The connections between the branches and the main inspection and disconnect-

ing chambers to be by curved channels.

The extreme ends of the drains to be ventilated. No rain-water pipes to be

used for this. The waste pipes to be extended for ventilation.

There must be properly constructed grease interceptors for the scullery and

kitchen sinks to discharge into
;
and these interceptors should be periodically

flushed, by means of an automatic flushing tank over, say twice in twenty-four

hours. The drains, except those which are flushed by means of the wastes from baths,

&c., should also be flushed by an automatic tank.

The drains when completed or put in order should be carefully tested by water

pressure in the presence of the sanitary authorities, and be passed by them.

Soil Pipes : These to be all fixed externally, and should be of 8-lb. lead, 3^ or

4 inch internal diameter. These should have wiped soldered joints, and six heavy

cast lead tacks to each 10-foot length.O
At the foot the soil pipes should be connected to the drain with cast brass

ferrules, and the upper extremities extended full size well above the roof level, with

an efficient exhaust ventilator on top with necessary stays and fastenings.

Soil pipes should be kept away from all windows, and be free from bends as far

as possible.

Horizontal branches from fittings to be laid to proper falls.
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Fittings and Wastes : All fittings sFoukl be fixed next external walls, in

properly lighted and ventilated apartments.

Each fitting to be separately trapped, and ventilated.

Fig. 86.

Branch connections between lead and iron pipes to lie made with proper cast

brass sleeve pieces or unions.

All wastes to be arranged with screw caps so that they can be swept from end

to end.
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Wastes and overflow pipes must discharge in the open outside, into or over

properly trapped interceptors, and protected by flap valves.

Waste pipes receiving hot water should be fitted with expansion joints, allow-

ing for the expansion and contraction caused by the passage of hot water through

of • Grouad ~loor

Fig. 87.

Lead safes should be provided under all water-closets, cisterns and fittings, on

upper floors, with waste pipes from same carried through external walls, with proper

brass flap valves provided on ends for prevention of draught.

All rain-water pipes must be disconnected from drains, and discharge either

over open channels or gullies, or into proper interceptors.

Eain-water pipes should be fixed clear of walls, so that they can be easily

painted, and have domical gratings, to prevent the choking of pipes and connections,

on all inlets,

R
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Water Supply ; The main service should be laid in a trench distinct from the

drainage system.

Cisterns should be in easily accessible positions for inspection and cleaning.

Separate cisterns from those which supply water for drinking and culinary

purposes to be provided for supj)ly to water-closets. The cisterns should be large

enough to hold one day’s supply even though the supply be constant.

A stop cock should be provided to each fitting.

^\c\Q ~~|bY'5lr 'jToor'

Fig. 88.

Cisterns should be provided with solid plugs, flush with bottom, for cleansing-

purposes, these outlets having properly disconnected wastes.

All services and main pipes to be carried, as far as practicable, on internal walls.

The whole of the water pipes should be arranged so that they can be emptied in

times of frost
;
and all pipes and cisterns should be carefully protected from frost

;

that is, the pipes coated and covered with some effective non-conducting material, of

approved manufacture
;
and the cisterns should be cased and packed.

All services to be properly run and ^arranged so as to prevent their getting air

bound.

Jiouje,
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Screw-down cocks to be provided for draw-off purposes to prevent water-hammer

in pipes.

All draw-off cocks and ball valves should be tested and stamped by the water

company for the district. (Weights of pipe as required by the various water com-

panies will be given later.)

Efficient filters should be provided for drinking water supply.

Dustbins ; Brick-built or wooden dustbins should be invariably cleared away,

and galvanised iron bins substituted. A galvanised iron garbage bin should be pro-

vided for scullery use.

Fig. 89. Fig. 90.

It will, of course, be understood that a list of the sanitary requirements in a

house can only give general details. In nearly every house there occurs some special

feature, not necessarily a difficulty, but which cannot be included in a general list.

This outline of important features is purposely made to include ordinary details only.

Fig. 91.

for, immediately any special work is touched upon, there arise differences of opinion,

even amongst those who may be regarded as specialists. Information touching on

this will be given later, but the epitome just completed may be relied on for general

purposes
;
and, to show that its range of usefulness is fairly wide and practical, it will

be found to apply also to the plans of the sanitary house now given.

R 2
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As in quite a large number of cases a sanitary survey leads to an estimate being

given for perfecting the sanitary arrangements of the building, it is now proposed to

give a draft specification which

will fit in with the plans illus-

trated, Figs. 86, 87 and 88.

These plans are introduced to

make the details of the specifi-

cation clear, and also to furnish

some information in connection

with the epitome just com-

pleted. The general design of

the j^lans has been carefully

chosen, to afford particulars

that may have a general ap-

plication, embracing the ar-

rangements that most usually

appear in general plumbing,

and giving so much of the

practical information as can

conveniently be included in

one building.

Fig. 92.

SPECIFICATION of Sanitary

Fittings, Drainage, and

Plumbing Works, &c., pro-

posed to be executed at . . .

under the direction and to

the satisfaction of . . .

Drainage.—To pay fees

to vestry, or Commissioner of

Sewers, or other authorities, for

new eye to sewer. Opening

up and making good roadway

and paving
;

lighting and

watching. Lay 6-inch glazed

stoneware drain from sewer.

Provide and lay on proper

concrete bed 6 inches thick, and cover in concrete as shown in the annexed illustra-

tions (Figs. 89 and 90), a complete system of 5-inch and 4-inch special heavy cast-

Fig. 93.
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iron drains, main strength, as shown on plans
;

to be coated inside and out with

Dr. Angus Smith’s solution for the prevention of rust. With joints properly made

Brick-built disconnecting chamber,

with three-quarter curved channel pipes

on concrete bed, and having an intercept-

ing trap, with sweeping arm from chamber

to sewer, fitted with air-tight expansion

stopper. The opening to chamber is

fitted with a heavy cast-iron double seal

air-tight manhole cover and frame. This

illustration rejjresents a typical well-

arranged disconnecting chamber.

\
Jlrf /rJ!.!-
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Fig. 94.

with yarn backed up with molten lead, and well caulked (Fig. 91). To include all

necessary bends, junctions, connections, branches, and properly arranged interceptors
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(Fig. 92) for tlie reception of rain, surface and waste waters, &c., complete. All

|jranch drains to be connected with special junctions fitted with sweeping eyes and

oval expansion air-tight stoppers (Fig. 93).

Fig. 95.

To construct on lines of main drain, in position shown on plans, a disconnecting

chamber (Fig. 94) in best picked hard-ljurnt sto(*ks in cement, one brick thick, and

rendered inside to smooth surface. The interior surface to be finished in neat

Portland cement, well trowelled.

With three-quarter curved channel

pipes in bottom on proper concrete

bed, well benched up at sides in

cement. (Half-pipes are not suited

for curved channels, as a swift

rush of water will throw some of

the sewage over the outer edge of

the pipe. Neither must these

channel pipes come exactly oppo-

site one another when they dis-

char2:e sewage from both sides of

the chamber. If opposite one

another the discharge from one

pipe will be thrown into the

other opposite one.) Proper

intercepting trap, with sweeping arm, from chamber to sewer, fitted with air-tight

expansion stopper, and special heavy cast-iron “ double-seal ” air-tight manhole cover

and frame, with galvanised covers, &c., complete. All to details as shown on plan.
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Provide and fix in convenient position a fresh-air inlet with open balanced

valve, double or single faced as required (Fig. 95), special heavy cast-iron vertical

pipe and necessary branch drain to chamber, complete.

To construct on lines of drains, in positions shown on plans, three chambers for

convenience of access to inspection eyes before provided (for s\\'eeping, &c.), in best

picked hard-burnt stocks as before described. With special heavy cast-iron “ double-

seal” air-tight manhole covers and frames, complete (Figs. 90, 96a’ and 96b).

Figs. 96a, 96e Fig. 97.

To provide and fix, for reception of wastes from scullery sinks, a properly

arranged heavy cast-iron grease intercepting trap (Fig. 97), with sweeping eye on

outlet fitted with air-tight stopper (or as Fig. 98), and necessary branch connections to

drains. Also provide and fix over same an automatic syphon-action flushing cistern

(Fig. 99) of thirty gallons capacity, on heavy iron cantilevers properly pinned into

walls in cement. With reverse-action regulating ball valve, copper drum syphon, and

heavy lead down-pipe from same to interceptor with cone piece, inlet and outlet

connections, and necessary branch service from main with stop-cock, &c., complete.
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Soil, Waste, and Ventilation Pipes.—To provide and fix a stack of

3^-inch 8 -lb. lead soil pipe, with heavy cast-lead double tacks every 3 feet run,

Fig. 98.

properly secured to walls, wiped solder joints as Fig. 100, and extended full size

well above roof-level for ventilation. With copper exhaust ventilator on top, and
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Fie. 100.

necessary stays and fastenings
;
and connected to drains at foot with

easy bend and heavy cast-brass sleeve-piece, properly soldered to end of

lead pipe and caulked into socket of iron drain, as Fig. 101, &c., com-

plete. With necessary branches for the reception of branch soil pipes,

as required.

To provide and fix a stack

of 3^-inch 8-lb. lead ventilation

pipe, with heavy cast-lead orna-

mental tacks, wiped solder joints,

&c., extended for ventilation

;

with copper exhaust ventilators

on top, and connected to drains at foot with heavy cast-brass sleeve-

pieces and easy bends, &c., as before described.

(The exhaust ventilators, above provided, in conjunction with the

fresh air inlet to disconnecting chamber, previously described, will ensure

the proper circulation of air throughout the drainage

system.

)

To provide and fix for reception of branch wastes

from bath, lavatory, and rain-water from roof, a stack

of 3 -inch special heavy cast-iron waste pipe, weighing

27 lbs. per yard, and coated inside and out two coats of

iron oxide for the prevention of rust
;
with joints properly

made with india-rubber rings, to allow for expansion and

contraction caused by hot water passing down pipes,

and backed up with yarn and molten lead, well caulked

(as Fig. 102) ;
connected to drains at foot with easy

bend, and extended full size to roof level for reception

of rain-water pipe, with necessary heavy head and

branch complete. The connection to branch lead waste

to be made with heavy cast-brass sleeve-piece, properly

soldered to end of lead pipe and caulked into socket of

iron junction with rubber rings and molten lead.

To provide and fix from off traps under water-

closets 2-inch heavy lead anti-siphonage pipes, extended

not less than 3 feet above level of top fitting, and

properly connected to ventilation pipe from soil pipe,

heavy lead tacks and nails, solder joints and branch connections, &c.,

complete (as shown in Fig. 103).

Cisterns, Services, &c.—To provide and fix in position shown

s

Fig. 102.

with necessary
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one purpose-made y\-incli heavy plate

galvanised wrought-iron cistern, of the

capacity of 100 gallons, with necessary

wrought-iron frames, angle and strength-

ening jjieces, hall valve, inlet and outlet

connections, overflow carried through ex-

ternal wall to discharge into the open,

and solid plug cleansing waste with

washer, pull-rod, connections, &c., com-

plete, for supply to water-closets.

To provide and fix a similar cistern,

of the capacity of 200 gallons, for cold

supply to hot water circulation and hath,

complete as described.

To provide and fix for supply to

sinks and culinary purposes, a white

glazed porcelain cistern, of a capacity of

100 gallons, fitted with flushing rim,

hall valve, overflow, inlet and outlet

connections, cleansing waste, &c., com-

plete as described (Fig. 104). This

cistern to he arranged with good fall to

outlet to ensure its being properly scoured

out.

To provide and fix from Water

Company’s main, a 1-inch heavy lead

rising main to cisterns, with stop-cocks

(one to each cistern), heavy cast-iron

cock-box and cover, unions, connections,

solder joints, &c., complete.

Pay all fees for connection to main,

with ferrule, opening up and making

good roadway and pavement, and

PL UMBING

Fig. 103
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connections, &c., complete. (It is understood that the supply to this house is

constant.

)

To provide and fix from the above mentioned cisterns to the whole of the

fittings hereinafter described, heavy lead down-service pipes, of sufiicient capacity to

ensure a good and abundant supply of water, with all necessary branches, heavy

gun-metal full-way stop-cocks next each fitting to shut off supply from fittings for

repairs, &c
;
with unions, connections, solder joints, &c., complete. All pipes and

services, to be carried, as far as practicable, on internal walls, and to be so arranged

that the whole sj'stem can be emptied in times of frost, with draw-off cocks at

lowest point. The weights of all pipes, both rising main, down service and branches.

to be in accordance with the regulations
;
a list of the weights of pipes as recjuired

by the various water companies of the principal towns follows this.

To prepare and coat with approved composition all services where exposed, for

protection from frost
;
also case and pack cisterns.

To provide and fix over housemaids’ and pantry sinks, a Berkefield (Fig. 105),

or Pasteur-Chamberlayne Filter (Fig. lOG), with necessary branch services, &c.,

complete, for drinking water.

First Floor.—To provide and fix a Jennings’ improved patent white earth-

enware closet, of the “ Century” pattern, with syphonic discharge (see Fig. 107). With

French-polished, hinged and clamped, oak, mahogany, teak, or other approved hard

wood seat, paper-box and skirting. Also a three-gallon galvanised cast-ir(iii syphon-

action flushing cistern, on ornamental brackets properly secured to wall, with cover,

ball valve, inlet and outlet connections, copper chain with horn handle, and if-inch

s 2
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heavy lead down service from

same to basin, with twin

inlet and outlet connections.

Provide and fix 8 -lb. lead

trap under water-closet, pro-

perly connected to branch

soil pipe
;
and make necessary

connections to service and

ventilation pipes, &e., com-

plete.

To provide and fix in

housemaids’ closet, a 30 x 20

X 10 inch deep white glazed

porcelain sink (Fig. 108),

fitted with hinged brass grid

Fig. 105. Fig. 106. Fig. 107.
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and 5 -inch cobweb grating, teak skirtings and

draining board, hot and cold draw-ofF cocks, and

2-inch heavy lead, properly trapped and ventilated,

waste ;
with screw cap on end for cleansing, and

connected to main waste with cast-brass sleeve-

piece. The whole

to be supported

on heavy iron can-

tilevers, properly

pinned into walls.

To provide and

fix a Morrison, In-

gram’s improved

lavatory, with 17-

inch Q-shape bowl

Fig. 108.

Fig. 109 .

Fig. 110.
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(Fig. 109), with polished Rouge Royal, or St. Ami’s marble top, with sunk soap and

l)rush tray, tiled skirtings at back, with shelf and brackets. Nickel-plated screw-

down hot and cold supply

valves, and pull-up waste

and overflow. Wood bed-

frames, French - polished

oak, mahogany or other

approved hard wood enclo-

sure, with panelled and

fluted front, and to details

given. Properly trapped

branch waste with cast-

brass trap and down pipe

next basin, and screw cap

on end for cleansing (Fig.

110, section of Fig. 109).

Puff pipe carried above

level of fitting
;
also neces-

sary hot and cold w’ater

branch connections, &c.

,

complete.

To provide and fix a

Riley’s improved patent

Roman pattern flushing-

rim bath, in best c[uality

white glazed earthenware,

glazed on roll, and enam-

elled outside to approved

decoration, with solid-plug

rjuick waste (Fig. 111).

Also 2-inch properly

trapped heavy lead waste,

1^-inch separate overflow,

1

5

-inch loose seated, screw-

down, gun-metal supply

valves with l)ranch services,

and vent pipe from trap

carried above bath level through external

Ground Floor.—To provide and fix

wall, with Ijarred grating on face,

one Hellyer’s patent Optimus valve
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closet (Fig. 112). Porcelain enamelled cast-iron conductor with vent arm, white

flushing-rim basin and dish to match, properly trapped overflow, ebony handle

supply valve, copper regulator, heavy cast-lead anti Q-trap under. Make necessary

branch connections to soil and service pipes with soldered joints, with vent pipe off'

Fig. 114,

valve box carried through external wall, with barred grating on face. (For detail ot

plumbing, soil and service pipes, see Fig. 103.)

Basement : Servants’ Water-Closets.—To provide and fix one Adams’

best quality white glazed pedestal wash-down water-closet (Fig. 113), with flushing-

rim basin and trap, French-polished, hinged, bard wood seat and paper-box, three-gallon

galvanised cast-iron syphon-action flushing cistern on brackets properly secured to
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walls, with cover, ball valve, inlet and outlet connections, pull and chain, and

1
1 -inch heavy lead down-service pipe from same to basin, and make necessary

branch connection to soil, service and vent pipes. (For detail of plumbing, soil

and service pipes, see Fig. 103.)

Scullery.—To provide and fix a range of three sinks : two of teak, with tinned

copper lining 32 oz. per foot, and fitted with combined pull-up standing wastes and

overflows
;
and one to be of best quality white glazed porcelain for vegetables

(Fig. 114), fitted with 3-inch rubber plug, with chain and washer, with teak top,

draining board and skirtings
;
hot and

cold draw-off cocks to each copper-lined

sink, and cold supply to vegetable sink
;

with necessary branch connections to

services, and properly trapped heavy

lead waste pipe with screw cap for

cleansing (Fig. 115), discharged into

grease interceptor outside, before pro-

vided (see Figs. 97 and 98).

To provide and fix a teak wash-

up sink (Fig. 116), lined with stout

tinned sheet copper, and fitted with

pull-up standing waste and overflow

with copper corner strainer and guide.

With gun-metal lever handle hot and

cold supply valves, teak grooved-top,

draining board and skirtings, with flap

cover to sink and bracket, bottle, glass

and plate racks, and pine cupboard

enclosure primed for painting, &c.,

complete. Provide and fix properly

trapped and ventilated heavy lead

waste from sink, with screw cap on

end for cleansing, carried through wall, and discharged into properly constructed

interceptor, &c., complete.

To provide, in convenient position, a strong plate galvanised wrought-iron

garbage bin for reception of superfluous matters, such as potato peelings and other

waste from culinary operations, with air-tight cover, &c.

To prepare for and tile the whole of the floors of water-closets, lavatory and

bath-room, with best quality black and white vitreous, or other approved floor tiles
;

and tile the walls, dado high, say 4 feet, with best quality glazed tiles to pattern

T
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approved, with coloured skirting, moulded plintli and border, or moulded and

decorated frieze tile complete.

To prepare for and tile the whole of the walls of scullery and housemaids’

closet, with G-inch by 6-inch best quality white glazed tiles, with necessary skirting,

&c., complete.

Fig. 116 .

\

To provide and fix heavy lead waste pipes from floors carried through external

walls, with flap valves on ends (see upper fitting of Fig. 103).

To provide, constructed in thickness of wall, a shaft of a capacity of 9 inches

by 6 inches from basement, enlarging on ground floor to 14 inches by 6 inches, and
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on first floor to 18 inches by 6 inches, to extend well above roof level, with copper

exhaust ventilator on top. Fit “ hit-and-miss ” ventilator in each Avater-closet and

in ' bath-room into this shaft, and arranged so that the

amount of exhaust ventilation from each apartment can Ije

regulated.

To provide and fix a vertical fresh-air inlet shaft, in

position indicated, in each water-closet and bath apartment,

for admission of fresh air, fitted with throttle valves and

dust interceptors (Fig. 117), and extended through external

wall with open gratings.

The whole of the drains, on completion, to be tested

by the hydraulic or water test, and the whole of the pipes

and fittings to be carefully tested by a smoke machine (see

Fig. 118, page 143).

The contractor, on completion of the work, is to give

a certificate to the effect that the whole of the work has

been executed with labour and materials of the best possible

quality and description, and to guarantee the absolute

efficiency of the whole for a term of, say, three years, free

of charge.

Weights of Service Pipes, as required by the various

London water companies, as per regulations made under the

Metropolis Water Act, 1871 :

—

5 lbs. yd. I-inch

1

9 lbs. yd.

12 „

IG „

For provincial towns the weights (from our own experience, and information

furnished) are as follows :

—

^-inch. |-inch. 1-inch.

lbs. lbs. lbs.

Aberdeen . 7 11 14

Arbroath . 7 10 14

Berwick-on-Tweed 6 9 12

Birmingham 7 10 12

Bradford 8 11 14

Brighton 6 9 12

Croydon 5 — —

4-inch. |-inch. 1-inch.

lbs. lbs. lbs.

Dunbai' . . 7 10 14

Dundee . 7 10 14

Duns 1 10 14

Edinburgh 7 10 IG

Elgin 6 9 12

Gateshead . 7 12 18

Grimsby

.

6 9 12

T 2
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Harrogate .

i-inch.

lbs.

7

|-inch.

lbs.

11

1-inch.

lbs.

Hull . 6-7 9-10 15

Inverness . 6 9 12

Ipswich 7 11 16

King’s Lynn 7 11 16

Leeds 7 9 —

•

Liverpool (lower district) 7 11 15

Liverpool

district) .

(upper

0 8 11

Manchester. — 9 12

Montrose . 7 10 14

Nairn 6 9 12

Newcastle-on-1 yne 7 12 18

Northampton 5 — —

J-inch. f-inch. 1-inch.

lbs. lbs. lbs.

Norwich . 7 11 16

Kedcar . 7 9 14

Scarboro’ 7 12 16

Sheffield 7 11 16

Shields, North 6 9 12

Do. South . 7 10 —
Stockton and Middlcs-

boro’ . 7 11 —
Sunderland 7 10 —
West Hartlepool 7 11 14

Whitby . 7 9 14

Worthing 7 10 14

Yarmouth 7 11 16

York . 6 9 13

Specification of Sizes and Weights of Glazed Stoneware Socket Pipes, manufactured

BY George Jennings.

Internal Diameter. Length. Thickness. Depth of Socket. Weight per foot run.

inches. ft. in. inch. inches. lbs.

2 2 0 1
? If 4

3 2 0 1
If 6

4 2 0 1 1
T7T If lOi

6 2 0 .3

¥ 2 m
8 2 6 7

'S
26

9 2 6 7
'8 31

10 2 6 TB H 36

12 2 6 n n 48

15 2 6 n 2f 70

18 2 6 U- 2f 100

21 2 6 1 2f 131

24 2 6 1 2f 152
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CHAPTER V.

METHODS OF TESTING THE SANITARY ARRANGE-
MENTS OF A HOUSE.

No more opportune moment could be chosen than this to deal with the subject of

testing, and the particulars now given will be found applicable to old as well as new

work. The methods of testing are practically confined to three viz. the hydraulic,

or water test, the smoke test, and the odour test. There is also the air-pressure

test, but, in the writer’s opinion, it should neither be recommended nor used. It is

too severe, being a test that for several reasons, not readily discernible to the average

plumber, can make good work appear to give very doubtful, if not bad results. It

cannot be called a simple test on this account, for it requires skill and care to judge

whether a fall in the gauge is due to faulty work or other causes. The first of these

is only applied to the drainage system as a rule, whereas the latter are sometimes

utilised for the whole work. The water test for drainage is undoubtedly the most

reliable, and will more readily and certainly show if there is a leakage
;
but with

underground work the point where the leakage occurs may be out of sight and

difficult to locate—that is, a little more so than with smoke or odour. For certainty

of results, however, as just stated, water should be the medium employed when

testing lines of drains. With new work the system is tested with water before the

pipes are covered in (all authorities now insist on the hydraulic test), and this test

should include filling the chambers or manholes as well as the lines of pipes, so that

the entire system contains water and is under pressure.

The writer considers that a 4-feet head of water is amply sufficient
;
so that in

instances of the drainage system having a total fall of more than this, say over

5 feet, it may be tested in two lengths or sections. After this test it is the best plan,

with new work, to test again when the pipes are concreted and finally covered in, as

it oftentimes happens that this latter work brings about a leakage, depending, of

course, on how carelessly it may be done. With the first test leakages can be looked

for at the uncovered joints, but on testing covered work, a leakage can only be
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discovered by watching the level of the water at the highest point. It is, of course,

desirable to include the chambers and manholes in the test, and by including these

it is not always necessary to test the drains in sections. Testing separate lengths of

drains may become necessary with covered work to locate a single leakage
;
for should

the water test, when applied to a complete system, new or old, show that a leakage

exists, it does not follow that the whole of the drains must be condemned, although

this may be correct sometimes. This is a question that cannot always be decided

easily without uncovering some of the work, but much can be judged by ascertaining

the age of the system, and whether originally executed by reliable people, &c. When
testing new work it may not be a joint or joints that permit of water escaping, for

unfortunately the pipes themselves may be at fault. Reputable makers of earthen-

ware pipes are now alive to the fact that their goods will most probably be subject

to the hydraulic test
;
but in the past, and eveii now, pipes that are porous and allow

water to ooze through them are frequently found. Others, again, if not leaky, will

absorb a deal of water when new. The quality of a pipe is generally judged by its

thickness, and as London made pipes are usually thicker than those of country

manufacture, the former have preference for good work. The best makes of pipe

have a thickness calculated on their diameter, and the list given on page 140

also shows the depth of socket and weight per foot run
;
this will be found useful

for reference. A bad pipe is sometimes a trouble of no mean order, for in a

length of drainage it is difficult to remove and replace one of the pieces, that is,

to make a good and workmanlike job of it again.

This method of testing is apparently simple, but depends on circumstances.

Commonly it is a comparatively easy task, for the principle is simple
;
the application

is, however, sometimes troublesome, but this is only owing to structural difficulties,

usually more often experienced in town houses than in the country. The principle,

as stated, is simple, as it only requires that the lower end of the drainage system be

exposed (if not in a disconnecting chamber as it should be), and this end is then

carefully plugged off.

This should be effected by a properly made drain stopper, the screw stopper

with expanding rubber ring, or Jones’ bag stopper (J. Jones, Chelsea) which is a

rubber bag, with tubing attached, for inflation by a small air-pump. This stopper is

easily folded up to carry, and has the advantage of suiting more than one size of

pipe, or can be used in traps or awkward places. If no stopper is-available then any

means can be adopted that will make the outlet water-tight and sound. A wood

plug with cloth or brown paper round it, a good ball of clay, or a piece of slate cut

circular and plastered in, will all do if nothing better is to be had. When this

opening is stopped the system is filled with water, and the water level at the highest

point carefully marked and watched. The marking can be easily and very correctly
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effected by a piece of gummed stamp edging, marked with a pencil after securing

it where required.

Smoke testing, for soil pipes, branches and fittings is best effected by a machine,

either that illustrated at Fig. 118, or any other efficient kind. The test is commonly

applied by charging all parts with smoke and noting if any escape at any point.

The smoke is made to enter the drain by an opening, or it may be driven in through

a fresh air inlet, or again, through the trap of the lowest w.c. (after soaking out the

water with a cloth), or a gully trap with the water removed
;
but where possible, in

country houses for instance, it is best to have the machine away from the house so as

to avoid the possibility of any smoke entering or being noticed other than that which

may enter by reason of bad or defective

work.

The machines are constructed to burn

prepared paper, oily waste, or similar ma-

terial giving off abundance of pungent

smoke, and this is delivered through a

flexible tube (or a piece of lead pipe) con-

nected from the machine to the chosen open-

ing
;

this opening must be made air and

smoke-tight around the pipe, by means of

cloth or other material, after which the

bellows or fan of the machine is worked.

The action of the machine is to draw in

fresh air by the inlet opening and expel it,

with smoke from the smouldering material,

through the connecting pipe to the drain.

When effecting the test in this manner, all ventilating pipes must be plugged
;
but

it is necessary to delay doing this until smoke is seen issuing from them. If this

precaution is not taken the air with which the soil pipes, &c. are charged cannot

well be expelled to make room for the smoke. Or should there be faults by which

the air can escape as the smoke enters, it delays results materially, as nothing can

be detected until the smoke has reached all points and comes through the faulty

places, if any.

The writer’s chosen way of effecting the smoke test ensures the machine being

outdoors—which is an important advantage—whether the house be in town or

country : this is, to make the test from the roof, sending the smoke downwards
through the soil pipe, &e. In town houses, it is, otherwise, so often necessary to

have the machine inside the building, or, if outside, it is very close to windows and
doors (where air is always entering). The lighting, starting and recharging of the
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machine can scarcely be effected without a distinct escape of odour, giving misleading

results—which is a fault of the worst kind in this work. By working from the roof,

it will be found that the odours rise away from the building, if ordinary care is used

to keep the machine from attic windows or other openings.

The odour test relies for efficiency on the escape, through faulty places, of a dis-

tinguishing odour from a material put into the drain. The smoke test answers

largely to this description, but there is also a visible result with the smoke as a rule.

Smoke rockets are more relied on to give an odour than visible

smoke
;
but the best odour test, in the writer’s opinion, is effected

with Kemp’s Chemical Tester, a small device as Fig. 119, but

decidedly convenient and as effective as an odour test can pos-

sibly be. This tester has one very important advantage in not

spoiling or deceiving the operator’s sense of smell. With pepper-

mint and some other tests there is every likelihood that the

person handling the material is of little use in seeking for the

odour in the house, and a second man who has not been in

contact with, or affected by the odour of the testing material, is

necessary in smelling out the possible defective points. The

tester now being recommended gives a strong pungent odour,

l)ut the device makes it comparatively easy to get the material

into the soil or drain pipe without the smell being had beforehand

or carried about on the hands or clothes. The method of using this tester is

described on page 98.

It remains to be said that an odour test may not always give immediate, or

even moderately (piick results, unless at exposed pipes or fittings (which are faulty).

When used with covered work it may be hours before the full effect is noticeable,

depending on the thickness of the superincumbent material, its density, &c. Odour

tests, however, though useful, should not be resorted to unless water and a smoke

machine are really unavailable. Certainly, if a fault is discovered with a properly

conducted odour test there need be no hesitation in pronouncing it a fault, as the

test is, in a general sense, the least severe of all.
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CHAPTER VI.

SCHEDULE OF PRICES.

It has been thought desirable at this point to publish a Schedule of Prices for work

of good character, which will, it is hoped, be found useful to architects, plumbers,

and others in arriving at the cost of drainage and plumbing work generally. To the

architect it is believed this schedule will be of much utility in arriving at, or checking,

prime cost. It admits of work of any character or size being dealt with in the least

possible time
;
and it can be as easily adapted to repairs or incomplete works. The

sanitary engineer or plumber should find it of special convenience and use, as afford-

ing probably the most correct and expeditious mode of compiling cost that can be

had. The old, and still usual, way of arriving at estimated cost is in working out

all materials and expenses in detail, afterwards adding an estimated sum for labour.

This admits of items being overlooked more easily than basing figures on schedule

prices, besides introducing the element of guesswork to a doubtful extent when fixing

the total time the job will, or should, take. Should any one care, however, to adopt

this customary way of getting out figures, and then check by schedule prices, there

would undoubtedly be a degree of certainty of cost and profits which could not be

otherwise than satisfactory.

Drainage.

The pipes to be the best glazed stoneware socket pipes, London made, truly

cylindrical, straight and smooth. To be laid straight from point to point as far

as practicable and to best obtainable gradient, and to be tested on completion by

hydraulic pressure in the presence of the architect or sanitary authorities. To be

laid on concrete bed the width of the excavations, jointed with Portland cement and

clean sharp sand in equal proportions. And after the test has been applied, and

approved, the pipes to be benched up or buried in a cube of concrete, as directed

(see Figs. 89 and 90) ;
the price of concrete being taken separately.

The following prices include digging, strutting, laying and jointing the pipes

;

refilling, ramming, making good and carting away surplus earth.

The prices in the following Schedule are for pipes tested by hydraulic pressure.

TJ
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1. Straight pipes with socket joints,

laid on concrete, jointed in

cement (all as described) and

including digging 3 ft., filling

in, and removing surplus, per

foot run.....
2. Add to above for each additional

.
' foot over 3 ft. in depth of dig-

ging, including necessary strut-

ting and planking, per foot

run .

"3. Deduct for each foot under 3 ft.

in depth of digging .

4. Fees to local authorities for open-

ing up roadway, making new

connection to public sewer, in-

cluding watching, lighting, &c.,

’

, to be added according to district

'

"
' and circumstances.

'
5. Extra to bends, and ditto .

G. Extra to junctions, and ditto

7. Extra to double junctions .

8;, -Extra to taper pipes, and ditto .

4-in. S 5-in. 6-in. 9-in. 12-in.

s. d.

1 3

0 H

0 11

S. (1. s. d.
I

s. d. ! s. d.

1 7 1 11

01^0 2,0 2

0 14 0 11
1

0 14

0 11

1 3

1 10

1 3

9. Extra for bends with inspection

eye . . . . .10

1113

1 5 1

2 0

3 0

2 212 615 0

1 5
i

1 7 2 11

1 3 1 6 2 6

10. Extra to junctions with ditto .1 6jl 82 03 6

2 10

0 2

0 1^

15 -in.

s. d.

3 4

O 1

2

0 2

3 1

,4 8

7 10

4 7

3 9

5 6

5 8

7 6

14 0

7 2

6 6

8 6

18-in.

s. d.

6 0

0 3

0 24

7 6

10 0

18 9

9 4

8 6

11 0
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11. Extra for -g- or ^ sweep bend or

junction piece

12. Extra to P or S traps to ditto .

13. Extra to inlets to P or S traps .

14. Special heavy cast-iron socket

pipes, main strength, coated

inside and out with Dr. Angus

Smith’s solution, and joints

made with yarn, backed up

with molten lead, and properly

caulked. Bedded on concrete,

including 3 ft. deep planking

and strutting, refilling and

ramming, &c., all as described

for earthenware pipes, per foot

run .....
15. Extra to i bends, and ditto

16. Extra to § bends, and ditto

17. Extra to single Y junction, in-

cluding joints

18. Extra to double junction, includ-

ing joints ....
19. End of waste or rain-water pipes,

jointed to iron drain or inter-

ceptor, with properly caulked

joints as before, each

4 -in.

s. d.

5-in.
,

6-in.

s. d.

2 6 I 3 2

1 10

1 0

3 6

1 0

s. d.

3 9

5 1

1 0

3 9

5 0

7 6

15 6

26 3

4 3

8 0

11 0

19 0

31 0

3 9 4 8

4 8

11 3

14 0

22 9

37 6

9 -in.

s. d.

5, 0

8 8

1 0

5 8

5 4

13 0

17 0

27 6

52 6

12-in,

s. d.

14 0

1 0

15 -in.

s. d.

8 7

17 6

21 6

38 6

18 -in.

5. d.

7 6

u 2
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20 .

21 .

22 .

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

End of iron pipe jointed and

4-in.

s. d.

5 -in.

s. d.

6-in.

s. d.

9-in.

s. d.

12 -in.

s. d.

15-in.

s. d.

18-in.

s. d.

made good to earthenware

pipe, each .... 0 8 0 9 0 11 2 0

Excavating and concreting, say, 18 in. x 6 in., per foot run, 5d. The con-

crete to be composed of lime concrete with broken brick or rough core.

If Portland cement concrete, 4 parts Thames ballast to 1 of Portland cement,

per foot run, 7d.

If gauged 6 parts Thames ballast to 1 of Portland cement, per foot run, 6^d.

Note.—Gullies, traps, interceptors, including digging, refilling and ramming,

set on bed of concrete, and imbedded in concrete to a height of, say,

6 inches round same, and branch connections, and carting away surplus

materials, &c.

4 -in. 6 -in.

Glazed stoneware gully, plain (Jennings, Doulton, or s. d. s. d.

Bolding, &c.) each 5 6 7 6

Extra to each inlet ....... 10 10

Extra to loose grating, plain..... 1

Ditto, ditto, galvanised .... 1

Eain-water shoe and setting complete .... 6

Sykes’ patent sewer-gas interceptor, with fresh air inlet

and inspection inlets, fitted with Sykes’ patent air-

tight screw plugs . . . . . . . 20

Pott’s patent “ Edinburgh ” air-chambered sewer trap . 36

Stiff’s improved “ interceptor ” sewer air trap...

0 10

6 1 6

0

0 27 0

0 48 0

19 0
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4-in.

s. d.

33. Crapper’s patent intercepting trap, No. 2 . . . 10 0

34. Ditto, ditto. No. 1, with gun-inetal valve, galvanised iron

chain, pull and bracket, and brass screw-cap . . 37 0

35. Ditto, white glazed inside .... extra 4 6

36. Knowles’ “ Brighton ” interceptor trap ....
37. Hellyer’s drain interceptor, with galvanised iron grating

and stoppers, complete, small size, 7s.
;
medium size,

18s.
;
large size, 25s.

38. Weaver’s ventilating sewer air trap... . 70

39. Hellyer’s ventilating drain syphon and sewer interceptor . 19 6

40. Glazed stoneware intercepting trap for disconnecting

chambers, with arm for sweeping from chamber to

sewer, with stoneware stopper . . . . . 12 0

41. If fitted with air-tight expansion stopper and wrought-

iron ring ....... extra 12 6

42. Jennings’ improved patent cast-iron intercepting traps, for

cast-iron system of drains, with oval inspection eyes

on outlets, fitted with air-tight expansion stoppers and

loose heavy section cast-iron grating . . . . 35 0

43. Jennings’ cast-iron disconnecting trap, with loose rever-

sible top-piece, with 1, 2, or 3 inlets . . . . 50 0

44. Jennings’ cast-iron intercepting trap for disconnecting

chamber, with reversible top-piece inspection eye, all

as above described, and circular air-tight stopper for

top-piece, instead of grating

149

6 -in.

s. d.

14 0

41 0

9 0

12 0

11 0

26 6

16 0

16 6

70 0

40 0 50 0
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45 . Jennings’ stoneware disconnecting gully, with reversible top-piece

and loose grating, 4 in. diam., 1 inlet

Ditto, with 2 inlets

Ditto, with 3 inlets.........
Ditto, 6 in. diam., 1 inlet .......

. Ditto, with 2 inlets . . .

Ditto, with 3 inlets.........
Extra for galvanised flap valves, 4 in.

Ditto, 6 in. .

( .

46. Sykes’ patent disconnecting slipper, for bath and sink wastes,

complete, with 1 inlet . . . . . . .

Ditto, with 2 inlets........
Ditto, with 3 inlets .........

47. Bolding’s Simplex gully trap, 4 in. .

Inlets side or back, extra, each . . . .

10-in. iron grating, plain ........
Ditto, galvanised .........

48. Cliff’s “ Cecil ” trap, 4 in. .......
Ditto, 6 in. ......... .

Raising pieces, 6 in. high, 4 in. ......
Ditto, 6 in. . . . . . . . . .

Dished iron gratings, 4 in.

'
' Ditto, 6 in. ......... .

49. Sykes’ patent yard gully, with deep seal and large hinged

grating, and inspection hole fitted with air-tight cap

50. Weatherley sink and waste-water trap, 4 in. .

Ditto, 6 in. ......... .

51. Winser’s improved rain-water interceptor trap, 4 in. throughout,

with 6-in. "top-piece and painted grid .....
Ditto, 4 in. to 6 in., and ditto .......
Ditto, 6 in. and ditto ........
Extra to sweeping arm ........
Galvanised grid .........
4 in. inlets, each .........

£ s. d.

0 17 0

0. 19 6

1 2 0

1 2 0

1 4 6

1 9 6

0 3 6

0 5 0

0 12 0

0 12 “6

0 13 0

0 9 0

0 1 0

0 1 6

0 3 0

0 9 0

0 16 0

0 3 0

0 5 0

0 1 9

0 2 8

0 17 0

0 15 0

1 10 0

0 12 6

0 15 0

0 18 0

0 1 9

0 1 0

0 1 0
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52. Bellman’s patent stoneware gully, for disconnecting rain-water

pipes from drains, single

Ditto, double . . . . . • . . •

53. Trapless gullies for gardens, with painted grids....
Extra to galvanised grids .

54. Vince iron garden gully, 8 in. .

Ditto, 10 in. . . r'

Ditto, 12 in. . . . . . . . . .

55. Donlton’s grease trap, for kitchen sink wastes, 20 x 12 x 12 in.

in clear ..........
Ditto, 24 X 18 X 18 in. in clear . ., .

56. “ Kensington ” grease and waste water disconnecting trap, with

air-tight cover, 4 in. .

Ditto, 6 in. ......... .

57. Ditto, but with galvanised grating for use outside house, 4 in. .

Ditto, 6 in. . . . . . . .

58. Buchan’s patent grease trap, made in two sizes, 12^ X 10^

X 17 in. deep inside, 4-in. inlet and outlet ....
Ditto, 15 X 12 X 21 in. deep inside, 4-in. inlet and outlet

If 6-in. inlet and outlet, extra to each size ....
59. Kellyer’s grease intercepting trap, with galvanised cast-iron cover,

loose stoppers, full size .......
Ditto, medium size .........
Ditto, small size .........
If with sludge tray to small size .... extra

60. Bolding’s grease trap, with air-tight cover and screw cap,- for. use

-

with automatic flushing tank, with extra inlets

61. Bowes, Scott & Western improved flushing grease trap, in con-

junction with automatic flushing tank, enamelled earthenware

trap with inlets and plugs, iron grid, galvanised iron flushing

tank, and 6-ft. length 3-in. iron pipe . . . h

Iron cantilevers for ditto, fixed complete, per pair

151

£ s. d.

0 4 6

0 10 0

0 9 0

0 16

0 2 6

0 3 8

0 7 9

2 0 0

3 12 0

0 18 6

1 18 0

0 15 0

1 10 0

0 19 0

1 13 0

0 5 0

^4 7 6
"2

17 6

.2 2 0

0 6 0

1 18 6

6 12 0

0 9 0
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Jennings’ improved stoneware grease intercepting trap, with £ s. d.

2 5 -gallon flushing tank complete, but exclusive of down pipe

(cantilevers, see previous page), fixed complete . 5 15 0

Ditto, with cast-iron grease trap • 6 15 0

Adams’ improved automatic flushing syphon.

Size of outlet 4 inches . For flushing 6-inch pipe 5 5 0

6 „ • „ 9 6 18 0

12 9 0 0

„ 10 15 12 0 0

„ 12 „ 18 15 3 6

Bean’s ditto (J. Tyler and Son).

£ s. d. £ s. d.

8 gallons . . 3 0 0 50 gallons . 5 10 0

10 „ . . 3 10 0 60 ,, . 6 0 0

15 „ . . 400 80 „ . 6 17 6

20 „ . . 4 10 0 100 „ . 7 7 6

30 „ . . 5 0 0 150 11 17 6

40 „ . . 550 200 „ . 14 5 0

65. Bolding’s “New Eiver” drain syphon flushing tank. Galvanised iron.

£ s. d.
1

s. d.

20 gallons . 5 7 6 60 gallons 9 0 0

25 „ 6 3 0 70 „ 10 2 6

30 „ 6 9 0 00 o 10 16 0

40 „ 7 4 0
,

100 „ 12 0 0

50 „ 8 8 0 1

65a. Finch’s flushing tank.

£ s. d. £ s. d.

20 gallons . 4 8 0 75 gallons . 7 3 0

CO o 5 0 0 00o 7 14 0

40 „ . . 5 10 0 100 „ . 8 11 0

50 „ . . 6 1 0 150 „ . 11 0 0

60 „ . . 6 12 0 200 13 4 0
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Jennings’ automatic flushing tank.

£ s. fl. £ d.

8 gallons . 2 10
”0

50 gallons . 5 10 0

10 „ 3 0 0 60 ,, . 6 0 0

15 „ 3 12 0 000 7 0 0

20 „ 4 4 0 100 „ . 7 13 0

30 „ 4 16 0 150 „ . 13 1 0

40 „ 5 5 0 ' 200 „ . 15 8 0

67.

Old gully taken up and reset in new position, including digging up old, filling

in and ramming hole, opening up for new position, set on concrete bed and

benching as described for new gully
;

setting, filling in round new position,

levelling ground and making necessary connection to drain, 4-in., 3s. 9d. ;

6-in., 55. each.

68. Old gully taken up and cleared away, including digging, disconnecting from

drain, filling in and levelling ground, each, 4-in., l5. 3d.
;

6-in., 25.

69. Note.—Different gullies and interceptors to those described to be charged in

accordance with the variation of cost.

70. Channel pipes as follows, laid in bottoms of chambers on proper concrete bed,

with cement joints and necessary connections. Concrete taken separately as

before.

4-in. 6-in. 9-in.

71. Brown salt-glazed stoneware straight channel pipes, per s. d. s. d. s. d.

foot run ......... 0 5 0 6 0 10

72. Ditto, bends, each........ 1 6 2 2 3 0

73. White glazed channel pipes (Doulton, Jennings, Winser,

&c.), per foot run ....... 0 11 1 2 1 9

74. Ditto, channel bends for junction with main channel, each 2 9 4 0 7 0

75. Ditto, channel bends for main channel, each . 4 9 6 0 9 0

X
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4-in. 6-in. 9-in.

76. Ditto, taper channels, 2 ft. long, each .... s. d. s. d.

3 3

s. d.

77. Ditto, taper bends, 2 ft. long, each..... 4 3

78. Ditto, junction bends, 2 ft. long, each .... 6 6 10 6

79. Taking up old drain pipes for re-use, extra over digging,

per foot run ........ 0 u 0 4 0 2i

80. Washing, scraping and cleansing drain pipes for re-use,

per foot run ........ 0 1^ 0 1-^ O to

81. Taking out old pipes, replacing same with new junction

in old drain, on concrete bed as before described, and

making necessary connections to draiijs 4 6 5 0 7 0

82. Making good ends of traps to water-closet pans, &c., each 0 10

83. Ditto, drain pipes to old gully traps .... 1 0 1 3

84. Ditto, new drain pipe to old, including necessary cutting 1 0 1 3 1 7

85. Ditto, drain pipes to new brickwork of chambers, making

good to, complete ....... 0 8 1 0 1 3

86. Holes in one and a half brick walls, for rain, soil and

drain pipes, and made good to brickwork in cement,

complete, each........ 1 3 1 7 2 0

87. Extra to each half brick additional in thickness, each 0 6 0 7i 0 9

88. Extra to above if above ground, including pointing to

brickwork......... 0 4 0 4 0 6
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89. Ends of drain pipes, traps, &c., made good in cement to 4-in. 6-in. 9-in.

iron or lead soil, ventilating pipes, &c., exclusive of s. d. s. d. S. d.

sleeve-pieces, each ....... 0 8 00o

90. Holes through new concrete foundations of one-brick

walls, for rain, soil, or drain pipes, &c.
,
and made good

to, complete, each ....... 0 11 1 3 1 7

91. Extra to each half brick in thickness of wall and ditto 0 5 0 6 00o

93. Bolding’s “ Kenon ” air chamber floor and trap for 6-in. drain, complete, with

one inlet 505.
;
two inlets, 525.

94. Ditto air shaft trap for 4-in. drains, 145. 6<f.
;

6-in., 235.

95. Winser s disconnecting traps.

s. d. 5. d.

4 in. brown ware 9 6 White glazed 14 6

4 X 6 in. ,, . 11 6
5 ?

17 6

6 in. . 12 0
) 5

18 0

9 in. . 25 0 30 0

Brickwork to disconnecting and inspection chamber, large size, 9 in.

brickwork in Portland cement and sand, based on cost price of stock bricks

at 405. per 1000
;

per foot super. l5. 3(/. If small size add 15 to 20 per

cent. Rendering taken separately.

96. Hacking off cement and concrete bottoms, channels and pipes, of old manholes,

inspection shafts, &c., 12 in. deep; preparing for new concrete bed and

channels, and clearing and carting away rubbish, per foot super., 9c?.

97. Filling in between channels, bends, junctions, &c., at bottom of manholes, &c.,

with Portland cement concrete up to the level of edges of channels, bends,

junctions, &c., and flaunching to sides, forming slopes and intersections, and

rendering all smooth with Portland cement face, well trowelled, in. thick,

per foot super., l5. Id.

X 2
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98. Cutting away brickwork at house side of old manhole or inspection chamber,

digging and tunnelling the necessary length for, and removing the old

disconnector. Cutting away brickwork on the sewer side of chamber,

digging and tunnelling the length required, and preparing for setting new

interceptor trap, and for laying new drain pipe where old disconnector

removed. Refilling and ramming the earth and preparing for building

up the brickwork on both sides of the manhole, and carting away rubbish,

255.

99. Galvanised iron loose gratings, 6 in. X 6 in., l5.
; 8 in. x 8 in., 25. 6d.

100. Galvanised wrought-iron hinged locking gully gratings and frames, 6 in. x 6 in.

and fixing in stone cover or slate channel, each, 75. 6d.

101. Ditto, 9 in. X 9 in. weighing. 14 lbs. and ditto, each, 135. 9d.

102. Ditto, 12 in. x 12 in. weighing 37 lbs. and ditto, each, 205.

103. Galvanised iron key for locking gully gratings, l5. 6d.

104. Gun-metal hinged locking grating and frame (for urinal channels, &c.) and

setting, 4-in., 95. 6d.

105. Ditto, 6-in., 155.

106. Ditto, 9-in., 185. 6c?.

107. Removing loose gully gratings, and refixing same in cement, complete, 6d.

108. Galvanised cast-iron step irons; including cutting and pinning, or building

into brickwork of chambers, shafts, &c., each, 25. 6d.

109. Disconnecting and inspection chamber covers, including setting and bedding

in cement, complete, as follows :—
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110. Jennings’ improved heavy cast-iron “double seal” air-tight manhole cover

and frame, with galvanised top cover.

Large size, 21 X 14 in. in the clear

s.

38

d.

0

Medium size, 14 x 9 in.
J J

23 0

Small size, 9 X 9 in. J5 17 6

111. Bolding’s “ Kenon ” air-tight covers, for use inside buildings.

Size in the clear. Painted. Galvanised.

s. d. s. d.

18 X 15 in. 38 6 48 6

24 X 20 in. 53 0 66 0

112. Ditto, but not air-tight, for outside use.

s. d. s. d.

20 X 16 in. 27 6 36 6

24 X 21 in. 36 6 49 6

113. Bolding’s “Kenon” hinged cover for Kenon air-shaft trap for outdoor use.

Painted. Galvanised Door.

,9. d. s. d.

20 X 18 in. 27 6 30 6

24 X 21 in. 36 6 49 6

114.

Air-tight covers for indoor use, No. 2 quality.

Black. Galvanised Door.

s. d. s. d.

18 X 15 in. 38 6 47 6

24 X 20 in. 53 0 65 0

Gun-metal bolts, 2s. Qd. extra.

115. Jennings’ circular air-tight expansion manhole covers and stoppers, with

galvanised top cover, 12 in. diam., 445.; 18 in. diam., 595.; extra for

large malleable iron key, 55.

116. Lifting irons for cover, not hinged, each I 5 .

117 . Prices of manhole covers of other makes, specially provided or specified, to be

based on the prime cost amounts.
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118. Mica valve air inlet in galvanised cast iron, strongest pattern, with open

balanced flap and In-ass grating, for fixing to iron or lead pipe, 3 -in.,

10s. ;
4-in., 12s. ;

6-in., 15s. 6d.

119. Lead soil pipe terminals, 2 ft. 6 in. high, with perforated and slotted top, fixed

and fitted to iron or lead pipes, 3-in., 15s. 6d.

;

4-in., 19s. 6d.
;

6-in.,

23s. 6d.

120. Jennings’ copper exhaust ventilator for tops of soil, waste and vent pipes,

fixed complete, 3-in., 18s.
;

4-in. ditto, 23s.
;

6-in. ditto, 33s.

121. Winser’s improved galvanised iron ventilating soil pipe cowl, and ditto, 3-in.,

16s.
;

4-in., I9s. 6d.
;

6-in., 26s.

122. Strong galvanised iron wire domes, and ditto, 3-in., Is. 3d.
;

4-in., 2s.
;

6-in.,

2s. 6d.

123. Strong copper wire ditto, 3-in., 2s. 3d.
;

4-in., 3s.
;

6-in., 4s. 6d.

124. Hard York stone kerb, self faced, for disconnecting and inspection chambers,

including bedding with cement and setting complete, per foot super., 3-in.,

Is. 6d.
;

3^-in., 2s.
;

4-in., 2s. 5d.

;

5-iu., 3s. 8d.

Plumbers’ Work, G-eneral Specification.

1. All laps to gutters to be 5 in., and those to stepped or cover flashings, aprons,

&c., 3 in.
;
and all rolls to have 8 in. of lead at the laps, in addition to the

dimensions on the surface.

2. All taps, valves and other brasswork to be the best “ London ” make, or equal

thereto.

3. All water pipes and fittings are to be in accordance with the rules, bye-laws and

regulations of the water company for the district in which the work may be

situated, and to be executed to the satisfaction of their inspectors.
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4.

The lead pipes are to weigh the following weights, viz. ;

—

Cold water waste pipes. Services and supplies.

1 inch. 7 lbs. per yard. ^ inch, 6 lbs. per yard.

3? 9 „ 3 3
^ 9
4i 3 ’ ^ 33 53

4 3? 11 „ 3 5 1 „ 12 „

2 35 16 „ 3 3 li „ 16 „

2^ 33 20
3 3

1 L 91

2 ,, 24 ,, ,,

Hot water wastes, the same strength as services.

5. The lead pipes, valves, &c., are to be tested on completion, and left in perfect

working order.

6. No allowance to be made for soldered joints in runs of pipes, except where

branches taken therefrom or fittings connected
;
and the price of all fittings

should include for tinning and proper preparation for connection to lead or

other pipes.

7.

The prices for fixing the various fittings, both in new work and repairs, include

for all plugging to walls, pipe hooks, straps, screws, blockings and all other

materials and labour to make them complete
;
and the prices of all work

described to be fixed in repairs, include the removal of old fittings and work,

and all cutting, fitting, easing, adjusting and preparation for the new.

Leadwork.
Labour
in new
work.

s. d.

8. Milled lead in sheet, per cwt. . . . . . . .'160

9. Ditto, laid on floors, per cwt. ....... 20 0

10.

Ditto, laid in gutters, flats, hips, ridges, secret gutters, coverings

to cornices, cisterns, stepped and other flashings, &c.
;

cut to

sizes, in soakers and fixed, per cwt. 24 0
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Labour
in new
work.

s. d.

11. Milled lead in linings to sinks, &c. ...... 24 0

12. Soldering seam (1 lb. of solder per foot run)..... 10

13. Soldered angles to sinks or cisterns, and ditto .... 10

14. Ditto in short lengths, 6 in. and under, each..... 08

15. Copper nailing to lead (weight of nails, 7 lbs. per 1000), not exceed-

ing 4 in. apart, per foot run ....... 02

16. Ditto, ditto, close ditto, not exceeding 1^ in. apart ... 04

17. Burning in lead in masonry, including labour and fuel, but exclusive

of groove in stone, per foot run ...... 04

18. Lead wedging to flashings, per foot run ..... 01

19. Extra labour dressing lead into flutings of sinks, per foot run . 0 2

20. Ditto to welted edge and thickness ...... 01

21. Ditto to welted joint ......... 03

22. Soldered dots, including screws ....... 09

23. Bossed ends to rolls ......... 06

24. Extra labour and solder to cesspools . . . .
'

. 2 6
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Labour

25 .

26.

Lead soil, rain-water and service pipes, as

Services

—

p n m new
follows ^v-ork.

d.

^-in. (30 lbs. per length) per foot run, 0 8

f-in. (45 lbs. „ )
. . „ 0 10|

1-in. (60 lbs. ,, ) . . „ 1 1

l|-in. (64 lbs.
,, )

. . „ 1 3

1^-in. (96 lbs.
,, )

. . „ 1 10

2-in. (120 lbs. „ )
. . „ 2 4

Wastes

—

1-in. (36 lbs. per length) per foot run, 0 lOg

ll-in. (42 lbs. „ )
. . „ 1 1

1^-in. (50 lbs.
,, )

. .
,, ,, 1 3

2-in. (56 lbs.
,, )

. . „ 1 6

2-in. (64 lbs. ,, )
. . „ 1 7

2^-in. (70 lbs.
,, )

. . ,, ,,2 0

The above prices include for fixing (soldered joints extra, as per Item 31).

For pipe of 2 in. diam. and larger dimensions, add for cast lead tacks, soldering

same, nails and fixing, as follows :

—

.s. d

1 6Small size, each

Medium size, each 2 6

Large size, each . 3 0

Drawn lead rain-water and soil pipes, fixed, per foot run.

Equal to . .
6 -lb. 7-lb. 8-lb. lead.

s. d. s. il. s. d.

3-in. . . 1 10 2 1 . 2 4

3|-in. ..21. 2 5 . 2 9

4-in. . . 2 6. 2 11 . 33
Extra to lead tacks, &c., as Item No. 27 and soldered joints, as Item No. 31.

Extra to bends in pipe 2 in. diam. and over, each.

2-in. 2^-in. 3-in. 3^-in. 4-in.

s. d, s. d. s. d. d, s. d.

14 19 2 6 3 3 4 0

Y
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31. Soldered joints to new or old lead pipes, including lal)Our, solder, fire, &c., each.

4-in. 1-in. l;|,-in. Ig-in. 2-in. 2l.-in. :
3 -in. 3|-in. 4-in.

>•. I S. .V. <]. •S'. i\. s. d. s. d. •S’, d. s. d.

1 3 1 7 2 0 2 3 2 7 3 1 3 5 3 5 3 8 4 0

Soldered stopped ends to drawn lead pipes. each.

^in. |-in. 1-in. l4-iii. U-in. 2- in.

(h d. •S-. d. s. d.

0 6 0 8 0 10 1 0 1 2 1 6

33. Red lead cement joints, from Vin. to 2-in. pipe, each, 6c/.

34. Ditto, 2^-in. to 4-in., 9f/.

35. Preparing and wrapping pipes, from -g-in- 2-in., with best 32 oz. hair felt,

with necessary binding with copper wire, per foot run, 1<L to 4r7., according

to size.

36. Taking out old pipes, covering with best 32-oz. woven hair felt, copper wired,

and refixing pipe in position, and making good, but exclusive of taking

down, and refixing casings, &c., per foot run, ^d. to 6(/., according to size.

37. If pipes are coated 1 in. thick with patent non-conducting composition, finished

to a fine face and coated with tar or other preservative compound, per foot

run, from id. to Gc/.

38. Wire domical covers and fixing on tops of pipes and outlets, each.

2- in. 2-|-in. 3 -in. 3i
2 -in. 4 -in.

.S’, d. d. •S-. d. d. s. d.

Galvanised . . 0 9 0 lOf 1 2 1 G 1 9

Copper . . 1 7 1 9 2 1 2 5 2 11

Galvanised wrought-ironO water pipe am 1 fixingO ,
including connecti >ns and

joints, per foot run.

1-in. 14 -in. 1 Gin. 2-•in.

d. d. d. •S’. d. s. d.

0 0 9 1 O 1^2 1 6 2 1
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1 -in. li-in. H -in. 2 --in.

d. X, d. s. d. d. s. d.

40. Extra to elbows 0 1 1 1 8 0 4 3 5 each

41. Ditto to bends 0 11 1 O.V 1 10 2 5 1 -1

42. Ditto to tees 1 0 1
0

1

1 8 i)
G 0

>

43. Ditto to connectors

and back-nnts 1 2 ] (;
.) 0 .>

G 4 0
,

Drawn lead traps, &c., including lixing and prepara tioi 1
,
as follows. Actual

joints extra under previous item.

4 -in. 3- in. 2 -in. 4 - in. 11 -in.

8 lb. G lb. 8 lb. G lb. 8 lb. G 11). 5 lb. lb.

44. S-trap, with small
^

*. d. S. d. s. d. .s. d.
!
S. d. -V. d. s. d. S. d.

screw-cap . .13 0 11 6 9 G 7 3
1 -
0 0 4 G 3 G 2 8

45. Ditto, without screw-

cap . . .11 0 9 6 8 G G 3 4 G 4 0 2 9 2 2

46. P-trap, with small

screw-cap . .11 0 9 G 8 0 5 0 4 G 4 0 3 0 0 8

47. Ditto, without screw-

cap ... 9 0 7 G G G 5 0 3 8 ,3 0 2 4 2 0

48. Lead bends, 6 in. x

11 in. ... 5 9 5 0 ' 4 0 3 0 2 G 2 0

1

•

49. Ditto, 8 in. x 21 in. . 13 6 1

1

(;
i

.
i

•
•

1

1

50. Bag traps with small
i

i

1

1

screw-cap . .19 6 •IG G 12 0 9 0 7 G G 0' 5 0 ! 3 G
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4-in. 3-in. 2 in. l|-in. H-in.

8 lb. 6 lb. 8 lb. 6 lb. 8 lb. 6 lb. 8 lb. 6 lb.

Bag traps, without s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

screw cap 17 6 14 6 11 0 8 6 6 6 5 3 4 3 3 0

Drawn lead set-off in

one piece, outside

measurement 28 in. 17 6 13 6

53. Heavy cast-iron soil pipe, with or without ears, and fixing, including plugging

wall with deal plugs and securing pipes with 4-in. galvanised nails, as

follows :

—

Diameter of pipe . . •

Weight per 6 ft. length . .28 lbs.

3 in.

36 lbs.

3J in.

45 lbs.

4 in.

59 lbs.

4i in.

62 lbs.

54. Heavy cast-iron soil pipe, per yard s. d. S. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

run 2 3 2 8 3 0 3 6 3 10

55. Bends, square or obtuse, each . 1 11 2 3 2 10 3 4 3 9

5G. Offsets, 3 in. projection, ,, . 2 3 0 7 3 0 3 6 3 9

57.
5 5 4^ in. „ ,, .2 7 2 10 3 4 4 0 4 9

58.
? J

6 in. ,, ,, . 3 1 3 6 4 0 4 9 5 5

59.
) 5

9 in. „ ,, .3 8 4 0 4 5 5 00 5 9

60.
3 3

12 in. „ ,, .3 10 4 3 4 7 5 5 6 5

61.
3 3

18 in. „ . 4 5 5 1 5 9 7 3 7 9

62. Junctions, single branch . . 2 6 3 0 4 0 4 6 5 2

63. Ditto, double ditto . . . 5 9 6 3 6 8 8 0 9 2
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G4.

65.

66 .

67.

67a.

68 .

69.

70.

71 .

Extra to above with purpose cast 2| in.

1

3 in. '

3| in. 4 in. in.

cleansing eye, fitted with faced S. rl. •s. d. s. d. s. d. .9 . d.

joint, and cover fitted with three

gun-metal set-screws and india-

rubber washers, each 6 0 7 0 8 6 9 6 11 0

Single branch junctions for soil pipe

with right- or left-hand spigot or

socket ends, with cast-iron air-

tight cleaning manhole cover,

faced joint and gun-metal set

screws, each . . ... 8 0 9 0 9 7 11 3 12 10

Diminishing pieces 2 0 2 3 2 6 2 8 3 0

Collars, loose .... 1 2 1 6 1 10 2 1 2 5

Joints made with yarn, backed

up with molten lead and well

caulked ..... 1 0 1 4 1 8 2 0 2 4

Add to item No. 54 for straight

pipes, if galvanised, per yard

run ..... 1 6 2 0 2 3 2 7 2 9

Add to item No. 54 if coated with

Dr. Angus Smith’s solution, per

yard run .... 0 2 0 2 0 3 0 3 0 4

Add to bends, offsets, junctions,

&c., if galvanised, each 1 2 1 7 2 0 2 5 .
3 0

Add to bends, offsets, junctions,

&c., if coated with Dr. Angus

Smith’s solution 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 2
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72. Making connection of lead soil pipe 21 in. 3 in. 34 in. 4 in. 44 in.

and cast-iron ditto, or to drains. ,S. tJ. S. (1 •V. d. -9. (I. s. d.

with cast-brass sleeve - piece

properly soldered to end of lead

pipe and caulked into drain

with red lead and varn 11 0 11 6 12 0

73. Lead plate of 6-lb. lead, 18 in.

square, with hole through for
i

ventilating pipe, dressed up and '

j

soldered to pipe and fixed in i

roof 29 3 036 42 50
i

74. 6-in. galvanised iron vent pipe as inlet to manhole, including cement joint to

earthenware bend, and red lead joint to top socket, and fixing with galvanised

iron nails, at per foot run, 5s.

75. Add 10 per cent, to above items. Nos. 54, &c. if pipes, bends, offsets, junctions,

&c. are coated inside and out with two coats iron oxide.

76. Add if cast-iron soil pipe are extra heavy weights, proportionate increase in

price.

77. Stop and bib-cocks, as follows :

—

All to be of an approved make and pattern as directedj and, unless

otherwise described, to be clear way, high-pressure, screw-down valves.

78. Note.—All joints to be charged extra in accordance with prices given in item

95, &c.

79. Screw-down bib-cocks with strong body j

of hard brass, loose valves, leather- 4 -in. 3
4,'-in. 1-in. l4-in. 1.4-in.

faced, with stout guards and loose s. d. s. d. S. d. s. d. s. d.

keys, screwed for iron, each 5 6 7 0 10 0 180; .

.

80. Ditto, with screw ferrule 6 0 8 0 11 0 20 0
1

. .

'
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1
2' in.

.3

4." in. 1-in. in. H- in. 2-in.

81. Screw-down stop-cocks as item 79, but •8*. </. (1. s. il. •k. r/. •8‘. S. <1.

with tinned ends .... 5 G 7 G 9 0 18 0 25 0 31 0

82. Ditto, ditto, screwed for iron one end . 5 9 7 9 9 G 19 6 2G G 33 G

83. Ditto, ditto, screwed for iron both ends. G 0 8 0 1 1 0 20 G 27 0 3G 6

84. Ditto, ditto, with Ijrass screw-union 1joth

ends ......
\

8 0 11 0 15 G 25 G 33 6 40 6

85. Strong gun-metal gland stop-cocks with

tinned ends . . 6 6 9 0 15 G 21 G 32 0 52 6

86. Ditto, but screwed ends as for iron

pipes ...... 7 0 9 6 IG 6 23 6 35 6 57 6

87. Add to item 85 if with screw unions

with tinned ends .... 1 8 2 G
0
0 0 3 9 5 0 8 G

88. Bib-cocks (Lord Kelvin’s patent), plain

shank ...... 5 9 7 9 11 0 •

89. Ditto, screwed for iron.... 6 0 8 3 12 0 22 6 •

90. Ditto, with screw ferrule 6 3 8 9 12 6 23 6 • •

91. Ditto, with screw nozzle and union for

hose . . . . .
-

. 8 6 10 6 14 G •

92. Stop-cocks (Lord Kelvin’s) plain shank . 5 9 7 9 12 G

93. Ditto, screwed for iron.... 6 0 8 3 13 G

94. Ditto, screwed both ends 6 9 9 0 14 G

I

95. Fixing new bib-cock, including one
j |

soldered joint . . . .
j
1 6

j

1 10 22.2 6i210|3 6
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1

9
' in. 3

4
' in. 1- in. H--in. H -in. 2-in.

Fixing new stop-cocks, including two s. d. S. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. .5 . d.

joints ...... 3 0 3 8 4 4 5 0 5 8 7 0

Taking off old stop or bib-cock and re-

pairing with new rubber or leather.

and refixing (soldered joints, if re-

quired extra, as Item 95). 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 3 1 3 1 4

Brass spanners for gland cocks, and

fitting ...... 0 8 1 0 1 6 2 6 3 6 ! 4 6

Ball Valves.

1

i-in.
i

|-in. 1-in.

99. Equilibrium ball valve, with copper ball and screw s. d.
'

s. d. s. d.

ferrule, each ........ 4 0 5 6 10 0

100. High-pressure ditto and ditto ..... 5 6 7 6 12 0

101. Ditto, as above, but with fly-nut and unions for iron or

slate cisterns ........ 6 3 8 6 13 0

102. Full-way ball valve, with copper ball and screw ferrule

for high or low pressure ...... 6 6 9 0 15 6

103. Croydon ball valve with copper ball and screw ferrule,

tested and stamped ....... 4 6 6 6 10 0

104. Ditto as above, but with fly-nut for slate or iron cisterns 5 3 7 6 11 3

105. Fixing or refixing new or old ball valves, including

washer and setting, and removing old 1 0 1 0 1 3

(Solder joints, if required, not included. See Items Nos. 31 or 95.)
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In preparing the foregoing schedule, it was not proposed to give more than a

typical few of the specialities made by different manufacturers. In the first place

this book, although extensive in character, has no space to spare for such a formidable

list as this would make
;
and, again, it might, even with a moderately full list, appear

to be making invidious distinctions, also comparisons. It is better that names and

prices of manufacturers’ specialities be limited, especially as information relating to

appliances of this kind can always be freely and promptly obtained by making appli-

cation for trade catalogues. That the schedule—comprising, as it does, prices for

labour, material and expenses for different details of work—must prove of use in

estimating or quoting, either for complete works or repairs, there is little doubt.

Plumbers in a large or good way of business, have probably composed schedules of

their own for office reference, but to the numbers of tradesmen who have no reliable

list, the prices given should be found helpful in many ways. In repairs even of an

extensive kind, there are numberless orders obtained by giving approximate (or exact)

prices when the enquiry is first made, orders that more often than not would never

have an existence after the delay and different consideration a formal written

estimate entails. It is not suggested that customers give orders recklessly on prompt

verbal quotations, but it is a fact that, however necessary the work may be, the

instructions are often secured without competition on a moderately priced verbal

quotation.

To the architectural profession it is believed this schedule may prove decidedly

useful. • These are not the lowest cutting prices, though moderate, and only such

at which the work can be properly done. To form a list of lowest quoted prices,

collected from various sources, is unfair to all concerned, and unwise generally. It is

to be feared that in many architects’ offices a schedule of this kind is often built up

for office use
;
and to enforce its figures means, so very plainly, that the client or the

contractor has to suffer. If the contractor accepts such prices, he does it with the

full knowledge that, properly done, the work must ensure his making a loss
;
and then

he has to use his wits, and the architect soon after finds he must needs use his. It

IS a bad state of things, even supposing the cutting prices always mean small profits
;

but these prices, in so very many of the instances, have inflicted a loss on those who
originally made them, and to afterwards make them standard figures must neces-

sarily introduce bad work. A good firm with a reputation would not accept the

prices, as they will neither make a loss nor scamp their work, so the contract drifts

into the hands of the man who is willing to do one or the other.

The profession of an architect requires skill and knowledge of a most varied

kind, and to be perfect in the knowledge of every trade that enters into building

construction is more than can be expected. In plumbing work, however, in which the

writer is most interested, it is much to be desired that architects could judge as to

z
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the value of these undertakings without resorting to pitting the contractors one

against the other, and then accepting the lowest price. It is practically impossible for

responsible firms to get competition work on this basis, and consequently the work

often goes to people who have little reputation to lose. If an architect would, instead

of this, exercise his judgment in deciding whose price was fair for the work required,

and, if a respectable firm, handing the order to them, it would ensure good

work where it might otherwise be scamped. This must not, however, be read as a

condemnation of the methods generally adopted by the architectural profession—far

from it, for the writer has abundant experience of a better state of things. It is

rather intended to show that cutting prices often mean doubtful work
;
and the

remedy for this rests largely, if not wholly, with the architect (or his client), to which

end it is necessary that a knowledge of fair moderate prices be had. In addition to

this, it may be pointed out that the cutting price contractor is not usually influenced

by the same wish to satisfy the architect as the moderate priced man. He knows

that he is not chosen from any favour or liking for his work, but because his price' is

lowest, and on this account he may stand as good a chance as any for a job which is

competed for on these lines.

In basing the cost of work on schedule prices, allowance has always to be made

for special conditions. By this is meant that a sum be added for extra expenses

incurred, such as are due to the job being some distance from headquarters, for instance.

In that case there is time going to and fro
;
there may be carriage of materials, also

cartage from the railway station. There may be hire for other purposes
;
and, in cases

where the job is more than about twelve miles from headquarters, it is usually best

to pay “ country expenses” (for lodging, &c.). There will be rail fares, of course,

though not daily if country expenses are paid. There may be master’s or foreman’s

journeys, depending on the nature of the job
;
and, with all these provisions, there occur

jobs where five per cent, should be allowed for incidentals. The extra expenses are

not limited to those brought about by the job being in the country, but may be by

the nature of the job itself. No two jobs are ever identically alike, and both care

and judgment is needed in this. For country jobs, ten per cent, on town prices will

usually cover the extra expenses a country job entails.



CHAPTER VII.

PUBLIC CONVENIENCES.

This subject must be of considerable interest, as being one that is almost daily

becoming of greater importance. It is believed that an interest in this subject will

be shared alike by professional and trade reader, for it refers to work that is growing

in the extensiveness of its character, and which has probably afforded better oppor-

tunity for displaying some of the finest work of the plumber and sanitary engineer

than the majority of, if not all, other undertakings. In these works the engineer,

if required to submit plans, has necessarily to have considerable skill in planning and

architectural knowledge
;
and the ways and means of making the most successful

scheme for the ground space at disposal requires ingenuity of a valuable order.

Added to this, there should be ability shown in decorative details, for artistic work

of a superior character is entering largely in the construction of these places.

This may read as if the plumber or sanitary engineer is always required to

create the scheme and make the working plans for these places, but this is scarcely

correct. In the past, however, the majority of these works, when tendered for or

submitted, were arranged and planned by the engineer, his drawings having to

accompany the price or particulars which he furnished.

The inception of public conveniences is, without a doubt, due to the late George

Jennings (the founder of the present firm), who, however, did not live to see his

advanced ideas in this direction realised. It was in 1858 that he first called public

attention to the defilement of our city thoroughfares, and to the many places that

he rightly called plague spots, for the state of some was sufficient to infect the

atmosphere. He had, still prior to that, in 1856, prepared drawings for a public

convenience, to come in the vacant space in front of the Royal Exchange (London),

but nothing was done at the time. His interest in the matter, however, did not abate,

for some published letters show that he offered to supply and fix, in any part of the

City of London, every appliance indicated in the designs, free of expense, “ provided

the attendants whom I furnish are allowed to make a small charge for the use of

closets, &c.” Perhaps the most remarkable statement published in these letters

was as follows. “ I am convinced the day will come when public lavatories, replete

z 2
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with every convenience, will be constructed below the pavement level, not only in large

towns, but in every locality where numbers assemble
;
and the engineer who has the

courage to carry into effect a scheme of this kind, in the interest of public health, will

have established a lasting record of the wisdom of his age.”

No doubt Mr. Jennings’ views in this respect were in advance of the generation

in which he lived and worked, but that his ideas were correct is now abundantly

proved. It is now acknowledged that accommodation of the kind is an absolute

necessity for the natural consequences of eating and drinking, and why there should

ever be any false delicacy in recognising and providing for this cannot be explained.

This strange form of modesty still prevails, however, with the weaker sex, as public

conveniences for women are, as yet, more often failures, financially and practically,

than a success
;
and in building such places with sections for each sex, it is commonly

provided that the whole can be easily converted to the use of men only, if the women’s

section is not appreciated and used. This is a desirable provision in many cases, and

the method of arranging it will be shown in the following examples.

It may not be generally known that conveniences, when of fair size, with

proportionate demand and use, are a financial success. Not that they would be

considered profitable as an investment, but that they do not become an infliction in

any degree on the ratepayer. There are some that could be named in London that

may be considered as profitable on the outlay, but success to this extent can only

be looked for in very busy places, and not in poor neighbourhoods. In these the

lavatory basins yield a respectable revenue, in addition to the payments made for use

of closets. One firm of contractors erecting these places is always ready to rent them

if the location is at all favourable. They then pay all water charges, attendants,

lighting, &c., and realise a profit, of course. Two men attendants are necessary

in the men’s section, while two women are also needed if a women’s section exists.

The men’s section invariably pays best ; and a large place is always more profitable

than a small one, as the same expense of attendants is necessary in each case. A
pair of attendants in each section, one on duty and one off, can easily work the

largest convenience as yet erected, but a less number of attendants cannot very

well be employed in the smaller places.

The following is a typical specification relating to the building of an underground

public convenience, and will be found to apply in a general way to the various

examples of work that follow. This specification is introduced as being a practical

description of what enters into the construction of these places, besides affording an

outline of the complete structure. It may not fall to the lot of many sanitary

engineers or plumbers to carry out undertakings of this kind
;
but the subject is none

the less interesting to the trade, as it embraces a description of the best work a

plumber can do, and in this respect affords practical information of the required kind.
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SPECIFICATION.

Generally.

The whole of the materials and workmanship to be of the best quality and

description of their respective kinds.

To provide all temporary sheds, &c., for the use of the workmen and for keeping

materials in.

To erect hoarding 10 feet high, with 1-inch close rough boarding, and necessary

rails, supports and gates, around site of work.

To provide necessary watching and danger lights, and attendance, during the

progress of the work. Lay on gas service and provide say lamps.

To provide for covering up and protecting from injury all works, and to make

good any work damaged by weather or any other cause.

To carefully set out all work, and to be responsible for correct dimensions.

The workmen of every trade are to wait on, cut away, and make good after

each other.

Excavator, Bricklayer, and Drains.

Dig out the ground necessary, and make all excavations of sufficient width and

depth to foundations, walls, &c. The excavations to be cut as true as possible, in

order that the filling behind concrete may be as little as possible
;
and remove and

cart away all superfluous earth and rubbish.

Trim level and well ram the whole of the excavated surface, and prepare for

concrete.

Provide all necessary and sufficient strutting, whaling and planking, and fix to

sides of excavations and to other parts where required, and provide for keeping

excavations clear of water.

The cement to be of the best Portland, weighing 112 lbs. to the imperial striked

bushel, and capable of bearing a tensile strain of 400 lbs. to the square inch after

seven days’ immersion in water.

The cement concrete is to be composed of 5 parts of clean sharp ballast to

1 part of Portland cement, with the necessary quantity of water.

The whole of the surface under floors, and also the foundations for the several

walls, are to be covered with a layer of Portland cement concrete to the thickness as

shown on the drawings. The concrete which is to receive the floor paving is to be

laid to proper falls and floated.

The bricks, except where otherwise described, to be of uniform size and shape.

The walls throughout, including arches, to be faced with the Farnley Iron Co.’s,
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Cliffs, or other approved make of best ivory or white glazed bricks, pointed with a

neat joint in white lime putty, and all angles to be small bull-nosed.

>Cai^)0 Coloi^M,.

' Excavate trenches for, and lay, a system of best tested glazed stoneware socket

pipe drains in the positions and sizes as shown on detail drawings, with necessary
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branches, bends, junctions, &c., complete. The joints to be made with Portland cement

and washed sand in equal proportions, well trowelled, and the whole enclosed in

Portland cement concrete.*

The drains to be laid to a uniform fall of 1 in 30 if possible, and the internal

joints carefully wiped out as the work proceeds.

All drains to be tested by hydraulic pressure, in the presence of the surveyor,

before covering in, and to be to his entire approval.

Construct on lines of drains in position directed a disconnecting chamber, 3 feet

by 2 feet, in 9 -inch brickwork in cement, with best white glazed channel, and Barron’s

(or other approved) three-quarter curl-over inlet channels in bottom (Fig. 120) ;
also

provide and fix an approved intercepting trap, with sweeping eye, air-tight stopper.

and patent cast-iron “ double seal ” manhole cover and frame with galvanised top

cover (Fig. 121) ;
also fix fresh-air inlet, which is to be carried to the surface of the

roof of the convenience and connected to a guard post or lamp column as directed.

Construct in position as directed an inspection chamber (Fig. 122), as before

described, with cover (Fig. 123).

At the highest point of drain attach adequate ventilation pipe, and connect same

to lamp column or guard post as directed.

Form surface channels, 6 inches wide and 9 inches deep at foot of steps, with

4|-inch walls in glazed bricks, with ornamental galvanised iron gratings f inch thick,

and frames
;
and provide and fix properly constructed stoneware traps and gullies,

with 4-inch outlets and galvanised iron gratings, and make necessary connections to

drain.

• See Figs. 89 and 90, page 123.
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Connect drain from urinals, and connections, from each water-closet, with

sweeping eyes, &c., complete. Connect 4-inch drains from lavatories with

necessary proper interceptors, for reception of wastes.

Cut and pin all ends of steps,

landings, steel joists, and girders,

&c., as required, and make good

around same. Cut all requisite

skewbacks, &c.

Pave site inside walls with

2-inch by 2-inch black and white

vitreous floor tiles with plain

border.

The thickness of walls of con-

venience above foundations to be

1 foot 6 inches, as shown on draw-

ings.

The whole of the brickwork to

be laid in Flemish bond with whole

bricks
;
no bats to be used unless

absolutely necessary
;
and the whole

of the work to be well grouted and

flushed up at every course. The

bricks to be well soaked in water

before being used.

Turn arch to wall dividing con-

veniences in 3 5-brick rings to detail

drawings, and to be so constructed,

that the wall can be removed at any

future time if desired, in order to

throw the whole of space into one

convenience for men only,* with

necessary bull-nosed brickwork to

Fig. 122. each edge, &c., complete. (This is

so provided in case the side provided

for women is not used sufficiently to justify the expense of maintenance. A false

modesty on the part of many women preventing them using these conveniences.)

* Is illustrated, and fully described, in the examples which follow this specification.
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Mason.

All stone to be of the best hard York, Portland, or other approved kind, and laid

on its natural bed, and no bed to be less than 4^ inches wide.

Cut all mortices for frames, posts, dowels, railings, balusters and other iron work,

and run with lead. Cut all rebated perforated notchings, sinkings, &c., for gratings,

pavement lights, &c., and set and point same with cement.

Cut holes for bolts of gates and doors of conveniences.

All steps, landings, staircases, &c., to be the best hard York stone, as selected and

approved by the surveyor, and to be j^roperly rubbed or tooled.

Provide and fix on girders, 6-inch hard York kerb, well dressed and rebated, and

prepared for pavement lights, and of the widths shown on drawings.

All steps, landings, staircases, &c., to be pinned at each end into the walls, and

steps to be provided with Mason’s patent

chilled steel and lead “ unwearable ” non-

slipping safety treads 7 inches wide.

Provide and fix under girders York

stone templates, 12 inches by 12 inches by

6 inches, with 7 lb. lead seatings.

Provide and set hard York coping, well

dressed and twice chamfered, as railing kerb

at entrance of convenience. Cut holes for

railings, and run in with lead.

Provide and set 12-inch by 9-inch Aber-

deen granite kerb (well dressed on external

side and top) around convenience. Execute

all cuttings and notchings to fit posts, and joint and l)ack joint in Portland cement.

Set the bases to door frames of water closets and lavatory.

Provide for 1^-inch coloured marble divisions to water closets. Rouge Griotte,

Bleu Beige, St. Ann’s, or other approved kind, polished both sides and properly fixed

to walls and door posts, with polished teak mouldings on top, &c., complete. (By

the use of marble divisions, the saving in thickness of walls very often gives an

extra water closet, with proportionate increase in the takings, an important item

where these conveniences are worked on commercial lines.

Joiner and Carpenter.

The teak to be selected for ffood figure of grain, and well seasoned.

Plug walls, and provide necessary fixing, fillets, &c.

Door posts to be framed 3| inches by 3^ inches, and grooved as re(j[uired. The

2 A
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capj)iiig moulding to ]je as shown in detail. The doors of the lavatories, &c., to he

2 inches, moulded and panelled hotli sides, and rebated and hung with 4-inch gun-

metal butt-hinges, furniture, handles, door knobs and bolts.

Put 2-inch framed, moulded and panelled door to cupboard under stairs
;
haug

4g-ihcli by 3-inch rebated door frames with 4-inch butts §s before referred to, and

fitted with mortice latch and lock.

Put door to lavatory, 2 inches, framed and panelled with diminished styles, upper

panels rebated and filled in with l|-inch by 2-inch chamfered sash bars, hung with

4 -inch butts as before specified, and fitted with mortice latch locks and door knobs.

The framed work is to be to detail, and executed in accordance with the

setting out.

Supply and fix selected brass coat hooks in lavatory, and one on each water-

closet door.

Smith and Founder.

Provide and fix Ig-inch galvanised wrought-iron handrails, including all ramps,

scrolls, &c., on sjiecial heavy brackets 3 feet apart, plugged and fixed to walls on both

sides of staircase.

Provide all patterns and cast all columns, cantilevers, corbels, &c., as found

necessary for supporting the various parts shown upon the drawings, with all

necessary coach screws, and screwed bolts with heads, nuts and washers
;
also under

girders, joists, &c., put 7 lb. lead seatings.

Provide and fix approved steel joists of necessary section to carry the whole of

top of convenience, to be delivered free from flaws, cracks or other imperfections, and

painted two coats Griffiths’ “ Ferrodor ” in addition to finishing coats afterwards

provided.

To provide ornamental wrought-iron railings, gates and circular ends, as shown

by drawings, and fix same around the entrances to conveniences, with railings on

standard at each length, and at angles as shown.

Provide and fix Hyatt’s patent, St. Paneras Iron Co.’s, or other approved make

of glazed pavement lights, p. c. value per foot super., and of approved section, of the

sizes and in the positions shown on drawings. Bed and grout same in rebates and

make water-tight.

Provide the sum of net for one lamp column and 200 candle-power lantern,

delivered on site, and fix same
;
and guard posts on roof of convenience and in

the positions directed.

Provide the sum of net, delivered, for water-driven air propeller for the

proper and efficient ventilation of the whole of the convenience, the waste from same

being carried to tanks for flushing urinals, so that the ventilation of the convenience

is accomplished without cost for power.
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Plumber.

Provide the sum of net for the following sanitary fittings and plumbing, to

be executed by a firm of sanitary engineers to be approved.

Provide all necessary clips, ornamental cast tacks, nails, wall hooks, &c., for fixing

plumbers’ work
;
also cocks and other fittings.

Provide and fix patent radial pattern basin stall urinals, each in one

piece of best quality white glazed porcelain
;
with polished Eouge Royal, or other

approved marble jamb linings, divisions, cappings, weatherings, and short backs, with

finely rubbed granite treads
;
gun-metal sparge pipes and gratings

;
heavy lead or

stoneware traps under, and necessary branch connections to drain, &c. Provide and

fix over urinals, ornamental automatic syphon-action flushing cisterns, wdth plate-

glass fronts and sides, polished copper syphon drums, reverse-action regulating-

supply valves, inlet and outlet connections, &c., complete, supported on ornamental

cast-iron brackets, and with heavy lead down-service pipes from same to urinals,

with necessary branches of sufficient capacity to 'ensure a good and abundant

flush of water. (The water supply to the flushing cisterns will be furnished liy the

overflow from the fan motor.)

Provide and fix where shown on drawings in each convenience latest

improved pedestal wash-down water closets, with white glazed porcelain basins | inch

thick; the branches under to be properly connected to drains. With l|-inch French

polished hard wood seats, with hinges and rubber buffers.

Provide and fix over each water closet, approved three-gallon water-waste

preventing cisterns in galvanised cast iron, with ball valve and after-flush chamber,

inlet and outlet connections, &c., properly secured to walls
;
with heavy l|-inch lead

down-service pipes to same from cisterns, and brass pull, guide, and handle. Each

cistern to re-fill after each flush within one minute.

Provide and fix for women’s use Jennings’ or other approved improved
“ urinette ” basins and traps in one piece, with flushing rims, hinged special shaped

teak seats, back, rails, and skirtings
;
galvanised automatic flushing tank over, with

regulating ball valve, copper drum syphon, inlet and outlet connections, and heavy
lead down-service pipe from same, with necessary branches to basins, branch con-

nections to drains, &c., complete.

Provide and fix in positions shown on plan improved patent tip-up and
lift-out lavatory basins, with polished Rouge Royal or other approved marble tops and
skirtings, gun-metal supply valves, recessed soap and brush trays, white earthenware

receivers, wood bed-frames, and French polished hard wood, moulded and panelled

frieze and ornamental brackets, complete. Properly trapped heavy lead waste pipe

with separate trap next each basin, and necessary screw caps for cleansing, &c. The

2 A 2
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lavatories to be arranged as indicated on plan. To provide marble dressing tables

with mirrors over in teak moulded frames.

Provide and fix stop cock on each branch service to fittings in sections.

Lay on water from the meter (to be provided) to the whole of the foregoing fittings,

with heavy lead piping of sufficient capacity to ensure a good and abundant supply,

with all necessary unions, connections, solder joints, stop cocks and valves, complete.

Provide and fix in convenient positions in each convenience hydrants, with

nozzles screwed for hose, and necessary branch services, &c., complete.

Gasfitter.

Lay on from branch (to be provided from gas main) to points in the conve-

nience, in accordance with the regulations, necessary branch supplies fitted with

incandescent burners, bye-passes, mantles, &c. complete. The whole of the services to

be run with proper rise, so that the water of condensation will drain to the lowest

point
;
and proper facilities to be provided for removal of the water as required.

Painter.

Paint iron railings, gates, standards, lamp columns, posts, and all other ironwork

usually painted, four coats lead and oil colour, and twice varnish.

Paint four oils on all surfaces finished in Parian cement.

Prepare for, twice size and twice varnish all woodwork after preparing same.

The paint to be composed of the best genuine white lead and pure linseed oil,

and the whole of the work painted to be properly prepared.

On completion of the painting the work is to be properly protected.

The finishing tints to be approved by the surveyor.

Glazier.

All glass to be of the best quality, free from blemishes, and well puttied and

back puttied.

Glaze with Muranese glass to approved tint, doors of lavatories, attendants’

rooms, &c., with loose beads secured with brass cups and screws.

Leave all glass clean and perfect at completion.

Note .—The works described herein, and as shown on the drawings, and intended

or inferred, are to be commenced within forty-eight hours after the day on which the

contract is signed, and are to be wholly and entirely completed and finished within

months from the day of commencement, under a penalty of per diem for each and

every day during which the works shall remain uncompleted.
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Generally.—The whole character of these works to be of the best possible quality

and description of their respective kinds, and to include everything necessary for

the proper and satisfactory completion of the same, whether more particularly

described or not.

Example Works— In districts where economy of space is not of such

primary importance as to necessitate underground work, conveniences are sometimes

placed on the ground level. The illustration shown by the folding plate and Fig. 124,

is, we consider, a fine example of what can be done in this way. The design had

to be executed to suit the piece of ground at disposal, this being triangular in shape,

and in addition to the usual conveniences, including lavatory basins for both sexes,

there was required a waiting or resting room and a parcels office
;
the latter intended

to add to the revenue of the place, l)ut the waiting room to be free to all. Althougli

the convenience is overground, it was proposed for one of the busiest parts of a

provincial city at a point which is a general stopping place for lines of tramcars on

each side, and the waiting room, also parcels office, have their existence chiefly on this

account. This was a reason, also, which made the overground structure necessary,

although, of course, the water closets and urinals might have been below if desired.

The scheme required that the parcels office be in the centre of the building,

easily accessible from either side, and it was planned that the attendant of the

gentlemen’s lavatory should have his room adjoining with an entrance to the parcels

office, thus minimising the expense of control. The waiting room is approached by a

lobby on either side, and from one there is access to a ladies’ private waiting room,

which in turn gives access to the ladies’ lavatory. A better scheme than this could,

in the writer’s opinion, scarcely be suggested to ensure privacy, and to avoid that

publicity which is such a barrier to the use of these places by the opposite sex. In

the ladies’ section there are three water closets and two lavatory basins, with the

necessary dressing tables, a limited amount of com^enience, but with the scanty

appreciation such places receive it is sufficient. In the men’s section there are six

water closets, sixteen radial stall urinals and four lavatory basins
;
the latter, with

dressing table, being in a distinct compartment on the opposite side of the entrance

lobby, as shown. This is a desirable arrangement where possible, and an improvement

on placing the lavatory basins in with the water closets and urinals.

The clock tower comes centrally over the parcels office, and the clock shows three

faces in the direction of the three principal thoroughfares leading from this point.

In this towe]’, and aljove the ceiling of the parcels office, it was arranged to fix the air-

propelling fan, which, l)y means of trunks from the necessary points, extracts the

vitiated air and discharges it above the roof level. The inlet of fresh air to replace

tliat extracted, is provided for by fanlights over the windows. The materials

specified with this plan were red bricks with a free use of local stone dressings. The

dome over clock tower of copper. The floors of waiting rooms and parcels office of
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wood block, and the whole of other floors, including lobbies, tiled with vitreous tiles.

The water closets are of the improved syphonic kind
;
the divisions of water closets

to be of coloured marble, as also the tops of lavatory basins.

In Figs. 125, 126, 127 and 128 are given detailed plans of an underground

convenience with separate compartments for men and women, this convenience being

situated in the middle of a wide thoroughfare in London. Fig. 125 is the jflan at

road level, showing, by the kerbs and guard posts, that it forms a refuge or “ island
”

near a crossing. Inside the guard pests the surface is nearly wholly composed of

prism lights, affording a j^articularly bright interior I)elow in this case. This is a

detail that is sometimes sacrificed to a greater extent than it need be, with the

consequence that the lighting by gas is indifferent compared to daylight, and the cost

of maintenance is very greatly increased, sufficient in some cases to incur a loss where

a profit would otherwise have been experienced. The gas also discolours the

decoration of the cement and ironwork, and adds to the warmth of the place in

summer. Glas or some illuminating agent is, of course, always necessary after dusk,

but there is no reason why its use should not be avoided by every possible means

during daylight.

The inner keifis of this plan are selected hard York stone, while the outer kerbs

are granite. The guard posts are of iron, and should be preferably of a tapered

design, as free from projecting surface ornament as possible. They should be

1 2 inches square at the base, so that the outer granite kerb, which is usually 1 2 inches

by 8 inches, butts against the base of the post, thus saving unnecessary cutting and

notching. The position of the ventilating lamp is nearly central, coming over the end

of the men’s section, but communication is provided that the adjoining compartment be

ventilated, as will be seen by the next illustration. This illustration, it will be noticed,

gives the plan of the entrance ways, with the surrounding railings and screens.

Fig. 126 is a plan of the convenience interior below ground, showing the

arrangement of fittings, also the stairs, one staircase acting both for entrance and

exit in this case. Where space is limited— and useful space is nearly always limited

111 these places—the opening beneath the stairs can always lie utilised, either as the

attendants’ room, or attendants’ stores and lock-up, some such provision being needed

for towels, materials and utensils.

In the men’s section there are twelve urinals (as described in the specification),

four water closets and one lavatory basin, with dressing table. The lavatory

convenience is very limited in this case, as the neighbourhood is one where this

particular accommodation would not be in much demand. The water closets have

marble divisions
;
the urinals are of the stall design

;
and enlarged photo details will

follow after these example plans. The women’s section has four water closets, also

with marble divisions, one lavatory and dressing table, and attendants’ accommoda-
tion under stairs.
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Fiff. 127 is a longitudinal section of the same convenience taken across theO o

centre, giving an elevation of the side on which the water closets are situated.

This also shows the lower steps and entrance in the men’s section, and the upper

steps and landing in the women’s department. This section gives a good idea of

the appearance at ground level, showing detail of the wrought-iron railings around

the entrance ways, the position and appearance of the ventilating lamp column, &c.

It will he seen that the base of the lamp comes near to the division wall separating

the two compartments, and the extraction of vitiated air from the women’s section

is provided for by apertures near the top of the division walls. The arrows show

the direction of the air passage, and from the next sectional illustration it will be

seen that there are three apertures provided. The air propeller or fan is worked by

water, as described in specification, and particulars of its construction will follow.

In this illustration, and the following. Fig. 128, the details of footings and

concreting are clearly shown, the latter drawing in particular illustrating how

completely surrounded the structure is with concrete, much as if it was built in a

concrete tank. Fig. 128 gives the elevation of the division wall, showing the

ventilating apertures referred to, and their position in relation to the ventilating

column. This wall is shown to have a marble dado. The marble divisions of the

water closets and urinals are also shown, and a cross section of one of the syphonic

closets. A little further detail of the railings is given, and the kerbs with positions

of guard posts are clear, In this illustration and the preceding one the girders

supporting the lights at ground level are seen.

In Figs. 129 and 130 is another example, but not of the long narrow plan as

the last, which is usually essential when the convenience occupies the centre of a road

of moderate width, and is not in a circus or open space. This convenience is of a

rather unusual shape, but adapted to fill and make the best possible use of the space

at disposal
;
and with irregular areas a deal of ingenuity and skill can be exercised in

utilising the room to best advantage. It is reasonably considered that this example

is well planned to this end, with the result of obtaining the fullest possible

accommodation, yet providing abundance of room and easy access to all parts.

In the women’s section (of Fig. 129) there is a unique feature in the three

“ urinettes ” shown, this being, the writer believes, their first appearance in any such

place. It will be seen that the space the three occupy is that of two water closets,

and it is intended that they should answer much the same purpose as urinals (as

distinguished from water closets) in the men’s section. They, however, are not quite

free, but only a halfpenny is charged for their use. Further than this, the committee

of the vestry of this poor but busy district, took a wholesome, broad-minded view

of the matter, with the result that the attendant is allowed to use her discretion as

to their free use to any poor person, who, they recognise, has necessarily the same

2 B
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i88 PLUMBING AND SANITATION.

calls of nature as those who can afford to pay for the convenience provided. On
this account the enclosures are not fitted with doors and locks, but have curtains—of

waterproof material to withstand the damp atmosphere. Fig. 131 is the reproduction

of a photograph of these fittings, two disengaged and open, and one with the curtain

drawn. The curtains arc operated l>y a spring within the rod at top, the spring

holding them to the side,

as shown by the two open

ones
;
but on entering, the

ring at the clear end of the

rod is drawn down, which

brings the curtain across,

and the ring is put over

the hook to be seen just

below. These fittings are

flushed by an automatic

tank, the same as urinals,

but the construction of the

pan is such that if used as a

closet they give no trouble,

as they admit of this in

much the same way as an

ordinary closet pan does.

They are provided with

marble divisions, as will be

seen. The other accommo-

dation in the women’s

section consists of four

water-closets and a lava-

tory basin, with the usual

dressing table. The lava-

tory is enclosed in a manner

that practically places it in

a separate compartment, a

particularly nice arrangement where possible. It is also used as the attendants’ room.

In the men’s section there are fifteen stall urinals and seven water-closets, and

the open centre space enabled a distinct enclosure to be erected for the two lavatory

basins and the dressing table. This, again, is a convenient arrangement, as the space

can be better occupied in this way than lessening the urinals at the side to make room

for the lavatories, and shifting the urinals to the centre. This example has unusually
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wide and clear stairways, which, in

turn, provide good storage room

beneath. Each entrance has a Bost-

wick folding gate to lock at night.

This precaution is necessary, particu-

larly in rough neighbourhoods, for

with insecure fastenings these con-

veniences may be broken into and

the loose goods stolen.

Fig. 130 is a longitudinal sec-

tion of the same construction, and

this shows the elevation of the stall

urinals in the men’s section, also the

interior of lavatory and a section of

the syphonie closet. In the women’s

section a similar closet is shown, and

the interior of the lavatory also. The

air-propelling fan is placed imme-

diately over the division wall in this

case, so that air is drawn from each

compartment proportionately. There

are also details of footings and con-

crete work, with a sketch of the

wrought-iron railings in position.

The ventilating lamp column is

clearly shown, also the auxiliary

lights.

A further example appears in

Figs. 132, 133 and 134, and this

also may be considered as a good

arrangement of economical spacing

without entailing any inconvenient

features. This is a smaller example

than the preceding, but yet it is

nearly paying the working expenses.

It has been explained that with

small conveniences the same num-

ber of attendants must be provided

as can easily look after a much

'pi
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larger place, and when the convenience and its revenue is small, the expenses

become a burden greater than can be borne without loss. In this example

the fittings are of a similar kind to those shown before, and as appear in the

specification
;
and the same arrangement of enclosing the lavatories is adopted. The

water closets have marble divisions in both sections, to economise space, admitting of

four water closets of good width being put on each side of the division. By utilising

marble instead of brickwork for dividing water closets, the saving in space is often

sufficient to enable another water closet to be got in the space at disposal. This is a

desirable arrangement, of course, adding to the revenue of the place. Marble also is

cleaner and of better appearance, and the cost is not prohibitive compared to glazed

brickwork, for polished marble will last in good order for very many years, and it

is essentially sanitary in its nature. It should be rubl)ed down with paraffin oil

or petroleum, say twice a week, which keeps it in good order and improves its

appearance.

It has sometimes been urged that conveniences of this kind are being finished in

an over-elaborate way, with ornamental marbles, tiles, and not inexpensive woodwork,

and that this may be looked upon as an unnecessary degree of expense with no

compensating advantage. This, however, is incorrect, for in the first place this

character of work is necessary to make the structure permanently efficient, as it is

intended to be. Marbles, for instance, are decidedly superior in this respect to slate,

iron, brickwork or other material, with a pronounced compensating advantage in

wanting scarcely any attention, no painting, enamelling or repairs
;
and, as stated, it

has a sanitary character of its own in its cleanliness. Practically the same remarks

apply to the tiling of the floors or walls, and wherever glazed earthenware enters into

the construction of the convenience. The woodwork, of teak, which is probably best,

is only of a kind that will effectually withstand the wear and tear of use and time,

and all these things go to make the convenience what it is hoped to be, viz. a

financial success afterwards. The margin- of profits is not wide enough to admit of

constant repairs, neither is any building erected on proper lines if it entails a regular

expense in renovation afterwards.

To complete this last example, a good idea of the constructional details is

obtained from Figs. 133 and 134, including the stairways, the ventilation, girder

work, railings, &c. It will be noticed that the railings are all of wrought iron, for

cast iron is not at all suited for busy places or rough neighbourhoods. The heads

of the railings and other ornaments would be quickly broken off and as quickly

disfigure the whole appearance.

A final example of planning and constructional work is given in Figs. 135, 136

and 137. This represents an arrangement that had necessarily to be restricted to

the least possible width, coming, as it did, along the edge of a pavement. This, it is
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considered, is the best possible planning to get the utmost accommodation in the space

at disposal, but the scheme must have been varied if the convenience was required to

accommodate both sexes. This is a convenience for men only, in which case the shape

admits of the two stairways being used as a “way in” and “way out” respectively

when the place is a busy one. The neighbourhood this is in is a crowded one, as can

be judged by the number of

urinals (18) and in such cases

a separate entrance and exit

is decidedly best.

It will be found that

the specification applies to

these plans also, except as to

the number and position of

the fittings. There is abun-

dance of daylight from the

pavement lights overhead

;

the entrance and exit are

unobstructed
;

and the ex-

terior lighting, by three

lamps, is ample. The ven-

tilating fan and column is

placed centrally, and by this

means gives very equal

results, owing to the inlet of

fresh air by the stairways

being an equal distance away

in each direction. In tins

erection marble is used every-

where possible, including the

divisions of the water closets,

and the urinals are of the

same stall pattern. Further

description relating to these

plans would only be a repetition of what has already been said.

In giving some detailed description of the fittings and arrangement of public

conveniences, the writer has been able, fortunately, to get some good photographs

of different interiors, no very easy task, remembering that during the hours of bright

daylight these places are usually occupied to their fullest capacity. These photo-

graphs give better, more reliable and exhaustive detail, l.)esides affording more
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practical information, than can be had by other means; and on this account some

satisfaction is felt in giving such a complete set as they are.

In Fig. 138 is shown part of a range of radial-basin stall urinals, and this

illustration shows the best method of overcoming what is, to some extent, aii

awkward feature, viz. continuing the urinals at right angles internally with the

least possible loss of space. In this it will be seen that a urinal occupies the angle,

and in so doing actually economises space, for if those on each wall met at the angle,

thei'e would only be a gain of about eight inches to each row with the loss of the

one in the angle.

The wall in which an arch is thrown is that dividing the men’s from the female

section, and the object of this provision has been briefly alluded to. In certain

districts there is little difficulty experienced in deciding the most suitable size for a

men’s convenience, and with ordinary judgment, the accommodation will be found

correct, and most probably successful from a financial aspect. Nothing like this is

applicable to a convenience for women, for the success or non -success of the con-

venience provided cannot be judged with anything like accuracy until after it is

built and been in use some little time. There is a peculiar excess of modesty, or

what is imagined to be modesty, amongst women in regard to the use of these

places, which commonly makes the outlay a subsequent burden by the cost of

maintenance
;
and were there not hopes that this feeling may wear off in time, the

sex would most likely be deprived of a great convenience (a most proper and humane

provision) afforded them out of the public purse.

Recognising, therefore, that the women’s section (of a convenience for both

sexes) may prove of little use, and decidedly unremunerative, it is a good plan to

put this arch in the division wall, with a 4g-inch wall within the arched opening.

This 4g-inch wall has only to be pulled away to leave a clear and finished arched

opening, if it is decided to abandon the women’s side and throw the whole open for

men’s use only. This is the best method of making the provision, as otherwise the

cutting of the division wall may involve other works and expenses. It is not

always that an increase in the numbers visiting the men’s section, and the scant

appreciation of the other department, decide the Cjuestion of throwing the two into

one
;
there is the fact that the attendance and expenses in the women’s division is

dispensed with, and no further expense of attendance is requisite in the men’s section

than before. This illustration gives some detail of plumbers’ work
;
also iron girders

to support kerbs and pavement lights.

Fig. 139 gives a little closer view of some urinals, these being Jennings’ ‘ Radial’

design, as in the preceding illustration. This urinal is of a special design, as being

considered good for the purpo.se in view, very strong, and requiring the least Hushing ;

or it may perhaps be said, that it gets the most thorough flushing possible with a
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given quantity of water. The plan of the design is triangular, with rounded back

angle, and tapered down from top to bottom, there being a difference of 2^ inches

in the size at these points. The flush of water occurs from the top rim, which is a

flushing rim in fact, and the tapered sides ensure all parts getting a share of the

down-flowing water, as will be understood. The tapered sides also prevent all

liability of splashing, as any little irregularity in the flushing orifices does not

necessarily cause the issuing water to fall to the bottom without touching the sides.

The liability of having the boots and clothing splashed by the falling water was

always, and is a great source of annoyance with some of the old types of urinals still

largely used. What greatly aids in preventing a splashing from the falling water

is the form of the lower part of the urinal. This is not flat, but tapers forward from

the sides and back, delivering the water to the outlet in a steady stream without

distributing particles or splashes on its way.

Earthenware is the material of which these stalls are made, 2 inches thick, aud

well glazed on the front. They are far stronger than any of the older types of

basins or receptacles, with practically no liability of becoming broken after fixed.

The writer has not seen one broken in use yet, the only breakages coming to his

knowledge being those that have occurred through ill usage in transit from the

potteries. A feature of some importance in the urinals illustrated, is the triangular

or pointed gap in the slate base plate, where a user’s feet come. In the absence of

this opening there occurs an untidy and unpleasant wetness where the user stands,

but this fault is well overcome by the projecting opening shown.

A clear view of the flushing tank is had in this illustration. These tanks, of

whatever kind that may be used, are automatic in their action, discharging their

contents at regular periods, which may be made frequent or otherwise to any

reasonable extent, as may be required by the amount of use the place has. There

is no exact number of urinals put to one tank, but where convenient a tank to each

six is a good arrangement. The automatic action of the tank is brought about by

the air, which is locked or held between two syphons, being forced out when the

water in the tank rises high enough to exert the pressure necessary, and this sets

up the syphonage action which discharges the contents of the tank. Some of these

tanks have to rely on a reverse action ball valve to get the syphonic action correctly,

while others are made with a small auxiliary syphon which discharges the air when

the tank is full enough.

Fig. 140 is another view of similar urinals to the last, showing clearly the

flushing tank and connections. It will be noticed that in the majority of these

examples the floor is finished with black and white vitreous tiles, and in the writer’s

opinion nothing can excel these for good service where subject to considerable wear

and tear. Their appearance is good, worked alternately as shown, with a border
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made up of half tiles and strips. The

most suitable kind are those having-

silica (flint) in their composition, some

having quite a noticeable glaze to the

material, which adds considerably to

their lasting qualities. The size of

the tile is best if no larger than

2|- inches, as with larger tiles the

laying cannot always be so firmly

effected. These small tiles are un-

doubtedly the best, and give the

greatest satisfaction in use
;

nothing-

can be more lasting, more easily

cleaned, or more favourable to keeping

clean with a minimum of labour and

attention.

The walls of conveniences are

sometimes tiled, or have occasionally

been covered with marble. Instances

are also met with of ordinary brick

walls cemented over and painted.

Almost anything is preferable to the

latter, but the best work is done with

white glazed bricks as illustrated.

Certainly the expense of repairs cn-

decoration are reduced to a minimum,

and, as with tiled floors, they are

favourable to cleanliness in every way

with the least possible attention. In

arranging for brickwork of this kind,

however, it is always as well to ascer-

tain the thickness of joint that will

be passed by whoever may have the

supervision of the work. Under no

circumstances are thick joints com-

mendable
;
but on the other hand,

joints of an almost impracticable thin-

ness are sometimes required, which,

although possible, render the work
Fig. 140 .
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difficult and increase expenses without any compensating advantages. In several

conveniences recently constructed, the walls have been rendered in Portland cement

and sand, well roughed, then covered with “ opalite.” This is opal glass, roughed

at the back and cut into sizes to resemble glazed brickwork. As yet it is early to

give a reliable opinion on this material, but certainly if any settlement takes place

in the brickwork after these glass tiles are fixed, the result must Ije anything but

satisfactory. In the writer s opinion it is desirable that the brickwork should be

allowed to stand, say, two months if possible, before the opalite is fixed. In fact,

the whole of the sanitary appliances might well be fixed, and, of course, the structure

roofed in and the floors laid, making the opalite linings the last piece of work.

Fig. 141 is a range of stall urinals resembling those already described as to

design and utility, but in this case they are composed wholly of fire-clay, well glazed

with a good white “ frit.” Although it may be considered that the absence of marble

lessens the general ornamental appearance, yet the effect is very clean and pleasing,

and is decidedly useful in dark situations. These urinals have flushing rims formed

in the ware, but this does not involve any difficulty with the connections.

The floor of this example is ceramic mosaic, a good wearing material, being

composed of much the same substance as the tiles recommended. This material is

equal in wearing qualities to the black and white tiles, and possesses an advantage

in being so easily laid to uniform falls and gradients, and, if desired, a rounded

surface can be given equally as well as flat. The flushing cistern in this example

stands clear of the walls, and is supported on a purpose-made gun-metal bracket.

This material is best in these situations, as being unaffected by damp to any injurious

extent. If of iron they require protecting by periodical painting, otherwise the

rusting is very active and their destruction not far distant. It is highly desirable

that everything should be done, at first, to reduce cost of subsequent attention and

maintenance, and light ironwork is not successful in this respect.

In Fig. 142 is illustrated another successful form of stall urinal, a semi-

circular design, of Doulton’s make. This is also composed of earthenware, white

glazed, and having a brass flushing rim extending all round. A feature associated

with this urinal is the open channel in front, into which the fluids are discharged,

as will be seen by the section
;

this channel having loose gratings over, for ready

access for cleaning purposes.
^

In the three following illustrations (Figs. 143, 144 and 145) are given general

views of different interiors, furnishing information as to planning and the utilisation

of space at disposal, and allowing of more details of plumbing to appear on one

illustration. With Fig. 143 the space was narrow, and it was not possible to have

the urinals and water-closets opposite one another, as is usually the least expensive

arrangement in construction. As illustrated, the total convenience afforded requires
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Elevation, plan and sectional

elevation of Doulton’s semi-

circular glazed earthenware

stall urinal, shown with dis-

charge into open grated

channel.

Fiq. 142.
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a considerably greater superficial area of white glazed brickwork than would Ije

necessary in a more square and compact excavation. There, however, is no waste of

space in this convenience, for its total width is only 6 feet 10 inches, and the fittings

have been arranged that the space fronting the urinals forms a lobby to the water-

closets, thus making all parts as easy of access as is possible to be in the space at

command. The passage-way in front of the closets is limited to the width of the

Fig. 143.

closet doors, as will lie seen by a door at the end. In narrow situations like this, it

is sometimes arranged to have the liottoms of the doors brass bound, as they are

liable to be accidentally kicked more than they would be otherwise. This is even

more necessary, or at least desirable, in neighbourhoods where rough usage may be

anticipated.

The illustration (Fig. 143) also shows the waste from the water motor—which

2 D
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Fig. 144
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Fig. 145.

2 D 2
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propels the ventilating fan—discharging into the flushing tank. As previously

mentioned in a brief paragraph of the specification, the water used in working the

hydraulic motor is relied on to provide that which is necessary at the flushing tanks,

and by this means the propulsion of the air propeller is efiected free of cost, at least,

free of charge for power, as no extra water rate is payable for flushing by the fact

that the water first comes through a motor. A bye-pass is provided, that the water

may come direct to the flushing tank when the fan is stopped for any reason.

Fig. 144 illustrates a more economical arrangement so far as brickwork is

concerned, and in this interior a prominent feature is the walled-in arched way. This

illustration gives a better view of the roof girders, and it also shows more plainly

than elsewhere that the incandescent gas light is provided to afford the requisite

illumination at night. The writer now uses this light for Convenience work, as being

preferable to any other that he has tried, and although the mantles are fragile,

yet with ordinary care their life is fully as long as that of incandescent electric

lamps. Suspended lights, in fact all that can be managed, should be fixed to the

ceiling girders, or, if this is impossible, to any wall or surface that is not subject to

vibration. When they are fixed on the woodwork of the closet enclosures, the

slamming of the doors is very destructive to the mantles. Considerable experience

has shown that the cost of this light is not more, in fact less, than one-half that of

electricity, and, in general results, it gives every satisfaction. The lighting of these

places, especially in the winter season, is by no means a small item of expense, and

to reduce the account one-half is a very practical economy in the general main-

tenance.

The third interior view. Fig. 145, is another wider construction, affording good

room for the passage of people on either side, with a very convenient attendants’

recess beneath the ground-level entrance. In this, also, there is a full view of the

roof girders and pavement lights
;
also the location of the flushing tank over the

urinals, and the waste from the ventilating motor is seen discharging into the latter.

A feature illustrated here, and which has not been referred to previously, is the

storm-pit at the foot of the entrance steps. In bad weather there is, whenever a

heavy rain occurs, a considerable amount of water comes down the steps—carrying

dirt with it—and it is imperatively necessary to make a suitable provision for this.

This provision, as illustrated, is a pit of a suitable size to receive whatever water

passes over the bottom step, and as the water enters, it passes away to the drains by

a properly trapped outlet. Over the pit, as shown, is a specially heavy grating

complete.

The steps have Mason’s steel and lead treads, which are doubtless about the best

that have been devised for this purpose. Their excellence rests in two things in

particular, viz. good and lasting wearing qualities, and providing a non-slipping foot-
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Fig. 147
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hold to those who pass up and down them. The flooring in these examples is of

black and white vitreous tiles, as previously explained
;
but it was not mentioned that

other coloured tiles, such as buff' and red, have not the same wearing qualities, being

softer, nor are they so light and clean in appearance and use.

In Fig. 146 is given some detail of the joinery work of the water-closet enclo-

sures, with the locks, indicating fasteners and furniture. The wood is Teak, which is

much the best material for these situations, which are constantly damp, and little

fault can be found with its wearing equalities, and the cost of maintenance is remark-

ably small. The periodical application of a little linseed oil adds materially to its

lasting qualities and appearance.

Fig. 147 is an interior view of one of the water-closet enclosures, showiug the

closet with its requisite .syq)honic flushing cistern, down pipe, &c., and the paper box

back to the seat. The water-closet is of the syqjhonic kind, and the air pipe from

between the two traqjs is shown beside the down piq)e on the back wall. The rnarl)le

divisions will be noticed.

The illustrations Figs. 148 to 150 inclusive, are of some works executed iu the

new Institution of Civil Engineers, and rejjresent what may l)e considered as among

the best character of works of this kind. Fig. 148 is a general view of the urinals,

and the stall pattern is not a prominent figure here as it is in the examples of public

conveniences previously given. The club-pattern basin was preferred, as being of

more decorative design, and also admitting of a little better apj)earance with the

surrounding marble work. All the porcelain is decorated in blue and gold. The

flushing tank is of porcelain, of a good decorative finish, and this is fed by the waste

from the water motor which propels the ventilating fan. All exqjosed service j)ipes

are of gun-metal richly lacquered. The marble backs are of Rouge Griotte, while the

divisions are of Blue Beige, a combination giving a very q^leasing contrast and effect.

In the illustration it appears as if the divisions were transq^arent, but of course this

is not so. What aq^pears to be a slightly obscured view of the side basins is but a

reflection of the middle one in the polished marble slabs on each side of it.

It is found that by thoughtlessness on the part of attendants in semi-private

conveniences, such as exist in institutions, clubs, &c., that the ventilating fan is often

overlooked or uncared for
;
and quite often the writer has found that with a new

attendant there has been isrnorance of its use and almost of its existence. PossilflvO j

the change of air in cool weather is more active than pleasant to any one who has to

spend much of his time in the place, though not so to the casual users. Or it may
be that the place, not being used all day from morning till night, the attendant

forgets to start the fan when the correct time arrives. In the urinal (Fig. 148) this

want of attention is not so likely to occur, for the water supply is so arranged that

the fittings can have no water unless it passes through the fan motor first
;
and as
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the supply of water to the urinals is

generally remembered regularly, the

fan has, of course, equally regular

attention.

The walls of this structure are

tiled, the dado with embossed glazed

tiles in colours, with skirting and

mouldings in darker tints. The frieze

is moulded also, and the filling con-

sists of lighter tiles having dark

bands running through them. The

tiles of the filling are 6 inches by 3

inches, a size not very commonly used,

but for covering walls in this manner

have a good effect
;
no tile, however,

makes bad work more obvious, or

permits of indifferent labour being

employed, less than this.

Fig. 149 affords a view of the

lavatories and the wall decorations

from floor to ceiling. At the ceiling

line the cut glass incandescent electric

lamp globe shows how the place is

illuminated. The walls are, of course,

carried out in character with those in

the urinals, with one line of the em-

bossed dado tiles above the towel

shelves. The woodwork of the lava-

tory stands is oak, but a nice effect

has been produced by using the wood

in its natural colour for the panels,

and having that of the stiles am-

moniaised. This latter process, as is

generally known, gives the wood a

very fine dark tint. The marble

around the basins, and that of the

skirtings and the towel shelves, is

Rouge Griotte. The cocks, of the

non-concussive self-closing kind, are

E

Fiq. 149-
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aluminium bronze of a rich gold colour. The floors are covered with the 2^-inch

black and white vitreous tiles already referred to.

Fig. 150 is an angle lavatory and dressing-table (with mirror over) in a part of

the room not shown in the last illustration. The details of construction are the

same in this, except that the basin is reniform in shape and is fitted with a special

gun-metal standing waste and overflow. Those in the last illustration are tip-up

and lift-out basins with receivers of improved form.

Fig. 150 .

Figs. 151 and 152 are final examples of some good work done in a hydropathic

establishment at Blackpool. The first of these two illustrations represents the closets,

but the doors all being swung back and wide open, gives an idea that they are

without this necessary feature. The hinge of the door, also the general closet

interior, can be seen in the second illustration. In these closets the divisions are

marble, as previously commended, and in this case are in two colours, giving the

effect of a dado and filling, with a moulding worked in each marble slab where they
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meet. The upper is Eouge Koyal, and the lower Blue Beige. The woodwork is of

exceptionally fine quality and finish, in fact the specification provided for everything

to be of the best. Fig. 152 is a view of the urinals, which are of the club- pattern

basin type, and the same two marbles are used in the construction of these. The

divisions are carried down to the floor in this case.

The flushing cisterns are of marble, en suite, with glass panels in fronts and

sides ;
the. syphons of heavy copper, polished and lacquered

;
and the floors of marble

Fig. 151.

mosaic. The general effect of the whole interior is excellent, and it would be difficult

to find better or more satisfactory sanitary work than this in any part of the country.

Of the closets used in Public Conveniences the variety is practically limited to

two, viz. a good direct-action “ wash-down,” or a “ syphonic.” The wash-down

hardly needs description, for it is now known to every plumber, and some reference

has been already made to it in previous pages. That it is a
;

great improvement on

the “ wash-out ” (and in fact every closet previously known) for this purpose is

beyond doubt, but it is now being largely superseded by the syphonic, which has

advantages of considerable importance. The most noticeable gain in using the latter

2 E 2
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is the great width and depth of the water seal. These are decidedly important in

public places where the number of users is large, for not only is fouling of the

surfaces of the pan nearly impossible, but the surface odours are reduced to a

Fig. 152 .

minimum. Every means must be adopted to secure these two features even in

residence work, but in public places it is highly essential.

The “Century” closet shown fixed in Fig. 147, made by George Jennings,

has a syphonic discharge, and the surface area of water in the pan of this is as
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large as 13 inches by 9 inches, and the depth 6 inches. As the name implies, a

syphonic closet has the contents discharged, not merely by the wash of water from

the flushing rim, but by actual syphonage, for whatever may be in the pan is

extracted with considerable force, almost before the water which flows into the pan

has had time to act. As will be seen in the following illustration (of another

syphonic closet), the down-flowing water is made to discharge the air between the

two traps, with the result that syphonage immediately sets up and clears the basin

sharply. With the “ century ” closet syphonage is set up by a plunge pipe down the

long leg of the syphon, and two gallons of water is sufficient to completely cleanse

the basin and the trap. The force brought to bear by syphonic action is no feeble

one, for, as is probably known, it is the pressure of the atmosphere, about 14^ lbs. to

the square inch, on the surface of the water in the basin that forces it through the

outgo, and we may look upon this

as an irresistible force for this

purpose.

Fig. 153 shows in section the

“ Laydas ” syphonic closet, made by

John Bolding and Sons, Limited.

This has a water area of 13 by

9 inches, by 6 inches in depth,

and its discharge is syphonic and

quite reliable in its action. The

vitiated air from between the traps

is discharged into the outer air when

the flush of water comes, but this

detail is not so perfect in all makes,

as there are some which send this air

into the water-closet apartment. Another important feature which the preceding

closets possess, is that no liability exists of the syphonic action occurring when

water or slops are thrown into the pan, and if desired the closet can be used as

a slop sink, the syphonic action being set up by discharge from cistern only. Nor

can the pan be emptied by momentum. To the best of the writer’s belief all the

different makes of syphonic closets have now been perfected in these respects, but

should there be any having the fault it will be found to be one of a serious nature.

Syphonage of the lower trap of these closets is avoided by the use of a 2-inch

anti-syphonage pipe (as required by the County Council) in the usual way.

This closet. Fig. 153, is made in one piece of earthenware, plain or decorated.

The connection between the earthenware and the lead trap is made by an expansion

joint with rubber rings, the lead trap being provided with brass collar for this
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purpose. Or, if desired, the joint can be made with Portland cement, well trowelled,

as required by the various County Council bye-laws. When it is desired to connect

direct to drain, an earthenware trap may

be used instead of the lead P trap.

Another syphonic closet, as used in

public places, is Doulton’s “ Syphonic,”

Fig. 154. The action of this much re-

sembles the preceding, but it is claimed

as an important detail that the air space

between the upper and lower trap is

provided with an anti-syphonage pipe

which, by a simple contrivance, is made

to remain open to the outer air when

the closet is not in use, but which closes

when the flush takes place and does not

check the syphonic action.

In connection with Doulton’s closets

may be mentioned their “ Metallo-

Keramic ” joint, by which it is possible

to solder lead pipe to earthenware.

The joint is usually made by Doultons

(tested to a pressure of 45 feet head of

water), and the closet sent out with a

short piece of lead pipe attached to the

outlet in readiness for the plumber to

make his wiped joint.

From particulars kindly furnished,

it appears that the earthenware is glazed

as usual, and the part where the joint

comes then has a film of platinum laid

on and fired into it, so that the metal

becomes incorporated with the glaze

and body, and to this is soldered the

lead connecting pipe. An illustration

of this joint will appear under the

subject of Country House, and it will

be seen that the appearance is neat

and does not require encasing. There

are other reliable makes of syphonicFig. 154.
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closets by Finch, Twyforcl, Shanks, &c., but there is not space for more than typical

examples, and of course these are only introduced to explain what is necessary in a

closet of the kind.

Fig. 155 illustrates Bolding’s “ Laydas ” circular pedestal urinal, to which the

syphonic action of discharge is applied,

closets, but in this case it is made

automatic in its work. The pan is of

fire-clay, highly glazed, and provided

with a fiushing rim, so that besides

being self-emptying it is also self-filling

and cleansing.

Fig. 156 gives in elevation and

plan Doulton’s special lavatory, with

exposed waste which is shown in section.

The basins, which are straight in front,

are formed with a recess in the back,

in which is placed the standing waste.

This consists of a hollow plug or plunger,

suspended as shown, and being open at

top acts as an overfiow in much the

same manner as many bath wastes are

arranged. This provides a large outlet,

and as the plunger is detachable and

can be lifted out, it admits of simple

access and cleansing.

Originally it was the custom to

make nearly all lavatory basins circular

in form, but it was quickly found that

this was not the best shape possible, at

least as far as convenience to the user

is concerned. The next was the oval

shape, but improvements on this have

produced the oblong bowl with rounded

ends
;
the Q shape, similar to the pre-

ceding but without the recess at back

;

and other forms more or less of these

kinds. One of the latest is Jennings’

this is illustrated at Fig. 157. There is

and brush trays, tending to keep these

the same as described with the preceding

Reniform or kidney-shaped lavatory, and

an improvement in the finish of the soap

parts cleaner, and also draining them to
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Fig.

156

.—

Elevation

and

Plan

of

Doulton’s

Lavatory

with

Exposed

Waste;

also

Plan

and

Section

of

the

Waste

to

a

Larger

Scale.
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the basin more perfectly, as will be noticed. It will be seen in these examples

that sinkings for soap and brushes drain to the basin, and all modern lavatories are

now finished in this manner. It was the custom in the past to drain these by

distinct pipes into the waste, entailing more work and providing two foul pipes open

to the air. Even when a waste pipe discharges over an open gully it is capable of

giving a very disagreeable, in fact a foul odour into the room if it is not trapped

close up to the fitting. These pipes get thickly coated with a slimy and flocculent

matter, which, with other impurities, decomposes and gives off a smell that is quite

unbearable in many cases.

Fig. 158 is introduced to show what expense can be incurred in work of this

character. It is doubtful if anything half as imposing or costly exists anywhere in

England, this examj^le being in a very fine old church at Florence.

In connection with the subject of this chapter must be included a brief descrip-

tion of Latrines, ranges of closets erected for the use of workmen, soldiers, &c., and

suited for unions, institutions of similar kind, and for schools. They could also ])c

used in public conveniences if no regular attendant was available or could be

afforded. The latest improvement in this is the adaptation of the syphonic discharge

principle as introduced by George Jennings, for this admits of the use of independent

pans and basins connected by a series of junction pipes. This arrangement provides

for a larger area and a greater depth of water than was obtainable with the open and
continuous troughs. With the latter, also, the air circulating over the surface of the

impurities in the trough, facilitated the production and dispersal of offensive odours,

besides which the flush of water did little more than cause a slugo-ish flow or move-
ment of the trough’s contents towards its outlet.

I he application of this arrangement is not restricted to any particular number
of pans or points of discharge, but for the purposes of illustration the accompanying-

drawing (Fig. 159) shows a range of basin latrines for two persons, with end
discharge, the action of which may be described as follows :

—



Fig. 158.-A Carved Stone Lavatory at Florence.
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Alwve the apparatus is fixed an automatic intermittent syphon flushing tank,

regulated to operate at any desired interval of time, thus determining the periodic

discharge of the latrine. At each discharge of this tank the escaping water is

arranged to thoroughly flush each pan, and simultaneously a jet of water entering

immediately at the top of the straight outlet limh or leg of the syphon, is so

directed by the special conformation of this inlet as to exhaust the air and thus

induce or set up a syphonic action, and this action is maintained until the whole

contents of the range of pans are completely withdrawn. The main syphon

being arranged to discharge only the quantity requisite for the proper action

and flushing of the latrine, the necessary after-flush is secured by a supple-

mentary syphon in the same cistern, which refills the pans to the water line

indicated.

It will thus be seen that as the apparatus is entirely emptied, and the syphonic

action necessarily depends on the outlet leg of syphon being fully charged, far

greater rapidity of discharge and a more effective flush to the drain is secured than

in the case of an ordinary trough latrine. In the latter the initial velocity of the

automatic flush is expended, merely overflowing at the weir outlet.

Fig. 160 also illustrates a good arrangement of independent closets automati-

cally flushed from one central tank. These are Adams’ patent “ Insular ” multiple

automatic closets.

The only necessary features to be discussed, to close the subject of Public Con-

veniences, are, first, the air-propelling fan, and secondly, the necessary discharge

outlet, which usually takes the form of a lamp column. The fan always used

by the writer (water driven, and made to his order for public conveniences) is

the “Blackman.” This is illustrated at Fig. 161, which gives a front and a side

perspective view, also an outline of each with the different details marked. It will

be seen that the fan as illustrated has the water motor combined with it, and made
as a part of the apparatus, which as a matter of fact is self-contained

;
this being

a more convenient arrangement than when the fan and motor have to be distinct and

separate. The motor casing is copper, and made so that none of the water can

escape except by the waste pipe
;
and inside the casing, around the periphery of the

fan, are a large number of small buckets fixed so as to receive the direct impact of

the water-jet. The shape of the motor buckets and their disposition, is such as to

utilise the pressure and velocity of the jet to the utmost extent, yet not to retard

its work by any want of freedom in the immediate escape of the water when it has

expended its energy.

The fan has blades of sheet steel, and is mounted on a turned steel spindle

running in bearings which are self-adjusting as to alignment. These bearings are

ingeniously fitted with steel discs which receive the thrust of the fan and the
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weight of it, when worked horizontally with the spindle vertical, as they usually are

in the works being discussed.

A Public Convenience with, say thirty fittings, will average about 12,000 cubic

feet capacity, and it is desirable to change the air of these places about every three

to four minutes. Of course, the capabilities of a given diameter of fan are governed

by the number of revolutions it makes, and these in turn are in ratio with the

Fig. 160.

pressure of the water, and as the water pressure in a company’s mains varies with

the distance they may be below the reservoir which feeds them, it is practically

impossible to make a list of diameters of fans that will lie suited for certain sizes of

conveniences in every case. As a rule the pressure of water is about 30 lbs. per

square inch, which is sufficient to drive the fan at its proper speed, in which case

an 18-inch size will remove approximately 3000 cubic feet of air per minute
;
while
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Fiq. 161
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a 24-inch is capable of extracting about 5000 feet. The fan

should be situated at a point where it will most readily and

equally cause the vitiated air to pass to it, and as a rule this

point is necessarily as far removed as possible from where

the fresh air enters or can enter. No special fresh air inlets

are necessary, the open entrance ways or staircases sufficing

for this
;
with two entrance ways the fan is best put midway

between them, of course.

Fig. 162 is a lamp column, as made by the Northern

Foundry Company for the writer’s works, and used in con-

i
unction with air propellers for the removal of vitiated air

from public conveniences. This has perforated panels in the

base, as shown, as well as the slotted openings at top. These

are necessary for the proper exit of the extracted air, and it

is also best to have top and bottom openings to prevent any-

thing like resistance occurring by the passage through, or

partial imprisonment within, of the air in the column. The

column has a good appearance and is well adapted for the

purpose when it is fixed. This can also be judged by the

illustration.

To the lavatory basins of all conveniences there is, or

should be, a supply of hot water, and this is best furnished by

a gas heater. That used by the writer is made by Fletcher

Russell & Co., a semicircular copper gas-heated tank (rounded

front and flat back), with rail at top for the attendants to

dry dusters, &c., upon. The outward appearance of this ap-

paratus is not unlike the rapid water heater known as a

Geyser, and although it is not provided with such an ex-

tensive area of heating surface, yet it is capable of quick

heating when required. In applying the term tank to this

a correct expression is used, as the apparatus is intentionalh^

made to hold a store of hot water. It is quite water-tight,

holding several gallons, and although it is not always used

full of water, yet as it is strong enough, it is the writer’s

practice to have it always quite filled. Being closed, and

having no loose lid, a feed cistern is necessary (with its usual

ball valve), this being connected to the heater by pipe and

unions in the usual way. The height of the cistern governs

the level of the hot water, and as the apparatus is strong

Fig. 162.
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enough to bear three or four pounds pressure, the writer always puts the supply

cistern a few feet above, according to the position that the heater occupies. With the

supply above, it is desirable to carry up an expansion pipe from the top of the heater

to above the level of the cistern, the same as with the ordinary kind of hot-water tank.

By this arrangement it is possible to put the heater on the floor, if necessary,

yet give a supply of hot water to the lavatory taps, which would thus come above it.

Further than this, it is also possible to run a circulation to the taps, that is a flow pipe

out from the top of the heater, or from the expansion pipe, touching where the taps

come and home again to the heater. Tliis is decidedly a good plan when the taps are

a little distance away, as it ensures hot water being obtained immediately the taps are

opened. This circulation is carried in precisely the same way as a secondary flow

and return from a hot-water apparatus on the cylinder system.

The heater is made of copper, and has two rows of atmospheric burners in its

base beneath the waterway. These burners are controlled by regulating taps,

admitting of the attendant governing the heat of the water according to the demand

in a very simple manner.

It should have l)een mentioned that the water supply to Public Conveniences

does not take the form of a rate, but is charged for by measurement, all the water

supplied passing through a meter which is fixed in the building at the most conve-

nient point. The usual charge is about sixpence per thousand gallons, and no

variation in charge is made with the pressure at which the water is delivered. With

a high pressure there can be a saving effected in the cost of the air-propelling fan,

for with a good pressure the fan need not be so large as when the water pressure is

comparatively light, to obtain given results

It will be seen’that as the charge for water is governed by the c[uantity supplied,

it can be used for any desired purpose (in working the fan for instance) before passing

to the fittings, without incurring any additional expense, as might be the case if the

water was charged for as a rate.

This completes the subject of Public Conveniences, and in the next section it is

proposed to treat of the Country House. The internal plumbing of a country resi-

dence may in many things much resemble that of a town house, but there arc

introduced two distinct branch subjects which are of unfailing interest to the

plumber, viz. Sewage Disposal and Water Supply, and these will be spoken of

first in dealing with this new subject. In regard to both of these there is new

information to be given, for in the purification of water much light has been thrown,

not only on its nature and treatment, but particularly on the capabilities of the

ditferent filtering materials that have hitherto been relied on. In sewage disposal

great advances have been made towards disposing of the cesspool system and its

attendant risks, and dealing with sewage material on some rational and hygienic

principles.





SUGGESTED ARRANGEMENT OF APPARATUS TO SUPPLY HOT WATER TO BATHS AND SINKS
IN A LARGE BUILDING LET OUT IN FLATS;

ADMITTING OF TWENTY OR THIRTY BATHS BEING USED ALL AT ABOUT THE SAME HOUR.



CHAPTER VIII.

HOT WATER SUPPLY—INTRODUCTORY.

will not Le out of place, by way of an introduction, to mention how
much a part, and an important part, of a Plumber’s business

Hot Water Supply is. At the present there are but very few

specialists in hot-water work, and these seek more extensive

contracts than usually fall to a plumber’s lot. This leaves the

ordinary character of the work—all the residence work, in fact

—

to be divided between the ironmonger and the plumber, and at

present the latter has undoubtedly the larger share. This may
be considered satisfactory so far, but the writer’s particular wish

IS to point out how better things can be done, more work obtained, more honour, and
not the least, more profit.

To ensure success in hot-water works it is essential in the highest degree that

the \ery latest information be obtained and practised. A time ago it was sufficient,

peihaps, if a young plumber could erect a hot-water apparatus the same as his master
did, and this style of apparatus his master may have had shown him when he first

learned his trade. This will not do now, for, apart from a man wishing to excel at
his trade, there are examinations to be prepared for, and the questions in these are

alieady searching, and are likely to be made more difficult still. The Worshipful
Company of Plumbers are as alive as any one to the fact that their craft should include
hot-water work of high efficiency.

The reasons for this are important ones. In the first place, it is now well known
that hot-water works can be carried out in a manner to give results far superior to

2 G
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what the older style of works can, and therefore the old character of work must go.

Secondly, the demand for hot water that now occurs in large residences is such that

re(|uires good, and in fact scientific, work to meet it. Thirdly, people are now

educated up to what may be expected from a modern hot-water apparatus, and are

less easily satisfied. Lastly, good work, due to the way in which the subject of hot-

water supply has been investigated and written about during the past few years, has

made a greater demand, and will continue to do so. There is at present ten times

the work carried out there was, say, twenty years ago, and the call for it is growing

greater every year. There is an excellent opening for those who become skilled in

this work, and it need hardly be pointed out that the good man may reasonably Ije

expected to have a good share of the work. The writer has no wish to dwell longer

on this introduction, for it is only given with the hopes that the plumber, student

or master, may see it is worth

his while (as it really is) to know

hot-water work to date.

Before any form of circulat-

ing apparatus was employed for

hot-water supply, there was a

simple arrangement used, which

consisted of a large boiler that

both heated and held the hot

water, and no cylinder or storage

tank was required. It is as well

just to explain this form of appa-

ratus, for it is no unusual thing

to meet with one now in old

residences, and it is only a short

time ago that the writer actually saw one being erected. It was to meet a customer’s

wishes, he having a firm opinion that the old things were better than the new, and

when this happens there is nothing to be done but obey ;
although the apparatus

may not afterwards advertise the engineer as having modern ideas.

This apparatus could only exist with the old-pattern open range, as the boiler

must hold from twenty to thirty gallons, and no modern range will accommodate a

boiler as large as this. The type of boiler used is illustrated at Fig. 163, and doubtless

this will be recognised by every one who has done kitchen range work. It was placed

at the back of the fire, but had no flue underneath, the water heating by the fuel

which rested against its front. With the large size of the fire and the large front

surface of the boiler, the water heated very successfully. It is a boiler that is still

used in old-pattern open ranges, sometimes as a low-pressure boiler, but usually for

Fig. 163.—Old-Pattern Boiler.
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upstairs supply, though, in the latter case, the form of apparatus it is connected to is

more modern than the one now being spoken of

The old form of apparatus is illustrated at Figs. 164 and 165. It will be seen to

consist practically of two pipes only. One is the cold supply, which was either

brought down direct from the house cistern, as shown, or, as was sometimes the case,

the cold-supply pipe was a branch from the general house service, which was, of

course, from the house cistern.

From the top of the boiler a hot-water service pipe was carried in a manner

something similar to that illustrated, and this terminated at a point two or three feet

above the level of the cold-water cistern. Any one engaged in these works knows

that in an apparatus of this kind the

water will flow down the cold-supply pipe.

All the boiler, then ascend the hot-water

service to a point exactly level with the

cold water in the cistern. In other words,

this apparatus depends, like all other hot-

water works, upon water flnding its level

in any two vessels that have communica-

tion with one another, irrespective of what

shape the vessels may be, or how far they

may be apart.

It follows, therefore, that from the

service pipe which runs from the top of

the boiler, hot-water draw-off services can

be taken from any point up to the level

of the cold water in the cistern, and any

of them will yield hot water. Of course

the highest tap will not have such a free

outflow of water as the lower ones, as the

nearer we get to the cold-water cistern the

less pressure of water there is at the taps.

Another thing that governed the out-

flow of water at the taps, to a very material

extent, was the size of the cold-supply pipe, for if this pipe was small it naturally

followed there could not be a very free flow of water from the taps that depended
upon it. This very same phenomenon has to be considered in the more modern form
of cylinder apparatus, and will be dealt with more fully presently, as it is an important

feature and requires every consideration.

Perhaps the chief cause of this form of apparatus becoming obsolete was that it

2 Cx 2
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could not be adopted with the modern close-fire range. W^ith the old pattern open
range, which could very easily accommodate a large boiler, there was no difficulty,

Fig. 165“Old Form of Hot-Water Apparatus.
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but a boiler to bold ten gallons is considered to be a rather large size in close-fire

ranges such as are used now. It therefore became necessary that the boiler should

not be depended upon to hold all the water, and the modern form of apparatus,

which has been used the last forty years, has relied upon the boiler heating the water,

but storing it in a separate chamber, which any form of circulating apparatus does

very successfully. The boiler receives the heat from the fire, and the water readily

absorbs it
;

but the instant the water receives the heat it transfers itself to the

storage tank, and allows cool water to come down and be heated in turn.

Another objection to this old form of apparatus referred to was the cost. This

may be wondered at, for certainly there could be no more simple form of apparatus,

nor would a less quantity of pipe suffice, but the expensive item was the boiler; for

Fig. 166.

one of the large size necessary could not be purchased for less than ten pounds, a
sum equal to half the cost of a fair-sized apparatus such as is erected at the present
time.

Still another objection was that the hot-water service from the top of the
boiler, which might be called the ‘‘rising main,” would have cold water in it

unless the water in the boiler happened to be lioiling and so cause steam to be
driven through the pipe. The large quantity of cold water in this service necessi-
tated drawing a great deal at the taps before any hot water was obtained

;
the

same as occurs even now with a badly planned apparatus with long single draw-off
services. A further fault was that when lioiling occurred in the boiler it caused
water to be ejected from the top of the hot-water service pipe.

An endeavour is sometimes made to erect an apparatus similar to this one,
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but on a smaller scale, by using a wrought-iron-back boiler and by setting the

cold-water cistern a few feet above it, hoping by this means to get hot water at

a scullery sink, as illustrated at Fig. 166. This certainly provides hot water at

the sink, but the ejection of hot water from the expansion pipe, when the water

boils, is a difficulty and a source of annoyance, even if the pipe is carried through

an outer wall. The writer has tried this arrangement more than once, but the

annoyance of the ejected water has always made it necessary to effect an alteration

of some kind. If the boiler flue is stopped with fire-brick, the water will still boil

furiously and be a trouble, and should the steam pipe be small, or long, the water will

most probably force its way back into the supply cistern and overflow.

Circulating Apparatus.—Any form of hot-water apparatus in which the

water circulates through a system of pipes is by no means old, for the earliest,

which w'as adapted to horticultural works, is probably within the recollection of

some people now living. For domestic supply the oldest form of apparatus is what

the writer has christened the “ Tank System,” otherwise it has never had a distinctive

name
;
but the more modern apparatus having been called the “ Cylinder System,”

requires that the older form of work should have some distinctive title. This tank

system must be familiar to every one, for not only can it be met with in many resi-

dences, but even an engineer with the most modern views often erects it now, for,

under certain conditions, there is no apparatus that will give better results. No

doubt since this system was first introduced we have perfected it in details and pro-

portions. We now probably know better what size of boiler should be put to a

certain size of tank, or vice versa, and we also know the best size of pipes for the main

circulating service, draw-off branches, &c.

Before any detailed description can be given of any circulating apparatus, it is

very desirable, in fact necessary, that information be given as to how the circulation

does occur. This detail is by no means uninteresting, and should be within the

knowledge of every one who undertakes these works. It is to be feared that a great

deal of backwardness exists, entirely owing to the fact that many hot-water fitters do

not know exactly what they have to rely on for efficacy. In other words, they are

apt to erect apparatus to pattern, so to speak
;
that is to say, they copy the apparatus

that they have erected before, and which other people have erected before them. By

having a knowledge of what brings about the circulation, it gives a man a chance to

erect works that may appear to be totally different to anything he has done before,

l)ut with the knowledge he has he is confident of what he is doing, and gets results

which, without that knowledge, might be considered impossible.

There would not be so many failures if every one knew exactly what was taking

place inside an apparatus, and it must be acknowledged that every one who professes

to be a hot-water fitter should know exactly what does occur in a system of pipes.
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and wliat causes these things to happen. Problems are very frequent in these works,

and it is not an uncommon thing for experts tO|be called in to discover what is wrong.

An expert in this case means a man who knows exactly what takes place, and can

say in a moment what is the matter, and there is no reason why every plumber should

not be expert as far as this goes. To put it more plainly, every plumber ought to

have a knowledge equal to this.

It must first be explained that water consists in substance of a vast number of

minute particles. These particles are called molecules, but, more simply speaking, we

may call them particles, and we might compare a mass of water to a mass of sand in

this respect. The particles of water, however, are very much smaller, so small as to be

invisible, and a peculiarity with water is that no friction whatever occurs between the

particles like there is with particles of sand.

We can have a heap of sand, due to the

particles clinging together and offering re-

sistance to one another, but of course no

one ever saw a heap of water, as the particles

do not offer the slightest resistance to one

another, and consequently they fall away
and spread as far as they can. Some scientists

say there is a repelling action between par-

ticles of all fluids, whether liquids or gases
;

for it will be found that even water, if

poured on to a perfectly smooth surface,

will run until there are portions of the

mass quite separate from the other parts,

just as if they tried to get as far away from

one another as possible.

If we put some water in a boiler, or a vessel of any kind, we can easily imagine

that there is a layer of particles at the bottom, and other layers of particles on top

of these piled one above the other until the top level of the water is reached. By
applying heat underneath this vessel the effect will be to warm the layer of particles

that is nearest the bottom, and these particles of water, like every other substance,

Ijecome expanded by heat and are made larger than their fellows. If they were

\isible, they would probably appear something like Fig 167. This enlargement of the

particles is not accompanied by any increase in weight, consequently they become
lighter, bulk for bulk, than the cold particles above them, and every one knows that a

substance cannot be kept at the bottom of water if it is lighter, bulk for bulk, than the

water itself. If we take a piece of eork and plunge it to the bottom of a vessel of

water, and then release it, the cork will instantly rise to the top of the water,

Fig. 167.
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because it is the lighter of the two. This is exactly what happens with the heated

and expanded particles of water
;
they are made lighter, bulk for bulk, than their

neighbours, and are instantly caused to rise to the top.

It is very necessary to understand that it is the cold water which causes the hot

water to rise. If we take some hot water and put it in a vessel, it will not rise and

How over the top of the vessel
;

in fact, water, hot or cold, has no inclination of its

own to rise. It is that the cold water, by its superior weight, or strength we might

call it, displaces the hot water, forcing itself underneath, and by this means thrusts

the hot particles to the top.

We can get some idea of this by

stating that if we had a delicately

balanced pair of scales and put a

pint of cold water on one side and

a pint of hot water on the other, we

should find that the beam on the

hot-water side would rise, and that

on the cold- water side would fall. It

would not be that the hot water had

any means of making the beam rise

on that side
;

it would be wholly and

solely because the cold water, by its

superior weight, caused the other end

of the beam to descend. It must,

therefore, always be remembered that

hot water ascends in a boiler or a

system of pipes, because the cold

water, owing to its greater heavi-

ness, causes it to do so. By re-

membering this it will often save

wrong conclusions being arrived at when troubles occur.

This action that occurs when water is heated is called “ convection,” meaning a

conveying action, as the warm water is instantly conveyed away from the heated

surfaces. There is a very simple means by which an experiment can be made to show

exactly how this action occurs. If an ordinary glass jar is filled with water

and then suspended over some source of heat, such as a small spirit stove—or the

heat that comes from the chimney of a small paraffin lamp will be sufficient—much

information can be gained. The heat will set the water in motion, but it is necessary

to have something in the water to make it visible. Water is an invisible substance,

but by putting some solid substance in it, we can, by noticing how this visible

Fig. 168.
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material moves, know that it is the water that causes it to act so. A material that

has the nearest specific gravity (weight) to water is amber, and if a piece of amber

is powdered up (rubbing it on an ordinary file is the easiest way of doing this)

and then stirred into the water, it will be found very satisfactory. Although a

little sinks to the bottom and some also floats to

the top, there will be a large number of particles

suspended in the water, and they will only move as

the water moves. Whatever movements therefore

occur among the amber particles will indicate exactly

the movement of the water. If amber is not ob-

tainable, then filings of any hard wood like maho-

gany or walnut will answer almost as well.

By placing the lamp under the centre of the

jar, a circulation will set in with the particles ascend-

ing in the middle, and descending all around the

sides, as Fig. 168
;
but if the lamp is put at one side

of the jar, then the water will ascend on that side

and descend on the other, as Fig. 169. Some very

interesting results can be obtained from this simple

apparatus, and perhaps one of the most peculiar is

to notice how, by putting the lamp on one side, a

strong circulation sets in, and then by shifting the

lamp to the other side, to see how the circulation

first gets slower and then reverses itself. It was

about two years ago that the writer made a little

zinc tank with glass sides, of a shape that would slip

into an ordinary optical lantern where the slide-carrier

usually goes. The tank was made a little longer than

the space to receive it, so that a small candle could

be placed under either end of it where it projected.

The water and particles were then projected on to

a screen, as Fig. 170, and the circulation was made
very visible and plain. To the best of the writer’s

belief, it was the first instance of anything of the kind being exhibited in this way.

It is a very simple and interesting matter for any one who uses an optical lantern,

or has to lecture on the subject.

The circulation that occurs in a jar in this manner, shows very plainly that you
can get a circulation to occur in a single pipe. There is a common impression that

water will not circulate in a single pipe, but this is quite wrong. Every plumber

2 H
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knows that in the cold-supply pipe to a hot-water apparatus there is always a dip, or

a syphon as it is called, just where the service pipe is connected to the tank or boiler,

and the object of this dip is to prevent hot water finding its way up into the cold-

water cistern. If the dip did not exist, there would be hot water travelling up this

pipe, and the cause of it would be, as just stated, that a circulation does occur in a

single pipe quite freely. Some attempts have been made to get an effective appa-

ratus with a single pipe, but so far they have not been successful for this purpose,

and are not likely to be, so far as can be seen at present.

When hot-water-heating works were first attempted, they were applied to

greenhouses, and consisted of a single pipe or pipes of rather large diameter—four

inches or six inches. These were taken from a boiler and run into the greenhouse,

sloping up from the boiler as much as possible. It was found that the water in the

Fie. 170,

pipes got hot and warmed the place very fairly, and at first this was attributed to the

action of conduction. Conduction occurs in metals very successfully, for, as every one

knows, a piece of iron made hot at one end soon becomes very hot at the other.

Those who first erected this primitive hot-water apparatus, thought that the heat was

conducted by the water from the boiler, whereas we now know that it was the action

of convection or circulation that accounted for the results. So far we have only

accounted for this action of convection occurring in a vessel or pipe, whereas, every

apparatus now has a system of pipes, the hot and cold currents of water being kept

separate from one another.

The glass jar can be used to show this by fixing a cork firmly in the neck of it,

and after boring two holes in the cork, putting some glass tube through, and erecting

a simple model apparatus, as Fig 171. A small sized jar will suffice for this, and it

will be recognised that the jar can now be called a boiler. Half-inch glass tube will do
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for the circulating pipes, and this tube, besides being inexpensive, can be bent to

almost any desired form if it is first heated in an ordinary gas flame. Where two

lengths of pipe have to be joined together, a short piece of india-rubber tube, just a

size smaller than the pipe, and stretched on each end, will

make a good joint with little trouble. The only difiiculty

is in regard to the T-pieces : these can be made out of zinc

bell-tube.

The writer never loses an opportunity to recommend

anyone interested in hot-water works to make an apparatus

in fflass tube in this manner, but it can be made more

complete than the one illustrated. It is not a difficult task

to make a zinc tank with glass sides
;
or a cylindrical-shaped

tank can be easily made by fitting a short lamp chimney

with zinc ends, having small pieces of zinc tube soldered in

suitable positions, as Fig. 172. A few experiments with an

apparatus like this will be found very interesting, more so

than any one might at first think, and the results that will

be learned will make the student familiar with almost every

action that occurs in a hot-water apparatus. It will afford

him much information that would otherwise take years of

experience to gain. Some of our cleverest hot-water engi-

neers have acknowledged how much instruction they have

received from an apparatus of tins kind, for until a few years

ago no one really knew what happened inside the pipes of

a hot-water system. Every one used to guess what the

action was, for information could only be obtained by feeling

the pipes to tell whether they were hot or cold. Upon

making inquiries about ten years ago, it was discovered

that no one could give any idea at what speed the water

circulated in a hot-water apparatus, and no one could say

with any certainty what happened when a tap was turned

on. This latter is a most important thing to know, and

it will be dealt with to a considerable extent presently.

Unless a man has a knowledge of this he cannot possibly be

sure of making an efficient apparatus.

It might be considered that the chief thing to attain is to get a circulation of

water in the pipes. Of course we have to make sure of this, though nearly every

apparatus that is made now, even by a novice, has a proper circulation in it
;
but it

does not follow that when the tap is opened the hottest water will issue. At the

2 H 2
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present moment there are vast numbers of works that fail in this respect—boilers are

amply powerful, the circulation is efficient, and in every respect the apparatus

appears to be effective, but no quantity of hot water

can be obtained from the taps. As a rule, the boiler

is blamed as being unable to furnish the hot water, as

so few people imagine that it is impossible to draw hot

water out of an apparatus when once it is there. A
little time spent with a glass apparatus will make any-

one familiar with these things, and many more, and

when the first investigations are made, the amount of

information to be obtained will simply astonish the

person who is making the experiments. It will be seen

that an apparatus made in this way can so easily be

altered, and not only can the system of pipes be carried in

the ordinary way, but the student can make troubles and

problems expressly for his own benefit, so as to see what

actually does happen, and also to ascertain what is possible

and what is impossible.

The writer has dwelt rather lengthily upon this, but

only with the view to impress upon his readers how im-

portant it is to be familiar with all these things. Once

familiar with what occurs inside the pipes, problems will

no longer have the disagreeable meaning they often have

now, and a man will be able to undertake any . work

with a feeling of confidence that is well worth having.

It will also, in many respects, carry him beyond the knowledge of men having many

more years’ practice, and give him totally new ideas.
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CHAPTER IX.

THE TANK SYSTEM.

oldest form of apparatus with a proper arrangement of circulating pipes

is the tank system, as illustrated ad Figs. 173 and 174. This dates

back about forty years, and is undoubtedly the first form of domestic

circulating apparatus known. Notwithstanding this, however, it

can not only still be met with almost everywhere, but it is daily

[Jn-being erected

der most ordinary

conditions it is a

form of apparatus

that can be re-

commended still.

There are one or

two more modern

forms of apparatus

which have advan-

tages that the tank

system does not possess,

but notwithstanding this,

the tank system can Ijy no

means be condemned. In

this apparatus it will be seen

that the boiler is at the

lowest point, similar to the

glass jar in the experimental

apparatus just referred to,

and it is the boiler that re-

ceives the heat from the fire

and transfers it to the water

within.

The boiler illustrated is

TheTank gijstem.

-

^ ’
’

1 f

i

mm .
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Fio. 173.
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commonly known as the saddle boiler, not necessarily the best kind ot boiler, as will

be learned presently, but it is a pattern that is very largely used in close-fire kitchen

ranges. It has a comparatively small capacity for water, seldom holding more than five

or six gallons. It is not necessary that a boiler

should hold much water, for immediately the

water is heated it passes up one of the pipes

shown, and ultimately stores itself in the hot-

water reservoir or tank at the top of the

apparatus. In other words, the Iwiler heats

the water, and the tank holds or stores it, and

it is with the view to allow of this action

occurring properly that the two circulating

pipes are provided. One is to convey the hot

water from the boiler, the other brings down

a correspoiidiug volume of cold or cool water

to be heated in its turn. The action is quite

automatic, as already explained.

To admit of this circulation of water, be-

tween the boiler and the tank, occurring in a

proper manner without failure, certain recog-

nised rules have to be observed. The pipe

which conveys the hot water from the boiler,

must start from the extreme top of the boiler,

as the hot water always seeks the highest point

Fig. 174 .
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and will not readily circulate in a descending direction, even under favourable circum-

stances. This pipe is known as the “ flow ” pipe, and it is now the recognised custom to

let it start from the top of the boiler, as illustrated. It used to be quite a common

practice to start the flow pipe from the side of the boiler, and it is still the practice

in America, although there is nothing to commend it. In the first place, this pipe has

generally to ascend a little way iii any system of pipes, so that by taking it direct off

the top of the boiler one bend in the pipe is saved. Further than this, hot water has

a most distinct inclination to pursue a directly ascending path, and there is no reason

whatever why the hot-water fitter should expect it to start in a horizontal direction

when nothing is to be gained by it. Now and again instances occur where side connec-

tions become absolutely necessary, and in such cases they can l)e permitted. In fact,

side connections could be permitted always, only that the top connection is better,

easier to make, and usually a little less expensive,

and as stated, it is more correct, rememl)ering the

direction in which the water most freely circulates.

The flow pipe must start from the extreme top

of the boiler, for should the pipe be screwed through

so as to project down inside the boiler, or be

connected through the side not quite at the top,

then there must be an air chamber formed at the

top of the boiler. This collection of air will

cause noises and unpleasant phenomena to occur,

and is very favourable to the man-lid packing

being burned and destroyed, as the water does

not touch it. Fig. 175 illustrates the meaning of

this, but to make it quite clear let it be supposed

that we have an inverted tumbler and plunge

it into water. Every one knows that the water will not enter the tumbler except

a very little way, because the tumlder is full of air. If, however, we bore a hole

in the side of the tumbler about half-way up, then the water will instantly force

some air out of this hole and fill up the tumbler as high as the top edge of the hole,

but no higher. If we wish to get all the air out of the tumbler we must bore a hole

at the extreme top of it, and then all the air will be expelled and the tumbler be

filled quite full of water. It is precisely the same thing that occurs with a boiler if

the flow-pipe aperture is not at the extreme top, and the worst of it is that the air

that remains in the boiler always gives more or less trouble when the apparatus is

put to work.

The flow pipe, after leaving the boiler, is taken by the most convenient route up
to the tank. An ideal apparatus would be one in which the pipes proceeded direct

Fig. 175 .
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from the top of the boiler in a straight vertical line to the tank and back again, but

we never get an apparatus of this kind in a residence. The pipes always have to go

to the right or to the left in horizontal directions part of the way. In some works

there is a great deal of horizontal pipe, but fortunately this is not a grave fault.

Taking some of our west of London residences, these have the kitchens extending

beyond the back of the main building, whereas the bath rooms may be away in front

of the house. In these houses it is not an uncommon thing to see the pipes carried

straight along a stone corridor or passage for sixty feet or more, but still the

apparatus works as perfectly as any one could wish. The flow pipe is, however,

carried in an ascending direction wherever possible, but horizontal work always has

to appear. With this latter, every arrangement must be made to let the pipes ascend

a little all the way. If a rise of only one

inch in ten feet can be obtained, it is better

than no rise at all. No exact rule can be

laid down, except to say that the pipes

must l^e given all the rise that is possible

;

more than this a plumber cannot do, but a

perfectly horizontal pipe should not be laid

anywhere.

The flow pipe is carried in this manner

by the most convenient route to the tank

;

but it has also to be considered whether the

flow pipe cannot be carried past, or as near

as possible to, those points where the taps

are to come. This is to keep the draw-off

services as short as possible, for a reason

that will be explained directly. Long

draw-off services are always objectionaide,

but of course they have to lie run sometimes, when the positions of the taps are

scattered. It is only the flow pipe that need be carried where the taps are wanted.

The other pipe can come by a different route if it is more convenient, or entails tlie

use of less material and labour.

At the tank the flow pipe has to terminate at a moderately high point. Some

people prefer to take this pipe through the bottom of the tank, and let it stand up

inside, as shown at Fig. 176 ;
others prefer to carry it up outside the tank, passing

through the side near the top, as Fig. 177. Either way is as good as the other, and

in regard to this the plumber has only to consider which is the most convenient to

the conditions under which he is working.

From this flow pipe all the draw-off services are taken, these in the usual way

Fig. 176.
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being merely lengths of pipe terminating with a tap where required. The draw-oli

services need not pursue any particular path ; they can Ije run upwards or downwards,

or any way the fitter chooses. The other pipe, which corresponds to the flow pipe, is

called the “return.” In speaking of the flow pipe, it is always said to be run from

the boiler to the tank, and in speaking of the return pipe it is customary to consider

it as running from the tank down to the boiler
;
or in other words, these pipes are

generally spoken of as being run in the same direction that the water circulates inside

them.

The return pipe starts from the lowest possible point in the tank, and pursues a

descending course all the way to the boiler. Where this pipe has to run in a hori-

zontal direction, then it is given as much fall as possible towards the boiler (this of

course exactly corresponds to the

rise in the flow pipe), and at the

l)oiler it terminates about three-

fourths of the way down, either

through the top of the boiler, as

illustrated at Fig. 178, or entering

the side of it. In this there is a

difl’erence of opinion as to how the

pipe should be connected, but un-

doubtedly it is best, equally con-

venient, and as cheap or cheaper, to

take it through the top of the boiler,

and this is favourable to the direc-

tion the water naturally circulates

in. This pipe does not have any

draw-off services connected to it,

because it is nothing better than a

cold-water pipe. The few times it may have hot water in it are when the entire

apparatus is full of hot water, but this is seldom the case, as there is nearly

always someone applying at the taps. Of course, immediately hot water is drawn
from a tap, a corresponding quantity of cold water enters the apparatus, and this

instantly commences to pass down the return pipe.

Before proceeding to describe the uses of the other pipes, it will be as well to

make clear exactly why the pipes terminate at different levels in the boiler and in

the tank. There is considerable difference of opinion as to why it is necessary to

terminate pipes in this manner. The usual idea is that if the pipes terminate any
other way an efficient circulation may not take place, and should the pipes be
terminated exactly level, either in the boiler or hi the tank, or both, then the water

2 I

Fig. 177 .
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would not circulate at all, but remain quite still. This idea is quite wrong, for

experiments with the model glass apparatus recommended will show that water will

circulate under the most trying conditions, and if the pipes were terminated exactly

level in both boiler and tank, a circulation would still set in just the same, but there

would be no certainty as to which would be the flow pipe and which the return.

The object in terminating the pipes at different levels in the boiler, is to make it

certain which way the water will travel. If they terminate as shown at Fig, 178,

then the pipe which leaves the top of the boiler can always be relied upon to act as

the flow pipe, and the other one will always answer the purpose of a return pipe,

both in a regular way. If they were terminated level, the circulation would Ije just

as rapid, but it would be difficult to say which would be the flow and which the

return
;
and even if a circulation set in correctly at first, it is just possible the

current would be in the reverse direction the

next day—in other words, no reliance could be

placed upon it. Therefore the sole object of ter-

minating the pipes in the boiler at different levels,

is merely to ensure the circulation always occur-

ring in one direction, and this is an important

result of course.

In regard to the terminations of the pipes in

the tank, these have nothing to do with the cir-

culation whatever, and it would not matter how

they were terminated, whether level or as shown,

or with the return pipe higher than the flow pipe.

The circulation would be just as regular either

way, provided the connections were properly made

at the boiler. The sole object of terminating the

pipes at different levels in the tank, is to ensure the hot water proceeding to the

taps when the taps are opened, and cold water going down the pipe which the

taps are not connected to.

It must always be borne in mind that immediately a tap is opened there is an

instant inflow of cold water into the apparatus. As the open tap is the cause of the

cold water moving in, it is natural that the cold water should travel in the most direct

possible line to the tap which set it in motion. If the pipes were terminated level in

the tank, as Fig. 179, then the instant a tap was opened the cold water would slip

across the bottom of the tank and down the flow pipe to the tap, with very bad

results of course. By terminating the flow pipe at the top of the tank, it naturally

follov^s that all the hot water has to pass out of the tank before the cold can pass

down the flow pipe. Whether the quantity of hot water be large or small it will

Fig. 178.
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pass clown the flow pipe to the tap before any cold water can get there, and this

is what a perfect apparatus should provide for.

It is not at all a usual thing for the tank to be full of hot water. As a rule, if the

hand is applied to a hot-w’-ater tank, it will be found to be hot at the top and cool

at the bottom, for as servants may be constantly applying to the taps there is an

equally constant inflow of cold water into the tank. As hot water is lighter than

cold water, as already explained, it alw\ays

seeks the top of the tank, and does not mix

with that which is cold, so that wdiether tlie

(juantity of hot water be large or small, it

can always 1)C obtained from the taps by

terminating the flow pipe at a high position.

If the flow pipe should be terminated at a

low point, then it would always be difficult

to draw off a good cjuantity of hot water,

and sometimes difficult to draw any at all,

although there might be some in the tank.

This is one of the things that a modern

hot-water engineer has to consider in every

apparatus that he constructs. It is now

an easy thing to ensure a proper circula-

tion occurring in the pipes, and by putting

a good powerful boiler, there need lie no

fear aliout heating the water successfully.

Although both these things go very far

towards making a perfect apparatus, yet it

is still possible to fit and connect the pipes

so that only moderately warm water can- be

drawn at the taps. Every plumber
,
will

acknowdedge that if this is possible it re-

quires serious consideration, and it will be

mentioned in these papers several times,

as it is a fault that can very easily occur.

The two other services to this tank system of apparatus are the cold-supply

service and the expansion pipe. The cold supply is brought dowm dii’cct from the

cold-water cistern to about six or nine inches below the tank, and then rises up into

the tank, as illustrated. The object of this dip in the cold-supply pipe is to prevent

hot water finding its way up into the cold-w^ater cistern, which wmuld not only mean
a waste of hot water, but would be very unpleasant during the summer months when

2 I 2
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cold water is mucli sought for. This pipe should be of a fair size, as shown in the

table a few pages further on, for if it is very small, it will permit the hot water to be

drawn from the tank faster than the cold water can make good the loss. Should this

happen, it would be possible to draw the hot water down below the end of the flow

pipe, which would cause very irregular results. In this form of apparatus a very

good rule is to use a pipe for the cold-supply service one size smaller than the flow

pipe, and the sizes of these different pipes is given in the table referred to.

In the cold-water service it is desirable to have a stopcock. It is not always

that a stopcock is fixed, in which case, if the water has to be shut off, the hole in

the cold-water cistern is plugged (usually with the pointed end of a lirooni-handle).

Should a stopcock be used, it is best to have one with a full way, that is, a passage

through it, when it is open, equal to the passage through the pijJe which it is con-

nected to. A §-inch cock has therefore a f-inch clear straight passage through it.

Should the passage be smaller than this, it will be the same as using a smaller pipe,
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as tlie flow of water through the pipe will be checked by the small aperture through

the cock.

The old practice with the cold supply to this system of apparatus was to use a

small intermediate system, as Fig. 180. It is very difiicult to say why this small

cistern was used, for there is nothing to be said in its favour. It costs more and

introduces some faults. This little cistern gives such a slow supply of water to the

tank that the hot water can easily be drawn down below the end of the flow pipe,

besides giving trouble in other ways. Certainly the fact of the tank not quite filling

with water admitted of the lightest possible (piality being used, but this can scarcely

Fig. 181,

be considered a good feature. A further disadvantage of the intermediate cistern

IS that, placed in a bath-room, or over a ceiling, an overflow service is absolutely

necessary, and this service sometimes causes much extra work in lieing carried to a

suitable point for its outlet.

Ihe only instance in which this intermediate supply cistern is permissilile is

when a small hot-water apjiaratus is erected in a kitchen, and it is not required to

caiiy the pipes upstairs. In some hotel kitchens, and in other business houses, they
lequiie a large separate supply of hot water to the washing-up sinks, and the range
boilei may be put to do this work, while an independent boiler supplies the hot water
to the rest of the building. In such a case the tank, and the whole .system of pipes,
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is confined to tlie kitchen. It conld not be recommended to bring down a distinct

cold-supply service all the way from the cistern at the top of the building, and then

carry the expansion pipe up to the same high level, as this would entail using a

large (juantity of pipe, and necessitate having the tank of very strong plate. The

apparatus is therefore completed, as shown at Fig. 181, with a supply cistern to feed

the tank, and the expansion pipe from the tank is either carried over the supply

cistern or through an outer wall, or sometimes into a chimney. The latter plan is

not a very good one, as water may l)e ejected from this pipe, and this will neither

improve the chimney nor the stove at the base of it.

The expansion pipe is always carried from the extreme top of the hot-water

tank, and terminates two or three feet above the level of the cold-water cistern. It

Fig. 182.

is quite a usual thing to let it terminate over the cold-water cistern, as shown at

Fig. 173 ;
but this is not absolutely necessary, for it can be carried through a wall or

the roof, or any other point, so long as its top extremity is two or three feet above

the cold-water level. No part of this pipe containing water should be carried out-

doors, but there is no particular objection to carrying the empty part of the pipe

(above the water level) into the outer air, although instances have occurred in which

the condensed steam has been frozen and made the toj) extremity of the pipe solid

with ice, which is not a desirable thing to hajDpen.

The suggested height for the top extremity of this pipe, viz. two or three feet

above the cold-water level, is practically always right, although even the latter might

not be sufficient in a high apparatus. The difference in height between the hot and
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the cold water in the apparatus will be mentioned directly, but for this purpose it can

])e safely allowed that in an apparatus thirty feet high the hot water never stands in

the expansion pipe as much as one foot higher than the level of the cold water in the

cistern. Therefore an expansion pipe three feet above the cold level would suffice for

an apparatus ninety feet high, which is a very unusual height indeed. If by any

means an expansion pipe was terminated too low (though still above the cold-water

level), the hot water, on the apparatus being well heated, would How steadily out of

the pipe as if some very regular working pump was forcing it up.

Attention must be called to what is a very Ijad j)ractice, but which is not done

so much by the plumber as by the speculating builder. This is putting the hot-water

tank in the roof alongside the

cold-water cistern. In the first

place it is a very bad position

for the tank, and the coldness

of the situation greatly pre-

judices the efficacy of the ap-

paratus. This apparatus is

designed expressly to supply

hot water at taps, so that all

the heat afforded to the water

in the boiler shall issue with

the water from the taps when

they are opened. Any heat

that is lost from the tank or

pipes means lost fuel, besides

making the supply of hot water

less satisfactory to a propor-

tionate extent.

In addition to the loss of

heat entailed, the practice often brings about another failing. If the water supply

to the cold-water cistern is of the intermittent character that is turned on for two

or three hours every day, then, towards the evening, the water level may get so

low as only to half fill the tank, as illustrated at Fig. 182. This would bring the

level of the water below the ffow pipe, and the results would be very faulty, as can be

easily seen. When this happens it is quite usual for noises to occur in the boiler, as

steam will generate there, and this will generally admit of the maidid packing being

destroyed by the heat of the fire.

The subject of protecting the tank and pipes from loss of heat will be dealt with

presently, for it is an important one
;
but it might be mentioned here that there is a

Fig. 183.
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common impression that the loss of heat has no particular ill effect. This, however, is

quite wrong, for all the heat that is lost is clearly wasted fuel, and sometimes the

loss of heat is so great as to make the apparatus a failure. The very last instance

that met the writer’s notice was with a tank placed in a kind of lumher loft over the

hath room. It was a cold winter’s day when the writer inspected it, and on going

up into this loft, a casement window was found to l)e wide open, and snow was

actually blowing in and falling

upon the hot-water tank
;
yet

the people wondered why they

could not get hot water.

This was an extreme case,

but practically all works of

this kind lose more or less

heat, and the loss is in exact

ratio to the length of pipe,

coldness of situation, position

of tank, &c. A tank, having

such broad areas of surface, is

a rapid heat distributor, and

in quite ordinary situations it will lose heat equal to

.

withdrawing a pailful of hot water from the apparatus

every twenty minutes. Therefore an exposed tank coupled

with pipes in cold passages, casings, &c., can make a great

difference in results. In moderately bad cases, when steps

have been taken to prevent the loss of heat, the change

has been such as to create a belief that some structural

alteration to the apparatus has been effected. If a tank

must be in a cold situation, then means must be adopted

to prevent heat radiation. A wood casing filled in with

sawdust, sand, cow-hair, silicate cotton, or some such poor

heat-conducting material is best
;
sheet felt, or even old

carpet material, is sometimes used in hidden places.

It will be seen by the different illustrations, that this tank system of apparatus

depends for its general success upon water finding its own level in a system of pipes

or vessels, the same as the old apparatus first explained. The cold-water level is at

the house cistern, and this supplies the hot-water apparatus which is connected with

it by the cold-supply pipe. The water passes down through the tank, system of

pipes, boiler, and up again, rising in the expansion pipe to exactly the level in the

cistern. This is when the apparatus is cold, but after the water has been heated it
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will be found that the level of the water in the expansion pipe is higher than the

level of the cold water in the cistern, because hot water is lighter than cold water, as

already explained. The difference in weight between water at freezing point and

water at boiling point is 1 in 24, i.e. twenty-four feet of the cold water will balance

and hold up twenty-five feet .of boiling water.

It is very desirable to explain that the action of water finding its own level is

accountable for this apparatus being possible, there being some very different notions

amongst the younger tradesmen, also people not engaged in the trade. A common

idea is that the boiler “ forces ” water up to the tank. This expression is very

often heard, but there is no sense in it. It so frequently happens that people ask

that a bath may be fixed in a certain room, and have a hot-water service connected

to it, but this room is a few feet al)ove the cold-water cistern which is to feed the

apparatus. When this is pointed out, the general reply is, that they thought the

boiler forced the water up to wherever it might be

wanted, and it is sometimes very hard to impress upon

them that it is nothing of the kind. You can only .get

hot water up to about the level of the cold water

which supplies the apparatus.

There is just one other feature that should be

mentioned in connection with the cold-water service

to the tank. Where this enters the tank it should be

arranged to attach a T-piece, or an elbow, inside the

tank, as illustrated at Fig. 183 ;
and the object of this is

to prevent the inflowing cold water taking too direct a

passage towards the flow pipe, as it will sometimes do

if a large tap is opened. By means of this T-piece or

elbow, the cold water is distributed about the Imttom of the tank
;

it is not possible

for it to rise direct to the top, and it can only get there when all the hot water is

withdrawn. Sometimes the cold-supply pipe is taken into the return service, as

Fig. 184. There is no particular objection to this, but a very useful fitting for this

connection is the American right-angle branch piece, as Fig. 185, and as shown at

Fig. 184. These fittings can be readily obtained in England. The cock in the cold-

supply pipe should have a loose key, which can be removed, and only given to a

workman or responsible person when it is required for use. Although all the rest

of the apparatus is usually constructed in good quality wrought-iron tube, it is quite

a usual thing to carry the cold-supply service in lead pipe. There is no objection

to this.

One of the failings of this tank system of apparatus is that it often entails very

long draw-off services. A long draw-off service pipe is a fault, because it holds so

Fig. 185.
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much water, which water, being quite stationary, soon becomes cold. When a tap

is opened it is then necessary to draw off all this cold water before any hot water is

obtained. This is always a source of annoyance, more at some taps than at others

perhaps. It may not be a particular fault at a bath, because it is usual to require

some cold water there, and it does not matter if it proceeds from the hot-water tap.

At a lavatory basin the long draw-off service is very annoying. This is one of the

places where hot water is always wanted immediately the tap is opened, more at this

Fig. 186.

place than anywhere, and as lavatory taps are usually very small, the annoyance is

increased by the long time that elapses before the hot water comes.

Long draw-off services are also a fault because they entail a considerable waste

of water. To those residing in towns, where the supply of water is practically

perfect, that which is wasted by a long draw-off service may not be worth con-

sideration
;
but in country places, where the supply of water depends upon a boy’s

or a man’s attention to a pump, economy in water is studied to a great extent. This
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is particularly the case in places where the supply of water is more or less a failure

in dry weather. The remedy for this trouble is to return the draw-oft’ service so that

the water circulates through it. Whoever applies to the tap is thus enabled to get

hot water very quickly, because the hottest water is always passing up to where the

draw-off service is returned, thus continually bringing the contents of the flow pipe

close to the tap.

The usual way of returning a draw-off service is illustrated at Fig. 186, and this

has been the customary way of doing it ever since the idea of returning a draw-off

service first originated.. It may appear rather a sweeping assertion, though strictly

correct, in saying that this mode of returning the draw-off service is a total failure,

always has been a failure, and always will be. It is quite right that, constructed in

this ordinary way as illustrated, the hot water will circulate through the service very

effectively, but this, as already stated, is not sufficient. The hot-water engineer must

consider what happens when a tap is opened, and if the glass model apparatus

recommended is made with

a return draw-off service

connected in this manner, it

does not matter how young

or inexperienced the plumber

may be, he will instantly see

why it is a failure.

The reason for this service

being a failure is that the tap

-will be drawing water from

both the flow' and return

pipes. Hot water will come from the flow pipe, but an equal quantity of cold w'atcr

will come from the return pipe, and except for the hot water that issues for the first

few seconds, it will only be mixed hot and cold w^ater that can be drawn, it must

be concluded that those who connect returned draw'-off services in this manner think

that the w'ater stands still in the return portion of the service when a tap is opened,

and that it is only the hot water, passing along the upper pipe, that issues from the

tap. AVhy they should think so it is hard to say, for there is nothing to stop the

water running along the low'er pipe, and if there w-ere six pipes instead of two the

w'ater w'ould proceed along all of them if they were open and had connection with

the apparatus like these tw'o have.

Attempts have been made to get over this difficulty by carrying the return

portion of the draw-off" service in very small pipe, =|-inch or |-inch, these small sizes

being sufficient to. admit of a circulation fast enough for the purpose. On opening

the tap the water that issues is then three-fourths hot and only about one-fourth

2 K 2
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cool
;
ljut this after all is not a proper

way to do things, as there should be

nothing but the hottest water eoine

from the tap.

Another way of overcoming the

difficulty has been to insert a check

valve in the return service. This is a

valve which permits water to pass

through it in one direction only.

When fixed it will permit the water

to circulate from the tap to the main

return pipe, but it will not permit the

water to pass from the main return

pipe to the tap. A section of a swing

check valve is shown at Fig. 187.

This is the easiest working check

valve there is, for it will open with

the faint strength that the circula-

tion has, whereas most check valves

require a much heavier pressure to

operate them. It will be seen that

the valve opens freely by pressure

one way, but shuts dead if the direc-

tion of the force is reversed.

A much better way of getting hot

water up to the tap is either to run

the main flow pipe in that direction,

or, if this is impossible, run a branch

flow pipe as Fig. 189, This branch

can either return into the main flow

pipe again, or if it is more convenient

it can be taken right away to the

tank, as Fig. 188, terminating at a

high point, level with the main flow

pipe.

This practically finishes the de-

scription of the tank system as it is

ordinarily constructed, and now fol-

lows a table of proportions for the
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boilers, tanks and pipes for this form of apparatus in all its different sizes and

capacities. The table has been compiled expressly for this book, and is, to the best

of the writer’s belief, the first that has ever been published. In regard to the boilers,

the two ordinary kinds are mentioned, but these of course vary very much in efficacy.

Some saddle boilers will do more work than others, although they may both be for

the same sized fire, but in this table the boilers are taken as l)eing of an average

efficacy.

Although a saddle boiler will do the work that is stated, it is one of the best

plans possible to use boot boilers always if the extra expense is not objected to. A
])oot boiler can supply nearly double the quantity of water in a given time, or to put

it another way, it will supply a given quantity of water in nearly half the time, with

half the fuel, that a saddle boiler can. This is a most important thing to remember,

for it is the early morning bath that usually taxes the powers of a boiler. If an

apparatus is erected that will give an early bath quickly, and with little fuel, then

that tradesman’s reputation is made in the eyes of that particular customer, and the

customer does not fail to tell others. By using a boot boiler wherever it can be

managed, a plumber does much towards getting a reputation for good work. The

boiler, of course, does not do everything, but it is one, if not the chief, of the

necessary features to ensure the best results.

Proportions op Tanks, Pipes and .Services for Dieeerent Sized Kance Fires and

Boilers. ( Orujinal and Copyright.)

Eire. Boiler.

Distance from
Boiler to Tank,
as Pipes run.

Size of Tank.
Size of Flow
and Return

Pipes.

Size of

Cold-Supply
Service.

Size of

Expansion
Pipe.

Number of

Draw-oflf

Services.

Inohe.s.

8 Saddle
Feet.

25
Gallons.

20
Inch.

1

Inch.
4
3

Inch.
3
4 2

8 Boot .

.

40 25 1
3
4 1 3

9 Saddle 40 25 1 3
4 1 2 or 3

9 Boot .

.

60 35 1 1 1 3 or 4

11 Saddle 70 35 1 1 1 3

11 Boot .

.

80 40 to 45 1 or 1^ 1 4 4 or 5

14 Saddle 100 40 u- 1 4 4

14 Boot .

.

130 50 to 55 1 4 5 or 6

IC) Boot .

.

160 60 to 70 n 4 11^2 6 to 8

The boot boilers mentioned in the above table are of the ordinary kind, with a

Hue under the toe portion of the boiler and a flue up the back. A more powerful

form of boiler is one with a tubular Hue up the back leg. If this latter boiler is used.
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the work it can be put to is a little more than for the ordinary form of boot boiler,

say, one tap, ten to fifteen gallons extra in the tank, and from twenty to forty feet

greater length of flow and return pipes.

Independent boilers should have H-inch or 1-^-inch flow and return pipes, never

smaller than H-iuch, and the tanks can be from sixty gallons upwards (except for

the smallest sized independent boilers, which are seldom used for this work, as will be

seen presently)
;
and six or more taps generally appear on an apparatus worked by

these boilers.

Notes on the preceding table.—A table of this kind has never before been

compiled, although its utility—especially for those who do not have much practice

in these works—must be obvious to every one.

Hitherto hot-water fitters have used their own judgment, and in those cases

where the judgment is the result of experience it is quite relialde. But there are

many who do not have to undertake these works more than five or six times in the

year, and their experience cannot be sufficient to make them quite certain as to the

proper proportions of all parts of the apparatus. This table should therefore be found

very helpful, and it can be quite relied upon in every detail. If it leans more one

way than the other, it is towards keeping the work well under the power of the

boiler, and this is always a safe thing to do whether the circumstances demand it or

not.

The length of pipe in the flow and return services will bear a good deal of

variation, but the quantities given are what might be termed reasonable figures.

Pipes that are run in very cold situations, along stone passages, &c., tax the power

of a boiler very much, whereas pipes that are run in warm situations will give quite

different results to the others. If the pipes used are much longer than the quantities

in the table, then they hold more water, and their greater length also means that

they must lose more heat. In addition to this there is a greater time elapses before

hot water can get from the boiler to the tank, and taking all these things together it

will be seen that a more powerful boiler should be provided. In other words the

length of pipe in the apparatus does have a considerable bearing upon what boiler

should be used.

The sizes of the pipes are also quite practical, and no fault can be found with

them. There are, however, engineers who go to extremes both ways, a few being

inclined to use small pipes, while a good number prefer pipes of larger sizes. I he

latter practice is sometimes carried to such an extent as to quite cripple the efficacy of

the boiler. Pipes of large diameter hold a great deal of water, in fact, between a 1-inch

and a l^-inch pipe the difference is such as to be almost equal bo putting another

tank on to the apparatus, and it will be seen plainly that this must prejudice the

results that the boiler can give. What has led to large pipes being favoured now
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and again, is the fact that in hard water districts the deposit that incrusts in the

boiler also appears in the pipes for a little distance, and it is not at all an unfrequent

thing that part of the apparatus has to be taken out for the pipes to be cleared, or

new clear pipes put in. This is both an expensive job and an annoyance to the

householder, and when once experienced, especially if the fitter or engineer is blamed,

the latter naturally make up their minds that such a thing shall not occur again if it

can be avoided. On this account, although the sizes of the pipes given in the table

are strictly correct, it is very desirable that a pipe of one size larger diameter be used

for 10 feet from the boiler, if the water is hard and creates a deposit. With a 9-inch

boot boiler for example, the flow and return pipes should be l|-inch from the boiler

for about 10 feet, then continued in 1-inch all the way to the tank.

In regard to the sizes of the tanks given in the table, many may think these

rather small, but they are none too small to give the best results. There is a vejy

erroneous impression commonly entertained that a large tank will ensure a large

(juantity of hot water being had. This is often expressed as “ the larger the tank the

more hot water you get,” but it is a very great mistake, as it gives the tank credit for

heating the water, whereas it is the boiler that heats the water and the tank merely

holds it. With a small tank you more quickly get the whole of its contents hot, and

this hot water in circulating back to the boiler gets raised to a higher temperature

still. When the tap is opened no one can possibly complain at the temperature of

the water, and in consequence of this there is more cold water used, so that the

smallness of the tank is not a fault in this respect. If a large tank is used it means,

first, and most important, that you cannot rely upon getting a warm bath before the

breakfast hour in the morning. This is a fault of a most serious character. Every

one engaged in hot-water works knows that if the morning bath is provided without

fail, the apparatus is seldom complained about at any other time in the day.

Providing the early morning bath may be taken as an index of good work, an

apparatus that provides this being, as stated, rarely complained of at all, but the

apparatus that will not provide it seems to be found fault with at all hours in the

day. A large tank will rarely be found full of hot water, and although the proper

connection of the flow pipe provides for the hottest water being drawn off before any

cold is obtained, yet the presence of a large body of cold water in the tank is very

prejudicial to that which is hot. You cannot hope to store hot water in the presence

of cold water without the hot suffering to some extent, although they do not readily

mix. The small tank has everything to recommend it, and of course it costs less

money than a large one. In any case the idea that a large tank provides the most
hot water is totally wrong and very misleading.

As regards the number of draw-off services, or taps, these numbers will bear

variation, for it depends entirely upon where the taps are fixed, Baths always
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require a quantity of hot water in the mornings or evenings, but do not make much

demand on the apparatus at any other time in the day. Fortunately when the baths

are wanted hot water is seldom required for any other purpose, that is, not in any

quantity, but a single bath in a residence where there is a large family may require

a better boiler than where there are two or three people only, A large family, too,

not only means more bath water required and used, but there is of necessity a

greater demand for hot water in the servants’ quarters, more washing up after meals,

and a greater number of servants, who all use hot water more or less in the perform-

ance of their different duties. The scullery sink or sinks use much hot water, but

perhaps the most extravagant sink of all is that in a butler’s pantry. Some butlers’

sinks are like small cisterns, and make a demand upon an apparatus equal to six lavatory

l>asins, A lavatory basin in a private residence uses the least water of any tap.

The result of all this is that a hot-water fitter should bear these facts in mind,

and before he undertakes a job which he intends making as perfect as possible, he

must inquire as to the number in the family, the number of servants, and get some

idea whether the demand for hot water is greater than usual. All these things can

be easily found out
;
and the best piece of advice of all is to err on the side of having

a boiler that is too powerful, if the price will possibly allow it.

Sizes of Draw-off Service Pipes and Taps,

Size of Fire. Boiler. Bath. All Sinks.
Lavatorj'

Basins.

Inches, Inch. Inch. Inch.

8 Saddle or boot .

.

3
4

1
2

1
O

9 Saddle 3
4'

1
2

L
2

9 Boot f or 1 1 f)]’2 4
L

11 Saddle or boot 1
3
4

1

14 Saddle . . 1
3 1

2

1 4 and upwards Boot 1
3
4

1
2

The final words to be said in regard to this tank system of apparatus in its

ordinary character, relates to the quality of materials to be used. The boilers, as

will be learned presently, are always made of f-inch plate unless specially ordered of

y*g-inch metal
;
but the latter is rarely used, for it makes but little difference in the

cost, and would be sufficient, if it came to an experienced person’s knowledge, to

condemn the whole apparatus. On the other hand nobody uses boilers of a thicker

metal than | inch, and this applies even to rather large independent boilers as well

as to the different kinds that are put in ranges,
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There are practically five qualities of hot-water tanks, all made of sheet or plate

iron with riveted joints. Such as are used in these works are always galvanised, the

(ralvanisins: beiiiff done after the tank is made and finished. There is a common

opinion that the galvanising of these tanks hides many defects and possible leakages,

as the liquid zinc fills all crevices which might have been open when the tank was

dipped. Good makers, however, say that they invariably test their tanks before they

are galvanised, and the men wdio rivet the tanks never know whether they are to be

galvanised or not, and are therefore not encouraged to do careless work in any way.

These tanks have a circular man-hole and lid, the lid lieing bolted on with

engineer’s hexagon-headed set screws. The qualities shown on makers’ lists are 16g.,

14g., 12g., -g-inch plate, and yVi^^ch plate. The three former are, as the figures

indicate, plates of 16, 14 and 12 Birmingham wire gauge. The |--inch plate tank is

invariably used in what may be termed good work, although most of the well-known

engineers do not hesitate to use yVi^^h plate if the price will admit. These tanks,

although they are galvanised, will wear out in time, the wear and tear really being a

rusting process. The coating of zinc on a galvanised tank is not a perfect precaution

against rusting, even with hard water, for it occurs sooner or later. The thicker the

plate the longer the tank will last.

There is another thing that governs the thickness of the plate that has to be

used, and this is the pressure that the tank will have to bear. The five qualities

mentioned are tested by the makers to withstand 1, 3, 4, 5 and 10 lbs. per square

inch internal pressure, but this tested strength does not, of course, represent the

utmost pressure that the tank will bear. Many tanks are put to work under a pres-

sure fifty per cent, greater than the tested figures, although of course the practice

cannot be commended by any means. The pressure that the tank has to bear is

that exerted from the cold-water cistern which feeds it. The pressure of water

in pipes is 1 lb. to the square inch for every 2 feet 4 inches in height, so that if

a tank is placed only 1 foot under the cold-water cistern there will be a pressure

of nearly ^ lb. on every square inch inside it
;
and a very rough calculation will

show that the total pressure quickly amounts to rather high figures.

A tank 14 feet below the cold-water cistern is therefore subjected to 6 lbs.

pressure on every square inch of its internal surface, and the effect of this pressure

is an endeavour to push out the sides and burst it if possible. Light tanks that

are subjected to heavy pressure seldom burst, however, but they are bulged out, and

a number of the joints may be caused to leak. As the pressure exerted in a tank

all proceeds from the centre, that is to say, the pressure is exerted upwards, down-

wards, and on all sides to an equal degree, the tendency is to force the square tank

into the shape of a globe, and if the tank is not strong enough it can be readily

seen how the joints must suffer. There is no necessity to dwell further upon this

2 L
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particular subject, as it will have to be more fully explained when dealing with the

Cylinder System, which comes next. The cylinders in this latter system have to

liear comparatively high pressures sometimes, and this is the reason that cylinders

are always used, the cylindrical shape being better able to withstand internal

pressure than a square tank.

The man-lids of hot-water tanks can be jointed in several ways, but undoul)tedly

the best way of all is to use an india-rubber collar, which will be provided l)y the

makers at a reasonable price, if desired. Tliese ruV)ber collars cost about 26'. to .3<f.

net, but the saving of labour is very great, and, if care is used, a rul)ber collar can be

made to do a second time. If at any time the man-lid of the tank has to be taken

off, then the rubber collar is a great boon, as it makes the work so much easier

—

both the taking off and the repacking—than if any other material is used.

When a rubber collar is used the surface which comes next to the lid can be

left quite plain, and the heat and pressure will probably cause it to adhere to the

lid. The surface of the collar, however, that comes next to the hot-water tank

should be blackleaded, and this coating of blacklead will prevent its adhering to

the surface of the tank. This will simplify its removal if it is required to open the

tank at any time, and it will also admit of the collar being used again, as just

stated. If the surface is not blackleaded, then it may be troublesome to get the

rubber away from the metal. Another usual method of packing these man-lids is

to take red and white lead and mix them together to the consistency of soft

putty. A little of tliis mixture is thinned witli boiler oil, and the surface of the

tank and lid are first painted with it. The putty material is then put round where

the joint has to come, a layer of hemp is laid upon it, and then a little morfe putty

on the top of this. The lid, when it is bolted up, crushes this mass into a hard

water-tight joint, and it is very lasting, but difficult to break at any future time if

the lid has to be taken off. Some men like to cut out a washer of moderately

thick cardboard, and after thoroughly soaking it until it is soft, they use this with soft

red and white lead putty, and it makes a very good joint.

It may be well to point out that with both tanks and cylinders it is the

bottom plate that wears first. The failing appears primarily as a little spot of rust,

which gradually grows, and ultimately a drop of water is seen hanging from it.

This drop presently becomes a series of drops, and the tank then leaks. On

examining this spot it will be found that the plate has rusted through, but only

perhaps over the very small area just where the leakage occurs. The rusting will

be found so thorough that a bradawl or similar instrument can be pushed through

Avithout effort. The cause of this is undoubtedly a small spot either ungalvanised,

due to some impurity being on the plate when dipped, or possibly the galvanising

fluid has failed to adhere just at this point, allowing the water to get under and
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attack the iron. Why the failure practically always appears in the bottom plate

is not so easily accounted for. It has nothing to do with the pressure, as this is

about equal on all surfaces in the tank, and the failure occurs as freely with a

tank under light pressure as a cylinder of same plate, bearing a heavier strain. It

is doubtless the rusty sediment (which always appears in a new apparatus) settling

on the bottom of the tank that favours the rusting of the plate if any minute

point is exposed or accessible.

Braby & Co., in their price list of these goods, state that they are prepared to

put heavier plate to the bottoms of cylinders. They would probably do so with

tanks if, in ordering, it is mentioned which surface of the tank will be the bottom.

They also coat the bottoms of both inside with a specially prepared enamel cement

if desired
;
this greatly increases the lasting properties of either tank or cylinder.

The cost of this enamel coating is about 3-s. net per superficial foot. In ordering

this the makers should be allowed to make what holes are needed, if any are

required in the bottom. To cut them after-

wards will probably injure the enamel suffi-

ciently to admit of water reaching the iron

plate.

There are very few know that there is a

simple means of repairing a rust spot of this

kind, and it can be done from the outside of

the tank, without removing the man-lid. This

Fig. 191 .latter advantage is no small one, as the re-

moval of the lid entails a deal of labour,

usually involving the breakage of one or more

of the bolts which are soundly rusted in. Broken bolts require to be drilled out

before the lid can be replaced and new bolts inserted, so that a repair from the out-

side is of great convenience. The first thing to be done is, of course, to empty

the tank of water, but it may not be necessary to let the range fire out. If every-

thing is got ready first, the repair can usually be done in about thirty to forty-five

minutes, and the contents of the pipes will not boil away and evaporate in this

time, unless a tierce fire is burning. AVhen the tank is empty the weak spot must
be pierced and filed out into the shape of a slotted hole, as Fig. 190 (full size). To
effect the repair a bolt with a T-shaped head, as Fig. 191 (full size), must be had in

readiness, and the hole in the tank is made just large enough to allow this bolt head
to be slipped through from the outside. AVhen it is through, the bolt is turned

half round, which brings the head at right angles to the hole, and it can be kept
in this position while the nut and washers are screwed up underneath. The tail or

lowest end of the bolt can have a notch filed across it corresponding to the direction

2 L 2
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of the T head, and Ijy watching this it can be seen if the head turns during the

screwing up. Rubber rings, or red and white lead cement, can be used for packing

material.

The wrougiit-iron tube used in these works should always be of steam quality

;

this is a stout tube and coloured red on the outside. Gas tube is used rather

largely in very cheap work, and especially by Imilders putting up cheap property,

but it is not so lasting as the steam tube, and the use of steam tube always carries

a certain good reputation with it. If one of our best known hot-water engineers

was to devote himself to putting up a very perfect apparatus, with all the latest

improvements and details, it would not matter how well it worked, or how perfect

the results were, every one would condemn it if he used gas tube. Consequently,

no plumber who has a reputation to make or keep should ever use this material in

hot-water works.
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CHAPTER X.

THE CYLINDER SYSTEM.

^ system of apparatus is of more recent date than the tank

system, and doubtless it was the risks that attended

the latter system, in country houses and places where

the water supply is irregular or doubtful, that led to

the cylinder system being introduced. The chief recognised

advantage of the cylinder system is its greater safety in cases

where the water supply may occasionally run short. It is

particularly in country houses that the water supply may

cause trouble with the hot water apparatus, for most of these

residences depend upon a boy’s or man’s attention to a pump
for the supply of water in the house cistern. The water may
be obtained from a well, or occasionally it is allowed to run

by gravitation from a stream or lake down into an under-

ground reservoir near the house. In either case the house cistern is filled daily by a

pump. Sometimes it is a machine pump, sometimes it is worked by hand, according

to the size of the house. Whichever it is, any inattention, or failing to pump as

long as usual, may cause the supply to the taps to run short at an awkward moment.
Even if the water is delivered direct up to the cistern by means of a hydraulic ram,

there is still the chance that the supply may fail or something go wrong and allow

of the cisterns being run empty, perhaps in the middle of the day when the kitchen

fire is hard at work.

In towns, of course, the water supply is much more regular, but in the best of

cases there is trouble occasionally, during the frosty weather for example. With the
‘ constant supply ” service of water it is now the rule to put smaller cisterns in the

house, as a large store of water is not considered necessary nor desirable
;
but should

the constant service be shut oft’ by the water company’s men for repairs, &c., then even
111 this most perfect system of water supply it is possible to run short unexpectedly.

The cylinder system obviates these risks, as, properly constructed, the cylinder
cannot be emptied (except by a special emptying service which will be spoken of
presently). The cylinder which stores the heated water, and which corresponds to the
tank in the other system of apparatus, is placed down at a low point, and all the regular
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draw-ofF services are taken from a pipe leaving the top of it. So that should there

he a failure in the water supply from any cause whatever, it is not possible to empty

the cylinder at the draw-oft' taps. The cylinder, therefore, remains full of water, and

the boiler, of course, keeps full of water also
;
and not only are risks avoided at the

time, l)ut the fire need not be extinguished nor interfered with for some hours. By

keeping the fire going, the contents of the cylinder could be boiled away, i. e.

evaporated, but as the cylinder would probably have at least thirty gallons of water

in it, this would take some time to do. Supposing the water supply failed, due to

frost, then it could not be recommended to keep the fire alight for more than one

day
;
but this one day’s time is extremely useful in other cases, as during this time

the water supply may become regular again. It would only be in cases of prolonged

frost that the fire might have to be put out to ensure safety.

The cylinder system is supposed to be of American origin, and it is now adopted

in that country to the exclusion of all other methods. Every work on hot-water

supply that is published in America shows the cylinder system and nothing else.

All the manufacturers’ catalogues show cylinders, and not tanks, for hot-water works,

so that the tank system is not practised there at all, that is, not in any recognised

way. It must not be supposed, however, that the cylinder system is such a vast

improvement on the older tank system as to make it desirable that the latter be

abolished. It certainly has advantages that the other does not possess, but it also

has disadvantages which do not aj)pear with the tank apparatus. In addition to

the greater safety of the cylinder system it has advantages as follows. The cylinder,

with its store of hot water, is nearly always in a much warmer position than a tank

is ever placed in, which goes to prevent loss of heat and improve results. Again, as

it is close down to the boiler it follows, as a matter of course, that its contents

can become hot in less time than when the water has to circulate probably twenty

times as far. The tank system loses a great deal of heat by radiation from the long

length of pipes which run between boiler and tank. They are generally run in the

most convenient way, as much out of sight as possible, and this usually means

carrying them in very cold places, along passages, and sometimes up a casing with

the general house service pipes, which nearly all contain cold water. This is done

without any attempt being made to cover the hot-water pipes to preAmnt the loss of

heat
;
so that under these conditions the difference in time in getting a store of hot

water is at least twenty-five per cent, to the advantage of the cylinder system.

With the cylinder system it is also a practice to carry a circulating service from

above the cylinder, which, as will be seen presently, is called a secondary flow and

return. This, when necessary, is carried round the house so as to reach all the taps

if they are scattered, thus bringing hot water close up to each tap, instead of having

long draw-oft’ services, as is the common practice with the tank system. To carry a

circulation round to the different points where the taps are is excellent, ljut it is to
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be wondered at that this is not done more with the tank system of apparatus. With

the tank system it is usual to carry the How pipe (from which the draw-off services

are taken) by the nearest route to the tank, whether this l)rings the pipe near the

taps or not
;
but there is no reason why it should not be carried in the direction of

the taps, and if necessary it can be branched so as to run in two directions, coming

together again either higher up or both terminating in the tank, as Figs. 188 and 189.

The cylinder system has two faults which the tank system does not possess.

The first is the cost of the cylinder, for the cylindrical shape of reservoir costs more

than a S((uare or rectangular tank
;
and furtlieianore, having to withstand a much

lieavier pressure, it has to be strong. This extra expense is a small fault, perhaps, but

the other fault is sometimes of a more serious character. With the cylinder system

of apparatus there is of course no store of hot water above the taps, consequently the

taps that are high up in the house have a noticeably slow outflow of water compared

to the tank system. This does not matter perhaps at most taps which exist high up

in a house, as it is usually the housemaid’s sink or a nursery tap that is' there, but now

and again the bath room comes just one floor below the cold-water cistern which

supplies the apparatus, and a slow flow of hot water from a bath tap always provokes

annoyance and complaint. Bath taps are of a good size as a rule, but whether or no,

a slow-filling bath is invariably complained at.

In many large houses there are two bath rooms on different floors, and (juite

c.ommonly the l>est bath room, or the one that is used the most, is the higher of the

two, and unless it is an exceptionally high building this bath will l)e only a few feet

l)elow the cold-water cistern, as Fig. 192. If this is the case, then the cylinder system

with all its advantages, will certainly be found fault with, sufficiently so for customers

to call it a failure in a number of cases. The cause of this slow outflow of water is

that oil opening the tap the little water that may be in the pipe above the tap quickly

runs out, and then all that follows has to come up from the cylinder two or three

floors below. Of course the cause of the water coming up from the cylinder is the

pressure of cold water from the house cistern, but this pressure loses much of its

force when exerted through the system of pipes, &c., down at the bottom of the

house. This can be plainly seen by opening the hot and the cold taps of a bath so placed,

and noticing how much faster the outflow of cold water is compared to that of the

hot. The cold water would come direct from the cistern just above, and with such a

short length of pipe the friction would amount to nothing. But the route by which

the hot water gets to its tap may consist of perhaps 200 feet of pij)e, with many
bends and turns in it

;
and the friction in such a case plays an important part in

retarding the free passage of water from one point to another. It can be seen how
different the result is with the tank system, for in this case the hot-water tank would
be almost immediately over the bath (it could not possibly be higher tlian the cold-

water cistern), and the outflow of hot water would be as good as the outflow of cold
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water, and as good as could possibly be obtained in such a position. A combined

cylinder and tank system will be explained presently, the combination having

the advantages of both methods and the disadvantages of neither.

The last disadvantao;e to

be mentioned in relation to

the cylinder system of ap-

paratus, is that in a complete

apparatus, witli secondary

flow and return, as is neces-

sary in a good sized house,

there have to be three pipes

down the house instead of

two. There have to be the

secondary flow and return up

and down from the cylinder,

to the highest tap, and also

the cold supply brought all

the way down from the house

cistern to the cylinder. With

the tank system of apparatus

it is only usual for two long

lengths of pipe to be requi-

site, viz. the main flow and

return. The pipes themselves

are not a disadvantage, but

their extra cost is often con-

sidered to be.

Before o;oino; on to con-O O

sider this system of apparatus,

it is perhaps desirable to say

why the cylindrical shape of

reservoir is used with this

apparatus instead of the

square tank, which costs less.

Either shape wdll answer

with equal success as regards

providing hot water and

proper circulation, &c., but they are not both capable of withstanding pressure

to an equal degree. Taking a square or rectangular tank of what is considered to

be good quality, viz. -|-inch plate, we find that the makers send these out tested to
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withstand a pressure of 5 lbs. per square inch. This pressure is rarely exceeded

with the tank system of apparatus, as the tank is never placed far below the cold-

water cistern. A cylinder of the same quality, viz. -§--inch plate, is sent out by

the makers tested to 25 11 >s. per S(|uare inch, showing conclusively that it is the shape

of these reservoirs that makes the difterence in their pressure-resisting properties.

As regards the pressure itself, this, in a cylinder system of apparatus, has

always to be ascertained before the thickness of plate for the cylinder can be deciderl.

Of course, some engineers always use very strong cylin-

ders, whether necessary or not, and it is an excellent

practice when the cost will admit. But it does not fall

to every one’s lot to have work in which the price is

no object, so cylinders and tanks have then to be

ordered sufficiently strong for the apparatus but no

stronger. To decide on the quality of the plate re-

((uired for a cylinder (or tank), the vertical distance

from the cold-water cistern, down to the position the

cylinder is to occupy, has to be ascertained. It is only

the vertical height that counts, as it matters not how
far the pipes may be carried in a slanting or horizontal

direction, the total pressure will be the same. Having

ascertained the exact height from position of cylinder

to the cold-water cistern which is to supply it, 1 lb.

pressure is then allowed for every 2 feet 4 inches of the

height. The very usual plan is to allow 1 lb. for every

2 feet in height, as this makes the calculation a simple

one. This is, of course, | lb. for every foot. By this

ari-angement the error, if it can be called such, is on the safe side, and a -|-inch plate

cylinder can therefore be used where the cold-water cistern will come 50 feet above it.

hredk. Braby and Co.’s pocket list of these goods shows that their cylinders are

sent out tested as follows, and it will be seen that they adopt the safe plan of

calculating 1 lb. pressure for each 2 feet vertical head of water.

Qu.ality of Plate. No. 16 Gauge.

i

No. 14 Gauge. No. 12 Gauge. ^

J
-in. Plate.

Tested to pressure per square inch n 1.5 •2 0 25

1

40 lbs.

Equivalent to

—

Height of cold-water cistern above]
cylinder ....

(

ro 30 40 50
,

80 ft.
1

2 M
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Fioj. 193 illustrates the

ordinary form of cylinder,

hut there is no objection

to usinof a rectangular tankO O

in place of the cylinder if

the apparatus does not

extend high up, that is, if

the pressure is light enough

to allow of a tank being

used.

The simplest form of

cylinder apparatus is illus-

trated at Figs. 194 and 195.

It will be seen that the

connections at the boiler

are precisely the same as

explained with the tank

system. The reasons are

the same, and the

results sought to

Fie. 194
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l»e obtained are the same also, viz. to get the water to automatically transfer itself

(circulate) from the boiler to the storage reservoir as fast as it is heated. It is not

necessary to explain or specially illustrate these connections again, as they can be

seen at Fi»s. 175 and 178.O

From the boiler, the flow and return services are carried to the cylinder as shown,

and, in this apparatus also, they must pursue a slightly ascending direction all the

way. Perhaps it is better to speak of the flow j)ipe ascending more or less from the

boiler to the cylinder, and the return pipe descending from the cylinder back to the

boiler. In other words, it is usual to speak of the pipes as running in the direction

that the water circulates in them. At the

cylinder the connections are much the same

as with a tank, the flow pipe terminating at

a moderately high point, as illustrated, the

return pipe being taken from as low a point

as possible. Cylinders are always sent out

by the makers with the main or primary flow

and return flanges fixed, both low down, as

illustrated at Fig. 193. This makes it neces-

sary to continue the flow pipe up inside the

cylinder by a bend and a length of pipe,

as Fig. 196. A cylinder should have either

a manlid or a loose top. Most makers are

prepared to put manlids, or loose tops (which

are bolted on the same as a manlid), at the

same price, whichever the purchaser prefers.

The writer always has side manlids, as illus-

trated, as they are much more convenient for

effecting the connections than a removable

top is. With a removable top it would be

frequently necessary to make some of the connections before the cylinder was fixed

up in position
;
but this is not always convenient, or scarcely possible.

It may be wondered why, instead of putting the flow pipe flange low down, it is

not put at a proper height higher up, as Fig. 197. The reason is, that cylinders are

almost invariably placed against the chimney breast, either at the side or at the back,

in a scullery or other servants’ office. To bring the pipes through the chimney
breast wide apart as these two flanges are shown, would necessitate cutting two
separate holes through the chimney breast, and this is usually considered to

be more trouble and more objectional)le than carrying the flow pipe up inside the

cxlindcr. In some places it is the jwactice to connect both of these pipes in fhc
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l)ottom of the cylinder, the return pipe flush with the bottom in the usual wi y, and

the flow pipe standing up inside as is shown with the tank system, Fig. 176. To

admit of this, however, the kitchen would have to be moderately high, which is

not always the case. If a boot boiler was used the top of this would be about 3 feet

4 inches from the floor, and to start off with a pair of connectors and bends, and

then to rise into the bottom of the cylinder, would require the cylinder to be flve feet

from the floor at least, and this is not always convenient. The customary plan,

and which can be recommended as the best general plan, is that illustrated at

Fig. 196.

It is usual to make all connections at

a cylinder by means of flanges. With a

tank it is quite a common thing for the

connections to be made by a pair of Ijack-

nuts, as every workman knows
;
but this is

rarely, if ever, done with a cylinder. In

ordering a cylinder, the flanges will be put

on by the makers in the positions and of

the sizes indicated, and nearly every maker’s

list shows that four fitted flanges are in-

cluded in the price of the cylinder itself

In ordering cylinders, therefore, it is the best

plan to make a rough sketch something like

Fig. 198, this sketch showing the position of

the four flanges for a simjfle form of ap-

paratus, also the position for the manlid, and

it is proper to indicate all these positions.

The boiler and the cylinder connected

together in this manner provide for the

automatic storage of hot water in the reser-

voir, the same as the long service of japes

that run l)ctween the boiler and the tank in the tank system. Now, as to distributing

the hot water to the taps, it will be seen that all the general draw-oft branches conic

above the cylinder, they being attached to the pipe which runs from the cylinder toj)

to above the level of the cold-water cistern. This pipe corresponds to the expansion

j)ijie of the tank system, but in this form of apparatus it is more usually called the

“ rising main.” Draw-off services can be connected to it at any point up to the level

of the cold water in the house cistern, but as the draw-offs come nearer to the house

cistern, so does the outflow from the taps decrease in force, as already explained. In

many respects this apparatus resembles the very old one illustrated at Fig. 164, the

Fig. 196.
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only tlifterence being, that we manage to get a good store of hot water without

requiring the boiler to be large enough to hold it all.

The rising main service from the top of the cylinder, although it is a single pipe

and docs not have a circulation occur in it (except when returned, as will be shown

directly) must be carried in an ascending direction wherever possible. The pipe may

run horizontally a little way if absolutely necessary, but on no account must it dip

down, otherwise trouble will occur by a collection of air in it sometimes. Of course,

air will not remain very long in a pipe which has draw-off services connected to it,

as each time a tap is opened the rush of water will carry the air with it
;
but the

pipe should ascend for another reason, and

that is to allow of the free escape of steam

should the water boil, as frequently happens.

This pipe must terminate from two to three

feet above the level of the cold-water cistern,

either over the cistern, as shown, or through

an outer wall or roof.

There is sometimes a difference of

opinion as to how, and where, the expan-

sion pipe should terminate. Of course, all

are agreed that it must be above the level

of the cold cistern
;
but whether over the

cistern or not, is disputed. The reason for

this difference is the fact that with a

powerful boiler there may be hot water

ejected from the expansion pipe now and

again. If it were not for this it might

be terminated almost anywhere out of the

way. Those opposed to ending the pipe fig. 197 .

over the house cistern say that in summer-

time any admixture of hot water with that which should be cold is very disagreeable

and eannot be tolerated. This is correct in a sense, but except those in the house

drink much water and the boiler is very powerful, the trouble is rarely pronounced

enough to be complained at. Carrying this pipe through the roof or even through

a wall incurs greater expense, and is not always convenient. Whenever it is done,

care must be taken that ejected water does not fall where it can cause injury or

annoyance.

The cold supply service to the cylinder is brought down from the house cistern,

by the most direct and convenient route, to a point about six inches to nine inches

below the cylinder, then rises up into the bottom of it as illustrated. The dip in
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this pipe, or what is sometimes wrongly called a syphon, is provided to prevent hot

water finding its way up the cold supply pipe, as already explained with the tank

apparatus. This cold supply service is practically the most important pipe of the

system, as it entirely governs the outflow of water at the taps. If it is carried in too

small a pipe, then the outflow of water at the taps will be very sluggish. If, on the

other hand, the pipe is of a full and sufficient size, then the good effect of this can

be spoiled by using small unions (if the service is run in lead pipe), or using a stop

cock in the pipe with a small bore or “ way ” through it. The stop cock in this pipe

should always have a full way through it, and, of course, the cock must be of the

same size as the pipe. If a 1-inch pipe is used, then a 1-inch cock must be provided,

and this cock must have a clear 1-inch way through it. If this is not arranged

for; then the cock will check the flow of water and the extra expense and trouble

of using a full-sized pipe will be largely, if not wholly,

neutralised.

This service is very generally run in lead pipe, although

the rest of the apparatus may be in iron. In other words,

it seems to be a common rule in hot-water works to run

all hot-water pipes in iron and cold-water pipes in lead.

This is not absolutely necessary, and there is no reason

whatever why iron pipe should not be used for this service

if desired. The cost of the two does not usually work

out to the advantage of either, for although iron pipe

is cheaper per foot run than lead pipe, yet the cost of

running iron pipe is much heavier, on account of the con-

necting and screwing that is necessary at every bend or

turn. The cock in this pipe should be down near the

cylinder, so that in event of this boiler having to be

cleaned out, or any repairs to the apparatus in the lower part of the house, it is

not necessary for the workmen to go up and down stairs to close and open the stop

cock. This cock must have a loose key to it, and the key of this and the emptying

serviee together should be kept by some responsible person in the house, and only

handed out to a qualified workman who knows what they are used for.

This cold supply service must always be a separate and distinct pipe brought

down from the house cistern, unless the apparatus is a very small and unimportant

(me. If the cold supply is branched out of one of the cold-water services already

down at the bottom of the house, then the cylinder may be supplied properly and no

objectionable features occur; but it will l)e found that if the hot and cold taps arc

opened together the issue of water will lie very uu satisfactory. In the first place, as

one cold supply pipe feeds both tajis, it naturally follows that the water issues at onl}‘

/

Fig. 198.
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half the rate that it would do if each tap had a separate supply. Further than this,

it is a most simple thing to connect the cold supply (if it is taken from one of the

house services) in a manner that on applying to a cold-water tap it will be found

that after a little cold water has flowed out, hot water will follow it, this hot water

being drawn l)ack from the cylinder. This fault could of course be overcome by the

use of a check valve, but check valves are not desirable things to use in any case, and

the rule should be to use them only when absolutely necessary, i.e. to get out of a

real difficulty.

The last service to be mentioned in connection with this simple form of apparatus

is the Emptying service. This is a draw-off tap provided expressly to empty the

cylinder. If the boiler has to be cleaned or any other repair effected which

necessitates emptying the boiler or the apparatus of water, then, of course, a special

means must be provided to effect this, as it

is impossible to get it out from any of the

ordinary draw-off taps. This emptying

service is therefore fixed either in the

bottom of the cylinder, that is, a mere tap

put into the cylinder near the bottom, as

Fig. 199, or it may be a tap connected into

the cold supply service as Fig. 200 ;
some-

times it is connected into the return pipe as

Fig. 201, and sometimes a service is taken

direct from the boiler through the side

or front of the chimney jamb. The only

objection to the latter arrangement is that the pipe may get choked with deposit and

so necessitate a troublesome and expensive job to clear or renew it. In any case it is

highly important that this tap be provided with a loose key, as the chief advantage

of the cylinder system, its safety, will be entirely defeated if the servants are

allowed to draw water from this tap. Of course the tap would be connected to

a pipe where hot water can rarely be had from, but if this was the case then the

servants would use it for drawing cold water. If the tap is left with the key on it

the servants will certainly use it for some purpose, and this should not be allowed.

The key of this tap should be kept with the key of the stop cock in the cold supply,

both of which should be used only by workmen.

Instances have met the writer’s notice of works erected on this principle in which

the emptying service has been omitted. This has occurred even with works executed

by well known firms, the service apparently being one that can be readily overlooked

by the workmen. This makes it all the more necessary to impress it upon the reader

that the service should never be forgotten, for if it is, the cleaning .of the boiler, or

Fig. 199 .
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repairs, will be a very unpleasant task for every one concerned, as it usually means

flooding the kitchen with the contents of the cylinder. This would be a still more

serious matter if the kitchen was at the top of a building, with expensive ceilings

underneath. Where this service has been overlooked it can sometimes be arranged

to remove the loose top of the cylinder, and then siphon its contents out with a

piece of indiarubber tube. If this cylinder has a manlid, then this manlid may be

loosened so as to let the upper part of the cylinder’s contents leak out slowly and be

caught in baths or pails, then the remaining contents can be siphoned out after the

lid is removed. Of course, the failing of this arrangement is the extra time and

expense involved, and furthermore, cylinder tops and manlids are frequently very

< difficult to remove and replace,

owing to the set-screws breaking

in if they have had good time to

rust tight.

The single pipe rising main

shown to this apparatus has the

same fault as the old apparatus,

illustrated at Fig. 164, in the fact

that a good deal of water has to

be withdrawn before any hot can

be obtained from the taps. It is

the same as with long single draw-

off services on the tank system.

The water in these long single

pipes is cold, or should it be hot,

due to a tap having been recently opened, then it very soon becomes cold. This,

as already explained fully, is a great source of annoyance, especially at a lavatory tap,

which is small, and at which place every one seems to wish for hot water immediately

the tap is opened. It also wastes a deal of water, which is an important item

in country houses where the water is pumped, and sometimes there is none too much

of it. If the draw-off taps are required on the opposite side of the house to the

kitchen, as is not infrequently the case, this trouble becomes very pronounced, and

would undoubtedly bring complaints. In such a case it becomes necessary to return the

rising main, and this return service is then known as the “ secondary flow and return.”

It thus becomes a much more perfect apparatus, as it is then a comparatively easy

matter to get the hottest water close up to the taps at almost any part of the house.

The secondary flow and return can be run in quite different directions, as Figs. 202

and 203, when desired, so as to reach the taps at all parts should they not all lie in the

same path. Both the flow and return have draw-off services connected as illustrated.

Fig. 200.
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As draw-ofF services are taken from this circulating service at any point, every

consideration must be given as to where the return portion of it is connected into

the cylinder. It has already been explained that one of the most important things

a modern engineer has to remember is, what happens when a tap is opened, and it

has been pointed out that one of the things that happen is, that the cold water that

hows into the apparatus takes the most direct route to the opened tap which has set

it in motion. Unless the apparatus is properly constructed the cold water will get

to the tap before all the hot water has escaped, and this gives very bad results of

course. The apparatus illustrated shows the secondary return entering the side of the

cylinder rather close to the top, and this is a point that the pipe is seldom connected

at, although it is the only point that will give the l)est results. On opening a tap

the water will proceed by every possible route towards that tap, and by connecting

up this secondary circulation as illustrated, it is only hot water that can proceed to

the tap, whether the tap be the first on the secondary flow, or the last on the

secondary return. (The secondary flow is considered as running from the top of

the cylinder to the expansion pipe, and the secondary return from the expansion

pipe down to the cylinder.)

This secondary return is usually connected at some other point : sometimes it

is connected into the side of the cylinder at the bottom
;
sometimes it is connected

into the primary return pipe
;
sometimes it goes right into the boiler

;
and there are

instances in whieh this pipe has been connected into the cold-water service close

under the cylinder. In any of these cases the water will circulate quite properly,

and no fault can be found with it in this respect, but, as stated already several times,

this is not sufficient. The engineer must consider where the water comes from that

issues from the tap. In all these last examples, there will be water proceeding from

the top of the cylinder up the secondary flow pipe towards the tap, and this water

2 N
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will be the hottest that can be had. There will also be water proceeding np the

secondary return, and this in each case will be nearly the coldest that can be had,

and that which issues from the tap will be mixed hot and cold, and not at the highest

temperature, as it should be. This will be just the same however long the tap may

be kej^t open. Certainly a check valve would remedy this trouble
;
but there is no

reason for using a check valve, as the secondary return can be connected in a manner

that will allow of nothing but hot water passing up it, and so provide for the hottest

water proceeding both ways to

the tap, and nothing could be

better than this.

With examples which

allow of cold water passing

up the secondary return, the

temperature of the water issu-

ing from the tap will var}'

according to the position of

the tap. If the tap is im-

mediately above the cylinder

on the secondary flow, then

very little complaint can be

made, as the water would be

decidedly hot, although there

would be some cool water come

round the return pipe to it.

If the tap was on the secon-

dary return close down by the

cylinder, then the water would

be almost wholly cold, although

a little hot would come round

to it from the secondary flow

pipe. It must not be thought

that the secondary return, terminating only a short distance below where the secon-

dary flow pipe starts, will interfere with the circulation. The water will circulate

quite freely, and should the circulation be a little slower than it might be otherwise,

still it will be fully fast enough for all practical purposes. The circulation is only

required to keep bringing the hot water past the taps, and a very slow circulation

would be sufficient for this, much slower than what actually occurs.

Sometimes the taps all lie in one direction, and if the distant one was merely a

bath tap, then the returned service is hardly needed, for should some cold water issue

2 N 2
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from the hot tap there is no objection, as

some cold water is always needed in a

bath, and it does not matter whether it

comes out of the hot tap or not. If there

are other distant taps, then the return

circulation is generally necessary
;

but

with the taps all in one direction the

secondary flow and return will jDrobably

be carried side by side all the way, and

not go up one side of the house and

down the other, as in the last example.

They will run as Figs. 204 and 205. In

this case the return pipe need not be so

large as the flow, as the object of the

return is only to keep the hot water

moving past the taps. For instance, if

the secondary flow pipe was 1 inch, the

secondary return need not be larger than

I inch. Even in the apparatus illustrated

at Figs. 202 and 203, the return pipe need

not be more than | inch after it is past

the most important tap, the bath tap for

instance.

It will be noticed that the secondary

return pipe commences close by the highest

tap, but if this highest tap is not an

-S fit ^ f,

1 \ '»• ,^.*^'1- f ' '
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'

Fig. 204.
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important one then the return need not be commenced so high up, should there be

any difficulties in the way, or if it will incur any unreasonable extra expense. This

flow and return service is carried on precisely the same principles as any other flow

and return. The flow pipe pursues an ascending direction all the way from the

top of the cylinder up to the expansion pipe, and this expansion pipe continues up

and terminates about three feet above the level of the cold-water cistern in the usual

way. The secondary return pursues a gradually descending path all the way to the

cylinder. This prevents an accumulation of air at any point to interfere with the

circulation, and it also admits of the free escape of steam if the water boils. A table

of the different sizes of pipes will be

given directly.

The cold-supply service is still a

very important pipe, the same as with

the more simple form of apparatus. It

still entirely governs the outflow of

water at the hot taps. It must be a

good sized pipe, as shown in the table

given. It must not be choked or have

a restricted passage through it. The

stop cock must be of the same size as

the pipe, and must have a full way

through it, i.e. a 1-inch cock must have

a 1-inch clear way through it, as already

explained, otherwise the outflow of

water from the different taps will be

prejudiced accordingly.

The emptying service is still ne-

cessary with this apparatus, and can be

fixed in any of the positions already

stated, and the key of this tap, together with the key of the stop cock in the cold-

supply service, must be kejJt by a responsible person, so that the servants may not

use them in any way.

In instances where taps are very much scattered about, and the secondary flow

and return service cannot reach all of them, there is no objection to branches being

taken from either of these services, as examples illustrated at Figs. 206 and 207.

Either the flow pipe can be branched to join the return, or it is better to branch the

return service, as in putting two flow pipes to one return there is more likelihood

of the water failing to circulate in one of the pipes than if two returns are put to one

flow pipe. Both are shown in the illustrations.
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- In some cases the secondary flow or return in passing from one side of the house

to the other has to run along in a high position, level with the cold-water cistern, and

the consequence is, that when a tap is oj)ened at any point this upper horizontal pipe

will be emptied of water which will in some measure check the flow of the water at

the tap. This is not always a serious objection, but it can be easily overcome if

desired. Instead of letting the expansion pipe have an open end in the usual way, it

can have a valve fixed at its termination, this valve being as illustrated at Figs. 208

and 209 (section), and usually known as a spindle valve. As will be seen, it is a

little valve, which, at the slightest pressure, opens to let out air or steam, but it

totally prevents air passing inwards. This will completely put a stop to the break

in the water of the high horizontal pipe.

- A peculiar instance in which the writer found this valve very useful was in

connection with an apparatus which was erected in the usual way, but a draw-off

service had to be carried across to the other side of a large and lofty hall. There

was no possible means of getting it across except by carrying it over the ceiling line

and dropping it down. In consequence of this, when the tap was opened, water would

run freely for a moment, and then it would only run in a very unsatisfactory manner.
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due to the line of water breaking in the high horizontal pipe. A spindle valve -put

on to the expansion pipe quite overcame this trouble.

Sometimes it is necessary to place the cylinder horizontally—that is to say, on its

side. This is not the best of practices, but there is no great objection to it, if it is

done properly. It is quite possible to make the connections to a cylinder on its side,

in a manner that will considerably prejudice the supply of hot water, although these

connections may be made on the customary recognised principles. The particular object

to be obtained is to let the connections be wide apart where necessary. For instance,

if the cold supply was brought immediately under the secondary How and return pipes,

as Fig. 210, there would be every certainty of cold water passing in and directly up the

secondary services when a tap was opened. This would be so even if the usual elbow or

T-piece was put on the cold supply where it enters the cylinder. It is better always

to arrange that the cold supply enters at as remote a point as possible from the

secondary flow and return (or single rising main), and it is desirable to keep it as

remote as possible from the primary

flow pipe. Connections as Fig. 211

would give quite satisfactory results.

There is sometimes a complaint

made with the cylinder form of

apparatus, that it does not provide

hot water quite so quickly after the

fire is lighted as the tank system,

it is argued, and to some extent

correctly, that no heated water can

pass directly from the boiler up to

where the draw-off services are connected, without first passing through the cylinder,

and the contents of the cylinder being cold at the time, naturally chills the heated

water that enters there. In other words, no heated water can get up to the draw-off

('.onnections until at least the upper part of the cylinder is full of hot water. With

the tank system the hot water passes directly from the boiler to the draw-off

connections without any special chilling influence, and consequently heated water

can be obtained from the taps in a shorter period than when it has to pass through

the reservoir first.

There is an impression that with the cylinder apparatus the heated water

circulates into the cylinder and back to the boiler, without passing round the

secondary flow and return, until there is a store of hot water in the cylinder. This

is wrong, however, for it will be found with an experimental apparatus, also, in

actual practice, that immediately heat is applied to the boiler, a circulation c.om-

nuences in the secondary flow and return almost the same instant as it commences.to

Fig. 208 . Fig. 209 .
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move in the lower pipes. The heated water therefore passes from the boiler up into

the cylinder and directly up the secondary flow pipe, but of course the water does

lose heat in passing through the bulk of cold water that is in the cylinder at the time.

With the tank apparatus the hot water can be obtained in shorter time after the fire

is lighted, but it is only in a limited quantity. The hot water that is usually wanted

the first thing in the morning is for loathing purposes, and a limited quantity of hot

water is not of much use in this case. Tlie broad result of this is, therefore, that for

a hot bath one apparatus is no l^etter and no worse than the other, in regard to the

time it takes to provide it.

In instances, however, where the secondary How and return service is of a

considerable length before it reaches the l)ath and otlier important taps, it is some-

times thought desirable to make a little modification of the ordinary connections.

The modification usually adopted is as Fig. 212, in which it will be seen there is

direct communication provided between the primary and secondary flow pipes. As

the water heats, it will pass partly through this special connection, or “ by-pass,”

we might call it, and partly into and through the cylinder. The result of this is

that hot water is obtained more quickly at the taps, and the quantity is not so very

limited, because it is only in instances where the secondary service pipes are of

considerable length that it is used, and these pipes being of long length they

hold a good quantity of hot water in themselves. Sometimes these service pipes are

of such a . length that they will almost provide the hot water required without

the cylinder, as their contents may be twenty or thirty gallons. This by-pass
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connection should not be of large pipe, otherwise the circulation may be chiefly

through it, to the prejudice of the hot-water storage in the cylinder. A |-inch

pipe is large enough for this purpose, and it is desirable to caution plumbers that

the idea should only be adopted when the circumstances make it really necessary or

desirable.

Instances have been met with in which the flow pipe has not been connected to

the cylinder at all. The cylinder has been entirely on the return pipe, so that it

really amounted to a bulge or swelling in the return pipe. Its use then is only to

prevent the boiler running empty should there be a shortness of water from any

cause, which is of course one of the advantages of the eylinder system. The flow

Fig. 211 .

and return circulating pipes have been relied upon to provide what hot water was

needed, and in some cases it has been sufficient. It may, however, be taken for

granted that in nine cases out of ten an apparatus connected like this is the result of

someone having first made a failure through putting too small a boiler or too large a

cylinder, then making a great improvement in the quickness with which the hot water

is obtained by altering the connections in this way. Of course hot water would be

obtained quicker, but in very many cases the quantity would be small, and the

apparatus would be a failure in this respect. Hot water would be had quickly

enough, but rarely in a sufficient quantity for most domestic requirements.

In completing the cylinder form of apparatus the writer wishes to call attention

to what is a very peculiar practice on the part of some hot-water fitters in putting
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the cylinder upstairs, sometimes at the top of the house, as Fig. 213 . Two reasons

have been argued in favour of this : first, that a lighter quality of cylinder can be

used, and sometimes only a tank is provided, as by putting the reservoir at the top

of the house the pressure it has to bear is reduced to comparatively nothing, and, as

explained, the tank form of reservoir is strong enough and answers the purpose then

as well as the cylinder. The other advantage claimed is that the cylinder, or tank,

can be put in a cupboard, which

then l)ecomes a very useful airing

closet for linen, &c. This is fre-

quently done with the tank system

of apparatus, and the tank not only

keeps the contents of the closet

aired, but it loses so little heat in

this position that no fault can be

found with it. This, however, is

no reason why the cylinder system

should have its reservoir put up-

stairs, for, with a secondary flow

and return circulation, it is a most

simple thing to put a coil of two

or three f-inch pipes in the linen

closet, and the closet becomes warm

and the linen aired quite as well

as if the cylinder or tank was put

there.

The practice of putting the

cylinder upstairs can only be con-

demned, for it will be seen from

the illustration that the rising main

(or it might more correctly be

Fig. 212. Called a falling main) can only be a

single pipe under any circumstances,

and there must lie consequently the great disadvantage of having to draw a quantity

of cold water from the taps liefore any hot can be obtained. With the ordinary form

of cylinder apparatus liaving a single rising main, the water will sometimes circulate

to a trifling extent in this single pipe, as it rises direct from the top of the cylinder,

' but in the apparatus under discussion the water cannot possibly keep warm, and

great annoyance must be experienced on this account. A circulation could be

obtained in this pipe by returning it into the primary flow or into the boiler, but in
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doing this the .advantages of

the cylinder system are en-

tirely lost, and the draw-off

services might then just as well

Ije connected to the primary

flow pipe direct. It will also

be seen that the hot-water

reservoir is put a long way away

from the boiler, and therefore

both time and heat must be lost

by the distance the water has

to circulate. Added to this it

necessitates three pipes down

the house, whereas with the

cylinder system having a single

rising main, only two pipes are

necessary. In other words the

apparatus has really nothing to

commend it, but, on the con-

trary, there are many things to

condemn it. The subject of

putting coils for heating linen

closets, &c., will be treated

presently.

On page 265 there is given

a table of the diflerent pressures

that cylinders of certain thick-

nesses of plate will bear, and

it can now be explained exactly

how this pressure occurs and

exerts itself. The pressure of

water in pipes is 1 lb. per square

inch for every 2 feet 4 inches

vertical height. What this really

means is that a column of water

1 inch square and 2 feet 4 inches

high weighs 1 II3 ., and if we

could have this column solid

and stand it on its end, it would Fig. 213 .

2 0 2
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naturally press with exactly 1 lb. pressure on the 1 square inch of surface that it

rested on. This is illustrated at Fig. 214 so as to make it quite clear, for on under-

standing this the question of pressure is much simplified. This column is supposed

to be 2 feet 4 inches high and 1 inch square, and, stood as shown, it of course

covers 1 square inch of the surface that it rests upon. As the column weighs

exactly 1 lb., then of course the square inch of surface referred to feels exactly 1 lb.

of pressure, no more and no less. By increasing the column in height, so the pressure

on the square inch of surface it rests on is increased

in proportion. If the column was made 4 feet

8 inches high, then the square inch of surface

would feel exactly 2 lbs. pressure, and so on.

It is only tlie vertical height that counts, as the

water in horizontal pipes exerts no noticeable pressure

on the ends of the pipe, unless of course there is a

vertical column somewhere above that causes it to

do so
;

if this column that is illustrated was laid on

its side, it would no longer exert a pressure of 1 lb.

on every square inch that it rested on, and it would

exert no pressure at all from the ends. We there-

fore, when deciding on the quality of cylinder to use,

ascertain the height from the cold-water cistern which

will feed the cylinder, down to the position the

cylinder is to occupy, and calculate that fot every

2 feet 4 inches of this height there will be a pres-

sure of 1 lb. j3er square inch exerted in the cylinder.

Then, by referring to the makers’ list we can see at a

glance what quality of cylinder to purchase. As

previously stated, it is the common, and a good

practice, to calculate 1 lb. for every 2 feet in height

;

it is also a good practice to use strong cylinders at

all times, whether they are required or not, if the

price will admit of it.

Of course we do not use a square 1-inch pipe for the cold-supply service, and it

is not often that we use a pipe equal to one of a square inch area. This would be as

near as possible a l^-inch round pipe, which is a large size for the cold-supply service

unless the apparatus is an extensive one. The pressure of water that is felt in the

cylinder, however, is just the same whatever size pipe is used, and this may be

explained as' follows. It has been seen that the water in a pipe of 1 scjuare inch

internal area exerts a pressure of 1 lb. per square inch in the cylinder for every

Fig. 214.
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2 feet 4 inches of its height. If we use a pipe that has only an internal area of

g square inch, then we shall only get a pressure of ^ lb. for every 2 feet 4 inches in

height. This, however, does not reduce the pressure in the cylinder, because the

5 lb. is exerted on every ^ square inch in the cylinder, conse(|uently the total

pressure is precisely the same. It is the same if we use a larger pipe having an

internal area equal to say 2 square inches. The water in this pipe would exert a

pressure of 2 lbs. for every 2 feet 4 inches in height, but not on every s(|uare inch

in the cylinder, or the total result would be doubled. The 2 lbs. for this larger

pipe would be exerted on every 2 square inches in the cylinder, and again the

total pressure is exactly the same. The result is, therefore, that to ascertain

the required strength of a cylinder an

engineer has only to measure the vertical

height, as already explained, and allow

1 lb. for every 2 feet of this height. The

maker’s list will then tell him which is

the most suitable quality of cylinder he

should use for his purpose.

At present the method of supporting

the cylinder is of a very make-shift char-

acter in England. In America there are

very few cylinders fixed but what are placed

on a proper cylinder stand. These stands

are as Fig. 215, and they make a very neat

support indeed. The practice in America,

however, is to put the cylinders much lower

down than we do usually, and the cylinders

are of a tall narrow shape compared to ours.

The cylinder stand that is illustrated is the

size used in America, but it would be too low

for English practices. There is no reason,

however, why taller ones should not be made, and of a good design, too. Cylinders

in England are supported in all sorts of ways : sometimes it is a wooden stand,

more often it is a piece of 1-inch or H-inch tube placed across the angle of a wall

and the cylinder rested upon it. There is certainly nothing handsome about this

latter arrangement, and a neater support can be made of 1-inch tube, as Fig. 54.

The ends of the tube that go into the wall are split and opened out, then cemented

firmly in, and very little fault can be found with this, although it is still distinctly

a make-shift arrangement.

The following is a table giving relative proportions of an apparatus erected on
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the cylinder system. It will bear a certain amount of variation under the conditions

explained in the notes which follow it.

Tablp:. (OrUjinal and Copyrigid.)

Fire. Boiler. Cylinder. Number of Taps.

Size of

Primary Flow
and Keturn.

Size of

Rising Main,
or Secondary
Flow Pipe.

Cold-Supjply

Service.

inches.

8 Saddle
gallons.

25 2

inch.

1

inch.
3
4

inch.
3
4

8 Boot 30 3 1 1 3
4
'

9 Saddle 30 2 or 3 li 1 :i

4

9 Boot 37 3 or 4 1 1

11 Saddle 35 3 or 4 P 1 1

11 Boot 45 4 or 5 H 1 or I F 1

14 Saddle 40 4 or 5 H 1 or IF 1

14 Boot 50 to 55 6 H or 1^ u- If

16 Boot 60 to 70 6 to 8 li U 11

Boot Ijoilers having a tubular l)ack flue [see Boilers) can have one tap, and

15 per cent, greater capacity in the cylinder than the ordinary boot boiler

mentioned above. Independent boilers can have from to 2 inches j)rimary flow

and return pipes, with cylinders varying from 60 gallons upwards, and six or

more taps. This does not apply to the smallest sized independent boilers, as these

are seldom used for this work. Independent boilers and the work they are capable

of doing, will be found fully described in the chapter devoted to boilers.

Notes on the preceding table.—This table, the same as the one given

with the tank system of apparatus, is quite original, and if it varies in any way to

the customary practices in this work, it leans towards keeping the apparatus a little

under the capabilities of the boiler. This is always a. safe course to pursue, never

failino- to give satisfaction. In regard to the boilers given, there is a difference in

the work they are capable of doing, even with boilers that are put to one particular

size of fire. It depends upon the shape of the boiler, its depth from front to back,

as a deep boiler has a larger heating surface than a small one, but the work put

against each size of boiler is suited for those which may be called of the ordinary

character.

The sizes of cylinders given are perhaps a trifle smaller than many people use,

but all engineers that make a speciality in this work are now becoming more inclined

to use cylinders and tanks smaller than hitherto. The result is that the early

morning bath is obtained quicker, and the hot water is at all times obtained very
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sharply in response to any attention devoted to the fire. Of course the smallness

of the cylinder must not he carried to extremes, otherwise there will not he a suffi-

cient quantity of hot water at any time. The sizes given are suitable for an appa-

ratus working under ordinary conditions. With cylinders, as with square tanks,

there is often heard a very mischievous saying, that the larger the cylinder is the

greater quantity of hot water there will l)e at command. If the cylinder heated

the water this saying would he true, hut the cylinder merely stores the water that

the hoiler heats, and to put a large (‘ylinder to a comparatively small hoiler is a very

ineffectual arrangement. Of course the hoiler heats as much water with a large

cylinder as with a small one
;
hut delivering the heated water into a cylinder holding

a large (juantity that is cold must prejudice the results materially, and instead of

there being more hot water, as the

saying implies, there is less. There

may he a greater (juantity of water

heated, hut it will not be of a use-

fully hot temperature, and too

large a cylinder will certainly make

a failure of the early morning hath.

As previously stated, in ordi-

nary residence works the engineer

should always make every effort

to provide one or two baths of

water at a suitable temperature

between seven and eight a.m., and

if he does this there is very little,

risk of the apparatus failing in

any other respect. In nearly

every case the early morning hath

is a reliable index of the general

efficacy of the apparatus. If there is a failure with the morning hath, it matters

not how much hot water the apparatus may yield during the rest of the day, it

will, as a rule, he condemned. If the house is a busy one, and there are perhaps a

number of children, or some circumstance that requires an unusually large supply

of hot water and a proportionately large cylinder, then the hoiler must he in

accordance with the size of the cylinder, as stated in the table. If a sufficiently large

hoiler cannot be put, then it is unwise to attempt to put a larger cylinder and other

work for the hoiler to do.

In regard to the number of taps given in the table, these will hear variation

according to what the taps are used for. A lavatory basin uses little water, and if

Fig. 216 .
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all the taps were at lavatory basins, the number might very easily be doubled or

more. If, on the other hand, all the taps were bath taps, then the number would be

too many for the boiler and the apparatus generally. It is assumed that the taps

are for ordinary domestic purposes.

An apparatus of four taps would have one at a bath and, say, one at a lavatory

basin, one at a scullery sink, and one at a housemaids’ sink upstairs. A fifth tap

would perhaps be at a butler’s pantry sink. Where four or five taps are mentioned,

it is not supposed that there are two baths in regular use. With six taps it is

anticipated that there may be two baths in regular use.

The sizes of the primary flow and return pipes are calculated to be the smallest

sizes that should be used in the ordinary way. If the house or the district is

notorious for pipes becoming furred up very quickly, then all the sizes given may
be increased by one size with every satisfaction. The length of tube in these two

services is so short that the expense of an extra sized pipe is comparatively nothing.

Whenever a larger size appears desirable the expense should not be an obstacle, and

it can be safely used without risk of interfering with the general efficacy.

The sizes of the rising main, or the secondary flow and return services if the

rising main is returned, should not be larger than those given, and at the same

time it is not desirable to put smaller ones. The only instance in which it might be

preferable to use larger pipes is in institution or hotel work
;
but then the boiler

would probably be a much more powerful one, or an independent boiler would be

used, and the pipes suitable for independent boilers will be mentioned presently. If

it is a secondary flow and return service running from the cylinder, the' pipes in the

sizes given may extend from the top of the cylinder as far as the most important

tap where a full flow of hot water is needed, but from past this point back to the

cylinder a size smaller pipe can be used. The full-sized pipe up to the tap

mentioned, and which would probably be the bath tap, is used to ensure a good and

free flow of hot water, as a slow-filling bath, for example, is always complained at.

After providing this full-sized pipe to the bath or other important tap, the remaining

pipe past it can be smaller, as it will be sufficient for the water to circulate through.

This secondary circulation is only provided to keep the hottest water passing round

to where the taps are situated, and after delivering the hot water to the large taps

in full volume, the remaining pipe can well be one size smaller without impairing

good results in any way. Of course the pipe can be carried the full size all round

if desired, but it is an unnecessary expense.

The cold-supply service has been mentioned as being a very important pipe, and

on no account must it be less than the sizes mentioned. If for any reason it is

desired to put a larger pipe it can very well he done, and will give the best results.

It may be repeated that the stop cock in the pipe must have a full way through it,
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and at no point should the pipe or its connections be choked or reduced to any extent

whatever.

It seems desirable, before finally closing the chapter on this system of apparatus,

to make a little further reference to the importance of having the cold supply service

of full size. It is in regard to its effect on the outflow of water from the taps that

makes this pipe such an important one, and any plumber who has been unfortunate

enough to erect an apparatus which only gives a sluggish flow of water from the hot

tap of the bath, will know what an actual source of complaint it is. As a rule the

customer will not pass it
;

then it is discovered that the anticipated profit and a

further sum besides have to be sacrificed, as no remedy can be adopted except to put

a new cold service in from top to bottom of the house, where the cold cistern and the

cylinder respectively are. The writer did once effect a remedy by leaving the cold

supply as it was, and bringing an additional distinct service to the cylinder, branched

from a house service that existed close by. It was a remedy, as it provided two

distinct cold supply pipes, equal in results to one large pipe
;

Irut it is not proper to

take branches from house services for this purpose, for the reasons already explained.

That the cold supply does have an intimate effect on the outflow at the hot taps is

easily seen by operating the cold supply stop-cock, or plugging or partially stopping

the aperture where this service is connected inside the cold cistern.

As to the quality of cylinders, this has already been mentioned. It was pointed

out that the strength of a cylinder used is decided by the pressure of the water that

it will have to withstand, unless, of course, the engineer thinks fit to use the best

quality cylinder in any case, whether the pressure of water demands it or not. The

remaining details to be pointed out are, firstly, that cylinders, like tanks, often show

signs of wear and tear in the bottom plate. The trouble generally shows itself

first as a little rust mark, which eventually grows, and presently a drop of water

oozes through it. This, if left a little time, develops into a regular leakage and has

to be attended to. The very convenient means of repairing such a leakage was fully

explained at page 259, Chapter IX., when describing this trouble as it occurs with

tanks in the tank system. This trouI)le occurs sufficiently often to make it

particularly interesting to the hot-water engineer, for when it happens he may
probably get blamed, although he can hardly be considered responsible for it. It is

hard to say what the cause is, but it seems that the water gets under the galvanised

surface inside, and eats its way through as described, and when this happens there is

every likelihood of the plumber being given credit for using common materials.

On this account it is a very desirable plan to have the bottom plates of cylinders

made of an extra thickness. Most tank makers are prepared to do this at a propor-

tionately extra cost. In Messrs. Braby’s list there is a notice that the bottom

surfaces of their cylinders can be coated internally with a specially prepared enamel

2 P
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cement at an extra charge of 6t/. This cement is provided expressly to prevent

the injury just described.

Sizes of Draw-off Services (Cylinder System of Apparatus).

Fire. Boiler. Bath. All Sinkti. Lavatory

inche.s.

8 — inch.
3
4

inch.
1
2

inch.
1

2

9 Saddle 3
4

1-

2
1
2

9 Boot f or 1 i or 1
1
o

11 Saddle or boot . . 1 3
4

1

3

14 Saddle 1 3
4

1
2

14 and upY'ards Boot 1 or 11 ^ or 1 1

2

In treating the tank and cylinder systems respectively, there have been pointed

out what are considered to be faults in each case, the cylinder system having an

advantage over the tank system in being more safe under dangerous conditions, but

that it does not provide such a good outflow of water at the high taps, &c. There is

a modified form of apparatus that can be erected to overcome the failings of both

systems, and its arrangement is a combination of the two. This combined apparatus,

however, must be explained later, together with other more complex forms for special

purposes. It is now best to deal with the general features only, consequently the

next chapter is devoted to boilers.
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CHAPTER XL

BOILERS.

is a sul)ject that should, perhaps, have been treated first

of all, except that in describing the apparatus first,

the utility and advantages of the different boilers can

be made more clear. The boiler is a very important

feature in the apparatus, as will be understood, for it

entirely governs general efficacy. Previous to the

close-fire kitchen range becoming so universal as it

now is, the boiler, which was then placed at the back

of an old open-fire range, was like that illustrated at

Fig. 163 on an earlier page. This was always a large boiler and generally occupied the

whole of the back of the fire, and having such a large area of heating service with the

hot fuel resting against it, it was capable of doing very fair work indeed. It was

not able to do better work than the comparatively small boilers do now, but it

was by no means a failure. In the general way, the boiler, if of a good size, was

capable of doing as much work as a boot boiler in an 11 -inch fire can do

now, though much depended upon the skill of the cook as a stoker. With these

old ranges very much depended upon the servant’s ability in keeping a good and

hot fire. Very commonly, however, the whole space at the back of this large fire

was not devoted to one boiler
;
two boilers were frequently used, and can be some-

times seen now. One was a high-pressure boiler for bath and upstairs supply, and

the other a low-pressure boiler for kitchen supply only. The general result was

that plenty of hot water could be obtained in the kitchen and very little upstairs.

The high-pressure boiler was usually made the smallest of the two, so as to allow the

kitchen boiler to hold plenty of water, as it had no tank in connection with it. On
this account the high-pressure boiler rarely gave a supply of water equal to what a

small saddle boiler does now. Sometimes there was one large boiler at the back of

the fire for kitchen supply only, but inside this boiler there would be a coil of pipes

connected with a hot-water tank upstairs for bath supply, &c. The upstairs water

was heated by this coil of pipes resting in the hot water of the large boiler. No
2 P 2
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more useless arrangement could be devised, for to attempt to heat water by means

of hot water is always a very slow and unsatisfactory process, even if the quantity

required be comparatively small
;
but with the apparatus mentioned, the quantity of

water being comparatively large and the coil very small, it was in almost every case

a total and utter failure.

AVith the more general use of the close-fire kitchen range came boilers very

much like what we use now, and it was quickly discovered that the fire resting

against the fronts only was not sufficient to properly heat them, as it was with the

old ranges
;

the boiler surface presented to the fire was so very much smaller,

and a flue under the boiler was introduced almost immediately. The oldest forms

of close-fire range boilers that can be described as being interesting to the reader

are those very frequently used now. These are illustrated at Figs. 217 and 218, one

an almost square block boiler, which had to rest on bricks each side to form a flue,

as illustrated, and the other having an arch flue in it, as shown. There is no doubt

these two illustrations will

be quite familiar to every-

one, for they still appear

in almost all boiler-makers’

catalogues, and there are

some hot-water fitters who

still consider them better

than any other boiler that

is made.

There is a very in-

correct, and in fact a mis-

chievous saying frequently

heard to the effect that

small boilers give the best

results. It is generally

expressed in this way

—

“the smaller the boiler the quicker the circulation.” This is a saying that slips

off the tongue very easily, and might impress very many people as being practical,

for it has a very practical sound. There is not, however, the slightest sense in it,

not that the writer has the least intention of hurting the feelings of people who

may still make use of the saying
;
but it is very desirable to point out in the

strongest way possible that the saying, which can be quite frequently heard, is

doing much harm to the trade generally.

In the first place it will probably be fully understood by those who read the

opening chapter, that the rapidity of the circulation in an apparatus is in exact ratio

y
'

3
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f

V

?
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with the difference in temperature between the waters in the flow and return pipes.

If the conditions are of an ordinary kind, the boiler that heats quickest will have the

most rapid circulation in its pipes, and if the saying was that “ the more the water

can be heated, the quicker the circulation,” it would be correct in every sense,

except, even in this case, the saying is of no practical use. If we take steps to heat

the water in the most effective manner possible, the circulation is such that it can

be left to take care of itself. With water that is hot even to a slight degree,

the rapidity of circulation could not be complained of by anyone. Experiments

with the glass-pipe apparatus already mentioned, will show that very little heat

indeed will make the water travel almost faster than the eye can follow it, so

that whether the boiler be powerful or not, it would be difficult to find fault with

the rapidity of the circulation. If, however, it was an advantage to get a quicker

circulation, we certainly should not get it so well with a smaller boiler as with a

large one, provided both were

constructed on recognised ef-

ficient lines.

It is the boiler with

the most heating surface that

produces the most rapid cir-

culation, and by increasing

the heating surface we get

what we jJf^i'ticularly want,

a larger volume of hot water

in quicker time. It follows

that we cannot possibly get

so much heating surface in

a small boiler as in a large Fig. 21 s.

one of the same shape. If

we could, then the tables already given as to suitable boilers, tanks, &c., would be

quite useless, instead of being tables that practically every engineer of repute follows

more or less closely.

The boilers illustrated represent what are undoubtedly the least effective boilers

that are at present used. Their heating surfaces are very limited, and the hot water

they can supply is limited accordingly. If they were capable of creating a more

rapid circulation than other boilers, then there is not the slighest doubt that the

water would go in and out of them without getting hot, and this would, of course,

have no good effect whatever. The steps that have been taken to improve upon

the boiler Eig. 218
,
which is the most effective of the two, arc, firstly, to improve

the shape of the flue so as to increase the surface in it, and also to increase the
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length of the boiler from front to back. The width of course cannot be altered, as

it is governed by the width of the fire in the range. By increasing the flue area in

width and increasing the length of the boiler, the total heating surface is added to

materially, and better results are obtained in exact proportion to this increased

capacity for heat absorption. This improved shape of boiler is as at Fig. 219, and

is now largely used by makers of modern close-fire ranges. It will be noticed that

the front of the boiler is perfectly upright instead of being sloping, as the old

one usually was.

It is a little difficult to trace why the fronts of boilers were ever made sloping

as illustrated, for it certainly decreases the effectiveness of the boiler. In the first

place it allows ash and incombustible matter from the fire to rest on the front of the

l)oiler to some slight extent, and this incombustible matter is most effective in

preventing the heat getting to the water. Added to this the fire heat does not

transfer itself so actively through a surface that slopes away from it in this manner,

and if a sloping surface was desired it would be much better to let it slope in exactly

the opposite direction,

i.e. to make the boiler

plate overhang the fire

rather than recede from

it. As a familiar illustra-

tion, every one will recog-

nise that a kettle of water-

placed over a fire will

have its contents heated

in much less time than if

it was put under the fire,

and this applies to some

extent to a boiler with

a sloping front. If the

front overhung the fire,

the water would heat much better than if it projected underneath. It is not practical,

however, with close-fire ranges, to let the boiler front overhang the fire in any way

whatever, and all modern boilers are now made with upright fronts, as last illustrated.

The circular arch form of flue is improved by making it of a more flat shape, as

last illustrated, for by a very simple measurement it will be discovered that the flue

surface is thus increased to a highly useful extent. And this flat surface over the

fire is more effective in receiving heat than the arched shape, which introduces more

vertical surface, as can be seen. With the saddle boiler these improvements just

explained are about as much as can possibly be done, for every boiler is designed so

Fig. 219.
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as to be suitable for use in bard water districts. When hard water is heated an

incrusted deposit of carbonate of lime occurs, and this must be removed periodically

to save the boiler from being fractured and ruined. On this account a complex form

of boiler is impossible in this work, as it would not admit of this hard stony matter

being removed effectually. If it were not for this, much more powerful boilers could

be designed
;

in fact, we could have a multitubular boiler like that which is used in

a locomotive engine, or other forms of boilers equally powerful. These boilers

would give perhaps double the quantity of hot water that the best saddle boiler is

capable of doing, but it is quite impossil)le to attempt anything of the kind if hard

water is to be heated.

Hard water occurs almost everywhere

in the southern half of England, but in

the north and other districts, where there is

soft water, there seems no reason why a

more powerful form of boiler could not l>e

designed and used. The saddle boiler,

however, as plain as it must be inside,

might very easily be made more effective

by means of gill plates

or pins on the outside,

where the heat is felt,

if they were made in

cast iron instead of

wrought. There is no

reason why these boilers

should not be made in

cast iron, and a much

more effective boiler

would be the result. In

America the range boil- Fig. 220 .

ers are all of cast iron.

They call them “ water backs”
;
and they also have “ water fronts,” which are practi-

cally water-way cheeks to the fire-box of the range
;
but these cheeks are impossible

in this country with hard water, as they would fur up solid in a very short time.

The next effective boiler to the saddle shape is that which is known as a boot

boiler. Fig. 220. It is practically two saddle boilers at right angles, and we get fully

double the heating surface. We do not, however, get quite double the effective

results a saddle boiler is capable of giving, for, in the first place, the back portion

of the boot boiler does not have contact with the glowing fuel in the fire-box.
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It also has the heat second hand, so to speak, as the flame and heated gases in

passing under the front portion of the boiler must be lowered in temperature to

some extent. Added to this, we can never hope to get such effective results by a

vertical heating surface as a horizontal one over the fire, so that altogether a boot

boiler only gives about five-eighths to three-quarters better results than a saddle l)oiler.

The boot boiler, however, is a good shape, and is used exclusively by engineers doing

o'ood work, and whenever the cost will admit. Of course there are instances when

boot boilers cannot be used, as they cost nearly double the price of a saddle boiler, but

it can be strongly recommended that wherever a boot boiler can possibly be adopted it

is by far the best to use it. Even if the apparatus is a small one, the boot boiler is

an advantage. What it really does is to give hot water in a little more than half the

time of a saddle boiler, with about half the fuel, and this of course is a very desirable

thing whether the quantity of hot water required l>e large or small.

. Attempts have been made to increase the efficacy of a saddle or boot boiler by

Fig 221 .

means of cheeks or horns extending from the front, as Fig. 221. The cheeks come

each side of the fire and take the place of the ordinary bricks, so that they do not

interfere with the general arrangement of the fire box in any way. They correspond

to what an American plumber would call “ water fronts,” and are certainly very

effective in heating the water
;
but they have to be condemned, however, because they

fur up very rapidly and are difficult to clean out. The writer has a cheek boiler in

a client’s residence, and it has been there for upwards of twelve years, but it is a

very careful workman that is sent every three months to remove the deposit, other-

wise the boiler would not have lasted one-sixth of the time, it being a large house

with a busy kitchen. It might be mentioned that the reason they are used so freely in

America is that hard water is very little known there. Their water is soft and there

is no encrusted deposit from it, and consequently the cheeks can be used freely.

Where an ordinary boot boiler is not considered sufficiently effective for an
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apparatus, then greater efficacy can be had l)y putting a tul)ular flue up the back

portion instead of the arch flue previously illustrated. A boot boiler with tubular

flue is as Fig. 222, and this arrangement adds considerably to the power of the boiler.

What it really amounts to doing is adding still another saddle boiler at the back, for

it will be seen that the back portion of the boiler is practically the same as two

saddle boilers placed with the flues facing one another.

To explain the particular advantage of this arrangement it is necessary to point

out how the flame acts with the ordinary boot boiler. Fig. 220. When the flame

passes under the flue of the front portion of the lioiler it has to ascend at right

angles to pass up the flue of the back

portion. The flame, however, travels

under the lower flue at such a speed that

it impinges heavily on the back wall, as

Fig. 223
,
before it ascends. The result of

this is that a great deal of heat is ex-

pended on the brickwork at the back

with no advantage whatever, whereas l)y

putting this tubular flue to the boiler the

flame impinges on

a waterway, beating

against a portion of

the boiler’s heating

surface, as Fig. 224
,

and does very effec-

tive work there.

Flame always has a

tendency to avoid

contact with sur-

faces, particularly Fig. 222.

those surfaces which

are at a much lower temperature than itself, and on this account alone the effective-

ness of the boot boiler is increased by quite another saddle boiler when it has this

tubular back flue. Flame does no useful work to speak of unless it has intimate

contact with the surface to l)e heated, and this Ijoiler provides for a very intimate

contact indeed.

The peculiarity that flame has in avoiding surfaces whenever possible, and

doing very little work when it does fail to have contact, makes it very necessary

that the back vertical flues of boilers be of a proper size. If they are too large

the boiler loses a great deal of its effectiveness. They should never exceed 3 inches

2 Q
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from front to back, but they can be as wide as possible according to the size

of the boiler.

In districts where boilers have to heat hard water, considerable trouble is

occasioned by the deposit that occurs, and this will be found explained fully a little

later on. In districts, however, where the water is soft and creates no deposit, there

is another trouble occurs, and this is in the action that soft water has upon iron

plates. Soft water attacks iron very actively, causing it to rust, and with an

apparatus having an iron boiler and iron pipes, the water is frequently discoloured

with rust to an extent that makes it quite unfit for use. Sometimes the particles of

rust collect to such an extent as to make a thick deposit of red mud in the apparatus,

and whenever boiling

occurs this is stirred

up and the water

much resembles a thin

oxide paint. At such

times the water can-

not be used for any-

thing, not even for

scullery purposes, and

certainly no one could

possibly bathe in it. It

is sometimes thought

that the trouble can

be overcome by gal-

vanising the boiler,

but the coating of zinc

occurs quite as badly

In soft water districts it is almost always necessary to use copper boilers
;
these are

made the same shape as the iron ones, but on account of the expense it is not usual

to have them of so thick a plate. Iron boilers are never supplied of less than |-inch

plate except with the very cheapest ranges. Copper boilers are not usually made of

so thick a plate as this, except in the front. The front plate, which has contact with

the fire, is always made moderately thick, so as to bear the heavy blows from the

poker that many servants subject the boiler to. A heavy plate is not so necessary

with a copper boiler, except to guard against this, for the metal being soft, a copper

boiler has more than once been destroyed by the furious way in which some servants

attend to the fire. If a copper boiler of I -inch plate is used, then the front plate is

ordered f inch, and flanges or bosses should be ordered to be brazed on where the

Fig. 223.

thus given to the iron does not last long, and the trouble

in time, although it is delayed to some extent.
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pipes are screwed in, and also round the manhole. The object of these bosses is to

strengthen and make rigid the parts that are subjected to strain in connecting the

pipes or making the manhole sound.

There is still another thing to be remembered in ordering a copper boiler, and

that is the pressure of water it will be subjected to. This never requires considera-

tion with a wrought-iron boiler of |-inch plate, as it will bear the utmost pressure

that it can be subjected to in residence and general work. A copper boiler, however,

being of a thinner plate and softer metal, will bulge out and cause a deal of trouble if

the pressure it will be subjected to is not mentioned to the maker at the time of

ordering. If the maker considers it a high pressure for the class of boiler ordered,

he will point out that a thicker plate should be used, or he may put copper or brass

stays in it to prevent the plates being forced out when

the apparatus is charged.

Like most people, the writer obtained his experience of

this by paying for it some years ago. It was a large

copper boiler for a high residence, and although it was

|-inch plate throughout, the flue was bulged downwards and

the top plate bulged upwards so as to be quite useless.

In all these boilers

mentioned it is very

necessary to have the

manhole of a good size

if they are to be used in

hard water districts. In

hard water districts the

boiler must have the

deposit removed period-

ically, and this can only be done by a workman inserting his hand into the boiler

and chipping the incrusted matter with a chisel or some other tool. If the manhole
is not a good size it makes the job a very difficult one to perform, and the rough
edges of the manhole will probably do serious injury to the man’s arm, unless he is

very careful to bandage and protect it beforehand. A good sized manhole causes
no more trouble or expense in making than a small one. In soft water districts

it is not an important matter at all. With copper boilers, which are largely used in

soft water districts, the makers very frequently put a manhole that a man can scarcely

get his hand through at all. It may very likely be a 2^-inch or a 3-inch collar

brazed in the top of the boiler, and a 2^-inch or 3-inch brass screw plug answers
the purpose of a manlid. This is quite useless for hard water districts.

There is an impression that the use of a copper boiler does away with the

2 Q 2

Fig. 224.
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incrusted deposit trouble, and quite frequently copper boilers are purchased in the

south of England expressly with this idea. It is a mistake, however, for the deposit

is precipitated from the water just the same, although in many cases it does not

adhere quite so firmly as it does on an iron Imiler. This is due to copper expanding

and contracting with heat and cold to a greater extent than iron does, and this will

sometimes have the effect of shelling the deposit off the surface of the plate, but this

cannot be relied upon always. In the best of cases it only means that the deposit

does not adhere so firmly to the boiler plate, as the quantity is just the same in

either case. Only recently a copper boiler came to notice that had fractured within

twelve months after it had been thoroughly cleaned out, and the fracture was entirely

and clearly due to the amount of deposit that had collected on the plate.

Independent Boilers.—There is not the least doubt that when it is recog-

nised what great advantages are to be gained by the use of independent boilers,

instead of having boilers in cooking ranges, they will be used much more freely

than they are at present, although even now their use has become more general in

large houses and institutions. First of all it may be as well to dispose of the idea

that the use of an independent boiler necessarily means a greater consumption of

fuel. So many people suppose that the kitchen range fire heats the boiler behind

it by means of heat that would otherwise be wasted, and consequently an inde-

pendent boiler with its separate fire must, of course, burn an additional quantity

of fuel, and be more expensive in this respect accordingly. This idea, however, is

totally wrong, and although we cannot say with certainty that the independent

1)oiler will cause an actual saving in fuel, yet it can be said with the utmost truth

that no extra fuel is consumed. It is understood that if an independent boiler is

used there will be no boiler behind the range fire, and it is this latter fact that

permits of the statement as to the consumption of fuel l)eing made. Very little

investigation will show that a range without a boiler at the back of the fire, and

having the fire-box lined entirely with fire-bricks, will do its work well with about

half the fuel that would l)e consumed in the same range if it had a boiler at the back

of the fire. It is well known that the back boiler flue is the most extravagant flue

in a range, especially in the hands of a careless cook. It is the most direct flue to

the chimney, and when the damper is out it causes fuel to he consumed faster than

all the other flues put together.

It does not by any means utilise waste heat, but on the other hand it uses the

l3est heat the fire has to give, so much so that when the boiler is lieing heated it is

not usual for the ovens to be of any real use for cooking purposes, that is, not until

the boiler damper is closed. In addition to the extravagant consumption of fuel by

the boiler flue, there is also the fact that the boiler itself has a very bad effect on the

fire. Owing to the circulation of the water in the pipes, that Water which is in the
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boiler is always cold, consequently the boiler is scarcely ever better than a block of

cold iron behind the fire, and every one knows the prejudicial effect this has upon a

fire of any kind. Sometimes the boiler is little better than a block of ice, and the

result of this is that the fire has to be urged and the dampers opened expressly to

counteract the cooling infiuence the boiler has at all times. The reverse of this is a

range fire without a boiler but having fire-bricks or something of the kind round the

fire-box to prevent loss of heat.

With such a range as the latter the cook can do her work with half the fuel and

half the attention, for the fire requires less urging and the fuel lasts much longer
;

altogether the range acts quite like a different thing to what it does when there is a

boiler at the back of the fire.

The introduction of an independent boiler brings several advantages which a

range boiler cannot have, and they are very real advantages as will be shown. In

the first place a small independent boiler is more powerful and effective than the

best range boiler made, and the consequence is that hot water is obtained more

quickly at all times. It does not matter whether the cook is using the range or not,

the independent boiler goes on heating the water steadily the twenty-four hours

round, for there is no reason why a slow fire should not be kept going at night so as

to give hot water in the earliest morning hours or at midnight if desired. In fact

there is a very great advantage in having hot water at demand any hour of the day

or night, especially in large houses and institutions. If a vertical boiler as is illus-

trated be used, then this will take sufficient coke fuel to last seven or eight hours

without attention, which means of course that it will go the twenty-four hours round

if fed three times. As the boiler requires so little attention it need not be placed in

the kitchen, but can be put down in a basement if required
;
although, of course, it

may stand in the scullery or beside the range in the kitchen if preferred. It can Ijc

connected into the range chimney or any effective flue, very little draught being

needed to work it.

With a boiler of this character hot water can be obtained in the shortest

possible time if the fire is urged, while on the other hand a little regulation will

permit of the fire going without attention for longer than eight hours in the summer
time or when the demand for hot water is very small. As the boiler fire is alight,

and the water hot all night, then one or two radiators can be connected up for night

use. Eadiators for day use also can be put on a good boiler of this type, but the

advantage of having them for night use is that they utilise the heat when there is no

other important work for the boiler to do. There is a large amount of comfort

derived from radiators that are kept hot all night, for supposing them to be placed

in an entrance hall, the staircases and the hall will be of a nice comfortable tempera-

ture when the occupants of the house come downstairs to breakfast
;
but without
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this arrangement these parts of a house are usually cold and miserably uncomfortable

for some hours in the morning.

It frequently happens that attempts are made to warm a small conservatory

from the kitchen boiler, Imt it invariably fails from a practical point of view, because

the time when the heat is most needed, viz. at midnight and early morning, the

kitchen fire is out, so that nothing but very hardy shrubs can stand this change of

temperature
;
this does not apply with an independent boiler, as the heat is regular

night and day. In many large houses an independent

l)oiler is absolutely necessary, as the hot water appa-

ratus and the demand for hot water are both greater

than any kitchen boiler can well cope with. It is not

unusual to find a house with from twelve to twenty

bot-water taps in it
;
these would include two or three

baths and one or two taps in the stables. The cylinder

ur tank would probably be 100 gallons, and for this

work a boot boiler in a 14-inch fire would only be

about three-fourths powerful enough, if as much as that.

In such a house the sinks are much larger than usual

;

the butler’s pantry sink would probably take about

fifteen gallons of water at the time, and the vegetable

sinks would take cjuite as much, so that a range boiler,

however good, could hardly be expected to work such

an apparatus satisfactorily. This must not be read to

imply that independent boilers are only necessary or

desirable when the apparatus is very large. There

will be found great convenience and general ad-

vantages in the use of these boilers when the

apparatus is only of moderately large size, and

there is a great probability that some day inde-

PiQ 225
,

pendent boilers will be used almost exclusively,

even for small works, as very little consideration

is required to show that the Ijack of the cooking range fire is by no means the

best place for a boiler to be fixed in.

Undouljtedly the best form of boiler for this purpose is the vertical dome-top

boiler, as Fig. 225. This has a waterway all round it and over the top as well.

There is a stoking door as shown, and a feeding nozzle in front at the top, by which

the l)oiler is charged with its fuel (coke). There are two qualities of plate that

these boilers are made in, viz. yVii^ch and |-inch. The latter is best, because the

thinner plate cannot be worked so well by the boiler makers
;
otherwise the thinner
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plate, for actual wear and tear, would probably last as long as tlie thicker material,

as these boilers seldom fail by ordinary use. Their destruction is generally l)rought

about by some other means before they are actually worn out. When ordering

these boilers it is very necessary to state the sizes and positions of the pipe flanges,

also the position of the smoke-pipe nozzle. This latter can be had pointing out at

right angles to the boiler or pointing straight up, just which is most convenient for

the job. This smoke nozzle is usually put at the back of the boiler, but it can be

had at either side if more convenient. The best plan when ordering these boilers

is to give the makers a rough sketch, as Fig. 226. This shows the positions and sizes

of flanges, also position of smoke nozzle, which is re-

quired on the left-hand side in this instance. One very

important thing which must have consideration is the

lime deposit which collects when hard water is heated.

This will be referred to fully directly, but it is neces-

sary to mention here that provision must be made for

the easy and regular cleaning

of the boiler, that is, the

removal of the deposit, other-

wise the boiler will become

fractured, as will be explained

directly.

With the ordinary type

of vertical boiler the water-

way terminates at the bottom

exactly level with the fire-

bars, so that the deposit

which is precipitated when

the water is heated collects

down at this low point,

where the greatest heat is

felt and where the greatest injury can most quickly occur. It is very difficult to

clean round the sides of a boiler of this kind
;
furthermore the hard deposit can never

be removed in a satisfactory way, and the life of the boiler is usually very short.

The boilers now illustrated have a great improvement upon this embodied in them.

The waterway does not terminate at the fire-bars, but continues down past the bars

and underneath, as Fig. 227, which shows the dome-top boiler in section across the

middle from side to side. The lime deposit does not readily collect on vertical

surfaces, for it is a distinct precipitation that occurs when the lime is released from

the water. The deposit therefore falls past the level of the bars into the chamber or

/i.-i
1^

Fig. 226 . Fig. 227 .
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waterway at the bottom, where it can do no harm. This chamber, of course, can be

easily cleaned out from one manlid, and as the deposit is not rendered hard, nor

incrusts on the surface of the boiler plate, it can be removed without difficulty. It

is only when the deposit is on a plate which comes next to the fire that it incrusts so

hard and becomes so difficult to move. Therefore, whenever an independent boiler

is to be used in a hard water district it should have this waterway bottom, and the

necessity of this is so generally recognised now

that all boiler makers show this jDarticular boiler

in their catalogues.O

There is one little weakness in this boiler in

the fact that the lime deposit collects just over

the furnace door, and at this point it incrusts

hard and must be removed regularly. Illustra-

tions Figs. 225 and 228 show the manlid which

is provided over the furnace door for cleaning at

this point. Messrs. Hartley & Sugden have intro-

duced an improvement on this, by dispensing with

the waterway in a straight line up from the top of

the fire-door to the feeding nozzle, and this does

away with all horizontal surfaces where the deposit

can collect and do any injury. Fig. 228 is a little

less expensive boiler than the dome-top kind. It

does nearly as much work, and it has a waterway

below the fire-bars, the same
;
but there is no

waterway at the top, so that the flow pipe has to

start from the side of the l)oiler as shown.

Notes on the following Table.—The

number of taps, combined with the size of the tank

or cylinder, against the different sized boilers in the

following table apply to residential requirements

only, and may be relied on as quite correct for

this purpose with slow or very moderate fires. If any radiators are put on the appa-

ratus, then each radiator should be counted as one more tap, unless it is of a large size,

when it should be counted as two taps, in deciding the size of the boiler. For two

radiators of fair size or three moderate sized ones, one size larger boiler should be used

than is requisite for the taps alone. For hotels, hospitals or institution work, the

demand for hot water should l)e ascertained, as the number of taps is no index to

the quantity of water used in these places. It must not be forgotten in getting this

information that it is the winter demand that has to be provided for. Large schools
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use a large quantity of hot water for baths in winter, compared to what is used in

summer, and in these places the demand for hot water is much greater during the

early morning hours and the evening than at any other time. If it can be arranged

it is a good plan to have a pair of boilers in such places, supposing that the work is

large enough, as this admits of one boiler being left out of use in the summer time

and during midday in the winter, and a decided economy in fuel is effected.

Capabilities or Vertical Dome-top Independent Boilers (with Water-way Bottoms) for

Domestic Supply, working with a Slow Fire. Any of these boilers will do much more

work if a good fire is kept in them. (Original and copyright.)

Makers’ No. Height. Diameter.

Suited for

Tank or Cylinder. Number of Taps.

inches. inches.

1 30 13 Not a useful size of boiler.

2 33 13 ditto ditto

3 34 15 50 gallons. 4 or 5

4 40 15 60 „ 5 or 6

5 46 15 70 6 or 7

6 40 18 85 „ 8 to 10

7 46 18 100 „ 10 to 12

8 52 18 100 „ >

9 46 21 100 „

10 52 21 125 „ ’ For Institution work.

11 58 21 150 „

12 64 21 150 „ J

Incrusted Deposit.—Every consideration must be given to this subject

throughout nearly the whole of the south of England (and in some other parts) where

hard water is used. By hard water is meant, of course, water which has lime in

solution, this material being precipitated when the water is heated, collecting on the

surfaces of the boiler, where the heat hardens it so that it adheres very closely. This

causes a most wholesale destruction of boilers, so many people not knowing that the

deposit must be properly removed at regular periods, or they forget to have it dune.

When the deposit is thick enough it prevents the water having contact with the

boiler plate, and the iron then has nothing to protect it, with the result that the fire

injures the plate just the same as it would do if the boiler was empty. Although

2 R
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the boiler plate is so stout it is only a question of a comparatively short time before

it fractures.

Fig. 229 is a section from front to back of a saddle boiler, with a good quantity of

lime deposit in it, or, as it would be usually stated, the boiler is badly furred. It

will be seen that the water has practically no power of absorbing the heat which the

iron of the boiler plate receives from the fire, and the plate must suffer. At the same

time, the water does not get hot, so that there are really two evils which attend this

trouble. It will be noticed that the greatest deposit is in the front of the boiler on

the crowm of the arch
;

this is the point where the greatest heat is felt. Wherever

we have the greatest heat we can usually look for the most deposit, and at this point

it will be the hardest, adhering to the boiler plate more closely than anywhere else.

In addition to the trouble caused by the lime collecting in boilers, it is found

that the deposit also collects in the

circulating pipes. It is the flow

pipe that usually suffers most in this

respect, and instances are quite

common where this pipe has been

nearly stopped
;

this, however, will

be referred to again directly.

The presence of lime in water

has one redeeming feature, and it

is of such an important character

that some people, and even en-

gineers, who have to do with soft

water (which has no lime in solu-

tion), have stated that the hard

water is preferable for many reasons, notwithstanding the deposit that occurs from

it. With hard water it is very exceptional for iron pipes to rust, and it is perfectly

safe to use lead pipes and lead-lined cisterns without risks of lead poisoning

(plumbism). Where there is soft water (without lime) iron pipes are almost useless,

for they rust so rapidly as to discolour the water in a manner that makes it unfit

for many purposes
;
and the rusting proceeds at such a rate that the pipes them-

selves are soon weakened. Lead pipes for drinking-water services are quite out of the

question, as many epidemics of lead poisoning conclusively prove, and the lead pipe,

like the iron, is soon weakened and destroyed. The presence of lime m Avater

prevents this to a very marked extent. With soft water recourse is had to copper

pipes and cylinders (at consideralile expense) to avoid the ill effects, for soft^ water

does not attack copper. Neither does it attack pure tin, and the result of this is that

tin-lined iron pipe (Walker’s health pipe) can be strongly recommended, and this

Fig. 229.
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being less expensive than copper, is receiving considerable favour in those districts

where its use is necessary.

As just stated, hard water has lime in solution, but those who are not fully

acquainted with the subject may not understand how it is that the lime is so com-

pletely invisible. As a rule, water with lime in it is more clear and crystal-like than

water which has no lime. The lime is in a state of solution, that is to say, it is a

fluid itself, and as invisible as the water. It cannot be filtered out, as it will pass

through a filter just about the same as the water does. The presence of lime in

water is accounted for as follows :—All fresh water reaches the earth in the form of

rain, and rain-water is soft without lime in solution. As it passes into and through

the surface of the earth it comes into contact with strata of lime or chalk, but this

mere fact is not sufficient in itself, as lime or chalk is not soluble in water to any

appreciable extent. Chalk and limestone are known as carbonate of lime, which is

lime with a certain percentage of carbonic acid gas combined and held in it. This,

as stated, is not soluble in water, but if we can add another proportion of carbonic

acid so as to create bi-carbonate of lime, then it becomes highly soluble in water
;
in

fact, it may almost be looked upon as a fluid itself, and it readily enters into com-

bination with water. This extra proportion of carbonic acid is brought to the

carbonate of lime by the water itself, for rain rarely, if eVer, reaches the earth with-

out coming into contact with this gas, for which it has a strong affinity. In the

country this gas is given off by decaying vegetable matter, and in populated places

it is a product of combustion from our fires, and it is also one of the gases that

proceed from the human body by respiration.

As the rain falls it is sure to pick up this gas and take it into the earth, and

when it reaches chalk strata everything is made favourable to the lime entering into

solution. Some waters are exceedingly hard, that is, hold a large quantity of lime,

but this is usually remedied by the water companies, who in such cases precipitate

some of the lime by a certain process of their own. They, however, do not precipi-

tate it all, and the water which is served us by companies has a 16 per cent, average

hardness, that is, it has on an average 16 grains of lime in each gallon. The waters

of the different companies vary in hardness by some degrees, and they also vary

considerably in the nature of the deposit which occurs from them. As a rule the

deposit is much like a friable limestone, which brings about the destruction of the

boiler when it has accumulated about 3 inch to 1 inch thick. Sometimes the deposit

is very porous, so that instances have occurred of boilers being quite full of it, yet suf-

fering no noticeable damage. The reverse of this applies to a district in the north of

London which is served with a water of peculiar hardness. This water gives a very

dense and hard deposit, so that when it is f-inch thick the boiler will be injured, and

this deposit is not long in forming, as can be judged by the fact that some houses

2 R 2
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have had as many as three new boilers in one year, before the precaution of having

the boilers cleaned out every month was resorted to. The deposit bringing about

this injurious effect when it was in such small quantity naturally puzzled the work-

men, for they could not realise that so small a quantity could cause the injury. In

fact, many boilers when opened, and having but thin deposit like this, would be

considered passable for a few months longer, but not so in this case.

Having accounted for the hardness of the water, it can now be explained why

the lime is deposited in the boiler. Hard water does not deposit lime in the usual

way when it is cold, but it does when it is heated, as every kettle and boiler testifies.

The reason for this is, that on the water being heated the proportion of carbonic acid

gas which converted the insoluble carbonate of lime into the soluble bi-carbonate of

lime is driven off, and the latter is converted into the former, instantly producing a

solid and visible substance in the water, instead of the invisible lime in solution.

If this action could be seen, there is no doubt that a clear hard water when heated

would appear to become slightly turbid, and the lime would commence to fall like a

shower of minute dust particles. As the lime is deposited so the water loses its

hardness and becomes soft. The precipitation of lime does not occur immediately the

water is warm, nor does it occur freely until the water boils. When boiling occurs

the lime is all thrown down except a very trifling percentage which is always held by

the water. It will be understood that one precipitation of lime is an exceedingly

small quantity, and if the water was not changed the deposit would scarcely be known.

This is the case with a heating apparatus which has no water drawn from it, but with

a domestic supply apparatus, from which water is drawn at all hours of the day, there

is a constant change of water in the boiler, so that the precipitation hardly ceases

while the fire is alight. By this means it is usual to get about a half inch deposit in

six months if the boiler has ordinary regular usage.

If we could make a range boiler of such a shape that the lime would fall down

past the level of the fire into a collecting chamber beneath, something like the inde-

pendent boiler illustrated in Fig. 227, then a considerable advantage would be

gained, for although it would not reduce the quantity of lime deposited, yet it would

prevent the deposit collecting where it could do much harm, and it would not incrust

hard on the boiler plate. There is a boiler made with a tubular flue through the

centre of it from front to back, and this answers the description somewhat, but it is

really no better than a saddle boiler, as the deposit collects on the crown of the flue

the same as with a saddle boiler, and no real gain is therefore effected.

The rate at which the deposit occurs in boilers is governed by four things

:

(1) The quantity of lime in the water, which, as already stated, varies in different

districts
; (2) The fires that are kept, as the deposit is governed by the heat of the

water, and those who keep moderate fires get a less quantity of deposit in their
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boilers than those who have their fires burning fiercely the greater part of the day

;

(3) The heating power of the boiler, as a boiler of bad shape and inefficient heating

qualities will not cause so much deposit, for the water is not heated to the extent it

would be with a good boiler
; (4) The quantity of water used, for unless the

water is frequently changed, the quantity of deposit must be small. A tank full of

water will deposit a certain small quantity of lime, and it will not deposit any more

however many times it may circulate through the boiler, but every time a tap is

opened new water flows into the apparatus from the cold water cistern, and this has

its share of lime to deposit. Therefore, unless the taps are frequently applied to,

the water is not changed so often, and the deposit cannot be so great as otherwise.

This is one of the reasons why two adjacent houses, both served with the same water,

may show such different results with their boilers. The number of people in family,

the number of servants, the number of visitors, all influence this, for each adds to the

amount of bath water used and the quantity of hot water drawn at the sinks for

washing dishes, &c. It can be readily imagined what a great difference there must

be in two houses, one being occupied by elderly people, without children, with

possibly two servants, while the next door neighbour may have a large family and

several servants, besides entertaining more company than the others.

It now remains to be explained what effect the deposit has on boilers, and what

steps can be taken to minimise the trouble. The effect of the deposit is to keep the

water away from the iron plate, with the result that the iron becomes injured, as

already explained. If reference is made to Fig. 229, it will be seen that the water

can have no contact with the iron, and as boilers rely upon the water keeping down

the temperature of their plates, injury must occur when the water cannot have this

desired effect. Water will absorb heat two and a half times as fast as iron can

transmit it from the fire, so that as fast as the iron is heated by the fuel it is robbed

of its heat by the water
;
in fact, as stated, the water is capable of taking the heat

faster than the iron can receive it. While this action goes on no injury comes to the

boiler, and it may be supposed that the life of a boiler would be at least twenty or

thirty years, if there was nothing to interfere with this action. As the boiler plate

is f-inch thick, this number of years is by no means an exaggeration, as a tin kettle

will last two or three years if the conditions are good. Wrought iron, however, is a

very poor material to withstand high temperatures, and if the cooling influence of

the water is retarded or prevented, the boiler soon becomes injured, and the injury

generally shows itself as a fissure running with the grain of the iron. The fissure, as

a matter of course, always appears where the heat is greatest and the deposit

thickest, as shown in the illustrations. Figs. 229 and 230. It might just be

mentioned that quite frequently a boiler will be found cracked very soon after it

has been cleaned out, and such a case generally brings trouble upon the man who did
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the cleaning. The invariable cause of such an occurrence is that the boiler has been

previously neglected and injured, so that when the deposit is removed the injury

soon shows itself, but before this time the deposit prevented it leaking and the

fracture ])ecoming manifest.

The only remedy (if it can be called such) that can be suggested as practical, and

having the effect of lengthening the life of the boiler to the fullest possible extent,

is to have the deposit removed at regular periods. With the majority of hard

waters, the best period to fix is every six months, but there are certain districts

where the cleaning must be more frequent, and of course the cleaning may be at

shorter or longer periods according to the rate at which the deposit collects in any

particular boiler. When the deposit collects slowly, for the reasons explained, then

the boiler may go twelve months without cleaning, but after all it is decidedly

best to make six months the longest period, and four months the usual period

for very busy kitchens in hard water

districts. As to the hardness and general

qualities of different waters no useful

information can be given here
;

these

particulars should be obtained in the

neighbourhood, and, of course, they are

obtained by every tradesman when he

has been in a neighbourhood a short

time, but if the tradesman, a resident, or

anyone else is going into a new neigh-

bourhood, the general characteristics of

the water should be ascertained from

the water company and from the tradesmen already there.

Some hot water fitters have a preference for boilers without arched flues, for the

reason that an arched flue boiler must have a welded joint where the flue joins the

front plate, and they consider this a weakness, and favourable to the opening and

cracking of the boiler from deposit or any other cause. They use boilers with square

fronts, and make the flue by resting the boiler on fire-bricks each side, and this form

of boiler does not require to have a welded joint in the front, as the plate is bent

at the front angles and the weakness of the joint does not exist. This sounds

very feasible, but there are two things that rather weaken the argument. The

first is that a welded joint is not necessarily a weakness, and should be as strong

as a solid plate. Secondly, the writer’s experience of cracked boilers is probably

as large as anyone’s, and nine out of every ten have the fissure as shown in

Fig. 230, which is at right angles to the welded joint, and not influenced one way

or the other by it. This is mentioned because the arched flue boiler is more

Fig. 230.
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effective than a square block boiler, and should be used in preference to the latter

for general reasons.

Occasionally the trouble is taken to institute some arrangement for softening

the water in a house
;
but this is a considerable trouble, requiring a precipitating

tank, as the lime can only be disposed of by precipitation, and it would not do to let

the lime powder and the precipitating agent enter the house services. But even if

this trouble is taken there remains the fact that soft water, although very nice for

boilers or for bathing and washing, is not the most agreeable water to use for every

purpose
;
and, furthermore, the softened water will probably have an ill effect upon

the iron and lead pipes in the house, as already explained.

The regular removal of the deposit from the boiler is the correct thing, and as it

cannot be avoided, then there is a satisfaction in knowing that it provides regular

work for tradespeople. Plumbers can make good business by keeping a register.

The writer keeps such a book, into which customers can have their names entered for

this work, and need not afterwards give thought or trouble as to when the work is

done, or should be done, and the dates, &c. The tradesman’s register saves this

trouble, as he very naturally looks after this business in a regular way by reference

to his register each month. Some boilers are very difficult to clean, for a large

number of ranges are made in the north of England, where the deposit trouble is

unknown, and the range founders make no provision for it. In consequence of this

it is sometimes necessary to dismantle and partially unfit the range to expose the

boiler lid, and in some cases there has been such difficulty and expense that customers

have actually preferred to let the boiler go as long as it will until it fractures, for

the expense of a new boiler is little more than the cleaning process, the latter having

to be done two or three times a year at great inconvenience, while the boiler, if left

alone, may go three, four or five years, or even longer.

In concluding this subject, there remains to be explained a suggested remedy

for the deposit trouble. The writer has now tried it three times, and it has proved

successful, but unfortunately the circumstances were such in each case as to make it

doubtful whether the success was really owing to the method adopted or possibly to

some other circumstance. This remedy consists in extending the return pipe inside

the boiler so that it delivers its water at the front, as Fig. 231. To explain what

happens, it must first be recognised that the deposit of lime only occurs to any

noticeable extent when the water boils, and if we can keep the water in the boiler

from reaching boiling point, the incrusted deposit will be very small in quantity if

there is any at all. A boiler having the connections both at the back, in the usual

way, is supposed to admit of a rapid circulation, and a violent boiling, of the water

in the front part of the boiler, because the connections are such that the water as it

is heated does not readily get away from the front nearest the fire, which is, perhaps.
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12 inches to 16 inches removed from the circulating pipes. It is considered that

the water coming down the return pipe and that going up the flow pipe circulates, to

a large extent, through the back of the boiler only, without disturbing or changing

the water in the front as rapidly as it should do. In other words, probably for

every gallon of water coming down the return pipe, at least three-fourths of this

immediately passes up the flow pipe again, while only one-fourth goes towards the

front of the boiler to make a change in the water there. As the water in front of

the boiler is not changed quickly it naturally gets much hotter than it would otherwise,

and upon this fact the accumulation of deposit we get is supposed to be chiefly due.

By extending the return pipe to the front of the boiler, as illustrated, it follows

that every gallon of water that comes down it must displace a gallon of water from

the front of the boiler

and send it up the flow

pipe, and the water in

all parts of the boiler is

changed as rapidly as it

can be, and at no part

is there any local circu-

lation or boiling. The

consequence of this is

that the water in the

boiler does not boil at

all except on rare oc-

casions
;

therefore, the

amount of lime deposit

must be very small.

The boiler heats the

water as effectively as

ever, but by this arrangement boiling does not occur in the boiler until it is practi-

cally boiling water that comes down the return pipe
;
and every hot water fitter

knows that the water coming down this pipe is very rarely so hot as this. One

other way of putting it briefly is, that the front of the boiler is fed with the coldest

water, and this water cannot stay there long enough to boil, and if it does not boil

there cannot be any deposit. This is the theory of the improvement, and it sounds

eminently practical, and on the three occasions it was tried by the writer he failed

to get any deposit in six months, although in each instance the boilers were in busy

houses. In each case, however, they happened to be new ranges and boilers, and

tliere was no means of ascertaining whether the boilers previously in had had much

deposit in them. The right thing to do when there is an opportunity is to try this
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in some notoriously troublesome boiler. Take a bouse in which the boiler gets an

inch deposit in six months, and then see if the improvement will reduce the rate of

deposit to a quarter of an inch, or less, in the same period of time.

In concluding the subject of incrusted deposit in boilers, it is desirable to

mention that men who execute this work should realise that it is, in some measure,

an important undertaking
;
and in the same way, masters should only put careful

and reliable workmen to do the work when it is rec[uired. This may sound as if

undue importance was being attached to what is considered to be, by so many people,

an assistant’s job, scarcely worth the time of an experienced man being devoted to it.

This, however, is not so
;

for unless an assistant has experience and realises, as a

better man does, what trouble is likely to ensue by careless work, then he is not at

all a suitable man to do it. In quite a number of instances the writer has seen

boilers which have fractured from the thickness of the accumulated deposit, it being

perhaps l|; inch thick at the point of the fracture in front, yet been assured by the

owner that the boiler was cleaned out only four months previously, the water not

being particularly hard. It then becomes a most difficult task to impress on the

customer that it is not the boiler’s fault, for some care is needed about stating that

the man who was supposed to have cleaned the boiler either did not know his work,

or intentionally neglected doing it. In either case the man was at fault, and it is

charitable to suppose it was his ignorance
;
but whichever it might be, he was an

unsuitable person to do the work. The ignorance of this work that men display is

either that they think the loose deposit is all that needs removing
;

or, should they

be accustomed to north of England work, they may think that a thorough flushing

of the boiler is sufficient. Neglect generally takes the form of a pretence of doing

the work, or only partially doing it. In practically all instances it is work that

cannot be considered pleasant, and a man’s success in doing it rests entirely with his

ability and inclination to remove all the deposit that is possible. In the front of the

boiler he should not be content until his chisel comes against the boiler plate, and

never on any account must he consider he has removed sufficient deposit until he has

removed it all. Unless this is done the boiler will fail, and should a capable disin-

terested person be called in, there will be trouble of a real and an expensive character.

It may be repeated that the cleaning of a boiler should not be entrusted to an

inexperienced man on the assumption that it is an unimportant task.

2 s
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CHAPTER XII.

OTHER FORMS OF APPARATUS AND WORKS.

form of apparatus which will undoubtedly become more

popular when it is better known is a combination of the

cylinder and tank systems of apparatus. The idea of the

combination is to gain the advantages of both systems

with the disadvantages of neither, for both have disad-

vantages, although there are people who consider that the

cylinder system is quite perfect. Where the cylinder

system fails in particular is in not giving a good outflow

of water at the high taps. Take an instance in which

the best bath-room is only one floor below the cold water

cistern
;

in other words, there is only about 6 or 7 feet

between the bottom of the cold cistern and the bath tap.

The outflow of water from a tap on the cylinder system of apparatus is governed by

the pressure of water from the cold water cistern, for it will be noted that there is no

store of hot water above the taps like there is with the old tank system. As stated,

let it be supposed a bath tap is about 7 feet below the cold cistern, which of course

would be sufficient to give a moderately good outflow of water at a tap, except that

in this case the cold water (which it will be seen is the actual cause of the hot water

coming out of the tap) has to exert its pressure down to the cylinder and up again

to the tap, a distance of perhaps 200 feet, the pipe having many bends and turns

and possibly collections of scale here and there. These all tend to retard the flow of

water, with the result that the ultimate outflow at the tap is quite feeble. With

the old tank system of apparatus in which the hot water tank would have been

above the bath, and the draw-off branch would have been from the flow pipe, this

troulfle could not occur, as the store of hot water in the tank would supply the tap

through perhaps not more than 8 or 10 feet of pipe. In other words, a hot water

tap at a similar short distance below a cold water cistern will yield water nearly

double as fast with the tank system as with the cylinder system, and this is an
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important difference at a bath which is

usually one of the highest taps. A slow

filling bath is invariably considered an

annoyance, and a good apparatus is some

times condemned on this account.

The combined system, as Fig. 232,

provides for a tank of hot water above

the taps, with a cylinder below in the

usual position. The cylinder gives the

element of safety which is the particular

feature of the cylinder system, while the

hot water tank gives a good flow of

water from all the high hot water taps.

This arrangement need cost scarcely any

more than either system by itself, for

the reservoirs do not require to be

large, and the writer’s usual method of

settling the size of these is to allow half

the water to each. Thus an apparatus

which should have a 50-gallon reservoir

in the usual way, would in this arrange-

ment be given a 25-gallon cylinder and

a 2 5-gallon tank. The cost of the extra

connections may be a trifle more, but

there is one very important saving in

this apparatus in the fact that the cold

Fig. 232.

2 S 2
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supply pipe does not have to be brought all the way down the house to the cylinder.

It can be taken into the tank as shown in just the same manner as it would be

with the ordinary tank system of apparatus.

It will be seen that all the connections at the tank are precisely the same as

usual, but there is an alteration in the connections at the cylinder in the fact that

the return pipe from the tank has to be treated as a cold water pipe. In the

ordinary cylinder system the secondary return pipe is connected into the side of the

cylinder near the top, but with this apparatus it has to come in near the bottom like

a cold water service would.

It has been considered that this new system

has a disadvantage in the fact that only one

pipe can have taps taken from it, and the

secondary return is of no use for this purpose.

This is strictly correct, and the secondary circu-

lation has to be treated just the same as the

circulation of the ordinary tank system. Only

the flow pipe can be utilised for draw-off branches,

and if a returned draw-off service is required

then it must have a check-valve in it; or it

must be run as a branch flow-pipe out of the

flow into the flow, or out of the flow up into the

tank.

Occasionally when this system is adopted a

bye-pass is introduced between the primary flow

and the secondary flow, as Fig. 233. The

idea is to provide hot water up near the

draw-off services quicker than it would

be otherwise when the fire is first lighted

in the morning
;
and also to provide a

store of hot water in the tank just about

as quick as the cylinder receives its share. In other words, this bye-pass permits of

two distinct circulations from the boiler, one into the cylinder, and one direct up to

the tank. A bye-pass is also used by some engineers with the ordinary cylinder

system, provided it has a secondary circulation above the cylinder, their contention

being that hot water is obtained at the taps by this means much quicker when the

fire is first lighted in the morning, at the same time not stopping the storage of hot

water in the cylinder. Both these arguments sound very good and practical, but

there may be a fault show itself when the taps are used. It has been mentioned

more than once that every consideration must be given to what happens when a

Fig. 233
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tap is opened, for although the apparatus may be perfect in regard to circulation, &c.,

it may be a failure when water is drawn, as tlie working of an apparatus, that is, the

movement of water in it, is totally different when a tap is open. In the apj3aratus

with a bye-pass, under discussion, there is a clear passage provided by the bye-pass

from the draw-off branches down to the boiler, and water which is drawn up from the

boiler is not hot as a rule. There may be some hot water in the boiler while the tap

is closed, but immediately the tap is opened cold water will come down and pass

across the bottom of the cylinder direct to the boiler, and from thence up the flow

pipe, through the bye-pass to the open tap. This action would not be noticed if only

a pailful of water was feeing drawn, but if a bath was being filled the hot water

would most probably fail before sufficient was obtained. It is not intended to

condemn the bye-pass entirely, but to point out expressly that the bye-pass must not

be of a full-sized pipe
;

it ought not to be more than | inch, and if used in a small

apparatus it might better be ^ inch. There is hardly an instance in which it should

be 1-inch pipe, as this provides too free a passage for water from the boiler to reach

a tap when it is open. The most suitable sizes of pij^es for this apparatus are much

the same as with a cylinder system having a secondary circulation. The primary

flow and return from the boiler would be inch (for ordinary domestic purposes),

the secondary flow and return would be 1 inch, the cold supply to the tank should be

1 inch, and the expansion pipe 1 inch also. The draw-off branches should be 1 inch

to bath, I inch to sinks, \ inch to lavatory basins.

Converting Tank Apparatus to the Cylinder System.— It is not at all

unusual to have the request made that a hot water apparatus on the tank system

shall be converted to the more modern cylinder apparatus. This request may
emanate from the client, or the engineer may find that the latter form of apparatus

would be a great improvement in many ways upon the old apparatus existing.

Certainly in country houses, where the water supply is furnished by an odd man or

gardener’s attention to a pump, this conversion can always be recommended should

the apparatus which is already in be on the old tank system. It has been men-

tioned once before that where the water supply may be irregular or run short at

any time, the cylinder system is decidedly the best in dealing with this fault, as a

temporary shortness of water does not involve any risks to speak of.

This conversion can usually be effected without much trouble, and the most

usual method is to utilise the two existing pipes of the tank system as the rising

main and cold supply to the cylinder. To make this clear. Fig. 234 gives in outline

a tank apparatus of the usual simple kind, while Fig. 235, next to it, shows the same

apparatus converted. Commencing at the bottom, it will be seen that the flow and
return pipes have been cut and cylinder inserted. The flow pipe from the boiler

enters the cylinder, terminating a little more than half-way up as usual, while the
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return pipe is connected near the bottom of the cylinder in the eustomary way.

From the top of the cylinder the old flow service is carried up as a rising main, and

after the tank is removed this pijje is connected to the expansion pipe, terminating

above the level of the cold water cistern. The old return pipe is connected with

the cold supply service, so that it forms a direct cold supply pipe from the cistern

down to the cylinder. In other words, when the tank is removed the disconnected

pipes have to be brought together in the manner shown, and this makes a complete

cylinder apparatus of the simplest kind.

If a secondary circulation is needed, that is, a secondary return from the ex-

pansion pipe back to the cylinder, then this has to be an extra pipe. The stop-cock

in the cold supply can remain where it is, but it would be better to bring it down

and put it close to the eylinder. An emptying service with loose-keyed cock must

be put somewhere beneath the cylinder to admit of emptying the apparatus when

required for repairs, &c.

Fig. 236 shows the same apj^aratus again, but converted without removing the

old hot water tank. Only the flow pipe and expansion pipe are disconnected from

the tank and united as shown, while the tank is left to act as an auxiliary cold water

cistern. It merely forms a reservoir in the cold water jjipe
;

there is no advantage

in doing this, except that it lessens the labour a little in making the conversion.

Fig. 237 again shows the same apparatus, but converted in another manner, and

this makes tlie least labour and expense of all, if the circumstances will admit it.
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In this it will be seen that the old tank is retained for its original purpose as a hot

water reservoir, and the connections in it are left undisturbed. It is only the

cylinder that is new, being inserted in much the same manner as the previous

examples, except that the upper return pipe does not need to dip before it enters

the cylinder. The reason that this method of conversion is not always permissible is

that by retaining the hot water tank in its old capacity and adding the cylinder, it

will probably make a larger storage of water in the apparatus than the boiler is

capable of heating successfully. If by chance a larger range and boiler are about to

be introduced, such as are capable of dealing with the extra water the cylinder

introduces, then this method of conversion is better than all others, Imt if the range

and boiler are not going to be disturbed and only the conversion effected, then there

Fig. 236 . Fig. 237 .

is every risk of failure unless by some chance the boiler was much too powerful for

the old apparatus and could well do with some more work being put upon it.

Sometimes when this particular conversion is made the trouble is overcome by

reducing the size of the tank, so as to allow of the cylinder being introduced without

adding to the original amount of water in the apparatus. This would probably

mean a new tank of smaller size, but there are people who decrease the size of the

tank by half filling it with bricks which have previously been well washed. The

writer feels a doubt about recommending this method of reducing the capacity of a

tank, as it does not seem quite business like, yet, at the same time, if the bricks were

stacked round the sides so as to form a sort of earthenware lining to the tank, then

no fault could very well be found with it. If we could have a hot water tank with a
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proper lining of' 3-inch earthenware slabs, it would be a decidedly superior reservoir

to a tank of ordinary wrought plate, for the earthenware would prevent loss of heat

and be very successful in a general sense
;
and it must be admitted that a lining of

clean bricks to a tank very nearly approaches this. It will be seen that this latter

conversion makes the apparatus on the cylinder tank system as previously illustrated

at Fig. 232.

Twin Boilers and Services.—It is intended to speak of twin boilers when

they exist as a pair at the back of a fire and do quite different work to one another,

also to speak of two or more boilers in different fires, but which are all connected

up to one apparatus.

In the west end of London, and in many other districts, there are hundreds if

not thousands of houses which have the old-fashioned open ranges in their kitchens,

and these ranges have two boilers at the back of the fire which are practically twins,

and they serve different purposes. With these old ranges the object in having two

boilers was generally that one boiler was found to be incapable of supplying hot

water for the whole house, consequently it was thought best to put two boilers, so

that one could be devoted entirely to the upstairs requirements, without being

exhausted or interfered with by the demand for hot water in the kitchen. The other

boiler was for kitchen uses only, and in depending upon this boiler, the kitchen could

only have what hot water it could heat, and the servants were unable to draw any

from the upstairs supply. Of course this arrangement is not necessary now, as one

good boiler in a close-fire range, will give hot water for all purposes, without being

exhausted to a prejudicial extent by the demand in the kitchen. There was another

reason why two boilers were often put in a house, in the fact that the building

would have two distinct cold water cisterns, one at the top of the house and the

other at the bottom, and, for some reason hard to understand, the top cistern was

connected with the hot water apparatus for the upstairs supply only, while the lower

cistern fed the boiler for kitchen supply. This arrangement, of course, is never

practised now, and when it exists can readily be altered as occasion requires. If by

chance the cistern at the top of the house is too small for the total hot water supply,

then it is better to put a larger cistern, or another one beside that which exists,

rather than continue with the old arrangement.

What has just been referred to is old work, but there occasionally comes a

demand for a modern range with twin boilers, for some special purpose. Usually it

is that the client has the rather common idea that a kitchen fire has a great deal of

waste heat to dispose of, and not satisfied with utilising the back of the fire by

heating a boiler for domestic supply, it is thought possible to work in another boiler

for steam cooking, and it is very seldom but what this arrangement is a pronounced

failure.
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Fig. 238 illustrates a pair of boilers to go at the back of a range fire, and by

having a distinct flue to each, as shown, they can be regulated independently by the

dampers provided. A moment’s thought, however, will show that to get a pair of

boilers like this at the back of a fire requires that the fire-box shall be of unusual

width. It is a comparatively small boiler that is only 10 inches wide, and two of

them would require a fire-box nearly 20 inches in width, and this would mean a

most extravagant consumption of fuel. The general structure of the range would

also have to be considerably strengthened to withstand the wear and tear of so large

a fire, and the great heat it would evolve. This large fire would also be next to

unmanageable in regard to the heating of the ovens, for unless the cook was most

careful with the dampers the ovens would quickly

get to a red heat at some parts.

To overcome this fault, the boilers are more

often designed as Fig. 239, which shows a pair of

boilers having but one general flue. By this

arrangement the total width can be reduced, but

a fault of a new and very troublesome character

is introduced. This is the inability to control

the heating of either boiler separately. If one

boiler has to be heated, then it can ^
only be done by heating the other

one also, and the latter may be

already overheated and trouble-

some in this respect.

Take the instance mentioned,

in which a pair of boilers are

used, one for hot water circula-

tion, and the other for steam cook- ^ „„„

ing. The hot water boiler must

necessarily be rather small, and consequently wants the damper open for a consider-

able part of the day to make up for its deficiency in size and heating surface. There

is no objection to this when the steam boiler is required for cooking purposes, but

this may only be for two hours a day, and during the other time the water is boiling

furiously and giving trouble by the steam that has to be disposed of. Sometimes

it is arranged that the division of the boilers shall not be central, l)ut the circulating

boiler is made a little wider than the steam boiler so as to equalise their work, but

this is a failure, as the steam boiler, if it has any work to do worth speaking of, should

really be the larger of the two. Instead of being a source of economy by using waste

heat this arrangement is usually most extravagant, more particularly as the larger

2 T
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fire, whicli is needed in any case, is provided solely to heat a small steam boiler for

one or two hours per day. It might be mentioned that there is no such thing as waste

heat in a cooking range, except when the cook has the dampers opened to a greater

extent than is necessary for the work to be done
;
in this case she burns more fuel

than is requisite, but there are no practical means of utilising the waste of heat that

occurs in this way. People who entertain the idea that putting a boiler at the back

of a fire uses spare heat, which would otherwise be lost, are quite in the wrong, and

whoever thinks there is enough

of this spare heat to work two

boilers is more in error than ever.

Where two boilers are re-

quired it is much better to have

one of them independent. If the

steam boiler is independent it can

be lighted up for just the short

time that the steam is required.

If the circulatincr boiler is inde-

pendent it has the advantage, as

previously explained, of giving

hot water day and night without

being governed by the cooking

arrangements
;

and the steam

boiler in the range, when not

cooking, can be utilised for hot

water supply to tbe kitchen by

having a tap at the mantel jamb.

In regard to the other branch of this subject, viz. attaching two distinct boilers

to one apparatus, there is more to be said in favour of this arrangement. It is

frequently of great convenience to have two separate boilers to work an apparatus.

In one instance the writer met with, there were two kitchens in the house, one used

in summer and the other in winter, and as both boilers were connected up to the

apparatus it mattered not which fire was alight the supply of hot water was always

the same. When the house was full of visitors, they would sometimes have to use

both kitchens, in which case the supply of hot water would be greater on account of

the two fires being alight at once, and the greater supply of hot water was particu-

larly convenient at these times when the house was full and there was extra work in

the kitchen. Sometimes it is the kitchen range and an auxiliary range in a scullery

that have their boilers coupled in this way. This is an equally convenient and good

arrangement, as it provides for hot water when either fire is alight, and it also
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provides extra hot water when both fires are going on busy days. It is understood,

of course, that when there are extra people in the house, and more cooking, the

greater quantity of hot water is specially convenient. The method of connecting up

two distinct boilers is very simple. If it is the tank system of apparatus, then the

two flow pipes and the two return pipes are joined at the nearest convenient point,

as Fig. 240. When only one of the boilers is in use a feeble circulation will be found

to occur through the other boiler which is not in use, but this will do no harm
;

and will not entail a failure or have any troublesome results. This is mentioned

because on finding a boiler hot without any fire against it, an idea may occur that

something is wrong in the circulation, and that the apparatus is not working

properly.

With the cylinder system of apparatus the two primary pairs of pipes can be

joined up in the same way if the boilers happen to be both on one side of the cylinder,

as Fig. 241, but if the cylinder comes between them then the pipes from each boiler

can enter the cylinder on each side in the usual manner.

Sometimes it is a commendable plan to connect up a range boiler and an

independent boiler to the one apparatus, and the connections would be made

precisely the same as has just been explained with two range boilers. It is seldom

that a range boiler and independent boiler are required to work together into one

apparatus except to meet some special demand. In a college, for instance, there is a

large demand for warm water for baths, &c., in the early morning, and the demand

may not be nearly as large for the rest of the day. In this case the independent

boiler would be lighted to meet the large morning demand and then allowed to go

out until required the next morning, the range boiler being sufficient for the normal

demand during the remainder of the day.

When two boilers are connected up to one apparatus it is rather commonly

recommended that each pair; of pipes shall have stop cocks in them, so that when

2 T 2
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either boiler has to be cleaned out, or opened for any purpose, it can be shut off so

as to admit of the work being done without stopping the regular use of the other

boiler. It is naturally considered a convenience to be enabled to do the boiler

cleaning or repairs and have the usual supply of hot water at the same time, which

is, of course, quite impossible when there is only one boiler. This appears correct

and practicable, but it introduces considerable danger unless each boiler is fitted with

a reliable safety valve. Stop-cocks in main flow and return pipes are wrong in

principle except a safety valve exists on the boiler, but even in this case the

principle cannot be recommended. If there are no safety valves on the boilers, then

any trifling with the cocks, or the least forgetfulness on the part of those who use

them, will most probably bring about an accident of a serious, if not fatal kind. It

is best not to put stop-cocks in these pipes, but if they must be put, then a safety

valve on each boiler should be insisted upon in every case.

Radiator or Coil Connections on Hot Water Supply Apparatus.—

A

small coil of hot water pipes, or a radiator, can be attached to this description of hot

water apparatus, provided the boiler is not already inefficient, but theoretically the

practice is a bad one and should not be adopted. It has been explained fully that a

hot water supply apparatus is devoted, or should be, to furnishing all the heat

absorbed by the water in the boiler, with the water which issues from the taps. A
perfect apparatus would be one that does not allow of the least escape of heat,

except that which we may say escapes from the taps. With a radiator or coil we

introduce a feature that is directly opposed to what has just been explained; for the

purpose and duty of these appliances is to distribute and lose the heat from the water

as fast as they can. The more heat they give off the more successful they are, and,

of course the more they prejudice the other work of the apparatus. It is quite certain
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that the heat distributed by a radiator cannot be had from the taps, and the water

from the taps must be cooler to just this extent, although in many cases the loss is

not noticed.

As nearly every apparatus has the pipes run from the bottom to the top of the

house without protection, or any provision for preventing loss of heat, then it is

naturally assumed that the water can afford to lose some heat from a radiator or coil.

If when the radiator is put on the apparatus, care was taken to cover up all the

exposed pipes, then the heat distributed by the radiator would never be missed, for it

would be no more, if as much, as was previously lost from the exposed circulating

pipes. In instances where the boiler is over-powerful, or the cook keeps the damper

out more than she should do, a radiator may well be used, for it will to a large extent

distribute heat that would otherwise be of little use, and perhaps be a source of

annoyance by causing the water to boil noisily. Even this, however, is not a perfect

arrangement, for in the summer time, when the radiator is shut off, the boiler overdoes

its work as before.

A question that is commonly asked is, whether a small greenhouse or conserva-

tory attached to a residence can have some pipes in it heated from the kitchen range

boiler, and this arrangement is very frequently carried out. If there is anything

but the most hardy plants in the greenhouse then the work is a failure, for the

kitchen fire is out and the water cold during the early morning hours when the heat

is most needed. Of course this objection does not apply with a radiator in the

residence itself, as the want of heat at night is not much noticed, although one of the

most important advantages of a hot water heating apparatus is that it ensures a

comfortable temperature at all times, and a comfortable house when the occupants

come down to breakfast in the morning is quite a great advantage in itself

If a radiator is connected up to a hot water supply apparatus, then the place

where the radiator will do the most service and best work is in the entrance hall.

The writer will have more to say about this presently, when dealing with the subject

of warming buildings by hot water, but it may be mentioned now that the greater

part of the cold air in a house has its origin in the entrance hall, and warmth at this

point has an excellent effect. There is no reason why an entrance hall should have

a temperature that necessitates wearing out-door clothing unless a risk is run of

catching cold. It might be also added that a radiator should be of liberal size if it

is expected to do much in such a cold and draughty situation, and this makes it

necessary to think twice before attaching it to a hot water supply apparatus, unless

the boiler is amply powerful.

The methods of connecting a radiator to these pipes are practically two : one is

to connect it wholly to the flow pipe, as Fig. 242, in which case it would require two

dead-shutting stop-cocks, one at end, as shown, to shut it off in the summer. One
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cock would not be sufficient to prevent its beating. By dead-shutting is meant

cocks which shut quite sound, for it is astonishing how small an aperture the water

will circulate through if the conditions are favourable, as would be in this case.

There is an American stop-valve made with a pin-hole in the seating to admit of a

feeble circulation occurring through the radiator even when the valve is shut. The

object of this is that with such low temperatures as are experienced in the northern

part of that country, a radiator shut off soundly and forgotten would probably be

full of ice in a very short time, and the small hole is intended to prevent this.

This is explained because the writer has used these valves and finds that this

small pin-hole will, under favourable conditions, allow of the radiator getting as

hot as if the valve was full open,

so that to keep a radiator quite

cool the valves must shut dead

and sound. This method of con-

necting a radiator is upon what is

called the one-pipe system, and

which will be spoken of fully when

treating of heating works. No

stop-valve is required between the

two connections to make the

water pass through the radiator,

for it passes through quite quickly

enough without this.

Another method of connect-

ing is on to the two pipes, viz. out

of the flow pipe back into the

return, and one valve on the flow

connection might suffice in this case,, and it certainly would if a dip was put in

the return connection, as Fig. 243.

The size of connections to radiators would be the same in this work as in a

regular heating job. These sizes are |-inch pipes and connections for radiators

having up to 25 feet surface ;
from this size up to 50 feet surface, 1-inch pipes and

connections; from 50 to 85 feet surface, l|-inch. Each radiator must have an air-

cock or vent in the usual way.

A very useful heating appliance that can be attached to a domestic supply

apparatus is a small radiator or coil of f-inch or 1-inch wrought pipe to go into a

linen closet, a cupboard for keeping linen aired. This is one of the most useful

things in a house, and is always appreciated by the mistress or housekeeper. As a

rule this does not require a stop-cock, there being no reason for shutting it off

Fig. 242.
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Fig. 243.

summer or winter, but it must have an air cock or vent in the usual way. It is

decidedly better to fit up a coil for this purpose than to put the tank or cylinder

in the cupboard
;

if it is quite convenient to put a tank or cylinder there,

the practice is a good one, but so many instances have occurred in which fitters

have gone out of their way to do this, incurring greater expense and making

the apparatus irregu-

lar in its desia;n. If

a tank is put in a

linen cupboard there

are certainly two ad-

beingvantages, one

that it keeps the linen

aired, and the other is

that the tank is kept

warm, for it loses

very little heat indeed

in this way. There is

so little heat lost from

a linen closet that no

objection can be raised

to a hot water coil

being put there, as it

does not rob the taps

of heat to any notice-

able extent.

Another useful

appliance, and which

is quite permissible,

is a towel rail or airer.

This can be purchased

ready made of tinned

copper tubes with

gun-metal joints, but

where the expense of this is considered too high the writer makes these rails up with
wrought-iron tube and special malleable fittings, similar to Fig. 244 (which shows an
elbow), and he uses circular collar backnuts in securing the short pieces of tube.

When the rail is painted with enamel paint the effect is very good and never objected
to. This appliance must have an air cock as usual, and it should have a stop-valve,
for, being placed in the bath-room, its heat may be objected to in summer time.

Fig. 244.
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This rail materially aids in warming the bath-room besides giving warm towels for use

in the cold weather, and is an appliance always much appreciated by everyone.

The Conservation of Heat.—The covering of hot water pipes and reser-

voirs is a subject deserving of the utmost attention, and it is rather extraordinary

that even now an apparatus is passed, as being complete and perfect, with the pipes

exposed, so that it loses a good proportion of the heat that the water receives in the

boiler. On the face of it, it does seem peculiar that fuel and attention are expended

on the boiler, in the fire-box, with the sole object of affording the utmost possible

heat which the boiler is provided expressly to provide, yet immediately the water

circulates out of the boiler, there is not only a possibility of some of the heat being

lost, but the apparatus offers every possible facility for wasting the heat. If we

erect an apparatus to warm rooms by hot water we use pipes or radiators, and

expect these things to lose heat rapidly, otherwise the apparatus would be a failure
;

and the success of this apparatus depends entirely upon the pipes allowing the heat

to escape and the water to cool as quickly as it can. This seems to be entirely

forgotten with an apparatus for domestic supply, as many of them have long runs

of pipe carried along stone corridors and such places, and there is no doubt that

under (|uite ordinary conditions about one-half the heat is lost between the boiler

and the top of the house. This means wasted fuel, fuel positively thrown away,

besides the labour, and wear and tear of the range
;
but even these things would be

ignored sometimes, except that the heat of the water is very seldom too high, and in

scarcely one house out of ten should we be told that the water was too hot or that

there was too much hot water at demand. It is more usual for the hot water to

just meet the requirements, or be slightly below them, and in every case of this kind

covering the pipes would make a perfect success of the job besides saving the fuel.

Another advantage that the covering has, is that the temperature does not

fluctuate so much, that is, if the fire is not attended to, the water will not cool down

rapidly as it would do otherwise
;
and it is also quite possible to keep the v.^ater

warm all night, for with a properly covered apparatus, the loss of heat is so trifling

that, unless the taps are applied to, the water will remain warm a considerable time

after the fire is out. It is a fact that heat can l)e conserved, that is imprisoned, and

if means are adopted to prevent its escape it will remain in the water quite a

remarkable time. It can hardly be hoped that any apparatus most carefully covered

would form such a prison to the heat as to totally prevent its escape (except at the

taps), but it will make a difference just equal to making an unsuccessful apparatus

successful ;
and, of course, an apparatus may be considered successful in this par-

ticular respect if all the heat absorbed by the water in the boiler issues with the

water from the taps. This is what should be aimed at, but which is sadly neglected

at present.
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‘ Two instances of the different results to be obtained may be given. In one, the

writer was asked to say why the water did not heat successfully in a private

residence, and on examining the range no fault could be found with the boiler, as it

was capable of doing the work well. As far as could be judged the pipes were clear

and well arranged. After ascertaining this much, the tank at the house-top had to

be examined, and this was found to be placed in a small loft, and the door of this

loft it appeared was left open to form a comfortable refuge for pigeons, as the hot

water tank was there. When the writer examined it he found the tank was very

near the open door, and at that moment snow was drifting in and settling on the

tank. This apparatus v/as cured by wrapping the tank in some old felt carpet in

several thicknesses.

The other opposite instance occurred in a house in which the writer was fitting

up a somewhat extensive apparatus, but the kitchen range to work it had not arrived,

and as warm water was wanted for cleaning purposes a 3 -feet range with a moder-

ately effective boiler was attached to the pipes with hopes that it would give some

hot water, perhaps sufficient for this temporary purpose. To everyone’s astonish-

ment there was an abundance of hot water, much the same as it was expected the

larger new range would give, and the whole secret of this good result rested in the

fact that the pipes and every part of the apparatus were covered with felt one inch

thick and well secured.

As stated, it is a most commendable plan to cover all exposed hot water pipes

and reservoirs, but because pipes are under floors or in casings they must not be

neglected. Sometimes the pipes are carried up in a general casing which contains the

cold water services and perhaps a soil pipe, and instances have been met with where

the hot water pipes have been found secured to the cold water services by wire bound

round them. In such a case the hot water must have either been a failure, or the

consumption of fuel very extravagant. Hot water pipes in casings ought to be

covered or packed in some way, as the casing by itself is no protection. With

vertical casings the pipes would be even better exposed, because the warmth of the

pipes creates an up-draught in the casing, making it much like a chimney, and the

draught is brought about of course by the heat the hot water pipes are losing. Casings

cannot be made so airtight that felting or packing can be dispensed with, and pipes

in vertical casings, if not packed, are commonly under similar conditions to being

placed outdoors with a moderate wind blowing against them.

The material that is nearly always used for this work is hair-felt. This is a felt

made up of the hair scraped from hides at tanneries, &c. The hair is cleaned, and the

felt is very nice to use, as it gives off' no odours or unpleasant results of this kind. It

is cut into strips, which are wound on spirally, then secured by string or wire
;

it is

sometimes covered with fine canvas, which does not so readily collect dust and dirt. If

2 u
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canvas is wound on, it should be wound in the opposite direction to the felt. There
is one erroneous idea that must be disposed of, and this is that felt imprisons the

heat even if only a thin sheet is used. It should be made a rule never to use felt of

less than half-inch thickness. This thickness gives very nice results, but three-

quarter inch is better. The writer makes and uses a coverino- like Fiff. 245. ThisO O
consists of sheet felt secured in mill-board channels. Each channel is half a tube
in shape, so that when the two are put together they surround the pipes and are

secured by small metal bands, as shown. This sectional covering is very quickly

fixed of course, and it is just as quickly removed and replaced at any point if there

is a leakage or repair to be attended to. It is easily worked over tees and elbows,

and is also worked round bends by notching it
; a stout knife or saw will cut the

Fig. 245.

casing into any shape desired. The felt is made insect proof, as there have been

instances in which insects have made their home in ordinary felt covering, with

objectionable results of course.

Another material which has excellent properties for protecting pipes from loss of

heat is silicate cotton or slag wool
;

it is really a glass or flint wool instead of being a

vegetable substance. It is a fireproof material, so can be used for surfaces which are

hotter than hot water pipes, if required. It may be purchased secured to canvas so as

to allow of its being wound on pipe, but as a rule it is supplied in a loose woolly

mass, in which condition it can only be used inside casings. It is an excellent poor

conductor of heat, undoubtedly one of the finest non-inflammable substances there are,

but it does not excel hair-felt for the purpose under discussion. The latter, however,

cannot be used on services of a higher temperature than say 300 degrees.

In covering cylinders or tanks it is best to form a wooden enclosure and pack

within it with felt or silicate cotton, but if this is not done, then hair-felt can be

sewn together at the edges to form one sheet large enough to go all round the

reservoir
;
and this can be secured by hoop iron or brass bands at top and bottom.

If a hot water reservoir is put in a wood enclosure the latter should be provided

with a door, or flap, over the manlid, so as to admit of the latter being got at if

necessary.
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There are occasions when hot water pipes have to be carried outside a house, but

this should be avoided by every possible means ; but if it must be done then the

pipes need most careful protection. This protection is generally in the form of a

wooden casing, but the casing should be very soundly secured to the wall, and should

be well packed. In such a situa-

tion the felt or silicate cotton

packing should be at least one

inch thick, or even thicker if

possible. The pipes should be

kept away from the wall a little,

so as to admit of the packing

material being put round behind

them. If this is not done, then

the pipes are not sufficiently pro-

tected, for although the wall may

not lose heat, yet it is next to

impossible to put the wood casing so tight against the wall as to prevent air passing

in direct to the pipes inside. Sometimes the wood casing pulls away from the wall a

little, and if this happens when the pipes are tight against the wall then the

packing comes away with the woodwork, as Fig. 246, leaving the pipes exposed to a

serious extent.

An instance met the writer’s notice in which pipes on the outside of a house

were protected by having 4-inch rain-water pipes put outside them as they were

erected, and the space between the pipes was filled with sand. Sand is a fairly good

material for this purpose, but there is the likelihood of getting an irregular thickness

in this way, and, most important, it is impossible to see if any slight leakage occurs

when testing, and in case of a serious noticeable leakage, the outer pipe has to be

broken away to expose the inner one.

2 LI 2
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CHAPTER Xlll.

EXPLOSIONS AND CAUSES; AND THE USE OF
SAFETY VALVES.

hot water apparatus of the kind that has been described in

the previous pages may be considered as a perfectly safe

arrangement, but, as with everything else, it is possible for

dangerous conditions to arise, in which case there may be

an accident of a serious nature. The most dangerous

character of accident is an explosion, and any other accident

may not be looked upon as dangerous in the usual way.

With the apparatus in its normal condition there are

two ordinary safe features, one being the open expansion

pipe, and the other the open cold supply service. If the

expansion pipe became closed in any way the cold supply

service would give all the relief necessary to prevent an

explosion, for very little extra pressure would be needed in the boiler before relief

would be had up the cold supply pipe. This action, however, might be accompanied

by noises or troublesome features, but there would be no explosion. Should both

the expansion pipe, and the cold supply service, be closed, then there is no relief,

unless a tap should be opened just at the critical moment, and there is no doubt

that the opening of a tap has prevented many a disaster in times of severe frost.

Should a tap be opened when a high pressure is developed in a boiler, there could

be no mistaking the fact that something was wrong, and most probably the fire

would be put out, or some steps taken to obviate danger.

It is recognised, of course, that steam when it expands so rapidly as it would do

upon escaping from a boiler under an exceedingly high pressure (a pressure high

enough to burst a boiler of f-inch wrought-iron plate) has a very destructive rending

and shattering force, very much resembling that which occurs when gunpowder or

some explosive material is ignited. With these latter it is the sudden expansion of

gases that has such a destructive action, and the effect is very dreadful on any living
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being that is near. As is now known by nearly everyone, the effect of a boiler

explosion in a confined place like a kitchen is usually sufficient to force windows and

doors out of their frames, and instances have occurred where the kitchen walls have

actually been driven out. All this points out how necessary it is that an accident of

the kind should be avoided as perfectly as possible, for although these occurrences are

rather rare, yet, with proper precautions, they should not happen at all. The number

of accidents does not seem small, however, when a complete list is referred to, for

it is found from statistics furnished the writer that forty-five such accidents hap-

pened with kitchen boilers during about five weeks in 1895, resulting in death to

eleven persons, injury to fifty-six others, and, of course, considerable damage to

property.

Taking frost as being the most common cause of explosions occurring, this

generally brings about the trouble, or the risk of it, by closing the expansion pipe

and cold supply services with ice, so that there is no relief for whatever strain is

experienced in the boiler. It is so frequently the case that the upper termination of

the expansion pipe, and a portion of the cold supply service, are both in an open roof,

a place almost as cold as outside the house. It may be supposed that the water in

the apparatus cools down in four or five hours after the fire is let out at night
;
and

in very severe weather, these two roof pipes may possibly become frozen solid in the

two or three early morning hours when the cold is most intense. There is not the

least doubt that many cases occur where these two pipes get frozen and the fire is

lighted in ignorance of the great risks that are run, but some accidental circumstance

prevents the explosion which seems so likely. If a tap is opened there is some relief,

and before any actually dangerous strain is exerted one of the pipes may be cleared

by the warmth. In any case it cannot be denied that in thousands of instances the

two pipes which give safety to an apparatus are situated most favourably for their

becoming frozen, particularly as these pipes have stagnant water in them.

There has been considerable discussion as to whether a destructive explosion can

occur with a sealed apparatus, which is quite full of water. It is suggested that

there is no room for the generation of steam and without steam there is practically

no danger, for the explosion, if it could be called such, would be merely a rip in the

boiler or pipes, due to hydrostatic pressure. When the rip occurred the water would

run out and do no more harm than water is capable of doing. There is, however, the

fact that very few apparatus are left for long without a tap being applied to, and if

a little water should be drawn then the apparatus is no longer quite full
;
but apart

from this it must be contended that an apparatus perfectly full of water is almost, if

.not quite, as dangerous as one that has room for steam to generate in it, and the

^ reason for this is as follows.

Water that is heated under pressure in a closed vessel does not cease rising in
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temperature when it reaches 212°, as it does when heated in an ordinary open boiler

or apparatus. The reason for it ceasing to increase in heat after reaching 212° is

in the fact of its boiling at that temperature, for when water boils it does not matter

how much the fire is urged under the vessel it will not become any hotter. The

pressure that is exerted upon water governs the temperature at which it boils, and it

is the ordinary atmospheric pressure that regulates the boiling in open boilers, but

with a sealed apparatus the pressure of the atmosphere has no controlling effect, and

the water goes on heating until it is possible for it to reach very high temperatures

indeed. Supposing the water reached a temperature as high as 400° or 500° and the

boiler then split open by the expansive force
;

it would not be found that water

issued, but that the water which would be about to escape would be instantly

converted into steam, and as a cubic foot of water would thus be instantly converted

into 1630 cubic feet of steam we should get all the features of an explosion, for, as

previously stated, an explosion of gunpowder is practically the conversion of a

small quantity of solid material into a large volume of gas, and the force experienced

is wholly due to this conversion occurring instantaneously. Therefore if we, in a

space of an instant, convert a small quantity of water into a large volume of gas

(steam), we get what may be considered as a true explosion, and in speaking of

steam as a gas, it is correct in this sense, for it has no moistness or watery character

until it begins to afterwards condense. On this account it may be rightly con-

sidered that an apparatus quite full of water and sealed at its outlets, should on no

account have a fire lighted against the boiler.

Another effect of frost is to cut off the water supply of an apparatus so that it

can be emptied. It might not be possible to empty the boiler from a tap, but what

little water may be left in the boiler would soon be evaporated, and then the

boiler would become red hot. There has been a deal of controversy as to whether

cold water running into a red-hot boiler is a dangerous feature, likely to cause an

explosion or injury of any kind. The Manchester Steam Users’ Association went to

considerable trouble to test this question, allowing cold water to flow into boilers

that were quite red hot at the bottom and having only l-inch apertures at the top.

The result was that no explosion occurred, and as the boilers did not suffer injury in

any way the assumption was arrived at that for water to flow into a red-hot boiler

was not a dangerous happening. Of course, such an authority is entitled to every

consideration, yet the writer does not think that the conditions under which the

tests were made were the same as are experienced in an ordinary private residence.

With the latter the boiler certainly has holes at the top, but connected to these holes

are long runs of pipes which by partial stoppage or other cause would offer con-

siderable resistance to the free and instantaneous escape of steam. It is hardly

within the province of this book to dispute other experts’ opinions, but the writer
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does consider that the question in point is sufficiently uncertain that an empty red-

hot boiler should be treated as. dangerous, and proper precautions should be taken to

avoid ill results.

Of course it is not always frost that cuts off the supply of water to a residence,

for it can happen even in towns and places served by a water company. In country

places wdiere the supply of water depends upon a gardener’s or farm hand’s attention to

a pump, temporary shortness of water is by no means uncommon. Of course this

latter failure in water supply is best guarded against by erecting the hot water

apparatus on the cylinder system, for the want of water would not be experienced

for more than a few hours, which would not be sufficient time to empty the cylinder

by boiling and evaporation.

A cause of explosion which has taken two or three lives is the use of stop-cocks

in the main circulating pipes, by which these pipes have been shut and the boiler cut

ojff from the open pipes which it relies on for safety. There is oidy one purpose for

which people ever put stop valves in the main circulating pipes, and this is to enable

a boiler to be opened for cleaning purposes or repairs without emptying the whole of

the water out of the apparatus. This saves a little time, and it also saves water, and

the saving of water is sometimes thought much of in places where water is not

easily obtained. It is, however, much better to put up with these inconveniences

and do without the use of stop-cocks in these pipes, for they are a source of danger

always, and a hot water fitter should make it a rule to avoid fixing them unless a

good and reliable safety A^alve is in the boiler
;

and even in this case the cocks

should only be used under very special circumstances. The last fatality that came

to the writer’s notice as being directly traceable to the misuse of stop-cocks occurred

to a plumber, so it will be seen that they are dangerous even to the practical man

who uses them. In this case he had attended to clean the boiler, and having done

his work he lighted the fire to see that everything went well in the usual way, and

he evidently forgot that he had omitted to open the stop-cocks. The cocks were

found closed, but the plumber was quite beyond saying anything about it. It

might be thought that when a boiler is cleaned no water is left in it to cause an

explosion, but every fitter knows that there is always a little water in the boiler, and

it requires very little indeed to make sufficient steam to bring about an explosion in

a boiler probably less than 12 inches square.

Another possible cause of explosions that may be referred to is the collection

of incrusted deposit in the circulating pipes, but to the best of the writer’s belief no

explosion has ever been traced to this cause.

There is no doubt that incrusted deposit would close both the pipes up in a

manner that would, with equal certainty, bring about an explosion, but before

anything like an explosion can occur the noises that transpire are more than the
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occupants of the house can put up with, and they become unbearable before there

is any danger whatever. Without the noises the danger would certainly come, but

the noises always occur in plenty of time, and they are of a kind and violence that

cannot be overlooked or allowed to continue.

The most reliable means of avoiding the danger of explosion, whatever its cause

may be, is in the use of a reliable safety valve. Some time ago the writer caused

inquiries to be made as to whether an explosion ever had occurred to a kitchen range

boiler which was fitted with a safety valve, and as this inquiry passed through one

of our best trade journals and brought no response in the affirmative, then a safety

valve may be looked upon as the source of safety its name implies.

The varieties of safety valves are now several, but

they all rely on one of four things, viz. :—A spring, a

dead weight, a weight on a lever, or a diaphragm of thin

metal
;
and there is another safety device known as a

fusible plug.

The ordinary form that the spring safety valve takes

has a section as Fig. 247. In this it will be seen that the

valve consists of an outer cylindrical case (of brass) into

which a cap screws at the top. At the bottom of the

case there is an aperture threaded on the outside to screw

into a pipe, or into the boiler if convenient, and this

aperture is closed by a valve and seating. The valve is

held in position by a pin which extends up and passes

through a hole in the cap, and between these two points

a spiral spring exists, which by pressing on the foot of

the pin at one end, and against the cap at the other

end, holds the valve in position more or less tightly

according to how much the spring is compressed. The

compression of the spring is effected by screwing the cap

down, and of course, by unscrewing the cap the pressure on the spring is pro-

portionately relieved. The method of setting this valve therefore is (after it is

screwed into the pipe or boiler and the apparatus filled) to unscrew the cap until

the valve leaks, afterwards screw the cap down again until the leakage is stopped,

and then give the cap one more turn to hold it sound against any light shock

such as may be experienced by plug cocks being shut suddenly.

The dead weight safety valve is constructed on a little different principle. Its

internal section is like Fig. 248, while its outer appearance usually resembles Fig. 249.

In this it will be seen that the valve and seating consist of a globular surface resting

in a circular opening which is almost square at the edge, at least it is only slightly
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bevelled. The advantage claimed for the dead-weight is that there is no spring to

become perished, or to break, or to vary in its elasticity, and that this arrangement

of valve and seating is decidedly good as affording the least possible chance of the

two surfaces becoming soundly stuck or grown together. In the older forms of spring

valve, the valve had a composition face resting on a flat metal seating, and as

valves rarely come into use, it was no uncommon thing to find, after a year or two,

that the two surfaces were so soundly grown together that a chisel was the most

suitable instrument to separate them. In some instances it was so hard to get them

apart, that considerable doubt was felt whether the boiler would not have exploded

before the valve opened.

With a valve and seating like that in the dead-weight pattern, the surfaces that

come together are barely more than inch wide, so that however tightly'"they may

become stuck together, a pressure

less than sufficient to explode a

boiler would open them. Of course ^

with surfaces of this kind the least

blow, or even a scratch, will cause

the valve to leak
;
care is there-

fore necessary to prevent the

valve being struck or tampered

with in any way, otherwise' the

surfaces will have to be re-ground.

In every valve an attempt should

be made to get a seating that has

the least possible area of surfaces

to grow together, for the uniting

of the surfaces must be anticipated in every case, remembering that these valves so

rarely come into use, and may remain unopened for from five to ten years. With a

valve on a steam boiler it is a different matter, for this is daily, if not hourly, used,

and there is very little chance of the surfaces becoming united.

The lever safety valve is a kind frequently seen on steam boilers, but very

seldom in connection with a kitchen range apparatus. They commonly take the

form of the spring safety valve, but without the spring, the centre pin being held

down by the lever passing over the top, and the pressure exerted by the lever is

governed by a weight which is hung upon it.

The diaphragm safety arrangement is not a valve at all, but consists merely of

a pipe, in a part of which can be inserted a thin piece of sheet metal, usually copper.

This thin sheet, or diaphragm, quite stops the passage through the pipe, and the

thickness of the sheet is regulated according to the pressure it is expected to bear.

2 X

Fig. 248. Fig. 249.
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When there is any unusual pressure in the boiler, and this pressure grows greater, so

that it would eventually explode it, it follows that before the pressure can be

sufficient for this, the thin sheet of copper is burst, and this affords the relief that

the boiler needs. It is almost the same as making (if it were possible) one little

point in the boiler very weak, so that before the destructive pressure necessary to

rend the thick plate was developed, relief would be had by bursting the weak point

;

and practically no harm would ensue, as the steam would not have had time to get

up a very destructive pressure.

The method of fixing any of the foregoing valves is to connect them to the

boiler either by an independent pipe or by fixing them to one of the circulating

pipes. In the latter case the writer considers that the return pipe is best, as being

the least likely to become furred up, or stopped in any way. A better arrangement

is to have an independent pipe connected with the

boiler. It should be as short as possible, and should

be screwed through the top plate of the boiler so as

j to project down inside about one inch. This inside

projection will prevent the pipe becoming choked or

scaled over with deposit, and the writer thinks this

method of connecting makes the valve as reliable

as is possible under all conditions. This applies to

any kind of valve which cannot be fixed direct into

the boiler. The pipe should not be less than one inch

in size.

A very ingenious form of valve, combining with

it a fusible plug, is that known as the Eagle Safety

Bell. This is a spring valve with a hollow pin run-

ning down through it, and the pin, instead of being

solid at the bottom, is filled up by a plug of alloy, which melts at a temperature a

little above the ordinary boiling point of water. The spring is of gun-metal, so

that there is little fear of its failing. An important feature is the bell shape to

the lower part of the casing, for this, on the same principle as a diving-bell, does

not permit water to rise up more than a little distance within it. By this pro-

vision the internal parts of the valve are surrounded by air, and are not likely to

perish at all readily, as will be seen by Fig. 250. The bell portion is taken off

before the upper part is inserted into the boiler, and is afterwards screwed on

inside. It will be seen that this is a safety appliance that screws direct into the

boiler plate, only a very small portion projecting outside, not more than can easily be

accommodated beneath the panel plates. The small milled screw at top is for testing

purposes. By screwing this down the valve is lifted oft its seating a trifle, so as to
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make it leak, and if it leaks it is a sure indication that it is ready for action, not

stuck fast. By unscrewing this nut the valve closes again. It is a very simple

means by which the valve can be tested at any moment by an experienced person.

Fusible plugs, as just stated, are plugs of metallic alloy, which melt at a tempera-

ture a little exceeding that of boiling water. As described on page 334, water heated

in a sealed vessel or apparatus continues to rise in temperature beyond ordinary

boiling point, because the pressure of the atmosphere has no governing influence on

it. When, however, water does heat to these high temperatures it is an indication

that dangerous conditions exist, and the fusible plug, by melting, and so providing

an aperture in the boiler, obviates all risks. It only does what a safety valve will

do, viz. make an opening by which the boiler can be relieved of an unusual pressure.

A fusible plug is distinctly an element of safety, but when combined with a safety

valve there seems to be little opportunity left for any dangerous accident to occur.

It is not uncommon for a fitter to put a safety valve on the cylinder, but this is

wrong in principle, for it can be got nearer to the boiler than this, and as the boiler

is the seat of danger, the valve should either be in it or as near to it as possible.

Cylinders never burst—at least the writer has never heard of one doing so—but he

has heard a number of times of their having collapsed. The collapse of a cylinder is

due to external pressure, and could only be prevented by a good inlet valve, whereas

a safety valve is an appliance to relieve pressure from the inside in an outward direc-

tion. Putting a safety valve on a cylinder affords no safety, of course, if there are

stop-cocks in the main primary circulating pipes, nor if there are any means by which

these pipes can become stopped.

The collapse of a cylinder is invariably due to atmospheric pressure, this

pressure being, at sea level, a little under 15 lbs. to the square inch. Should a

cylinder run short of water and what little water there is in it be boiling hard, then

the steam which is generated will expel all the air. If at this moment cold water

should flow into the cylinder the steam which is there will be at once condensed and

fall to the bottom of the cylinder as a very small drop of water, leaving the upper

part of this reservoir quite empty, even of air—in fact there will be a vacuum formed.

The enormous pressure of the atmosphere then acts on the outside of the cylinder,

usually with the effect of crushing it into a shapeless mass. It will be seen that a

pressure of 15 lbs. to the square inch means some tons on the surface of even a small

cylinder, and this is why a collapsed cylinder is made such a wreck as a rule, appear-

ing to have been crushed, as it really has been.

2 X 2
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CHAPTEE XIV.

PIPES, FITTINGS AND APPLIANCES.

the south of England the pipe generally used in this

work is wrought-iron steam tube, that is, wrought-

iron tube of what is known as steam quality, this

being of a thicker substance than the commoner

wrought-iron gas pipe. It can be distinguished from

gas pipe by its colour, for it is always painted a

dull red, whereas gas pipe is left its natural black

colour and is not painted. Of course it would be

possible to paint gas pipe, and so mislead people into the idea that it was steam tube

from casual observation, but it is doubtful if anyone descends to such an act as this,

and certainly none of the makers would dream of doing such a thing. Gas pipe, how-

ever, is a good strong tube, and is undoubtedly used to a considerable- extent in small

and moderate sized building property of the speculative kind. It should not be used

by anyone who wishes to be recognised as a hot water fitter with a good reputation.

The steam quality tube can be had galvanised but is not by any means generally

used treated in this way, for it is not necessary in districts where hard water is used.

Hard water contains lime in solution, and the presence of lime in water prevents the

rusting process taking place at all actively, and immediately there is a coating of

lime deposit in the boiler and pipes, however thin, rusting is quite prevented, and the

water does not become discoloured. With water which has no lime, or a very small

percentage of it, plain iron pipes are apt to give trouble by rusting, and the rusting

not only injures the pipe in course of time, but it discolours the water, which brings

complaints very quickly.

Where the water is only moderately active in attacking iron, the use of galva-

nised steam tube overcomes the trouble, although, of course, the boiler, if of iron,

should be galvanised as well. It might be mentioned that galvanised tube has been

seen which is galvanised on the outside only, and this, of course, is of no advantage

for the works being spoken of. It is also desirable to mention that galvanised steam

tube is not always kept in stock by small factors, but galvanised gas tube may be
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kept in quantity, there being a greater demand for it. It is desirable to see that the

latter is not by mistake supplied in place of the steam quality, not that the merchant

might do it intentionally, but under the impression that any wrought tube would

do so long as it was galvanised to keep the water from attacking it. In using

galvanised tube, it is important to avoid putting it in the forge fire to the utmost

extent possible, as the heat will most probably burn off the coating of zinc of

which the galvanising consists.

In soft water districts, galvanised pipes last but very little longer than plain

iron pipes do, for this water is very active in attacking iron, and it seems to work

through minute openings or weak places in the galvanised surface, quickly attacking

the iron beneath, so that the whole is rusting rapidly very soon after it is first put

in use. In these districts copper pipe is largely used, but the expense is very great,

and, of course, the boilers and cylinders have to be of copper also. Where copper

pipe is used, there may be considerable difficulty experienced in making effective

joints
;
the best method is to have the pipe thick enough to take the ordinary thread

upon it, and make the connections by gun-metal fittings, which can now be had ready

made. No description of solder joints is of any use in joining copper tubes. The

writer has seen pipes with their ends sweated inside a close fitting socket, then the

whole finished with a good plumber’s wiped joint on the outside, but notwithstanding

this, the joints would not remain sound, and the cause of this is the considerable degree

to which copper expands and contracts as it heats and cools. Even with screwed

joints it is very desirable to introduce expansion joints when there are long straight

runs of pipe.

For thin copper tube it is believed that Jones and Attwood, of Stourbridge,

make an expansion joint similar to that which they use on their larger cast-iron

heating pipes. This would make a very nice job as far as the writer can see, and, of

course, every joint would do its share towards allowing for the expansion and con-

traction. The joints would also be made very quickly by this means, and for the

information of those who do not know the joint made by this firm it may be

explained that it is used with perfectly plain-ended pipes, there are no formed

socket or spigot ends required.

There is an iron pipe that can be had with a tin lining
;
this is not merely a

tinned iron pipe, but the internal surface of the pipe is composed of pure block tin

of nearly -j^g-inch thickness. This is Walker’s health pipe, and it is successful in

resisting the action of soft waters, or waters with a trace of acidity in them such as

come from bog and moorland districts. This material is, of course, cheaper than

copper, although it is not so cheap as the ordinary iron or lead pipe.

In soft water districts lead pipe is used very largely for hot water circulations,

but soft water attacks lead almost as actively as it attacks iron and destroys it in
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course of time
;

tliougli, during the period that the pipe lasts in good order, it does

not discolour the water. Now and again there are hot water fitters to be met who

signify a preference for lead pipe under all conditions, even in the south of

England where its use is in no way necessary. It must be assumed that these

men are especially in favour of using material that distinctly belongs to the plumber’s

craft, but in hard water districts lead pipe has no advantages over iron, but has some

faults that need special care to obviate.

In the first place, horizontal runs of lead pipe must be fixed on wood fillets,

otherwise the pipe sags down between the hooks
;

and, although this would not

matter so much with cold water services, it is of course, a serious fault in a hot

Fig. 252,

water circulation. Lead pipes also stretch by their own weight when carried verti-

cally, unless they are very strongly and well supported. With this pipe also it

becomes practically impossible to use draw-off cocks that can be shut suddenly, for

the shock that then occurs, if there is a good pressure of water, will bulge the pipe and

make repairs necessary
;
screw-down taps have to be used in this case. Another

fault that lead pipe has is that of expanding by heat but not contracting to the

same extent when it cools, and this unequal action causes the pipe to get out of

order.

Fig. 251 shows the wrought-iron fittings generally used by the hot water

engineer, while Fig. 252 shows a set of the malleable cast-iron fittings which have

been introduced from America. There are one or two shapes to the latter which are'
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decidedly convenient, such as the branch pieces, the return syphon, the hexagon-

headed bushes, the male and female elbows, also the elbows and tees with unions

attached. Two particular advantages are claimed for these fittings, one being that

all threads are tapped slightly taper, so that a sound joint is effected without

necessarily having to screw the pipe home right to the last thread. Secondly, the

threads stand out clear from the plain surfaces inside, so that if the pipe is tapped

rather small, and it can screw past the thread, it does not wedge itself against the

solid metal at the end of the thread. The writer has used a large number of these

fittings and likes them very well, and his men find no fault with them as to con-

venience in use, &c. There is, however, a fault in there being a sand hole found

Fig. 253 .

occasionally, and a leaky fitting is a decided fault as will be understood, for the

leakage is never found until the apparatus is completely finished and being tested.

Figs. *253, 254 and 255 illustrate galvanised wrought-iron cold water cistern, hot

water tank and hot water cylinder. There is little to be said about the cisterns,

except that the stronger they are the longer they last, but in regard to the hot water

tanks, these, after deciding the size, have to be ordered of a suitable quality for the

work in hand. As a rule, these rectangular or sc^uare tanks are tested by the makers

as follows :

—

Thickness of plate .
. f\-inch l-incli 14 G. 16 G.

Tested to per square inch . 10 lbs. 5 lbs. 3 lbs. 1 lb.

These do not lepresent the bursting pressures of the tanks, but should be con-
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sidered as about the maximum strain that the tanks must be put to bear in ordinary-

use. It has already been explained that the pressure in a closed hot water tank or

cylinder is readily calculated by allowing 1 lb. pressure per square inch for every

2 feet 4 inches vertical height from the tank to the cold water cistern which feeds it,

or the rough but ready method of calculating i lb. for every foot in height can be

resorted to, which, though not strictly correct, errs on the right side. The writer

and many hot water engineers that he knows practise a rule of never using tanks

of a less thickness than |--inch plate in any case, and never use these square-shaped

tanks for an apparatus erected on the cylinder system. In ordering these tanks it

is well, if time will permit, to have the flanges put on them by the makers ready for

connection, and a rough sketch should be sent with the order to show where the

manlid and the flanges are required.

Fig. 254.

Hot water reservoirs of the cylindrical shape, which are commonly known as

cylinders, will stand pressure much more successfully than the square shape, as the

following makers’ tested pressures will show.

Thickness of plate . .
y\-inch |-inch 14 G.

Tested per square inch . . 45 lbs. 25 lbs. 15 lbs.

Although a cylinder will bear pressure much better than a tank, it does not

follow that it will last any longer, as the thickness of plate governs the lasting

qualities. When ordering these a sketch should also be sent, indicating the position

of the manlid and flanges, and the writer always orders an india-rubber collar with

the manlid, as it is supplied at a reasonable price by the tank makers. It quite
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saves its extra cost by the reduced labour, &c., especially if by chance the cylinder

has to be opened for any purpose after testing.

In regard to taps or cocks, there are a number of different makes used in this

work, but the money is well spent in having them of a good quality. Screw-down

cocks are very good, but the average kitchen servant does not like the trouble of

using them, they prefer those opened or closed in a moment. There are screw-down

cocks now made with quick threads, which are opened or closed with one turn of the

key. These are an improvement, and generally give satisfaction. The writer always

uses gland plug cocks for this work, but only because the servants prefer them, and

of course, a gland cock of good make is hard to beat as to wearing qualities.

Where the pressure of water is heavy the out-

rush when a tap is opened suddenly is often too violent,

and the shock when the tap is closed is also too pro-

nounced. To overcome this, taps can be purchased

with reduced openings in the tails. The tail of a

tap is that part which screws into the socket of the

iron pipe, and a f-inch tap usually has a f-inch

aperture there. With a heavy pressure this aperture

can well be reduced to inch or even inch with

much advantage, and although with moderate pres-

sures the tap is usually fixed with a full aperture, it

is just as well to reduce it to \ inch or f inch. It

only requires a full opening in instances when the

pressure is very light. It may be thought that

putting a smaller tap would answer equally well, but

this is not correct, as will probably be understood, or

as will quickly be discovered on trying it. Lord

Kelvin’s patent cocks seem to be standing the test

of time well, and are an eminently practical thing.

It is a tap that may be used freely, but at present the majority of people consider

that its design is by no means handsome, or, at least, not what people consider

handsome in a tap. We may get used to the design presently, or the makers may
think well to alter it, but both private users and the trade are generally opposed to

its appearance at present.

As to baths, there seems every likelihood of the old hand-made zinc and other

kinds being superseded by the cast-iron, or glazed earthenware, or other baths which

have a nice rounded interior surface. Baths can now be had which are decidedly elegant

in appearance, and afford the utmost possible comfort, bordering on luxury, in their

use. Fig. 256 is a cast-iron bath with an ornamental decorative exterior in several

2 Y
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colours, and with polished wood rim. This and the next illustration are patterns

made by Morrison Ingram & Co., of Manchester. It will be seen that the fittings

Fig. 257 .

Fig. 256 .

and soap-trays are all internal—that is, inside the bath—so as not to allow of the

exterior or surroundings being soiled. This firm makes a speciality of noiseless and

>•
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steamless inlets by which the inflowing water neither makes a roaring noise nor fills

the bathroom with steam. This is done in a rather simple manner by putting the

inlets near the bottom of the bath, so that they are quickly covered with water. This

must not be confused with the old method of making the inflowing water come through

the waste outlet, by which some of the soap lees from the last bather were washed

back into the bath by the next person who opened the taps.

Fig. 257 represents a glazed earthenware bath of similar design to the last, and

having the noiseless and steamless inlets. This can be had with or without exterior

decoration, and the service pipes and waste at the end can be had in polished gun-

metal if a superior finish is wished for.

Fig. 258.

The bath is given even more attention in America than in England, and some

exceedingly beautiful designs are made. Fig. 258 is a bath made by the J. L. Mott

Ironworks, of Beckman Street, New York. This, it will be seen, is enamelled earthen-

ware, but these makers also manufacture iron baths of equally fine appearance and

finish.

It is not necessary to occupy room here by describing all the different kinds of

shower and other special forms of bathing apparatus, but the shower board illustrated

at Fig. 259 is a very useful contrivance, such as can be fitted up by any hot water

engineer. This is placed on the wall over the side of the bath, and consists merely of

a mahogany or walnut board, about 30 inches by 8 inches, with a polished brass or

2 Y 2
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copper rose and arm, fixed at tlie top, as shown. The hot and cold service pipes

come up the wall behind the board, and a pair of screw-down cocks, as shown, control

the supply of hot and cold water as the bather requires.

The hot and cold service pipes are joined together after

passing the cocks, and continue in one pipe up to the rose

arm. The advantage of this over the old-fashioned suspended

shower tank is that the temperature can be graduated to

the greatest nicety just as the bather pleases
;
the shower

can be continued as long as he likes, and it is also a simple

matter to commence with a warm shower and finish off with

cold water, as most people like to do when it is possible.

It is usual to have a macintosh sheet suspended from a rail

(with rings) to surround the bather when the shower is on,

otherwise much splashing must occur, due to the falling

water striking the bather’s head and shoulders. The old

arrangement of shower, by which a circular tank was fastened

up overhead, must have required more thought to invent

than the arrangement illustrated, but its faults were very

great. There was, for instance, no means of ascertaining

what temperature the water was within it, except by climb-

ing up and feeling inside with the hand
;
then the shower

was limited to the contents of the tank, besides which the

inside of the tank could get dirty
;
and altogether it was a

very poor arrangement. It of course required a ball valve

inside to control the height of the water when it was filling.

Fig. 259.
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CHAPTER XV.

LOW-PRESSURE BOILERS.

to this point the subject of hot water apparatus for

domestic supply has referred entirely to the different

forms of works in which the circulation of water from a

boiler to a reservoir is an essential detail. The subject

of this cl

furnished

circulating pipes, or storage tank, and supply their own

contents only. These are termed low-pressure boilers, but

this name has no very exact meaning, for they have no

pressure whatever in them
;
they are only vessels which

are placed at the side of a fire, and the flame is directed

from the fire so as to heat the water within them.

Practically every cooking range which is not made with an oven on each side of

the fire, has an oven on one side and a boiler on the other, and the latter is a low-

pressure boiler in the trade meaning of the word. As a rule they are of cast iron,

square in shape, and secured in the range in a manner which provides a flue round

them for the flame and heated products to pass through from the fire when the

damper is opened for this purpose. The top of the boiler may be a separate casting,

or, very commonly, it is formed by part of the hot plate of the range, but whichever

it is, there is always a circular hole and cover over the boiler so that it can be

cleaned out, or it can be filled through this aperture by means of a can.

It is very seldom now that these boilers are filled by hand, as an automatic

supply is not an expensive arrangement, and it is now looked for in every case, even

in small cottage property. Fig. 260 illustrates the customary method by which the

automatic supply is effected. It consists of a small cast-iron supply cistern, which

is fixed as near to the range as possible on the same side as the boiler, and its height

is, of Course, adjusted so that the ball valve gives a level of water in the cistern

which will properly fill the boiler which it supplies. From the cistern to the boiler

there is a supply pipe, which can be either iron or lead, and it is usual to put a dip or

apter, however, is domestic hot water supply

by boilers which are not associated with any
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trap in it, as illustrated. This dip is provided expressly to prevent hot water from

the boiler circulating through into the cistern, where, of course, it would be of no
use whatever, and perhaps be a source of annoyance. Heated water will circulate

in a single pipe if the pipe rises away from the hot water, but a circulation will

not take place in a single pipe if it descends. A circulation will work past a dip

in a proper apparatus of two pipes, but this cannot be done with a single pipe as

this is.

The usual size for this cold supply pipe between cistern and boiler is |-inch, and
for all general purposes this is large enough. It is not desirable to use a smaller

Fig. 260 .

pipe, as it may get stopped, and in hard-water districts these pipes get furred up at

the end nearest to the boiler. In business houses where a large quantity of water is

drawn, it is best to have this pipe 1 inch, and with the wrought-iron low-pressure

boilers which come at the backs of fires, this pipe may well be Ij inch if it serves

business purposes. The writer has in mind a wrought-iron back boiler used for

this work, which originally had 1-inch service pipes, and both the cold supply and

draw off service (see Fig. 263) had to be renewed about every eighteen months until

they were replaced by Ij-inch tube. This particular type of boiler will be referred

to directly.

The supply cistern need not be large—in fact, no larger than will properly
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accommodate a f-inch ball valve, unless it is for business purposes, when a larger

cistern with ^-inch ball valve is desirable. Boilers at the sides of ranges should

always have the cistern outside the jamb nearest to them, for it is very incorrect to

run any of these pipes behind the range if it can be avoided. The real object of this

precaution is, that in case of injury to the pipe, or leakage from any cause, the range

has to be entirely removed to effect a repair, and this is no small task as can be

understood. If the boiler should happen to come on the opposite side to the water

supply, then it is best to move the cistern over to its correct place and carry the

main or branch service across outside to the ball valve. This, as stated, is decidedly

better than having the cistern on the wrong side of the range and carrying the cold

supply service from it round the back of the range to the boiler. Sometimes the

cistern can be put on the other side of the back wall when a scullery or other

kitchen office exists there. This is equally as good as putting it against the chimney

jamb next to the boiler, for in both cases it is only a 9 -inch wall which separates

cistern from boiler, and the length of pipe that is hidden in the brickwork is with

each the least possible quantity.

Different workmen have different ideas as to what height in the boiler the water

level should be. In some cases the water level is found to be 4 inches from the

top of the boiler, and on an oecasion when a man was asked the reason of this, he

said the spaee was wanted for boiling. No such space is needed, and not only does

it give better opportunity for the boiler to be injured, but it also decreases the size

of the boiler—that is, it decreases the quantity that it can have in it at the time. In

another instance, when speaking to a man regarding the lowness of the water level

and how the boiler could be more readily injured by this arrangement, it was said

that the steam from the boiling water would protect the metal of the boiler above

the water line. This argument is also very bad, for in the first place steam is only

given off when the water boils, and the water is certainly not boiling always
;
again,

the steam would have no protective effect, for it closely resembles a gas, and is only

moist when being cooled and condensed. It will be seen from the illustration that

the flame, as it comes from the fire and enters the boiler flue, impinges directly on

the boiler close to the top, consequently it becomes more than ever important that

at least this part of the boiler should have water in it, for here the greatest heat is

felt, and the most wear and tear from heat occurs. The best practice is not to allow

more than 1 inch space between the top of the boiler and the water level for

moderate sized ranges, and for large and powerful ranges the space can be 1^ inch,

or at the utmost inch.

It is rather strange that one of the most important things connected with a

low-pressure boiler of this kind, when it is self fed, is overlooked. This is the close

relationship between the outflow of water at the tap, and the inflow of water from
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the cold supply pipe. If the illustration, Fig. 260, is again referred to, it will be seen

that the tap conies at the bottom of the boiler, where the small dotted circle is

shown, and this is just on a level with the cold supply connection. In fact, they

are not only on a level with each other, but are seldom more than 6 inches apart.

It has been explained several times that hot water is lighter than cold water, and will

rest above it, and the two waters will not mix together at all readily of their own

accord. What is more natural, then, that when the tap is opened cold water should

flow across the bottom of the boiler from the cold supply inlet, and pass out of the

tap without scarcely disturbing the hot water above ? It will be found

that the instant the tap is opened, cold water will enter the boiler—in fact,

this action cannot be prevented unless the cold supply service be stopped

in some way. It will be seen that

there is no reason why the cold

water when it enters should keep

away from the tap, or go up to the

top of the boiler, and force all the

hot water downwards towards the

tap before it escapes itself. The

disposition of the tap and the cold

supply opening are practi-

cally like running and con-

necting the cold supply

service direct on to the tap

itself, for it is quite im-

possible to draw hot water

unless an alteration is made

The writer cannot remember

how many times he has

heard the complaint that

the water will not heat in

a boiler, which, on investiga-

tion, showed that the water heated very well, but that it could not be drawn out by

the tap. On one occasion the person who complained stated that the water did

appear to heat well, but that it could only be got out of the boiler by dipping from

the top.

The remedy for this is to arrange to draw the top water in the boiler, and by

this means the hottest will be obtained, whether there is little or much. Fig. 261

illustrates how this can be done in a very simple manner, as it is merely to screw

an elbow on to the tail of the tap inside the boiler, and then to screw a short length
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of pipe into the elbow, so that it stands up and terminates about 4 inches below the

water level. By this means the hot water can be drawn to the utmost extent, for

should the boiler be only half full of hot water, this half will be found at the top, and

even if the boiler is quite full of hot water, that at the top will be found of a higher

temperature than that at the bottom. The reason for terminating this pipe 4 inches

below the water level is to allow for the outflow of water at the tap being faster

than the inflow from the cold-water cistern. There will most probably be a f-inch

ball valve in the supply cistern, which will not deliver water so fast as it issues

from the tap, therefore the water level in the boiler becomes a little lower as

the tap continues to run, and if

this stand pipe should be fixed too

high, the water level may fall

below it, which would be a source

of annoyance. It will be noticed

that Fig. 260 is a front sectional

view of the boiler, while Fig. 261

is a side section.

There is a boiler of this kind

made which has a neck at the top

of it, and is generally known as a

necked boiler. Fig. 262 is a front

sectional view of this, and the real

object of the neck is to admit of

flame passing over the top of the boiler,

so as to heat vessels put on the hot

plate above it. The hot plate over the

ordinary type of boiler is valueless for

cooking purposes, and when the boiler

becomes of large size the loss of useful
202

hot plate is considerable unless a necked

boiler is used. The neck is a distinct casting from the boiler itself, and it is desirable

to keep the water line below the neck, as the joint cannot always be kept very sound.

The necks will not burn away, as they are made extra thick, with a knowledge that

they will not have any water to protect them. In other respects this boiler wants

treating just the same as the ordinary kind previously explained.

When a cooking range has two ovens and a low-pressure boiler, this boiler has

to be made of wrought iron, and placed at the back of the fire, the same as one of

the high-pressure kind. They are always boot-shaped, and much resemble a high-

pressure boiler, except they do not require any flue. The hot fuel resting against the

2 z
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front heats their contents quite sufficiently, and to put a flue to the boiler would

cause annoyance by furiously boiling the water, and probably causing some to be

ejected from the expansion pipe. The only instance in which the writer fixed a boiler

of this kind and provided a flue to it was in a private hotel, where the boiler was

relied ujion for kitchen supply, and the demand for hot water was very great and

constant.

The cold supply and the draw-off services to this boiler should be iron pipe, as

they have to pass at the back of the range
;
and should be of good size, for they fur

up rather readily. One inch should be the smallest used for this purpose, and in

business houses the pipes may better be inch close to the boiler. The cold supply

service is taken into the boiler at a low point, as usual, and the draw-off service

should be taken from a higher point, say 4 inches or 5 inches below the water line,

as Fig. 101. The water line in these boilers should be about 3 inches from the top,

as the fire does not act upon the top of this boiler and no injury occurs. The water

in these boilers boils very violently, and if there is not room for it there will be small

quantities thrown up and out of the expansion pipe.

N'oTE.—The next chapter, dealing with The Country House, is a continuation of

Mr. George Davis’ section of thisjbook.
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CHAPTER XVI.

THE COUNTRY HOUSE.

ewage Disposal. —
This is probably one of

the most important sub-

jects a sanitarian has to

consider when dealing

with a house in a country

district, for whether the

building be large or

small all sewage matterO

must be disposed of in

a proper and efficient

manner. It is an under-

taking which by itself

usually requires all a

man’s skill if the work

is to be done effectually
;
and when it is complicated by the water supply being drawn

from adjacent wells or lakes, much ingenuity and experience are required.

Of course, the cesspool system is largely in vogue, but now that the purification

of sewage is no longer in an experimental stage, and it is known that sewage can

be rendered harmless and easily disposed of, there is no reason why the matter should

not be dealt with when it is admissible or requisite. With cesspools the conditions

have to be decidedly favourable as to fall or nature of ground, or distance from water

supply, otherwise there is risk of dangerous features. If all cesspools were made

watertight the risks would be minimised, but this arrangement, although sometimes

carried out, involves great expense in attention (emptying, &c.) as all ffuids as well

as solids are retained. It also leads to an economy of water being practised, which

is not always good, for in the few houses which have watertight cesspools, it

becomes quite natural to avoid discharging ffuids into the drainage system to the

utmost possible extent, remembering that every gallon used has to be pumped out.

2z 2
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The writer’s practice in the past when arranging the cesspools of country resicleoces

was to have a series of three pits at as low a position as possible, these being simply

lengths of 30-inch drain piping fixed on end. The first one was cemented at bottom,

this being the catchpit for solid matters, the other two had open bottoms for the

fluids to soak away. This was of course, dependent on the subsoil being porous, and

the drinking water supply being at a considerable distance. Communication between

the three was made by a 6 -inch pipe near the top. This arrangement, however, though

cleaner and of a more sanitary nature than brick-built cesspools and soakaways,

has no effect in purifying the sewage, and the object of these pages is to describe

the best known means of rendering sewage harmless.

Sewage, from a chemist’s standpoint, is almost wholly water, the true solids

being little more than say three parts in a thousand, and of these three parts no

more than half is organic matter, the remainder inorganic. It is the organic matter

which has to be dealt with, as this decomposes and putrefies and is liable to bring

into existence gases, also organisms, that are dangerous to life. Sewage literally

swarms with bacteria, the numbers, or we might say quantity, being vast
;
but they

are not dangerous if properly disposed of, excepting of course microbes of infectious

diseases which are brought down with the excreta of infected persons. The ordinary

sewage bacteria exist for the purpose of converting the organic material into

chemical compounds of a less objectionable nature, provided there is a sufficiency of

oxygen, and some purifying processes rely for their efficacy on this.

It is considered that the bacteria of sewage, whatever their kind, depend

entirely upon the organic matter which is their food, and in disposing of the latter

or converting it by chemical processes, the bacteria and all that is dangerous are

disposed of also. Therefore all sewage purification processes are intended to

remove or change the composition of organic matter, the exception to this being

perhaps, the “ Septic Tank ” system, which relies on a peculiar bacteriological

change, and the reduction of solids to fluids by this means.

There are processes for sewage disposal, such as Sedimentation, which relies on

the settlement of solids in tanks
;
Mechanical Straining

;
also Chemical Precipitation,

which is an improved means of causing the settlement of the solids in tanks, but the

added chemicals, usually lime, materially increase the quantity of settled matter

—

sludge—which has afterwards to be disposed of
;
but these are not suited for country

house work, neither are they exactly means of purifying the sewage.

Two very good and rather simple means of disposing of sewage from large

residences in a way that amounts to purifying it are by Sewage Farming or by

Intermittent Filtration. The former is effected by irrigation, the ground being laid

out in slopes more or less steep according to its ability to absorb moisture, in much

the same way as lands are irrigated with water
;
and crops are grown on the land so
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treated. Little opposition can be raised to this mode of treating the sewage, as such

works, properly managed, are inoffensive whether the house be near to or far from the

ground so treated. Crops raised on such ground are as safe and good to eat as those

grown in the ordinary way, and flesh or milk from animals raised on this food is as

pure and satisfactory as any.

The land most suited for sewage farming is that having a somewhat light, open

soil which is porous and does not resist the passage of liquids into and through it.

The crops grown would be of course those that benefit the most by a large share of

moisture. It is best not to attempt it with heavy soil, although it is possible with

this by employing a much larger area of land for a given quantity of sewage, and

laying it out more flatly, that the sewage may not pass over it too rapidly. With

land that is fairly suitable for the purpose one acre is considered sufficient for the

sewage from a house or houses containing a total of sixty to eighty or even a hundred

persons
;
this is not the maximum that this area of earth is capable of dealing with,

but it is as much as most crops can stand. A greater quantity of sewage would be

fatal to them, causing their destruction. This method of disposing of sewage from

country residences is decidedly hygienic in its character. The ground so treated

would, of course, be at a lower level than the house, to admit of the sewage flowing

direct there by gravitation, and it is then directed into channels which, provided

with sluice gates, make it a fairly simple task to treat the ground in sections in

regular rotation. Distributed over the land in this way there is every opportunity

for nature to do the purifying work, of which it is so capable, in a thorough manner,

and it is generally conceded that the sewage, applied sparingly in this way, is

rendered innocuous. Added to these facts it must be remembered that water for

irrigation purposes is almost unattainable in some districts during the summer-time,

when it is needed
;
in fact every drop of water is valuable in some localities, and the

use of sewage for watering and fertilising is a distinct gain
;

it might be more widely

practised than it is.

Intermittent filtration differs from irrigation, although it is the application of

sewage to land for the purpose of effecting its purification and disposal. It also

differs from what many may suppose filtration to mean, for it is not merely straining

the solids from the fluids, but is a means of exposing sewage to the beneficent

action of the air and nitrifying agents before the material passes deep into the

ground. This system and sewage irrigation have been considered the only processes

by which the organic matter can be removed from sewage and transformed without

the aid of some other method or process. Even irrigated areas, unless the land is

good, may require a filter bed to assist in very bad winter weather. The system

now under discussion is fairly simple and does not need skilled labour. The beds

consist of suitable sized sand, placed above the level of the subsoil water, in beds
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about 4 to 5 feet thick. The drainage system delivers the sewage on to the bed or

beds at several points, while under the bed there requires to be a simple system of

subsoil pipes to carry away the clear liquid that comes through.

An intermittent action is necessary, as the success of the system is in giving the

beds a rest that the purifying action can be completed with one layer or film of

sewage before another is superimposed. It is therefore arranged that there be two

or more beds, and while one section is receiving; sewage the other is shut off to

deal with what it has received and recover itself It is of some importance that the

grains of sand be of a fairly regular size, and unlike a filter, there is a disadvantage

in making the bed of sand or material of different sizes. It should not be fine at

top and large at bottom, nor the reverse. The sand should be sharp and not fine
;

what is generally known as coarse sand is the best. If the sand is too fine the action

is slow and it gets clogged, while particles which are too large allow the sewage to

pass more rapidly than it can be properly acted on.

The success of the process relies on air existing in the interstices between the

grains of sand, for without air the micro-organisms which do the purifying work

cannot exist. When sewage is admitted on to the sand air is imprisoned below it as

well as existing on top, and provided more material is not added too soon the

required action will occur successfully, and the material will drain through the bed

and pass away. The process, explaining it another way, is the intimate contact of

the sewage in small volume with air that is for the time intermingled with it, and,

given sufficient time, the nitrifying work of the bacteria effects the desired change

efficiently. As one volume of sewage is disposed of it goes down
;
new air then

occupies the interstices in readiness for new work. The beds will do good work for

some time, but if there appears to be any clogging, then, if the sand is of regular

size, it will be found quite superficial and the upper surface need only be raked over.

If desirable a thin layer of the sand, with the coating of sludge, can be scraped right

ofi‘, and this may be repeated from time to time until the thickness of the bed is

reduced, say 12 inches, after which some new sand must be added to make it up to

its former thickness. It is very desirable, of course, that the sewage be brought to

the beds in a way that will not disturb the surfaces more than possible, and it should

be distributed as evenly as can be done. The area required for the filter beds is not

nearly so large as for sewage farming, as one acre is considered by most authorities

to be sufficient for one thousand persons, but no cropping can be done with beds

which receive such a proportion of sewage as this.

One of the more modern methods of sewage purification is that of the Inter-

national Water and Sewage Purification Company, effected with their precipitating

material “ Ferozone,” and a special filtrant they have named “Polarite.” This

system of purification is receiving a deal of attention, and a large measure of support.
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on account of its practical nature, and, as it can as easily be adopted for small

requirements as for large it is entitled to a place in this chapter. There are people

who may be considered authorities who state that sewage farming is not a real

success, and the system about to be described, or other systems reseml)ling it,

can only be relied on. The broad principle of this system is to treat the sewage

with suitable chemical materials in properly designed tanks, and to afterwards filter

the effluent liquids in beds containing material possessing a high oxidising power.

In the system under discussion the sewage is brought to a point where it

receives a charge of the ferozone (which acts as a precipitant and deodoriser), and

from here it is caused to flow through a mixing channel by which the materials are

thoroughly incorporated. By the time the purifying substance is properly mixed it

arrives at and is discharged into the precipitating tank in which the solid particles

fall to the bottom and collect as sludge. The liquid sewage then overflows through

channels provided and is directed to the filter bed, which usually consists of a layer of

sand at top, a layer of gravel at the bottom, and a 9 -inch layer of mixed polarite and

sand (in the proportion of 2 and 1) between. After passing through this the effluent

sewage issues as a clear fluid, which it is claimed may be turned into any stream or

river as it is not liable to secondary decomposition. A bacteriological report published

by the company, states that a given quantity of sewage containing 5
,250,000 bacteria,

issued as an effluent, after being treated by this system, with only 42,000 bacteria,

or less than 1 per cent, of the original number
;

this, of course, may be considered a

high rate of efficacy.

The precipitant and deodoriser, ferozone, is a cheap material, costing no more

that 50.^'. per ton
;
and as a ton will deal with about two million gallons of sewage

there is little to find fault with as to expense. An analysis of red ferozone, as used

for domestic sewage, shows the following ;

—

Crystalline sulphate of alumina . \ ( 69-0

Ferrous sufiihate ..... . 1 soluble f 10-5

Ferric sulphate ..... . J (5-6
Ferric oxide ...... . 1 . , , 1

12-5

Alumina and silica ..... 1
insoluble < .

1 1
2-4

100-0

The filtering material polarite is insoluble, and does not rust nor waste. It can

be cleaned by reversing the current through the bed, and so long as air can get to it

its filtering qualities continue and it needs very little rest. Only a comparatively

small quantity of this material is required, as a filter of one square yard surface can

deal with about one thousand gallons of the tank effluent per day when it has been

treated with ferozone. A filter of this size with two layers of polarite will do double

the work.
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With this system there is the sludge from the bottom of the precipitating tank

to be disposed of, and the company whose speciality this process is, have a tank made
specially to deal with this detail of the system. It should in any case be removed

regularly and frequently, otherwise decomposition sets in and undoes all the work

that is devoted to the new sewage as it arrives. If tanks have no convenient means

for sludge removal, the temptation to allow it' to accumulate for days or even weeks

is very great. With their specially designed Candy tank the makers claim that the

removal of precipitated matter is simple and is effected at any time without empty-

ing, and whether the sewage is coming in or not. The sludge from this system of

purification has high fertilising qualities.

An important method of treating sewage is that of the “ Septic Tank System,”

which relies for efficacy on the growth of a micro-organism which it is claimed not

only breaks up and liquefies solids, but also acts with destructive effect on disease

germs. Of course any system of sewage purification which disposes of sludge, or we

may say prevents its formation, is worth consideration, owing to the reduction in

attendance and working expenses. Sludge, although having manurial value, has to be

collected and removed from the sewage plant
;
and the best means, that of pressing

into solid cakes, is scarcely possible with the arrangements of a private residence,

however large, and the septic tank principle is relied on to obviate this trouble, as

no sludge is said to be made.

Mr. Scott Moncrieff made investigations as to the purifying action of micro-

organisms upon sewage, on a practical scale, in 1891, with the conclusion that

the principle was found reliable, and it was also discovered that the organisms

were capable of cultivation, for the tanks were found to improve and become more

active in their work after a time. This latter fact was proved by recharging the

tanks with new material, when their efficacy became reduced, but by putting back the

old material their best work was immediately experienced again. Thus it will be

seen that instead of constant attention in renovating the purifying materials or agents,

a certain length of time shows a growing improvement in their working capabilities.

Since these investigations were made the subject has been more thoroughly

worked out and put into extensive practical use by Mr. D. Cameron, in treating the

matter discharged from a line of sewers in Exeter, which deals with the total sewage

of about two thousand inhabitants, averaging fifty thousand gallons per day.

A peculiar feature is that the liquefying organisms act best in the absence of

light and air, and with no more than a sluggish movement in the tank—in fact,

light and air are fatal to them. Particulars kindly furnished by the surveyor to

the patentees describe the process as follows ;
“ The method adopted is to pass

the sewage into closed tanks specially fitted to hasten the natural decomposition of

the animal and vegetable solids. This work is performed by the micro-organisms
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or bacteria with which sewage always teems, as they feed or act on the organic matter

and convert it into inoffensive compounds which are dissolved and carried off by the

flow as fast as they are formed. This, however, is not the only service performed by

the bacteria in the tanks, for it is now recognised that the disappearance of the

pathogenic organisms or ‘ disease germs ’ from sewage is due to these same bacteria,

which attack and speedily destroy them. The work of the tank is thus twofold,

consisting first in the liquefaction of the sewage solids, and secondly, in the destruc-

tion of the geims of disease. No chemicals or other ingredients of any kind what-

ever are added to the sewage, and no sludge is produced. The effluent from the

tanks passes out in a continuous stream and is treated by filtration.

“ The filters under this system are similar to those adopted by Mr. Dibdin,

Chemist to the London County Council, being constructed of coke breeze or crushed

furnace clinker. The method of working also is that recommended by Mr. Dibdin,

the filters being first filled and allowed to remain full for a short time, then emptied

and allowed to stand empty for a few hours in order to drain and aerate the filtering

material. In this way the filters are kept well supplied with the oxygen necessary

for purifying the effluent poured on to them. The filtering area is, of course, divided

into several parts, each of which in turn receives the effluent in order that the process

may go on continuously.

“ In Mr. Cameron’s- system the filling and emptying of the filters is effected

automatically. In an ordinary installation where four filters are used, one filter will

be filled at a time
;
as soon as it is full the automatic apparatus will divert the flow

of effluent to a second filter, the discharge valve of which it will at the same time

shut down. It will also open the discharge valve of a third filter which has l)een

previously filled, and shut the valve by which that filter was supplied with effluent.

Thus there is always one filter resting full, another filling, a third discharging, and

a fourth aerating. A fifth, or spare filter, is provided which can be set at work in

place of any of the other four. The apparatus is simple and reliable, one set having-

effected over 1500 discharges. No labour or attendance is necessary beyond an

occasional inspection, though at intervals of a month or more it may be desirable to

rake over the surface of the filters.

“ The works laid down at Exeter in the summer of 1896 were to deal with the

flow of one of the outfall sewers. They were set to work in August of that year, since

when the average flow of sewage has been somewhat over 50,000 gallons per day.

These works have demonstrated the capability of the system for dealing with sewage

under all the changing conditions which are met with in practice. This system can be

easily adopted for comparatively small requirements.”

The illustration. Fig. 264, is from a drawing furnished the writer by the

surveyor to the patentees, this representing an installation suited for a country

3 A
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mansion. Tho explanation of the lettering on plan is as follows :—Z, inlet to septic

tank
;
Y, sump for grit

;
X, outlet to septic tank

;
T, diverter ; Si, S2, channel pipe

distributors over filters
;
Rl, R2, collecting pipes at bottom of filters

; Q, shaft; P,

rocker
;
Ol, 02, wells for discharging valves

;
Nl, N2, discharging valves

;
Ml, M2,

overflows from wells to actuating buckets; Ll, L2, actuating buckets; K, well for

actuating buckets
;
H, cast-iron plate with seats for valves N.

It should be noted that this system of sewage disposal is patented.

Another distinct method of sewage purification is the Hermite system, by which

the sewage is indirectly subjected to electrical treatment. This has had practical

trial of an extensive kind, both in France and England, in dealing with the sewage of

large towns. The means by v/hich this system is applied is by subjecting sea water,

or water having chloride of sodium (common salt) and chloride of magnesium in

solution, to electrolysis. It is claimed by the inventors that under the influence of

an electric current a chemical decomposition occurs which creates an “ oxygenated

compound of chlorine,” which possesses considerable oxidising and disinfecting

power
;
and an oxide which has the power of precipitating organic substances. By

this means a liquid is obtained which (l) destroys organic putrefactive substances,

the gases of such substances, also living germs and organisms. (2) It precipitates

organic substances which would otherwise remain in suspension, and thus clears the

liquids. It is possible to use this electrolysed water as a. disinfecting fluid instead

of ordinary water, in flushing water-closets, drains, &c., and it is claimed that if all

domestic sanitary fittings and arrangements were flushed in this way there would be

“ no risks attending an escape of drain air in a house.” This, however, is a wild

statement, as no sensible person would tolerate an escape of drain air.

The action of this system is quite opposed to that of the septic tank principle,

for instead of cultivating or encouraging the liquefying organisms, these are totally

destroyed. There seems little doubt that the bacteria which cause liquefaction of

solid sewage are really decomposing agents, not purifying or deodorising, but that they

break up the organic material and so prevent the formation of sludge. The action

of Hermatine, as the sea water after electrolysis is called, is complete in purification

and in its destruction of low forms of life, but its effect is not to sterilise the sewage,

consequently if it is not properly and promptly disposed of decomposition will set in

after a few days, with results probably as bad as if the material had not been treated.

This should not, however, be considered in the light of a fault, for its efficacy as a

disinfectant and deodoriser is said to be complete and efficient for a length of time

that is ample for all ordinary conditions
;
but it will not be safe to store the sludge.

The sewage of a country residence should be treated with the Hermatine by

flushing the fittings or drains, or, if this is not convenient, then it should be dealt

with as near the house as possible rather than at the outfall. This is not an
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expensive method of sewage treatment, as, supposing sea water is not available, the

chlorides mentioned are very cheap. An electric plant is necessary, of course, but

this is not prohibitive if water power is available for the dynamo. The apparatus

supplied by the engineers of this system (Paterson and Cooper, Victoria Street,

Westminster, London) consists of a galvanised iron tank in which are platinum and

zinc electrodes of considerable superficial area. The normal size of these electrolysers

is such that a current of about 1000 amperes may be employed, and the electro-

motive force, which varies slightly with the density of the solution, may be taken

approximately at six volts. On filling the tank with sea water and passing a

current through it, its electrolysis is brought about.

The “ Iron process ” of sewage treatment is also applicable to the dwelling-

house drain, and can likewise be utilised in treating cesspool accumulation. Sulphate

of iron is the chemical ingredient used, and its effect on the sewage, as observable on

the solids, is to change the matter to a black inodorous mass. The contents of

cesspools so treated can be cleared out without the pronounced offence that is

otherwise experienced. It acts best in darkness, and any one can use this material for

the purpose. There is, however, a patented instrument, named a Ferrometer, which is

made expressly for applying this material, and affords much the best means of effect-

ing the process. This instrument has a transparent tube in which the chemical is

dissolved, and a tap regulates the discharge into the drainage system, the quantity

being proportionate with the number of persons that the drains do service for.

Water Supply.—-This subject in its application to country houses may be

treated as follows, viz. :—Quantity of water that should be provided per person.

Means of collection and storage. The qualities of the water, and the possibility of it

being contaminated at any point. It will be seen that in dealing with the water supply

to an isolated residence all these features must be considered, and, as it is essentially

plumber’s work, every man practising this trade should be acquainted with these details.

The quantity of water usually allowed each person in a private household is

twenty-five gallons, this sufficing for ablution, including bath, cooking and general

servants’ use, water-closets and clothes washing. In allowing this quantity per

head, all servants and employees are counted. Assuming that there are stables, the

men in charge, and the horses, should be counted in, as much water will be used.

This is supposing the house cisterns are drawn upon for everything
;
but if separate

wells or supplies are used for stables and laundry, then, of course, they need not

enter into the present calculations. In country house work where the water is (we

are supposing) only obtained by manual or mechanical labour, the minimum of water

is allowed per head as a rule, and for general purposes the amount just stated,

twenty-five gallons, should be considered the least practical quantity, and thirty

gallons is undoubtedly better.

3 A 2
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In many places well water is not relied on to any extent, but the whole supply

is rain water, collected in underground tanks. Eain water may be considered

absolutely pure before it reaches the earth, or we may more correctly say, before it

reaches that part of the atmosphere which contains impurities and is near the

earth. In country places the contamination of rain water by organic matters in the

air need scarcely be considered, but the impurities it may come in contact with after

reaching the earth require every attention. Where a pond or small lake is relied on,

then it is very necessary that cattle be kept from the land near it, or the rain

water which drains into the lake will be polluted. From this point there is usually

a supply taken which goes to fill an underground storage tank, either by gravity or

by the aid of a pump, but between these points the water should undergo sand

filtration to remove suspended matters. (Filtration will be spoken of directly.)

With roofs which are slated, there is no reason why the rain falling on the

surfaces should not be collected and stored
;
and houses of good size, compared to the

number of inmates, have a roof area capable of yielding all the water that is required.

A slated roof yields water with the least impurities
;
and tiled roofs, unless care-

fully freed from moss and dirt, are not good. As a fall of rain is very uncertain as

to its occurrence, and as to quantity, it is proper to provide underground storage

capacity for at least one-fourth of a year’s supply. This quantity is calculated by the

number of inmates of a house, and to judge what quantity of rain can be collected

from a roof of a certain area can be roughly calculated by allowing 2 cubic feet

of rain water per square yard of roof for each (average) three months of the year.

A more correct and reliable way is to calculate the rainfall itself This is done

by ascertaining the average for the district, this information being readily obtainable

as a rule. If not to be obtained, it is tolerably safe to allow for a 2 5 -inch rainfall

per annum, but it must not be supposed that the whole of this water can be collected.

Showers often make no more than a little moisture in a gutter
;

and with

moderate falls much of the water is evaporated. With “ separators,” which should

always be used for this work, an average fourth of the rainfall runs to waste, as is

intended, so that little more than half a year’s recorded rainfall can be relied on for

storage. To arrive at the quantity that can be collected in this way the flat plan

of the roof is measured (not making any allowance for slope of roofs), and this area

can be multiplied by half the rainfall in inches, which will give the result in gallons.

Thus a roof of 2000 feet area multiplied by 12^ (being half a 25-inch fall) will yield

25,000 gallons (Maguire), and this will be the full total yield, without any allowance

for loss, evaporation or other means. Consequently this should be halved to find

the amount that can be stored with certainty
;
or if the area is first multiplied by

one-fourth of the rainfall in inches the same figure will be obtained.

The “ separators ” alluded to are ingenious devices by which the first washings
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of the roof by rain are diverted into the drain or to any desired point, for this first

water will carry dust, insects, birds’ excreta and many other fouling materials with it.

After a certain amount has passed, a movement occurs in the appliance, which then

directs the water into the storage cistern. Without a separator, roof-water should

not be used except after first passing it through strainers and sand filters, for it will

be understood that a roof, after two or three weeks’ dry weather, collects many ob-

jectionable matters which a storm thoroughly removes and carries into the down pipe.

In making underground tanks there should be an overflow provided (carefully

trapped and disconnected), also air inlet and ventilating outlet. The overflow is to

provide against possible upheaval of the ground over the tank, as a heavy storm,

when the tank is already nearly full, will tax its capabilities. The tanks are brick

built, puddled outside, and well trowelled in cement on the interior. This is necessary,

not only to prevent loss of water but to stop possible ingress of surface water

containing impurities from cesspools, &c. It should be made a watertight tank,

with convenience for occasional cleaning, and the overflow, as previously mentioned,

must be carefully protected from foul odours, vermin, &c. Means of calculating

capacities of tanks will follow, but it may be mentioned here that it is only requisite

to multiply the length, the width and the depth, and this by 6^, to obtain the

holding capacity in gallons : thus a tank 20 feet by 10 feet by 5 feet deep has 1000

cubic feet, and this multiplied by gives 6250 gallons (a cubic foot of water is

gallons nearly).

If desirable a separate storage tank can be provided for washing purposes in stables

and laundries and similar use, the catchment area not necessarily being the roofs,

but any hard clean surface of yards, &c., which are not fouled by the horses, &c. This

water, however, should not be used for drinking or cooking, neither should there be any

possibility of its becoming mixed or being drawn with that used in the house. It is

best to have storage tanks divided, or in very large houses to have several, that one

part can be emptied and cleaned without discharging the whole of the water in store, and

the cleaning would be done during the season that water is generally most plentiful.

The water of streams and small rivers is largely rain water, when rain occurs,

but at other times it may possibly be spring water, which, as a rule, is very whole-

some. Spring waters have inorganic impurities, but this latter word creates a

wrong impression, as natural inorganic matters in solution with water are not

usually objectionable. Lime is one, which goes to make water hard, but this, except

in excess, is perhaps more beneficial than otherwise
;
certainly it is in its effects on

iron and lead pipes and cisterns, but this will be spoken of later. The waters of

* The term “ organic” really applies to substances or bodies possessed of organs or functional parts,

and “inorganic” to substances having none; but the plumber’s definitions of these words would be

better expressed as “ substances which putrefy or do not putrefy.”
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springs and rivers have therefore to be treated as rain water in regard to organic

impurities, for unusual care would have to be exercised to prevent the washing of

fields, with the excreta of cattle, &c., having a natural drainage to the stream.

There is, it will be understood, a natural purifying process goes on in all streams by

means of plants and other agencies, but with flood and storm waters there is much

solid and impure matter carried down. On this account water from these sources

must be treated by filtration, but a sand bed or filter is usually sufficient before the

water enters the storage tanks.*

Well water has been largely dealt with when treating Sanitary Defects, and it

remains to be explained here what the qualities of well water are. Wells are

generally considered as deep when exceeding 50 feet in depth, while a less depth

than this is called shallow. It is a wise plan, whenever there is doubt, to have the

water subjected to analysis by a competent analyst. It is not expected that a

plumber can be skilled in this direction, though he can decide many of the elementary

details. It has been decided that, when the conditions are normal, shallow well

waters are open to suspicion, but that deep well waters are usually wholesome and

good. Shallow wells would be as free from ill features as deep wells, if it were not for

human ingenuity in some form or other. For instance, the water, which is of course

only subsoil water, may come off cultivated land which has been fertilised with some

sort of manure. Then, again, there is the risk of contamination by cesspools,

privies, dust-heaps, &c.
;
and in districts where the subsoil is of an open gravelly

nature, no cesspool should be within a distance of less than 200 feet of the well.

The risk depends in a great measure on the quantity of water pumped, for if the

pumping is not continued for long periods there is less risk of impure water being

brought into the area of that which is pure. In other words, the smaller demand

there is at the pump, the less the distance it may be from suspected spots, if distance

is an important factor in the question. It should also be mentioned that with country

houses there is the likelihood of cattle being pastured on or about the ground where

the well is sunk, and if this is not guarded against there is a strong probability of

the subsoil water being polluted by this means. It depends to some extent upon

the nature of the ground, but it is the best plan to fence the ground off for, say,

200 feet around the well if cattle are about.

Where there is any doubt as to the quality of a water, and in cases where the

quality of a water is not known, it should be subjected to analysis. An analyst’s

report can usually be relied on, as it should give all the good or bad features the

* Subsequent filtration of drinking waters Avill be described before this subject is completed.

There are many instances in which rain or river water (sand-filtered) is used for drinking purposes

;

but it is not to be relied on, and other filtering arrangements, to ensure good and pure water, should be

provided.
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water may possess, and will relieve the plumber or engineer of much responsibility.

It may also occasionally save useless expenditure in well-sinking, as will be understood.

Before proceeding to describe the different machines and appliances for raising

water, some particulars as to the composition of water and its action on metals

may be given. It was previously mentioned that water often carries inorganic

impurities, which, although generally non-injurious to health, have to be considered

by the plumber, as do also the effects of water which is without them. This infor-

mation largely relates to the action of hard and soft waters, that is, water with or

without lime in solution. The hardness of water may be temporary or permanent,

the former owing its name to the fact that, by boiling, the hardness can be effectually

disposed of, while the latter is proof against boiling and can only be removed by

chemical process. The sulphates of lime and magnesia are generally accountable for

this so-called permanent hardness, while carbonates of lime and magnesia account for

the hardness which is removable by boiling. The effect of boiling is to precipitate

these ingredients, causing a stone-like deposit in kettles and boilers which is

commonly known as “ fur.” The effect of this on boiler plates is fully treated in the

Hot Water Supply section of this book.

The hardness of water is usually considered objectionable owing to the deposit

it creates, and also to the waste of soap it incurs. It is stated that the Kent Water

Company’s water can cause a waste of 265 lbs. of soap for every 10,000 gallons of

water, whereas the soft water of Manchester will only waste 32 lbs., Glasgow 4 lbs.

and Lancaster 1 lb., with the same quantity of water. Hard water is not so pleasant

to use, at least for washing purposes, but after all objections there are numbers

of engineers in the north of England who say that our hard waters of the south

are preferable to the soft waters they have there. Soft, or what may be looked on

as pure, water is very active in attacking certain metals, particularly iron and lead,

and, in some instances, zinc
;
and when this water has a faint trace of acidity, as it

often has, the action is most marked and destructive.

Wrought-iron pipes do not last long with soft water, and while they are in use

the rusting is so great as to make the water a deep red, in many cases unfit even for

bathing purposes. With lead there is no noticeable discoloration of the water, but

the oxidising process is just as strong, and the water is rendered unfit for drinking

purposes, being poisonous. Lead poisoning has occurred to serious extents in several

districts served Avith soft water through leaden pipes (or leaden cisterns), and this is

the more easily done as lead is a cumulative poison, collecting in the system when

taken repeatedly, until sufficient to have an injurious effect.

Zinc has a similar ill effect on the system, not so marked perhaps, but fully

enough to classify it as dangerous, so that lead and zinc can seldom be used in

districts served with soft waters
;
nor can galvanised iron, of course, as this is merely
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iron wliich has been clipped in molten zinc. Tinned copper, also tin-lined iron and

lead pipes, are used in such cases, and prove an expensive remedy, sufficient, as

stated, to make the engineers of those districts think well of the harder waters which

cause none of this trouble. It is said that in some places the ill effects of soft water

on lead pipe have been obviated by the admixture of about five per cent, of tin

with the lead of which the pipe is composed, for tin is proof against injury by soft

water. It is quite possible to harden water by adding lime to it, if the circum-

stances make it desirable
;
but this is not so simple a task as may at first sight

appear. Lime, that is ordinary lime, is not soluble in water, unless the latter has

carbonic acid gas (CO^) in it, but with the latter gas present (as about to be

explained) the water will freely take up the lime into solution.

It is the presence of lime in hard water that prevents the destructive action

which soft water has on iron, lead and zinc, and in hard water districts pipes and

storage cisterns of these metals are used freely, and give no more trouble than occurs

from ordinary wear and tear. The generally accepted explanation of this is that soft

water does not attack metals if it carries no carbonic acid gas in it, but as water has

a great affinity for this gas, and there is everywhere abundant means for their coming

together, it may almost be looked upon as a constituent part of the water itself, at

least they are always very closely associated. When lime is present, however, there

is then a material which the acid gas has a still greater affinity for, and in attaching

itself to or combining with the lime becomes inert as to any destructive combination

with the water. The outcome of this is that plain iron pipes seldom give trouble

with rust when conveying this water, either hot or cold, nor do lead pipes or gal-

vanised cisterns have their surfaces dissolved or eaten away, and the water may

be drunk freely, as it is by some millions of people in hard water districts.

Hard water is more palatable, and brighter, than that which is soft, and is

usually preferred by users except for washing purposes. The waste of soap is, in

itself, hardly worth considering, for although it is recorded that a change of water at

Glasgow with a reduction of 6^ degrees of hardness made a difference of 36,000/.

per annum in the consumption of soap, yet this would only save the small sum of two

shillings to each inhabitant per year, with presumably a loss of the larger sum to

soap manufacturers and those they employed. If it was desirable to make this change,

then every effort is desirable to effect it, but as the softer water brings more troubles

in its train, the actual gain to the consumer is not so real as it appears.

The majority of the hard waters served l^y the water companies in the south of

England are not so hard as when first collected, for they undergo a softening process

Ijy which a proportion of the lime in solution is precipitated before the water enters

the service mains. This process is not carried to such an extent as to make the

water quite soft, but reduces the hardness to from 10 to 16 degrees, this being 10
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to 16 grains of lime per gallon of water. Filtration has practically no effect in

removing lime in solution from water, for the lime is in a fluid condition itself, and

freely passes through the filtering material
;

it is only when precipitated by boiling

or chemical process that it assumes its solid and visible form. It is considered that

hard water is quite suited for general consumption if the hardness does not exceed

16 degrees, and any well or other waters having a greater percentage of lime or

chalk than this should be subjected to some softening process.

The process most generally known and approved is Clarke’s, an ingenious but

simple plan by which the addition of a certain proportion of lime has the effect of

absorbing the excess carbonic acid of the bicarbonate of lime in solution, and by

this means converts the whole into an insoluble material which is immediately

precipitated. This can be effected on a small scale, but there are other processes

which are, the writer believes, modifications of Clarke’s, prepared and more suited

for domestic requirements. Doulton & Co. make a speciality of this, having a

complete apparatus or plant suited for country houses, and it is of course arranged

that it may be used by an unskilled person, a gardener, or whoever attends to the

water supply of the building. The necessary features of such an apparatus are

that there must be convenience for mixing the lime in proper proportion, and this,

which is in the state of a milk of lime, has to be properly added to the water under

treatment. The water is treated in a separate tank, as the precipitated matter must

not be allowed to enter the house service pipes, and only after the water has been

completely dealt with is it allowed to enter the house cistern. This operation need

not of necessity be made to render the water quite soft, but can be regulated to

only decrease the hardness as desired.

A new softening apparatus, recently given a favourable notice in the Lancet, is

styled the Lawrence process of softening and sterilising water.* This is a boiling

process, and waters which have their hardness due to carbonate of lime (as the

majority of hard waters have) can be softened by being boiled. It hardly needs

repeating that the hard deposit, or fur, in kettles and boilers is due to the boiling

of the water in these vessels having caused the precipitation of the lime in solution.

Boiled water is therefore soft, l)ut it is also flat and insipid to the verge of being-

undrinkable, and one object of this process is to revive the water after boiling and

make it palatable. It is claimed that the cost of working is very small, with the

important advantage that water softened by this means is also sterilised and safe tf>

drink, even if drawn from a doubtful source. The softening can be partial if desired,

so as not to leave the water absolutely free from lime, and the makers do not appear

to have overlooked that very requisite feature, viz. a simple means of removing the

3 B

* The liawrence Steriliser Co., Uxbridge Road, London, AV.
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lime that is deposited in the heating chamber. It is stated that this apparatus,

which can be worked with gas, oil or a fire, gives very economical results for the

end attained, and this is largely due to the fact that the hot softened water is

utilised to heat the new inflowing water, and by this means not only does much

towards heating the water which is as yet unboiled, but it also gains the necessary

coolness which is needed to itself.

In regard to raising water from its source, the means are practically limited to

two, viz. the hydraulic ram and the pump, but the variety of ways by which pumps

may be worked is considerable. Where there is a fall of water to be had, and the

water is of suitalde quality (subject to its passing through a filter), then the ram

gives excellent results. It is, of course, automatic in its action, costing nothing for

power and little for attention
;
and as instances are known of rams raising water

800 feet, 200,000 gallons a day, from a distance of two miles, there seems little room

to wish for anything more efficient than this. Of course such results could only be

had from very large rams with good falls.

Earns can be had with falls (or head of water) varying from a few inches to

30 feet, but the latter should be considered a maximum, and may be reduced with

advantage, as the wear and tear would be considerable. The quantity of water that

can be raised by a ram and the distance it can raise it are in ratio with the fall, and

the quantity of water raised to that wasted is in ratio also. Where the fall of water

is but trifling it can usually be augmented by damming the stream, but of course

every care is necessary to see this does not cause the stream to overflow its banks

anywhere for some distance back. When the water supply is insufficient to work a

ram continuously it can be made to work intermittently, that is, to discharge water

at intervals and rest between while the water is collecting. This is usually arranged

by a syphon, but an automatic valve can also be had to effect this.

A reliable table to estimate the efficiency of rams from (supposing the rams to

be of good make, such as Blake’s, Keith’s, &c.), and to judge what percentage of

work they can do with certain proportions of fall and height of rising main, is as

follows {Thresh) ;

—

Fall. Height Raised. Degree of

EfiBcieucy.
Fall. Height Raised.

Degree of

Efficiency.

1 yard 2 yards 86 per cent. 1 yard 7 yards 60 per cent.

1 » 3 „ 76 „ 1 „ 8 58

1 „ 4 „ 70 „ 1 „ 9 56

1 „ 5 „ 66 „ 1 ,,
10 54

1 » 0 ,, 63 „ 1 „ 12 „ 52
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Or another way in which the information has been put is as follows :

—

10 gallons per minute raises 3000 gallons per day 100 feet high with fall of 30 feet.

10 » „ 2000 „ „ „ 20 „
10 „ „ 1000 „ „ „ 10 „

10 „ „ 500 „ „ „ 5 „

A further table, that is also of use in determining the sizes of rams and their

connections, can be given, this being by Hughes, Sutton and Digby, Limited, of

Highgate. This table is calculated on the depth of fall being proportionate to the

height to which the water is to be delivered.

Diameter
of Fall

Diameter
of Delivery

Quantity of

Water available
Approximate Number of Gallons raised in 24 Hours.

(Injection)

Pipe.

(Rising Main)
Pipe.

(ill Gallons
per Minute). 50 feet bigb. 100 feet high. 200 feet high.

1 inch 1

2 inch 1 to 4 200 to 800 100 to 400 50 to 200

1 -^ 4 to 10 800 to 2000 400 to 1000 200 to 500

2 „
3
4 10 to 20 2000 to 4000 1000 to 2000 500 to 1000

2i „ 1
))

20 to 25 4000 to 5000 2000 to 2500 1000 to 1250

3 „ H ))
25 to 30 5000 to 6000 2500 to 3000 1250 to 1500

3i „ li J)
30 to 40 6000 to 8000 3000 to 4000 1500 to 2000

4 „ 2 40 to 60 8000 to 12000 4000 to 6000 2000 to 3000

To obtain a necessary or increased fall the ram can be sunk to any possible

extent, provided the waste or tail water can run away. In stormy weather a ram

may become submerged to a trifling extent, but this does not prevent its working.

To ascertain what quantity of water a small stream can supply, it can be gauged

by fixing a straight thin-edged board across to act as a sill, and all the water must

be made to pass over the edge of this board and none underneath. The depth of

water on the sill must then be carefully measured, or perhaps we should say the

distance from the edge of the sill board (which is fixed quite level) and the level of

the water in the stream above it, and the following will be found to be the number

of gallons per hour passing over for every foot width of the sill board.
(
Maguire).

4 ^ 1 IJ 2 inches, depth on sill.

260 300 650 1900 3600 5400 gallons per hour over each foot width of sill board.

These figures are based on a slow-running stream, and a stream of perceptible

velocity will yield more water in proportion. It is, of course, necessary to ascertain

whether the quantity of water in the stream fluctuates with the seasons.

3 B 2
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Fig. 265 illustrates, in section, Keith’s patent hydraulic ram, and the following

is a description of its parts :— L, inlet from drive pipe
;

I, brass-lined cylinder in

which dash valve works
;
H, dash valve

;
K, outlet

for waste
;

A, air pump or snifter valve
;
B, inner,

or air vessel retaining valve
;
G, air vessel

;
M and

N, discharge cocks for enabling air vessel to be

emptied of water and recharged with air when

necessary
;
C, D, F, E, counter-balance gear (when

necessary) for very low falls.

A necessary feature in the ram, but which is

not shown in this illustration, is the delivery pipe

connection. This always comes at a low point in

the air vessel G.

The action of the hydraulic ram, and this

illustration will serve for a general description, is

that the water

flowing down

from a stream

and entering the

ram at L in-

stantly passes

throuo;h I to the

outlet K, but in

its rapid passage

through it carries

up the dash valve

H and closes the

opening, as is

shown in the il-

lustration. As

the dash valve

closes sharply,

there is a sudden

pressure or shock

experienced in the

body of the ram,

and this lifts the
Fig. 265 .

valve B, allowing

some of the water to pass up into the air vessel G. This relieves the sudden pressure
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exerted, with the result that the dash valve falls again, but only to be carried up by

the passage of water, and as it closes so again is the shock experienced, which gets

relief by some more water being driven through B. This action is rapidly repeated,

thirty strokes a minute being an ordinary number, and the supply of water passing

into the air vessel is satisfactory, though not so much as goes to waste through the

dash valve and outlet K.

As the water enters the air vessel G, so it passes out and up through the

delivery pipe, which starts from a low point in here. As this water rises high in the

delivery pipe, the back pressure on each stroke is considerable, and the air vessel,

fulfilling the same duty as it does on a pump, prevents shock and injury to the

apparatus. The air will sometimes be absorbed or work out of the air vessel, and

whenever it does the noise and vibration give the plainest evidence that the elastic

air cushion is dwindling away. It might be said that the air is always being

absorbed from the chamber, and an inlet is provided expressly to make good this

loss. As a rule it is a “ snifting ” valve (at A on the illustration), this being a plain

piece of metal tube with a very fine hole through it. Keith’s rams, however, have

a properly constructed air valve, which it is claimed gives a more regular supply to

make good the loss.

A feature also peculiar to this ram is the counterbalance gear, illustrated

and marked with the letters C D E F. It can be well understood that with an

unbalanced dash valve there is considerable resistance offered to its rising freely with

a low fall and limited supply, the result being that much more water goes to waste

than when the valve lifts with very little force beneath it.

The working capacities of Keith’s rams are as follows :

—

Drive Pipe.
Delivery Pipe.

Size.

Head of Water Heisrht to Water raised in

Enin.
Diaiii. T.engtii.

above Katn. raise Water. 24 Hours.

Size. Inches. Yanis. Inches. Feet. Feet. Gallons.

A 1 toll 40 to 60 ^ 10 ^ 300 to 600

B If to 2 50 to 75 i to 1 800 to 2,000

C

D

21 to 3 60 to 90 1 to 2
1 10 to 20 100 <

2,000 to 4,400

31 to 4 90 to 100 11 to 21 3,000 to 9,000

E T) to 6 100 to 130 2 to 3 5,000 to 13,000

F 7 to 9 130 to 160 2^ to 3J or 4 / 10,000 to 25,000

The above figures are based on the delivery pipe being from a quarter to one mile

long, and it can be calculated that the rams will raise water thirty times higher than

the fall which works them, but only good quality rams are capable of doing this.
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Though the foregoing table shows 10 feet as the least fall (head of water), rams can

be had to work with much less fall than this, as before stated, but the quantity of

water delivered is less for a given size of ram. It might have been stated earlier

that it is possible to work a second ram with the tail water from a first one, if

circumstances make such a plan desirable. For instance, there may be a small

spring on the side of a hill, the yield of water from which is small and not sufficient,

and this fact would make the tail water from a ram a grievous waste. To avoid this

waste the escaping water can be conducted to a second ram, and a good proportion

of it be thus elevated and saved.

Figs. 266, 267 and 268 illustrate Keith’s hydraulic ram pump, the special object

of this machine being to pump or drive up pure water while using another water for

the driving power, this latter being perhaps unfit for domestic use. The two waters

can in no way mix in the machine, the cylinders of ram and pump being quite

separate and having no connection. The illustrations show elevation, sectional

elevation and plan respectively, and the working parts are as follows :— 1, body of

ram pump, interior
; 2, piston, movable by concussive force

; 3, brass-lined cylinder,

into which piston 2 works
; 4, pump piston, directly worked by piston 2 ; 5, brass-

lined pump cylinder, into which pump piston 4 works
; 6, pump delivery valve

;

7, air chamber on delivery end of pump
; 8, suction valve for pure water

; 9, suction

valve chamber
; 10, open air space, separating the two pistons 2 and 5 ; 11, delivery

for pure water pumped
; 12, inlet from suction pipe for pure water

;
L, inlet from

drive pipe
;
H, dash valve

;
K, outlet for waste.

There is no doubt that, where possible and convenient, the hydraulic ram is an

excellent means of raising water for country residence supply, but supposing it to be

undesirable for any reason, then, if a fall of water is available, a water wheel can be

recommended as a means of driving a set of pumps. These wheels are of three

kinds, viz. the overshot, the breast and the undershot wheel, and this is their order

of precedence as regards efficiency. Expressed in figures, their relative effectiveness,

with the same stream of water working them, is 68, 55 and 35 respectively
;
a

hydraulic ram standing at 60 in this scale. Undershot wheels, however, notwith-

standing their lower effectiveness, are very useful with poor falls, for they can do

work where a ram or a turbine are almost useless. They can, in fact, work without

a visible actual fall, the natural or the tidal flow of a river being utilised sometimes.

With a moderate or good fall an undershot wheel would not be used, but with a

trifling fall they work in a way that gives the best results under the circumstances.

Until quite recently water wheels were made of wood, and heavy awkward

things they were, but the light iron structures that can now be obtained have done

much to bring water wheels into greater favour, both for pump work and power.

These iron wheels are more easily fixed, work better and keep cleaner ;
they are also
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constructed with blades or buckets of a more efficient form than could be obtained

with a wood wheel. Overshot wheels are always used for preference, on account of

their greater efficacy
;
but it does not do to use an overshot wheel of specially

small diameter because the fall is low, as a wheel so constructed will not give such

good results as a breast wheel of proper size. The fact of these wheels being in

reality sets of levers accounts for this. As a water wheel revolves in a comparatively

slow manner, the pumps can be connected and worked from the shaft or axle direct.

The only care that is necessary is to fix the pump rigid, and let the crank shaft of

the pump and the wheel shaft or axle be perfectly true with each other.

In fixing a wheel there has to be a channel (or a tube) provided to bring the

water direct to the wheel, that its force may be expended on the wheel blades to

best advantage, and this channel is known as the “ wheel race.” With overshot

wheels the race delivers the water slightly beyond the centre line of the wheel, and

as a rule the flow or impetus of the water is not relied on to drive the wheel, but

reliance is had on the weight of the water which is continuously delivered into the

blade buckets. Consequently, when the flow of water is rapid the end of the race

is so constructed that the impetus will not carry the water beyond the wheel, nor

splash and only partially fill the buckets. A slow delivery is best, and a slow-

moving wheel is, in a general way, usually more powerful than a very fast one. It

is largely governed by the proper filling of the blade buckets of the wheel
;
and a

small wheel, revolving at about 3 feet per second, and a large one, working at 6 to

8 feet per second, give the best results as a rule.

The breast wheel works partially by the weight of water received in its buckets

or floats, and partially by impact of the water delivered to it. The race is so

arranged that the flowing water may expend its strength as far as possible in

driving the wheel, and to effect this the blades are so designed in their relationship

with the race, that the escaping water is only that which has been deprived of its

force in the buckets. Notwithstanding this, however, it is not so efficient as the

overshot wheel, that is, it is not so capable of work, and its revolutions of course

vary more with the flow of the stream.

An undershot wheel, whether driven by a small fall or by the running water of

a stream, relies wholly on the impetus the water has which is delivered to it, and

under most conditions the efficacy of this wheel falls considerably below the others.

Every efibrt is made to utilise the speed movement of the water to the utmost (the

reverse of what is aimed at with the overshot wheel), and the blades of the wheel

are constructed with a view to eflfectins: this.

With the overshot and breast wheels the water which has passed them, and

which is known as the “ tail race,” is made to escape, so that it has no prejudicial

effect on the speed of the wheel, not hindering or retarding its movement
;
and in
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effecting this it is only necessary to keep the wheel just above the level of the tail

water. With an undershot wheel this is not so easily done if there is no pronounced

fall of water, and this being known, the blades are so shaped that they rise without

the tail water holding them or resisting their movement as they ascend.

It is not proposed to give any data upon which the efficacy of water wheels is

based or calculated, as this would not only occupy considerable space, but would

probably lead to error and trouble in many instances. With these, as also with rams

and turbines, it is far better to let the makers take some responsibility
;
and of

course there could scarcely be more capable and interested judges in deciding the

machine that should be used. Plumbers and even
.

professional men will find this a

far better plan than relying on their own judgment, unless their experience has been

considerable, and even in the latter case a maker’s opinion is worth having, for

makers are, in practically every instance, specialists in the work. Information is

freely given to genuine enquirers.

What may be considered as another form of water wheel is the turbine, which,

however, is more a water motor in the accepted sense of the word. These can be had

to work with low falls, but very generally a turbine is resorted to when the fall is

high, perhaps unusually so. The useful height of fall to work a water wheel is of

course limited, and the same can be said of a hydraulic ram, with which the wear

and tear, with high falls, is too great to admit of its economical use. There are

engineers who will not, of their own accord, use a ram with a fall of more than

10 feet, but this fall may be exceeded, although it adds considerably to the wear

and tear. A turbine is an enclosed wheel which is propelled l)y an enclosed falling

column of water, and is utilised as an engine for driving a set of pumps (or other

machinery). There is practically no limit to the fall that can be used, and the"*

height to which the water can be raised is only limited by the size and power of the

turbine. A fall of 100 feet, or even more, could be utilised, and a very powerful

effect it would have, without undue wear and tear. In what is usually called the

“ pressure ” turbine there is a wheel with suitably curved blades or vanes, and the

water is directed to this (after coming down the fall pipe), through a casing which

is also fitted with curved blades or guides, so that the water is directed in the most

effective manner possible on to the blades of the wheel. This turbine can be fixed

horizontally or vertically as may best suit the conditions, and it need not be fixed

at the extreme foot of the fall unless desired. When it is fixed a few feet (20 feet

is admissible) above the lowest point, then a waste pipe is carried from it, and the

fall of the expended water through this will aid the turbine in its work by suction.

Another form of turbine is that in which the falling water, conducted by guides,

is caused to act against a series of buckets around the edge of the wheel. This

turbine should be fixed at the lowest point of the fall, as a waste or suction pipe
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does not aid its work to any useful extent. This latter turbine is very effective with

high falls. Different makes of turbines vary considerably in efficacy, and in cases

where the fall of water has to be economised, every care should be exercised to see

that the turbine is of good make. With an abundance of fall water a cheap make

will answer, though it has usually to be of larger size for given results. For small

supplies, under ordinary conditions, the water wheel or the ram are better than the

turbine, though the latter has probably no equal in efficacy when the conditions

make its use necessary or desirable.

Another source of power, which can be had for nothing, is the wind, this being

utilised by wind engines, a modern adaptation of the machinery which goes to form

a windmill. These have been perfected to quite a remarkable extent, and in situa-

tions where the wind can be utilised to advantage, and where no better or regular

source of power is to be had, the wind engine is worthy of every consideration. It

is doubtful whether it will be used to any extent for very large supplies, but for

mansions, farms and groups of cottages (also for irrigation or draining) the machine

is very useful. The modern circular sail or wheel type of wind engine (the wind

wheel being circular and having blades or sails all around it, instead of four arm sails

as with the old windmills), has many improvements by which it will work with a

very light pressure of wind, yet in times of storm the sails are self-regulating, so

that excessive wind pressure has no serious effect

;

or with some makes there is a

striking gear, by which the blades are quite thrown out of use and effect. The sails

also automatically adjust their position to the wind, as its direction varies. The sail

is, of course, erected on a wooden or iron lattice tower of a suitable elevation, and the

size is governed by the requirements. The spindle or shaft can be connected directly

with a crank to which the piston rod of the pump is attached
;
but the better plan,

when a liberal supply of water is needed, is to connect to the gearing of a double

or three-throw pump. In this, as with practically all water-raising machines, the

makers had best be looked to to decide and guarantee the work that their engines

will do. Of course the buyer should also use his judgment, but independent tables

showing what certain sizes of machines will do are not always reliable, and makers’

tables vary to a considerable extent. It has been calculated that the average wind
,

power available in England (it differs in jDlaces, of course) gives 1 lb. pressure per

square foot at a speed of 14 miles an hour, for a period of eight hours per day.

With such a breeze an engine with a 10-foot sail can yield about 1400 to 1600

gallons per day
;
while a 12-foot sail can give about one-fifth or even a fourth more.

It is important to remember that wind power is, as a rule, very uncertain, particularly

in the summer time, when probably the demand for water is greatest. On this

account it is necessary to have the engine (and the storage tank) of sufficient size to

provide at least five or six days’ supply
;
and in the writer’s opinion a wind engine

3 C
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should not be relied on when the daily supply of water required is as much or more

than 15,000 to 20,000 gallons. In such cases, if other cheap power is not available,

a steam, gas, oil or other motor should be used. The wind engine, however, when it

can be conveniently used, runs with a minimum of attention and may be safely

recommended
;
when desirable, there is no objection to using two or more engines

to one well if the water supply is sufficient.

Of steam motors, i.e. engines, for pump work there is almost endless variety,

and it is scarcely within the province of this book to recommend a few to the exclu-

sion of the many that are worthy. As the majority of engineers who make pumping

machinery also make the engines, there should be no hesitation in deciding to obtain

the two from one maker. Many, in fact nearly all, make the engines and pumps

combined, so as to form one piece of machinery, and the boiler only is separate. In

country residence work, however, the steam pump does not figure to any extent

unless steam is used or required for other purposes, and the well is within reasonable

distance of the other worlcs that the steam is needed for. Gas, oil and hot-air

motors are more largely used, as being more easily erected, also more easily managed

subsequently by a man who is comparatively unskilled.

For moderate supplies the caloric, or hot-air, motor has much favour, as its

management is so very simple. Fig. 269 is the “ Rider ” hot-air engine,*- and the

working principle, as the name, implies, is the expansion of atmospheric air when it

is heated. The maker’s description reads as follows :
“ In the left cylinder there is a

compression piston which first compresses the cold air in the lower part of the

cylinder into about one-third its normal volume. In the right-hand cylinder is a

power piston, and as this advances the compressed air is transferred from the left

cylinder across the bridge piece in the middle, and on to the heater which is at the

base of the right cylinder. The pressure now being in the power cylinder, and the

compressed air being subjected to heat, the piston is forced up until it reaches nearly

the top of its stroke, then, by the cooling of the charge of air, the pressure falls to its

minimum, the power piston descends and the compression again begins, the same air

being used continuously. There is a water jacket to the left cylinder for cooling the

air efiectually, and there is a little check valve at the bottom of this cylinder to

make good any leakage of air.”

This engine is made in different sizes up to one horse-power, and is sent out

fitted complete with lift and force pump. To give some idea of the work they can

do, a quarter horse-power size with 2-inch pump will deliver 500 gallons j)er hour

40 feet high. There is no skill needed in working them, it being only necessary to

start and stop the engine, to replenish the fire (with coke fuel), and see to the

* Hayward Tyler & Co., Queen Victoria Street, London,



sary, to put a safety valve on the

rising main from the pump ;
and this

is particularly the case when the main

has a stop-valve in it. When duplicate

or branch mains are used, it is commonly arranged that

either one or both be controlled or shut off by a stop-valve,

and in all such cases the safety valve should be fitted, to

avoid trouble and damage should the stop-valves be left closed

3 c 2

The country house.

lubricators. It is stated that the con-

sumption of coke is only lbs. per

hour for a quarter horse-power engine,

which represents a cost of about one

halfpenny per thousand gallons of

water raised 30 feet high. This

engine, in the larger sizes, can be

fitted for deep-well work if required.

It is often very desirable, in fact

should be considered absolutely neces-

Kill
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accidentally. Of course the safety valve must be fitted somewhere between the

pump and the stop-cocks.

Probably the most convenient engine for country house work, as requiring the

least possible amount of attention, is the gas engine. This is, of course, useless if no

gas is obtainable, as is so often the case in country places. Where, however, gas is

to be had, it is an engine that only requires starting or stopping, with necessary

cleaning and lubricating, and little or nothing else. The writer has fixed these

largely in country houses for pumping purposes (and in London residences for electric

light), and it is quite exceptional to find any one in the engine house. It seems to

be the rule to start the engine, then let it take care of itself until it needs stopping.

Fig. 270 shows a “ Stockport ” horizontal gas engine,* geared up direct to the crank

shaft of a deep-well pump. This pump, as illustrated, is a single barrel, but a two,

or three-throw pump is connected up in precisely the same manner. To the main

shaft of the engine is fitted a specially designed clutch by which the pump can be

thrown in or out of gear, and when the engine is not driving the pump it can be used

for other purposes if desired. As a rule an engine can be used for several different

works in a house of large size, and cases have been known of an engine having to

work a dynamo, run a small bench saw, work the laundry machinery and do what

j)umping was required
;

it did not, of course, fulfil all these purposes at once, but

there is no reason why the engine should be idle any part- of the day when there is

work it can do.

It is not always desirable to gear an engine direct to a pump, in which case a

countershaft is generally used, the engine driving this at one end, the pump being

geared to it at the other. For electric light this or an oil engine is particularly

useful (if the light is derived from the dynamo direct), as being capable of almost

instant starting or stopping in cases of unexpected darkness during day time. As

probably all are aware, these engines are propelled by the explosion of gas in the

cylinder, this driving the piston forward, and on its return journey the products of

combustion are allowed to escape. It is not usual for an explosion or impulse to

occur at every stroke
;
commonly they are worked with an impulse at every second

or third stroke, but this depends upon the amount of work the engine is doing.

The engine is provided with a fly-wheel, also with the necessary governor, and the

fittings required to make its regulation as simple and automatic as possible. Some

are self-starting, but with certain sizes it is found best to start the engine by giving

one or two turns of the fly-wheel by hand. The cylinder is water jacketed to keep

it cool.

A certain degree of care is needed with the exhaust pipe from a gas engine, this

* Bilbie, Hobson & Co., 80 Queen Victoria Street, London.
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danger-

pipe being provided, as will be understood, to cany away the products of com-

bustion, It must not come in contact with wood or any inflammable material, and it

must terminate in

the open air. It

naturally became a

favourite practice to

carry this into a

chimney, but this

has proved

ous, as, should gas

escape unburnt, there

is the liability of an

explosion occurring

if down-draught is

manifested. It is

by no means certain

that the up-draught in a chimney can be relied on.

Fig. 271 represents an oil engine plant connected up

to a pump, the suction and delivery pipes being shown

complete.

Oil engines are coming very largely into use as motors

for supplying water to country houses, and the illustration

is a Priestman oil engine, capable of raising 1000 gallons

of water per hour and upwards, according to the size of the

plant.

The mode of operation is as follows : The vaporiser of

the engine is heated for a few minutes by a self-contained

lamp, which is fed from the main oil tank fixed in the

engine bed
;
when sufficiently warm a charge of oil mixed

with air is passed into the cylinder by means of a three-way

cock, and this charge is compressed and fired just at the full

stroke of compression. It will be seen from this that the

principle upon which the engine works is very much the

same as that of a gas engine, with the advantage, however,

that it can be used where there is no gas, and no gas mains

or meters are required.

As the oil enters the cylinders in the form of a petroleum

spray and not in the form of a gas, there is a sufficient amount condenses on the

walls of the cylinder to act as a lubricant, and by this means the engine can be run

Fig. 270.
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for a long period without cleaning or special lubrication. Any of the cheap mineral

lamp oils, costing in England from 5c/. to 6c/. per gallon, can be used, and the
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consumption is from a pint to H pints per hour per horse-power, according to the

size of the engine. These engines can be taken charge of with safety b}’ youths

and unskilled men, and may be left working without any fear of accident.

The advantages of a gas or oil engine over steam are, as stated, that they are

started at once, and the moment they are stopped the consumption of fuel ceases
;

and the absence of a boiler, too, is another advantage.

This engine also has means of self-regulation, and runs evenly under varying

loads (work), and it is claimed that this type of motor costs less for fuel than a gas

engine, even in districts where gas is low in price.

The Filtration of Water.—A most extraordinary and searching inquiry

into the working efficiency of filters was conducted by Mr. G. Sims Woodhead,

M.D., F.R.S.E. (Director of the Research Laboratories of the Board of Physicians

and Surgeons), and Mr. G. E. Cartwright Wood, M.D., B.Sc. (Research Scholar of

the British Medical Association), and this was embodied in a special report to the

‘ British Medical Journal,’ and appeared in that publication, November 10, 1894.

To those who undertake the water supply to residences, or are in any way responsible

in furnishing water for domestic or general consumption, it is of the highest import-

ance that a full knowledge of filters and their capabilities be had, and, with this idea

in view, a copy of the journal of the date given (or a reprint of the report can be

had by itself) should be obtained by every one interested. Nothing could give a

better and clearer idea of the functions of a filter, nor could anything throw more

light on to the statements of efficiency that are issued by the makers. Sufficient to

say that well known makes have been condemned wholesale, and the reasons given

are so clear that no doubt can be entertained. Whether any of the different makers

have taken action since the report the writer cannot say.

The question of filtration is an important one to the plumber, for it is not usual

to find a source of water so pure, clear and free from doubtful qualities as to make

filtration unnecessary
;
and even in the case of pure waters, or waters that have no

suspicious origin, a filter is still a desirable adjunct to the water supply fittings.

To arrest suspended matters and earthy impurities recourse is commonly had to

sand filtration, as previously referred to, and for many waters this is sufficient, as

only a fine strainer is needed. This is effected by a sand bed, laid on coarser

material and large stones, and the water is allowed to percolate through it,

leaving the impurities at top, and running off clear through a pipe below. At
frequent periods the top surface of the sand is scraped oft’, and at longer periods the

whole of the sand is submitted to a good washing. This is the filtration that river

and lake water is generally subjected to before it enters the underground storage

tank, from whence it is pumped into the house cistern. For the drinking water,

however, some more perfect filtering apparatus should be resorted to.
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The inquiry just referred to dealt with the filters as being intended to serve

one or more of the following purposes :

—

1. To remove all suspended material visible to the eye.

2. To remove organic matter in solution.

3. To aerate the water and render it sparkling, particularly in cases of rain

water beinor used.O

4. To remove micro-organisms from the water, especially those which cause the

spread of disease.

Many of the filters proved successful in fulfilling the requirements of the purposes

numbered 1, 2 and 3, but that of No. 4 proved a stumbling block which but three

succeeded in passing successfully, and few showed more than a very poor capability of

dealing with. Of course it is but a short time ago that micro-organisms and bacteria

were j^ractically unknown, and certainly in regard to their use in testing the efficacy

of filters. The authors of this special inquiry, therefore, generously attribute the

high testimonials given to some of the fiiulty filters by eminent analysts and medical

men to the fact that they gave them years ago, when the present exact methods of

testing with disease germs were next to impossible. Even now there may doubtless

be many who would consider that a filter which removes suspended matter, also

organic matter in solution, must be above suspicion almost as a matter of course
;
but

it is conclusively proved that such a filter, perfect as it might be in those respects,

is no safeguard whatever against the transmission of disease. Organic matter in

solution may be sewage matter in quite a fluid state, requiring an actual filtering

substance to abstract it from water, yet the presence of this fluid matter is only

indicative of contamination, and its removal does not necessarily mean the elimination

of the real source of danger. This bears particularly heavy upon the makers who

publish such statements as “ The water which proceeds from this filter is a perfect

guarantee against disease,” and the like. The filter made by one very well known

firm yielded a thousand more colonies of cholera bacillus on the second day than the

test water itself contained, showing that the organisms had been stored up from the

day before, and had probably undergone a growth and increase while in the filtering

material. The same filter allowed half the bacillus of typhoid that was put in it to

pass straight through at once. The report uses quite wrathful words in regard to

this, as the filter was claimed to be “a safeguard against typhoid fever, cholera and

blood poisoning.” Remembering that the filters tested were quite new, and pre-

sumably in their best order, rather strong words cannot be wondered at.

A filter is used by every one as a preventative of illness which might be caused

if the water was drunk in an unfiltered state. If the water is quite above suspicion

and not likely to be contaminated from any cause, then filtration would be unneces-

sary
;
but if, on the other hand, there is a risk of the water conveying disease germs,
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then the filter should be capable of arresting them, otherwise it is useless. When a

filter is put into use, it is with the idea that otherwise illness (disease really) may be

caused by the water, and although in many instances the risk is remote, yet when it

does arise the filter should be ever ready to deal with it successfully. Therefore, any

filter that cannot be relied on, little or much, is something worse than useless, and on

this point the inquiry has left no stone unturned. Such faults are dealt with as the

possibility of unfiltered water passing direct through badly arranged fittings not

properly understood by servants
;
materials used in fittings which would wear out,

perish or decay
;
the difficulty or inability to clean the filtering material or the vessel

holding it
;

the retention of filtered or half filtered water in certain parts of the

vessel, and so on.* All filters were first tested with ordinary tap water (the filter

being first carefully sterilised), also with colouring matters
;
afterwards, an organism

specially suited as to size and character was passed in with the test water
;
then a

test with the bacillus of cholera, and then with that of typhoid fever. The filters

were always carefully sterilised between each test, and the care taken, from a

scientific standpoint alone, is a monument of patient, clever work. There is another

form of test that should be mentioned, this being with ordinary tap water, a filter

having this water passed through it day after day for several days without sterilisa-

tion between. The idea was to see if the filtering material was favourable to an

increase in the number of germs if the conditions were ordinarily suitable. In the

majority of cases the filters failed absolutely in this, an average result reading thus

:

“ Number of germs (colonies) per c.c. in the tap water, 40 ;
number per c.c. passed

through first day, 3 ;
second day, 50

;
third day, 400 ;

fourth day, innumerable

Thus on the second day more germs existed in the filtered water than in the

unfiltered, and on the following days the water was in a vastly worse condition for

the filtration it had undergone
;
but happily the germs of ordinary tap water are not

of a dangerous kind. The final test to mention is that in which it was ascertained

how long a filter having been infected with cholera bacillus was capable of infecting

the water with cholera afterwards if fed daily with ordinary tap water. With one

filter it was found that the cholera microbe could be traced and separated from the

filtered water thirty-two days afterwards
;

the serious aspect of this is that the

disease, as a rule, only attacks people when they are susceptible to it, and a man

* The idea is by no means rare yet that filters are everlasting water purifiers and need no atten-

tion. A few years ago, even, a number of those engaged in the plumbing trade entertained the notion

that a filter was capable of removing impurities from water continuously without being subject to any

cleansing process more than would be given to a cold water cistern
;
and it is difificult to understand

what these men supposed became of the arrested matter. It can only be imagined they had a belief

that the arrested impurities disappeared by some unknown agency, or they left the problem to solve

itself.
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may perhaps take one or two doses without infection, but if he keeps on passing the

germs into his body with the water he daily drinks, it may not be long before a

susceptible moment occurs, and the disease will be with him from then.

The three filters that passed this rigid investigation successfully were the

“ Pasteur (Chamberland),” * the “ Berkefeld,” f and the “ Afri-Filtre-Mallie, Porce-

laine d’Amiante.” All of these consist of what are termed “ candles ” of unglazed

porcelain material, candle-shaped tubes or cylinders, the water passing through the

substance of the tube from the outside to the inside, issuing pure from the outlet of

the latter. This prepared porcelain is a secret preparation in each case, and it must

not be supposed that any such preparation will answer the same purpose. The

success attained is due to the fineness of the water passages through the substance,

consequently the filters are no more than highly successful strainers. This is not

said with any idea of undervaluing their utility, but to point out that the various

claims of different patent filter makers as to their filtering material having “an >

affinity for organic substances,” or that “ the material oxidises all impurities and is

thus self cleansing,” and so on, all proved fallacies
;
while a filter which bears some-

thing like a relationship to the old sand bed is found to be trustworthy. As the

porcelain cylinders act as strainers, it follows that the outer surface, which the

unfiltered water first encounters, becomes coated with a slimy coating, and this must

be regularly removed, otherwise the rate of filtration will be diminished. The

directions of the vendors are very instructive in regard to this. “ The germs and

other impurities which are arrested form a deposit on the outer surface of the tube,-

and this must be cleaned off periodically. The cleaning is simply effected, and

consists in brushing and rinsing off the deposit, which mostly comes away readily.

Any deposit which sticks to the filter can be periodically destroyed by simply boiling,

baking or steaming the tube (sterilising), or by using a cleaning substance as directed.

The filters can be supplied with automatic l)rushers, if desired, so that the tube can

be cleansed in position, without removal from its case, the residue being run off

through a valve at the side.”

Figs. 272 and 273 illustrate the Pasteur and the Berkefeld filters respectively.

These tap or pressure filters are to be recommended in preference to the larger kinds

(which consist of a group or battery of candles), when possible to use them. The

only reason for this is that when a number of candles are joined up to form a battery,

there may be a certain amount of risk that the connections are not perfect, or the

fittings may go wrong, in which case the success of the filter would be completely

frustrated. The writer uses the tap filter for preference, as with an ordinary quality

* Sole licensees, J. Defries & Sons, Ltd., Houndsditch, London.

t The Berkefeld Filter Co., Ltd., 121 Oxford Street, London.
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of water there is no occasion to filter all that is used in the house, and two or three

tap filters are sufficient to conveniently draw the drinking water and that for culinary

purposes from, even in a large residence. Water that is boiled scarcely needs filtra-

tion so far as rendering it free from living germs is concerned, for the process of

boiling is one of the surest simple means we have of sterilising water. The

statements of filter makers, which have led people to consider boiling the water as a

doubtful or insufficient means

of rendering the water safe,

cannot be too strongly con-

demned, for such statements

are apt to make people care-

less, and have a false sense of

security in those filters which

are not to be trusted.

Drain Pipe Joints

and Sanitary Fittings.

—

An earthenware drain pipe is

to the average eye a very

ordinary piece of work, and

it would not be supposed

that in the manufacture of

these goods any grave fault

could be committed. The

facts of the case are, however,

the reverse of this, and for

some years after pipes of this

kind were introduced there

was such a repetition of faults

of a serious kind that pipes of

glazed earthenware appeared

to be doomed. Only a few

years ago an exhaustive in-

quiry was instituted into the quality of pipes made in South Australia, as a large

amount of sewerage and drainage works were about to be undertaken, and it was

proposed, very naturally, that home-made pipes should be used, if possible. The

results of the testSj however, obliged the hydraulic (testing) engineer to recommend

that home productions be used only for the connections between the houses and the

sewers, not for the sewers themselves, and, to stimulate the home manufacturers to

improve the quality of their productions, the tenders would be subject to a strict

3 D 2

Fig. 272. Fig. 273.
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specification, and a rigid system of tests, which would be applied to every pipe

before acceptance. It was particularly in porosity that the home samples failed, as

compared with English makes tested at the same time. When subjected to w^ater,

and to the action of salts, they absorbed an average of ten times as much as the

English * makes. Doubtless the quality of the pipes was improved straight away

after this report, but what has

been stated will show how easy

it is to fail in the manufacture

of such a comparatively simple

thing.

The following may be

given as essential features in

pipes of this kind.

To be suitable for use in

the construction of sewers, a

drain pipe should possess the

following qualities ;—It should

be of imperishable material, homogeneous in texture, and impermeable to water,

uniform in thicknessmnd true in section, perfectly straight and cylindrical throughout,

and sufficiently strong to resist crushing beneath a heavy load or bursting by a

moderate pressure.

Of these qualities, impermeability is perhaps the most important, because, if

porous, the pipe will not long resist

the influences that will be brought

to bear upon it, namely, the forma-

tion of crystals in the presence of

certain chemical compounds which

are almost sure to exist in sewage.

To ascertain the qualities of a

pipe in this respect, it is weighed

when dry, and again after immer-

sion and boilino; in water, the

difference in weight being the

amount of water absorbed. It

can also be subjected to the action of acids and salts such as are found in sewage,

and its behaviour observed.

As regards strength, it is essential that a pipe should be very strong to resist

crushing by a heavy load of earth when buried in a deep trench, and also to withstand

cross strains, such as may be occasioned by the pipe being imperfectly bedded.

Fig. 275 .
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It sliould be capable of resisting a moderate bursting pressure, such as might

occur if from any cause a stoppage should take place in the sewer
;
this pressure,

however, cannot ever rise above a few pounds per square inch, because the joints

between the pipes are seldom strong enough to resist a greater strain.

Uniformity and symmetry of shape are most important items
;
unless all the

pipes are perfectly straight and cylindrical and of exactly the same diameter, it is

impossible to construct the drain without ridges and depressions which may cause

deposits of sewage solids, leading to the formation of foul gas, and perhaps total

obstruction, and in any case necessitating expense in the labour of removing the

deposits by artificial means.

The general details as to sizes, strength and other particulars of a good quality

drain pipe will be found on p. 140; and now comes for consideration the different

kinds of joints and method

of making them.

In Fig. 274 we have,

in section, the ordinary

cement joint as it is

applied to pipes having

ordinary socket and

spigot ends. The cement

material is made up of

one part Portland cement

and one part of sharp

washed sand. This, when

well trowelled, makes a

joint that can be relied on, and it will be seen that the following examples of

patent joints are mostly backed up with cement, which says much for this latter

material.

Fig. 275 is Doulton’s “ self adjusting” joint, made expressly to admit of a slight

strain throwing the pipes out of alignment
;
in fact, it is stated to be possible to lay

a drain to a curve with this joint, and yet be as sound as if laid straight. The joint

is formed of two bands of composition, cast one on the spigot and one in the socket

of the pipe, as shown. The composition on the spigot has a slightly rounded surface,

while the lining of the socket is quite straight (like the interior of a cylinder or

tube). In consequence of this arrangement, if a pij)e is laid or pushed a little out of

straight the rounded surface works in the socket much like a ball and socket, and

even in event of a pipe being drawn out a trifle it does not necessarily break the

joint. The joints are, of course, rapidly made, and it is claimed that they are

particularly useful in water-logged ground (with water in the trench). In those

I ' * .n

Fig. 276.
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cases, however, where no advantage is likely to be experienced by the flexibility of

this joint, then the firm make what is called the “ Composite ” joint. This resembles

the last, but the socket is made deeper to admit of the composition joint being

backed ujj with cement. The composition prevents the cement working into the pipe.

Fig. 276 is Stanford’s joint, much resembling the last described. This is an

asphalt joint, but without being

adjustable in any way. It is

backed up with cement as shown.

Fig. 277 is another compo-

sition joint. This has compo-

sition for the actual joint, but is

backed up with cement. In this

case the composition on the spigot

end is made taper so as to ensure

a fit, for with other joints of this

Fig. 277. kind the least inaccuracy in size

amounts to little better than a

failure by leaving the joint unsound at that point. The cement backing in this

joint is made specially secure by the circular channel shown in the socket.

Fig. 278 is Hassell’s patent double-jointed pipe. It is claimed chiefly for this

that the joint, having a double bearing, considerably reduces the likelihood of

fracture or settlement-

The two bands of bitu-

minous materials are

about 1^ inches apart, and

between these rings is a

space which is filled with

liquid cement through a

hole at top. The cement

travels down and fills the

space around the pipe,

making a good junction

Fig. 278. ^ between the composition

joints, but some detrac-

tors of this joint say that in this latter detail is the joint’s weakness. It is urged that

unless the workman be very careful he may not have his cement liquid thin or clear

enough to run into the space in a regular manner to ensure a good joint
;
on the

other hand, if the liquid is too thin it may pass through the composition joint if it

does not fit perfectly sound, and so flow into the pipe.
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Fig. 279.

Fig. 279 is Hassell’s single-jointed pipe, which is very similar to the double,

only that the outer rim of composition is omitted, and when the joint is being

made a clay band is put round where shown, previous to the cement liquid being run

in. Or, if desired, the whole of that part of the socket not occupied by the com-

position can be filled in

with cement in a stiffer

state in the usual way.

Fig. 280 is Sykes’

patent screw joint,

the Albion Clay Co.,

Limited. Much has

been expected from a

joint embodying the

principle of the screw

in some form, and as

early as 1862, Doultons

exhibited pipes with a screw thread formed in the stoneware itself, at the socket and

spigot, a washer being compressed between the ends of the pipe, when screwed up.

The example illustrated has had a share of success, the screw collar, both on the

spigot and in the socket, being of Stanford’s composition cast on, this allowing a

certain degree of flexibility when screwed up. The actual joint is effected l)y the com-

pressed material shown where the edge of the socket comes against the spigot shoulder.

Fig. 281 shows the “ Para-

gon ” patent pipe, which is made

with sockets concentric to the pipe.

The object of this is to get a true

line or invert along the lower

inside surface of the pipe without

depending on the jointing ma-

terial to lift the spigot up and

bring the surfaces in line. On

the right side of the illustration

is a section through the socket

and spigot as they come together, fig. 280.

and on the left will be seen how

true the line of the inner surfaces is, though the spigot is not in the centre of the

socket. A joint of this kind is to some extent an acknowledgment that the under

sides of the ordinary cement joint are often neglected, for it is not over convenient

to get at them as a rule, yet notwithstanding this, none but the worst of workmen
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are guilty of neglect of this kind. This joint is made with cement, much in the same

manner as an ordinary socket joint.

There are many other joints besides those noted, but what have been described

eitlbody the general principles and ideas that enter into the construction of these

Fig 281 .

/

special pipes. The writer has no wish to depreciate the value ot special joints for

purposes they may be particularly adapted for or for every day use, but under

ordinary conditions he finds a cement joint, well made, is reliable and remains

sound
;

more than this is scarcely needed, especially as it is the least expensive

of any.

Addison’s Patent Expanding Drain Stopper
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CHAPTER XVII.

TRAPS AND SANITARY APPLIANCES.
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may justly be called good is considerable.

the following examples of traps it is

intended to show the different features

that have been introduced into their

construction to make them as perfect

as they now are. The number of these

appliances on the market is almost in-

numerable, and as the features which

constitute a satisfactory trap are now

widely known, the number made that

Those that are here represented are

therefore, to a great extent, typical of most that are now used, and the omission

of any particular make or makes by no means indicates that they are wanting in

any necessary qualities. After seeing what enters into the construction of these

examples, the plumber will be able to judge for himself.

Fig. 282 is a Jennings cast iron intercepting trap, made in two pieces so that

the inlet is adjustable. It will be seen that the trap has a foot, which greatly

facilitates the fixing and prevents it being placed out of the upright, as can readily

occur with traps minus this detail. On the sewer side is a sweeping eye of elongated

form (14 inches by 6 inches), to admit of ready cleansing, and this is fitted with

an expanding stopper to ensure an absolutely air-tight joint, as will be seen by later

illustrations (Figs. 292 and 293). A screw stopper is on the body to admit of cleansing

the trap in event of stoppage, this trap being specially suitable on lines of cast-iron

drains inside buildings (warehouses, or city property), where the ordinary intercept-

ing chamber is impossible. In such cases the line of drains is commonly along the

ceiling level of a sub-basement. When the top is sealed off thus, however, fresh air

must be admitted by a junction on the side of the top piece. There is a 3-inch

vertical drop from the inlet to the water level in this trap, giving a cascade action,

which submerges and causes floating matter to be carried through the trap

successfully.

3 E
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Fig. 283 is a Sykes intercepting trap with connection on the inlet side for

a channel pipe, and therefore for use in a properly constructed intercepting

chamber similar to that shown on page 174. The form of this trap is good, as

being favourable to all floating matters being carried away by the water passing

through, and also to obtaining a good

“ scour ” with a sluggish flow of sewage.

A feature peculiar to this trap is the

screw stopper to the sweej)ing eye, for

which it is claimed that there are no

risks of its being blown out when by

any cause there is a pressure of air de-

veloped in the line of drainage. With

the ordinary plug stopper it is con-

sidered trouble may ensue if the stopper

is not very soundly fixed, but this of

course only says that trouble may occur

from careless work, which is well known

to every one, though careless work is

still done notwithstanding. This trap has a foot, which is always to be commended.

Fig. 284 is Adams’ intercepting trap, resembling the last in a great measure,

being constructed for connection with open channel pipes in an intercepting

chamber. The plug of the sweeping eye is, however, of the ordinary kind, and

made sound with a little resin and grease or other elastic cement. In the con-

Fig. 282.

Fig. 283. Fig. 284.

struction of traps most authorities consider that a drop should be obtained from

the inlet to the water level to obtain the “ cascade ” action, as this tends to submerge

and impel all floating substances, paper, &c., through the trap water to the drain.

This would not be so imperatively necessary if a good fall could be obtained and
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a bountiful supply of water was always used
;
instead of this, the fall or gradient

is often insufficient and the flush of water restricted, with the result that every

possible means must be employed to clear the traps and keep them in working order.

When the cascade action is not relied on, then the desirable end is sought

to be obtained by contracting the waterway through

that part of the trap where the water rests. This is

done in a very gradual and proper manner, other-

wise it would tend to choke the passage rather than

prove more effectual in getting it scoured. When
the body of the trap is thus reduced to a smaller

area than the inlet or outlet, it causes the sewage to

pass through this point at a higher rate of speed,

and by this means has the desired scouring effect.

Fig. 285 is a Winser’s intercepting trap, to

which the previous general descriptions apply. It is

a stoneware trap for use in an intercepting chamber.

This illustration is a perspective view which gives an

idea of the appearance of these traps better than the previous sectional illustrations do.

Fig. 286 is Barron’s interceptor, the feature peculiar to this being the arrange-

ment for a double seal to the sweeping eye on the sewer side of trap. It must be

remembered that these eyes, useful as they may be in some cases, communicate

directly with the sewer, and of course destroy the efficacy of the trap if they allow

sewer air to pass into the intercepting chamber. This arrangement of double stopper

is practical, and is claimed to be what is intended, viz. a double check on the

possibility of sewer air escaping into the chamber. It will l)e seen that the way

3 E 2

Fig.
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through the body of this trap is contracted, and in addition to the scouring effect

this has, it reduces the quantity of water the trap holds. This, independently, is a

good feature, as, within reasonable limits, the smaller bulk of water is decidedly best,

as ensuring its being changed with each flush of water through the drainage system.

Fig, 287 Fig. 288.

The chief fault in the older forms of traps was the large quantity of water they

contained, which did not admit of their being efficiently scoured without repeated

water flushes.

In Figs. 287 and 288 we have two examples of what are called “easy -flush”

interceptors, used in instances where only low gradients and limited falls are ob-

tainable. Such traps are more liable to foul or become choked than those which

have been previously alluded to, but much can be done by restricting the area of the

waterway through the body of the trap, that it may be scoured as effectively as

Fig. 289. Fig. 290.

possible under the circumstances. These, it will be seen, are prepared for channel

pipes to be fixed in an intercepting chamber. There is a sweeping eye on the sewer

side with each.

Fig. 289 is Jennings’ heavy cast-iron interceptor, prepared for the reception of
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rain-water and waste pipes. This trap has a reversible top piece, and a sweeping eye

on the sewer side of the trap (details of which follow). This latter feature is too

often omitted from traps used for this purpose.

Tig. 290 is a similar trap with two inlets

but without the reversible top piece. The

illustration shows a down pipe connected.

Fig. 291 illustrates a cast-iron intercept-

ing trap made with two or three inlets, the

body of the trap being proportionately larger.

Fi^s. 292 and 293 afford details of coversO

for the sweeping eyes shown in the last and

previous illustrations. These are of heavy

cast iron, the former having: both halves
’

_

^ Fig. 291.

solid, the upper half with studs to afford

foothold if necessary, and the tightening nut sunk flush. The larger cover has a

solid lower half, ribbed for strength, and the upper half is barred as shown. The

SEICTION.

Plan

Fig. 292. Fig. 293.

latter cover is more suited for fixing in access eyes of cast-iron drain pipes, usually

in inspection chambers. Both are “ expanding ” stoppers, admitting of their being
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placed loosely in their sockets and made air-tight l)y the expansion or squeezing out

of the rubber ring as they are screwed up. The rubber ring, it will be seen, comes

around the edge of the lower half of each cover, and is expanded by compression as

the two flanges are drawn up.

Fig. 294 is an improved cast-iron gully trap, with sweeping eye on the sewer

side. This is for the reception of surface waters,

and gives the necessary facility for sweeping out

the branch drain without the expense of con-

structing an inspection chamber.

Fig. 295 is Folding’s reversible “ Simplex”

stoneware gully trap. This has an inlet arm for

receiving a waste or rain-water pipe connection,

and the trap is made in two parts so as to be

adjustalde to receive pipes at any required

angle, as will be seen. The upper part and

grating is of large size.

Fig. 296 is Folding’s “ Cecil ” gully trap, with a concealed sweeping eye on the

sewer side. It is important that the stopper of this eye be made quite sound, as it

is not readily seen (though quite accessible), and it is recognised that an aperture

Fig. 295, Fig. 296.

at this point is what the trap is provided expressly to guard against. The vertical

socket or connection for a rain-water or waste pipe (on left side of illustration) is

ingenious, and makes this attachment both simple and effective.

Figs. 297 and 298 are sectional illustrations of Stokes’ gully trap. The inventor,

Mr. Stokes, an eminent architect, is a well-known sanitarian, and in the writer’s
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opinion this trap has many good qualities. The novel feature is the arrangement

of two stoppers to the sweeping eye on the sewer side of the trap, these being

secured by grease or elastic cement, the space between the two being filled with sand.

The trap is of good section, and it will be seen that the latter illustration. Fig, 298,

Fig. 297. Fig. 298.

shows the trap in two parts to admit of its being adjustable to its inlet connections.

The sockets for these connections, however, have been omitted from the drawing.

Fig. 299 is a Crapper’s gully trap, with connection for rain-water or other pipe.

This trap has a large grating of a good open pattern. A special feature is the

section of the waterway through the body, this being egg-shaped as shown at A,

Fig. 299. Fig. 300.

and the advantage claimed for this is that small flushes of water more readily cleanse

the trap than those of larger section. Of course a deal of sedimentary matter, diid

in fact, enters all open gullies, and this would collect and cake as a stiff mud at the

bottom of the trap, unless the water passing through is effectual in scouring it out.
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The oval section of the waterway—which is also of smaller area than the inlet

or outlet—is intended to contribute to this desirable end.

Fig. 300 is a surface gully trap of common form, except that the rim and

grating are enlarged. This kind of trap is commonly made with a stoneware

grating of less size and having a few holes in it of small diameter. It is then very

inefficient when a waste discharges over it, as the soiled water splashes and flows

past, making all surrounding parts very dirty with soap lees and greasy matter
;
and

this is apt to create a nuisance in itself (remembering it is near the house) by the

offensive odour it will give off in warm weather. The trap. Fig. 300, has no sweep-

ing eye
;
neither has it any accommodation for connecting by side or other inlets.

Of course this trap is an improvement upon many of the old makes, its shape, for

FiG. 301.

I

Fig. 302.

instance, providing a good dip, a free waterway, and there being no angles or pro-

jections to impede the flow, or in which matter can hang up and collect. The body

is small compared to the inlet, and this favours its being self-cleansing.

Fig. 301 is a Jennings’ reversible grease interceptor trap, with surface grating.

This is a cast-iron trap, and the large body makes it suitable for receiving the wastes

from sinks where water and other fluids carrying grease are emptied. The top piece

can be adjusted to any angle, and has sockets for receiving several wastes. An elon-

gated sweeping eye with expanding air-tight cover is placed on the sewer side of

trap.

This type of trap and the following are adapted for connection with an auto-

matic flushing tank, to flush the grease and solid matters out.
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Fig, 302 is a Crapper s grease trap and interceptor. This has connection for a

rain-water down pipe, also four eyes for the reception of wastes. The body of the

trap is of good size, and the general details of an efficient form of trap are carefully

followed.

FIG.-303. Fig, 304.

Fig. 303 is another trap of the same make, but having the egg-shaped waterway

through the trap as before explained.

Fig. 304 is Folding’s flushing rim grease trap. This has an adjustable top-

piece, with inlet and other sockets for connection below. This trap can be had with

a galvanised iron grating at top

at a less expense, but the air-

tight cover with gun-metal cap

makes it specially suited for inside

work when required. It is in-

tended for use with an automatic

flushing tank, but the gun-metal

cover affords access when neces-

sary.

The following examples are

of the more commonly recognised

form of grease trap, in which is a

receiver for catching solid materials, and which is easy of removal at the required

intervals. This trap is not adapted for use with a flushing tank, the grease and

other matter being removed by hand.

Fig. 305 is Waller’s grease trap, the illustration showing the sludge tray and the

3 F
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Fig. 306.

handle by which it is lifted when the hinged cover above it is opened. A grating is

fixed in the inlet eye with the object of arresting any large solids that may find their

way from the sink (a too common

occurrence when any form of loose

grating is used on the sink outlet).

A sweeping eye is provided on the

sewer side of trap, this being acces-

sible through the opening above (on

right side of illustration), and which is

shown closed with a stopper or plug. This trap

is made in cast iron.

Fig. 306 is Dean’s patent grease trap. This

is a deep form of trap, favourable to collecting

whatever solid matters may enter. It will be

noticed that these traps with sludge trays are

quite opposed in shape to what a self-cleansing

trap should be, and this is done intentionally.

Grease, whether from cooking vessels or from

soap, is very apt to adhere to the surfaces of

drain pipes, with bad results of course, and in instances where there is much hot or

warm greasy water passed down, the trouble is very pronounced. The shape of the

trap, therefore, is not only to stop and hold dirt material, but to prevent the free

escape of grease scum suf-

ficiently, so that it is cooled

and solidified, instead of

passing away at once in

solution and afterwards

being deposited on the inner

surfaces of the drain pipe.

There is no inlet to this

trap, the wastes discharging

over the grating. It is only useful

for small houses, as where large

quantities of greasy water have to

be dealt with, the body of the trap

must hold a larger quantity of water

to be effective. In the latter case

the sludge tray is not relied upon, and automatic flushing becomes necessary.

Fig. 307 is a Jennings’ stoneware grease trap, with sludge tray and with

Fig. 307.
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grated top. An inlet socket is provided, also a sweeping eye on the outlet, as

shown.

It should be noted that grease traps ought not to be fixed if their regular

cleansing cannot be relied on.

Fig. 308 is Waller’s stable-gully or horse-pot. With the old forms of gullies

for stable use considerable trouble was experienced by fine material being washed

Fig. 308 .

through into the drains from the stable floor. Not only part of the manure, but also

fine material from the bedding, and a considerable amount of this would pass into

che trap even though the paved floor be swept prior to its being flushed down with

water. This trap, it will be noticed, has a silt or sludge tray, which is situated near

the top, but is grated to admit of fluids passing through. This goes far to obviate

trouble, but in event of a stoppage beyond the trap a screw cap is provided on the

sewer side, this being below the silt tray as shown.

The gully is, of course, wholly composed of iron,

the grating being a suitably heavy casting.

At this point it would be well to describe

a few useful forms of Inspection Eyes to go at

the foot of soil pipes, also similar devices with

open grated tops to come at the base of rain-

water down pipes. The former is particularly

useful, as not only affording inspection but providing good access for sweeping if

required. Fig. 309 is Jennings’ inspection eye, suited for the foot of soil or rain-water

pipes, though when the latter only is dealt with an air-tight cover is not actually

necessary. This is an iron shoe with a good base to rest upon, and the access opening

is closed with a double-seal cover, as shown. The joints of these covers are usually

made with horse fat, as no pressure is exerted at this point, which is on the house

3 F 2
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side of the intercepting trap. The double cover is a reliable preventive of odours

escaping, as whatever shaking or disturbance the top cover may have, the soundness

of the lower cover is not interfered with.

Figs. 310 and 311 are Hellyer’s patent rain-water

shoes, to come near or at the base of rain-water down

pipes. These, as stated, form inspection eyes, and in the

section of Fig. 311 it will be seen there is an additional

connection on the side if needed. The inlets and out-

lets, it will be noted, also the line of level through

the shoes, provide a good fall, and the appliance in

no way interferes with the free passage of the

water through.

Fig. 312 is Bolding’s Simplex inspection eye

for rain-water and waste services (on the house

side of the trap, as with the preceding examples). This has a good fall from the

inlet to the outlet, and is provided with an enlarged access opening and grating.

Figs. 313, 314 and 315 illustrate three examples of Waller’s cast-iron inspection

eyes with air-tight covers. The first much resembles the shoe already described.

Fig; 310.

Fig. 312.

and is suited for either rain-water or soil pipe, shutting down on a rubber ring when

used for the latter, so as to be absolutely air-tight. The two latter have practically

the same accommodation, but the inlets are right and left hand respectively.
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Neither of these have feet to rest upon, but in general respects they are well and

soundly constructed.

Fig. 316 is an Adams’ stoneware inspection eye for rain-water pipes. This is of

a good and simple form.

Mechanical Traps.—These are appliances that find little favour in England,

and are rarely, if ever, used in a regular way here. In America their use is somewhat

extensive, for in that country£separate trap ventilation is not practised to anything

like the extent it is here. In this country syphonage is prevented l>y the provision

of proper vent pipes, and mechanical traps are in most instances unnecessary. It

is as well, however, to show examples of these, as there may l>e cases in which, owing
to circumstances over which the plumber has no control, it may be desirable to resort

to an appliance of this kind. There, however, remains the fact that the mechanical

parts of these traps are in scarcely a perfect state yet, and are liable to get out of

order and require frequent attention. It matters not if it is a ball or a flap, neither
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Fig. 317.

of these will close soundly if any solid material gets between the surfaces, which are

intended to meet close and soundly together, and as hair and scraps of solid, material,

from flesh-gloves, &c., find their way into the wastes, even of lavatory basins, there

is every probability of the mechanical fitting being rendered imperfect in its working.

Fig. 317 is a trap in which a ball, heavy enough not to float on the water, rests

on a turned orifice, and by this means is

intended to prevent syphonage, and also the

return of foul air and gases if the water-

seal should become broken. The downflow

of water through the inlet is strong enough

to raise this ball and allow a free passage

through, and when the water has passed,

the ball falls back in its place. It will be

seen that the ball is only rolled a little to

one side by the passage of the water, so

that it drops back immediately the water flush ceases. In this example it will be

seen that any solid material stopping on the orifice must prevent the ball setting

close in its place again, with nearly the same results as if the ball did not exist.

A screw stopper is provided which gives convenient access both for attending to the

mechanical action and as a sweeping eye. It will be noticed

this trap has a water seal supposing the ball did not fit

down soundly.

Fig. 318 is known as the Bower trap, of American origin,

in which a ball affords the mechanical action, but in this case

the trap relies for efficiency on the buoyancy of a floating ball

closing the orifice. The downflow of water through the inlet

displaces the ball and opens a free passage through, but the

construction of the trap is such that the ball cannot get away

and rises to close the opening when the down flow ceases. It

is doubtful whether this trap would prevent syphonage, but

the arrangement of parts is such that there would be the

least likelihood of solid materials settling on the ball or the

orifice it closes. Solid materials and sedimentary matter would

certainly collect in the base of the trap, and this would require to

be periodically removed and cleaned out. It cannot by any means be called a self-

cleansing trap. These traps with balls are perhaps more reliable than the traps with

valves, which follow, as the ball undergoes a rotating movement which to some extent

cleanses it.

Fig. 319 is a mechanical trap relying on a flap valve for efficiency, as just

Fig. 318.
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explained. This, the writer is given to understand, is largely used in America.

There is good access to the valve, but unfortunately there is nothing to indicate

when it goes wrong. There is also the fact that however loosely these valve flaps

are hinged, there is always a likelihood, if not a certainty, of their working stiffly in

Fig. 319, Fig. 320.

time, in which case they would get stuck open or shut, the former probably. Eegular

attention would prevent this occurring, but the attention traps have is usually confined

to that which is needed when the results show that something is obviously wrong.

Fig. 320, the final example, is a trap bearing a strong relationship to the last,

but with the flap valve set almost horizontally. So far as can be judged this is the

reverse of an improvement on the preceding ex-

ample, as there is a greater likelihood of solid

matters resting on the sill of the orifice which the

valve closes, and there is also a collecting chamber

behind the valve which cannot be other than bad

in results. Nothing more need be said in regard

to these mechanical devices, as their use is practically

obsolete in England now.

Fig. 321 is Dyer’s * tidal valve, to prevent the

backflow of sewage or water in drains that discharge

into the sea, tidal waters or sewers which are flooded

with exceptional rainfall. There is no doubt that

considerable trouble and injury have often occurred (and, in fact, epidemics have been

traced to this cause) by high tides or floods setting up a back pressure in a line of

sewers, and, consequently, the drains connected to them, with the result that if sewage

has not been discharged back through the traps, sewer air has been driven through in

* Mason & Co., Barbican, London.
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volume. The object of this valve is to prevent this action, as a backflow of water

will carry the ball up to its seating, and the greater the pressure the more firmly will

it remain there. It will be noticed that the construction or form of the inlet orifice

is such as to afford the least possible risk of paper or other solid matters resting on

its edge, and the makers claim that, except for occasional inspection, the trap needs

little care or attention. There are a large number of such valves manufactured by

different makers, but this is typical of many, and perhaps one of the best in principle

and construction.

Water-Closets.—There need be no hesitation in saying that the water-

closet has now, in certain examples, reached a comparatively perfect state, and if

we consider how slowly im-

sECTipM provements occur in many

manufactures, then the de-

sirable state of efficacy that

closets have now attained

may be said to have been

reached in a very short

time. The difference be-

tween a good make of

modern closet and the long

hopper basin, for example,

is very great, yet the latter

is of no age and still appears

in many catalogues.

What may be con-

sidered as the essential

features in a water-closet

Fig. 322. to ensure the best results

at present aimed at, are :

—

That the water the pan holds shall be deep enough to completely cover

the solids which fall into it, and the water surface must be large enough to

prevent the fsecal matter coming in contact with the surface of the pan above

water line.

The construction of the pan or other parts must be such that fsecal matter

shall not cling to, or be thrown upon the surfaces, so as to soil them beyond the

power of the water flush to remove.

The form of the pan and general construction must be such that it can be

efficiently flushed, all matter removed, and the surfaces cleansed by a minimum

flush of two gallons of water.
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The water seal in the trap which disconnects the soil pipe from the closet must

be at least 1^ inches deep.

The following examples are introduced as being apparatus of the best kind,

or perhaps it should be said some of the best, embodying the features which render

the closet as perfect when in use

or out of action as has been ar-

rived at as yet. In describing

these as some of the best, it may
be distinctly stated that the

writer is not influenced by any

personal preference, but has

endeavoured to describe and set

out the advantages that each

possesses
;
and in the same way

it must not be supposed that the

absence of any example or make

from these pages, by any means

indicates that it is not worthy of

appearance with the others. Well

known examples are chosen,

embodying features as widely

different as possible, and with

necessary regard to the fact

that to show examples that are

much alike, though of different makes, has something the appearance of a catalogue.

Figs. 322, 323 and 324 illustrate Jennings’ patent “ Era ” valve closet in

section, plan, and section of basin only

from front to back. In this a good

depth of water is ensured, and the latter

illustration shows that the greatest

depth (in a line with the ontlet) is a

little removed from the centre, this

arrangement affording a greater cer-

tainty of the faeces being covered and

not soiling the pan. It is now generally

recognised that the point of greatest

depth in the pan should be out of the

centre towards the back. The pan has a good section flushing rim, with the

requisite provision for preventing water hanging up in it after the flush. Such

3 G

Fig. 323 .

Fig. 324 .



Fig. 325.—Hellyer's Pedestal "Optimus" Valve Closet.
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1

a provision is needed to prevent probable damage in times of severe frost. The

overflow is 2-inch, properly trapped and discharging into the valve box as usual,

and behind the valve, as is necessary to prevent its being choked by the solid

materials which are discharged through when the valve is opened. There is a

small connecting aperture between the flushing rim and the overflow, so that on

each occasion that the basin is flushed the overflow service has a stream of water

pass through it also, to keep it clean and in order. By a simple arrangement it

will be seen that the trap of the overflow is ventilated by the vent pipe from the

valve box
;
the one vent serving l^oth purposes without any irregular features.

This closet is fitted with the maker s patent anti-percussive regulating supply

valve (in place of the bellows, or any other form of slow-closing device, to the

water valve). This is a very ingenious design of equililjrium inlet valve, l)y which

shock or concussion is totally avoided when the valve closes, though the water

pressure may be very high. On the other hand, it works with the same efficacy

under a low pressure (and if desired can be supplied from a water waste preventer).

This supply valve has a regulating cock by which its speed of closing is controlled

3 G 2
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and regulated, and by which, of course, the quantity of water left in the basin is

increased or decreased as may be wished.

Valve closets are supposed to be at a disadvantage when required to be used as

slop sinks, as, with two hands to empty the- chamber pail, a third hand seems to be

needed to hold the valve-pull up. In the example now being described, this little

difficulty is overcome by making the pull so that on lifting it and giving the handle

a half-turn, it remains up with the basin valve open while the vessels are being

emptied and until it is released. When required for use as a slop-closet, it is fitted

with a suitable porcelain

slop top. In ordinary

use this closet is flushed

absolutely clear with

two gallons of water,

leaving a good depth

in the l)asin.

Fig. 325 illustrates

in perspective and in

part section Hellyer’s

patent pedestal “ Opti-

mus ” valve closet, and

the chief advantages

claimed for this are as

follows. The overflow

of the basin is trapped

and made to discharge

into the vent arm of

the valve box well above

the line of the dis-

charges through the

closet, to prevent back-

wash entering and fouling it
;

whilst at the same time the discharging end of this

trapped overflow is open to the atmosphere through the vent pipe from the valve

box, which is fixed through the wall with its end open to the external air, as shown.

To prevent foul matter entering the overflow, when sloj)s, &c., are thrown into the

closet, the entrance to the overflow is made directly from the top of the basin
;
whilst

to ensure a thorough washing of the overflow the flushing rim is continued round the

overflow arm.

To prevent paper entering between the bottom of the basin and the flap valve

the outlet of the basin is enlarged, and the part immediately over the crank side of
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the valve is made to sail over a little to direct the discharges to the opposite side,

where the opening into the valve

box is wider.

The valve box of this closet,'-

also the basin and top, are made

of Avhiteware. The basin and top

are in one piece, and the whole is

of sufficient strength to bear the

weight of any person using the

closet, rendering the use of

brackets to support the seat un-

necessary. A slightly raised mar-

gin is formed around the top of

the basin, with square corners

projecting from the back, which

forms a ledge to prevent urine

and splashings falling over the

back of the basin, and also serves

as a support for the hanging rail

of the wood seat.

The closet can stand without

any enclosure if desired, but a

movable white screen, as illus-

trated, is made for standing in

front of it, to improve its

appearance and conceal the

working parts. The sides can be

filled in with wood panelling, or

the front and sides can be made

entirely of hard wood French

polished.

Figs. 326, 327 and 328 show

Doulton’s “ Simplicitas ” valve

closet, a combination of the wash-

down and valve types
;
and both

the basin and the trap are con- fig, 328 .

structed in one piece of ware.

The advantages that the makers claim for this combination are, that with the

ordinary valve closet, should there be any leakage from any cause whatever, the
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basin becomes absolutely dry and has nothing to cover the soil should the closet be

used
;
but by the plan adopted in this closet, there is always some water retained

under ordinary conditions, even should the valve be kept open, and by this means

there can never be a dry pan. The flushing is effected by a waste preventer, and

to discharge the closet the chain has simply to be pulled and released, when, by an

ingenious though simple arrangement, the syphonic action of the cistern keeps open

the discharge valve until the contents of the tank have passed through the trap and

cleansed both it and the basin. The valve then closes again, and the basin is filled

to the overflow.

The illustration showing the closet in position against a wall also shows the con-

nection from the flushing cistern, while Fig. 329 shows the same make of cistern in

section. The particular

advantage claimed for

this cistern is the fact

of its being noiseless

;

and its being made silent

in action does not impair

or reduce the power and

capacity of the flush.

The closet is shown con-

nected with Doulton’s

patent Metallo-Keramic

joint, by which it is pos-

sible to solder the lead soil

pipe to the pottery ware

of the trap. This has been

fully described at p. 214.

Of “ Syphonic ” closets, a good example is given in Bolding’s Laydas, Fig. 330.

This has a water area 13 by 9 inches, and 6 inches in depth. The vitiated air

from between the traps is discharged into the outer air when the flush of water takes

place, instead of into the closet apartment as occurs with some makes. When the

closet is used as a slop sink there is no liability of the syphonic action taking place,

which would be a serious fault, and syphonage only occurs when the flushing tank is

discharging. This is a necessary and important feature in a syphonic closet, and

now exists in all good makes. The closet is made in one piece of earthenware, either

decorated or plain, and the joint between the earthenware and the trap comes above

the floor line, although not clearly shown in the illustration.

Fig. 331, Jennings’ “Midland” closet, is an example of a wash-down of good

design. This has a large water area, yet washes out perfectly with a two-gallon

Fig. 329.
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Fig. 330.—The “ Laydas ’ Syphonic. Fig. 331 .—The "'Midland" Wash-Down

flush. The water seal to the trap is 2 inches deep, and the ware of which it is

made is full f inch thick. As required by the County Council authorities, the joint

is above the floor, and is made by the roughened end of the pottery spigot being
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Fig. 332.— Hellyer's “Corbel" Wash-Down Closet.
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caulked into a cast brass sleeve piece, this latter being wiped on to a lead soil pipe

in the usual way. The cistern shown connected up in the illustration is of the

syphonic kind with l|-inc]i outlet and a very efficient discdnirge.

Tig. 332, Hellyer’s

patent ‘‘ Corbel ” wash-

down closet, is of a

novel form, and has

been designed for situa-

tions where it is desir-

able to have a closet

fixed entirely free of

the floor, so that the

space underneath may

be always visible and

kept clean.

The closet is

moulded in one piece

of strong fireclay, with

a solid projection at

the back of the basin

which serves as a skirting to j^revent urine and splashings falling over the back
;

it also enables the closet to be built into the thickness of the wall, so as to be

supported above the floor without the aid of brackets.

The basin has a flushing rim of improved shape, and is formed so as to allow the

water retained therein to present a

good surface of about 7 inches liy

5 inches, the faeces thus falling into

the water direct without soiling the

basin above the water line.

This closet is made either with

an oblique outlet, as illustrated, or

with a short vertical outlet, as

shown in dotted lines, each with a

spigot end for connecting to the

socket of a stoneware or cast-iron
MG. £ 34 .

pipe, or to a gun-metal sleeve piece

soldered to a lead soil pipe. The short vertical outlet enables the pipe with

which it is connected to be taken away above the floor in any required direction,

and in making good the wall the joint is left exposed to view.

3 H
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The closet having the vertical outlet can be provided with a vent arm, formed

and fixed in such a position that its interior is not soiled by the discharges

through the closet
;

although, if preferred, a gun-metal thimble, having a vent

arm on its side, can be provided for fixing to the outlet. To the vent arm

should, of course, be

connected the usual 2-

inch “ anti-syphonage
”

pipe.

The closet should

be supplied with water

by a cast-iron syphon-

action flushing cistern

fixed at a suitable

heig-ht above the closet

to ensure a forcible dis-

charo-e of the contentsO

of the cistern into the

closet basin each time

the handle is pulled.

A cistern giving

not less than a 2-gallon

flush should be used,

but a 3-2fallon flush isO

more effective. The

flushing pipe should l)e

If -inch bore.

Fig. 333 is Adams’

“ Pedestal ” closet, a

novel departure in the

design and manufacture

of these appliances. The

object aimed at by the

manufacturers is to ob-

tain the highest degree

of cleanliness and cover-'

ing the least possible

floor space. The design is distinctly different to the majority of closets, but in

geneial 23rinciples- there is a close resemblance. The fitting is of one piece of

earthenware, and the connection at back is above the floor level as rec|uired. The
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maker.'^ adapt this design or character of construction to the three different types of

closets, viz. the wash-down, the syphonic, and the valve, either of which can he had

made in pedestal form, similar to this. This firm makes a speciality of preparing

the surface of the stoneware outgo so that a plumber can wipe his soil pipe to it

direct, if desired. They also have several designs of syphon cisterns, one of which,

their “ plunger syphon,” is illustrated at Fig. 334.

Fig. 335 illustrates Jennings’ “ Hyback ” combination w'ater closet and urinal,

or slop sink. As a rule, any closet of the pedestal type with a hinged seat is termed

a combination apparatus, but the seat has to be raised, and then there is likelihood of

liquids being discharged over the edge of the basin. This is a wash-down closet, and

chiefly intended to meet the requirements of workshops, stables, artisans’ dwellings,

also boys’ schools and similar places. The seat is counterpoised, so that it is always

raised out of the way when the apparatus is used as a slop sink or urinal, and if fixed

for these latter purposes only the seat can be dispensed with. The preceding

examples of closets can also have the seats balanced in this manner, if required.

In business and public places a clean, unsoiled, closet seat is unfortunately a

difficult thing to find, but with an apparatus arranged as this is the soiling would

almost have to be intentional if it occurred. There is no doubt that a clean seat to

any such apparatus induces a certain amount of care and cleanliness, and in any case

it does not require irregular means to be adopted to avoid contact with the apparatus

when it has been misused.

A very useful device for hospital and institution work is Hellyer’s patent

‘"Bracket” bed-pan sink and slop sink, as Fig. 336. The illustration shows how

readily bed pans may be washed and cleansed without the necessity of needless

handling, and it is particularly valuable in reducing the ri.sk of matter from such

vessels—.such, for instance, as the excreta of typhoid fever patients—coming in contact

with the person.

The .siuk is made of .strong glazed fire-clay, and is provided with a ca.st lead

“ anti-D ” trap fitted to its outlet, for connecting to a lead waste pipe by a wiped

soldered joint. The sink and the trap are bolted to and supported by a galvanised

cast-iron bracket fixed in the wall, .so as to be entirely free of the floor, and the .space

underneath, being quite open, allows the floor and its surroundings to be kept clean.

A flushing rim is formed around the top of the sink, to which water is admitted

for flushing down the sides and bottom of the sink, cleansing the trap and charging

it with clean water.

At the bottom of the sink a brass jet is fixed, through which water is ejected

forcibly into the interior of the bed pan whilst the latter is resting in an inverted

position, with its handle towards the outlet, and between two projections formed for

the purpose in the front and back of the sink. The bottom of the sink is channelled
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and sloped towards the outlet, so that the matter from the hed pans ean readily escape

when the flush is applied. For supplying; water to this jet, and to the flushing rim

Fig. 337.
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of the sink, a cast-iron finshing cistern is provided, with two compartments, in each

of which is fitted a syphnn arrangement for discharging, by means of a clmin pull, or

treadle action apparatus, about 3 gallons of water. The cistern is fixed at a sufficient

height against the wall above the sink to ensure forcible flushes, and the compartments

are connected respectively with the finshing rim and the bed-pan jet of the sink, by

lead flushing pipes of If -in. bore.

For barracks, unions, asylums and factories the Latrine system of closets is

largely adopted, this being a great improvement on the Trough closet, and by which

the faults and risks of the latter are obviated. The original trough closet consisted

of an open stoneware or iron channel fitted with a wooden top in which were cut the

usual holes which ajrpear in closet seats, and although there would bo divisions

erected above and in front of the troughs so as to form separate closet apartments,

yet in the trough itself no divisions were made. This was condemned as affording a

means of spreading certain diseases-, and as odours floated along the length of the

trough and discharged themselves where they thought fit, the apjraratus was rightly

considered insanitary. When improving on this so as to make the apparatus consist

of separate closets (although still consisting of one general receptacle), it was quickly

found that pipe connections between distinct closet pans were apt to be choked up

too frequently, in soine places, by the use of hay and straw instead of paper, and in
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consequence (jf tins the communication between each pan is now kept as open and as

high as possible, to allow of all matters passing away freely, yet at the same time a

water seal exists between each.

Fig. 337 is an exposed view of a range of four Jennings’ patent latrines as

fitted, and flushed by an automatic syphon flushing tank. The range of closets can

consist of any number, and an important detail, but which is not very distinct in this

illustration, is the syphonic discharge of the latrine’s contents. It will be noticed

that the flushing pipe from the cistern descends on the right and appears to then pass

horizontally to the left only. Instead, however, of its being merely a bend where

the pipe turns from a vertical to a horizontal direction, there is a tee-piece there, and

the end pointing downwards is joined to a lead pipe, which, after making a suitable

dip, rises up, as can be seen, and joins the top of the syphon bend which forms

the outo’o to the latrine. When a discharge occurs

from the flushing tank a portion of the water is

thus thrown down the outgo, and syphonage is set

up, causing the forcible discharge of the latrine’s

contents at the same moment that the chief flush of

water is entering at the opposite end. The small

pipe connected with the flushing pipe near the top

communicates with a supplementary syphon in the

cistern, and provides the necessary after-flush which

refills the pans to the overflow level. Fig. 338,

an outline of two pans, will make the description of the water connections more clear.

In Fig. 339 is illustrated a junction piece used by the writer with iron soil pipes,

to afford a neat and proper connection of the anti-syphonage pipe above the highest

closet. With iron soil pipes the want of such a connection is much felt, as without

its use it becomes impossible to give a really good finish at this junction like a

plumber can with lead pipe
;
but with this fitting the appearance and soundness of

tlie job are all that could be desired. Where the small pipe joins the down pipe the

passage is carefully enlarged, thus affording the least possible resistance to the free

movement of the air that passes through.

A fitting of somewhat similar appearance, but serving a different purpose, is

illustrated at Fig. 340. This is of cast iron, and intended for connecting the waste

from the lavatory or bath with a main waste. In effecting this with iron pipe there

is the same difficulty .as described above, if the, ordinary fittings are relied on
;
but

with this there are no abrupt angles, and, the pa.ssage at the junction being nnlarged,

affords the free escape of the liquids.*

* These two fittings are made for the writer by the Northern Foundry Co., Upper Thames Street,

London.
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Fig. 341 shows a ventilating inlet valve' for water-closet apartments, by which

the in-flow ;of air is delivered in an upward direction, and spread as indicated by

the arrows. A grating covers the opening on the outer side of wall, but inside the

ventilator there is a screen of metal gauze to arrest the passage of impurities, also

insects
;
and if desired, an air filter consisting of a sheet of cotton wool can be easily

inserted. When using any such material as the latter, however, allowance must be

made for the much slower passage of air, as the interstices through which the air

passes are very fine. And it must also be borne in mind that this material mere!}-

arrests impurities and does not dispose of them in any way. The wool (some use

fine muslin material) must be renewed periodically, according to the amount of impure

»))> ^

Fig. 342.

matter the air carries. Cotton wool also arrests the moisture of fog and mists

to a successful extent, but the moisture cjuickly clogs the interstices.

Fig. 342 illustrates a good form of exposed bath waste fitting, with accessible

overflow. The waste fittings of baths have been in the past, particularly with cheap

makes, a source of much trouble, largely owing to their form so readily admitting of

their becoming fouled, and also to the difficulty experienced in afterwards clearing

them. These same remarks also apply to the overflows, when a bath has any, which,

besides getting stopjDcd, are capable of giving oft' odours. In this it will bo seen that

every part of the waste valve is either exposed inside the bath or can be readily

exposed (as the grating is only secured by a bayonet joint), and this in such a way
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that the entrance to the trap is quite clear. The overflow also, it will be seen, can

have a cane or brush passed down it very easily.

Fig. 343 is Hellyer’s patent quick-discharge waste valve, designed to afford a

quick and direct discharge, by which, also, the waste pijDe and drain are more

efficiently scoured.

This fitting is of simple design, as it only consists of an enamelled iron box

connected on the side with the bath outlet, and formed at the bottom to enter the

mouth of a trap, as shown. Inside

the box is a Inass flap valve,

faced with rubber and hung

vertically
;

and to this is con-

nected the external weighted

lever, which keeps the valve

closed against its seat until the

lever is raised by the pull and

chain above. When the lever in

the box is raised, the outlet is

fully opened and no obstruction

is offered to the free escape of

the bath’s contents. The over-

flow of the bath is made to enter

a socket provided in the top of

the valve box, as illustrated.

A final example of bath

discharge valves is given in

Fig. 344, this being a sec-

tional outline of a new

design recently introduced

by George Jennings. In

this, as in others, the ob-

ject sought to be obtained

with the discharge appara-

tus is to secure the utmost

rapidity in emptying the bath—a slow-emptying bath being a never-failing source

of annoyance—and to obviate the use of a standing waste cylinder or chamber,

which is apt to become foul. The opening and closing of the outlet is sinqdy

effected by the operation of a small thumb lever as shown, this being connected

to the apparatus below by an exposed rod working though a stuffing Ijox at the

bottom, The conformation of the outlet, it will l)e seen, forms a tra]) immediately

L- I fN EF U O O R

Fig. 343.

3 I
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beneath the waste plug, and there is no displacement of stagnant air when the bath

is either filled or emptied.

The illustration also embraces the supply apparatus
;

this has but one handle

to operate it, which is so ingeniously arranged that it is impossible to turn the

hot water on first. This is not only beneficial to the bath itself, but in institu-

tions there have been lamentable instances of patients being scalded by a careless

attendant.

This valve arrangement only admits of the handle being turned one way,

opening the cold service first.

Of course the handle can be

turned rapidly to “ Warm ”

or “Hot” if required, but

the risks of scalding are

very remote indeed. A
further advantage is, that

the contrivance really forms

a mixing chamber, whereas

with two distinct outlets the

mixing is by no means

perfect. As with all baths

designed for institution

work, the valves can be

arranged with a loose key

or for being actuated from

outside the bath room. Of

course this fitting is equally

suited, in every way, for

private residence use.

Fio;. 345 is an ino;enious

form of lavatory waste fit-

ting, desioned to work much

on the principle of a plug

cock, as the basin outlet is closed or opened by h section of a circular revolving

plug or cylinder working over the outlet aperture. By using a section of a cylinder

for this purpose it admits of a simple form of stop being used to prevent the

handle making more than a quarter turn either way. This stop will be seen on

the further side of the circular section in the illustration. This valve also admits

of the overflow passing to the trap without using a separate pipe, and it will be

seen that the complete fitting can be withdrawn for repairs, or for cleansing
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purposes, by removing the screw cap at top. This is known as the Sanitas oval

valve lavatory basin, and is an American production.

FIG7345.

1

Fig. 346. Fig. 347.

Figs. 346 and 347 represent two traps for lavatory basins, one for a vertical

waste, the other for a horizontal outgo. For exposed waste connections these are

3 I 2
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made in polished brass, but for encased lavatories they are generally made in lead

A screw plug is provided at the bottom of the trap for clearing purposes, while the

anti-syphonage connection, also the waste connection,

are provided with unions for easy disconnection if re-

quired. With lead pipe the unions are not essential,

though always desirable.

In closing this chapter on fittings, attention may

be called to an appliance. Fig. 348, that has been recom-

mended to prevent water-hammer, or the jarring and

injury that occurs to pipes and fittings by

the use of quick-shutting cocks. This is

an air chamber, which is a remedy in itself

if water can be kept out of it
;
and in this

case the certainty of air being retained in

the vessel is provided by the air inflated

rubber balls that are enclosed therein.

Theoretically this is a good arrangement,

Imt it happened that some years ago the

writer devised the same thing and put it

in practice
;
and, although care and much

thought was expended on the device, he

could not prevent the balls being de-

stroyed by the shock. The fitting would

prevent water-hammer perfectly for a time, but presently

the trouble would begin to manifest itself again, and

afterwards become as bad as ever. On examination it

would be found the balls were burst and the chamber

nearly full of water. Whether the pressure being un-

usually heavy (90 feet), or some other circumstance,

contributed to tlie failure, it showed that the idea could

not be relied on always. With long flat runs of pipe,

the pressure being moderate or light, the results would

Pump designed for Raising

Liquid Sewage.

probably be satisfactory.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

ROOF-WORK.

treating the subject of plumbers’ work on roofs, we

have wholly to do with sheet lead in its applica-

tion to inakino; roofs water-tio;ht, and allowingO O’ o

for the proper discharge of water from them.

There is no material to excel lead for this pur-

pose, and although it has a strong competitor

in zinc this is only on account of the cheapness

of the latter material. The cheapness is, however,

only in the first cost, for zinc has no wearing and

lasting qualities that will compare with lead. Of

course, weight for weight, lead is cheapest, but it

cannot be practically used in thin sheets as zinc can. It is also usual to prepare

the roofs in a better manner for the reception of lead than for zinc.

The sheet lead used for this work is either cast or milled. There are architects

and others who still signify a preference for the cast sheets, but there need be no

hesitation in saying that good milled sheets are equal in quality, and far superior

for working up and in obtaining a proper finish to the work.

The cast sheets, when required, have commonly to l)e made by the plumber,

for instances have occurred in which roofs have been stripped of their old lead, which

has had to be re-cast into sheets on the job. The casting process itself is simple,

yet requires considerable practice before a man is competent at its performance.

There is a framed bed made of a size suited to the dimensions of sheet required, this

bed having a gentle slope and being covered with sand on which the molten metal

flows out to form the sheet. The wooden bed on which the sand rests is perforated

with small holes, to admit of steam and vapour l)eing discharged as it is formed in

the sand beneath the molten metal. If these holes are not provided the steam or

vapour will blow through the metal above. At the head of the bed is situated a

trough, the width of the bed, into which the proper quantity of molten metal is

first put, and afterwards tipped on to the bed and allowed to flow down, the sand
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having first been properly levelled and floated to make it smooth. Before the metal

is set, that is, immediately after it is poured, a straight-edge, or “ strike,” is run over

the surface, thus equalising the thickness of material, helping to spread- it out, and

sweeping the surplus into a receiver at the foot of the bed. The edges are after-

wards trimmed, and the sheet rolled up. In another method adopted, the head

trough is made of thick oak and a slit provided in the bottom for the metal to pour

through. This slit can be closed for filling, but when ready it is opened, and at

the same moment the trough is pushed evenly down the bed, carrying the supply

of metal to all parts, instead of allowing the metal to run or flow down from the top.

Skill is, of course, required in this to get an even sheet and without holes.

Cast sheets, though suitable for plain work, are quite unsuited for modern uses.

Satisfactory lead bossing is next to impossible with cast sheets, as the unequal thick-

ness and rough surface make good and well-finished work impracticable. With milled

sheets there is scope for very artistic work, as the accompanying sheet of examples

shows
;
and, in the writer’s opinion, the sheets prepared in this way, when of good

quality, are thoroughly reliable. The distinctive name they bear is due to their

being made by a rolling mill, and they would be more correctly described if called

rolled sheets. The process by which they are made, is to pass an ingot of lead to

and fro between rollers until it is of the required thickness. By this means the

surface is made very smooth and true, and almost any variety of thickness can be

had, the substance of the sheet being uniform throughout its whole length. This

rolling process has necessarily to subject the lead to' great pressure, and it has been

thought that this renders the lead hard and brittle. This is contradicted, however,

by the fact that good milled sheets are as soft, and bear working as perfectly, as

could possibly be desired. There is no doubt that hardness is due to the presence

of impurities such as antimony, copper and iron, and the best soft qualities of lead

pass through an additional process which carries these substances off.

In applying sheet lead to roof work there is a natural phenomenon, capillary

attraction, which requires every attention. This action admits of water travelling

upwards through narrow spaces, apparently of its own accord, without assistance from

any visible source. One of the commonest examples of this action we have is that

of mineral oils passing so rapidly up a lamp wick, but the action is not confined

entirely to substances in which the particles are closely woven or bound up together,

as it can be ol;>served with two pieces of glass, or metal, if they are placed close to one

another, though not quite touching. It is due to this fact that the action has to be

considered when laying sheet lead, for there are many places in which the sheets are

required to lap over one another, and in which capillary attraction can readily occur.

It does not do to have water creeping up and through the joints in lead work when

rain falls, for this to a serious extent defeats the purpose for which the lead is used.
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In all lead gutters exceeding 10 feet in length, it is proper to break the level

run of the gutter by introducing what is known as a “ drip,” this drop in the gutter

level being repeated al^out every 7 or 8 feet when the gutter is a long one. Where

the drip occurs, a loose joint in the lead is made, that of the lower section of the

gutter being brought up and worked a little way over the edge of the upper level,

the gutter being, of course, rebated to receive this, while the lead of the upper

section is made to lap over the lower. In Fig. 349 is illustrated the correct method

of doing this. This is a sectional view of the ends of the two sheets where they

meet at the drip, and the two parts that lap are known as the under-cloak and the

over-cloak. A special purpose of this illustration is to show how the action of capillary

attraction is overcome, for, unless some precaution be adopted, it may occur between

the two laps when there is water (or melting snow) in the gutter, and the two sheets

are close to one another. This trouble has therefore to be guarded against, and it

is successfully accomplished by the groove
^
shown, into which the under-cloak is

worked. The hollow space will quite

effectually prevent water proceeding

further upwards. Some authorities

have considered that this groove is

unnecessary if the over-cloak only

reached about half-way down to the

lower gutter, terminating level with

where the groove is shown. This,

however, will nob prevent the action,

for although the lower gutter does

not stand full of water, yet, whenever it rains, there is water on the vertical part of

the drip which can creep up under the over-cloak quite freely. It might not act in

this way sufficiently to show on a ceiling, but it would be sufficient to wet and

damage the woodwork in time.

The reason for making drips in gutter work is to avoid using long lengths of lead,

and to provide what may rightly be termed expansion joints. The expansion and

contraction of sheet lead are natural phenomena that the plumber has to consider

quite as much as that of capillary attraction, and it is highly essential that the

pieces of lead be of limited size, and lapped or jointed in a way that will allow of

their free movement. Lead is sufhciently sensitive to heat to make the sheets

constantly on the move
;

it may be only a trifling movement at times, but from

the coolness of night to the heat of a mid-day sun the expansion is a decidedly

noticeable amount. With the low falls that gutters usually have, compared to the

pitch of a roof, a flat-lapped joint is not sufficient, and a drip or series of drips is

necessary. Drips should not be less than 2 inches in height, preferably 2^ inches
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and in some cases even more. Only the under-cloak of the drips is nailed, of

course.

The slope or fall allowed to gutters should not be less than 1 inch in 10 feet,

but on lead fiats a greater full than this is desirable, and can generally be obtained.

This fall is in addition

to the fall devoted to

the drips.

In dealing with

larger surfaces than a

gutter presents, it be-

comes necessary to pro-

vide for expansion and

contraction across the

direction of the current

or fall. This provision is made by means of “ rolls,” of which Fig. 350 is an illustra-

tion showing a cross section of the roll. In covering flats, or any large surfaces, the

pieces of sheet should not be used larger than 7 feet l)y 3 feet G inches, the longer

length being from drip to

drip, while the rolls occur

about 2 feet 6 inches

apart. The illustration

gives details of the usual

method adopted in form-

ing rolls. The shape is

given the roll by the

wood foundation around

which the lead is dressed.

The under-cloak extends

over the top, as shown,

and the edge of this is

rasped or shaved thin, so

as to admit of no irregu-

larities to the surface of

the over-cloak. The nail-

ins of the under-cloak

must also be done carefully, that the nail heads may not project.

The wood roll should not be made perfectly round, but is best made of the

section shown, the size being 2 inches high by If inches diameter. This design of

roll admits of the lead being dressed on more securely than a plain round roll with
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flattened base would do. There are advocates for terminating the over-cloak when it

has passed round about three-fourths of the roll, that is, not allowing it to reach the

flat by about three-quarters of an inch. This is with a view to prevent capillary

attraction, but it does not do so as water could enter the joint each time rain falls.

Added to this, the grip of the sheet on the roll is not secure enough. By dressing

the over-cloak down to the base of the roll, and allowing it to lie on the flat about

an inch, a secure grip or key is afforded, yet there is amjfle freedom for expansion

and contraction. It is found in practice that moisture does not creep up between the

under-cloak and over-cloak when formed in this way.

The roll for hips and ridges is formed on a similar shaped wood roll, and, as a

rule, it is the same size as that used for flats. Occasionally an architect will specify

something larger for the purjDose for the sake of boldness and effective appear-

Fig. 352.

ance. The lead for ridges is generally cut to 7-feet lengths, and where the lap of

the next length occurs, the wood roll should be reduced in size a little, so as to

allow the under-lap to be dressed down, and permit of the over-lap coming flush

with the sheet already laid. In laying the lead on ridge rolls it is the practice, after

dressing it out flat, to strike two lines down it, and then set up the edges to a form

like a trough gutter, as shown at Fig. 351. When this is done the trough is lifted,

by the plumber and his help, one at each end, and gently bumped on to the roll
;

and, after repeating this a few times, the lead will settle down and take the form of

the wood roll under, and only need setting into the arris on each side.

. It has been the custom, in the past, to secure the lead on these rolls by lead-

headed nails, but this is never done now. It has also been arranged to use small

ears, soldered to the edge of the sheet and nailed down. Some means of securing

3 K
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the lead is necessary, as the very exposed positions these rolls occupy make it possible

for high winds to lift them off or do some such damage. The method now adopted is

to nail sheet lead straps or tacks, as shown in Fig. 351, extending down from the

roll, and about an inch longer than the width of the apron piece. When the apron

pieces are dressed down, and the arris carefully set in, the projecting end of this

tack is dressed over and neatly trimmed off, as shown on Fig. 352 illustrating the

roll as it appears completed. The apron pieces of the roll should not lie on the

slates less than 6 inches, and 6-lb. lead should be used. No nails are used except

those in the tacks under the lap, and the tacks should bo fixed about every 30 inches.

Fig. 353.

When making tliis roll on hips, it is necessary to secure it differently, as there

is the tendency it must have to slip or creep down. This is effected by nailing

down the upper edge of each length as it is laid, the nailed part being covered by

the lap of the piece that comes next above it. This lap should be 6 inches. These

hip rolls require lead tacks, the same as ridge rolls, to prevent the wind lifting the

sides. They should be about 30 inches apart, and must be fixed at right angles to

the roll. It is possible to fix them so that they catch the water running down the

slates and carry it under the side pieces
;

if the tacks are fixed in a line with the

horizontal joints in the slates, they will do this. The pieces of lead for this work

should not exceed 7 feet in length, and for a roll of the size described the width
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of the piece should be 18 inches, thus allowing full five inches to cover the foil

and a 6-inch lap each side, leaving half an inch for trimming and tacks at the lap.

On what is commonly known as a Mansard roof, there occurs a break in the

slope, a knee as it is sometimes called, and at this point the plumber’s work is

required, as the slates cannot be laid to make this break weather-tight. A
“Torus roll” is used here, and the illustrations. Figs. 353 and 354, show how this

is made. After the slater has finished his work on the lower slope, the apron piece

and the outer sheet are secured at the top edge by small nails, as will be seen in

Fig. 354. The wood roll is then put in position, and in nailing this on furlhor

security is given to the lead

work, as will be seen.

While the roll is being

fixed, both pieces of lead

are lying flat on the slates

below, and the upper sheet

has then to be brought

over, as indicated by the

dotted circle on Fig. 353.

In laying this upper sheet, it is dressed

over the springing as shown, this springing

being provided for the purpose of tilting

the slates and making the roof weather-

tight. The top edge of the upper sheet is strongly

nailed, and the sheets should not exceed 7 feet in

length.

Secret Gutter,— Fig. 355 is a section of the

lead work which forms what is known as a secret

gutter, this being, in reality, a perfected form of

flashing. It is not used as a gutter in the generally

accepted sense of the word, but serves to convey

the water down tiled or slated roofs where a flashing would not be sufficient. It

is considered to be an improvement on the ordinary cover and stepped flashing,

and in certain cases it is imperatively necessary. If a roof is not square and has

an end wall which is at an acute angle to the ridge, then as the rain travels down
the slates it gathers against the w^all, and would run freely under the ordinary

flashings. With the secret gutter, however, we have a distinct channel to receive

the water, and this is beneath the edges of the slates, whereas the ordinary flashing

is above them.

There is a difference of opinion as to whether the slates should be brought

3 K 2

Fig. 354.
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slightly over the edge of the springing, thus leaving the gutter open
;
or whether

they should lie over the springing, as far as the wall, thus covering the gutter and

making it secret, as its name implies. It seems to all rest upon, which keeps cleanest

or can be kept clean the easiest. It is usually difficult to clean a gutter that is

quite covered, yet it will get choked sometimes, and there may be nothing to

indicate this until the water comes through below. There have been advocates for

arranging that the slates be kept a little way from the wall, so that a rake could be

inserted to clear the gutter, but such an arrangement is also favourable to the

gutter getting fouled the more easily. Leaving the gutter as open as possible is the

most efficient plan, but the gutter itself should not be wider than about 2 inches,

otherwise it gives opportunity for the wind to get under the

slates.

It will be noticed that the lap. beyond the springing is

furnished at the edge with a hollow welt. The object of this is

to prevent any water that may creep or be splashed past the

springing being carried on to

the woodwork. To effect this,

it is important that the welt be

hollow, as will be understood
;

if it should be dressed fiat it

would stop the water but little

better than if the edge was left

plain. In securing the welted

edge no nails must be used in-

side the welt.

One particular advantage

^ gained by the use of secret

gutters is that they are fixed

and finished before the slater’s work is done. With ordinary flashings, which have

necessarily to be fixed after the slating is finished, damage is commonly done

to the slates by the plumbers, who are obliged to travel up and down and to sit upon

the slated surface. Another advantage is that rain cannot very well drive under the

slates and reach the woodwork with a secret gutter, as the edge of the slates where

this could happen are sheltered by the brickwork. With cover flashings, the edge

where rain can be driven under is the most exposed when the wind is driving in that

direction.

Skylights.—One of the principal points to be considered in the lead work of a

skylight, is to prevent the rain being washed in under the top rail of the light. In

the illustration. Fig. 356, it will be seen that the fia.shing along the top of the light
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much resembles a horizontal secret gutter, and the lead is carefully dressed down

into the angle of the wood curb of the opening. This top flashing is sometimes

carried almost direct across from the edge of the slates to the upper part of the curb,

and the consequence is that with a heavy downpour the water is carried in beneath

the rail. This upper curb should be 4 inches above the gutter. The side flashings

of the curb can be either cover flashings or secret gutters. The latter are recom-

mended by many, but for this purpose the ordinary cover flashing is sufficient. These

side flashings are secured by lead tacks, much like those described to secure the

aprons of a ridge roll, but they must not lie exactly at right angles to the side curbs

—

that is, horizontal—or they will conduct water under the flashing
;
they must slope

downwards a little.

The lower curb of the opening is not always made so high as the upper, and

this is provided with a cover flashing or apron, as shown. Just inside this lower

curb it is proper to

provide a conden-

sation gutter to

receive the con-

dense water, which

usually appears on

the inner surface

of exposed glass in

the cold weather.

AVherever there is

glass exposed to

cold air and wdnds,

and there is warm

air, with its full percentage of moisture, inside, then the glass becomes coated with

water. This in most cases will yield quite a stream of water, and the small internal

gutter shown is necessary to provide for its reception. Where the curb is a thick

one, it has been arranged for the gutter to be formed by a channel in the woodwork
;

but in most cases it is carried by a moulding, as shown. A small water groove has

to be made across the top edge of the curb for this gutter to discharge itself through,

the lead being worked into it. It must only be a small groove, otherwise rain or

dust can be driven in. Beneath the extreme edge of the upper rail of the light the

joiner provides a throating, which prevents the water, which drips at this point, from

running under between the rail and the curb. Some plumbers, however, make doubly

sure by putting an apron piece on this rail with its edge hanging free about 3 inch

down. The apron to the lower curb should be secured by tacks.

Apron Flashings for Dormer Windows.-- This is the first piece of the
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1

plumber’s work to be done to a dormer window, as, to make a good job, it must be

done before the carpenter fixes the sill. It has been the practice to secure the apron

by copper-nailing the upper edge, which was terminated under the front of the sill

;

but, with a driving rain, it was found that water would be carried in between the

upper and lower sills, and it is now the correct practice to have the apron over the

lower sill and turned up inside as shown at Fig. 357. This should be not less than

5-lb. lead, and should lap the slates 6 inches
;

it should also extend beyond the

sides of the dormer about 6 inches. Lead tacks secure the lower edge of the apron,

as shown.

For good roof work the weights of sheet lead should be as follows ;
—

For flats, gutters and valleys . . . . . . 7-lb. to 8 -lb.

For hips and ridges . . . ,
.... . . 6 -lb. to 7-lb.

For flashings 5-lb. to 6-lb.



1. Long dummy
2. Large bent bolt

3. Long dummy
4. Large bent bolt

5. Bending stick 9. 2-iuch mandril 13. 4-inch mandril

6. Medium dummy 10. Cane-handled dummy 14. 5-inch mandril

7. Bending stick 11. 3-inch mandril 15. 6-inch mandril

8. Short dummy 12. 3|-iuch raaudril



1. Lead-cutting knife

2. Knee pads
3. Hand dummy
4. Snips

5. Snips

G. Dresser

7. Carpet bag
8. Maul
9. Round bossing stick

10. Set wedge
11. Long set wedge
12. Set wedge
13. Mallet

14. Dresser

l.'i. Set wedge
16. Set wedge
17. Mallet

18. Dresser

19. Chase wedge
20. Chisel

21. Plumber’s knife

22. Large hammer
23. Drawknife
24. Chase wedge
25. Mallet

26. Chalk line

27. Dresser

28. Chase wedge
29. Chase wedge
30. Mallet

31. Small dresser

32. Chip knife

33. Chip knife

34. Drip plate

35. Square

36. Bevel



1. Soil pot aud tool

I’lumbino; iron

o. Pot hook
4. Ladle

5. Pot

6. Large ladle

7. Sqnench hook
8. Cloth bag
9. Card wire

10. Resin box
11. Pliers

12. Half-round rasp

Ih Plane

14. Flat file

15. Saw

16. Steel point

17. Large turnpin
18. Steel point

19. Pincers

20. Hammer
21. Three-square file

22. Spoon hook
23. Shave hookl

24. Half-round file

25. Steel point

26. Medium turnpin

27. Short point

28. Large pliers

29. Cat-tail file

30, Share hook

31. Gauge hook

32. Half-round file

33. Steel ]>oint

34. Turnpin
35. Long chisel

30. Screwdriver

37. Short point

38. Two- hole pliers

39. Saw file

40. Gauge hook

41. Small turnpin

42. Shave hook

43. Raking chisel

44. Screw hammer
45. Small screwdriver

46. Short chisel

47. Rule

48. Compasses

49. S])lash stick

50. Large .'crewdriver

51. Callipers

52. Short straight-edge

53. Spirit level

54. Wedge copper bit

55. Bent bolt

56. Square

57. Centre plumb bob

58. Bent bolt

59. Short bent bolt

GO. Straight copper bit
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There are a good many wise sayings about a workman and his tools, but there is

no doubt that the condition of the tools is a fairly correct index to the character of

the man who uses them. The mate may be largely responsible in regard to this,

particularly as to the state of the soldering or plumber’s irons
;
but the mate is

quickly made to know what is right if the plumber has an inclination that way him-

self. The assistant’s ideas are usually moulded by the man he works under. A
plumber’s iron very readily shows neglect, for if allowed to get too hot it gets scaled

and deeply marked. These irons (Fig. 2 on the last illustration) are required of

various sizes, the larger being best adapted for heavy roof work, the smaller sizes

being more convenient for joint-making. They must be kept clean if good and quick

work is sought to be done. A mate should be instructed to dip the handle of each

iron in water, after taking it from the fire, as the work can be better proceeded with,

and there is no risk of injury to the plumber’s hand, as may occur, in time, if this

precaution is not taken.

In addition to the irons, a plumber requires a straight and a hatchet-shaped

copper bit. Figs. 60 and 54 on the last illustration. The straight bit should be

heavier than the average tinman’s bit, the copper weighing full four pounds. Both

should be kept cleanly tinned, the wedge bit on its edge, the straight bit on its point.

Both will suffer if left in the fire too much. In tinning these bits a great heat is

objectionable
;
let them be as cool as possible, and it should be made a rule to use the

same flux for this as will be used in actual work.

All wooden tools should be in good condition. It is not necessary that they be

quite new, in fact most plumbers prefer old tools that they are accustomed to handle,

and an old tool is not necessarily in bad condition by any means. Most of these tools

are made of boxwood, and many men make their own, considering the shop-made

article to be of a less effective or convenient shape, and of course they come cheaper

if home-made. The dressers are usually made of hornbeam, or holly will do, which

are softer than box, and do not mark the lead so readily. These tools can be made

slightly rounded on the face with advantage, as they will not then be so likely to

disfigure the work
;
and there is particular reason in this, as the tool is apt to wear

hollow if made quite flat when new. It takes considerable practice before a man can

dress lead in a satisfactory way with a dresser, and the tool should be of a shape that

will assist in obtaining good results.

The plumber owns his kit of tools, but there are shop fixtures and large tools

which are provided by employers. A plumber’s complete kit is more than he would

carry about on daily jobs, but when starting on country work of a general character

it is requisite that a full number of tools be taken, as convenience for borrowing (a

bad practice) or purchasing is seldom to be obtained.



Stack of 4-inch soil pipe, "with traps bent by hand, anti-

syphonage pipes and joints. On the left is a short length

of soil pipe with patent connection to stoneware drain pipe.

A length of^-inch soil pipe, exhibited to illustrate various forms of joints, as

follows : flange joint
;
branch

;
plumber’s iviped joint ;

astragal ;
beaded or ribbon

joint; copper-bi|i joint
;
overcast joint ;

welted joint.

Stack of 4-iiich soil pipe with lead traps in position,

anti-syphonagc pijics and joints complete. An oxcelleiit

specimen of work, excejit tliat the anti-syphotiagc pipes arc;

too far from the trajw.
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By FREDERICK DYE.

CHAPTER XIX.

INTRODUCTION.

method of affording warmth is not

appreciated in England to the extent

that it should be, partly on account

of some incorrect ideas as to its

healthfuluess, and partly, no doubt, to the

expense incurred in doing this work in a

proper manner. To fit up a complete hot-

water apparatus to heat the whole of a resi-

dence involves a moderately large outlfiy,

that is, more than would be spent in fitting

up the place with fire-grates
;
but there is a

compensating advantage in the fact that the hot-water apparatus is decidedly more

economical in fuel afterwards, does the work better, and in a way that is <|uite hard

to describe, for there is no comparison between the healthfulness and pleasurable

comfort of heating by hot water and heating entirely l)y fire-grates.

3 L 2
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At present the majority of residence hot-water works consist of a radiator in the

entrance hall, nothing more, and when, as is often the case, people speak about the

advantages or disadvantages of hot-water heat from an experience of this kind, they

of course are quite ignorant of what they are talking about. With a house suffi-

ciently warmed by hot water, it is not only possible but quite easy to have an

atmosphere, perpetually, like a summer evening
;
and every one knows how pleasant

and healthful the air is in the summer time when the extreme heat of the sun is not

felt. There are no noticeable draughts in a house warmed with hot water, for the air,

although it is still in motion just the same, is not cold, and is therefore not perceiv-

able, and people at once suppose that the air is stagnant and wanting in freshness.

The same people do not think this when the air is still, in summer weather, but

rather enjoy it and find it generally beneficial. In such cases it is entirely prejudice

that influences those who do not speak in favour of the hot-water apparatus.

For those who want to meet the case half-way, a combination of hot-water

radiators and fire-grates can be recommended. This will be spoken of later, but it

may be said here that the fire-grates afford the sense of comfort that the sight of a

fire gives, while the hot-water radiators put an end to the draughts and disagreeable

coldness in the entrance halls, staircases, and those parts of rooms which the fires

cannot effectually warm. This is a very good arrangement, but of course more

expensive than any other.

Before proceeding with a description of the work, it is very important indeed

that the plumber and liot-water engineer should have some good idea of how heat

does its work. In the opening chapter of ‘ Hot Water Supply ’ a full description is

given of how heat brings about a circulating movement in water, this being termed

the action of convection, and it does not require to be explained again
;
but there

are two other distinct actions which heat has, viz. Radiation and Conduction. It is

very desirable that these be clearly understood—in fact the engineer should be quite

familiar with them.

In regard to radiation, this is the diffusion of heat from its source by rays.

These rays or beams act in much the same way as rays of light, for they proceed

direct from their source in straight lines. As a rule the rays are said to be projected

from their source, and it must be acknowledged that their action is much as if they

were shot out, as they travel in such a direct way. It is well known that if a screen

is put between the fire and any object, that the fire does not heat that object, for the

rays of heat do not bend round anything that they come against, but are stopped

short
;
only those rays which miss the object pass on, and these travel straight and

do not go round the back of the object in question. Any one sitting near a fire and

feeling the heat too much to his face can instantly check the warmth by holding a

fan, or anything that acts as a screen, before him.
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The reason why radiant heat is felt to a greater extent near its source than it is

at a distance, is that the rays spread out and l)ecome weaker as they get further away.

The heat is not lost, but it affects a larger area in a less degree. The usual way of

showing this is as Fig. 358, in which we may suppose that the black spot is a point

from which radiant heat is being projected. The lines of rays proceeding from it are

only shown as travelling in one direction, but of course, if there was no obstacle, the

rays would proceed in all directions from this spot, but they need only be shown

proceeding in one direction for the purpose of this explanation. We might suppose

the black spot to be some burning fuel in a fire-grate, in which case the radiant heat

only proceeds in one direction, that is from the fire into the room, but with a hot-

water radiator there would be radiant heat proceeding in all directions, as it would

not be surrounded by anything to prevent this action occurring from all parts of it.

As will be seen, the illustration shows the rays of heat diverging or opening out so

that at one point the heat is felt on say a square yard of surface with a certain

intensity. At double the distance the rays affect an area 'four times as great, but the

temperature is four times less. For the purpose of this argument figures are put on

the areas shown in the illustration, and the smaller area which feels the greatest is

marked 20. It would be correct to mark the larger area 20 also, as the same amount
of heat is felt there, but as it is distributed over a larger surface it is of course

weakened. The area is therefore divided into four sections, each as large as the one

marked 20, but these can only be marked 5 each.

This result is spoken of as a disadvantage with fire-grates which give radiant

heat only. The heat is not equally distributed, being greater near the fire than a little

way from it
; and it is of course warmer if you are in a position where the radiant

rays strike you, than if behind an olqect or in a part of the room where the rays do

not reach. Any one standing in the path of the rays receives the heat on one side

only
;
and altogether there is not a regular or uniform warmth felt as there is when

the air is warmed also, Radiant heat does not warm the air, and it is only possible
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to get the latter warm by letting it have contact with heated surfaces, that is, objects

which are already warm. These are arguments used by the hot-water engineer, but

they will bear modifying, if not correcting, for the warmth of a room heated by a fire-

grate is not so disagreeably unequal as this explanation would lead one to believe.

Eadiant heat quickly warms the walls, furniture, and any objects that it strikes

against, and these in turn not only re-radiate their heat, but also afford warmth to

the air which is always in contact with them. As the air receives warmth it

circulates (much the same as water), and by this means the warmth in a room heated

by a fire becomes more general and equal than the theoretical explanation would lead

any one to suppose.

The hot-water engineer has to deal but very little with radiation proceeding

from luminous bodies. From hot-water radiators or pipes the radiated heat is of a

much lower temperature, but it is nevertheless just as actual, and proceeds in the

same way. A recognised table of radiating values of materials is as follows :—

•

Lamp-black 100

White lead 100

Water .... 100

Glass .... 90

Cast iron (natural surface) . 60

Tarnished lead 45

Cast iron, polished . . ,25
Zinc, ditto . . . .19
Wrought iron, ditto . . .23
Clean lead . . . .19
Silver and copper (natural surface) 12

Silver and copj^er (highly polished) 3

The radiating and absorbing powers of materials are equal, so that any

substance that will absorb heat readily, will just as freely diffuse it again, and vice

versa.

It will be seen from the above table that cast iron, which is about the only

metal that can be used for the manufacture of radiators without excessive cost, is

fortunately a good heat distributor, but its radiating qualities are actually improved

by the application of paint. It must be explained that it is the extreme outside

surface, the skin of a substance, that governs its radiating qualities, so that if we

gave a radiator a coat of lamp-black, it would give off heat in the most perfect way

possible
;
and the same applies to a coating of white lead. Of course black and

white are not always suitable for decorating these things, but the ordinary colours

which are made up with white lead, and metallic oxides or earths, are all good, and

go to improve the work that a radiator can do. It is not very desirable to give

radiators a bronze finish, nor to let them have a polished surface of any kind. It is

a recognised fact that copper kettles and tea urns do not cool so rapidly with their

surfaces well polished, as when they are allowed to get dirty, which shows they do

not radiate heat so rapidly when bright, and this is the reverse of what is wanted with

a radiator. There is no objection to oil lieing used in making up colours for decorating

radiators, as a film of oil would stand well above 50 m the table just given. It is
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practically impossible to give a radiator a coat of glass, wbicli stands high in the

scale of radiation
;
but even if we could, there would be a failing, as glass is a poor

conductor of heat and does not let the heat readily pass through it. Varnishes and

lacquer are good radiators of heat, so that altogether there is no reason why hot-

water .radiators should not be handsomely decorated and finished; the prevailing

practice just now is to paint them some sombre colour, which gives a very bad appear-

ance indeed. If colours are objected to, then the radiator can be painted white

and varnished, and the result is very nice. A white surface lasts in good order

longer than many people suppose
;
even when dirty it only wants washing.

The conduction of heat is interesting to the hot-water engineer, as it is this

action which permits of the heat from the fire passing through the boiler plate to the

water, and afterwards passing through the metal of the radiator to the surface, where

it is either radiated or warms the air. The conduction of heat is a property that

heat has, of travelling along or through solid materials. If a rod of iron has one

end put in the fire, it is known that the end outside the fire quickly becomes very

hot, and this is due to the heat travelling up the rod by conduction. Iron is

decidedly favourable to this action, and is known as a “ good conductor of heat.” All

metals are good conductors, silver being the best, but iron is the only metal that can

be used commercially, on account of its low cost. It will be readily seen that if iron

was not a conductor of heat, which means that heat could not pass through it, then

the fire inside or under a boiler could not do much towards heating the water.

In the same way, if we managed to heat the water in the pipes, they would not

be able to give us the warmth outside, unless the metal of which the pipes are

composed permitted of the heat passing through freely and rapidly. It would have

been best, perhaps, to speak of the conduction of heat before describing radiation, for

we could not have radiant heat from a surface, however good that surface might be,

unless the substance of the material admitted of the heat coming through to the

surface where it is distributed from. The recognised table of the conductive

properties of substances is as follows :

—

Silver 100 Cast iron , , 60

Copper . 89 Wrought iron . . • 37

Brass * 75 Lead 18

All the above materials, excepting lead, come under the title of good conductors

of heat
;
but there are substances such as fire-brick, wood, wool, and materials of that

kind, which are very bad conductors, and are of course never used where a rapid

transference of heat is required. They, however, do very useful work for the hot-

water engineer, by preventing the loss of heat when required. A radiator is made
expressly to lose heat as fast as it can, but at no other point in a hot- water
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apparatus, neither at the boiler nor the circulating pipes, is a loss of heat required,

and bad conductors of heat are used expressly to prevent these parts diffusing heat

where it would be of no use, and only represent so mueh wasted fuel. A table in

which poor conductors figure is as follows :

—

Eider down .

Felt .

Sawdust

Firwood

Coal ashes .

•314

•323

•523

•748

1-29

Plaster

Stone .

Marble (fine)

Iron .

3-86

13-68

28-00

233-00

(Box)

Silicate cotton, which is an excellent material for preventing loss of heat, would

figure at about ’350 in the above table.

Just a few words may be said in regard to another action, which may be

called the Diffusibility of Heat. This

is the quality heat has of spreading

itself over a large area of metal by

conduction
;
but as it spreads itself

out it loses intensity. Gill stoves,

g'iil pipes, or any solid metal exten-

sions from a heating surface bring

this action into play. The heat from

the ju’ime surface—that surface next to

the source of heat—quickly transfers

itself into the solid gills or projections,

and it will be found that, although

the heating surface is thus extended,

the actual heat is less : it is spread

out and proportionately weakened or

diluted— not lost, but in a larger

volume of a less intensity. This is a

c|uality that good use can be made of

in stoves in which the prime surface

is of a very high temperature, and a

diluting or modifying process can im-

prove, provided no loss occurs. It

is of no advantage with the com-
Model Apparatus with Glass Tubes, designed by

_

°

F. Dye, to show the Action of the Circulation pai’atively low temperatures of a hot-
wiTH A Radiator connected on the "One-Pipe”

, ,

System water apparatus.
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CHAPTER XX.

EXAMPLES OF HOT WATER APPARATUS.

Ordinary Two-pipe Work.

the section of this book which deals with hot water

supply, considerable mention was made as to erect-

ing a model apparatus of glass tubes, which, by the

means described, will enable any one to see the

circulation of water as it occurs in a system of

circulating pipes
;
and much knowledge and expe-

rience can be gained by this. It was explained that the

apparatus can be made up with a small glass jar and

some half-inch glass tube
;

this being illustrated and de-

scribed on page 235. No further explanation is needed

here relating to this, but if elementary details are required

as to how the circulation occurs, reference should be made

to the particulars given there, before the following ex-

amples of apparatus are studied. The examples which

follow are of complete works, commencing with those of the simplest and smallest

form, but which, however, embody all the details that appear in a larger apparatus.

Fig. 359 shows a small apparatus, which we may suppose is erected to furnish heat

to one room, or an entrance hall, by the radiator which is placed there. The boiler

is in a basement room or cellar below, and is connected with the nearest chimney.

The boiler would, of course, be very small to heat one radiator (even if the radiator

was a large one), but of course it must communicate with a flue, that the products of

combustion from the Are may pass away the same as with a large boiler. From the

top of the boiler a flow pipe proceeds by the nearest and most direct route to the

radiator, rising all the way, and the return pipe comes back alongside the flow. It

could come back by another route if it was desirable, but in any case it terminates

at a low point in the boiler as shown. It might be noted that it is usual to speak

of the flow pipe as proceeding from the boiler to the work, while the return pipe is

spoken of as coming from the work to the boiler.

3 M
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From a high point on the flow service an expansion pipe is taken which

terminates above the level of the supply cistern. The supply cistern—which can be

filled by hand, or can have a ball valve for automatic supply—is placed at some

point above the radiator, but it need not be more than an inch or two above, unless

it is convenient to put it higher to get it out of sight. Whatever height it is, the

expansion pipe must be carried up higher still, of course. From the supply cistern

the cold service is brought down to the boiler, either entering the boiler itself at a low

point, as shown, or being connected into the return pipe. A small dip is usually made

Fig. 359 .

in this pipe just by its bottom connection, the use of this being to prevent hot water

circulating up the pipe, as it will do if a dip is not put. Water will circulate up

a single pipe if it rises straight away from the boiler—not sufficient for any practical

purpose, but quite fast enough to be a source of annoyance
;
no circulation can be got

in a single pipe if the water has to circulate downwards first. Very frequently the

cold supply pipe is connected into a return service at some point much above the

boiler, and although this may not cause trouble in many instances, yet it is likely to

do so occasionally, depending upon how the pipes are run or what complications there
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maybe in the apparatus. It requires considerable skill to say whether the cold supply

can enter at any point above the boiler, and the majority of practical men, if not all,

make a point of carrying this pipe right down to the boiler in every case, although

in some instances it necessitates the use of much more pipe than would otherwise

be necessary. This is a safe rule, and where there is the least doubt it should be

adhered to, particularly by men whose experience is not very great in this work.

It might be mentioned that the possible effect of taking the cold service in any

other part of the apparatus is to cause air to be locked in it, not perhaps when it is

first charged, but at any future time when it is partially emptied and recharged, and

in such a case considerable trouble is experienced in getting the water to enter, often-

times making the use of a force pump necessary. With the cold supply connected

as illustrated, it matters not whether the apparatus be large or small, it will not

give trouble. This service is a more important one in regard to its connection than

mauy people suppose.

The circulating pipes are always given a rise in this work, and it is usually

considered that one-inch rise in ten feet should be the minimum, for air will hang

along horizontal pipes in a very annoying way, and there is no means of expelling

it. It is different with an apparatus which has taps ou it, for on opening a tap there

is a rush of water which carries any ordinary collection of air with it
;
but in this

apparatus there is only the circulation, and this has very little force of its own, even

when travelling in the direction in which the air should go to make its exit. Air

will of course rise up through water in a vertical pipe very rapidly, but it seems to

cling along the top surface of pipes which are more or less horizontal, and if the

pipes do not have sufficient rise the air will not pass out. The air may not be in

such volume as to stop the circulation, but it impedes it, and it is of course proper

to prevent this by every means possible.

It will be noticed that this radiator has both the flow and return connections

at the bottom, and this is of course much the neatest way of doing the work.

There have been many incorrect ideas as to how coil and radiator connections should

be made, all of them having in view the proper circulation of the heated water, so

that it shall act on the whole of the surfaces. The general rule with the old pipe

coils was to make one connection at the top and one at the bottom, as Fig. 360, but

even with this arrangement there was a difference of opinion as to whether it should

be the flow pipe at the top, or whether the return pipe should be there. There was

an impression that if both connections were put at the bottom of a coil, as Fig. 361,

then only the bottom pipe would have hot water moving through it, as indicated by

the arrow, and the same impression was entertained with radiators, as these have a

waterway right through the bottom connections. The idea was wrong, however, for

it is found (and the writer has seen it so many times with a radiator, and a coil, of

3 M 2
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glass tubes) that immediately heated water enters at a bottom connection it in-

stantly passes up the nearest waterway to the top, and circulates through the whole

of the tubes with all the cold water passing before it. In other words, if bottom

connections are put to a coil or radiator, no hot water will pass through without

carrying the cold before it, and it will also be found that all parts and surfaces will

heat equally well. The different methods that are practised of connecting up

radiators, and the reasons for these methods, will be given later, when speaking of

the various radiators made.

This practically completes the description of the apparatus illustrated, but it is

desirable to put a little stress on two particular features in it, as they affect its

proper working to a considerable degree. These two features are the cold supply and

the expansion pipe. The

cold supply cistern, as

with every apparatus,

must be of a propor-

tionate size to allow for

the expansion or increase

in bulk of the water

when it is heated. It i

suitable to speak of this

now, although in a little

apparatus like this the

increase is not very

great, but calculating

on a difference of about

130 degrees in tem-

perature between the

water when put into the apparatus cold and when it is afterwards heated, there will

be an increase in bulk of about one in thirty-two, meaning that thirty-two gallons

of cold water will become thirty-three gallons when fully heated
;
the heat causing

the water to swell or expand to this extent. American engineers always call these

cisterns “ expansion tanks,” which may be considered a better name than we give

them, for, although they are used to provide cold water to the apparatus as it

becomes evaporated or lost, yet it is imperative that the cistern be large enough to

accommodate the expansion that takes place. If it were not for this any small

cistern would do, irrespective of the size of the apparatus, but with a large apparatus

the supply cistern has to be of considerable capacity calculated upon the figures just

given.

In regard to the expansion pipe, this is provided to allow of the free escape of

Fig. 360.
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air, also for the escape of steam should the apparatus become overheated. This pipe,

however, is not always put on the very highest point of the apparatus, although it is

desirable to do so when possible and convenient. If it is not on the highest point

then there must be a radiator there, for the air to collect in and then be discharged

from the air-cock periodically. Sometimes an attempt is made to do without an

expansion pipe if the apparatus is a small one, for it can be easily arranged to put a

radiator at the highest point of the circulation. This plan involves no danger, as,

should steam be generated, the pressure, if any, would relieve itself through the cold

supply service. To attempt to do without an expansion pipe, however, is very rarely

a success. The writer has tried it more than once, always with the result that an

expansion pipe had to be put in afterwards, and it has been the same when tried

by others. The fault that

manifests itself in an appa-

ratus having no expansion

pipe is a rather peculiar one.

There occurs a swelling back

of the water into the supply

cistern when the apparatus

gets hot
;

it is not a mere

expansion of the water, but

a' rapid rise of the water-

level in the cistern, which

is too fast for an ordinary

overflow pipe to relieve, and

the water will probably run

over the top. The writer^ Fig. 361,

did once overcome this by

putting in an unusually large cistern, and although the water rose up rapidly, as

explained, it failed to overflow, but the water-level rose and fell in such an

irregular manner as to show that the apparatus was not working as it should do.

Two or three different theories have been offered to account for this, but none are

quite satisfactory, and as an expansion pipe overcomes the trouble in a business-

like manner, there is scarcely any reason for inquiring into the cause of the irregu-

larity just explained.

This apparatus just described is of the most simple character possible, as it only

serves one radiator, and although a boiler is occasionally fixed for a single radiator, it

is more usual, when a boiler is laid down, to have two or more radiators connected

with it
;
and this introduces a feature which has not been spoken of, viz. branch

services. If an apparatus has to be erected to heat two radiators, as is necessary for
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two rooms or a large entrance hall, then the connections would be either as Fig. 362

or Fig. 363. With the first one it is supposed that the boiler is situated almost

centrally between the two radiators, while in the latter illustration the radiators are

in a line with the boiler. The branching of the services is very simple, as will be

seen, for with Fig. 362 it is only necessary to have a tee piece on the flow pipe from

the boiler so that the water can then circulate in two different directions. The pipes

are given the best rise possible, as already described, and the return service is treated

the same as the flow pipe. It will be seen that the two radiators are each fitted with

Fig. 362 ,

a stop valve, so that the heat from either one can be regulated and controlled as

desired. Another use for these stop valves is that, however equally the services may

be run, it will nearly always be found that one pair of branch pipes work more freely

than the other, and with some works the regulation of a stop valve is necessary to

make the circulation occur equally in all directions. This may happen when one

branch extends further, and has more bends and awkward places in it, than the

other. In such a case as the latter, it is desirable to make the junctions in the

pipes like Fig. 364, by which means a little advantage can be given to the longest

service in regard to the circulation through it.
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With large works where there are several branch services, and each of these

services goes to serve several radiators, then stop valves have commonly to be intro-

duced in the branch flow pipes, so that the circulation through all difierent branches

can be regulated to work uniformly. Long branches can always be assisted by

giving them a better rise than the short runs, for the more rise a pipe has the

quicker will be the circulation through it, if all the conditions are normal. With

the illustration Fig. 362, the expansion pipe could come straight above the vertical

part of the flow pipe, if desired, or it might come at either extremity of the apparatus.

There would be no advantage whatever in having two expansion pipes, that is, one on

each extremity. With an apparatus as illustrated, the majority of engineers would

Fig. 363.

favour the expansion pipe coming very closely over the vertical flow pipe, as shown,

for where it is possible it is sought to put this pipe as directly over the boiler as

possible, and not further away from it than can be conveniently helped. As already

explained, if either extremity of this apparatus did not have a radiator on it, then it

would be best to put the expansion pipe there to let the air escape freely at all times.

It might be asked why an air cock would not do as well, but the reason of a cock

being unsuited is, that it would want such frequent attention, as a very small

collection of air would choke the flow pipe more or less and retard the circulation.

The top of a radiator will accommodate ten times as much air without spoiling the

circulation, so that an air cock, if on a radiator, will not require attention more than

about once a month, but an air cock on the highest point of the circulating pipes
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would need attention every two or three days. Of course an air pipe, being always

open, would require no attention at all.

In Fig. 363 it is supposed that two or more radiators are situated all in one

direction away from the boiler, so that the apparatus is fitted up much like Fig. 359,

with the circulating pipes running to the furthest radiator and another radiator intro-

duced between. This latter radiator, which is nearest to the boiler, is connected out of

the flow pipe into the return, as shown, and the circulation through this will be as free

and regular as it is through the furthest one, and vice versa. Each radiator should have

a stop valve, so that they may be controlled independently, as already described.

This illustration affords a good opportunity to explain what some engineers

argue is a fault in an apparatus connected up in this manner. It is considered that

with the connections arranged as shown, it becomes a simple matter for the water

to short circuit, that is, to circu-

late only through the first radiator

and back to the boiler without

affording a proper degree of heat

to the radiator or radiators beyond

it
;
and this is specially the case

if the further radiators are some

distance away, and the pipes have

to be carried about in different

directions. It will be noticed that

the water from the boiler can very

easily circulate up into the first

radiator, then out again into the return pipe, and back to the boiler
;
but of course this

can be checked and prevented by regulating the stop valve, so that only a proper pro-

portion of the hot water passes into the first radiator, and the remainder goes on to the

work beyond it. The writer must acknowledge that he avoids this method of connection

if the “ one-pipe ” system is possible (as it nearly always is in horizontal works like

this). The “ one-pipe ” system will be found described a little further on, so that no

more need be said about it now. With the apparatus last illustrated (Fig. 363), the

expansion pipe could come either immediately over the boiler (as there is a radiator

on the further extremity), or it might come at the extremity of the circulation if

more convenient. It may be pointed out that no mention has been made of the

most suitable sizes of pipes, &c., for these works, and it is hardly convenient to give

this information here, but it will be given a few pages later, together with other tables.

Sizes of boilers, pipes, radiators and radiator connections are now always decided on

according to recognised measurements
;
these are reliable, and very convenient for

reference, also for working out estimates of cost.
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An apparatus of a little more advanced character can now be given, Figs. 365

and 366 representing the basement and ground door plans of a moderate sized

residence, of which the ground door, consisting of four rooms and front and back

entrances, has to be heated, the upper door or doors not being treated. This is a

common arrangement, and very few residences in England are properly heated on all

doors as they should be. It is, instead, left for the radiators in the entrance halls

to furnish what heat they can to the upper doors, it being recognised thut a pro-

portion of the heat from these points ascends the staircase and distributes itself in

the rooms above. Certainly a radiator at the foot of the stairs is capable of doing

much in this way, if it is powerful enough, and for such a purpose the heating surface-

should be of a very liberal area. It need not be feared that a large radiator here

will overheat the ground door, as the heat that is given off passes upstairs very

quickly.

This arrangement of apparatus with one radiator in each room will sei've to

illustrate what was recently referred to, viz., heating a residence by the combined

means of hot water and open dre grates. Of course a hot-water engineer has rather

a pronounced objection to dre grates, but in this country, as yet, the heating of

3 N
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residences entirely by hot water is not everyday work, whereas the combined plan

is more favourably received, and has much more to commend it than may be at first

seen. If the trade will bear this in mind there is much work that may be had, for

there are exceedingly few residences of large size, heated by fire grates, which have

a comfortable temperature in winter, except in the immediate vicinity of the fires.

The parts of large rooms remote from the fires, or near the doors, are uncomfortable,

if not really cold
;
and the halls, stairways and landings are quite unpleasant to pass

through.

By the judicious introduction of radiators, as shown on the plan. Fig. 366, a

complete and remarkable change is made in the comfort of the house, as the air is

intercepted at all points, and has its temperature raised
;
and a feature little

recognised is, that immediately the temperature of air is raised in this way it can

no longer exist as a draught, but travels in a way that is not accompanied by any

disagreeable symptoms. It is this that accounts for the idea sometimes entertained,

that when radiators are introduced ventilation is impaired, and the reason for this

idea is that cold currents of air are no longer felt, and consequently the air must

have ceased its movement. There is a too prevailing notion that a perceivable
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movement of cold air is a necessary feature with any system of ventilation, and

unless the movement is perceivable (and the air cold) the hygienic properties of the

scheme of ventilation are weak, if not absolutely wanting. To afford ventilation by

a noticeable current of cool or cold air in winter-time is unreasonable
;
yet there are

so many who occupy large houses that find it difficult to realise that the ventilation

is just as active and healthful, though the air is of a comfortable warmth, and its

movement is not obvious as it is when cold.

In the arrangement under discussion it is supposed that the rooms are of good

size, and consequently cannot be warmed at all parts successfully by the one fire

grate that exists in each room
;
and these fire grates, of course, afford no warmth

outside the rooms. The purpose of the hot water apparatus, in this case, is therefore

to provide the extra warmth required in the rooms, to make the parts outside the

rooms of an equally comfortable temperature, or nearly so
;
and, most important, in

effecting this the cold draughts, so disagreeable and dangerous, are totally disposed

of. By this means the whole of the ground floor, inside and outside the rooms, will

be made of a regular heat, agreeable and healthful, and the currents of air, although

still existing, will not be noticed and certainly not unpleasant. As it usually is

now, the entrance hall of a house is a most uncomfortable place in cold weather

;

ladies crossing it from one room to another in evening dress must use wraps or be

liable to catch cold. This should not be, and large halls with tiled floors ought not

to be uninhabitable, any more than a room, when the weather is severe.

In all heating works it should be considered important to study where the cold

air comes from, whether in rooms or other places
;
for a very large measure of success

will often depend on affording warmth to the air as it enters. It may be repeated

that warming the new air that is entering, does not prevent its having proper free

ingress in any way
;

it enters just as freely as when cold, but it is at once robbed of

its unpleasant features and can be no longer recognised as a draught. In the work

shown on Fig. 366, it will be seen that a radiator is placed just inside the front

entrance, and one in a similar situation at the back. As practically all our villa

residences, even those of large size, have no practical scheme or provision for inlet

ventilation, the heating engineer will find in his investigations that the air entering

the house comes in mostly through the openings around the front and back doors.

At these points a very keen in-current of air will be felt if the hand is placed there

in cool weather. No doubt some proportion of the air that the interior of the house

receives comes through the interstices around the window sashes, but this depends

on the quality of the joiners’ work, but even in bad cases there is not so much enters

there as from around the doors mentioned.

It will probably be recognised that the cause of the air entering a house in such

good volume is the extracting qualities of the chimneys that exist. In the house

3 N 2
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under discussion there is supposed to be a fireplace and chimney in each room, and

each chimney takes a large volume of air from the room per hour, A chimney takes

more air, in fact, than would be considered necessary if the room was systematically

ventilated (unless it was to be used by a large number of people). Each chimney is

therefore a fully efficient exhaust ventilator, but it cannot act unless a supply of new

air is continuously entering the room equal to that being extracted. Assuming no

special means are provided for inlet ventilation, then this new air will be entering

through the doorway (or through the crevices around the door) of each room, and in

tracing it back, the air will be found entering the house by the front and back

entrances, as previously stated. The radiators, as shown, are therefore arranged with

a view to catch the air as it passes, and let none find its way to the occupants of the

house in a cold state. The radiators at each entrance should be of good size, as the

air which they have to deal with is of the coldest, and it moves past them at a rather

rapid rate. It may be considered that these radiators do one-third, if not a half of

the work, while the radiators inside the room doors complete it. The entrance halls

are not therefore made as warm as the rooms, neither is it expected, as a rule, but

they are made of a distinctly comfortable temperature, and prevent the living rooms

being draughty and wanting in warmth at any part. It will bear briefly repeating

that if a cold current of air is allowed to pass to any part of a house, then that house

is not properly warmed, but if the cold air is intercej^ted it means, in the majority of

cases, that the house cannot well be wanting in warmth anywhere. But in one other

way it also means that the positions of the radiators, their disposition, has as much to

do with success as their suitability of size, &c. It would be Cjuite possible to heat a

pair of houses with similar sets of radiators, but, by fixing them in different positions

in the rooms, to make one house comfortable and the other comfortless. In lecture

halls, theatres, and other public places, the passages, where inflowing air passes

through, must be well warmed. Who has not sat in some such place quite comfort-

able with the doors closed, but on a door being opened felt a draught cold and keen

enough to be dangerous as well as extremely disagreeable ? This, however, is only an

indication that the important point now being dwelt upon has been neglected. Of

course, with large places there has to be warmth afforded at all parts uniformly, but

the points at which fresh air enters must have full consideration. The inner doors of

a residence are very useful in many ways, but their chief use in winter is to shut out

the cold, which need not be.

In the basement plan illustration it is only possible to show one pipe, which,

coming from the top of the boiler, may be considered as the flow pipe, but to make

the apparatus more clearly understood a perspective view is given at Fig. 367. In

this it will be seen that the flow and return pipes from the boiler take the character

of “ mains ” and the services to the radiators are called “ branches.” In this case the
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mains would rise to the highest point of the circulation which, in this apparatus,

would be in the direction of the front entrance
;
and from the mains the radiator

branches would rise also. At no point should the pipe be quite horizontal, unless it

happened to be a connection of a few inches in length. The radiator branches and

the mains should rise one inch in ten feet, if possible, but not less than one inch in

fifteen feet. In speaking of a rise in the pipes, this is from the boiler, of course. If

we were working from the other end of the apparatus then the pipes would fall

everywhere
;

it is, however, usual to speak of pipes as proceeding from the boiler or

from the mains. If a sufficient rise is not given the pipes at all parts, air will hang

Fig. 367.

along inside them and the feeble force of the circulation will not dislodge it. If

there are large air bubbles in pipes this practically makes the pipe smaller, and will

interfere more or less with the proper working of the apparatus. A rise in the pipes

also aids the natural action of the circulation. This apparatus could have the expan-

sion pipe rise direct from the top of the boiler, or it could come at the extremity of

the mains at the front entrance. The latter, however, would not be a very convenient

place as a rule. The' cold supply should feed direct into the boiler near the bottom,

or into the return main close to the boiler.

In this illustration is shown a feature not hitherto described this being the
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reduction in the size of the pipes—graduating them—as they pass the radiator

branches and get further from the boiler. In a later page will be found a table

giving the suitable sizes of pipes for certain amounts of radiating surface and

branches, and, in the example now being given, although the pipe starts from the

boiler 2'inch, there is no reason why it should continue in this size right to the end,

where there is only one radiator to serve. With the one-pipe system, which will be

spoken of shortly, the main pipe has to be carried in the same size from beginning to

end, as it conveys both the flow and the return waters in the one pipe
;
but with the

ordinary two-pipe system now being explained, the mains need only be of the size

required to deal with the work before them, without considering that which is past.

In this example the 2-inch pipe is necessary from the boiler, as there are six

radiators to serve, two of them of good size
;
but after passing the first two, the pipe

need be no larger than 1 ^-inch, as there are only four radiators beyond this point.

After passing the third and fourth radiator the pipe could be reduced to 1

5

-inch, as

this is sufficient to serve the last two radiators
;
in fact, 1 -inch pipe would do in some

cases if the radiators were smaller, but in this instance we are supposing the two

radiators exceed sixty feet surface together. Each radiator would have a stop valve

to control it, and the necessary air valve. A safety valve should be put on the

boiler.

Another and a larger example of an apparatus on the two-pipe ordinary system

can be given, which will suffice to show the general details that must be observed

when the pipes extend up two or three floors of a building. All the particulars

necessary to fully explain this system will then have been given, and an apparatus of

any size can be understood or undertaken, it being only a question of larger and

longer pipes and more connections
;
the method of making the connections will be the

same. This example (see plate facing page 385), having a vertical set of pipes, enables

both flow and returns to be shown. Only one pair of mains is given in detail,

that bc’ng all that is necessary for the description
;
but in cases where the boiler is

situated centrally to the radiators, then two or more sets of mains are taken as may

be most convenient. Each pair of main pipes can come direct from the boiler, and

each be treated distinctly as if it were the only pair that existed
;
or, if preferred, one

pair of mains can be branched from another pair, although in this case it would be

more correct to call the former sub-mains. If this was done, the pair of pipes leaving

the boiler would have to be of suitable large size to allow of the extra pair of mains

being served from them.

In this example it will be seen that the pipes are graduated, as already

explained, and this graduation in size is of course proportioned to the work, i.e. the

radiating surface. Not only are the mains graduated, but also the branches, and no

advantage is gained by using pipes of a larger size than is necessary. Too large a
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size of pipes is often a noticeable fault with vertical services, and the table of sizes

about to be given should not be exceeded with pipes that are run vertically. It is

remarkable how rapidly the heated water will pass up a vertical circulation, and in the

example illustrated the first pair of verticals would take the major part of the hot

water unless they were of bare size or else checked by a stop valve. In this apparatus,

also, all pipes are given a rise as they leave the boiler, both mains and branches, and

in this respect, should there be more than one pair of mains, they are all given a suit-

able rise quite independently. Sometimes, if one pair of mains has to travel in a hori-

zontal direction to a greater distance than the others, it is arranged, if possible, to give

the longest pair a better rise than the others, that is, a little better rise than usual.

The object in doing this is to get the long and the short circulations to work as equally

as possible
;
and, with this object in view, it is sometimes arranged that a very long

service is of one size larger pipe than otherwise necessary
;
but this would only be

with horizontal services, not vertical ones.

In regard to the sizes of pipes, it will be understood that a certain size is

requisite to allow of the heated water passing through it freely enough to keep the

radiating surfaces always very hot. With too small a pipe there would still be a

circulation, but it would be so slow as to allow the water to remain in the coils or

radiators too long, with the result that it would cool and the radiation be less

effective. Eadiators are intended to dissipate the heat as quickly and successfully

as possible, and this, of course, cools the water
;
but the cooled water must be allowed

to escape rapidly, and be replaced with the hottest. In other words, the hottest

water must be perpetually entering the radiators, and fast enough to keep them at the

highest possible temperature, and this can only be done by having the pipes of a

sufficient size. Larger pipes would do it, but there would be no gain, only extra

expense, and with vertical pipes of too large a size there would also be the fault just

alluded to.

The following is a table of sizes for radiator connections, these sizes, be it noted,

being correct for any system of hot-water apparatus, whether two-pipe or one-pipe.

It is supposed that the radiators are of a modern character, holding only a small

quantity of water per foot of radiating surface compared to what a foot of 4-inch pipe

holds. The object in mentioning this is, that the quantity of water in a radiator

or coil does, to some extent, govern the size of its connections. For instance, the

table shows that l|-inch connections are large enough for a radiator with 80 feet

surface, yet there are few engineers who would connect up 80 feet of 4-inch pipe,*

with a 1 5-inch branch. This quantity of 4-inch pipe would usually be given

1^-inch or 2-inch connections, if it was not given connections of its own size, viz.

* It is usual to consider a foot length of 4-inch pipe as a superficial foot of surface, although, as a

fact it slightly exceeds that.
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4 indi. However, practically all the radiators to be met with now hold comparatively

little water, and it will be safe to apply this table to all. Should the old-fashioned

pipe coils be used (or a radiator much resembling them), then the table does not

apply. Larger connections must be used for a given surface in such a case.

Sizes oe Radiator Connections and Radiator Branches for any System

OF Hot-Water Afraratus.

Surface of Rmliator
(in superflciiil feet).

Ujj to 16 feet

16 feet to 45 feet .

45 to 80 feet

80 to 150 feet

The stop valve must have a way or passage through it equal to the bore or area

of the branch flow pipe to which it is connected.

Having understood that a radiator requires service pipes and connections

according to its size, then it necessarily follows that the mains and sub-mains which

have the radiator branches on them must be proportionate also. It is not necessary,

however, to have a main equal in bore or area to all the radiator branches which are

on it, that is to say, a main with sixteen 1-inch branches from it does not require to

be a 4-inch pipe. A 2-inch main would probalily suffice, or a 2|-inch would be

ample.

Size of Brandi Pipes,

Connections and
Stop Valve.

I inch

1 „

14 „

Size of Mains and Sub-Mains to which Radiator Branches are connected.

Ordinary Two-Pipe System.

Main.

1-inch

H
14 n

OX

3

4

will serve

Sub-mains or Branches.

Two |-inch.

Three 1-inch, or five j-inch.

Three IJ-inch, or five 1-inch.

Three 1^-inch, or equivalent of smaller sizes.

Two 2-inch.

Three 2-inch.

Two 3-inch and one 2J-inch.

These figures are for horizontal pipes. With vertical pipes about one-fifth more work

may be added.

The above table, although showing what services or branches certain sizes of

mains will accommodate, does not give any clear idea as to what quantity of

radiating surface certain sizes of pipe will successfully deal with. This information

is supplied by the following table.
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Size of

Horizontal Maius.

l;|-inch.

la )>

2

91

This table does not agree exactly with the previous one, the above representing the

full area of surface, while with the previous one it is supposed the services are not

fully loaded. The surfaces of the above table may be increased, a fifth or a fourth, if

the mains are vertical.

In the last example apparatus, it will be seen that the main flow and return

travel along beneath the basement ceiling (the flow over the return, but they can

run side by side, level with each other, if desired), and the vertical sub-mains rise up

from these in the angles of the rooms above. This is generally the best arrangement,

as it keeps the largest pipes out of sight—that is in the basement, where their appear-

ance cannot be objected to
;
and the vertical pipes can easily be encased in the angles

if required. The horizontal radiator branches would probably be carried beneath

the floor boards in the thickness of the floors, and only the connections at the

radiators would be visible.

The expansion pipe could come on top of either of the vertical services, but if

more than two sets of verticals exist it is a good plan to put an extra expansion

pipe. Some engineers believe in carrying a distinct pipe from the boiler for the

expansion in a large apparatus, but this is not really necessary. It is sufficient if

the expansion pipe extends from the nearest vertical flow pipe to the boiler, provided

there are no stop valves by which the expansion pipe can be cut off from the boiler.

In a large apparatus the writer recently erected for a stores building, there had to be

sixteen pairs of vertical sub-mains, each carrying about 400 feet of radiation. At the

foot of each pair of pipes a pair of dead shutting stop valves were inserted, the object

being to enable the resident engineer to cut out any pair of verticals in case of a

leakage or accident, and allow him to make a repair without stopping the fire or the

heat to all the other sections. It will be seen that had this provision not been made

a small leakage at an air valve on the ground floor would have meant emptying the

whole apparatus and subjecting some hundreds of customers and employees to cold and

discomfort while the repair was made. An emptying cock was put above each pair

of stop cocks. The object in alluding to this, however, is to point out that a distinct

expansion pipe had to be provided, as means existed of shutting any or all of the

verticals off that might have expansion pipes on them.

The cold supply to the last example should be a distinct pipe from cistern to

3 0

Total
Radiating Surface.

Up to 100 feet

„ 250 „

„ 500 „

„ 850 „

„ 1200 „

„ 2200 „
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boiler, or into the main return close to the ^boiler
;

f-inch pipe would be large

enough, and it should have a stop cock in it close down by the boiler. Occasionally

this pipe, when of great length, say over 100 feet, has two separate stop cocks in

it, one at the bottom for convenience in shutting off the boiler when required, the

other at top to shut off this service should the frost attack it or repair be needed

from any cause.

The One-Pipe System.—It is doubtful if any improvement has been made

in the piping of a hot-water apparatus to excel or even equal that which is embodied

in the one-pipe system. This system, however, is scarcely suitable in every instance,

in fact the conditions must be favourable, but where this is the case the system works

in a very perfect manner, and there is an economy of pipe and material. There is no

chance of short circuit, and no radiator can well escape the heat. It admits of very

neat work, and there is no doubt that the trade will adopt the system freely when

it becomes better known. The writer invariably adopts it when the conditions are

suitable, and always with results of the most satisfactory kind. It is with horizontal

work, with a number of radiators on one floor, that this system excels
;
for a build-

ing of several floors, as the last example given, it would not be a suitable system

to adopt.

It may be worth mentioning that the writer invented the one-pipe system for his

own purposes, only to find that it had been previously discovered and used, both

in America and England. It was the use of some half-inch glass tube, in constructing

a model apparatus (as recommended on p. 235), that led to the action of this system

being noticed and put to use by the writer, and it was the construction of a proper

model in this small glass tube -that practically demonstrated that the system was

not only feasible but good. This led to the system being adopted for a job in

hand, but as this job was nearing completion it was then found that others had done

work on the same principle before. This did away with the credit of being the

inventor, but it was a satisfaction to find that correct ideas had been entertained and

put to practice in a proper manner.

Every one with a little knowledge of hot-water works knows that if several

radiators were stood around the walls of a room, and there was a boiler in a

suitable position below, there could be obtained a circulation through all these

radiators by running the pipe, from the boiler, in and out of the first radiator and

then the successive ones, as Fig. 368. The pipe from the boiler enters the first

radiator, then a pipe from this radiator goes on and enters the next one, and so on,

the pipe from the last radiator going home to the boiler by the most direct route

possible. On making a fire in the boiler, the heated water will circulate through all

the radiators, but—and this but is a very large one—they will not all heat equally.

The first will heat well
;
the second less so, as it has its water second-hand and minus
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some of the heat it started with
;

the third and following radiators will heat less

effectively still as they get further from the boiler, and it would only be two, or at

the outside three, that could ever be connected up in this way without showing very

irregular results. Still another objection presents itself, and this is also a large one : it

is the fact that not one of the radiators can be regulated by a stop valve without affect-

ing all of them. Put a stop valve, and check which one you will, and it matters not

whether it be the first or last, or one in the middle, the circulation will be checked

through all of them from beginning to end. This arrangement of connection, how-

ever, is a “ one-pipe ” circuit, but it is a faulty one, and the faults are too great to be

admissible.

The correct form of “ one-pipe ” circulation is designed to admit of a single pipe

being carried around beneath a large room (such as a bank), and to provide hot water

Fig. 368.

to all the radiators (which are probably placed against the four walls on the floor

above), and to admit of all these heating equally and well
;
yet providing for the

perfect independent regulation of each, which is usually so desirable if not necessary.

The method of connecting up on this system is as Fig. 369, and it will be seen that

the radiators do not break the direct continuity of the main pipe, nor obstruct the

clear passage of water through it
;
and, when first making experiments, the doubtful

point to settle was to see what would happen when the heated water circulated up to

the radiator connections.

A doubt, felt before the action had been observed, was whether the heated water

would pass along the main pipe in a direct line and ignore the radiator, leaving it

full of cold water
;

or, on the other hand, whether the heated water would pass up
into the radiator, and ignore the bye-pass in the main. In the former case the

3 0 2
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radiators would not heat
;
in the latter instance the radiators would heat slowly one

after the other, in as troublesome a way as if connected as Fig. 368. It was hoped

that the heated water would split up, so to speak, at the radiator connections, and

this is precisely what happens. As the hot water comes along, a moderate stream

ascends up the first radiator connection, while the bulk goes on through the bye -pass

(the piece of main between the two connections^ to furnish the other radiators with

heat. The hot water is so well distributed in this manner, that the writer has as

many as twenty-three radiators connected up on one main, and after the fire has been

lighted one hour it is impossible to distinguish the first from the last as regards any

Fig. 369.

difference in temperature if the hand is applied. There might be a perceivable differ-

ence if a thermometer was properly applied, but not sufficient to be noticeable to the

occupants of a room, or even to the hand.

Having noticed how successfully the heated water acted, the next step was to

watch the action of that which had lost some of its heat in the radiator, and came

back into the main through the second, or what may be called the return, radiator

connection. It will be seen that there are two connections to each radiator, and the

heated water ascends one while a discharge of water occurs through the other. The

heated water does not ascend, and the cooler water descend, in both ;
one acts as a

flow, and the other as a return connection always. In practice, it is found that the

cooler water from the radiators locates itself in the lower part of the main pipe, while

the hottest water travels along the top. In other words, there are two fairly distinct
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streams travelling through the main, the hottest water being at the top, the coolest

water at the bottom, and intermediate temperatures between. This is a most natural

way for the water to carry itself, as, for instance, we should not expect the cold water

to be on top of the hot, whether the water was circulating or still
;
and as the hottest

water is therefore always at the top of the pipe, it is important to have the flow con-

nection to each radiator (the nearest connection to the boiler) taken from the top of

the pipe, otherwise there may be doubts as to the proper proportion of the hottest

water passing up it.

For the same

general reasons, the

return from the ra-

diator (the furthest

connection from the

boiler) should enter

the side of the main,

instead of the top as

last illustrated
; but

this detail is not

very important if it

should be inconveni-

ent to put it into

practice. The writer,

who uses this system

of apparatus whenever

he can, never hesitates

to allow the radiator

returns to enter the

top of the main if it

is easiest
;
and it is,

perhaps, mere theory

to say a side connection is best, as in practice a difi'erence is scarcely discernible.

The top connection for the flow to the radiator is more important, and should be

obtained in every case. The illustration. Fig. 369, shows a radiator immediately

over the main, but more often than not, the main does not come directly under any

radiator on the entire circuit. It is, in fact, the practice to run the main inside the

positions of the radiators and connect as Fig. 370, this plan having an advantage of

some importance, when the mains are long, in allowing the radiator connections to

give or swing as the main expands or contracts in length. In this it will be seen

the flow proceeds from the top of the main and the return enters the side. This

Fig. 370.
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is as easily arranged as having both top connections, and the heating of the radiator

is just as efficient as when it comes directly over the main, as Fig. 369.

Those who have no experience or knowledge of the one-pipe system may suppose

that it consists of a single pipe running from the boiler to the farthest radiator and
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not returned. This is an incorrect idea, and from the succeeding illustrations it will

be seen that there is an ordinary flow and return to make a circulation
;
but in this

system of work both the flow and return services are made to do distinct useful

work, instead of the return pipe being used merely to drain away the water that has

passed through the radiators. Certainly, if the radiators happened to come all in a

line from the boiler, there would be little or no saving in adopting this system, but

in instances where they are scattered about a floor there is a decided advantage. As

an example, let it be supposed

there is a small bank or an

insurance office to be heated,

and the radiators, when con-

veniently placed, are ranged

round the walls as Fig. 371.

In this case the one-pipe system

is specially suitable, and it would

be carried out as shown in outline

by Fig. 372.

In these illustrations it will

be seen that radiators are dis-

tributed around the apartment

with the idea of afibrding as

equal a degree of warmth as

possible, and the single pipe is

carried around near the ceiling

of the basement beneath in a

line with the radiators above.

This main pipe starts from the

top of the boiler as a flow pipe

as usual, then it travels along,

taking the radiators in its path,

rising gradually, as a flow pipe

always does, until it reaches its highest point. As to where this highest point

should be is governed by circumstances, but as a rule it is sought to make the

highest point about half-way round, that is, at some point as far removed from

the boiler as possible. At this highest point an expansion pipe is put, and from

the expansion pipe the main commences to descend, and continues to do so all

the way back to the boiler. As there is thus a distinct rise and fall, we may consider

the main a flow pipe from the boiler to the highest point, and a return pipe from

there back to the boiler. Whether it is flow or return, however, it makes no
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difference to tlie connection of the radiators, as will be seen, for this rise and fall

of the horizontal part of the pipes is only to provide for the free escape of air, the

same as in a two-pipe apparatus.

In fixing the position of the expansion pipe, it is desirable to remember that

where the work—that is the radiators—is not connected equally in and out of the

flow and return, it is decidedly the best plan to put more on the return than on

the flow pipe
;
and in the example given it will be seen that the flow portion of the

main has the least work on it. This is to a large extent a theoretical argument only,

but the writer practises it, and whether due to this, or other conditions, the apparatus

he erects always seem to work very freely and well. It is always considered that

the arrangement suggested is conducive to a stronger and freer circulation, and

there seems some weight in the argument.

No greater rise or fall is needed to the pipes of such an apparatus than any other
;

it is always desirable to get one inch in ten feet if anyway possible, but the mains

cannot be graduated in size, as will be seen directly. Where it becomes necessary

or desirable to have a branch main, to heat some radiators in the centre of the

apartment, for instance, it had better be a branch return—in fact it should always

be so. The writer once erected an apparatus as Fig. 373,* in which it will be

seen that a part of the flow is in duplicate—a branch in fact. The arrows show the

direction of the circulation, but no amount of firing would make the water move in

the part marked thus It was at first supposed that a stoppage existed in the

pipe, for the water was stagnant and cold. A little heat could be felt for about two

feet at each end, but as this warmth was equal at the ends it showed that it was

gathered from the live mains, and that no circulation whatever existed in this

branch piece. All this time the circulation was working most successfully in the

^direction of the arrows, and no circulation could have worked better. Accordingly

the branch was disconnected at the end nearest the boiler, and efforts made to clear

it, but the first run of water through showed that it was as clear as could be, and

then it was tried what making it a branch return would do. The branch was there-

fore connected as Fig. 374, and from that day to this the apparatus has worked

regularly and well, without hitch or trouble.

With this system of apparatus it is best, as with others, to connect the cold

supply into the boiler, or into the main return close to the boiler. For a job such as

that shown, a -^-inch pipe is large enough, but with larger works it may better be

|-inch or even 1-inch. The supply cistern need not be more than two feet above the

highest radiator, but it can be placed higher if it is necessary to get it out of sight.

The cistern must be of a size proportionate to the apparatus, but as the contents of

* This illustration only shows the mains, the radiators being omitted as they have no bearing on

the question.
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radiators are not generally known, the size of the cistern must be guessed
;
but for

an apparatus as that shown, the cistern ought to be say ten gallons, with the ball

valve at the bottom so that it only fills about one- sixth when cold. An overflow

must be provided to the cistern. It has been before explained that the expan-

sion pipe is a very necessary feature, not only to admit of the escape of air, but

to prevent the peculiar swelling back of the water into the cistern which occurs

when no expansion pipe is provided. With this example the expansion should be

1-inch pipe.

It sometimes happens, and not infrequently, that the expansion pipe cannot be

put at the highest point, and it is then put either directly over the boiler or on the

flow pipe between the boiler and highest point. This answers excellently so far, but

Fig. 373 . Fig. 374 .

the high point must have some vent for the air that will be constantly collecting

there. If no pipe, even of small size, is permissible, then a radiator must be put

there
;

or, more correctly speaking, the high point must be made at the nearest

convenient radiator. The radiator will then take the air, and an occasional turn of

the air cock on the radiator will release it. The reason for putting a radiator there

is, that it will accommodate vastly more air, conveniently, than a pipe will. With

the latter a very small collection of air commences to retard the circulation, and this

of course affects the whole apparatus
;
and if an air cock was put on the pipe, it

would require attention at very frequent periods.

This is an opportune moment to say that with hot-water works which only

extend to one, or perhaps two floors, there is a rather prevalent impression that the

3 P
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circulation may be feeble, and that it can be improved by putting the supply cistern

several feet above the radiators so that an increased pressure of water is exerted in

Fig. 375.
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the apparatus. This, however, is a mistake, and no gain whatever is effected by the

practice. It is a very common idea that some gain results from the increased pressure,

but it has no foundation in fact.

In America this system of apparatus is used, and it is said successfully, in

heating several floors of a building, the mains being run in the basement as described,

and the radiator branches passing up through one or more floors, as Fig. 375. It

is stated (verbally to the writer by practical American engineers, masters and

men) that an apparatus so erected will work well, as well as when the radiators

are all confined to the one floor close above the boiler. When there are two or

more floors the radiators

are connected to the pair

of rising pipes in exactly

the same manner as with

a two-pipe apparatus, this,

as stated, being said to

work well. In the writer’s

opinion, however, there

are points in favour of

the two-pipe apparatus, or the overhead

system (to be explained), when the build-

ing runs to several floors, but he can speak

in favour of heating a few radiators on

the first floor (the floor above the ground

floor) of a building from the one-pipe

mains, when it is desired. In residence

work, for instance, most of the work is

usually on the ground floor, but one or

two radiators may be required on the

floor above, one on the landing, one in a

nursery, a study, or a bath room. In

residence work the one-pipe system is commonly the best, because of the radiators

being scattered about the ground floor, and to heat radiators on the first floor it is

only necessary to carry the radiator branches up the angles of a room or hall, as is

shown at the right side of Fig. 375.

The largest apparatus on this system ever erected by the writer, and which

probably ranks with the largest ever erected by anyone, is in Lloyds Bank, Ltd.,

Law Courts Branch, London. In this building there is a basement, a lower ground

floor (an upper basement really), the ground or bank floor, and a mezzanine floor

over the entrance way. Fig. 376 illustrates this apparatus in perspective outline, it

3 P 2
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Fig. 376 .
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being impossible to give a clear idea of it if the building construction had been included

in the illustration. The boiler is placed in the basement, of course, and around the

ceiling of this basement there is a one-pipe main (with a branch) which furnishes hot

water to the radiators on the upper basement floor. This upper basement is termed the

crypt, having a beautifully arched ceiling, the arches springing from several massive

columns
;

it is very strongly constructed, being a large repository for valuables. There

are thirteen radiators in this chamber. Around the ceiling of this floor are carried

mains and branches, as shown, to heat the radiators on the ofiice or bank floor above,

and branched from these mains there is a vertical sul3-main carried to the mezzanine

floor, as can be seen. There are six radiators on this latter floor. The entrance

Fig. 377 .

corridor, which is of good size, has five large radiators in it, an extensive amount of

surface for one entrance way, but all draughts come through here, and as the doors

are always on the swing, the expenditure at this point proved to be well justified.*

This system of apparatus admits of radiators being put on the same floor as the

boiler more conveniently than any other. In city ofiices it frequently happens that

a suite of rooms require to be heated all on one floor, and the boiler has to be placed

in front of a fireplace or flue in one of the rooms, on the same level. The only way

of doing this on the two-pipe system is as Fig. 377, by which it will be seen that the

flow pipe is carried up to near the ceiling level and run along at this height as far as

the furthest radiator, where it descends. At the different points where the other

* It will be noticed that the expansion pipes are not shown in the illustration (Fig. 376). These

would come, one at each high point of the large circuits and one on the mezzanine floor branch. One

larger one from the boiler would do, but with an apparatus as extensive in horizontal work as this,

there should be one or two on the longest circuits. The cold supjfly was brought direct into the boiler.
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radiators are situated, descending branches are taken from this flow main and join

the radiators either at the top or bottom, usually the top. The outlets of the

radiators are each independently connected into the main return, the latter pipe

being carried along the floor line with a slight fall as is customary.

With a one-pipe apparatus the connections are made as Fig. 378. In this also

the flow pipe ascends from the boiler and is carried along near the ceiling, descend-

ing when over the furthest radiator and returning along the floor. The radiators are,

however, wholly on the return and there is no liability of short circuit. If desired,

radiators could be connected up on the floor above, as shown in dotted outline, these

being on the flow and connected in the usual way. The writer carried out one

apparatus like this and it worked very successfully. It was in a set of offices

consisting of ground floor and basement, six radiators on the former and five

radiators, with the boiler, in the latter. In this case an improvement was made on

Fig. 378, it being arranged to sink the boiler in a shallow pit, eight inches deep, thus

letting the return pipe come straight in, without rising as it does at the boiler in the

previous examples. The few inches rise at the boiler is not a serious obstacle to the

circulation, but, considering the poor motive power in a low apparatus as this is, and

consisting of small pipes, it is better if a rise in the return pipe or any such irregu-

larity can be avoided. In one instance the floor return pipe of an apparatus had to

cross a doorway in the basement, and to avoid this, the pipe was sunk beneath the
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floor and carried at this level to the boiler. The boiler was also sunk deep enough to

bring the bottom of its water-way level with the pipe, thus obtaining a proper con-

nection. There is no disadvantage in sinking a boiler a few inches in this way. It

scarcely needs to be in a brick-built pit, so long as a clear way is made in front of the

stoking doors.

In the illustrations Figs. 377 and 378 the radiators are shown standing above

the main return, and this necessarily means that they are on brackets or bases some

three or four inches above floor level, particularly at that end where the return pipe is

highest. This is necessary if vertical connections are requisite, or if the return is

required to come beneath the radiator. It is, however, possible to have the radiators

on, or nearer to, the floor if the return is run

against the skirting (near the floor) behind the radia-

tors, but this means having the radiators standing

two or three inches away from the wall, an arrange-

ment which is very commonly objected to. It is

quite customary to have objection raised if radiators

are not as close and tight up against the wall as it

is possible to get them. If, however, the pipe can

be run as explained, then the valve connection is

made with what is known as a corner valve, but if

this is not obtainable * then an angle valve is used

fixed on its side. , Fig. 379 will give an idea of this

latter connection.

In both Figs. 377 and 378 there is an expan-

sion pipe shown at the highest point of the flow

service, this being the correct place for it—most

correct it should be said, as it is concluded no

radiator can be got there to collect the air. If the

expansion pipe did not exist, then an air cock would need to be put to discharge the

air that must collect there. The fault of an air cock in such a position is that it

would need such frequent attention, as a very small collection of air in this pipe

would commence to choke its bore and retard the circulation. Then the cock being

near the ceiling would be awkwardly situated in regard to being frequently opened,

and would thus be neglected without doubt. The cold supply could be taken into

the main return or into the boiler. If the supply cistern cannot be placed on the

floor above, then the flow pipe must be kept down low enough for the cistern to

come above it beneath the same ceiling.

•S)

* An American valve, and little used in England, as yet.
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A feature peculiar to the one-pipe system is that the mains cannot be graduated

or reduced as they can be with two-pipe work, and to be found explained on

p. 462. The mains must be of equal size from end to end, as they constitute flow

and return services in the one pipe, conveying the hot water to the radiators, and

the cooled water from them, both travelling together and in the same direction.

Branch mains are of smaller size according to the work on them, and should it be

arranged to branch a main in two directions, to come together again before reaching

the boiler, then the two branches need only be of a size equal to the one they

started from and which they rejoin.

The table of sizes for mains for this system of apparatus is as follows. These

sizes are almost the same as the two-pipe system, except, as just explained, the main

pipes are not graduated.

Sizes of Mains for the One-Pipe System of Apparatus

Size of Main
or Branch Main.

1^-inch

lA
•^3 >5

21-'2

3i

(Mains Running Horizontally).

will supply

))

Radiating
Surface.

100 feet.

200 „

450 „

700 „

1000 „

1400 „

1850 „

It is supposed that the radiating surface is wholly radiators, not large pipes
;

also that the mains are not of unusual length for the work on them. The radiator

connections are of the same size with this as with any other system (see table of

sizes, p. 464). In calculating for the size of boiler required the mains must be

counted as radiating surface unless they are properly and well covered with non-

conducting material.

It may be mentioned that in running the mains with this system of apparatus,

it is not desirable to attempt to make one single main reach all the radiators unless

it can take a moderately direct path to include them all. Branch mains are used

whenever any way desirable, there being no objection to them except that a stop

valve should be put to each to control their working. It is practically impossible to

erect any hot-water apparatus with branch or sub-mains, and guarantee that every

part will work and heat equally, consequently valves must be introduced to control

each part. This is especially the case when one section of the work has more

vertical pipe than another, as this, even when carefully proportioned, may work so

free as to prejudice the mains which start off and run closer down to the boiler.

The One-Pipe System with Duplicate and Graduated Mains.—This
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apparatus lias had no shorter or better name given it, and it is intended to be an

improvement on the ordinary one-pipe system just dealt with, to admit of high

vertical mains being connected up as shown. The one-pipe apparatus with a single

main is intended for horizontal work of one or two floors, as already described
;
and

in instances where several floors of a building have to be heated, and horizontal

ceiling pipes to each floor are not admissible, then a single basement main has been

considered unsuitable. To heat several floors of a building, the customary practice

is to run the usual horizontal flow and return mains in the basement (on the ordinary

two-pipe system), and take vertical flow and return rising mains as required. This,

as already explained, does not always work smoothly, except by the adjustment of

valves here and there, and it has been thought that the more regular working of the

one-pipe system would be preferable.

The first attempt to utilise the one-pipe system for this class of work was made

by efiecting the connections as described on p. 475, and the writer is assured that

this is still largely practised in America. It, however, cannot be readily met with

in England, and the writer does not hesitate to say he is rather afraid to try it. He
has done so on a small scale, that is, by carrying the verticals off a single main up

to a second floor above, as Fig. 375, but to do more than this means considerable risk,

not only in expense, but in reputation, as a failure would carry all the blame of

failure with it.

By the use of a second pipe, as is shown in Fig. 380, all risk is avoided
;
and

where it is possible to get a circuit back to the boiler (as illustrated), it is a system

to be preferred to the ordinary two-pipe apparatus. If the work is in straight direct

runs from the boiler and back again this system is not applicable
;
but the majority

of large jobs require mains round all sides of the basement, and then a complete

circuit can be readily formed. The important advantage of this system of piping is

that short circuit is not possible. The water cannot circulate through one or more

pair of verticals and then return to the boiler without affecting the others. The

work of each pair of rising pipes is directly or indirectly helpful to the others, and

unless some gross error is committed, all parts must work actively.

On examining the illustration it will be seen that the water, after passing up the

first vertical pipe sub-main, comes down into the main return, but it cannot pass

back immediately into the boiler, as with an ordinary two-pipe apparatus. It has

to travel along past all the other vertical returns, and, far from being capable of short

circuit, its movement assists, and not prejudices, the others. The water of the first

vertical service is the last to return to the boiler, while that of the last vertical

service reaches the boiler first. This is just the reverse of what happens in the

ordinary two-pipe system, and overcomes the fault of irregular working the latter is

not infrequently subject to.
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The ordinary one-pipe system with a single main (^or branch mains) cannot have

its pipes graduated, as the one pipe conveys both the flow and the return waters, and

this makes the fullest size of pipe necessary, as will be understood. The apparatus

now .being discussed can have

its pipes graduated, and the

least reasonable size of pipe is

all that is necessary for the

best results
;
and although the

labour of erecting two pipes is

greater than with one, there is

not a very great difference in

the total cost of the pipe with

each system of work. From

the illustration it will be seen

that the flow pipe starts from

the boiler full-size for the whole

work in the usual way, but as

it passes the work it reduces

proportionately, that is, pro-

portionate with the work passed

and the work in front of it.

This is admissible, because the

water that leaves the flow does

not come back to it, and the

work yet to be done needs

only to be considered. The

vertical sub-mains or branches

can also be graduated on the

same calculation, and, as stated

in a previous article, there is

more gain than loss in obtain-

ing regular results by having

the pipes only of a sufficient

size and no larger.

A peculiarity with this

system is that the basement mains, as they run, have to diverge or open out; for

while the flow is given the usual rise, the return must have its customary fall, and

the two pipes become wider apart as they get further from their starting point. This

is due to the fact that the waters in the two pipes are both travelling in the same

3 Q
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direction, which is contrary to what happens with ordinary two-pipe work. It is

usual for the waters of a pair of pipes to travel in opposite directions, in which case,

and only then, the pipes both rise together from the boiler. This may give an

awkward appearance to the mains, but it cannot be avoided.

At neither end of the circuit need there be any direct or short connection

between the two mains, in fact, it is better to avoid this, and so make all the water

pass through its work before it can get home to the boiler. This does not interfere

with the easy control of any part, and if it is desired to put stop cocks at the foot of

the vertical pipes so as to shut off any section for repairs (without stopping the rest

of the work), it can be done without causing any other part of the apparatus to work

irregularly when the cocks are closed. This plan of putting a pair of dead-.shutting

stop cocks or valves at the foot of each pair of vertical sub-mains, admits of any pair

being shut off to make good a leakage without stopping the fire. It is, of course,

necessary to put an emptying cock in each return sub-main just above the stop valve,

and this arrangement makes more than one expansion pipe necessary (unless the

different verticals are joined or communicate together at top), for should the verticals

which carry the expansion pipes be shut off for any purpose, the boiler has no relief

except through the cold supply or the safety valve. A safety valve, by the way,

should invariably be fitted on heating boilers, except perhaps the very smallest,

though the rule should apply to these also considering the small expense.

It will be seen from the illustration. Fig. 380, that the graduation of the flow

pipe provides for a decrease in its size as it proceeds on its course, this being, as

explained, that as work is passed and less remains to be done, the pipe need only be

of a size suited for the work in front of it, without calculating on that which is

passed. The reverse of this applies with the return—taken in the same direction as

the flow—which commences smallest and gradually gains in size
;
for the work it has

to do, instead of becoming smaller, is greater as it proceeds. At its commencement

the return drains one vertical service only, a little further it receives the water of

another, and so on
;
and if it does not increase in size it will not have capacity to

carry away all the return water fast enough to allow of a proper ascent of heated

water in the flows. In other words, the ascent of heated water is proportionate with

the extraction or escape of the return water, and the former cannot circulate with an

efl&cient degree of swiftness if the return pipe is choked or too small.

Fig. 380 has necessarily to be given in outline to make it clear, especially in

dealing with the graduation of the mains, but in Fig. 381 is reproduced the same

apparatus, giving an idea how the basement mains would appear in situ. There is no

reason why branch mains should not be carried from this apparatus practically the

same as with the ordinary one-pipe system, except that in this case the branch flow

would proceed from the main flow, and in coming back it would join the return.
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The Overhead System.—It is a little surprising that this system of

apparatus has not been more generally adopted, for it possesses very real advantages,

and is perhaps the only system that precisely fulfils what the theory of hot-water

circulation seems to make requisite in an apparatus. As the action of convection,

that is, the circulation of heated water, depends wholly on the cold or cool water of

the return pipe being heavier than the water that has been heated, it follows that the

contents of the flow pipe should not, in fact must not, ever be of greater weight than

the contents of the return. This is of prime necessity as regards the weight (for size)

of the molecules of water, but it sometiues happens that the bulk of water contained

Fig. 381 .

in the two services, their fittings and branches, is greater in the flow than in the

return, and yet the circulation is a success. It is a wrong principle, though, and in

very many cases more water in the flow pipe than in the return means erratic results,

and the majority, if not all of the best engineers, strictly avoid this as being non-

practical and wrong in principle.

The overhead system, far from being faulty in this respect, is just the reverse.

There is the least possible quantity of water in the flow pipe
;
and, furthermore, this

pipe as a rule is shorter, with a less number of bends, and is also of larger size than

the returns. The services which go to feed the radiators are returns, and though

there may be several of them, there need only be one flow pipe, or two at the most.

3 Q 2
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This style of apparatus owes its name to the horizontal flow main being carried

on the top floor of the building instead of in the basement as with other systems. In

consequence of this, all vertical branches may be said to descend instead of ascend, as

they usually do, and the water pursues a descending course in all of them. Where

its adoption is particularly favourable is in buildings devoted to offices, and in which

the basement is a valuable space, as valuable as the first floor. In such cases the

value of the basement is prejudiced if there are several sets of main pipes carried

about the ceiling, and the overhead system of apparatus obviates this.

Fig. 382 illustrates this style of apparatus, and the peculiarity of the arrange-

ment is that the flow pipe has no radiators or branches connected to it, but runs by

the most direct route possible to a point higher than the highest radiators to be heated.

If the apparatus is at all extensive, then the flow pipe may have to be of good size

—

that is, sufficient to furnish the hot water needed by the whole of the returns. If

desired, there may be two flow pipes, as the system does not make a single flow pipe

necessary under all conditions
;

it would depend on the form of the building and the

position of the boiler.

Only one flow pipe is shown in Fig. 382, and it is supposed that this extends

away from the boiler to the attic floor, as radiators are required on all floors below

this. Eadiators can be put on this floor as well, if desired. As soon as the flow

service reaches the highest point it is terminated with an expansion pipe in the usual

way, as shown. From the flow pipe at the top is carried the horizontal service

(or services), and as they commence to descend immediately they leave the flow pipe,

they constitute return pipes from that point all the way to the boiler. From the

flow pipe to the point where the return is branched and distributes its work, the pipe

would be of the same size as the flow, but directly it is branched the different

branches may be of smaller size. In other words, the sizes of the pipes may be pro-

portioned to the work they have to do, much the same as with the older two-pipe

system already explained.

As stated, from the point at which the horizontal pipe starts from the upper

end of the flow pipe, the whole of the apparatus consists of return services, the

water pursuing a descending course at every point down the building. It is practi-

cally a vertical, one-pipe system—a one-pipe apparatus where horizontal mains are

impossible—with the whole of the radiating surface on the returns. The writer has

in mind a building that this apparatus was specially adapted for. It was a large

furnishing establishment of five floors, with four distinct departments of about 50 feet

by 50 feet on each floor. The floors were solid ironwork and concrete, and no hori-

zontal pipes were permitted on the floors nor along the ceilings. This meant that

horizontal pipes had to be totally absent from the business parts of the building. The

overhead plan was so well suited, as it only necessitated a single vertical pipe down
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Fig. 382.
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the angles of the departments, and a radiator connected up in each corner of every

department on the different floors. The horizontal branches appearing in this part of

the work would, therefore, be limited to something less than twelve-inch connections

where the radiators are joined up to the vertical descending branches.

In the illustration the descending services are shown connected into a horizontal

main return in the basement, this pipe being carried beneath the floor level. The

latter plan is only necessary when the basement space is of considerable value in

being let as offices, in which case a large visible ceiling or floor pipe would be objected

to. Except for this, it is best to have a pipe of this size and importance somewhere

in sight
; but it might, if desired, be run in a floor channel with grating over (as in

church work). This would make a neat job, and help to warm this floor. If this was

done, there would still have to be some lengths of smaller pipe beneath the floor from

where the descending branches reach the ground and pass to the main return. These,

however, would not be objectionable like burying a large pipe and all its junctions.

The junctions or connections are, in fact, the parts which it is wrong to place

completely and permanently out of sight.

The horizontal return main would be graduated in size, being largest near the

boiler and smallest at the furthest point from it. There would be no advantage in

having this pipe, say, 4 inches its whole length, although it might require to be this

size from the boiler to the point where the nearest branch enters it. This piece of

return pipe has to carry the water from all the verticals, and be large enough to allow

the water to come away from them with a successful degree of rapidity. On the other

hand, the further extremity only receives the water of one vertical with, say, three

radiators on it. If these were of moderate size, then the vertical pipe would only be

inch, and the horizontal return need be no larger until the next vertical joins it.

This graduation of mains has been fully described.

Assuming the different mains and branches are proportioned correctly, the

degree of regularity with which this system of apparatus works is very pleasing, and

quite reliable. There is more than one thing goes to make the circulation perfect.

In the first place, there is the utmost quantity of vertical pipe, which is always

conducive to good results. The flow pipe which takes the ascending column of

water, can usually be taken by a nearly direct perpendicular route to its top

extremity, and it is a full-sized pipe, giving the minimum of frictional resistance.

There is also an absence of connections that go to impede circulation. An important

feature is, that the maximum bulk of water, work, pipe, &c., are on the return part

of the system, and favour the descending motion in that part, consequently favouring

the ascent of heated water in the flow pipe. Whenever there is a little problem in

heating works in which some part of the apparatus has no circulation, or acts

sluggishly, it is quite frequently traceable to there being something making the
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work of tke flow pipe more difficult than it should be, and in no way favouring the

descent of water in the return. In this apparatus it will be seen that the cold water

cannot hang up in the radiators when there is a lighter column in the flow pipe. It

simply drops or falls away from them, allowing hotter water to follow into its place.

A difference of 10 degrees causes a very rapid circulation in an apparatus erected on

this principle. If any vertical branch gave more sluggish results than another, it

could only be caused by a choked pipe (too small a pipe perhaps)
;
but except some

real fault exists, the results can be regulated to the greatest nicety by a stop valve

in each vertical pipe.

ItwiJl be seen, in the centre of the illustration, that one of the vertical branches

is shown in duplicate, and advantages are claimed for this when a large number of

radiators exist in the line of one vertical service. By the addition of this pipe the

water of each radiator is drained away and does not pass into the next, the conten-

tion being that after the water has passed through one radiator it must have lost

heat, and is, therefore, scarcely suited to go through the next one. This is correct

in a sense, but a very limited one, for if it was correct in practice no one-pipe system

of apparatus would be of much use. No doubt people have in mind that mistake,

which can be met with sometimes (frequently a few years ago), in which the con-

nections are effected so that the whole of the heated water is made to pass through

the first radiator, then the second, next the third, fourth, and so on.

This is a distinctly bad way of doing the work, and there occurs an unmistakable

difference in temperature between the first and the fourth radiators. In all one-pipe

systems of apparatus it is essential that the main or sub-main pass clear by the

radiator, as well as branching into it, so that it is only a proportion of the hot

water that passes through any single radiator. By this plan there is scarcely a

difference in heat between a first and a fourth radiator, certainly not sufficient to be

perceivable except by a thermometer skilfully applied. Where, however, there are

perhaps two large radiators connected to one vertical main on each floor of a high

building, this auxiliary return or relief pipe is desirable, although it need not

commence at the top pair of radiators. It would suffice to commence at the pair

below, as shown.

It cannot be too strongly impressed on the engineer that the graduation in the

size of pipes is necessary as well as desirable. In every apparatus the pipes must

start from the boiler in full size for the work to be done, but not only is a saving

effected by reducing the size as the work is passed, but more uniform results are had.

This completes the description of low-pressure hot-water apparatus as erected

in brick buildings in England. It may be pointed out that an engineer need never

adhere to any one system of work, if, in his judgment, he considers a combination

of two or more advisable as likely to give the best results. The writer has more
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than once signified his liking for the ordinary one-pipe system, and oftentimes in a

residence or other building it has been arranged to use the one-pipe for the ground

floor radiators with one or more two-pipe branches for other parts of the work. The

three general systems explained, viz. the two-pipe, one-pipe, and overhead, could all

be used in one building from one boiler, if desired, and it would be possible to work

them all from one pair of flow and return pipes if circumstances made it desirable.

It may be explained, in conclusion of this branch of heating works, that there is

practised in America a method of working either of the foregoing systems under

pressure. This is

done by closing the

expansion pipes and

cold supply by valves,

so that a few pounds

pressure is obtained

when the apparatus

heats up. The pres-

sure would of course

readily become high,

only that the outlet

(the expansion’ pipe)

of the apparatus is

closed by a safety

valve set to blow ofi"

at about 8 lbs. to

10 lbs. above atmo-

spheric pressure, and

consequently the

strain does not be-

come greater than

this. Fig. 383 illus-

trates how this is usually arranged, a cylinder or tank being placed on the expansion

pipe as shown. The American practice is to use a cylinder, but for what reason

cannot be given
;
in fact, all their expansion tanks, as they call them, are cylindrical

in shape, when a square or rectangular tank would do equally well at less cost. It is

possible that cylinders are to be obtained as cheaply as square tanks in that country,

in which case the former would doubtless have the preference for general work.

The use of this cylinder on the upper end of the expansion pipe is to allow for

the swelling or expansion of the water, and in this case it is rightly called an

expansion tank, as the water cannot swell back into the cold water cistern on account
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of the check-valve. The latter valve is necessary in this case, for if it were absent

the pressure would, relieve itself through the cold service. A dip in the cold service

would act as well as a check-valve if it was made deep enough
;
but to withstand a

pressure of 10 lbs. per square inch satisfactorily, the dip would require to be over

25 feet deep.

The advantage claimed for this arrangement is that higher temperatures can be

obtained, and, consequently, less radiating surface is needed for given results. This

means less expense, of course, added to which is the fact that lessened surface can be

worked with smaller pipes. In fact, the pipe can be reduced a little out of propor-

tion, as the circulation is more rapid. Opposed to this is the fact that, strictly

speaking, the apparatus comes under an awkward clause in the Building Act, which

only allows pipes to come in contact with woodwork (or within 3 inches) when the

apparatus is a low-pressure one
;
and the term low-pressure has now been defined in

the Act as meaning an apparatus with open expansion pipe. There are other details

that make the apparatus more troublesome in practical use, and if high temperatures

are required, it is better to adopt the high-pressure or limited high-pressure systems

of work.

In the last illustration a cylindrical tank was shown fixed on the top of the

expansion pipe. This is a feature rarely seen in any works erected in England, but

in America it is equally rare for it to be absent in low-pressure works. It is called an

expansion tank there, and, as its name implies, it accommodates the expanded, water

as the apparatus gets hot. It has a gauge glass to show the height of water inside,

and an open vent pipe proceeds from the top. The cold supply service is then taken

into the boiler direct from the house or main service, with a stop cock in the service

pipe, but without any intermediate cistern. It will be seen that the expansion tank

acts as the cistern. This will be referred to again presently when giving a review of

American practice, as much experience can be gained by studying the work of other

countries.
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CHAPTER XXI.

QUANTITIES FOR BRICK BUILDINGS.

subject matter of this chapter ranks with the most important—if it

is not the most important itself—of any section of the work, for

in warming buildings by this means, success or non-success wholly

depends on the radiating surface calculations, though the apparatus

be erected on proper principles. If a fire-grate fails to heat a room,

or if it overheats it, there is little or no complaint made against the

stove or its maker
;
the user seeks some means of overcoming the fault,

and thus ends the trouble. With any method of warming in which

an engineer is responsible, the results have to be very near perfection

indeed to give full satisfaction and prevent fault-finding. Having

planned an apparatus which gives promise of a proper circulation and

uniform working, it is very important that it be completed by allowing

the proper radiating surface, this, in turn, affording a reliable proper

temperature in the rooms or apartments. With too great an area of

radiating surface there is little fault to be found, as each radiator has

a stop valve to control it
;
but too little surface is very bad, as there

is no remedy except by adding more.

In addition to the calculations needed—which, by-the-way, will be found very

simple—there has to be judgment used as to the disposition of the radiators. It

would be quite possible to heat a pair of houses with the same number and sizes of

radiators, yet make one very much less a success than the other, entirely by the

arrangement of the positions the radiators occupy. The positions of radiators have

eonsiderable governing effect on the results, and of late years the practice of putting

radiators under windows, which it is believed originated in America, has been much

practised. In the writer’s opinion that praetice needs avoiding to some extent, for

although American heating works are very good as a rule, the details of these works

are controlled by different conditions to what exist in England. Perhaps one of the

most important of these conditions is that nearly every American house heated by

hot water or steam has speeial provision made in its building for a proper and
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complete system of ventilation, a feature that would be quite difficult to find in any

ordinary English residence. This makes an important difference, for we have to take

a house as we find it, and this (from our point of view) means ascertaining where

cold draughts exist, and intercepting them. Take any ordinary room, and it will be

found that a cutting draught is always travelling from the doorway to the chimney

(in winter-time). This draught is not warmed or made bearable by the fire in the

grate, neither would it be affected by a radiator if placed under a window on the

other side of the room. The radiator would do what work it could, but the whole of

the room would not be comfortable, but it probably would be if the radiator was put

by the doorway to intercept the draught.

It may be repeated, that in nearly all English heating jobs a house has to be,

treated which is devoid of systematic ventilation. There is an active degree of

ventilation though, the exhaust being effected by the chimneys, and the inlet chieffy,

by crevices around the front and back entrance doors. In winter-time, when the

fires are alight, the activity of the chimneys as air extractors is greatest, and then

the inflow of cold air is ab.undant. This inflow passes through the entrance halls and

up the staircases, then through the doorways of the rooms, always taking the most

direct path to the chimneys that are the cause of its being set in motion. Eadiators

under windows will not deal with this at all properly, and, assuming no scheme of

inlet ventilation is to be undertaken, the inflowing cold air must be intercepted and

warmed at different points. Radiators in front and back entrance halls become a

necessity, and the following tables of heating surface do not apply to these positions,

as the allowance of surface here must be more liberal. The movement of air past

radiators at these points is too rapid for them to afford it much warmth unless their

size is fair. The warmth from the radiators in entrance halls is felt over the Whole

of the house, consequently the other radiators are very materially assisted in their

work, for the air which reaches them is already possessed of some heat. The

important part that these entrance radiators play cannot be over-estimated, and the

same remarks of course apply to radiators at the foot of staircases, or in any positions

where they intercept the air before it reaches the rooms.

Still referring to residence work, we may suppose that after passing these

radiators the air is only partially warmed, and additional heat has to be imparted to

it before it reaches the occupants of the rooms. Rather than let this air circulate

about the rooms before it is finally warmed, it is best to intercept it again at the

room doors, so that whatever enters the room may be fully warm, and afford an

even temperature at all parts. This can be very well done by placing the radiators

just inside the doorways on the side that the door opens (not the side the door is

hinged on), so that when the door is ajar or open the inflowing air comes under the

influence of the radiator which it encounters. If the radiator cannot be placed here,

3 R 2
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then it should be fixed in the next best position between the doorway and the fire-

place, for it is between these two points that the most active movement of air occurs.

By treating the air in this way it is rendered of an agreeable temperature, it is not

in the least degree unnaturally dry, and, most important, the warmed air does not

manifest itself as a draught. It is only cold air that draughts are composed of, the

warm air moving difierently, and without our perceiving it. Apparently the air is

still, but actually it is moving as quickly, and ventilation is just as good, as when it

is noticeable as a draught.

In rooms of large size, and when no fire is to be relied on at any time,* then a

second radiator will be needed. There can scarcely be a better place for this than

beneath a window, if it does not bring it too close to the one by the door. Windows

yield a certain amount of cold air to a room, though not nearly so much as a door.

The glass cools the warmed air that comes in contact with it, and there are small

interstices around the frames that allow air to come through to the chimney.

A radiator will do better work here in preventing coldness being felt than if

placed against a brick wall. Walls lose but exceedingly little heat, and they yield

no cold air.

This information may be said to apply to all residence works, for in every room

of an English house there is a chimney, and assuming the chimney to be perfect it

will, particularly in winter, be acting as an air-extracting ventilating shaft. The air

which goes up the chimney has to be made good from somewhere, and this new

incoming air is generally noticeable as draughts, unpleasant and dangerous. There-

fore the secret of heating such houses is to warm the draughts. They no longer

exist as draughts and they convey the heat where the occupants of the house will

experience the benefit of it. Added to this, the radiators are doing further work by

the radiation of warmth locally. There is no doubt that presently “ indirect
”

heating will be more practised. This is done by putting the radiators in one or

more boxes beneath the fioors, and connecting these boxes with the outer air. It is

warming by heated air really, as all the new air entering the house has to pass over

the radiator surfaces before it passes into the apartments. This will be fully dealt

with presently. At present there is an idea that warmed air is not healthful, nor

even agreeable, yet in warming by this means it is converting the winter air into a

summer atmosphere without any ill features.

In public or business places we do not get the conditions that have to be studied

in residence work, and as a rule it is best to scatter the radiators so that the result-

ing heat is as uniform and as evenly distributed as possible. The question of

draughts, however, must not be wholly neglected, for there is every probability that

* It is put in this way because so many houses are now being half heated, it being understood in

such cases that the fires will be lighted in the coldest weather.
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they will occur somewhere. If the place is indirectly heated, as previously explained,

this provides for warm air coming in, and the ingress of cold air at other places is

limited. If the place is heated with direct (exposed) radiators, then there is a

certainty of cold air making an entry in considerable volume. All such places

require the air to be changed frequently
;

it may be by chimneys, it may be by

means of proper exit ventilation, or it may be by some more unusual but quite

natural action. In either case there has to be a continual inflow of new air, and

although this may not cause discomfort over the whole area of a large hall or a

theatre, yet the draughts near where the air enters must be great. In theatres,

halls, or places of worship, everyone has experienced a cutting draught if sitting near

an open door, showing plainly that warmth to the interior only has been aimed at

without regard to preventing draughts. In theatres, where there are corridors

leading to the auditorium, it should be a comparatively simple matter to prevent

this trouble. The desirable inflow of fresh air need not be retarded, but it should

be warmed. Of course, there are still a great many people who consider that fresh

air and cold air are the same thing, that warm air cannot be fresh, but this idea is

gradually dying out.

For calculating radiating surface for English fitters it is usual to provide a

simple table by which the quantities are found by measuring up the cubic contents

of the room to be heated. Thus a reception room in a residence is generally

required to be 65° Fahr. when it is freezing outside, and to accomplish this with

radiators alone 14 to 15 square feet of radiating surface is allowed to each 1000 cubic

feet of space in the room. A room measuring 22 feet by 15 feet by 12 feet high is

found to have—-by multiplying these three measurements together—3960 cubic feet

capacity, say 4000 feet, which at 15 feet per 1000 would require 60 feet of radiating

surface.

This is a very simple way of getting quantities, but it is also very uncertain if

the engineer is not skilled at making allowances. This form of table will be given

in full directly, but its weakness is due to the fact that rooms differ so in what may

be considered as their natural warmth or coldness. Some rooms are more exposed

than others, and consideration should always be given as to whether they face north

or south. Very importantly the window area, the surface of glass, differs greatly,

and this greatly influences results. To obtain a given temperature in a horticultural

glass-house it is necessary to use about four times as much radiating surface as in a

residence, which shows very plainly that glass loses heat rapidly, and a larger

window area means a cool room if the radiator is not provided of a size that will

cope with this extra cooling influence.

American practices in heating works are considerably in advance of ours, and

their calculations for radiating surface are of a more technical kind than our plumbers
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would care to work to. Baldwin, whose American treatise on warming buildings is

about the most advanced of any, gives the following plan for arriving at the surface

required :

—

“ Divide the difference in temperature between that at which the room is to be

kept and the coldest outside temperature, by the difference between the temperature

of the pipes and that at which you wish to keep the room. The product will be the

square foot or fraction thereof of radiating surface, that is, the equivalent of each

square foot of glass, or its equivalent in transmitting power. According to this rule,

if it is desired to keep a room at 70° Fahr. when it is zero outside, with the

temperature of the radiating surface 212° Fahr., we have

—

Difference between temperature of room and outside temperature

70° Fahr.

Difference between radiating surface and air of room
142° Fahr.

= *493 sq. ft.

or say, one-half a square foot of radiating surface.”

This rule is adopted by thus calculating on a half square foot of radiation to

each square foot of window glass, and the same to each 7 to 12 square feet of wall

surface, this area of wall being considered to lose heat as fast as a foot of glass. A
note is added to this rule stating that a liberal addition of one-quarter to one-half

should be made to allow for cold air or other accidental cooling influence in the

room, thus requiring three-fourths of a square foot of radiating surface instead of

one-half. It will be noted that the flgures given are for American practices and

requirements. For English use the calculation would be more as follows ;

—

Difference between temperature of room, 65°, and outside

temperature 20° = 45°

Difference between radiating surface, 180°, and air in

room 65° = 115°

= ’SOI sq. ft.

This is a trifle over one-third of a square foot of radiation to each square foot of

window glass, and each, say, 10 square feet of wall surface,* and works out about

the same as allowing 15 feet of surface per thousand cubic feet capacity of a room,

when the window area is of reasonable proportions, and the room is of square form.

With a room that is extra deep or very shallow from the exposed wall, we should

get different results, as no part of the calculation is based on the cubic measurement

of the room.

R. C. Carpenter, another eminent American authority, gives the following rule ;

—

* Outside wall surface only, not interior partition walls, as these are not supposed to lose heat

through them, there being heat in the rooms on their other sides.
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“ For heating to 70° in zero weather, direct heating. Eadiating surface is equal

to the sum of the glass surface plus 5 the exposed wall surface plus to the cubic

contents multiplied by 0 * 4 for hot water heating, or ^ for low pressure steam heating.”

It is not necessary to reduce this rule to figures suited for our work, as it is

even less adapted for English practices than the previous one.

Jas. T. Lawler, in his treatise, gives a more simple rule, a table in fact, and is

of opinion that it is next to impossible to figure out the precise surface required.

He says, “ Fitters have to do some guessing in this matter, and the man having the

largest experience can always make the best guess.” The table given, when reduced

for English temperatures, is much like the simple table that is about to be given. It

will be noticed that American engineers have to calculate upon zero weather, that is

a degree of coldness that registers 0° on the Fahrenheit scale, and this is 20° lower

than we calculate on having in England. On the other hand, they are not satisfied

with 62° to 65° in their living rooms as we are
;
they require 70°

;
so that these two

conditions make it necessary to use nearly double the radiating surface that we do.

A simple table which finds the most general use amongst plumbers and others

who do heating work in this country, is as follows :

—

Table of Heating Surface for Cubical Contents.

F01’ boilers regularly fired. (For residence work, see next Table.)

Temperature
required when
freezing outside.

Square Feet of

Radiating Surface
for every 1000 cubic

feet of air.

Brick-built Rooms.

Fahr. feet.

50° 6

55° 7

60° 9

65° 12

70° 15

70° 25

75° 35

000 48

85° 60

90° 78

95° 95

00 112

110° 145

120° 185

Purposes for which, the Temperature may be required.

Coacb-bouses, also workshops where active work is done, &c.

Stores, workshops, harness-rooms, &c.

Churches, public places, shojis, sleeping-apartments, &c.

Living-rooms, hospitals, &c.

Bath-rooms, &c.

Drying-rooms for goods requiring moderate temperatures, with

moderate ventilation.

Drying-rooms for damp substances. Free ventilation.
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The quantities given to the first five lines of this table are based on the water

in the pipes being at 180° to 190° Fahr., when the external temperature is below

freezing point. The latter high temperatures require the boiler to be well attended

so that the water is kept nearly at boiling point. It is supposed the radiators are

exposed
;

if encased or partially enclosed in any way about one-fifth more surface

will be needed. In the event of ordinary cast pipes being used, each foot length of

4-inch pipe can be calculated as a square foot of surface, 3 -inch pipe as three-fourths

of a square foot, 2-inch pipe as half a square foot. A foot length of 4-inch pipe has

a trifle over a square foot of surface, not sufficient to be worthy of consideration in

small or moderate sized works, but it might be worth consideration if a large

quantity was to be used. It may be calculated that 100 feet run of 4-inch pipes

have a radiating area equal to 110 square feet of radiator surface.

For private residence works or buildings, in which the attendance at the fire is

unskilled and to some extent neglected, a little more radiating surface is needed. It

is the best plan in all residence works to arrange that the fire be attended to as little

as possible. The apparatus has a better chance of showing its good qualities by this

means, provided that the area of radiating surface or the boiler (or both) will allow

of the fire being worked with the damper nearly closed. The stoking then resolves

itself into a three times daily attention, perhaps only twice, viz. the last thing at

night and about ten to eleven o’clock in the morning.

Table of Heating Surface for Cubical Contents.

¥(/>' vertical and similar boilers which are charged with fuel to last several hours, and worked wiih

a slow draught. Chiefly private residence works.

Temperature
required when
freezing outside.

Square Feet of

Radiating Surface

per 1000 cubic feet

of air.

Brick-built Booms.

Purposes for which the Temperature may be required.

Fahr. feet.

50“ 7 Coach-houses, work-rooms, if active work carried on.

55“ 8 to 9 Harness-rooms, play-rooms, &c.

60“ 11 Bedrooms, &c.

65“ 14 to 15 Living-rooms.

70“ 18 Bath-rooms.

— 20
( Lobbies, entrance-halls, or wherever cold air enters or travels

\ through a house.

It will be plainly seen that these two tables must have the figures varied to

meet special conditions. An unusual area of window glass is one, perhaps the most
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important one
;
and a rule or table, to be at all reliable, ought to have some part of

its calculations based on the sizes of the windows. The following rule whll be found

useful for finding the surface for sitting rooms (65°) in private residences, and it will

be seen that the window area is a governing factor.

Rule .—Allow one square foot of radiating surface to three scjuare feet of glass,

with the addition of six square feet of radiating surface to each thousand cubic feet

capacity of the room.

This rule does not embrace any allowance for wall surface, and it is not needed.

Wall surface and cubic capacity never both enter into the calculations, and of the

two the cubic capacity will prove most reliable. By calculating on this latter with

the window area, as given in the rule, there is little risk of error.

If ventilating radiators are used, having communication with the outer air by

means of box bases, and having air passages up them for the fresh cold air to pass

through, then a greater surface must be allowed for a given temperature. Most

radiator makers consider that twenty-five per cent, more radiating surface should

be allowed, as a regular inflow of cold air requires more heat than when the new air

comes from other sources and gathers heat on its way. Of course much must

depend on the size of the inlet ventilator, or the extracting qualities of the chimneys

or outlet ventilation. If the new air came through the radiators slowly, the radiat-

ing surface would need to be very little greater. It is the same if ordinary radiators

are placed in front of ventilators in the outer wall
;

if there is free ingress of new air,

direct from the outside, then a greater heating surface must be provided.
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CHAPTER XXll.

BOILERS, RADIATORS AND APPLIANCES.

subject is introduced so as to coii-

veiiiently divide the warming of

brick buildings from the subject of

horticultural work which will follow.

The two works are not at all alike

now, although there was a closer re-

semblance some years ago when the large

hot water pipes were put into residences and

buildings in much the same way as they are

put in glass-houses now. The use of these

large pipes, however, made hot water work

in private residences very difficult to get,

not that the pipes failed to give heat, but

owing to their unsightly appearance. A 40-foot radiator is very compact in size

and appearance, and so far as space is concerned can be accommodated in any room,

but 40 feet of 4 -inch pipe is very different in all respects. The writer quite

recently saw two lines of 3-inch pipe carried round a children’s nursery, and the

appearance, after being used to smart looking radiators, was very objectionable. In

church work, halls, and such places, these large pipes can be readily found and are

still being used, yet only a moment’s thought is required to show how unsuitable

they are, more so for these purposes than any. Buildings of this kind are not

generally used every day, consequently the fire in the boiler is not kept alight con-

tinuously. It is allowed to go out, and the water is heated up afresh each time the

place is to be used. In consequence of this, it is a great advantage to have an

apparatus that will heat up sharply, and this is what an apparatus of large pipes fails

m. The quantity of water the apparatus contains is greater than with any other

system of water heating, and this means slow results when first heating up. Large

pipes are slower than radiators to cool, but this is no advantage in brick buildings.

It is an important advantage with horticultural works in which a very uniform heat
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is required night and day, and in which the fire is never allowed to go out while the

weather is cold. The two distinct heating works mentioned are, therefore, best kept

apart, and the subject of boilers and appliances serves well to separate them.

Like the question of quantities treated in the last chapter, the subject of boilers

is of much importance, for unless the boiler is correct in size, and suitable, the most

perfect apparatus must fail. There are people who having but small practice in this

work simply give an idea of the job to the boiler-maker, and leave him to send what

is suitable
;
but this arrangement is by no means perfect, for, unlike America, the

boiler-makers in this country, with few exceptions, are not heating engineers. The

plumber or engineer should be able to judge for himself, though there are boiler-

makers and factors, including the writer, who are ready to assist buyers whose

experience and practice are limited.

The boiler-makers’ catalogues are much more simple to order from now than was

the case a few years ago. Previous to the recent editions the heating powers of the

boilers were given approximately (this latter word being used in the lists), but even

this was a misleading expression to those who were not aware that an average of one-

third had to be deducted to reduce the approximate to the actual powers. This

meant that a boiler having an approximate work value of 600 feet of radiation could

only heat 400 feet. Now the makers’ lists—every one the writer believes—are giving

actual powers, and it only remains with the engineer to use his ingenuity in deciding

which type of boiler will best suit the general scheme of the job, and, in ordering, to

err on the side of ordering a boiler a little larger than is absolutely necessary, if he

can afford it. In deciding the size of the boiler the radiating surface or length of pipe

is taken, but it is also necessary to calculate the quantity of pipe in the mains or

branches as these all lose heat and rec[uire boiler power, unless they are properly

covered with a non-conducting material. No doubt boilers have been blamed as

inefficient when failure has been due to, say, a 500-foot boiler being ordered for

500 feet of radiation, no thought being given to the length of uncovered wrought-

iron mains and branches, possibly 500 feet of mixed sizes.

Prior to the alteration of the makers’ lists (from approximate to actual figures) the

powers of the boilers were based on the figures given in the earlier editions of ‘ Hood
on Warming Buildings.’ Hood was most original and painstaking with his experi-

ments, and not only gave tables by which the different calculations required in hot

water works could be made, but, it should be remembered, he did this at a time

when the work was almost unknown and there were no earlier authors’ ideas to assist

or to check his results by. As a very natural consequence his figures were to some

extent theoretical, and, in another respect, experimental, and he apparently did not

allow sufficient for the fact that, in practice, the efficacy of the results would be less.

The important figures he published to the world were that one square foot of direct

3 s 2
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heating surface in a hoiler was capable of heating 50 square feet of radiating surface
;

while a square foot of indirect (flue) heating surface would heat proportionally less,

according to whether it w’as a first or second flue, &c.

A boiler can be made to work up to Hood’s figures, proving them to be correct,

but it requires clever stoking and good firing to do it. The makers’ new lists of

actual figures are based on a square foot of direct heating surface (the surface inside

the fire-box facing or touching the fuel) heating 35 feet of radiating surface
;
while

flue or indirect heating surface is calculated at 1 to 15, or 20, according to the posi-

tion of the flue.

These figures are based upon the area of furnace bars being proportionate, as of

course this detail governs the proper combustion of the fuel. It is best (if in doubt)

to let the boiler-maker supply the furnace fittings, or at least the bars, this being a

detail in which he is directly interested, and about which he should know as much

as, or more than, the heating engineer. This, of course, only applies to those boilers

which are set in brickwork, as independent boilers are always sent out with furnace

bars and fitting complete. The area of furnace bars required for an ordinary saddle-

boiler is calculated on the radiating surface (it being supposed that the size of the

boiler itself is correct for the work), and each square inch of bars is allowed 2 square

feet of radiation. In other words, 50 square inches of furnace bar area is allowed to

each 100 feet of radiating surface
;
and in speaking of furnace bar area, the bars

and the spaces between the bars are both included in the measurement. For boilers

of more complicated structure than the plain saddle the area of the bars is less in

proportion, so much so that the American type of independent boilers, with corru-

gated fire-boxes, cross tubes, internal flues, &c., need only 20 to 25 square inches

of bars to each 100 feet of radiation.

The majority of boilers made and used in England are of wrought iron, welded

at the seams, while in America the exact opposite of this is the case, and boilers for

heating, whether by hot water or steam, are of cast iron, and they consider this the

better metal for the purpose. Mention is made of American ideas and practices as

the amount of heating they do is much greater than is the case in England, or is

likely to be for some time to come, and this must make their experience of some

value. The writer uses both cast and wrought-iron boilers of all sizes (the last large

cast boiler used is heating over 4000 feet of radiation), and has no fault to find with

either. It need not be feared that a cast boiler, properly made, is liable to crack or

be troublesome in any way.

For horticultural works on a moderate scale the brick-set wrought-iron plain saddle

boiler is still largely used, and the majority of gardeners (whose word is law in these

works) consider that there is nothing better. They are probably right in this
;
one

good reason being that it is a reliable boiler and one that all gardeners, young and
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old, know how to manage and get the best results from. Saddle boilers with water-

way ends are also good, as these ends add to the direct heating surface and make the

best possible use of the fire. The waterway in these boilers varies from 2 inches to

4 inches, according to the size of the boiler, but no special benefit in efficacy is gained

by a large waterway except that dirt material is less lialjle to hang up or be a source

of trouble or injury. This latter trouble is not usually experienced with boilers used

in heating brick buildings, but with glass-house works the water used in filling or

replenishing a hot water apparatus is more often than not dipped from a pond or

ditch, and quite usually carries dirt with it. Whatever the cause may be, boilers in

horticultural works nearly always want cleaning out at regular periods, and it is usual

to provide two holes, with pipes to come through the brickwork front, for this purpose.

Except for horticultural works the brick-set boiler is losing favour to some

extent, and the independent boiler is gaining ground. It is a little difficult to say

why this should be so, as no real gain is effected as a rule. Independent boilers cost

practically nothing to fix, but this is no saving, as they cost more than brick-set

boilers when first bought. The exterior of the independent boiler is seldom used as

heating surface, whereas the setting of a brick-set boiler provides for the heat being

conducted along the outside of the boiler, before it passes into the chimney. With the

plain saddle or vertical types of wrought independent boilers, it is requisite to have

them of full size, and work with a slow fire, otherwise the passage from the fire to the

chimney is so direct, and so short, that a valuable amount of heat is distinctly wasted.

Practically all American boilers are independent, but they do not have plain interiors.

They arrange the surfaces to catch the heat, interpose water tubes, internal flues, and

every conceivable means of absorbing the heat in its passage from fire to chimney,

and in most of them this is so effectually done as to make the heat and products

which ultimately escape too low in temperature for further use. It will be seen from

the examples which follow, that English boilers are now being made on these lines.

Whatever make or kind of independent boiler may be used, it ought to be

covered with some non-conducting material, otherwise heat will be lost to a consider-

able extent. If the cellar or room where the boiler is requires heating, then the

dissipated heat does useful work, but still it would be better to heat that room with

some pipe or a radiator. There m_ay be a good number of superficial feet of surface

to the boiler, and this surface is the hottest of all the apparatus, and, therefore,

capable of losing heat the fastest
;
and whatever heat is thus dissipated may be

said to be lost before the work is begun. It is not at all a proper thing.

For residence work a vertical boiler is usually considered best, as it can be

charged with coke sufficient to last the night through without attention
;
and when-

ever the fire is attended to it does not require more than ordinary care. This is of

much advantage, for in so many houses it is only a maid servant or a page boy that
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attends to the fire. Coke, broken to walnut size, is the l est fuel for small ard

moderate-sized boilers
;
and in residences, the cinders from the other fires make good

fuel for the boiler. Never be economical in the size of the boiler if it can be avoided.

It is quite remarkable how little fuel a full-sized boiler requires, compared to one that is

barely large enough, and consequently needs constant stoking and a wide open damper.

In giving the following examples of boilers, it is necessary to mention that both

those for horticultural works, and those for brick buildings will be given, both brick-

set and independent. Although the general piping work for brick buildings and for

glass-houses is kept separate, as they need to be, there is no occasion to separate the

boilers. This would be in fact a difficult task, for many patterns of boilers are used

for both purposes, and there is no reason why they should not be. It is also neces-

sary to point out very clearly that these examples are only types of boilers, good

types, certainly, but only

representing a few of the

many boilers that might be

recommended. It would

be impossible to include

all here, yet it is desirable

that some be shown, that

explanation may be given

as to the different features

that makers have intro-

duced from time to time

and the advantages claimed

for them.

Fig. 384 illustrates

the plain saddle boiler,

which has long enjoyed favour, and for moderate-sized horticultural works will

probably be used for a long period yet. Its cost is low, it offers a large direct

heating surface, and under the care of a man who is moderately experienced in

stoking these boilers waste no fuel. This is a brick-set boiler, though they can be

had with base and furnace fittings attached to make them independent. About

800 to 1000 feet surface is the maximum work these boilers are put to do, as

for larger works the size of the boiler gets too great, and it is better to have the

heating surface in a more restricted area so that it may profit fully by the heat

of the fire. This Imiler is often used for brick building works, but not if the

apparatus extends several floors up, as the shape of the boiler is not favourable

to withstanding pressure. The pressure of water in pipes is nearly one pound

per square inch for every two feet the apparatus extends in height, and the total
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pressure exerted in a boiler which heats a high building is considerable. A saddle

boiler will have its inside plate bulged towards the fire, probably causing a leakage.

As the water supply in horticultural works is usually derived from a source

which is none of the cleanest, provision has always to be made for removing sedi-

ment, and there is no better way of doing this than having two holes, one each side,

in front, which have short pipes extending from them through the front brickwork.

These are shown in the last illustration in dotted lines, and it will be seen they

readily admit of a cane being inserted to disturb the dirt material that may have

collected, and which is afterwards flushed out. The pipes are capped off at other

times. This pro-

vision is not requi-

site when a boiler

is fed with the

clean water of a

water company’s

mains.

The fixing of

a saddle boiler is

usually carried out

similar to Fig. 385,

but any means by

which the flame

and heated gases

can be put to

better use than

passing them over

the top of the

boiler would be Fig. 385.

better. Flame car-

ried through a flue over the top of a boiler does no useful work. There' are dust and

ash on this surface, unless the flue has just been swept, and it will be found that the

flame, &c., hugs the brickwork above
;

it will scarcely have contact with the boiler

plate beneath it, unless the flue was made small, throttled for the purpose, aiid then

the other flues would probably suffer. Flame does practically no work unless it

has contact with the surface to be heated, and at the same time it lias a pronounced

tendency to float or travel between surfaces, without touching them, if it possibly

can. We should get poor results endeavouring to heat the contents of a kettle by
letting flame go floating over the top of it, and this is what a flue over the top of

a boiler works like.
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The writer has for some years recommended that this boiler be made more

square in form as Fig. 386. This would add to the internal direct heating surface to

a useful amount at a very trifling

extra cost
;

the flues could be

carried up and down each side, the

mid-feather being half-way up

;

and a vertical surface, though not

being so good as a horizontal sur-

face over the fire, is vastly better

than a horizontal one underneath

the source of heat, particularly

flame heat. Then the fixing would

Ije simplified so greatly as there

need be no arch, but let the top

brickwork come down to the boiler.

For the moderate sizes of the

saddle boiler there is a method of fixing that costs less, and will give better results

than making return flues. It is to stand the boiler on four blocks, as Fig. 387, so

that the flame and heat, escaping from the interior, envelope it on all sides at once.

The brickwork requires to

come rather close up to each

end of the boiler, otherwise

the flame will escape at these

points too freely to admit of

the sides getting a sufficient

proportion, and it becomes

somewhat necessary that the

chimney be over the centre

of the boiler to cause the

heat to come up from all

parts equally. Should it be

necessary that the chimney

come at the end, the flues

would have to be contracted a

little where the heat would

Fig. 387. Otherwise pass the most

freely.

The writer was once blamed very strongly for showing this method of boiler

flxing, for it was adopted by a tradesman for some glass-house work, and the boiler
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fractured sooner than would be expected. This was due to accumulated sediment,

and there is no doubt that fixed in this way a boiler may fail sooner than if fixed

by the other method, supposing the cleaning is not sufficient or regular. Fixed as

this is the boiler feels the most intense heat just where the sediment collects, and this

combination means the quickest injury to the boiler if it is not cleaned in time.

While speaking of sediment it may be mentioned that if it is possible to let a return

service enter each side of a boiler, it will save the sediment collecting in the injurious

way it does with one return connection only. With the latter the sediment collects

all on the side opposite to where the return enters. The two returns do not lessen

the quantity of sedimentary matter, but cause it to be distributed instead of heaping

up at one point.

The saddle, and in fact all wrought boilers of reasonable size, are made in two

thicknesses of plate, viz. and f inch,

there may be a doubt as to whether

the thicker quality would last a

noticeable time longer from actual

wear and tear, or from the results

of bad usage and carelessness. The

thicker plate is, however, always de-

sirable as the boiler-maker can put

better work into the boiler with this

plate than with inch, the boiler

is more lasting by being more

strongly made. It must not be in-

ferred that the makers exercise less

care with the thinner plate
;
what-

ever want of strength and solidity

there may be, is entirely due to the

inability experienced in working the thinner plate compared to the thicker quality

The efiicacy of the saddle boiler is greatly added to when it has water-way ends

as Fig. 388. They can be had with water-way to the rear end only, and in this case

the top feeder is not necessary. The top feeder is needed of course if the boiler is

made as illustrated, the lower front opening only affording accommodation for clear-

ing the bars, &c. The saddle boiler made in this w’ay practically envelopes the fire,

and benefits by the direct heat from the glowing fuel to the fullest extent.

The next advance on this is gained by the use of internal flues, flues with water

all round them, and by cross-tubes, which are perhaps more efficient than flues as they

get direct heat which flues do not. It is the surfaces which either face or are in con-

tact with the glowing fuel that are considered as direct heating, while flues or those

3 T

As regards the lasting qualities of the plate.

Fig. 388 .
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parts which the glowing fuel does not act directly upon are considered as indirect

heating surfaces and are not of equal value in efficiency.

An example of a boiler with internal flues can be given in Fig. 389. This boiler,

it will be seen, has water-way back and front ends and an internal flue each side. It

is a very efficient boiler. In this the second, that is the return flues, are conducted

along the outside of the boiler, under the vertical mid-feathers, as indicated by the

arrow's, but boilers are also made in which the return flues are through the water.

As a final example of brick-set boilers may be given one of the various patterns

designed expressly for what is called “ shallow drainage.” This is Templeman’s

patent “ Reliance” boiler. Fig. 390, and a very ingenious design it is to effect the

purpose desired. Shallow drainage is a trouble too often met with, it being the

shallow depth beneath the surface of the earth at which water is found in many

places. In such districts deep boiler pits

are impossible, and it is about equally

impossible to raise the glass-house up

above the surrounding ground level.

However impossible these things may

be the fact remains that the boiler is

required to be below the level of the

pipes in the house, and this must be

brought about without ground surface

water rising in the boiler pit to any

serious extent, even in times of much

rain. Special pattern boilers are there-

fore made which require the least pos-

sible depth of pit, and the example

ffiven is one of these. This boiler is

made in sizes varying from 270 feet to 1650 feet, actual heating power in 4-inch pipe.

With a range of glass-houses of moderate length it would be quite possible to do

without the boiler being placed below ground level at all, and, although this is quite

feasible, the writer believes the plan is scarcely ever practised. It is to place the

boiler on the ground level and then arrange the piping on the overhead system (fully

explained at pages 483 and 484). The flow pipe, or pipes, would rise up from the

top of the boiler and then be carried high up along the back wall of a lean-to house,

or along beneath the apex of the roof of a span house. At points along the house,

and at the end, branch returns would drop down to near the floor level, and there be

branched out into as many pipes as the house needs for the heat required in it. The

water in these would circulate back to the boiler or to a main return. The flow pipe

would, in most cases, have to be kept low enough for the feed cistern to come abo^ e

Fig 389.
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itj and an expansion or air pipe would be needed at its highest point. It would also

be necessary, or at least desirable, to cover the flow pipe with a non-conducting

compound or material to prevent loss of heat
;
because heat from a pipe situated

as this would be does no useful work and is lost to the pipes where heat is

particularly needed.

Boilers either brick-set or independent, when required to withstand a good pres-

sure, as would be the case in heating any building of four or five floors, have to be of

a round, that is, cylindrical shape, this form of boiler being best able to withstand an

outward thrusting force from the interior. A square form, or large flat surfaces at

right angles to one another, must not figure in any boiler, or container, whether for

water, steam, compressed air, or any fluid which from some cause exerts a good pres-

ture on the interior surfaces of the vessel it is in. The pressure of water in pipes has

frequently to be considered by the

heating engineer, but it may not

be every plumber who has thought

out what this pressure actually

amounts to, or what influences it

one way or the other. The very

general method of calculation is

to allow half a pound pressure per

square inch for every foot that the

cold supply cistern is above the

boiler, and as this only makes a

small error, nothing need be said

against it. To calculate more

exactly, a half pound should be

allowed for every 14 inches (2 feet

4 inches = 1 lb.), and the measurement should be taken from the water level in

the cold-water cistern to the centre of the boiler or whatever the water pressure

will be exerted in. This measurement has to be a perpendicular line from the level

of one to the level of the other, and no allowance, nor deduction, is required for

horizontal pipe. A pipe running 20 feet in a horizontal direction and falling 2 feet

would have a pressure exerted from the water within it of barely one pound at its

lowest end. It has been before explained also, but may be briefly related here, that

this pressure in question is exerted just the same whether the cold supply pipe be

small or large
;

or, should it have a stop valve in it the partial closing of this

will make no difference. It is hydrostatic pressure (pressure of water at rest)

that is manifested, and neither friction nor volume are governing elements as

they are with cold water services which provide for the outflow of water from

Fig- 390 .

3 T 2
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taps.* Of cylindrical boilers for brick setting perhaps the Cornish Trentham is best

known. It has been and is still largely used for heating works when on a scale

sufficiently extensive, but it will undoubtedly be entirely superseded by the use of

independent boilers of modern construction.

Of independent boilers the variety is very great, and the maker of each new

pattern of course strives to outdo all previous designs in efficacy, and taking a broad

view of the matter, all seem to pursue this idea by condensing the size of the boiler

—if such a term is permissible—to get the utmost heating surface in a restricted

area or compass. This makes a boiler of quite reverse construction to the Cornish

Trentham for instance, for this is a plain cylinder and has its power increased chiefly

by extending its length (unless cross tubes are used). The modern designs of boilers

are the reverse of being plain cylinders (though many are of cylindrical shape), every

reasonable device being resorted to with a view of increasing the heating surface in

the immediate vicinity of the fire.

With these boilers outside flues are quite abandoned, neither are they wanted.

The internal heat absorbing surface is great enough to make the escaping gases of

little value, unless the draught be too great. This makes it necessary to say that a

strong draught is, in the majority of cases, opposed to good results if unehecked.

The older boilers were, many of them, constructed with the view to benefit by

a strong draught, if it could be obtained,f by making external flues up and down

the length of the boiler, or winding about it in some other way. With modern

boilers a moderated draught is best, and there is abundance of surface in the more

powerful of them to take up the heat.

In giving a few typical examples of independent boilers, the less powerful ones,

though none the less useful, may,be described first. There is a small boiler generally

known as, if not originally called, the “ Star.” This is a little upright cylindrical boiler

made up to 220 feet actual power, and useful for heating one or two radiators in an

entrance hall. When there are three or four radiators the writer avoids the “ Star
”

(as it is rather poor looking), and adopts a boiler as Fig. 391. This appears in

several makers’ catalogues, being made in several sizes up to 280 feet, actual. It is

* The pressure of water, or “ head ” of water as it is often called, is commonly considered to be

favourable to a more effective circulation, but attributing the circulation to the pressure is quite wrong.

A good pressure of water generally means that the circulation extends up two or more floors of a build-

ing, and an apparatus with as much vertical pipe in it as this would have, is sure to have a good

circulation (if it is erected in a proper manner). It has, however, nothing to do with the pressure from

the cold water cistern, yet fitters sometimes put the supply cistern a few feet higher than they need do

so as “ to increase the pressure and aid the circulation,” which it does not. If they carried the circulat-

ing pipes higher there would be an improvement according to the height they extended.

I In horticultural works it is only professional growers that will tolerate a sufficiently high chimney

for a strong draught, standing up conspicuously at the ends of the ranges of glass-houses.
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not expensive, and when painted grey has a smart appearance. It does its work well

and noiselessly. The writer has used a large number of these for small works in

residences, &c., but when the job is of fair size a little better boiler can be afforded,

and one with a water-way over the top should be chosen so that the flow pipe can

start from the crown.

A boiler in which side connections are a positive advantage is illustrated at

Fig. 392. This is the “ Loughborough ” boiler,* which, though suited for general

heating works, is intended principally for small glass-houses. The pipe connections

are not very plainly shown in

this illustration, but they both

come at back, the flow close to

the top, the return lower down.

When describing examples of

horticultural works a little later

this boiler with its pipes will

be shown, as it fulfils a dis-

tinctly useful purpose, and

since its introduction the ama-

teur glass-house trade has re-

ceived a great stimulus. This

boiler requires no pit to be

dug. It is stood on the ground

level, or at the worst, the base

is sunk 2 or 3 inches. The

boiler stands in the thickness

of the green-house wall, with

the smoke nozzle and all

stoking doors outside
;

while

the back of the boiler and the

water pipe connections come

inside the house, just below the level of the staging. The fixing of the boiler is

exceedingly small as regards work and expense, and no parts of the water pipes are

hidden or unable to do work
;
the back of the boiler in fact assists in the heating.

Although the boiler is practically in the house, yet no dirt or dust gets inside from

the stoking
;
the stoker does not have to go inside the house, and in event of down-

blow in the chimney the smoke or gases are only driven into the open air. Of

course, this applies to most other boilers, but this boiler, it will be noted, is fixed

practically in the glass-house and requires no separate pit or shelter, as are essential

Fig. 391.

* Messenger & Co., Loughborough.
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to other boilers. Prior to the introduction of this boiler, hot water work was too

expensive for many people who had small green-houses, and stoves of different kinds

were used or tried, most of which had to be fixed inside the house, and much

inconvenience and dirt they sometimes caused. This boiler is made in various sizes

up to 500 feet of 4 -inch

pipe or its equivalent of

smaller sizes. This latter

is practically a horticul-

tural boiler, but those

which follow are all of

the independent kind and

intended for heating brick

buildings. They will ad-

mit of the fire being banked,

or will take a charge of

fuel to last the night

without attention
;

and

they would be quite able

to deal with the heating

of glass-houses, only that

upright boilers are gene-

rally impossible for the

purpose, owing to the in-

creased depth of boiler pit

they would necessarily re-

quire. The more powerful

of these boilers are de-

signed expressly to give

quick results, for in many

instances fires are not kept

alight through the night

l)ut are started afresh

each morning, and heat is

required as quickly after

lighting as possible. - Slow

results are best in glass-houses
;

especially slowness in cooling if the fire by any

chance is neglected.

The best known pattern of an upright independent boiler is as Fig. 393. This

appears in every maker’s catalogue, and has been very largely used for moderate sized
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works. It is generally known as the “ dome-top cylindrical boiler,’ and is made in

different sizes up to 1000 feet. The smoke nozzle can be at back or either side,

and either pointing straight out or looking upwards. This boiler has quite a plain

cylindrical interior, and it is sometimes said that, on this account, it cannot be

economical, as the passage for the dame or heated gases is too direct from fire 'to

chimney
;
that the chimney is as hot as the fire nearly, and there must consequently

of heat and fuel.be a great loss

This statement, however, will bear a

deal of modifying, for although such

a condition of things may happen

sometimes, it is always the result of

careless attention, and it could be

made to occur more or less with any

boiler made. A boiler with plain

interior aud no flues must be worked

slow, there is nothing lost by so

doing
;
and it is equally proper to

say this of the majority of boilers.

A boiler of this kind, if only capable

of doing its work with a full open

damper, is too small for the appa-

ratus—has been bought undersized

in fact, as the makers’ actual work

values are not based on extravagant

fires being kept. It is a satisfactory

boiler for residence work, as it can be

easily tended by domestic servants,

and its shape admits of its taking a

charge of fuel (broken coke) that will

last from eight to twelve hours, if the

draught is suitably checked by the

damper.

With this boiler, as with all

those having a water-way over the top, the flow pipe starts oft' from the highest

point of the crown
;
and there is no doubt that a flow pipe starting vertically is

best, though in most small works, with boilers as Fig. 391, the flow pipe always

starts from the side as shown. The wonder, however, is why the makers do not

provide for vertical flow pipe connections to boilers like this latter one, for it is quite

possible
;
and the water-way crown, wlii^h is an expensive detail in the construction

Fig. 393.
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"1

Fig. 394.

of boilers, would not have the importance it does now. Fig. 394 shows, in

perpendicular section, how the flow pipe would be connected. It could be anywhere

round the rim as most convenient, and the rim would accommodate several flow

pipes if required. This will undoubtedly be done some day and thus make this

inexpensive type of boiler as good as any, for

the water-way crown does very little towards

the heating efficacy of the boiler.

It will be found that many of the more

modern and powerful types of boilers bear a

more or less close relationship to the dome-top

boiler, Fig. 393, in the fact that the actual

furnace or fuel space is vertical, also cylindrical

in shape, but the general efficacy is increased

by the addition of water-way tubes or other

surfaces introduced to benefit by the heat

which might otherwise make its way into the chimney.

Fig. 395 answers very largely to this description, this being in effect an upright

cylindrical boiler with a cluster of water tubes at the rear, and so arranged that

all the heated products

have to impinge upon

them. This is a very

efficient arrangement

without the introduc-

tion of any weakening

or complex features

;

but whatever degree of

efficacy the tubes may
have, there is no doubt

the water-way over-

hanging the fire acting

as a deflecting plate,

gives a good account

of itself. This is

the “ Severn ” boiler

(Kitchen & Co. Limited,

Derby), and it can be had without the vertical water tubes. It is then made much

as a dome-top boiler in appearance, but it still has the deflecting water-way shown,

and a horizontal water tube is also put. A good feature in this boiler is that the

water-way does not terminate level with the fire bars at bottom, but is carried right

Fig. 395.
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down to the base. In event of impure water being used or sediment collecting

from any cause whatever, the accumulation does not take place just where the

greatest heat is felt, that is at fire-ljar level
;
the plate does not, therefore, readily

get injured from this cause. This boiler is made in various sizes up to 5500 feet

of 4-inch pipe.

In Figs. 396 and 397 we have another improved type of upright independent

boiler, introducing, however, a novel feature in the fact that the whole exterior

surface of the boiler is subjected to heat, this being quite unusual with independent

boilers. This is the “Pioneer” (Lumby, Son and Wood, Limited, Halifax, Yorks).

It will be seen that this boiler has a plain cylindrical interior supplemented by a row

of tubes—drop tubes as they are called—around the external circumference. The

boiler, it may be explained, is also made without these tubes if the work and the

general conditions do not make them requisite. In either case it will be seen that

all water-ways are surrounded, encased by a jacket, and this is lined to prevent loss

of heat. This jacket can. be readily removed for any purpose if required.

A very good feature embodied in the flues of this boiler is the fact that they

are all vertical. Of course, if the flue surfaces could all be got ahov'i the source of

heat it would be better, but this being impossible, then a vertical flue is the next

best in efficacy. The advantage of upright surfaces is that they are self-cleansing,

and this means that the fuel burnt does the work required of it instead of the heat

transference being retarded or stopped by a deposit of soot.

The drop tubes in the flue are connected into the top water-way as shown, and

in event of a tube failing it can be removed with some degree of ease, and the hole

plugged or a new tube inserted in a very short time. The tubes have a division

down the centre extending nearly to the bottom, and as one half of the tube stands

higher than the other in the upper water-way, there is a free circulation within

them without steam generation.

The fire bars are of the rocking type which enables the ash to be shaken out

and the fire to be brightened without opening the furnace doors. The clearing of

the bars is thus a simple process, done at any moment and done thoroughly well,

better than could be done by hand and more economically. These bars are now

appearing in modern boilers, and they have undoubtedly come to stay. This boiler

is also made with internal water tubes, and is made in various sizes up to 3500 feet

of 4-inch pipe.

Cast Boilers.—The cast boiler is not much in evidence in England yet, while

in America the wrought boiler for heating works is just as rare or more so. There is

no doubt that the cast boiler industry will be more general than it is now with us

when once the prejudice has disappeared. Why there should be anything of the

nature of prejudice cannot be understood, unless it has arisen in some way from the

3 u
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Fig. 396—The “Pioneer” Boiler: Elevation with Jacket, partly removed to show Flue-way and Drop Tubes.
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Fig 397 .—The ‘‘Pioneer” Boiler in Section from Front to Back

a r 2
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fact that cast low-pressure kitchen range boilers occasionally crack if neglected. If

this should be the case, it is a most unhappy indication of ignorance, as the con-

ditions are so different. There is no doubt that if a cast-iron heating boiler was

heated when empty, and then had water run in it, a fracture might result, but except

for this improbable happening cast iron is more lasting than wrought. For with-

standing the wear and tear of fire and heat wrought iron bears no comparison with

cast, and in the case of a boiler having accumulated dirt or sediment in it, wrought

plate will develop a fissure sooner than cast. The wearing qualities of cast iron are

plainly advertised by the fact that, whatever part of a boiler may be wrought iron,

they never make the furnace bars, the shield plates, or any parts subjected to intense

heat and having the greatest use, of anything but cast iron—wrought iron would

be destroyed in very quick time. Wrought plate has very good wearing qualities

while there is water on one side of it to keep the metal comparatively cool. Cast

iron is, furthermore, a better conductor of heat than wrought iron.

The pioneer of the cast boiler trade is James Keith (Farringdon Avenue,

London), and Fig. 398 illustrates a boiler of his manufacture. This is called the

E type ” boiler and is an example of good casting, as it is made in one piece. For

heating water having much sediment, or for heating water for domestic uses the

water precipitating a lime deposit, a full provision of cleaning doors is supplied.

These are shown in the illustration. For a small independent boiler, this example

embraces every detail that is yet recognised as going to make a boiler perfect in

efficacy. The taper shape of the boiler is particularly good, as affording much better

results than surfaces which are in a perpendicular line with the fire. This boiler is

made in three sizes and has large water-ways.

A more ambitious design of cast boiler is the “Challenge” (James Keith,

Farringdon Avenue), shown in elevation and section at Figs. 399 and 400. This is

a sectional boiler, the sections being an important feature in themselves. In the

first place a boiler is much more easily handled, transported, and got into place if in

sections than if in one piece. It is oftentimes a big business getting a powerful,

that is large, wrought boiler into the basement of a building, and when it is a sub-

basement, a second floor below ground level, the difficulty and the expense are

enormously increased. Another feature is that in event of a failure, a leakage

from any cause, it is only a section that requires renewal and this repair can be

done on the premises. Compare this with what is necessary wdien a large wrought

boiler leaks. It is probably necessary to get it out of the building, and send it

to works, and apart from the expense this will doubtless mean being without heat

for a fortnight.

Perhaps from a boiler-maker’s point of view the sectional arrangement is most

important from the fact that it gives such excellent opportunity to increase the
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heating surface without increasing the size of the boiler. Take the example

Fig. 400 : the lower sections are plain to admit of a good body of fuel being put in

if recpiired, but section 4 and above have a series of cross tubes to each, and these

are disposed so that the flame and heated gases must have intimate contact. After

Fig. 398,

cun, on.

9
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Fig..399.-The “Challenge ” Boiler Elevation.
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I

Fig. 400.—The “‘Challenge” Boiler: Section.
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passing tlirougli this set of surfaces it would be of little use conducting the gases

into flues, for they would be found practically cool, having nearly all their useful

heat abstracted by the water tubes as is intended. A sectional boiler is also at an

advantage (perhaps more to the maker than anyone else) in the fact that different

powers are made up by varying the numl)er of sections. With the boiler illustrated,

a middle section heats about 1000 feet of 4-inch pipe, and the boiler is made up in

five sizes, that is, with five to nine sections, the latter heating 7000 feet of 4-inch

pipe. There are three sizes of snndler sections made, suited for more moderate

requirements. (This boiler is also made to be heated by gas.) The fire bars are

of the rocking type, and

are operated by the lever

shown in front outside.

What is undoubtedly

the finest known example of

a cast l)oiler, either in this

country or in America, is

Keith’s “ Python,” shown

on the accompanying plate.

It derives its name from

the fact that it can

be readily lengthened or

shortened
;
this is effected

by the addition or abstrac-

tion of sections, it being,

as will be seen, a sectional

boiler.- A considerable de-

oree of coura2;e is neededO O

in undertaking the manu-

FiG. 401. Fig. 402. facture of a boiler such as

this, as tlie cost of patterns

and general preparation is really enormous. The boiler, however, luas a steady

demand, notwithstanding its size preventing 'its being an everyday requirement.

It is used for large heating works, being capable of dealing with 24,000 feet

(over 4 miles) of 4-iuch pipe
;
and is also used in heating the water for public

baths, and other large requirements. The sections from the front to the rear

have slo]3ing and vertical cross tubes, between which the flames and heated

gases pass before reaching the flue. The exterior of the boiler is made to

receive non-conducting compound to prevent loss of heat. The furnace is fitted

with rocking bars.
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American Cast-Iron Boilers.—The description of boilers would not be com-

plete without reference to one or two typical American designs, for these are now

finding their way into this country and gradually meeting with some degree of favour.

Figs. 401 and 402 are elevation and section of the “ Ideal Junior
” * (meaning the

smaller make of “ Ideal ” boiler, there being three patterns bearing this name). This is

Fig. 403. Fig. 404.

a taper-sided npright cylindrical boiler, with corrugated interior to increase the heating

surface, and the flow-pipe connection is made at the top edge of the water-way as

shown in Fig. 401. The central water-way in the upper part of the boiler is not put

with the smallest sizes, it being provided as a means to increase the power of the boiler.

* These and the succeeding illustrations are of the “ Ideal ” boilers as imported b}' the American
Radiator Company, 113 Queen Victoria Street, London.

3 X
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Figs. 403 and 404 are elevation and section of tlie “ Ideal Portable ” boiler,

a more powerful type than the last. This boiler is made sectional, as will be

seen. The utmost use is made of the heat and gases before they can reach

the chimney, as the apertures through which they pass are not in line with one

Fig. 405 .

another. The joints between the sections are made with taper “push” nipples, and

this method of jointing is spoken of as the best that can possibly be devised. A
description of this nipple and the joint it makes will be found a few pages further

on, where the sectional joints of radiators are described.

This boiler has the fire box corrugated; in fact, every possilile means is usually

adopted with American boilers with a view to get the utmost effective heating surface
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in the least space and at the least expense. This boiler has rocking fire bars, and is

made in fifteen sizes, up to 3250 feet of 4-inch pipe.

Figs. 405 and 406 are elevation and section of the “ Ideal Sectional ” boiler, a

horizontal design with upright sections as shown. Taper push nipples are used in

Fig. 406 .

jointing the sections, and as they are In’ought together the apertures through each

section come in line to form flues. This is a very powerful, compact boiler, made iii

nine sizes, and heating up to 7000 feet of 4-inch pipe. The rocking fire bars are

operated by the short levers in front, each lever taking so many sections of bars.

By making a boiler in sections a much greater variety and area of heating

surfaces is possible, and it is also had in view that a fracture or failure from any

3 X 2
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cause has less terrors, and involves less expense, than must be the case with boilers

all in one piece.

In concluding this brief notice of American boilers, the description of a new

departure in jointing sectional boilers will be found very interesting on account of

its ingenuity. This detail appears in Fig. 407. There are no direct connections

between the sections, and each one acts as a distinct boiler, contributing its share of

heated water to the top drum or tube, and receiving its share of cool water from the

side drums, by the short connecting pipes shown. The idea of this arrangement is to

simplify repairs in event of leakage, and it must lie admitted that nothing could

meet the case more successfully. Taking the case of a large wrought boiler : if

this fails it does so of course when it is in use, and when the heat is wanted
;

and apart from the

labour and expense,

there is little hope

of getting that

boiler in working;

order agjain for a

considerable time.

With this boiler

a failure can be

attended to so that

the fire may be

lighted and the ap-

paratus hot again

in about two hours,

and ^this is done

by taking out the

three connectors

which connect the

leaky section with

the drums, and then

plugging the holes

in the latter. This leaves one section empty and dead until it is a convenient

moment to put a new one in, but in the meantime the boiler can be used, and a

little extra stoking should make good the loss of the section which, though still in

the boiler, is doing nothing.

Gas Boilers.—There is not a great demand for boilers heated by gas, yet

there arc instances in which they become very convenient, or the client may wish for

one. The writer recently put two in a large set of city offices which were heated by

Fig. 407 .
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radiators, and in which there was no one who could be deputed to stoke and attend

to a boiler of the ordinary kind. Neither was there convenience for storing fuel.

Figs. 408 and 409 represent Fletcher’s * boiler in elevation and section, and in detail

it consists of a powerful atmospheric burner beneath a vessel which constitutes the

boiler. Due regard has been given to the disposition of the boiler and its casing, so

that the utmost work is obtained from the flame and heat, the studs and gills on the

bottom of the boiler aiding results very materially.

Somewhat special care has to be exercised in fixing a gas boiler. It must have

a chimney, or be connected to an existing one, and this must be efficient, without

being troubled with down blow. The latter will probably blow the gas out, which if

unnoticed will quickly result in a large volume of unburnt gas being diffused. If

there is any doubt about this the boiler had best be fixed in a sheltered place outside

the house
;

but if enclosed, the enclosure must not be air-tight, of course, as a

Fig. 408 . Fig. 409 .

copious supply of air is needed for combustion. In every case the sense of smell must

be relied on to discover if there is an escape or leakage of gas, before applying a light

to the burner or bringing one near it.

If a sheet-iron pipe chimney is provided to a gas boiler, it will be found that in

cold weather a small stream of water will usually be running down inside it, and a

drip pipe must be taken from the lowest elbow, if there is one, to dispose of this.

One of the products of combustion of gas is water vapour, and this is condensed into

water in its liquid form by the cold sheet-metal pipe (which does not retain heat

like a brick chimney). The disposal of this water must always be provided for.

The important care in fixing a gas boiler, however, is to connect it with a chimney

which will permit of the gas burning regularly and properly at all times.

* Fletcher, Russell & Co., Warrington, and Queen Victoria Street, London.
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Pipes, Coils and Radiators.—Although the ordinary cast hot-water pipes,

with socket joints, are rarely used in brick buildings, they are still in regular demand

for glass-house work, and on this account some description should be devoted to them.

It will also prove of use to many if a complete set of fittings for this work is illus-

trated, for even some makers’ lists are deficient in this respect. The writer has often

experienced vexation at finding a special fitting, greatly needed, was procurable, but

not illustrated in the maker’s catalogue
;
and the illustrations now given * are believed

to be as complete as any set yet compiled.

The ordinary socket pipe used in this work is a distinct kind from that used for

other purposes, and the socket is of a full diameter to receive the spigot and to

admit of the caulking tool entering all round. The socket is also strengthened by

two rings cast on, with strengthening bars between
;

there are also rings cast on the

pipe, as illustrated. The measurement of this pipe is inside the spigot end
;
a 4-inch

pipe measuring four inches internal diameter at all parts, except at the socket, which

is much larger. It is made in 9 feet, 6 feet, and 3 feet lengths, except the 2 -inch

size, which is not made longer than 6 feet.

There are several ways of jointing this pipe, but where the quantity is at all

large, and a strong joint is needed, then iron borings is the material nearly always

used. It is cheapest and certainly makes a lasting joint, too lasting if the pipes

have ever to be taken down. This material is made up as follows :

—

Iron borings (pounded if very coarse) . . . 80 to 100 parts (l>y veight).

Flour sulphur ....... 2 parts.

Powdered sal-ammoniac '.
. . . . .1 23art.

(Thus to 1 cwt. of borings would be added about 2^ lbs. of suljjhur

and a trifle over 1 lb. of sal-ammoniac, f

These materials have to be thoroughly well mixed, then moistened with water,

and, although the mass will set hard after a short time (so that no more than is

required for immediate use should be mixed at once), yet it should be mixed and

prepared from one to two hours before it is needed, according to the weather. The

effect of the chemical materials when the whole is moistened is to cause the borings

to rust freely and rapidly, so that when caulked into a socket they quickly become a

hard solid mass, almost a part of the pipe itself and quite as rigid. The rusting is

accompanied by a slight swelling or expanding of the material
;
and this requires to

be guarded against, for it has accounted for the fracture of great numbers of sockets,

and each split socket means the destruction of a length of pipe or a more or less

expensive fitting. It is evidence of good work if joints are soundly made and there

are no split sockets.

* As they apjiear iu the catalogue of the Northern Foundry Comjjany, Upi^er Thames Street.

London. I To make this cement slow-setting reduce the quantity of sufiffiur by one-half.
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HOT WATER PIPE

DIA. 3' 0 " AND 6' 0" LONG.
3''' A NO 4" D I A. 3' 0" 6' 0" A N 0 9' O" LONG.

COIL OR SPIGOT PIPE.

2" 0 1 A. 3'-6T4' O'/ S' O'; 6 ' 0" AND 7' 0" LONG, 3" A N 0 4" 0 I A. 6 ' 0" A N 0 9 0" LONG.

TROUGH PIPE.

2" 3
' AND 4" Q 1 A .

CO M MON

S ECTl 0 NS
or TROUGH PIPE.

AS ORDERED.

SHORT COIL PIPE 2"DIA. 2'
O','

2' S;' AND 3' 0" LONG.
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COMMON OFFSETS

DOUBLE SOCKET OFFSETS

1 ^
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L..7y2"-J; i ^ 12"- -->

TWIN OFFSETS
(REDUCING)

TWI N OFFS ETS
DOUBLE SOCKETS.

DIA. PROJ
TWIN OFFSETS

^ DIA. PROJ,
2"—

I or

OPEN
SYPHON

CLOSE SYPHONS.

- REDUCING ELBOW SYPHONS.
a1' 4-
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;OPEfJ OUTLET SYPHONS. CLOSE OUTLET SYPHONS.

REDUCING OUTLET SYPHONS branch syphons
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^ EQUAL TEE PI EC ES .

REDUCING TEE PIECES.
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REDUCING PIECES.

FLANGED

- ELBOWS WITH
FLANGE& SOCKE'

FLANGED
SOCKETS FOR WELDED BOILERS,

flanged
SOCKETS FOR RtVETTED BOILERS.

IMPROVED THROTTLE VALVES.

DIAPHRAGM
FOR PRES

VALVES,-
SUR

STRONG SLIDE VALVES.
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0 F FS ETS
I THREE WAY ELBOWS. CORNER B0)JES

SYPHONS.

—

UlAM'? <-
1

DOUBLE TEE PIECES.

2 " 2" 2 ' 2
"

2
'

GROUP OF SYPHONS.

DOUBLE BRANCH SYPHON.
SYPH 0 N

ANY SIZE TO ORDER.
p,

TEE PIECES

CLOSE SYPHON. ELBOW SYPHON.

OUTLET SYPHON. BRANCH SYPHON.

FOR PIPES I 14-/2 LONG X S/z' WIDE.
2" 01 AM. \

.„ X b'/z „

LOOSE TROUGHS.
FOR PIPE 4-" DIA*

28'A
FOR PIPE 3" OIA. 28" LONG X 6" WIDE

„ 4." „ 30 ' „ X 8'

SECTION.

THE CASTINGS SHEWN ABOVE BEING SPECIAL, ARE NOT USUALLY KEPT IH STOCK,
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The joint is not made with the prepared borings only; yarn is first caulked in,

and with low-pressure works there is no doubt the yarn makes the joint water-tight,

but it is necessary to back it up with the borings. About half yarn and half borings

is a common proportion, but in some cases one-third borings is sufficient, say in

horticultural works where the pressure is low.

A good joint can be made with red and white lead putty and yarn, and this

mateiial is frequently used on small jobs, but it is doubtful if it is often adopted

on jobs large enough to warrant using borings. The red and white lead are mixed

to the consistency of putty, and, after some yarn is first caulked in, the putty is put

in with alternate layers of yarn and caulked home. A little of the putty is first

thinned with boiled oil, the socket and spigot being painted with this before putting

the jointing material in. This joint is not so cheap as borings, and takes longer to

set
;

it must be allowed to

set hard before the water

can be turned on, unless the

pressure is very light.

A very useful joint for

low pressures is the rubber

ring. This is a plain rubber

ring, of round section, and

the joint is made by putting

the ring on the spigot end

of one pipe and then forcing

it into the socket of another.

This makes a cheap joint,

which is water-tight
;
and a very important feature is that it gives to the strain

that is exerted by the expansion and contraction of the pipes as they heat and

cool. If a large number of rings are to be used it is well to have what is known

as a ring expander, as Fig. 410. This is a turned piece of wood, the short end being

slipped into the spigot end of the pipe, the shoulder being the same size as the

outside diameter of the pipe. When the expander is in position the ring is put on

the small tapered end and then rolled up on to the pipe. This provides for the ring

being put on easily, and not twisted as it may be when stretched on with the fingers.

A reliable elastic joint is of particular value in this work, and something of the

kind has to be provided in all long runs of pipe. The expansion and contraction of

these pipes, when in long runs, is sufficient to break joints, either in the runs of pipe

or in the branches from them. If both flow and return pipes heated and cooled

equally, and there were no branches, then, by putting the pipes on roller bearings,

the use of expansion joints might be avoided
;
but these conditions are not obtained,
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and proper provision must be made. Running sockets can be used here and there

in low-pressure works, or a rubber ring to every, say, sixth joint (the others being

rigid), but in all works of any importance use can be made of one of the several

patented expansion joints, and there is much to be said in their favour.

Take, for instance, Jones’ patent expansion joint,* shown in section at Fig. 411.

In the first place, the cost of this is very reasonable, and becomes more so when the

lessened labour is taken into account, also the ability to disjoint it, or stop leakages,

&c., without difficulty or expense. Plain-ended pipes are used so that odd pieces

can be used up, and any length can be cut on the job. If the cut is a little rough

or irregular it still admits of a good joint being made. It will be seen from the

illustration that a rubber ring of square section is placed on the end of each pipe, and

between these comes an iron rinÔ

band as shown. The two outside

moulded collars (which are slipjjed

on to the pipes before the rubber

ring), when drawn together by the

bolts, compress the rubbers on to

the iron ring, and this compres-

sion causes the rubbers to press

soundly against the pipe. It is

a joint that is very simply made,

and, as will be seen, any joint

can be exposed or disconnected

without necessarily disturbing

others. This joint, however, is

only adapted for moderate pres-

sures with hot water, the makers

say up to 25 or 30 feet. Although the rubber rings are necessarily compressed in

making the joint, yet they are still elastic enough to give to the strain of expansion.

As the name “expansion joint” implies, it is not absolutely rigid, and each joint

takes its share in accommodating the strain brought about by the heating and cooling

of the pipes.

Probably the best known expansion joint for high pressure is Richardson’s

patent (Meadow Foundry Company, Limited, Mansfield) which is illustrated in sec-

tion at Fig. 412. The writer uses this whenever possible for basement mains, when

they have to be 3-inch or 4-inch, and the joints cause no trouble even though the

apparatus extends up a hundred feet or more. The makers test this joint to 150 lbs.

* Jones and Attwood, Stourbridge.
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pressure. It is a simple joint to make, the head of the bolt being in the form of a

hook, to clip the spigot collar, rendering particular adjustment unnecessary. The pipes

and fittings are specially

formed at each end, which

makes the cutting of the

length a less simple matter

than with the preceding ex-

ample
;
but when it is desir-

able or necessary to use cut

lengths, then loose collars

made expressly for this pur-

pose can be had. There is

no difficulty in regard to

this. This joint is largely

used in government and

•municipal works.

Another very com-

mendable expansion joint is

Messenger’s (Messenger & Co., Loughborough) as shown in section at Fig. 413.

The pipes and fittings of this joint have one plain end, and one specially formed

socket end, as illustrated. In this, as with others, the compression of an india-rubber

ring effects the desired end.

Fig. 412 .

and with the rubber forced

into a fixed socket, as this

is, a strong joint is made.

Of course, this pipe having

one plain end can be cut to

length on the job, though

this must not be done reck-

lessly as the plain pieces cut

off are not very useful.

All expansion joints

—

and there are others made

than those shown — are

made in the eustomary

sizes, and all necessary

fittings are to be had also,

as a matter of course. Considering the less labour, and the many convenienees, it

is almost to be wondered at that the rust joint has not entirely given way to these.
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though when a large quantity of piping has to be used in glass-house work, there is

no doubt that the rust joint comes out cheapest, though not very much so.

Coils and Radiators.—The original form of coil, which consisted of a stack

of pipes joined by syphon ends, has practically disappeared, and those which are now

used have the pipes jointed into a pair of box ends, as Fig. 414.

These appear in many makers’ catalogues, with or without expansion joints,

and it must be presumed that a demand exists, though it must be small. The only

advantage that can be claimed for coils is that, like plain pipes, they hold the maxi-

mum of water for the heat-giving surface they possess, and they are therefore slower

in cooling than a radiator would be. It is, however, considered that this can only

be called an advan-

tage in horticultural

works where fluctua-

tions of temperature,

particularly at night,

are injurious to the

delicate plant life

the heat is intended

to promote. Op-

posed to this is the

fact that coils are

slower in heating

up or responding

to the fire, at any

time
;
they occupy a

comparatively great

space for the surface

they have, and their

appearance usually makes a case or cover necessary, this case costing as much or

more than the coil. A coil also, having horizontal pipes, is favourable to the

collection of dust and dirt, a coating of which prevents the distribution of heat.

When they are in cases they are nearly always allowed to become loaded with

dust, for the majority of cases are made so that access to the coil is difficult and

oftentimes impossible.

The coil was used rather largely before the radiator became generally known, but

it must have been a drawback to heating l)y hot water becoming popular. The

radiator is proving a great stimulus to the trade, for few object to its appearance
;

they can be had plain or ornamental, and when nicely decorated they readily gain

admission to the best rooms of a private residence. This latter detail is a very

Fig. 414 .
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important one when submitting radiators to the approval of possible clients and

customers. This has been mentioned before, but it must not be forgotten. If work-

men are left to paint radiators any colour they please, then the taste of the majority

seems to run on maroon, and nothing could give a worse effect. The decoration of a

radiator can be made as great a barrier to its adoption as the design. Fortunately

for this purpose all ordinary oil colours and enamel paints are suitable, either those

that dry dead or polished. Nickel plating and the application of bronze powders is

not to be commended, as they do not admit of heat radiation occurring so freely as

from painted surfaces.

Great skill is now being devoted to the radiator to render it as perfect as pos-

sible both in its heat-giving qualities and in detail of manufacture. The radiating

surface should have some fixed proportion to the ([uantity of water held, and at pre-

sent this is fixed at fifteen to eighteen gallons of water to each hundred feet of prime

radiating surface. By prime surface is meant that which has water on the other side

of it
;
any surface consisting of solid gills, ribs, feathers, or projecting parts, does not

answer to this description. A solid extended part does not give off the same degree

of warmth as the prime surface to which it is attached. It takes the heat from the

prime surface, and, while distributing it over a larger area, dilutes it, so to speak, so

that its intensity is less in proportion to the area it is diffused from.

In the jointing of radiator sections there have been rapid strides within quite a

short period. At first the pipes of a coil were secured with rust joints, then followed

the rubber ring expansion joint, which is still largely used. Radiator sections or

loops were jointed with rubber collars at first, and some are still done in this way, but

there is a universal cry that rubber has proved useless, and nothing but the nipple

joint can be relied on. There is no doubt that the nipple is good and best, but the

rubber joint need not be condemned in the wholesale way it is. If it deserved

condemnation, then the different expansion joints used with cast pipes and pipe coils

(described on page 534) should in some degree be condemned also, notwithstanding

their undoubted excellence. However, we have the nipple for jointing radiators, and

a good joint it makes.

There are two kinds, the “push” nipple and the “ threaded” nipple, the former

being a short length of malleable iron tube, a collar with its exterior tapered each

end, as Fig. 415 ;
the latter is a screwed nipple, much resembling the ordinary kind,

except that it is tapped one end with right-hand and the other end with left-hand

thread. With the push nipple the joint is made by having the corresponding holes

in the radiator sections turned and trued by machinery constructed for this purpose,

and the nipples are turned and prepared with equal accuracy, so that when the nipples

are put in place and the sections forced together, there is a sound metal-to-metal

joint made. A machine press is used to close the sections up tightly (though it can

3 z
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be done by hand), and bolts passing through the radiator lengthways keep the whole

sound. The bolts do not usually pass through the water-ways, but between the

loops.

The push-nipple joint is also used in jointing up sectional cast-iron boilers, and

is considered to have many good qualities fitting it for this purpose. For jointing

radiators, however, there is a prejudice beginning to exist, but it is founded very

largely on the biassed statements of radiator makers who use the threaded nipple

only. With this latter, the holes in the radiator sections are tapped with a thread

corresponding to that on the nipple, so that as each nipple is screwed up the

pair of sections it enters are

drawn together until they meet,

and are thus united soundly

with a water-tight joint. Origin-

ally, the nipple had a hexagon

shoulder, or nut, in the middle,

and could thus be screwed up

from the outside
;
but now this

method is abandoned in favour

of nipples which have internal

studs and are screwed up by a

tool inserted in them. By this

means the radiator sections are

brought as close together as with
)

o o

the push nipple, and it is difficult

to tell which way a radiator is

put together from an ordinary

examination, unless it is that

screw-nippled radiators do not generally have bolts through them, as explained with

the push-nipple method of jointing.

For modern radiators, those having small water-ways compared to the ordinary

cast pipe, there is a recognised size for the connections which attach them to the

main circulating pipes. The sizes of these connections should not be smaller, at the

same time they need not be larger, for the surfaces given, unless by chance the

radiator is situated some distance away in a horizontal direction, requiring an

unusually long branch.

Sizes of Radiator Connections.—Note : Connections include the whole of

the branch from the mains to the radiator
;
and the stop valve must have a full

bore, i.e. equal to the size of the pipe. The holes in the radiator are, of course,

dialled and tapped these sizes :

—

Fig. 415.





Fig. 417 Fig. 416. Fig. 418. Fig. 419
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Surface of Radiator. Size of Connection.

Up to 16 ft. i inch

16 ft. to 48 ft. . • 1 „
48 ft. to 100 ft. .

11
* * * • 4

100 ft. to 150 ft. .
11

. . . . ±2 ,,

English Radiators.—There is no reason why a radiator should not be made
in England quite as well as in America, and, although there has not been too much
indication of this fact in the past, great strides are now being taken in the right

direction. It is to be feared that the introduction of the American radiator has been

Fig. 420 . Fig. 421 .

the chief cause of this, for their pretty patterns have not only taken the pul)lic

fancy, but proved a stimulus to the trade generally. The English radiators arc still

distinctly severe in design compared to the American, but, as radiators are used at

present much more in business houses and institutions than in private residences, the

demand for a plain character of radiator is greatest. Very many architects decline

the American goods on account of the ornamental, some say fanciful, designs they

bear, but, on the other hand, it is the ornate radiator that will make hot water

heating in demand for residence work. The American radiator has done much to

3 z 2
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stimulate business and make this mode of heating more favourably thought of than

before.

As first-class examples of English work we can take Keith’s patent “ Aiolian
”

radiators, as illustrated by Figs. 416, 417, 418, and 419 (James Keith, Farringdon

Avenue, London). The first of these illustrations shows the radiator with a ven-

tilating base which is very simply arranged that either fresh air can be allowed

to pass np through the heated surfaces, or, by closing the valve (the casting

marked “ Ventilator ”),

only the air of the room

is heated. Fig. 417 shows

the ventilatino; fitting; in

section, but it is not im-

perative that the fresh

air should enter through

the floor. The vent box

can be had with back

inlet for air to come

throuo;h the wall above

floor level—but in both

cases the air passage

can be easily kept clean.

The ornamental detail

along; the front is ob-

tained by small castings

slipped down between

the front edg;es of the

section, and the radiator

is supplied with or with-

out these as may be re-

quired. An important

detail sought to be ob-

tained in this radiator is the utmost avoidance of dust collection, and a free circu-

lation of air between the water-ways. The sections being jointed at the back

greatly aid in this.

Fig. 418 shows the radiator without ventilating arrangement, but with a

specially designed hinged hood to prevent dust marking. Hot surfaces against a

wall not infrequently result in a smudge-like mark appearing on the wall surface just

above them, this being caused by the swiftly ascending current of heated air

projecting minute particles of dust against the surface, which in course of time
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becomes much soiled, as if black smoke had been blown against the place. It is of

course important that this hood be fixed quite tightly against the wall.

Fig. 419 is the same make of radiator arranged in circular or pedestal form.

The pipe connections to these radiators are generally effected in the usual way, but

with the flat designs it is possible'to connect into the back legs"at B, Fig. 41 G, if

Fig 423.

invisible connections are required. The “Aiolian” radiator is made in all forms :

curved, for circular walls
;
to surround columns

;
to go under window seats, &c.

Fig. 420 is the “Peer” radiator by the Meadow Foundry Company, Limited

(Mansfield), having screw-nipple connections between the sections, and being made

of several difterent heights and sizes as may be required. The radiator, illustrated is

also made with a fluted or ribbed surface to the sections, and is then styled the

“[Count,” while the addition of a leaf ornament to the tops of the sections converts
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them to the “ Peeress ” and “ Countess ” respectively. These are made also with

ventilating bases as Fig. 421, this being the “Countess” design with ventilating

Fig. 427. Fig. 426.

arrangement. They are well-made radiators, intended to compete with the American

designs, and,the writer is assured they are doing this with success.

Fig. 122 is the “Finsbury” radiator, by T. Wontner-Smith, Gray & Co.

(Finsbury, London). This is a somewhat typical English design of section, neat
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to plainness, but admirably adapted for the work which radiators have chiefly to

do as yet, and in which a florid degree of ornament would make them unsuited.

Ornament, unless very carefully arranged, is favourable to dust collection, and

although dust is not allowed to

collect on the fittings of private

residences, the same amount of

attention must not be necessary

in institution work. This ra-

diator is naade in all the usual

sizes.

Fig. 423 is the “ Sunbeam
”

(Longdeu & Co., 447 Oxford

Street, London, and Sheflield).

The plainness of the design in

this radiator almost exceeds the

last one, but this only goes still

further to show the present

requirements of the English

trade, this radiator being well

known and used freely. There

is no doubt that the question

of dust collection is one which

controls this to a very large

extent, if not wholly
;
for how

many are the places in which

dust is looked upon as some-

thinff more than mere dirt ? InO

a hospital, for instance, what

may be present in an old or

new collection of dust ? The

same in the sick wards of in-

firmaries, homes, schools, and

other such places. The radia-

tor illustrated is for steam,

and there is no communica-

tion between the sections at top. For hot water the moulded casting along the

top has a water-way through it, and the sections are connected by right- and left-

hand threaded hexagon nipples. The bottom connections are made by screwing the

sections into the base tube. Circular and curved forms are made, and all heights.
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Figs. 424 and 425 are Cannon’s radiators (106 London Road, Southwark). The

former is the ordinary wall design, while the pedestal pattern. Fig. 425, is also made

in half round and square form. This is a somewhat artistic design of section, and

pleasing to the average of clients. The writer has used these with every satisfaction,

the one-pipe apparatus illustrated at Fig. ^76 l)eiiig fitted with this make of radiator,

about seventy in all
;
and the results are quite satisfactory.

Figs. 426 and 427 are radiators by Messenger & Co., of Loughborough, and

the pattern is interesting as being a premiated design in open competition. This

firm offered a substantial sum for a new pattern radiator, and this, which is known

as the linen-fold design, was, of the many, the chosen one. Fig. 426 shows the

radiator with ventilating base.

Fig. 428 is the “ Jobson ” radiator (Der-

went Foundry Co., Ltd., Derby). This has

wholly prime surface, and the sections are

joined by threaded nipples. Angle patterns

and ventilating radiators are made in this

pattern.

A final example of English-made radiators

is Fig. 429, one of several patterns made by

T. C. Williams & Sons, of Reading. It might

have been mentioned before that in many

instances a preference is signified for a

radiator with a top, either grated, solid cast,

or marble, there being very often a wish to

stand ornaments or other things upon it. In

entrance halls of residences, the card-tray, sometimes hats, are rested here
;
in fact,

it fulfils the purpose of a shelf placed at a very convenient height. The American

makes of radiator, which follow, are deficient in this, whereas a dark marble top

does attbrd a good finish at very little extra cost, and is generally liked.

American Radiators.—Fios. 430 and 431 are two of the American RadiatorO

Co’s, manufacture,^ this firm probal)ly being much the largest makers of these goods

in the world. So many English makers are content with making one or possibly

two patterns, the demand perhaps not warranting more than tins, but with American

founders the demand is such that twelve or more distinctly different kinds may be

run at once. This Company’s catalogue is of quite respectable size, though wholly

devoted to radiators
;
and, as the patterns range from the very plainest to designs

such as Fig. 430, their clients can generally manage to be suited without going

* 113 Queen Victoria Street, London.
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further. The art of radiator-making is supposed to be about perfect in America, and

this cannot be wondered at when it is remembered that the radiator in America does

what the fire-grate is required for in England. It is as natural for them to be

skilled and advanced in radiator making as we are in the casting and finishing of

grates. Each of these radiators last illustrated is made in several different heights,

and the lengths are of course governed by the number of sections used. Fig. 430 is

of very fine design, and, when enamelled white, the writer has had many people

suppose the radiator was made of porcelain. The design is the work of a first-class

Italian artist, and it may reasonably be said that few could object to tins in the best

residence work.

4 A

Fig. 430. Fig 431.
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Fig. 432 * is the “Fowler” radiator, intended chiefly for semi-direct work, a

box base with valve being provided for inlet ventilation. The sections are cast so

that their outer edges nearly meet, and on their side surfaces gill plates are cast to

direct the inflowing air inwards that it may get fully warmed, see Fig. 433. This

radiator is made in"all usual sizes.

Figs. 434 and 4.3’5 are radiators by the Gurney Foundry Co. (75 Fin.sbury

Pavement, London). The former is termed the “ Oxford Duct ” and is made with

surface ornament, as illustrated, or quite plain. The radiator is also made with four

or five columns and of five different heights. This firm makes rather a specialty of

* H. Munzing, 199 Upper Thames Street, London,
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liaving two comiectiuiis at one end of the radiator, an arrangement that sometimes

proves very convenient.

Fig. 435 is a radiator by the same makers provided with ventilating base.

Fittings.—The cast-iron pipes with the different joints used have already been

dealt with (p. 534), and it is now only necessary to refer to the wrought-iron pipe

and fittings which are used for mains and branches in connecting up radiators. The

4 A 2

Fig. 434.
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tube that is always used is known as ‘‘ steam ” quality, and is recognised by its thick-

ness and red colour, in fact, it is commonly called “ red steam tul)e.” Gas tube is

Fig. 435 .

never used in this work, or, at least, iti never should be, the quality not being quite

good enough. Gas tube is a natural black, whereas steam tube is painted a dull red.
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Either can be had galvanised, and it then becomes more difficult to distinguish them,

but a practised eye recognises the thickness of material at once.

The following is the universal list of wrought tube and fittings, this being used

by all makers, and it applies to all qualities of tubes alike, the difference in net cost

being arranged by the allowance of a larger or smaller discount off the list prices.

Price List of Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings.

(This list is subject to a rather large trade discount.)

Internal diarneter. i iu a
* in. I ill. U iu. ill. 2 iu. 2i in. 3 iu.

Wrought-iron welded tube,

s. d. S. d. S. d. s. d. S. d. s. d. s. d. d.

2 to 14 feet. 0 0 6 0 8i 1 0 1 3 1 9 3 3 4 6 per ft.

Short piece, 3 to 11 in. 0 6 0 8 0 11 1 > 1 4 2 3 4 9 7 0 each.

,, 12 to 24 in. 0 9 1 0 1 4 1 8 2 0 3 0 6 3 9 0 „

Connector, 3 to 11 in. 0 8 0 10 1 0 1 3 2 0 3 0 5 6 7 6 „

,, 12 to 24 in. 0 11 1 2 1 6 2 0 2 G 4 0 7 0 10 0 „

Bend .... 0 8 0 11 1 3 1 9 2 3 4 3 10 0 16 0 „

Elbow, round . 0 9 1 0 1 4 1 11 2 6 3 10 10 0 16 0 „

Tee, equal or diminishing . 0 9 1 0 1 3 1 9 2 6 3 9 9 6 16 6 „
•

Cross .... 1 5 1 9 2 3 3 0 3 6 5 3 16 0 30 0 „

Diminished socket . 0 .5 0 6 0 7 0 9 0 11 1 3 3 0 .5 0 „

Cap .... 0 4 0 5 0 6 0 8 0 10 1 3 2 6 4 0 „

Plug .... 0 4 0 5 0 6 0 8 0 10 1 3 2 6 4 0 „

Nipple .... 0 3 0 0 4 0 6 0 8 1 0 2 3 3 G „

Back nut 0 3 0 0 4 0 6 0 8 1 0 2 3 3 6 „

Plain socket . 0 3 0 H 0 4 0 6 0 7 1 0 2 6 3 6 „

Flange .... 1 0 1 2 1 4 1 6 1 9 2 6 5 0 8 6 „

There are now a large number of malleable cast-iron fittings being used, the

chief of these coming from America, though a few of English make can now be had.

The shapes of the fittings are most praiseworthy, the form of the elbow, for instance,

making the use of a bend quite unnecessary. The strength of these fittings is also
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equal to wrought iron for they are beaded at the edge. In addition to the perfected

designs, there are two excellent details that should be mentioned, one is that all

the threads (of the American makes at least) are tapped slightly taper, so that

although the pipe may enter the fitting freely, it gradually tightens as the screwing

up proceeds, thus making a good thread to thread joint. The other feature is that

the thread stands up clear above the solid substance of the fitting as Fig. 436, so

that if a pipe elbow is tapped rather heavily, it can screw past the end of the

thread in the fitting, instead of coming to a stop by being unp;ble to work into the

solid metal as would be the case with any wrought fitting.

Ihis sectional illustration will give an idea what a good and easy shape the

elbows are, but even in the tees and crosses there are no sharp angles as with

wrought fittings. In addition to these advantages there are fittings made of special

designs, of which we have none in wrought iron. Take for instance, the branch as

Fig. 436 . Fig. 437 .

Fig. 437, which with a 45° elbow makes a better branch connection than can be had

with a tee. Nothing could afford a nicer sweep. There are also Y branches to be

had, and syphon ends as Fig. 438. The latter is called a “return bend,” and can be

had close as illustrated, or open. It is a fitting which, for cast pipes, has a large use

over the whole of England, yet for wrought pipes it has not hitherto been made.

It, however, fulfils a very useful purpose, making a much better job than two elbows

nippled together. Another particularly useful fitting is a bushing as Fig. 439, this

being intended to reduce the connecting holes in boilers or radiators, or for other

similar purposes. Another fitting is a male and female elbow, one end being tapped

internally as usual, the other end being tapped outside. The writer’s workmen find

these very useful. A final example that may be referred to is the eccentric reducing

socket, as Fig. 440. The ordinary reducing socket has the small end bored and

capped centrally, but in this example the hole is out of the centre, so that placed as
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illustrated, its upper edge is level with that of the large tapping. Let it be

supposed that it is necessary to reduce the size of a horizontal service, and this is

done with an ordinary reducing socket. The consequence would be that the upper

part of the large pipe would have air locked in it as Fig. 441 ;
but with an eccentric

socket the line of the pipe on its upper edge would not be dropped or broken. This

socket is also particularly useful in reducing horizontal steam mains, but for this

Fig. 438. Fig. 439. Fig. 440.

purpose it is used the other way up, so that the line of the pipe on its lower edge is

not irregular to form pockets for the collection of condense water. It may be men-

tioned that the bushing. Fig. 439, can also be had wdth the small aperture eccentric

to the larger one.

Although this conveys much recommendation of the malleable fittings, there is

a word of warning needed. They are strong and the beaded edge is not troublesome

in regard to being gripped by the tools, but beware of sandholes in the castings.

The writer took very kindly to these fittings at first, but has been compelled, with

considerable reluctance, to moderate the degree of favour he held them in entirely

owing to this trouble. Too

many jobs after being com-

pleted and tested, have been

faultless except for a leak}'

fitting. In many cases, the

fault in the casting has been

plain enough for the fitter

to see had he used his eyes,

and the fitting would have been discarded before use. The goods, apparently, have

but a very poor examination before leaving the foundry. It is an unfortunate fault

most serious at times, but if an English maker will take the matter up, make good

castings in all the different useful designs that we now have from America there

would quickly be a very large demand.

Of valves used in these works there are practically two kinds, the straight and

.

>

I
^

_

Fig. 441.
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the angle. The former valves are used in mains or brandies which have a straight

run, the pipe entering one end of the valve, and running on from the other end in a

straight line. The angle valve, as its name implies, does not admit of the pipe

running on in a straight line, but does much the same as an elbow or a bend

would do.

There are two kinds of straight valves, one, the “ Peets ” or “ gate ” valve, being

specially suitable as it has a straight full way through it. On opening this valve and

looking through it the passage or bore is about as direct and clean as through a short

piece of pipe. The Peets pattern is the oldest known valve of this kind, and is largely

in demand, but American valves of similar design are now in the market, and being

fitted with wood wheel

handles and of a little

more elegant finish, the

original Peets finds some

strong rivals. Fig. 442

illustrates in section the

mechanism of a Peets

valve. The raising and

lowering of the discs

which close the passage

through the valve ac-

counts for the name of

gate-valve by which the

American makes are more

generally known. There

is no valve approaching

this in suitability for the

purpose explained.

Fig. 442, Fig. 443.

A valve that has been largely used for horizontal pipes is shown in section at

Fig. 443, but this compares very unfavourably with the gate patterns. In the first

place it will be seen that the water-way through it is such that it prevents the free

escape of air, unless the valve is fixed on its side
;
in fact, this valve can scarcely ever

l)e fixed with the handle in an upright position for this work. Even if fixed on its

side, so that it does not lock air either way, it is still defective in having such an

irregular passage through it. It is as bad as putting two abrupt elbows in the line

of pipe, if not worse.

For radiator connections the angle valve is eminently the best, if it can be used.

Fig. 444 illustrates this valve, and it will be seen that the branch has to come up
through the floor to make the use of this valve possible. As a rule this is possible,
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and the advantage gained by the use of a valve of this shape is that the connecting

pipe is not visible. If a straight valve is used a piece of pipe and an elbow have to

be prominently in view, and this greatly mars the effect. It would be strongly ob-

jected to in residence work, and is not desirable anywhere. The use of this valve

saves one or two fittings, and the valve itself costs less than

the straight variety. This valve has a clear open way

through it, about as full as would be obtained through an

elbow.

Both this and the straight valves can be had with

unions, and this addition has much to recommend it. In

event of a leakage, or disconnection for any cause whatever,

the work is much simplified, and, in many cases, damage

and considerable expense avoided. Of course leakages only

happen here and there, and alterations to work are not com-

mon, but when they do occur the union becomes a very

important feature. The extra expense of unions to these

valves is quite reasonable.

In conjunction with an angle valve it is a good prac-

tice to use a Union Elbow as Fig. 44.5. These are made in

either gun-metal or malleable iron, and their use is to make

the connection to the end of the radiator that is opposite

to the valve, the outlet end as it is called. By this plan,

providing the branch connections can come up through the floor boards, very

neat work can be done
;
and by having this union elbow, and the valve nickel

plated (and the radiator nicely decorated) the effect is very good indeed.

Of air-cocks there are several to

choose from, but as regards appear-

ance those as Fig. 446, with wood

wheel and nickelled bodies, are to be

preferred. They are not the cheapest

(list price l5. 6^/.), but, being about the

most conspicuous object on a radiator,

the small difference in cost is a com-

mendable outlay. Air valves can be

had with loose keys, their use being to

prevent idlers or children tampering with the valve, and being scalded perhaps. It

should have been mentioned that radiator stop valves can be had with loose keys,

with a “ lock-shield ” as it is called, this being a cylindrical casing that comes

round the part where the key fits on, so that only the key will open the valve,

4 B

Fig. 444.
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and it cannot be operated with any spanner or screw hammer. The loose key stop

valve and air valve are largely used for institution work and business premises.

. There are two or three kinds of automatic air vents (called Aspirators) to be had,

these being intended to discharge the air from radiators, or any other point at which

air may collect, nearly as fast as it arrives, certainly fast enough to prevent air col-

lecting in sufficient volume to interfere with the circulation. It

is a fitting that is much wanted, but as they all act more or less

on the principle of a ball valve, opening and closing as a ball

float falls or rises, there is always a likelihood of their getting

out of order. Where they seem desirable they can be used, and

the best make the writer knows of is Keith’s.

At present we have no automatic device for controlling the

heat of an apparatus, although there are several made and used

rather largely in America. This is another much wanted ap-

pliance. The nearest approach to anything of the kind that we

have is the hot-water thermometer, made so that it can be in-

serted in a tee in the flow pipe, as Fig. 447, and indicate the

temperature of the water. Of course this has no automatic

control, yet it is an instrument that should appear on every

apparatus, as otherwise there is no means of telling the heat of

the water. The heat of the water governs the heat of the rooms

(if the radiator valves are full open), and to know what tem-

perature the water is permits of the damper having better use

than otherwise. Supposing, for instance, the weather was chilly,

with the outside air at 45 degrees
;
then the water need not be

heated higher than about 130 degrees, and the thermometer will

show at once if the damper and the fire are right for this. In a

laro-e club in London the engineer has a thermometer on the flow-

pipe in the boiler house and another on the same pipe which

goes through his office. Each day he says what heat the water

is to be (according to the weather), and while the attendant at

the boiler sees to this, the engineer also sees that it is not neglected.

The thermometer illustrated can be had straight, as shown, or the lower connec-

tion at an angle (to enter the outlet of the tee in a vertical flow pipe). The small

tube at the bottom is of thin metal, closed at the lower end, and filled with mercury.

The glass tube from above has a bulb at the bottom as usual, and this bulb dips into

the mercury bath below, and thus there is obtained a rapid transference of the hear

from the water to the bulb, and, consequently, a quick and accurate registration of

the temperature. It may be asked why the mercury bath is used
;
why not let the

Fig. 447 .
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bulb stand clear in the water ? The reason is this. In event of the glass tube or

bulb being broken there is no escape of water
;
further than this, a new glass can be

put in without leakage of water, or emptying the apparatus.

In regard to automatic damper regulators it may be interesting to describe one

or two of these, as showing, firstly, what lines the American engineers have been

working on to secure the result attained
;
secondly, that it is apparently no easy

appliance to make
;

lastly, that there is room for English ingenuity in this direction.

Fig. 448 is the Lawlers regulator, shown in section to describe its working parts.

The lower body of the regulator is of cast iron and cored so that a water-way is left

as shown, and this water passage is connected with the flow pipe by the connec-

tion on the left, while the connection at the bottom communicates straight back

to the boiler or main return. There is no communication between this space and

that above it. The chamber immediately above, shown with liquid in it, is filled

with water or alcohol

through the small open-

ing on the right hand

side, and above this

chamber there extends

a diaphragm from side

to side. The object

of the arrangement of

chambers beneath is to

cause this diaphragm

to be pushed up, and

by this means the lever

above is operated, this

in turn operating the draught and check dampers of the boilers, to which the

lever is attached by a light chain each end. The action that occurs in the chambers

is as follows ;—-A proportion of the heated w4ter as it leaves the boiler passes

through the lower cored space, and the heat herein is therefore the heat of the

water in the flow pipe and the radiators. From the water in this space the heat

is transferred by conduction through the thin wall that separates it from the inner

chamber, and the contents of the latter are practically as hot as the water which

furnishes the heat. In filling this inner chamber it will be seen that air is locked

in the middle space, as its only aperture is at the bottom, and as the whole is sealed

the heat has the effect of expanding the water and the air so that considerable force

is brought to bear. This force can only get relief one way, that is, by lifting the

diaphragm, which it does very readily, with the effect that as the water increases in

heat so the regulator gradually opens the check damper in the flue and closes the

4 B 2
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draught-way to the fire. The writer has no personal experience of this regulator, but
it is said to be very sensitive, the expansion of the contents of the inner chamber
beginning almost as soon as the water in the flow-pipe gets above the temperature

of the atmosphere.

Another example, a more elaborate device, is the Powers Eegulator and
Thermostat, as Fig. 449. This is a sectional drawing to show the mechanism,
and it will be seen that in some respects it greatly resembles the last example.

There is a shell casting with the heated water of the flow pipe circulating around

a closed inner chamber, the latter being charged through a small opening which

is afterwards plugged. The dia-

phragm which operates the lever

is separate, but it is brought into

action from similar causes
;

and

the lever which is moved by the

diaphragm is connected with the

dampers, producing the same result

in controlling the fire as with

Lawlers’ regulator.

What requires special ex-

planation is the attachment known

as a Thermostat. This part of the

appliance consists of a hollow disc

of about 12 inches diameter, where-

in there is a corrugated division

as shown in the sectional illustra-

tion. A front view of this disc is

also given with a part of the front

plate broken away to expose the

corrugated division or diaphragm.

The corrugations are provided to afford elasticity to this division sheet. In the front

compartment of this disc is a small quantity of liquid which boils at 60'^ F., forming a

vapour or steam, the same as water does when it boils at 212° F. This disc is placed

in a room, with an ornamental cover as Fig. 450, and when the temperature of the

air in the room reaches 60° the confined liquid begins to boil, and the steam generated

gradually forces the corrugated diaphragm over to the further side, the back of the

disc. This in turn compresses the air in the other division, which compression is

transmitted by means of the small communicating pipe to the little cylindrical

chamber attached to the regulator, and exerts what force it has there. The chamber

on the regulator is partially filled with water, and has communication with a space
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between a pair of diaphragms in the regulator as shown. The object of the water used

at this point is to keep the rubbers moist, as otherwise they would perish and not be air-

proof. The compressed air, therefore, exerts itself on the water surface in the small

cylinder, and the water transmits this pressure to the diaphragm of the regulator.

By this means the regulation of the dampers is automatically effected by the

warmth of the room, a very good plan, for it is in-

tended that there shall be an intimate relationship

between the boiler and rhe temperature of the room.

A weakness in the arrangement is that the tempera-

ture of one room governs the temperature of the whole

house (assuming it is a residence or a building with

several rooms). Tliis could perhaps be arranged, but a

winter’s sun is sufficient to make one side of a house

warmer than the other, or if a lady held her “ at home
”

in the room where the thermostat was, the warmth from

a number of people would quickly shut the boiler down,

and make the rest of the house cold. An inner hall

would perhaps be the best place to get correct general

results from.

Safety valves have already been described (page

336), and it can only be repeated that the deadweight is

very reliable, but some makes are very delicate and will

scarcely bear touching after they are fixed. The writer’s

practice is to fix them on the flow pipe high enough to

be out of reach. If fixed on the boiler, where it may
be accidentally knocked by servants or attendants in

dusting and cleaning, the valve will very probably give

trouble by leaking.

This list of appliances may be closed by describing

a useful device known as an Altitude Gauge, Fig. 451.

This much resembles a pressure gauge, with which all are

familiar, and its internal mechanism is the same. The

dial, however, is marked with feet instead of pounds, and if the pointer indicates

40, then this means that the water level in the apparatus is 40 feet above the

gauge. It is assumed that the water level is that in the supply cistern of the

apparatus, and should this level fall, by reason of the water supply being stopped

from any cause, the pointer gradually moves back to a less figure as the level gets

lower. The dark pointer, which is of a brilliant red colour, is used to call

attention to the movement of the index pointer. Let it be supposed that the
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water level is 36 feet above the gauge,* and the index pointer would therefore

stand at three divisions past the 30. The red hand is then moved until it comes

under the index pointer, and all that can be seen of it is that which is visible through

the circular hole in the latter. So far so good, but if the water supply fails, that

which is in the apparatus will be gradually evaporated and lost, and as its level falls

the index pointer will begin to move back and show

the red hand from beneath it, and in this manner the

red pointer really answers as a danger signal. In the

same way if the pressure in the boiler increases from

any cause, the index finger will travel onwards, un-

cover the danger signal, and thus attract attention.

It has been mentioned that in heating works

there are often occasions when a poor heat-conducting

material finds good use, in preventing loss of heat

from mains and services run in cold positions, and

where the dissipated heat can be of no useful service.

Wasted heat is clearly wasted fuel, usually with the

additional disadvantage of impairing the efficacy of

the apparatus. With steam heating, which follows this subject, a loss of heat from

the mains is serious, as it means the conversion of steam into water
;
but with a

hot water apparatus the loss is very real and decidedly wrong.

There are now several different compounds to be obtained which are applied like

a cement, and where the conditions are favourable these materials are largely used.

Fig. 452.

They probably come cheaper than any other method of coating pipes when the

quantity is large, and when, as stated, the general conditions are convenient to its

application. Of loose materials the variety that have practical use at present, are

confined to silicate cotton and hair felt. Both materials stand high in the scale of

resistance to heat conduction, and correspondingly low in the table of heat conduc-

* The gauge can be anywhere on the apparatus.
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tivity. Two simple tables showing the respective qualities of materials in conducting

heat are the following, and it will be seen that felt and silicate cotton can be used

with every success in keeping things warm.

Table of Heat Conductivity. Table of Resistance to Conductivity.

(Box.) (Thurston.)

Eider down . •314 Felt

Felt . •323 Silicate cotton .

Sawdust •523 Sawdust .

Firwood •748 Pinewood
Coal ashes 1-029 Gas house carbon

Plaster . 3-086 Asbestos .

Stone . 13-068 Coal ashes

Marble (fine) 28-000

Iron . 233-000

Copper . 515-000

1-000

•832

•686

•553

•570

•363

•343

The difficulty with all such materials has been the awkwardness in getting them

applied by the average hot-water fitter. Silicate cotton is now to be had sewn on to

a cloth backing, which is supplied in lengths of narrow width to be wound on spirally
;

or placed leugthwise over the pipes and nailed to the wall by its edges. Felt can be

purchased in sheets and cut into strips, also to be wound on or nailed over
;
but both

these arrangements, however successful they may be, do not present a very nice

appearance, and are favourable to dust collection. The writer designed a felt covering

as Fig. 452,* with the view to overcome this failing, this being a sectional covering

with hard exterior surface. Being made up in halved lengths, it is easily put up and

secured by the bands, and as easily taken down at any point if required. It can be

coloured or painted, its cost is low as nothing of an expensive nature enters into its

composition, and it can be made in any thickness. A half-inch thickness answers

well for hot-water pipes.

* F. Dye & Co., 30 High Street, Kensington.
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CHAPTER XXIII.

HORTICULTURAL WORK.

HERE is now considerable difference between

this work and that which is erected to heat

brick buildings, for since the advent of the

radiator there is no similarity in the heating

appliances used, nor in the piping. There

is, and always has been, the important difference that

the strength of the circulation—the motive power—is

always very low' in glass-house work, and any irregularity,

even if not sufficient to stop the circulation, may cause

it to be retarded in a way that will make it a failure.

There are no first, second and third floors to glass-

houses, and no basement beneath the ground floor, so that vertical pipe, which is so

helpful to the circulation, is only noticeable by its absence. Horticultural buildings

are generally on the ground level, and the pipes come as near to the ground as they

can be got. The boiler has therefore to be sunk, so that its top is a little below the

ground, and quite commonly the flow pipe starts off from the top of the boiler with

a bend, this being all the vertical pipe (if it can be called such) that there is in this

part of the circulation. There is a little more in the return service, as this has to

drop down the side of the boiler and enter near the bottom. Altogether, however,

it is very little for a circulation in which there may be 200 or 300 feet of pipe

or more.

It has been explained why large pipes are used for radiation in this work, viz.

owing to their showing fluctuations in temperature to a much less extent than small

pipes or radiators, but in this work it is very desirable to have large pipes all the

way from the boiler if the quantity of radiating pipe is moderate or large. As a rule

the boiler is so close to its work that the pipes from it, which connect the radiating

pipe, are too short to make their size a special item of expense
;
but supposing they

were longer, as they sometimes require to be, where two or three houses are heated

from one boiler, then a good size of main is needed with a view to offering the least
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possible resistance to the circulation. Large pipes are more favourable to a free

circulation than small ones, but in works where there are vertical pipes the circu-

lation needs no favouring to speak of, but it does in an apparatus composed of

horizontal pipes with the least possible rise from the boiler or at any other point.

Of example works, perhaps, the most simple is the set of apparatus that can now

be obtained from all boiler-makers, in which the boiler, the pipes, and the supply

cistern are all supplied complete for any amateur or unskilled person to erect.

Fig. 453 illustrates this, with the boiler shown in section, and the latter, it will be

seen, is of that type which admits of being fixed in the thickness of the green-house

wall. This description of boiler originated with Messenger and Sons, of Lough-

borough, and it undoubtedly put quite new life into the amateur^green-house trade.

Fig. 453.

The fixing consists of merely a hole in the green-house wall, into which the

boiler is placed, and made good all round. This brings the back of the boiler with

the hot water connections inside, so that all the pipes do good work, and the back

of the boiler itself contributes a share of the heat. The furnace doors and flue-pipe

connections are outside, so that the interior of the house gets no dirt or debris from

the fire
;
neither is it filled with gases and vapour from the fire if the chimney has

down-blow occasionally. Some makers put a water-way to the front of the boiler,

that is, from the stoking doors up to the smoke connection above. This, in the

writer’s opinion, is undesirable, as it incurs expense without adequate gain. During

bad weather, cold rain, wind or snow may beat against this front, in which case the

water would be reduced in temperature to a serious extent. Other makers line

4 c
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the front with fire-brick, or some such arrangement, at less cost and with good

results.

The pipes sent out with this arrangement always have some kind of expansion

joint made with a rubber ring, and put together in a moderately easy way. At the

further extremity of the pipes there comes an expansion box, a contrivance that

answers the purpose of a supply cistern, air vent, syphon end to join the pipes and

a support to the pipes, all combined in one appliance. It is a round, or sometimes

square, upright cast-iron tank with a loose cover, and having two pipe connections

on its side. It is sent of a size suitable to the apparatus, so that if it is filled to the

top of the upper pipe with cold water it will not overflow when the water is heated and

expands.

The boiler may sometimes be sunk a few inches in the earth with advantage, so

as to bring the pipes down at least twelve inches below the staging in the house. If

the ground level in and outside the house is alike, then the boiler, if not sunk, would

cause the pipes to come a little higher and closer to the staging than most gardeners

approve of. To sink the Ijoiler a few inches is a very small job, even if this shallow

pit is lined with bricks or cement. If the floor of the house is above the level of the

ground outside, as is commonly the case with these small houses, then the boiler will

need no sinking.

Fig. 454 shows a little larger example, in which it is supposed that two houses

adjoining one another (one house really, with a division) have to be heated, and a

saddle boiler is provided for this in a pit outside. It is usual, when possible, to have

the boiler nearest the house that is required to be the hottest, for reasons that will be

understood
;
and in this example it is supposed that the first house requires a high

temperature, suited for tropical plants, while the second house is for half-hardy plants.
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fruit, cuttings, &c. Let it never be forgotten, however, that although an engineer

may know the purposes for which the houses will be used, it is the gardener who will

decide the temperatures, the positions of the pipes and the general details. This is

only natural, as it is his plans and arrangement of work that the heat is required for,

and he knows, of course, how he proposes disposing his stock. If it is a lean-to glass-

house, then the wall against which it is fixed requires no pipe against it for medium

temperatures, as it loses little or no heat. It is the side furthest from the wall where

the pipes are usually run, as this is the point where the heat disappears the fastest,

and the house gets cold the quickest. It is also the part which has the most light

and is the most valuable to the gardener. In a tropical or forcing house, however,

there are usually some pipes all round, and possibly some along the footway also, as

the quantity required is considerable. It will be seen directly that glass-houses

require very much more pipe than a brick building to obtain a certain temperature,

which goes to show that in the latter any unusual area of window glass requires more

heating surface than would be necessary otherwise.

In this example the boiler is fixed below the floor level of the houses and the

pipes rise in the back of the house immediately they enter. The other pipes are

kept low until they pass the doorway, then rise and proceed round the house above

the ground level as shown. Sometimes the short lengths of pipe below the floor are

utilised for heating by being carried in a brick channel with grating over, but when

the length is quite short, this is not an economical arrangement. If, however, it is

necessary to have a good length below the floor level, then the channel and grating is

usually desirable, though if the pipes are properly covered there is no heat lost, and

the full quantity of radiating pipe can generally be accommodated above the floor level.

Where pipes have to be carried below ground it is best to make a brick channel and

cover this with slates, and the earth comes on top of these. The channel itself should

be filled with sand or with ashes, the latter for preference, these materials being poor

conductors of heat, and, very important, they do not readily absorb moisture.

This apparatus, it will be noticed, does not provide any good means for regulating

the heat of the first house without affecting the temperature of the second one, and

where two houses have to be heated as these are, any such provision is not usually

necessary. It is proper to have a stop valve so as to regulate the heat of the second

house, as we may suppose warmth is not required there during the mild weather.

At the point where the pipes pass from one house to the other a box end or junction

can be used if preferred. This makes a sightly jol) of the work, but is not absolutely

necessary. At the termination of the pipes in the second house there would require

to be an air pipe, also one on the termination of the pipes at the back of the first

house, and, provided the pipes have a gentle rise all the way from the boiler to these

two points, no other air vents would be needed.

4 c 2
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The cold supply to an apparatus like this would be provided for by a cistern,

which would be hand fed. It is not at all a regular practice to put a cistern of

sufficient size to allow for expansion, it being more usual to put a small cistern and,

after filling and heating up, if the cistern overflows a little it does no harm
;
and as

the fire is not let out at night the water is always expanded and gives no further

trouble. Sometimes a piece of upright 3-inch or 4-inch pipe takes the place of a

cistern, but this would only be in an apparatus erected by the men employed in a

professional grower’s nursery.

The stop valve in the flow pipe of the second house need only be 2 inches (this

being less expensive than 3 inches or 4 inches, one of which sizes the pipes would be).

The throttle valve is generally preferred, it is simple of adjustment, the position of

the handle showing how much the valve is opened or closed, but this is not a dead-

shutting valve, neither is such needed.

An example of work of larger character can be given in Fig. 455, and in this

there is a feature not yet referred to in glass-house apparatus. This feature is the

mains, a main flow and return from which branches are taken to the pipes in the

houses as shown. The mains in this instance are put to do some work by being

carried through melon pits, but they might, if desirable, have been run up the centre

of the houses with or without grating over. The real uses of the mains are twofold.

If there were say four houses in a line to be heated from one boiler, it would be im-

possible to hope for anything like good results if the circulation had to work through

the pipes of the first house before entering the second, and through the second before

entering the third, and so on. The fourth house would be badly served, if not the

third. Again, if the pipes were continued from house to house as just described, no

stop or regulating valves could be used, for if a valve was closed in one house it would

check all the others.

It is, of course, necessary that each house be heated to some extent inde-

pendently, at least the control of the heat in each house should be independent of

the others. The mains provide for this in the same way that they do in an apparatus

in a brick building, only that in horticultural work they have to be of larger size to

allow for their comparatively feeble circulation occurring freely. The radiating pipes

in the houses may be likened to so many coils or radiators connected with the mains

by branch services, and in each branch flow-pipe there is a valve to control the heat

in the house that the branch serves.

In this illustration, the mains afford warmth to some melon pits which are

placed along the front of the first three houses. This is a common practice, and

there is no particular objection to it. The heat of the pits is regulated by opening

the lights, if the temperature is too high, but this sounds very much like wasting

heat, which is actually the case. If the mains were small pipes this plan would be
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bad in results as small pipes cool rapidly on account of their holding much less

water than a 4-inch pipe for the heat-giving surface they have. The 4-inch pipe,

with its greater bulk of water, can afford a certain amount of heat yet have a

sufficiency^ of hot water in it to serve the work further on. It would be better to

carry the mains in the houses, with branches into the pits, but this is a little more

expensive way of doing the work. In one apparatus designed by the writer, the

mains were carried along on the other side of the back wall, in a trench below ground

level, covered and protected except at one point where a grating was put over that

the warmth might come through to a small brick room used for the storage of ammu-

nition.

The custom in horticultural work is generally to make use of all the pipe, mains

and branches, to afford warmth if possible, but there might be much said in favour

of burying the mains. The fault of this is that buried pipes are looked upon as

wasted material and expense, for if they can be used to give warmth, then the

quantity of branch radiating pipe need not be so great. The advantage of covering

mains is that the apparatus works in such a regular way for all the houses
;

the first

and the last are served with the hottest water, and the regulation of the valves can

be relied on to give more precise results than otherwise. Whenever pipes are buried,

whether for the reason suggested or in case they have to pass an open space between

two houses, the best cheap material to surround them with is ashes. A brick channel

would be made, and the pipes rested on small wood fillets laid across the bottom of

the channel, so that as the ash is filled in it can be worked under the pipes. Ash

answers well as a poor heat conductor, or non-conductor, and has the very important

advantage with outdoor channels that it does not readily absorb moisture. Fine

dry sand is also very useful for this purpose, but is not so good as ashes. The

channel would be filled with the material, covered with slates and then have the

earth filled in on top. If the channel went under the traffic way it would require to

be made in a stronger manner with a suitable heavy covering
;
or the pipes might

be bedded in concrete as deep as possible.

The mains start from the boiler as low as possible (unless the boiler happens to

be well below the floor level of the houses, or the houses are on rising ground), so

that they can be afforded a gentle rise all the way to their further extremity. It is

also necessary to start low, as there may be a door or footway to pass before the pipes

can be brought up above ground level. In the example just given. Fig. 455, it is

probable that the mains would be just below the ground level across the end of the

first house to the first melon pit, for these pits are supposed to be a little lower than

the houses
;
and the mains have also to be kept low to admit of a rise being given to

each set of branch pipes from the mains to the houses.

There used to be an idea entertained that a proper size of pipe for mains was
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one that has a sectional area equal to the aggregate areas of all the branch services, so

that if there were four 4 -inch branches the mains would require to be 8-incli pipes.

This would make the heating of glass-houses a very costly arrangement, for there are

many instances in which the mains have more than four pairs of 4-inch branches from

them
;
but it will be found, fortunately, that 4-inch mains will carry a large amount

of work. Even 3 -inch mains will do for many works even of fair size, if the houses

are placed on rising ground. The greater rise and fall the mains have, the smaller

they can be in size. This is noticeable in buildings where vertical mains exist and

in which a 2 -inch pipe will carry a large radiating surface.

Of the branch services shown to this apparatus there are two to the first house,

running front and back, this house being intended (it is supposed) for tropical plants.*

There would probably be three or four pipes along the back, and four pipes around

the front. The method of calculating the quantity of pipe required to afford a given

temperature will be described shortly, but it must not be forgotten that it is the

gardener who settles the temperature
;
in fact, he should be consulted as frequently

as possible, for his word is law in this work. These pipes at back and front are

carried round to the division doorway, for, as a rule, the gardener will be glad to

get as much pipe as possible in this house. It is often the case that he decides to

have pipes up each side of the path also, or under the pathway with a grating over.

These would all be 4-inch pipes. The mains which run across the end of the house

are beneath the floor level, and the branches would consequently rise up and have

their valves just above the ground, where they can be conveniently got at.

In the second house, which may be an Early Vinery, the pipes on the back wall

are omitted
;
but those on the front would probably be four pipes deep, two flows

and two returns, but depending, as stated, on what temperature the gardener wishes

to have. This house is connected by a flow and return across the second melon pit,

and the valves are shown placed there. This is still another detail that the gardener

would be required to settle, for should they be put in the pits, and he wishes to

have them in the houses, then there is nothing to be done except carry out his

wishes.

The third house may be a Late Vinery, or for growing a grape that requires a

different temperature and different treatment to the other. Three pipes around the

front of the house would probably suffice, in which case there could be two flows and

one return, or two returns and one flow. The latter is theoretically correct, but

the practice is more often the former arrangement
;
but whichever is done the heat

obtained is the same.

In grape-houses consideration must be given as to where the vine roots are

* This is a plan illustration of the houses, and consequently only one pipe, which would be the top

pipe, can be shown.
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coming. The famous vine at Kew has its roots and part of its trunk just outside

the front of the house, the trunk quickly passing through the woodwork to the

inside, and being trained up across the top in the usual way. This might or might

not have been an accidental arrangement, but it is a plan now largely practised,

which is very natural when it is noticed what a success the Kew vine is. A hot

water engineer always endeavours to get his pipes along the front of the house, for

this is a part that gets cold quicker than the back where the brick wall is
;
but with a

vine root coming through the front the disposition of the pipes would need to be

altered. It would probably be arranged and found best to carry the pipes along the

side of the footway nearest the front, and then, if necessary, up each end toward the

front, the reverse way to that shown in the illustration. The melon pit would of

course be absent, the branch coming through from the other houses, and the mains

would be differently arranged.

The fourth house, a greenhouse, for subtropical plants and trees, would probably

have three pipes across the front
;

while the last house, which may be used for

wintering half-hardy shrubs and plants, or anything that only needs to be sheltered

from frost, will probably only need two pipes. This latter house can be connected

direct with the mains if desired, but continued on from the fourth house as shown

is generally considered satisfactory. There would need to be an H -piece at the

division so that if the valve in the last house should be regulated or closed it will

not interfere with the circulation in the fourth house.

There would require to be air pipes at the extremity of the mains and at each

extremity of the branches. The air pipes must not be dipped anywhere, but should

be given a rise whichever way they are run, and if it should ever be necessary to run

an air pipe through outside the house then the part which has water in it must not

be carried so. The upper empty part of the pipe will come to no harm by the

weather of course. Air pipes are always used in horticultural works, as the heating

pipes are all on one floor, the cold supply cistern being close over them, so that the

water seldom stands more than a few inches up the air pipe. It would be best to use

this kind of air vent in brick buildings, but it is seldom possible, owing to the height

at which the supply cistern stands above some of the radiators. Furthermore, an air

pipe is not usually considered so sightly as a well designed air cock, l)ut this is not

thought so much of in glass-house work. The advantage of an air pipe is that it

requires no attention, and under ordinary conditions it never leaks, gets out of order,

or gives trouble in any way.

The last example (Fig. 4 55
)
was a moderately “ straight-away ” job, as a fitter

might call it, and it is not always that this is the case. If the boiler cannot be

placed at either end of the houses then the pipes have to proceed in two (or more)

different directions from it. Take Fig. 456 for example ; this is the plan of a range
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of houses, such as might appear in the garden of a large country residence. The

centre house would probably have a domed roof, and the whole structure be of a

more ornamental and elaborate character than a professional grower would have.

The reason for handsome buildings of this kind is that they are intended to be a

prominent feature in the garden, and are not for purposes of utility only. The

centre house would be tall enough for palms, and be used as a conservatory or winter

garden
;
there would most likely be an entrance direct from, the residence if near-

enough. The boiler pit is behind the wall against which the houses come, and the

connections, it will be seen, are branches from mains, the mains in this instance being

shown carried beneath the footway. This plan illustration shows the upper flow

pipes only.

In the centre house of this illustration there would doulrtless be six pipes

required, supposing the roof is moderately high and domed as stated. These have to

l)e arranged with regard to the front entrance-way from the garden, and are therefore

run as two separate branches, extending each half-way round the house. These pipes

would be hidden by the stagings which come over them. In the vinery the pipes are

carried around each end and along the front, while in the peach house, the pipes run

all round the bed as shown. This latter arrangement is often adopted when vines are

rooted in the soil of the house, not only grape vines, but peaches, cucumber and

tomatos. Fig. 457 will give an idea of the piping when carried around a bed,

though only one pipe is shown in this latter. This drawing also shows the bed

sloping up from the path, in which case the last lengths of pipe would drop with the

bed, but all other pipes have a slight rise. The air pipe would come at the highest
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point in the front of the house. The peach house, in Fig. 456, would scarcely need

four pipes all round the bed, and the illustration represents four along the outer end

and front, with two along the warmer situations. Only half these numbers of pipes

are shown, as a plan drawing cannot show the underneath pipes.

An evaporating trough is shown on the inner pipe of Fig. 457, and this is a

detail that appears in most works of this kind
;

it is also a detail that the gardener

will decide. The purpose of the trough is to afford a sufficiency of water vapour to

the air, to make it suitably moist or humid, as it requires to be for the successful

culture of plant life. The trough will be found illustrated amongst the fittings on

page 532, and it will be

seen to consist of a length

of pipe with a rim cast on

to form a trough that will

hold water. When the

pipes are hot, this water

is slowly evaporated into

the air, and as this occurs

the gardener replenishes the

supply from day to day.

In event of too many

. trough pipes being fixed,

no trouble occurs as the

troughs need not have

water put in them, and

when empty they fulfil the

duty of an ordinary plain

pipe. In event of an in-

sufficient number being put,

there are loose troughs, also

illustrated on page 532, which can be rested upon a pipe, and will act the same as

the others. It has to be explained that plant life is very sensitive to moisture, or

the want of it, and although evaporating troughs or any such arrangement are not

needed in residence and other building works, yet in glass-houses the apparatus can

scarcely be considered complete without this provision. The air always has moisture

in it, it has the power of collecting and holding water vapour, and without this it

would scarcely be breathable and would certainly be fatal to most plant life. A
gardener will sometimes keep his houses rather dry, when fruit is ripening perhaps,

but at other times there must be no want of moisture to the air.

As stated, air always has moisture in it and the quantity is about as much as

4 D
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Fig. 458.

quently the plants in a glass-house, instead of being bathed in a humid atmosphere,

would be robbed of their natural moisture, the earth would be dried, and the

results would be fatal generally. Of course, after the houses are once warmed there

does not often occur a rapid change in the temperature of the air to the extent of

25 degrees, consequently, the evaporating troughs have to make good but very little

loss, and are intended more in many cases to over-saturate the air so that water, like

a fine dew, is deposited. This is the atmosphere that most plant life flourishes

amazingly in—in fact, the rank vegetation of the tropics which we read of is due

the air will hold
;
but what may be considered as a peculiarity is, that as the tempera-

ture of the air varies, its capacity for moisture varies also, and what is also peculiar

is that air, at, say 45 degrees and fully charged with moisture, becomes most dry if

heated up to, say, 65 degrees without having moisture added to it. It may not have

lost any of the water it held at 40 degrees, but it wants so much more at the higher

temperature that its dryness is most pronounced. The air has such an affinity for

its needed degree of moisture that it will pick it up from anywhere it can, conse-
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to this combination of heat and damp. It is the ability that air has of holding more

water when hot than when cool, that accounts for water streaming down glass or any

other cold surfaces that the heated air comes in contact with. The contact of the air

with the cold surface reduces its temperature, and it has then to deposit some of its

water, that proportion which it no

longer has the ability to hold.

In Fig. 458 we have the

piping of a small but well

equipped forcing house as built

by Messenger & Co. (Lough-

borough). On the right is a

stage to carry pots, and beneath

this is a pair of 4 -inch pipes.

On the left is a bed for plants

or vines to be rooted in, and

beneath this bed is a water tank

with two pipes running through it. This affords a full degree of humidity to the

air and also the bottom heat required to this bed. Around the top edge of the

bed is another 4-inch pipe, and, with a house of moderate dimensions as this is, the

pipes would easily maintain a high temperature.

The bottom heat furnished to a bed by means of hot water pipes is in lieu of

using manure or similar heating agents, and the warmth from the pipes has the

advantage of being very regular and lasting. The beds, however, have to be above

ground level for this arrangement.O O

Fig. 459.

Sometimes this forcing bed is an

independent structure built up of

wood with pipes as Fig. 459 or

Fig. 460 ;
or, it may be built up

of brickwork like that shown in

Fig. 458 but smaller, and often

with a deeper layer of earth in it.

In Fig. 459 there is no water

beneath the bed,

necessary for every

that is required is

this

purpose
;

all

the heat at

Fig. 460.

the bottom which the pipes afford. In Fig. 460 it will l)e seen that the pipes are

in the l)ed itself, but surrounded with rough clinker or similar material to prevent the

earth matting closely around as it might otherwise do.

It sometimes happens that a glass-house or a pit has to be heated which is

4 D 2
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below the level of the other work, and the floor level of which comes about in a line

with the bottom of the boiler. In such a case, the circulation might be dropped to

it, but there would be grave doubts of success in most instances. It is better to

work on the overhead system, introducing a small tank a few feet up in the house as

Fig. 461, letting the circulation come down from this so that the radiating pipe is

wholly on the return. This method of erecting an apparatus, or a modification of it,

might often be used with advantage in those- works where water is found so close

beneath rhe ground level, and in which it is so difficult to sink a pit barely deep

enough for the boiler. With this arrangement the boiler could come above ground if

particularly wished, and the main flow pipe could pass along the houses upon the back

wall about seven feet high. Its appearance might be objected to in some cases, and

as this high pipe

would contain the

hottest water and

be where it would

do the least useful

work, it might be

necessary to cover

it. The different

houses would be

heated by branches

dropping from this

main and joining

a return near the

floor level, this re-

turn going direct

home to the boiler.

This
Fig. 461 .

arrangement

cannot be recommended as an improvement on the ordinary method of doing the

work, but it is well worth remembering in cases of emergency. It is practically the

“ overhead ” system of apparatus described on p. 484.

In regard to the cold supply to horticultural apparatus, this is a simple arrange-

ment as a rule, but it is quite possible to fall into error even in this. The writer had

an instance of an apparatus, which was heated by a saddle boiler in a pit or cellar

attached to a residence, and while the pipes ran off in one direction to heat two glass-

houses and some frames, there was a circulation in another direction to heat a

conservatory and some radiators in a billiard room, all on the same level. From the

top of the lioiler to the highest point of the circulation (the top of the low radiators),

w^.s under 5 feet, and the peculiar feature was, that the apparatus worked perfectly
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for the first three months of its existence, then it failed, and only a small section

showed any inclination to do its duty. Inquiry revealed that the failure dated from

the time that the apparatus was emptied with the object of adding a little more work,

which work, on inspection, proved to be correctly carried out, and the boiler was

quite capable of doing this extra duty. On looking over the apparatus there seemed

nothing wrong except the cold supply service which was run like Fig. 462. The dip

in the pipe was about 30 inches deep, and although many fitters may see no harm

in this, it is a fact that a cold water service

so carried out is most prolific of trouble. It

may not be troublesome with an apparatus

extending up two or three floors of a build-

ing, but with a system of pipes all on one

level, and the cold supply close above it, this

dip can lock air in it with most troublesome

results if the fitter is not acquainted with its

faults. When the pipe is new and quite

empty no trouble occurs. The inflowing

water passes through it much the same as if

it was straight
;
but on emptying the ap-

paratus for any purpose the dip cannot be

emptied but is left more or less full of

water. On recharging air will be locked

between the water in the dip and the in-

flowing water, and although some water

may pass through, it will be found a very

difticult matter to fill'the apparatus properly.

In the case mentioned a remedy was pro-

vided by putting a small cock at the bottom

of the dip so that its contents could be

withdrawn whenever the apparatus was

emptied, and no trouble was experienced

afterwards
;
but a more correct remedy would have been to carry the pipe as

Fig. 463, this being the mode of connecting that should always be adopted. The

dip need only be 3 or 4 inches (rather less than shown)—in fact it is not always

considered necessary to have one at all in horticultural works, as no great harm can

be done if the heated water does work up into the supply cistern and make its

contents hot. The cold supply service should either enter the boiler or the return

pipe close to the boiler
;
though with an unobstructed return pipe there could be

little harm in connecting the cold supply away from the boiler if it was more

Fig. 462.
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convenient to do so. As a rule, however, there is no difficulty in putting the cistern

somewhere near over the boiler, and a proper connection can be made.

It would be proper in this work to make the cold cistern of a capacity sufficient

to allow for the expansion of the water in the apparatus when heated the same as

is done in other works, but more often than not this provision is not made. When
the apparatus is charged, therefore, and first heated, there is probably an overflow of

water from the cistern, but this does no harm, and after it has once occurred it is not

repeated, for the water remains hot day and night,

and is not cooled down and heated up daily as with

many works in brick buildings. On this account it

is the practice with growers, who employ their own

men to do the piping, to let an upright piece of cast

pipe fulfil the purpose of a supply cistern. This

pipe stands up with an open end above the level of

the circulation and the water is filled in here as

required. The lower end of the pipe enters the boiler

or the main return as usual.

For the dispersal of air from these works * there

require to be air pipes as already stated. It is im-

portant that these pipes be carried in an ascending

direction and not dipped. It may be thought that a

dip in an air pipe would be of little consequence, but

this dip, from various causes, will most probably get

water in it, and a small collection of water will seal

the pipe so far as permitting air to pass through it is

concerned. Iron pipe, -^-inch, will do for these pipes,

or -|-inch copper tube. Sometimes “ compo ” pipe is

used, but it can be so easily injured, otherwise, as a

pipe, it answers as well as the harder materials. If

an air pipe has to terminate outside the houses, let

only that part which has air in it be subject to

frost.

In every horticultural apparatus there must be some simple provision for

flushing the pipes through at least once a year, during the summer when the heat

can be spared. The water used to feed these works is commonly obtained from an

exposed tank, or a ditch, and is by no means free from suspended impurities -dirt in

fact. If the deposited matter is not regularly flushed out, it will harden, the boiler

It is not merely a* It must be remembered that air is always working into the apparatus,

fpxestion of discharging the air when the apparatus is first filled.
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will probably become fractured, and the pipes partially choked, all by a kind

of mud.

A final detail in regard to this work is the expansion of the radiating pipes.

Taking the extreme temperatures in a low pressure apparatus, from 32° to 212°,

we get a difference in bulk of 1 in 900. We do not, however, get quite these

extremes of temperature in practice, but we get a difference sufficient to make the

pipes increase in length 1 inch in 100 feet, and if this is not allowed for, the

joints, particularly at the branches, will certainly be ruptured, as the force is an

exceedingly strong one. This was rather fully explained when speaking of pipe

joints (p. 533), but it has to be said here that long lengths of pipe ought to have

roller or easy bearings of some kind. When pipes are run side by side on brick

piers, then a very good roller bearing is made by a short piece of 5-inch iron tube

;

but where the pipes are run one over the other, this is not to be easily done. Makers

of cast pipe fittings show different kinds of roller bearings for pipes, and recourse

can be had to these, but undoubtedly the best plan is to localise the expansion, so

to speak, by using an expansion joint here and there as described on p. 533.

Quantities for Horticultural Works, &c.—The quantities given in the

following table are of 4-inch pipe, a foot length of pipe of this size being usually

considered as a superficial foot of surface. The foot of pipe exceeds a foot of surface

Table giving the Length of 4-inch Pipe Needed to every Thousand Cubic Feet

Capacity in a Horticultural Glass-House.

Temperature
Required.

Length of 4-incli Pipe
to eacli 1000 cubic

feet Capacity.

Some of the Purposes for which the Houses may be used.

Degrees Fahr.

85 78

80 70
Pines, Forcing.

75 65

70 60
Tro

2
>ical flowers. Melons.

65 55

60 50
Grajies and other vines. Strawberries.

55 45

50 40
I

45 37
r Fruit trees, Conservatories.

40 35 Cool house, shrubs, stock.

For 3-inch pipe add one-third to the above lengths
;
for 2-inch pipe double the lengths.
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by a trifle, but not sufficient to require special calculation as a rule, and the error is

on the right side. If the same results are required with smaller pipe, then with

3-inch pipe the lengths must be increased by one-third, while for 2-inch pipe the

lengths must be doubled.

Charles Hood, in his original work, ‘ Warming Buildings by Hot Water,’ laid

down an exact rule for finding the quantity of pipe required to give certain tempera-

tures in glass-houses, but this rule, like others which approach exactness, is not

simple or quick enough for the average engineer, though he may be quite capable of

using it. It would seem as if there were something objectionable in measuring up

and arriving at the figures correctly, and nothing but a rule or table which permits

of a man standing in front of a job and making a rapid mental calculation is

acceptable. Hood’s rule was as follows :

—

Multiply 125 by the difference between the temperature at which the place is

purposed to be kept when at its maximum, and the temperature of the external

air. Then divide this product by the difference between the temperature of the

pipes and the proposed temperature of the place. The result thus obtained, when

multiplied by the number of cubic feet of air to I)e warmed per minute, and this

product by 222, will give the number of feet of 4-inch pipe which will produce the

desired effect.

This rule is based upon the fact that every square foot of glass in a glass-house

is capable of cooling Ij cubic feet of warmed air down to the temperature of' the air

on the outer side of it per minute, and the result given by this rule is the quantity

of 4-inch pipe needed to make good this cooling influence. In this, and all cal-

culations of the kind, it is usual to reckon on the lowest temperature being 10° F.,

that is, 22 degrees below freezing, and fhe water in the pipes being at 180°. The

w^ater to be kept at the latter heat will need a brisk fire, but a good fire is looked

to be kept when the thermometer registers such a low temperature. It is also

understood that all ventilating appliances are closed at this time.

According to this rule a hot-house, requiring to be kept at 60°, and

having 500 superficial feet of glass to it, would require 146 feet of 4-inch pipe as

follows :—125 X 50 (difference between internal and external temperatures) = 6250

A- 120 (difference between heat of pipes and internal temperature) = 52 x 625

(cubic feet of air cooled by 500 superficial feet of glass per minute) = 32,500 222

= 146 feet of 4-inch pipe to keep up a heat of 60° in the house when the outer

temperature is 10°.

In measuring up glass the frames are included, but if they are wood then

about one-twelfth of the total area can be allowed and deducted. For metal frames

no deduction can be made as they lose heat as rapidly as glass.

As before stated, Hood’s rule, though correct, is rarely if ever used
;
there is a
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desire for something more rapid, even though this latter feature is accompanied hy

some uncertainty in the results. It is only the area of glass that controls results in

this work, yet the rapid tables are based on cubic contents, the same as with brick

buildings. Certainly the area of glass for houses of a given size does not vary much,

yet there are such differences as a single house having two exposed ends, while a

house in a range can have only one exposed end at most
;
or none if it is a middle

one. Then there is the important difference between lean-to and span houses.

Span houses are also lower than the lean-to kind, so that altogether the span has

considerably more heat-losing surface for internal capacity than the latter, yet it is

on the internal space that the length of pipe is arrived at 1)y the rapid tal)les.

Therefore the following rule must be considered as approximate only, the conditions

varying the results. It is supposed that the pipes are kept at 180° or above,

nearer 200° perhaps, during the very coldest weather. During moderately cold

weather the boiler is worked with a slower fire.
‘

Whatever pipes are carried in trenches or channels covered with a grating

should be considered as about one-sixth less effective.

For span houses the quantities given, in the majority of cases, should be in-

creased one-fourth.

The customary fuel for large brick-set boilers is hard steam coal. The softer

coals are extravagant when burnt with furnace draught, however carefully the

damper may be regulated, and more soot is evolved. A soft coal has its bitumen

volatilised and flares before a really intense heat is felt, whereas the harder coal,

although it burns with a flame, reaches a much higher temperature and combustion

is made more perfect
;
there is also less bitumen in its composition. Some use a

mixture of coal and coke, and for moderate sized boilers coke is used wholly when it

can be obtained. In country places remote from a gas-works coke is by no means

cheap or easily procurable. For general purposes coke is undoubtedly the best fuel

for boilers * as it creates no trouble with soot, does not cake or burn in a troublesome

way, and with boilers which can be filled from the top the stoking is moderately

simple with this fuel.

* Anthracite coal would be largely adopted if it could be obtained easily and cheaply, in good

quality.
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CHAPTER XXIV.

THE HIGH-PRESSURE SYSTEM (WITHOUT
AND WITH VALVE).

ERHAPS the majority of readers are well aware that the

temperature at which water boils is governed by the

pressure that is exerted upon or around it
;
but as there

may be many who do not quite understand this, or need

some explanation, a brief description may be given.

When water is heated in open vessels, that is vessels

with loose lids such as saucepans, kettles or low-pres-

sure boilers, &c., it commences to boil when it reaches

212 degrees on the Fahrenheit scale, and this temperature

has come to be known as the “boiling point” of water.

The latter term, however, is, in a considerable degree,

misleading, for it is only at sea-level that water boils at

212°. x4.t places which are situated on high ground,

above the sea-level, the temperature of boiling water is

lower, and at some places up the Welsh mountains it is

a next to impossible matter to cook many food-stulfs by

boiling them. On the other hand, water boiled in a mine, deep below sea-level, has

a heat above 212° before ebullition occurs.

The reason of this is, that at the different places mentioned, the pressure of the

atmosphere on the water (and on everything else) varies. At sea-level the pressure *

is a little over 14^ lbs. to the square inch (it is commonly spoken of as 15 lbs. per square

inch), and with this pressure on the water in a vessel ebullition commences at 212°.

The variation in the temperature at which water boils as the pressure varies is so

regular and reliable that it is one of the methods made use of to determine the height

* The pressui’e exerted by the atmosphere, the air which surrounds us, is that of its weight. There

is still au impression amongst those who have taken no interest in natural phenomena that the air is

without substance or weight
;
but although air is exceedingly light, its vast bulk gives very pronounced

results in weight pressure. The gases of which atmospheric air is composed are by no means the lightest.

Hydrogen is much lighter, otherwise a balloon would not rise.
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of mountainous places
;

for on boiling water and seeing the heat at which it boils,

the height of the spot above sea-level can be arrived at with very little calculation.

In all these instances the temperature of the water when it boils is its greatest

temperature. It matters not how the fire is urged the water gets no hotter
;
and a

thermometer properly suspended in the water will register no higher figure than what

it registered when the water commenced to boil. The object, therefore, of a closed

hot water apparatus, that is, one without an open expansion pipe, is to admit of the

water being heated without the air having any controlling or governing infiuence,

and by subjecting the water to pressures exceeding that of the atmosphere, to have

higher temperatures proportionately when the heat is applied.

A recognised Temperature and Pressure Table is as follow^s (Lardner) :
—

Pressure in Lbs. per

Square Inch.

Temperature,
Degrees Fahr.

Pressure in

Lbs. per

Square Inch.

Temperature,
Degrees Fahr.

Pressure i ii

Lbs. per

Square Inc4i.

Temperature,
Degrees Fahr.

15 212-00 165 366-80 315 422-96
(Atmospheric pressure)

180 374-00 330 427-28
30 2.50-52

195 380-66 345 431-42
45 275-18

210 386-96 360 435-56
60 293-72

225 392-90 375 439-34
75 307-58

240 398-48 450 457-16
90 320-36

255 403-88 525 472-64
105 331-70

270 408-92 600 486-50
120 341-78

285 413-78 675 499-10
135 3.50-78

300 418-46 750 510-6-2

150 358 - 88

j

From this it will be seen that if a pressure of 30 lbs. per square inch, 1.5 lbs.

above atmospheric pressure, can be exerted on the water in an apparatus it is

possible to raise the temperature of the w^ater as much as 38 degrees above the

recognised boiling point, 212°. With a pressure of 90 lbs. the heat can go

up over 100 degrees above, which becomes a very high temperature for a water

apparatus of any kind. It is this temperature, viz. about 300°, that the high-

pressure apparatus is reckoned to be worked at, and the furnace coil is made

of a size to give this temperature wdth ordinary firing. With the actual high-

pressure apparatus, the temperature named is often exceeded to a considerable

extent by careless stoking
;
but wdth the newer apparatus fitted with a valve, the

temperature cannot exceed the maximum the valve is set to admit of, the action

of the valve preventing excessive pressures from being exerted.

4 E 2
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A jfinal word may be given in regard to the action of ebullition or boiling

that occurs when water is heated, by explaining how the pressure governs this

phenomenon and why water does not become any hotter after boiling takes place.

It has been explained that by heating water at an altitude somewhere above sea-

level, boiling occurs at a temperature below 212° according to the height of

the place at which it is done, this being due to the pressure of the atmosphere which

is less as we get away from the low. parts of the earth where the sea-level is. The

same results, however, can be got by heating water beneath the bell glass of an

exhaust pump, and by extracting some of the air the water will boil at a compara-

tively low heat. In the same way, if water at, say, 200° was put beneath

the glass and pumping commenced, it would be quickly noticed that the water was

commencing to boil, for the pressure of air in the receiver would soon become less

than is needed for water to boil at 200°.

The boiling of water is the conversion of this liquid into steam, which, with

an open vessel, is quickly discharged into the air. It is impossible to raise the tem-

perature of water above that at which it boils, as the whole of the heat received is

then devoted to steam generation, and the heat cannot be received by the water

faster than it can be utilised for this purpose. This result is also aided by the fact

that water can receive heat about two-and-a-half times faster than the heat can

transfer itself through any ordinary metal heater.

The olqect of a high-pressure apparatus therefore is to prevent the water

boiling
;
and the conversion of water into steam is entirely controlled by the

pressure exerted on the water that is being heated, that is, so far as the heat at

which steam generation takes place.

In Fig. 464 we have an outline of the features essential in an apparatus of this

kind, and this apparatus, which consists of the same size of tube everywhere, has no

open expansion pipe. The pipe at top and the filling tube are both sealed after the

apparatus is charged and before lighting the fire. The filling opening, it will be

seen, is below the level of the expansion pipe, and the latter is shown of a larger

sized tube. The filling aperture being thus situated, it follows that the expansion

pipe above it is not intended to be filled with water when the apparatus is charged

and sealed. When the apparatus is filled, therefore, it has water in every part up

to near the bottom of the expansion pipe, and this contains air only.

When the apparatus is closed up—the filling pipe, also the top opening of

the expansion chamber being capped off—there is no unusual pressure in the

system, and unless something transpired to alter this then higher temperatures than

usual could not be obtained, that is, no higher than with a low-pressure apparatus

with open expansion pipe. What does happen, however, soon alters the state of

things, and it occurs in this way. The water of the apparatus, as it is heated.
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expands and becomes of a greater bulk, and as this expansion is an exceedingly

powerful force (water being practically incompressible), it immediately relieves itself

by swelling up into the expansion tube to an extent which is governed by the

temperature it is heated to. Water heated from freezing point to 212° expands

I in 24 : thus, twenty-four gallons of water at 32° becomes twenty-five

gallons when heated to what

is called boiling point. At tem-

peratures between those named

the expansion or increase in bulk

is proportionately less, while at

temperatures above 212°, the

v/ater occupies more space still,

for it continues to swell as its

heat is increased.

As the water becomes heated

by the furnace fire and it begins

to swell and rise in the expansion

pipe, it meets with resistance there

from the air which is confined.

Air, although having no visible

substance like solids and liquids,

requires space to exist in just as

much as these latter more tangible

materials, and if an attempt is

made to insert an object into an

air-filled space, from which the

air cannot be dislodged, it will be

found no easy task to do even

partially. Air, however, is very

unlike water in one particular, and

this is its compressibility. It is

highly elastic and compressible,

whereas water is just the reverse
;

so that in the apparatus under discussion we have, when it is heated, the incom-

pressible water thrusting itself up into the expansion pipe, making room for itself by

compressing the air existing there.

The peculiar result of this arrangement is that as the rising water compresses

the air, the air, of course, is pressing back on the water, and the more the water

heats the more the air is compressed, and this naturally means that the pressure on
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the water is greater. Thus, as the water heats so it causes the air of the expansion

pipe to exert a pressure on it, and this pressure admits of the water reaching a higher

temperature than 212°. As the temperature of the water gets higher so does

it, by increased expansion, cause the air to be under greater pressure and exert a

greater force back on the water, and thus, in return, admit of still greater heats

being attained. By this plan there is practically no limit to the heat the water

could be raised to except the limit of work the fire and furnace coil is capable of

doing. It is said that 600° F. has been reached and the water has still been water

as the circulation has proved. This temperature is dangerously high, however.

It follows that the size of the expansion tube should be of some relative pro-

portion to the remainder of the apparatus, and also be proportionate with the furnace

coil, and in all these works this is not only necessary but highly important. The

expansion pipe is nearly always a length of large tube, about 3-inch, the ends being

drawn down and tapped, one end to receive the top extremity of the circulating pipe,

the other upper end to receive a plug to close it. The expansion pipe could, however,

be made up of the smaller tube if need be, for so long as it is of correct proportions

and suitably disposed it may be said to matter little what its diameter is. The

larger pipe is, however, invariably used, for an expansion tube ought to come within

reasonable bounds as to length, and it is important that it be upright, or sloping,

so that the water will not remain lying in it when the contents of the apparatus cool

down. In the latter case air would probably make its way into the circulating pipes,

taking the place of the water left in the expansion tube.

There is no boiler used in this system of apparatus, a coil of pipe in the fire-box

fulfilling the duty of a heater. This furnace coil is made up of the same size and

kind of tube as the general circulation
;
in fact the whole apparatus is made up of

the one size of tube, with the exception of the expansion pipe, this being larger for

reasons just stated. The reason of the heater consisting of pipe is that no form of

boiler could well withstand the strain the apparatus has to bear. This may be con-

sidered as the actual reason, but of course a coil l)oiler is a highly effective one, and

with these works there is little or no likelihood of dirt finding its way in.

With a small apparatus the boiler coil would consist of a single pipe, coiled

round as shown, the upper end being carried away as a flow service, the lower end

taking the return of the circulation. In moderate sized and large works the boiler

coil consists of two or more pipes intercoiled, thus giving two or more flow outlets

and the same number of returns. The flows and returns are not, however, worked

in regular pairs, for if this was the case each set of circulating pipes would require

its own expansion tube, filling opening, and each need treating as a distinct apparatus

the same as if the others did not exist. Instead of this, the flow of one pipe will

join the return of another, or to put it the other way, the water returning from one
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circulation passes into and through a different furnace tube to that which it was last

sent out from
;
and after going round again it will go through still another (if there

are more than two).

Fig. 465 will make this clear, this representing a coil made up with three dis-

tinct pipes
;
but it will be seen by the corresponding numbers that the flow and

return connections join different pipes. Supposing there are three sets of radiating

circulations going to heat respectively a lecture room and two sides of a large hall,

and we number these circulations 1, 2 and 3. If the flow service of circulation No. 1

passes, say, to the lecture room it, on its return, joins another boiler coil, say No. 2,

and after passing through proceeds through No. 2 circulation which goes along one

side of the large hall. After running this round it comes back to the stoke-hole and

I

H

is connected to pipe No. 3 in the furnace, and this starts out on another path to heat

the other side of the hall. From here it returns to No. 1 pipe in the furnace which

takes us into the lecture room ao;ain. From this it will be seen that although the

furnace coil looks so much like three distinct sets of pipes (which it really is before
*

connecting up) it becomes only a continuation of the one pipe in actual use. The

water which circulates through No. 1 pipe goes' round a part of the work, back and

through No. 2, out again and back through No. 3, this in turn yielding its water to

No, 1 again.

It might be asked why a single coil, as Fig. 464, would not do as well provided

its size was sufficient. The reason is that, although the circulation is exceedingly

rapid in this apparatus, yet it is just as desirable as in low-pressure works that the

run of pipes be limited as to length when possible and convenient, this giving quicker
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results, and more uniform working. If only one pipe composed the coil then it would

be necessary to carry the circulation through every part of the apparatus before it

could return to the furnace, with the possible result that it would necessitate the use

of more pipe, which would also be awkwardly disposed if the work was scattered
;

and, most important, the heat at all parts would not be so regular. By working the

coil pipes as just described the water may be said to utilise the boiler coil as a half-way

house, causing no time to be lost but being revived and refurnished with heat as it

progresses on its round of the apparatus. With a three-coil heater the water is

reheated twice while making one complete circuit of the whole apparatus.

This gives excellent results, as will be readily seen, and it would be practically a

difficult matter to make one section work badly compared to the others. Sometimes

there are as many as eight or nine sets of pipes in the furnace coil, it usually being

arranged that each section of work shall not exceed 300 to 500 feet of pipe. Any
less quantity can be put in one section of the apparatus, though it is considered best

to let all the sections be of about the same length of pipe as near as can l)e

practically arranged.

This arrangement of boiler coil also (usually) does away with the necessity of

making branch services, and this is to be much commended. A branch service is a

sort of “ necessary evil ” in low-pressure works, and more often than not its regular

working has to be controlled or provided for by the regulation of stop valves. It is

not always so, but with high-pressure works it should never be necessary, for the

reason that stop valves should nnt figure in these works at all if it is possible to avoid

their use. It will be seen that if stop cocks are used it becomes possible to close off

the branch services they are fixed in, and in so doing a good proportion of the

circulation is practically cut off from the boiler. This then makes the apparatus

disproportionate in its parts, the furnace coil by this means being made too large for

the work until the valves are opened again. This might be said of a low-pressure

apparatus, only that with the latter there is an early limit to the temperature that the

water can reach, and the pressure in the apparatus does not increase. The worst that

happens with a low-pressure apparatus is that the water boils.

Another form of boiler coil, patented by E. Eenton Gibbs, of Liverpool, is com-

posed of larger tubes, a series of straight pipes extending from front to back of fire-

box, and arranged to make an arch or saddle over the fire. The ends of these tubes

are drawn down and connected one with another by syphon bends of the smaller

tube. This is a very effective form of heater for the purpose.

Fig. 466 illustrates an encased or independent furnace as made by J. Wontner

Smith, Gray & Co., of Finsbury, London. This form of heater greatly simplifies

the fixing, as will be understood. The opening for fresh fuel is at the top, while the

side lever shown operates the bottom grating. The furnace coil inside comes around
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near the outer casing, and the incandescent fuel within the coil has direct action

upon it.

The tube that is used in the general construction of the apparatus is of wrought

iron and has to be of special strength. The pressures that may be exerted are high,

and to allow for this possibly happening it is customary for the engineer who erects

the apparatus to test it, when complete, to about 2000 lbs. to the square inch

hydraulic pressure. Ordinary steam

tube could not be relied on to with-

stand this, and even if it could the

usual joints made with this pipe

would not remain sound however

well they might be done. The tube

used is specially made for the pur-

pose and the metal is about ^ inch

thick (bare). The external diameter

is inch, the internal inch.

When this system of apparatus was

first erected the tube used was

f-inch, but this was superseded by

the |-inch size, and the latter is

now universally used. The ends of

the tubes, and the sockets, are

tapped one right-hand and one left-

hand, so that as the socket is screwed

up the ends of the lengths of pipe

it connects are brought together.

This is intended, as the joint is a

metal-to-metal one, made by the

two pipe ends being drawn soundly

together.

Fig. 467 illustrates the joint

in section, and it will be seen that

one end of the pipe is turned with

a coned edge—a circular chisel edge—while the end of the other pipe which it

meets is turned flat. As the socket is screwed up the two edges meet, the chisel

edge imbedding itself in the flat surface, and, properly screwed up, the joint

becomes an exceedingly sound one. The thread on the pipe and in the socket is not

quite so coarse as it is with steam tube, this allowing of a greater leverage being

obtained, and the pipe is not weakened so much as with a deeper cut thread. Tees

4 F
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and crosses, when used, have male threads and sockets on them. The sockets are

longer than the ordinary steam pattern, and are hollowed or cleared in the centre

inside to divide the right- and left-hand threads, and to allow the pipe ends to come

together freely. This is shown in Fig. 467.

L_
Fig. 467 .

From the following table it will be seen that an apparatus required to give a

tem2
)erature of 65° (for living rooms) when the temperatm’e is freezing outside has

to have 20 feet of radiating pipe to each 1000 cubic feet of sj)ace, and this same

ajjparatus must have 10 feet of pipe in the furnace coil for every 90 feet (10 feet

lieing a tenth part of 100 feet) of circulating j)ipe that exists outside the furnace.

The radiating pipe allowed to give the temperatures stated must be exposed or

Table of Quantities for High-Pressure Apparatus, also Small-Bore

Apparatus with Valve.

Teiiiiieiatiirc

required.

I.ength of pipe ^ ineli

iuteriial diameter to eacli

1000 cubic feet of space in an
ordinary brick-biiilt

apartment.

Proportion of

pipe in

apparatus to

form furnace

coil.

Temperature
required.

Length of pipe ^ inch

internal diameter to each

1000 cubic feet of space in an
ordinary brick-built

apartment.

Proportion of

pipe in

apparatus to

form furnace

coil.

o j,. feet. O p feet.

50 12 1

12 90 46 1§

55 14 1

1 ^ 100 65 1

s

60 17 1

ID-
,

120 90 1

s

65 20 1

1 0 150 125 1

T

70 24 1 200 200 )

80 34
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behind good open pattern gratings or coil cases, otherwise a greater allowance is

necessary.

The expansion tube should be of the same size as the furnace coil, or, it ahvays

being a pipe of greater diameter, it will be better to say that it should have the

same aggregate capacity. To arrive at the size of this, it can be calculated that

100 feet of the |-inch pipe holds 2i gallons, and by referring to the table in the

Appendix giving the capacities of pipes, it will be seen what the larger sizes of tubes

hold. The expansion tube is made

and supplied by the manufacturers

of the |--inch tube. Ordinary

steam pipe cannot be used.

Apparatus with Valve.

The form of high-pressure appara-

tus in which a special form of valve

takes the place of the expansion

tube, is generally considered to

be an improvement on that last

treated
;

but, so far, it has not

succeeded in entirely superseding

the sealed apparatus. There is

some probability of its doing so,

for it is daily becoming better

known, and as it becomes known

it gains favour. With the high

pressure apparatus, the pressure

and temperature are practically

unlimited if an ignorant or care-

less stoker attends to the fire, and

the sole object of the valve is to

prevent this. It is a combined

outlet and inlet valve, the outlet

arrangement being very similar

to a dead weight safety valve. Fig. 468 illustrates in section a valve made by

W. Stainton of King’s Cross Koacl, London, a firm making a speciality of this work,

and this valve has the merit of being practical in its working.

The outlet orifice of the valve, it will be seen, is closed l)y the lower end of a

spindle or stem, this being held down by the dead weight which it supports at its

top extremity. The weighting of the valve is arranged so that a pressure of about

70 lbs. to the square inch, with a temperature of 300 degrees to the water, can be

4 F 2
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olrtainecT in the apparatus, but when the pressure rises above this the weight is lifted

and an excess pressure prevented. It is a dead weight safety valve in a simple form,

as stated, but with the addition of an inlet aperture at bottom.

The operation of the valve is as follows. It is placed in a tank not too near

the top, and the tank has water in it up to above the level of the lower inlet open-

ing. When the pressure in the apparatus rises above 70 lbs., the upper outlet

valve opens and water is discharged, this falling into the tank in which the valve is

fixed. This checks the growth of the pressure, also the

temperature, and while the fire burns fiercely enough

to keep the water in this state, there will be a little

discharge from the valve. Immediately, however, that

the fire slackens a little, and the temperature and pres-

sure fall, then there occurs a contraction of the water

in the apparatus which would produce a vacuum but

for the inlet valve. The spindle of this valve is therefore

lifted and water from the tank passes into the apparatus,

replacing that which it previously ejected. The valve,

therefore, discharges water to relieve pressure when it is

getting too high, and sucks back water when the pres-

sure drops down again. As it is practically impossible

to keep water at one uniform temperature for more than

•a very short period, the valve has plenty of work to

do and need be of a reliable make. This valve takes the

place of the expansion tube.

Fig. 469 illustrates another patent valve by E. P.

de Eidder, of Fairfield Street, Fairfield, Liverpool. This

is a spring valve of very strong make, and the nutted

bolts admit of its being set to operate at any desired

pressure. The outer casing of the valve bears no im-

portant part in its action, its use is only to prevent dirt

collecting on the spring and working parts, The in-

ventor prefers to use an expansion tul)e in conjunction with the valve, a portion of

this tul)e being shown in the lower part of the illustration. This tube also has a

small inner pipe projecting down inside it as shown, this arrangement providing for

the retention of an air cushion which does not otherwise figure in a valve apparatus.

The inventor of this valve informs the writer that in no instance has the valve been

known to fail in action or need repair.

In both high-pressure and limited-pressure works the filling of the apparatus

should be done by a pump, and as the pumping is usually necessary at certain regular
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periods afterwards, a good pumping valve is an important detail. Fig. 470 shows

Stainton’s patent filling valve, in section, this illustration showing the valve as it is

when pumping is being done, and the arrows indicate the movement of the water.

It also shows the outlet for the waste or overflow water when the apparatus is pumped

full. Fig. 471 shows the same valve as it appears when the apparatus is working,

with the pump connection and the overflow capped off. When pumping it is

desirable to let the water be forced through the system of pipes freely for a little

time, especially if there are any dips or irregularities. In the majority of cases it

may be considered impossible to fill an apparatus of this kind by hand, for it must

Fig. 470 Fig. 471.

I
lirrip

be remembered that there are no air cocks or vents. Air cocks might be used, but

would have to be very strong, and with proper convenience for pumping they are

unnecessary.

Figs. 472 and 473 show an example apparatus as fitted in a small private

residence at a total cost of 35/., and working at an expense of 2s. 6d. weekly for fuel

when in full regular use, the fire being kept alight through the night.* The

furnace, marked F, is on the ground floor, in the scullery, on same level as the rooms

which are heated on this floor. The circulation consists of a single pipe around the

rooms as shown by the dotted line (except hall and conservatory which have two

* Erected by R. P. de Bidder, Fairfield Street, Fairfield, Liverpool.
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pipes round), and this, the writer is assured, affords all the warmth required in the

house. These results are confirmed by the fact that the apparatus is capable of

warming the whole house in ninety minutes. The riser to the upper floor is shown

at Fig. 473 in the small bed-room, and on both floors the direction of the circulation

is plainly indicated by arrows.

On the ground floor. Fig. 472, it will be seen that the circulation is carried

round inside the fireplace openings of drawing and dining rooms, while on the first

floor the openings are temporarily bricked up and the pipe continued straight across.

In either case provision is there for ordinary fire grates, should the house change

hands and the new tenant require them. V indicates ventilating flue where it

appears on these drawings.

A larger example by the same engineer * appears at Fig. 474. This is a plan of

the Girls’ School, Paignton, the heating arrangements of which have now been

working satisfactorily through two winters. The dotted lines show the circulation

in this case, and the numbers of pipes in the difterent situations are marked. The

heater consists of six sets of pipes, six flow and six return connections, as described

at Fig. 465, and the furnace is situated under the cloak rooms, where marked F.

The valve cistern and filling tube are in the roof over the front store, where

marked A.

The central hall of this building has some pipes arranged to overcome that fault

which is too commonly prevalent in large areas' with very high ceilings. The fault

in question is the fall of cold air, or down-draught as it is sometimes called, which is

a fault of a pronounced nature, especially in places where the heads are bared. To

overcome this, some pipes are run along the walls, 11 feet from the ground, the hall

being 29 feet high. This is a plan being adopted to prevent this downward current

of cold air, and although the writer has not yet had opportunity to try it, he is

assured it answers well. It is a result much to be desired.

The whole of this apparatus is of the same size pipe, |^-inch bore, including the

furnace coil. The whole building is warmed to 60 or 65 degrees, when empty, in two

hours after lighting the fire. All the radiating pipes are on the one floor level.

In the examples just given, and in very many works that are executed, the pipes

are carried along the walls exposed to view
;
and this is considered to be the accepted

practice when erecting this kind of apparatus in public and other similar places not

used as residences. In residence works it is usual to hide the pipes, for their

appearance is but little better than the larger cast pipes, though they are, of course

somewhat less conspicuous. The customary method of effecting this is to either cut a

recess along the lower part of the side walls of the rooms, where the skirting usually

* R. P. de Ridder, Fairfield Stieet, Fairfield, Liverjjool, and the plans are reproduced by kind

permission of the architects, Bridgman and Bridgman, of Paignton.
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conies, and after running the pipes along here covering them with a grated skirting

as Fig. 475. Or, in event of the recess being difficult to cut, or not allowed, a

projecting grated skirting can be had, as Fig. 476. It might be mentioned that the

latter can be had of sufficient projection to cover cast pipes up to 4-inch size if

required.* It is very important that the grating be of an open pattern unless extra

pipe is allowed for given results. Coils can be had of the small-bore pipe, to go

under coil cases, but they are not much in demand for these works.

Both the high-pressure and the limited-pressure systems are in favour for church

work
;

also for institutions and places where the fire cannot be kept going night

and day throughout the

winter, but has to be re-

lighted on each occasion

that the building is re-

quired for use. An im-

portant feature in such

cases is that heat may be

obtained quickly, and the

systems of hot water ap-

paratus being discussed

undoubtedly meet this

requirement better than

a low-pressure apparatus.

f

iV trouble which affects

the small pipes, however,

even more than the larger

ones, is that if the appa-

ratus is left cold during

Fig. 475. Fig. 476.frosty weather there is

every likelihood of its

getting frost-bitten in one or more places, and this is always a serious matter

involving much trouble and inconvenience, if not injury and even danger. To

obviate this risk a “ frost-defying ” liquid can be liad,-J and this retains its fluid

condition at the lowest temperature we have with an English winter. Very im-

portantly, it does not interfere with the free circulation of the water, nor affect the

materials of which the apparatus is composed. It is supplied in a concentrated form

to be added in certain proportions to the water with which the apparatus is charged.

* The Northern Foundry Co. are makers of several patterns.

f It is to be wondered that steam is not used, this being very quick. A well-fitted steam apparatus

is silent in its work. f W. Stainton, King’s Cross Hoad, London.
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There is an awkward clause in the Metropolitan Building Act requiring the pipes

of a small bore apparatus, whether high or limited pressure, to be at least 3 inches

away from all inflammable materials. This is quite unnecessary with the valve

apparatus, and the need of the precaution is not very obvious with the high-

pressure system. It is generally considered that 600° Fahrenheit is the maximum
temperature reached, but it is doubtful if anyone has actually tested this fact. In

any case as the Act now stands the pipes are supposed to be kept 3 inches from wood-

work, but it is very certain that this precaution is not observed to the extent the Act

intended. Where the pipes come up through floors the boards are seldom cut away a

clear 3 inches round, and so in other places. District surveyors are doubtless allowed

to exercise discretion, and very properly do so. These pipes are frequently carried

along pew risers in churches, as Fig. 477, and in such a situation it is next to

impossible for even a single pipe to be kept away from woodwork the distance

specified, as a rule.

To carry out this work it is necessary

to have proper outfits of tools. Suitable

wrenches are needed for the sockets to

make the joint sufficiently sound, and

screw-tools, both jight- and left-hand, and

tools to trim the pipe ends, one conical

and one flat, are needed. The prepara-

tion of the pipe ends however is work

of which very little need be done as there

are practicaly no fittings used and the lengths of pipe are screwed together as they

come, and bent wherever the work has to make a turn or run out of the straight line.

Mixed lengths can be obtained, and the tee of the filling tube, &c., can generally

be worked in without cutting and screwing.

An instance of very great ignorance in attempting this work came to the writer’s

notice quite recently. An apparatus, erected by a well-known firm, existed in a

building, and an additional room having been built out, the builder undertook to

extend the heating apparatus into it. It was a valve apparatus, but not content with

the valve already there, the builder fitted up an additional one in the new room. The

valve was made up of an ordinary common safety spring valve and an inlet valve,

both in a steam tee fitting. He cut one of the pairs of existing pipes at the furnace

coil, inserted steam tees, and from these carried the new circulation in ordinary

steam tube. It is concluded that he then tested his work, and not finding it satis-

factory, recommended and got permission to insert stop valves in the other circuits.

The stop valves used were of the ordinary wheel-gate pattern, and it showed plainly

that he had no idea that the different circulations were continuations of one another

Fig. 477 .
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(as explained on p. 583). It appears an engineer then told him that the stop valves

made the apparatus dangerous, as by closing either one of them the entire apparatus

was affected. This did not convey itself very clearly to his mind, but, to obviate risks,

he thereupon inserted a spring safety valve in the top flow pipe close to the furnace.

It was a remarkable piece of work, for in the many places that the existing pipes

were cut for the insertion of tees, stop-valves, &c., the connections were made with

ordinary right-hand gas threads, made sound with hemp and white lead. AVhen the

writer was called in to test and inspect the apparatus, the testing would have been a

risky business only that the safety valve in the stoke-hole was set so lightly that it

could be opened with the fingers, and this promised safety. Tlie real object of the test

was to see if a proper circulation could be obtained, but it was quickly found that

the circulation was defective in two sections of the apparatus, although the stop

valves were full open. This was due to the apparatus having air locked in it, and it

appeared that nothing was known about filling the apparatus with a pump. They

had filled it by hand with the help of a piece of rubber hose attached to the filling

tube, whicli was down by the furnace in this instance.'* As there were dips under door-

ways and many irregular features, the hand filling could not possibly be successful.

It remains to be explained, in concluding this subject, why the bursting of a

high-pressure pipe is a dangerous happening to any one that should be near. If a

pipe give way at all it will be one of those in the furnace, for it is here that the

tubes are subject to the greatest wear and tear, and are working under the most

trying conditions. It has been stated that the furnace tubes, due to the heat of the

fire, combined with the heat and pressure of the water, tend to change the fibrous

character of the wrought iron to that of a granular nature
;
to make it short, in fact—

more like cast iron—and this is said to make the furnace tubes weaker than those

outside, though not dangerously so. It has been argued that if a pipe l)ursts there

is only a comparatively small quantity of very^hot water issues, and this does no

serious harm.

Eeports show, however, that this is far from being the case, and the rupture of

a furnace tube may even be fatal to any one in the stoke-hole if an exceedingly rapid

escape is not made. In one instance the attendant was only rescued by outside help,

for he lay insensible on the floor. It is scarcely hot water that issues when a rupture

occurs, for the water is in a state that causes it to be instantaneously converted into

steam when it is released from confinement. Water at 300 degrees, or hotter,

cannot remain in its liquid state when liberated, for it is beyond that temperature

when water becomes steam, if subject to atmospheric pressure only. Consequently

* Most engineers prefer to fill (and re-pump) from the bottom, the pumjiing valve being close by

the furnace in one of the return services. By this means the air is carried or driven up in the direction

it would naturally go.

4 G
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it Ijecomes steam the instant it is free, and this change is so rapidly effected that

the phenomenon is almost that of a boiler explosion. The water as it becomes steam

increases in bulk sixteen hundred and thirty times, and this increase is so rapid that

it rends and shatters everything that is in the vicinity and not strong enough to

withstand the force exerted. There is no doubt that this accounts for the destructive

effects of kitchen boiler explosions. The mere fact of a cubic foot of steam being

suddenly released would account for nothing more serious than one or two plates

being shot off the range, but if the boiler full of water is also converted into steam

very suddenly, there will be more than the kitchen can accommodate, and the windows

or walls must give way.

Combination High and Low Pressure Heating.—There have often

occurred instances in which considerable objection has been raised to the appearance

of the pipes of a high-pressure apparatus, which, although smaller than cast pipes.

cannot be commended for their appearance. On this account, they are sometimes

made up into coils, as already stated, and are then covered with a coil case, but this

adds to the cost of a job materially. Coil cases also prevent free and rapid radiation

of heat, and, most irhportantly, they admit of the coil getting loaded with dust and the

woolly dirt material known as “ flue.” This particular fault of a coil case has been

dwelt upon before, but it has special significance here, for not only does it soon

prevent the coil giving off its heat, but the high temperature of the pipes causes the

accumulated dirt to be slightly scorched and to give off an odour of a pronounced

kind. In residences, the materials of which dust is composed have, many of them,

grease or oil in their substance
;
wool has this in particular, and a pipe reaching

400 degrees will act on the dust much the same as if it was put into a frying pan.

To rhe best of the writer’s belief, the firm of Bacon & Co. were the first to adopt,

in a practical form, the plan by which low-pressure radiators were heated by high-

pressure pipes
;
and the method first adopted was to run a single pipe through a
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series of radiators, as Fig. 478. As far as can be learned, the idea was to boil the

water in the radiators, so as to heat them by steam, and to effect this only a few

inches of water was filled in. Air cocks with loose keys were put on the radiators,

and left open at first testing, after which they were soundly closed and the keys

removed. No special provision was made for replenishing the water supply, as the

waste would be exceedingly small, not requiring attention for long periods. It

would not be difficult to add water if needed.

It is to be feared that this plan could not be made successful with more than

two, or perhaps three, radiators
;
and, of course, it was not intended that all the

heating of a place should be effected in this way. It is only supposed that the

plan is put into use here and there, where the plain pipes become too conspicuous in

Fig. 479.

their plainness. If several radiators had to be heated from a high-pressure apparatus,

then it would be best to run separate flow services to each two, if it was required to

heat them by steam
;
but a greater number might be dealt with if the radiators were

filled with water, and the high temperature of steam not relied on.

The firm named carried out the plan of heating radiators full of water, and

without having the high-pressure pipe above the floor level, by running it through a

piece of larger tube, as Fig. 479. This is distinctly ingenious, though perhaps

costing more. But it entirely dispenses with the visible pipe, it being supposed

that the radiators are on the ground floor and the pipes below in the basement. The

other high-pressure circuits, not devoted to the ground floor, would probably be

passing to floors above to heat offices, stock-rooms or residential apartments.

4 G 2
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The Advantages and Disadvantages of High-Pressure Apparatus.

—

The advantages are : Cheapness in first cost of erection, compared with a low-pressure

ap2^aratus of radiators, provided the pipes do not have to be encased.

Rapidity with which heat can be got up after lighting the fire. This is a great

advantage in church work, and in all places where the fire has to be newly lighted

a short time before each occasion that the place is occupied.

The comparatively small quantity of water, and the small degree of waste,

admit of a non-freezing fluid being used to charge the apparatus. Frost, otherwise,

is almost certain to injure the apparatus if left out of use during severe weather.

The high temperatures that can be obtained are specially useful in drying-

rooms, for laundry purposes, &c.

The disadvantages sometimes experienced with this apparatus, are : The absence

of stop-valves, or means of easily regulating any section of the apparatus, makes it

somewhat unsuited for domestic apartments, as the heat of one room cannot be

controlled independently of the others. This is a fault, for, supposing the engineer

gets his quantities of pipe in each room exactly right to start with, the temperatures

of rooms vary from other different causes. The sun may shine on one side of the

house on occasional bright days, and make these rooms warmer for the time being.

An “ at home ” may be in progress, in which case the number of callers would make

the heat of the room need regulating. And there are many reasons why stop valves

are much needed and used in the heating of a residence. If the fire is carelessly

stoked and the place becomes too warm, then it is easier to regulate the temperature

by a stop valve than by attending to the fire.

The Building Act, and all Fire Insurance and other authorities, require the

pipes to be kept at least three inches from wood or any inflammable materials. This

is sometimes awkward.

In residence works the pipes must be hidden, as their appearance is objection-

able. This brings several faults into existence, the same as coil cases with

low-pressure works. The pipes are usually laid in a chased recess along the bottom

of the room walls, and a grated skirting with top moulding comes in front. Or the

pipes are laid flat against the wall, and a projecting grated skirting comes over

them. This is an expense not required with radiators, and, as with coil cases, it

admits of the pipes becoming loaded with dust. It is considered that all hot-water

pipes are apt to give a perceptible vitiated character to the air if dust is allowed to

collect on them, due to the heat partially decomposing those particles of dust which

have an organic nature. This fault, of course, becomes more noticeable with higher

temperatures to the pipes.

The apparatus is not convenient of repair or mechanical attention if situated

any distance away from an engineer who undertakes this work.



CHAPTEK XXIV.

WARMING BUILDINGS BY HEATED AIR.

inj

t

is a subject upon which very little has been written, for in

English minds there is a prejudice against warming by this

means. The prejudice, however, is founded on—nothing
;

for it is work of which very little is done in this country,

and experience of good or bad work of this kind does not

fall to the lot of many. It is, however, quite sufficient to

provoke objection with most people if the words “ hot air
”

are merely mentioned, for there is some peculiar idea enter-

tained that to deliver warmed air for respiration totally

destroys its healthfulness and salubrity. It is forgotten,

or not known, that air properly warmed is just the air we

get on a summer day if we stand somewhere sheltered

from the direct heat of the sun. This air is very agreeable

to the human system
;
but, apparently, something different

and less agreeable is considered right in the winter.

It is just possible that the prejudice had its origin when attempts were made

to warm air by means of the “ cockle ” stove. This was perhaps the earliest method

Ih.
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adopted, unless we go back to the much older but better work done by the Romans.

The “ cockle ” stove consisted of a fire within an iron case or shell, with another case

over it. The space between the two shells

formed the air-heating chamber, and was pro-

vided with the necessary inlet and outlet. We
might compare it to the ordinary dome-top

vertical boiler that we now have, but the space

which is occupied by water was the air chamber

;

the flow and return connections, in larger size,

were the outlet for warm air and inlet for cold

air respectively.

This form of stove gave the worst possible

results, for, even with careful firing, the inner

shell was usually red hot, or nearly so, and the

heated air was delivered in a distinctly bad

condition. The air was over dry, parching to

the breathing organs, and the myriads of dust

particles, always present in air, were scorched,

and gave the air a polluted taint.

What we have to deal with here is the

warming of air by hot-water pipes or radiators,

and in adopting this means there are no risks

of over heating, not to a serious extent
;
no

vitiation, but, on the contrary, an air of a

very salubrious character is obtained. It is

not such a cheap method of warming as using

visible direct-heating radiators, but where the

appearance of radiators is objected to the plan

is distinctly good.

Heating by invisible radiators is called

“ indirect ” work
;

but, before proceeding to

that, a few words may be said in regard

to warming by “ direct-indirect,” or “ semi-

direct ” means. Ventilating radiators are used

for this purpose, and examples can be seen at Figs. 421 and 434. A further example

can be given in Fig. 480,* this being specially designed for the work.

It will be seen that heating, carried out by this method, has visible radiators

Fig. 480 .

Fig. 481 .

* The “ Italian Flue ” radiator, by the American Radiator Company.
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the same as the works already fully descril)ed in Chapter XX.
;
but with the latter

the heat afforded is, to some extent, by radiation, and largely by heating the air

contained in the apartment. It is architects who are largely responsible for the use

of the ventilating radiator, and it must be admitted that this provision for the

ingress of fresh air is better than arranging for it to come in through the crevices of

doors and wherever it can. By providing inlet ventilation through the radiator,

the draughts at doors and windows are almost, if not wholly, stopped.

The radiator. Fig. 480, has its castings, or sections as they are called, of a shape

similar in cross section to Fig. 481, this showing two middle castings, and it will be

seen that the design isO

such that there are four

passages or flues extend-

ing up from the bottom

to the top of the radiator

between each pair of

middle castings, the end
.
°

.
Fig. 482.

sections being different

to afford an ornamental and finished appearance on the outside. At the bottom of the

radiator is arranged what is called a box base, a set of castings to enclose the space

beneath the sections, and this base enclosure is arranged to have communication with

the outer air. No mechanical force is required to cause the air to pass up through the

radiator, for the heat will cause the air passages to act like chimneys. There will be a

constant inflow of air

at the bottom, and a

discharge of warm air

at the top, from the

same cause, and in

precisely the same

way, as occurs with

the chimney over a

fire, except that it is just air and nothing but air that comes into the room.

It is very necessary that there be some regulation of the air supply, not only

for general reasons, but it may be that the wind is driven direct against the inlets

when it blows from certain quarters. The radiators are also used as ventilators in

the strict sense of the word, for renewing the air in rooms in both summer and winter,

and regulation is needed in this. The regulation with this radiator is effected by a

valve arrangement in the box base
;
Fig. 482 illustrating this as applied to a back

inlet opening above floor level, while Fig. 483 is to operate over an opening that is

cut in the floor beneath the radiator. Both of these are worked by a small arm
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projecting in front, this being moved to the right or the left by a person’s foot.

Further drawings to illustrate this can be given by Figs. 484 and 485, these showing

the radiator and box base complete, fixed against a wall-opening and a floor-opening

respectively. The inlet ventilating gratings, which are fixed flush with the outside

of the wall, should be provided with wire gauze to arrest the passage of impurities

(and insects in the summer-time). The gauze screen also serves to lessen the force

of the wind if driven by storms against this face of the building. Although the

gauze serves to arrest dirt, yet it is necessary, in fact important, that the box base be

cleaned out periodically
;
and to admit of this the front is easily removed and replaced.

Another form of ventilating, or “ direct-indirect,” radiator is illustrated by

Fig. 486. This may be considered as the ordinary type of radiator like that illus-

Fig. 484 . Fig 485 .

trated at Fig. 431, p. 545, but with specially formed loose plates, slipped down

between the sections, to make an enclosed space at the base. These plates are at

front and back, and when all are in position the radiator would require to be placed

over a floor-opening. To work with a wall-opening at the back, any number of

the back plates can be raised sufficiently far to admit of a sheet-iron sleeve, a square

sheet-iron tube, passing from wall-opening to beneath the body of the radiator,

bringing the air to the base in a very similar manner to what is shown at Fig. 484.

The difference is, that the radiator being described has no valve arrangement, and

regulation must be provided for by a hit-and-miss ventilator fitted to the inlet

opening, and worked by a rod or lever long enough to come beyond the end of the

radiator.

With many engineers capable of offering sound opinions there is an inclination
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to consider the special design of ventilating radiator, Fig. 480, as unnecessary, and

think Letter results can he obtained with that last illustrated. Fig. 486, and Letter

results still with the ordinary type of radiator fixed with merely a wall ventilator

behind it. Supposing we have a radiator as Fig. 420, and fix this as close against

an outside wall as it can be got
;
and behind this we have a ventilator in the wall

worked by a rod or lever from the side. The ventilator would be placed centrally to

the radiator from its sides, and its bottom edge would come about level with the

bottom of the radiator sections, or say six inches from the floor. The air coming

through could not fail to be warmed sufficiently, and it may be supposed tliat it is

more evenly distributed al)out the lower

parts of the room than is the case when

it comes up through the vertical passages

of Fig. 480. In passing up through the

latter it gains considerable speed (like

the draught in a chimney) and is pro-

jected direct up to the ceiling. The

writer has one job working with nearly

a hundred ordinary radiators fixed in

front of wall ventilators as just descril)ed,

and the architect, after a year’s experi-

ence of the job, considers it satisfactory

in every way.

The object of arguing in favour

of ordinary radiators used for “ direct-

indirect ” work is that the expense is less.

Take Fig. 480, for instance : this can l)e

had without the box-base for ordinary

work, and in medium sizes the list price

is as much as 1 1 . less each radiator.

Certainly Fig. 486 does not cost so much extra for its base, as in medium sizes it

would only be 7<s. list price extra per radiator. There is, however, extra cost in

connecting them with the wall-openings, and in the case of the latter it is not so

easy to connect and work the inlet ventilator as when it is fixed fiat on the wall.

Then there is the fact, or we may consider it as a tlieory at present, that better

general results are obtained with the non-ventilating radiator. It is better adapted

for heating the air of the room, also for distributing radiant heat, than a radiator made

with flues through it, unless means are provided for the air of the room to pass up

through the flues when desired. Ventilation can be carried to extremes, and there

occur times when it is desirable to close, or nearly close, the inlet valves. Lastly, it

4 H
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may be said that the non-ventilating radiators give a wider range of design, a greater

and more varied choice of makes and patterns, for at present the ventilating radiators

are not the best looking in the market.

Indirect Heating.—This method of heating is by warmed air only, no radiant

heat coming into the room, the radiators being fixed in boxes or chambers quite

hidden from view. This arrangement is adopted when visible radiators are objected

to. It sometimes happens that either by

reason of a person’s taste or by the fact

that a room may be decorated and fur-

nished to some precise style or period,

that a radiator, unless specially cast to

correspond, would offend the eyes of

those who could judge of the incongruity.

As indirect radiators are not ex-

posed to view, no attempt is made to

beautify them, and all improvements

made are with the view to increase

their effectiveness and general utility.

Figs. 487 and 488 * illustrate the usual appearance of indirect radiators, when

made up in stacks, while Fig. 489 illustrates a single section of yet another pattern.

The latter may be considered as a three-column design. These radiators are made

up in stacks of sections, as shown in the two former illustrations, the number of

sections put into a stack depending, of course, on the heat required of it. The

stacks arc usually made up by the heating engineer as required, the sections being

joined by right and left hand screw nipples

which are supplied by the makers.

The object of the pins and gills on these

radiators is to extend the heating surface, that

there may be a full volume of air pass through

yet none escape being heated. It is almost

like passing air through a strainer, or a filter,

the passages between the heating surface,

though abundantly plentiful, being all very narrow and so very indirect that the air

cannot avoid contact. Nothing could more successfully afford warmth to the air

without retarding its free movement through.

In Fig. 490 we have an example of the fixing of an indirect radiator. This is

an instance of a radiator stack, braced up to the joists beneath the room to be heated.

* “ The Perfection-Pin ” and “ Excelsior,” by the American Kadiator Company.
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Fig. 489.

and .the warm air is delivered through a floor grating or register immediately above.

In fixing this radiator, a very inexpensive means of hanging it is to procure four hooks

of ^-inch rod iron about 18 inches long, with wood screws at one end to screw into

the joists. In the lower hooked ends of these are laid two lengths of gas tube, and

this forms a very successful ceiling support for the radiator to rest upon. The

radiator is, of course, up near the ceiling of a basement chamber below the room to l)e

heated, and as the lower chambers are

probably kitchen offices, it becomes very

essential that the encasing of the radiator

is well and soundly done. If care is not

exercised in this, there is every likelihood

of odours from the kitchen being delivered

with the warm air. The case surround-

ing the radiator should be of a width that

will fit closely at sides and ends, so that

no appreciable volume of air can pass

through without contact with the heated surfaces. At the same time, there must Ije

a proper space above and beneath the radiator, and the minimum should be 6

inches below and 9 inches above. If the register opening (the floor grating) is

situated centrally over the radiator, then the fresh air inlet had better come centrally

below, but otherwise it is usual to arrange for the inlet and outlet to come as far

apart as possible. The fresh air is brought to the radiator box by sheet iron tube,

and has a valve to regulate the passage of air

unless the register grating is so fitted. The

illustration shows a plain grating without any

valve arrangement.

Fig. 491 illustrates an enclosed indirect

radiator, with the warm air register on the

side wall of the room just above the skirting.

This is a different type of radiator to the last,

but the hanging, boxing-in, and air supply

are very similar to the preceding example.

By casing the warm air shaft in the wall, as

here shown, it becomes possible to warm rooms above the ground floor by ihis

means. It would, of course, be impossible to have ceiling boxes to the ceilings of

the ground floor reception rooms, and on this account indirect radiation is generally

confined to the ground floor, with visil)le radiators upstairs.

It is not usually convenient to adopt indirect heating, even to the ground floor

of a residence, unless there are basement rooms or cellars beneath, for it would be

4 H 2
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difficult to excavate spaces for the radiators beneath the floors. Even if this was

done, the circulating pipes would have to be sunk rather deeply, as they must, at

least, be level with the lowest connection at the radiator. Finally, there would

doulffiless be some difficulty in getting the fresh air supply to the boxes satisfac-

torily.

Indirect radiators require to have air vents the same as the others, but being

situated out of reach, it is customary to fit automatic vents—d,spirators as they

are called—or else have cocks down within reach below and connected with the

highest points of the radiators by ^-inch pipe. If aspirators are used, they should be

connected by pipes so as to stand outside the boxes, that they may be tested and

kept in order. Some provision should also be made to gain access to the interiors of

the radiator boxes to remove dirt and to free the

radiator from accumulated dust. In an arrange-

ment as Fig. 490 there could not fail to be a large

amount of dust and debris collect on the radiator

and on the floor of the box. As already men-

tioned more than once, dust and dirt from floors is

composed of materials which are chiefly poor con-

ductors of heat, and a covering of such material

is a distinct barrier to the free transference of

heat to the air. There is also the likelihood

of the dirt, when warm, giving off an odour, or

causing the air to be wanting in sweet freshness.

A most important detail in this work is the

choice of positions for the fresh air inlet openings,

not in the radiator boxes, but where the air first

enters the tubes which end in the boxes. It is

usual for these openings to be in the outside walls

of the house in one or more places, as may be most convenient, and ventilation gratings

are placed there. The gratings should have gauze linings to arrest the passage of

insects, flying leaves, also mice if the openings are near the ground, and the gauze

should be easy to clean, for it usually acts too much like a strainer and holds a pro-

portion of the small material that it has stopped. It should be brushed occasionally.

In saying how important it is that the fresh air openings should be properly disposed,

it will, for instance, be recognised that the results could not be satisfactory if they

opened on a stable yard, yet even this error has I)een committed, and worse.

Instances have transpired in which the inlet openings have been in cellars, owing

to the expense or trouble in getting to a practical part of the outer wall, but it is

wrong to deliver cellar air into the reception rooms, however sweet and clean the

Fig, 491 .
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cellars may be. In tlie case of heating air by stoves the air supply has often been

through a mere aperture in the stove itself without a tube attached, so that the

air of the furnace chaml)er or stoke-hole has been delivered at the registers.O
The inlet openings should be in the outer walls where the best air is obtainable

;

they should be a few feet above the ground, and, for preference, not behind bushes or

in corners where domestic animals may regularly resort to. If, in putting the

openings a little distance above ground level, it becomes necessary to carry the fresh

air tubes downwards to the heating chamber
;
this does not much matter as a rule.

Fig. 492.

Stop valves may or may not be fitted to regulate the heating of these radiators,

it commonly being considered that as the heat in the room can be controlled by the

ventilator or a valve in the air supply tube, no other regulation is needed. An
excellent arrangement by which the temperature of the air entering the room may

be varied without in the least interfering with its volume is by the use of a “mixing

damper.” Fig. 492 shows how this damper acts, it consisting of a valve of any

convenient form fixed in position so that as it is moved it opens the register flue to

warm or cold air, or both in certain proportions, according to its position. The
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disposition of the radiator and the general arrangement is much the same as Fig. 491,

except that the radiator does not reach to the wall, and the intervening space (between

radiator and wall) is occupied by the damper. The operation of the damper is to

allow some of the cold air reaching the register without passing through the

radiator, and thus reducing the temperature without reducing the total volume of

air that enters the room. The mixing damper is worked by a cord and pulleys. As

shown, its weight suffices to close it when the cord is released, while the weighted

knob on the cord within the room serves to balance and hold it in any intei-mediate

position between wide open and shut.

It is always calculated that heating by indirect radiators requires fifty per cent,

greater radiating surface to be provided for given results than is necessary with the

ordinary direct heating radiators. Thus, if in the reception rooms of a private

residence 14 feet of direct heating surface is allowed per thousand cubic feet capacity

of the room, it would be necessary to allow 21 feet per thousand if indirect work

is carried out, to secure the same temperature, 65 degrees. With direct heating

radiators, the air of the room no doubt passes over the radiator more than once, or

in other words the change of air is not so active as with indirect work, and this is

a distinct economy of heat. When the change of air is more certain and the new

cold air conies direct from outdoors on to the radiating surface, the heat lost from

the water and the heat needed must be greater. Fifty per cent., however, is a great

deal of extra surface, and would not be necessary if indirect radiators were all prime

surface. Gills, pins and all solid projecting parts on a radiator are not prime

surfaces, and only serve to increase the area over which the heat can spread itself,

but in doing so it becomes reduced in temperature. It is a larger heated area at a

lower temperature. It answers well for heating air, preventing all risk of over-

heating or drying it, but it cannot be called prime surface. Practically all indirect

radiators have solid extended surfaces of some kind, and as these figure as actual

surface in the catalogued sizes, we can understand why fifty per cent, more surface is

needed in indirect than in direct heating. Except for this twenty-five per cent,

would be sufficient. With “ direct-indirect ” radiators it is only twenty-five per

cent, extra surface that is recommended, and all that is necessary, for these

radiators seldom have solid extensions of heating surface
;
they are generally all

prime surface. It is understood, of course, that prime surface means that which

has the hot water immediately on one side of it, the water and the external

radiating surface not being divided by more than inch or inch of metal, or at

the utmost ^ inch. The table of radiating surfaces for direct radiation will be found

on p. 495.

For indirect hot water heating the recognised rule or table for ascertaining sizes

for warm air tubes is to allow 1^ to If square inches of tube for each square foot
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of radiating surface, for supplying the ground floor. For the first floor 3 to 1 square

inch ; and to the second floor ^ to f square inch. The registers or ventilating

gratings, through which the warm air enters the room, must have an area from one-

fourth to one-third greater than the warm air tubes, and the iron bars or ornamental

work in the grating must not be calculated when arriving at the area in question.

As a rule a register opening has air passages through it which are, in the aggregate,

quite one-fourth less than the superficial measurencent of the opening. Thus a

register grating with 10 by 8 opening has (in a good open make examined by the

writer) 53 square inches of clear space through it, A 20 by 20 size had 267 square

inches actual capacity.

The eold air supply tube should be three-fourths the total area of the warm air

tubes it has to supply. Thus, if there were two rooms furnished with warm air from

one box and the tubes to these rooms were 8 by G and 10 by 8 respectively, their

total area would be 128 square inches. The cold supply tube to this box should

therefore be 96 square inches, or say 12 by 8 inches. The reason for making the

air supply tube of the least size, the warm air tube larger, and the register largest,

is first to allow for the fact that air, when warmed, is expanded and occupies a little

more space than when cold
;
secondly, it is to prevent a too rapid discharge of the

warm air into the room. Air or water brought through a small pipe which opens

into a larger one has its velocity checked
;

the outflow is made gentle, and less

noticeable, and this result is always sought for in a warm air apparatus.

Indirect radiators should be tapped, and have flow and return services as

follows :

—

Up to 40 feet surface

40 to 90 feet
,,

90 to 150 feet „

150 to 300 feet „

1 inch

2

In warming air by means of stoves, without the intervention or aid of hot water,

there is one important detail to be always borne in mind. This is the requirements

of the Building Act, which all architects and surveyors (also Fire Insurance Companies)

will have observed. Metal, or in fact all tubes, conveying air heated by a stove have

to be treated much the same as ehimneys, being kept a certain distance from wood-

work and other inflammable materials. Six inches is the distance mentioned in the

Act for hot-air tubes, and it must be admitted that the distance is reasonable, espe-

cially for those pipes down near to the stove. On this account apparatus to warm

air by stove heat are not very commonly erected in houses already built, but there

is no difiiculty with houses in course of erection.

Another detail of importanee to be remembered is that stove-heated air is

unnaturally dry unless provision is made to give it the required humidity. The
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same might > l)e said of air heated by hot-water pipes, only that the temperature

of the heating surfaces is so low in this case. The greater heat of stove surfaces

may also cause dust particles to be slightly scorched, sufficiently so to make them

give off an odour. The humidity of the air, the water-carrying power that air has,

is somewhat peculiar, and although needing no special consideration with hot water

works, must be considered with stove-heated air, and may therefore be briefly de-

scribed here.

Air at a certain temperature, say 35 degrees, has the power of holding a certain

amount of water (as an invisible vapour) in suspension, and this certain amount is all

that it is capable of holding; it being then said to be “saturated.” On increasing

the temperature of the air, its capability of holding water increases in a given ratio,

and although the actual composition and character of the air has not changed, it will

have all the characteristics of a disagreeably dry air, very troublesome to those who

have sensitive throats or breathing organs. This is peculiar in the fact that the air in

being heated has not lost any water, it is the same air that was quite pleasant to

breathe at 35 degrees. It has only been heated, and then becomes troublesomely dry,

and has a capacity for water greater than it had before. This does not happen to a

noticeable extent in submitting air to hot water pipe heat, but it does with stove heat

if the stove is really hot or over-heated. Added to the annoyance some feel in

breathing dry air, there is the fact that this air wants water and is not idle in

seeking it. It will readily absorb moisture from anything that has water to be ab-

sorbed from, and on this account a dried warm air is fatal to the stock of a conserva-

tory and to horticultural products generally. This is remedied by having evaporating

pans in the stove chamber, these pans being regularly replenished with water, and they

must be so situated that the heated air will not easily pass by the moisture pro-

vided for it.

Still another difference between hot water and stove-heated air works is that

with the former it is quite usual to place the heating surfaces under the floors as

described, or to scatter them in other places where they are near their work, it being

a simple matter to take the circulating pipes to these scattered points. This is

impossible with stoves, as we cannot very well have several, or if this could easily be

done it would mean increased labour in attending to several fires. It is usual to

have one stove or heater suitably disposed in a brick-built heating chamber or room,

and from this place warm air service tubes are carried wherever required. There are

instances of a hot water boiler with stacks of indirect radiators being fixed in this

way, and no objection can be raised to the arrangement if it appears a better one

than having several floor boxes, but it is not at all common. In each case, however,

the stove or boiler is so fixed that its feeding and stoking doors come on the outside

of the air heating chamber, for reasons that need no explaining.
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The stoves used in England for this work always have ribs or gills cast on the

hottest surfaces, the object being to reduce the temperature, to dilute it, so to speak, by

having it spread over a greater area. It gives a greatly increased surface for the air

to come in contact with, and this surface is at a lower temperature, so that by this

means, and the provision of water-evaporating troughs, the supposed faults of stove-

heated air quite disappear. As regards the heating surfaces of the stovq, it will be

plainly seen that these should never be able to come to a red heat or anything near it,

and the gills are provided expressly to obtain this result
;
they at the same time give

the large area of surface that is so necessary. Any surface next the fire and not

provided with gills should be lined with fire brick or fitted with inner shield plates.

The gills are, of course, solid iron, and get their heat by conduction from the surface

next the fire.

For the conveyance of the warmed air to the registers in the rooms sheet iron

pipes are sometimes used, in fact nothing else can very well be used for the rooms

above the ground floor. For the ground floor, however, brickwork conduits are

sometimes made, or sheet iron imbedded in concrete or covered with non-conducting

comj)osition, but undoubtedly the best thing is earthenware drain pipes if it is

possible to use them.

Intimately connected with the subject of heating rooms by warmed air, whether

by hot water or by stove heat, is the subject of outlet ventilation. It is hopeless

attempting this method of heating if the question of outlet ventilation is not studied.

If there is no air extracted from a room, no new air will flow in. It will not force

itself in, nor will it cause the air already there to move out and make room for it.

You cannot get air into a room already full of air any more than you can force water

into a bottle already full of water, unless, in either case, there is some of the existing

air, or the water, extracted at the same time. In English houses the chimneys are

the outlet ventilators—the vitiated air extractors—and while there is a normally active

chimney in a room there is, as a rule, no difficulty in getting the warmed air to flow

in freely and successfully. The subject of ventilation, or what may be termed air-

extraction, will be found treated fully in a later chapter. It is in reality a separate

subject, though so closely connected with warming by heated air.



By FREDERICK DYE.

CHAPTER XXVI.

STEAM HEATING AND COOKING.

home of Steam Heating is undoubtedly America,

where different apparatus for affording warmth by

this means are quite commonly erected in private

residences in which only female servants’ attendance

at the boiler can be had. This is due to the intro-

duction and general use of the Automatic Damper

Regulator, which takes care of the fire, and the steam

pressure, if a sufficient quantity of fuel is fed into

the boiler at proper periods, say three times a day.

The piping of the apparatus being sealed at all

points, there can be no waste of steam, and con-

sequently water, and the water-line in the gauge-

glass only needs to be looked at occasionally. The

water line may fall from one to three inches in a

week, no more if the piping is dry—that is, no leaks.

Automatic Damper Regulators are now appearing on steam boilers by English makers,

and the introduction of this device will do more to help this method of heating than

may at first appear possible. It almost amounts to being a mechanical engineer, for

it fulfils most of the duties that an engineer or attendant would otherwise be required

to do, the most important being the regulation of the damper to keep the fire burning

at a regular rate, this, in turn, keeping an even steam pressure. The pressure gauge

requires little or no watching.
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The advantages claimed for steam heating are several. In the first place the

apparatus is a little cheaper to erect, as a certain size of radiator will warm a larger

area than the same size in a hot water apparatus will. This is due to the higher

temperature of the steam, the least heat of which is 212 degrees, while the highest

correct temperature of a hot-water apparatus is from 180 to 200 degrees. It is

customary to work a low pressure steam apparatus at a pressure of from 2 to 5 lbs. to

the square inch (above atmospheric pressure) for residence works, or at 8 to 10 lbs. for

business places, schools or institutions. With the latter pressure the temperature of

the steam is 240 degrees, that is about 30 degrees hotter than boiling water, and

with a temperature as high as this it is but little more than half as much radiating

surface that is needed for given results compared to hot water. This necessarily

reduces the first cost.

A second advantage gained by the use of steam heat is the quick results that

can be obtained. It is greatly to be wondered at that steam is not used more for

heating places of worship, and all buildings or public rooms which are not regularly

used and need to be heated up sharply when required for use. High-pressure hot

water is largely used to gain this result, but although quicker than low-pressure water,

it is not so rapid as steam. A steam apparatus is of course equally rapid in becoming

cold when the fire is allowed to go down, but this would be no disadvantage in such

places.

Still another good feature that a steam apparatus has when fitted in places which

are not regularly heated, is that frost cannot very well attack the pipes, for they

immediately empty themselves (or should do) when the fire goes out.

As against these things there is the serious disadvantage of not being able to

regulate the heat in anything like the agreeable Avay it can be done with a hot-water

apparatus. The radiators, with steam, must always be as hot or hotter than boiling

water. It may be said that they are always at their maximum heat, as the range of

temperature in a low-pressure apparatus is very limited. If the heat is too great in

a room the radiator has to be shut off, not partially but wholly. Also if the weather

is only moderately cold, say 40 degrees outdoors, it is impossible to adjust the

temperature of the heating medium to meet the case. The steam must be 212

degrees or more, but with a hot water apparatus on such a day, the boiler damper

would be regulated so that the water did not get hotter than aljout 140 to 150 degrees
;

hotter than this would only be required when frost was experienced outside. This is

rather fatal to the adoption of steam heat in private residences, but for business and

public places, particularly where heat is needed at short notice, it is much more suit

able, and its advantages outweigh its failings. Even in America low-pressure hot

water is supplanting steam for residence and general Avorks on account of the wide

range of temperature that can be obtained from it and its simplicity of regulation.

4 I 2
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In the high buildings of that country, the “ sky-scrapers ” as they are sometimes

called, steam is more generally adopted, for with water the pressure in the lower

parts of the apparatus would be excessive.

Of the different systems of steam heating the “ one-pipe ” principle is generally

looked on with favour. Some engineers, both English and American, say it excels

other systems not only in cheapness to erect, but in general good results. There are

engineers, also, who say that only a two-pipe apparatus can be guaranteed noiseless.

The one-pipe, however, is a good system, and properly erected gives no trouble.

It is just possible that the original one-pipe steam apparatus was one in which

the steam passed from the boiler through a gradually ascending pipe to the work to

Fig, 493.-

be done, and the condense water travelled back along the same pipe to the boiler,

the steam and the water always travelling in opposite directions. This is not the

practice with the works now erected, except as regards the radiator branches. The

main steam supply starts out to supj^ly the branches—or risers as they are commonly

called—and after touching at the last one, it returns to the boiler again as a separate

pipe. Fig. 493 will explain this, and arranged in this way the very probable

troubles due to the steam and water in the mains coming in conflict are quite

obviated. The important detail to be noted is that the main service is so arranged

that the steam and condense water travel in the same direction, and with this result

obtained the apparatus stands every chance of working in a noiseless and satisfactory

manner.
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Starting from the boiler the main How or supply pipe rises direct up to the

highest point it can conveniently be carried to without rising above the radiators

that are fed by it. Assuming the boiler is in a basement, then the pipe from the top

of the boiler is carried up very close to the ceiling at once, and from this point it

falls all the way to its work and back to the boiler. This ensures the steam and the

condense w^ater travelling together through the whole length of the main service

except the few feet from top of boiler to the highest point. In this short length

the steam passes upwards, the condense water downwards, in opposite directions to

one another, but the condensation that occurs in this short run of pipe is not suffi-

cient to be a source of trouble as a rule. Furthermore this piece of the main

service, and in fact all of it, should be covered with some poor conducting material

to j^revent loss of heat and useless condensation. A covering to these pipes is of

greater importance than with hot water works, for a loss of heat means condensation

of some of the steam, and condensed steam is of no value whatever in affording

warmth, besides being a possible source of trouble in other ‘ways. It may be men-

tioned that in a steam heating apparatus there is comparatively little difficulty in

getting steam to pass to its work, very few rules having to be observed to secure this.

Where difficulty may arise, and where skill is needed, is in disposing of the condense

water without noise, and without interfering with the steam supply to the radiators.

From the high point over the boiler, the main, as stated, commences to fall, and

the drop should be at least 1 inch in 20 feet, and at no point should it rise, nor be

quite horizontal. It is better wherever possible to let the fall be 1 inch in 10 feet,

and consider 1 in 20 as the least fall, and only correct when no better can p<:ssibly

be got. After passing the last radiator branch the main can, if preferred, drop to

near the floor and proceed home at that level, or it can come back at a higher level

and drop near the boiler. In either case it is given a fall as shown, and it is finally

connected to the boiler well below the water line. There is no doubt a hill of an inch

in 20 feet would suffice always if we could rely on the pipes being perfectly true

and straight, but as this cannot be expected the greater ffill should always be

practised.

It is difficult to say exactly what happens when the condense water can collect

in dips or pockets in the runs of pipes, for in no two cases do we get exactly the

same results, oj- they do not appear to be the same from outward signs and indica-

tions. Noise is one of the phenomena, and which is the first to lead to complaints.

It must be borne in mind that water is considered as an incompressible substance
;

more so than iron for instance
;
also that on steam condensing in any part of this

apparatus a vacuum is formed, unless more steam can instantly fill the space. If,

on a vacuum occurring, a collection of water is projected into the space, it goes in

with much the same force and noise as a piece of metal would if forced there by the
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steam pressure behind it. The noise is much like a violent metal-to-metal blow,

like that of a hammer, and usually the pipes vibrate, and give plain indication of the

force expended on them. There is not the slightest doubt that pounding in steam

pipes is due to condense water and a vacuum. If steam occupied all spaces at the

time the water moved (it probably would not move then) there could be little or no

noise as the steam would provide a cushion for it to expend its force against. We
occasionally get some noises for a few minutes in a one-pipe (also two-pipe) apparatus

immediately it is heated up, even though it be erected on correct principles. This

is due to the steam finding everything cold, and the rate of condensation is then

greatly in excess of what it is when all is once hot. If the fire is forced when

starting, and steam is generated rapidly, it means that the pipes are not large enough

to accommodate both the steam and the excess of condense water, and something

akin to a struggle takes place between them. If steam gets past the condense water,

condenses and creates a

vacuum, the water which

follows will come along

and fill the space with

some violence. This, how-

ever, only occurs for a few

minutes when it occurs at

all, and then it is most

likely due to a little care-

less stoking. A good fall to

the pipes is also very help-

ful in making the apparatus

noiseless at all times.
Fig. 494 .

From the main steam supply service are taken the branches or risers to the

radiators. These are single pipes, and here occurs a feature which is about the only

fault the one-pipe system of apparatus has. In these risers the steam and the

condense water do not travel in the same direction
;
they have to pass one another

in opposite ways, and it is here that the chief possibility of trouble is. Yet the

trouble can be avoided perfectly, if care is observed, and it is only in two things

that the exercise of care is very important. One is to have the risers of large enough

pipe to accommodate both the steam and the water, in which case the steam will

pass up the centre, and the water down around the sides when the pipe is vertical,

or the steam at top and the water at bottom where the pipe is horizontal. Secondly,

the pipes must be gi's^en sufficient rise, and this should be at least one inch in five

feet
;
or as much more as can conveniently be got. In America they have a special

elbow for risers, which is commonly called a “ pitch elbow ” or “ eighth-pitch elbow
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giving the necessary rise to the pipes without setting or springing them or cutting

uneven threads.

It is very important that suitable valves be used at the radiators. They must,

of course, be full way, that is, with a passage through them of an area equal to the

size of the riser pipe, and there must not be places in them in which condense water

can collect. The ordinary angle valves are usually suitable, except that they should

be packed and seated to withstand steam heat, which every hot-water valve will not

do. If straight valves are required, then the gate pattern is best. If ordinary

screw-down globe valves are used, they must be fixed on their sides, otherwise they

cannot fail to cause trouble by locking the service with condense water. There must

be no resistance offered to the free return of the water of condensation from the

radiators to the mains.

S
Fig. 495

Another detail of considerable importance in the erection of an apparatus is in

providing for the expansion and contraction of the pipes. In the first place,

the difference in temperature between the apparatus when cold and when hot is

greater than with hot water, and the elongation of the pipes when heated is pro-

portionately more. Further than this, allowance has to be made for the fact that

the change of temperature from cold to hot occurs in a very brief time. With hot

water the change is so slow, comparatively, and so gradual, that if there is resist-

ance experienced at any point, either the pipes or the cause of resistance may

accommodate themselves to one another, which is much less likely when the change

is so rapid.

To provide for this, the connections of risers, also the connection of the supply
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main from the top of the boiler, are made so that they will swing or give to the

movement of expansion and contraction. Fig. 494 illustrates a riser connection

from the main in detail, and it will be seen from other illustrations that the same

use of bends is adopted at the boiler, to effect a non-rigid service connection.

All radiators have to be provided with air vents, either cocks to be opened by

hand or automatic valves. The water supply could be made automatic, but this

provision is not needed. The loss of water is so small with an apparatus that is

sealed at all points, and returns its condensed water to the boiler, that the water

line may only fall an inch in a week, and this may be due to the opening of the air

vents, causing a slight loss of steam, assuming there are no leaks. The water supply

can be arranged by a small service from a cistern or from the main, with a stop-cock.

With a view to minimise

possible trouble with the con-

densed water from the risers,

drip pipes have been tried, as

Fig. 495. This shows the

usual steam supply main, with

what is known as a “ wet

return,” the return pipe

being below the water level

in the boiler, and being, con-

sequently, full of water. From

the bottom of the vertical part

of each riser a drip pipe drops

to the return as shown, thus

relieving the main supply of

the water and also taking it

from a point in the riser

where the steam and water would be most likely to interfere with one another if it

happened at all, There may be a gain in this arrangement, when the apparatus is

large and extends a considerable distance horizontally, but at present the plan is not

put into practice at all regularly, only rarely in fact. It would not do to adopt this

plan with a dry return (return pipe above water line), as a result would then be

experienced v;hich is a common source of trouble with a badly designed two-pipe

apparatus, the steam being able to get at a radiator from two directions, and between

them holding the condensed water up, or giving other irregular results.

As a general rule an apparatus does not have the mains running out and

home in the same direction as shown by Fig. 493. It is more customary, nearly

always the case in fact, for the main to make a circuit of the basement so as to allow
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for risers coming at different points to feed radiators scattered in all parts of the

building. Fig. 496 will give an idea of this in outline, this being intended to show

a boiler with mains in basement, while there are radiators on two floors above. One

of the risers it will be seen goes to supply two radiators, and this is quite permissible,

but it is, of course, necessary that this riser be of a suitable size, that is, larger than

would be provided for either one of the radiators alone. The same rules as already

given are observed in regard to fall of mains, or rise given to the risers, but in this

illustration can be shown a small detail that is necessary to make the steam cir-

culation start properly when commencing cold. It will be seen that an air valve is

placed in the return near the boiler and a little above the water line. This is to

allow of air being expelled from the main in the same way that it requires to have

exit from the radiators. This valve should not be omitted.

Fig. 497 .

A final detail to be explained in describing the piping of a one-pipe aj)paratus

is a “ relay ” in the main. Either by reason of the main extending a considerable

distance or by other cause, it becomes necessary to give it a rise—to jump it up—
and this provides a pocket for the condense water which must be drained away. In

Fig. 497 we can suppose the apparatus is so limited as to extent that a rise in the

main is not necessary on account of the distance it has to run, but in this instance

the main steam supply has to miss a joist and then rise to its original height to pass

a door-way opening, thus forming a pocket in the pipe much the same as a “ relay
”

does. To drain this pocket a distinct return pipe must be connected at its lowest

point, and from there it returns to the boiler by the most direct route possible. The

size of this draining pipe need not be large
;

it depends upon its situation, that is,

whether it takes the condense water from many radiators or few, for it takes all

4 K
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the water that comes down between the boiler and the dip
;
beyond the dip the

main return carries the water in the usual way.

A very good plan for calculating the quantity of radiating surface required to

afford a certain warmth is to allow five-eighths as much for steam as would be allowed

for hot water as a minimum, or, if required to be quite safe, then allow three-fourths.

This will work out as follows :

—

Square feet of radiating

Rooms and places for which the warmth surface to be allowed to each
may be required. thousand cubic feet of space.

Entrance halls ........
Bath-rooms

;
living-rooms with two exposed sides and full

amount of glass , .

Living-room, one exposed side, ordinary amount of glass .

Sleejhng rooms .

School rooms

Churches and public places of large size and high

Work-shops ......

12

10

8 to 9

7 to 8

5 to 6

The sizes of mains and risers for one-pipe work are necessarily larger than for

a two-pipe apparatus, which has separate pipes for the steam and condense water.

A reliable table is as follows, except that where a doubt is felt, these sizes should be

considered the least that will do the work. It is always better to use the size larger

pipe if the conditions make it desirable. It is a safe recourse.

Sizes of Mains, One-Pipe Low-Pressure Steam Heating Apparatus.

Amount of radiation (including mains and
risers, unless they are well covered

witli non-conducting material.)

Up to 200 square feet

200 to 400 „

400 to 650

650 to 900 ,,

900 to 1250 „

1250 to 1600 „

1600 to 2000 „

2000 to 2500 „

2500 to 3600 „

Size of main pipe.

1^-inch

21-^2 >>

•^2 >)

4 „

4-h^2 n

5 „

6 „

This table is based on a rule which is generally accepted as correct in practice,

that the area of a 1-inch pipe (‘7854 square inch) should be allowed (in mains) for

every hundred square feet of radiating or heat-losing surface. This allowance is a

practical one under ordinary conditions. Should the mains or the branches be very

long in a horizontal direction, or the boiler be small for the work, allow a size larger

pipe
;
li-inch pipe should be considered the least size that is used in mains.
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Risers and Radiator Connections. One-pipe work—Direct radiation.

(Indirect radiators require one size larger.)

For less than 25 square feet of radiator. 1 inch

25 to 60 11 „

60 to 100 .......
Above 100 ....... 2

, . -/ ,,

From this table it will be seen that it becomes possible to have a 2 -inch riser on

a l-|^-inch main, and this is quite correct. The risers, carrying water and steam in

opposite directions, have to be of larger size for a given amount of work than mains,

as already stated. It is a common practice to use even one larger size of pipe than

the above table in that part of the riser which is close to the main. For a If-inch

riser we should by this rule put a tee with 1^-inch outlet in the main, and the pipe

and two elbows between this and the vertical pipe to radiator would be 1-|, reducing

to Ij inch at the second elbow. A riser or branch of a larger size than the main

would appear very odd, and could never be correct, on a hot water apparatus, but

it is possible for it to appear on a steam job, though the occasion for it may not

by any means be a common one. It is considered that a steam heating job has

never yet been made a failure by using large pipes for mains or risers.

An arrangement of piping for a steam heating apparatus which much resembles

the one-pipe method is known as the “ drop system.” This consists of a steam

supply main which is carried direct to a high point above the radiators, then comes

down with one or more returns to feed the radiators, much in the same way as the

“ over-head” system of hot water apparatus. Fig. 382.

The “ two-pipe ” gravity system has its supply main run in the basement like

that of the one-pipe system already described, but its return is wet, being carried

back below water level. The supply risers are carried up in the usual way, but a

return riser is connected at the other end of each radiator and drops back to the

main return. By this means the radiators are drained of their condense water by

separate pipes to those that bring the steam, and the condense water is delivered

below the water line so that it cannot affect or be affected by the steam.

Steam Cooking.—A method of utilising the ordinary cast-iron side boiler of

a cooking range for this purpose may be briefly explained, but it is not a very

practical arrangement, as only one kettle,* or at the most two, can be heated by this

means. The boiler should be an eflicient heating one, and instead of the usual cast-

iron lid it should have one turned in brass or gun-metal to fit practically steam tight.

* What is known as a kettle in steam cooking much resembles a tin boiling pot, to take vegetables

or a ham.

4 K 2
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This lid should be of a weight that will not lift under a pressure of ^ lb. to the

square inch. The pressure of steam used for cooking varies from ^ lb. to 10 lbs.,

depending on the size and extent of the apparatus, but ^ lb. is sufficient for the

small apparatus being explained.

With a weighted accurate fitting lid, which acts as a safety valve, it is necessary

to have a deep dip in the service pipe between the boiler and the supply cistern

which feeds it, otherwise the steam pressure, as light as it is, will force the water

back. The pressure of water in vertical pipes is 1 lb. per square inch to each 2 feet

4 inches height, so that with the dip 2 feet deep the water should not be forced back

nor give any trouble with a ^ lb. pressure of steam. The steam service pipe (:|-inch)

would be taken from the highest point in the boiler, probably through the hot plate.

Another arrangement, more worth

describing still, has the boiler in the

kitchen range, but it is of a more

efficient character. The boiler is boot

shaped, with intersecting flues much

like that shown at Fig. 220, p. 295, ex-

cept that the shape of the boiler should

provide a better, that is more roomy,

steam chamber. The writer invariably

has them made like Fig. 498, with

the object of getting the utmost space

just over the water line. Theoretically

it would appear that with no extra flue

or heating surface there could be no

gain, but instead of this the gain

effected commonly means all the dif-

ference between failure and success.

It is of little use attempting to feed this boiler by an ordinary supply cistern,

as no sufficient dq) in the cold water pipe could well be obtained to successfully with-

stand 2 to 3 lbs. pressure of steam, or possibly more. The water supply is provided

for by an automatic inlet valve similar to that illustrated at Fig. 499. This is a

diaphragm valve connected with any of the house services, and the inflow of water

is regulated by the movement of tlie lever at the top, this lever having a heavy float

suspeuded at one end and a balance weight at the other. The float is of stone,

usually about 8 by 6 inches, and there must be a manlid on the leg of the boiler

larve enouo;h to admit of the stone being inserted, and the leg of the boiler must

also be large enough to accommodate it. The float is suspended by a wire about

-g- inch thick, this passing through a stuffing-box fixed in the boiler.

I Flue

Fig. 498.
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The water enters at a connection provided in the top of this appliance, and

when the diaphragm is raised, passes down the stem, which is hollow, and thence

into the boiler. A piece of tube is attached to the stem inside the boiler, prac-

tically extending it down nearly to the bottom, it being desirable that the new

water enter well below the water line, and not into the steam chamber. These

valves sometimes appear to act in a slightly uncertain way when the apparatus is

first tested
;
but this is due to allowance not having been made for the extra

buoyancy of the water when in a state of ebullition, and that when there is a pressure

of steam this pressure acts upon the valve and tends to close it more tightly. When
the apparatus is complete and is being tested, it is necessary to re-set this valve and

see that it works accurately when steam is up.

The last point to be mentioned in connec-

tion with the valve is perhaps not the least

important. It relates to the position or height

of the cold water cistern from which the supply

pipe comes. A boiler like this can work well at

3 lbs. or 4 lbs. pressure if the water supply will

admit of it (and if the cooking utensils are of

fair quality), and even greater pressure is de-

sirable, if not necessary, when the services are

long, or if any other features exist conducive to

condensation. If it is to be worked at about

3 lbs. pressure (and the greater the pressure the

more dry the steam), the cold-water cistern ought

to be 10 feet above the boiler, to allow of water

passing through the valve at all freely. If the

kitchen is in the basement, then there is rarely

any difficulty in getting 1 0 feet pressure of water,

but if—as is the rule with restaurants and business houses—the kitchen is at the

extreme house-top, a difficulty may be experienced, and a little lower pressure be

necessary. If the cold-water cistern was just 7 feet above the boiler, the pressure

of water would then be equal to the pressure of steam when working at 3 lbs. If this

was the case, there would be some irregular results in the water supply. It is always

necessary to have a greater pressure of water than of steam to admit of the inflow of

water being regular. If by chance the pressure of water was less than that of the

steam, the latter by its superior force would not only prevent water entering the

boiler, but would force it back up the pipe into the cistern. With the apparatus now

in question the pressure of steam is not usually fixed higher than 4 lbs., and it is

only capable of working a few moderate-sized vessels. If, however, the cistern is so

Fig. 499,
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nearly above the boiler as to make 4 lbs. pressure impossible, then a lower pressure

must suffice (which is, of course, regulated by the safety valve), as we can scarcely

use an injector to so small an undertaking. With larger boilers and apparatus, an

automatic water supply valve is the exception and not the rule in such a case, and

injectors are regularly used when the pressure of water is light.

So far we have only spoken of the boiler and water supply to this last descrip-

tion of apparatus. In addition there must be a safety valve, and the lever shape is

generally used. They are very commonly made with large round weights of cast

iron, but these large weights do not admit of the valve operating at a low pressure.

They are better adapted for larger boilers. Very usually, however, it is only this

latter kind that can be obtained at short notice, and in that case the iron weight is

taken off and a lighter lead weight cast and substituted. The writer has in mind

an instance in which he was required to inspect a small apparatus of this kind that

seemed as if it would not work correctly anyhow
;
at least, this is the character the

users gave it. The trouble proved to be a combination of safety valve being too

heavily weighted, and an inlet valve the stone float of which had been cut smaller

(and lighter accordingly), as the leg of the boiler would not accommodate it in its

full size, and they had not made the balance weight lighter in proportion. The

stone float had been trimmed down to such an extent that the original weight was

useless, and a lighter one had to be provided. The cold water cistern was only a

few feet above, and therefore it was hard to say which interfered with the inflow of

water to the boiler—the over-weighted safety valve or the over-weighted inlet valve.

It proved to be both, for efficiency was only secured after they had both been

rectified. The safety valve can be put either into the boiler or into the steam

service pipe from the boiler
;
but as the boiler is the source of the steam, and also

the source of danger, if any, it seems more correct to have the safety valve there.

The steam service pipe should bo 1 inch as far as possible, but branch services

may be f inch. Iron steam tube should be used. If the services are of any length,

say, exceeding 10 feet, or even less, it is a most desirable plan to cover them with

some poor heat-conducting material. If this is not done, it follows that waste of

steam must occur by condensation in the pipes, with the accompanying annoyance of

too much condense water
;
and again, the steam will be delivered into the vessels

lower in temperature and less dry. In any fair-sized apparatus it is important that

condensation be avoided, the same as it is with steam services used for power

purposes.

The remaining necessary feature on this boiler is a water gauge. This, as every-

one knows, indicates the water level in the boiler. It is a very necessary feature,

for although the inlet valve is automatic in its action, and fairly reliable, it must not

be trusted too completely. Whenever cooking by steam is resorted to, the person in
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charge must keep a'watchful eye on the water gauge. Tliis must always be impressed

upon those who are going to use a steam apparatus for the first time, and it is good

advice to those who have attended to steam boilers before. The water gauge has, or

should have, three cocks to it, one at top, and two at the bottom. The top one, and

one of those below, are provided to prevent escape of steam and water if the gauge

glass gets broken. The other bottom one is used to drain off some water if by o’S’er-

sight or irregularity the boiler has filled a little too full.

The apparatus just described, if in an 11-inch fire, is capable of working, say, two

fair-sized kettles and a small closet; with a 14-inch fire, say three kettles, a larger

closet, and a small cutting table
;
with a 16-inch fire, three or four kettles, a larger

closet, or two small ones and a full-sized cutting table. It is understood these are

vessels which have the steam passing free within them, and are not jacketed.

Jacketed vessels have the steam acting only within a jacket or space around them,

and require more steam at a higher pressure and temperature.

It might have been mentioned before, that to ascertain the pressure the steam is

working at (when testing the apparatus), either a safety valve, tested by the maker

and marked, must be used, or a pressure gauge must be temporarily attached to the

steam service pipe, and the safety valve regulated by that. It is not usual to leave

pressure gauges fixed to such small works as these just described.

If it is proposed to put all the fittings, i.e. the inlet valve, safety valve, water

gauge, &c., on to the boiler, then it is necessary that the leg of the boiler be in sight

in front of the range covings. It would not do to put the fittings on the boiler if it

had of necessity to be put out of sight behind the range, as no idea could be formed

whether they were in working order and the water gauge could not be seen. When
it is inconvenient or impossible to have the leg of the boiler with the fittings on it in

sight, it becomes necessary to use a special form of supply cistern, a “hydraulic box
”

as it is called, and the fittings are put on this.

The hydraulic box is a strong cistern, of cast or wrought iron, having a lid which

is secured by a number of bolts or set-screws to make it steam-tight. Its size is about

15 by 12 by 12 inches, and the various fittings are put on this instead of on the

boiler. The method in which the fittings are connected differs in no way whatever.

The steam service pipe can be taken from this or from the boiler direct—perhaps the

latter is best
;
but as this box is always fixed as close to the boiler as possible, it

makes little or no difference.

The important feature to be considered when using this contrivance is the

method of connecting it to the boiler. A single pipe below water level will not

do, as the generation and consequent pressure of steam in the boiler would only

result in the water being forced back into the hydraulic box. It will be seen that

the boiler has no outlet to it except the steam service pipe, and this is only an
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outlet while the vessels are being first filled and heated. It is absolutely necessary

that there be two pipes between the boiler and the box—one below and one above

the water level. This equalises the pressure, and the box then acts as if it was

merely an extension of the boiler itself. The lower pipe, which is the actual supply

pipe for water between the two, is usually carried from side of boiler to side of box

direct, as in Fig. 500, and the upper pipe, above water level, is very frequently

carried direct from one to the other in a similar manner. A more common plan,

however, is to carry the upper pipe as illustrated, with the steam service branched

from it. The pipes between boiler and box might be 1^ inch or inch, as in-

crusted deposit will occur if hard water is used.

The hard-water difficulty requires to be thought of as much with these boilers

as with those used for domestic hot-water supply. With London waters, and regular

use, the deposit should

be cleaned out every six

months, and nearly every

county in the south of

England has water causing

hard deposit to accumu-

late. If the deposit is not

removed at regular and suf-

ficiently frequent periods

it will cause the boiler

to become fractured
;

see

pp. 308 and 309.

The next description

of apparatus is that in

which an independent boiler is used. The general form these boilers take is as

Fig. 501. It is a cylindrical dome-top boiler, made with or without cross tubes, but

in this, as with the others, provision must be made for the periodical removal of

incrusted deposit, that is if the boiler is used with hard water (water containing

chalk or lime in solution). Cylindrical boilers are a little difficult to clean of this

hard material, as their inner surface is not so easily got at, and the deposit adheres

very tenaciously. The example illustrated has a water way below the fire bars, this

forming a precipitation or deposit chamber. If the water way does not extend so

far down, but ends at a level with the fire bars, then there should be three or four

medium-sized manholes provided at points most convenient for the purpose in view.

It should not be omitted to place one immediately over the furnace door, as this

point requires very regular cleaning. If the boiler has cross tubes, a cleaning plug

(not necessarily a lid) should be opposite the end of each tube.

-V

-J

I
I
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Fig. 500.
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In fitting up a boiler such as this, two or more steam service pipes may be

carried from it if the work it has to do lies in different directions. One-inch and

1 5-inch would be the sizes when more than one is used
;
but this detail is, of course,

governed by the size of the boiler and the extent of work it is doing. The cold

water supply can be automatic, but very commonly it is simply a pipe carried direct

into the boiler with a stop cock to regulate the supply. The stop cock is placed in

the most convenient position, as it has to be applied to frequently, and this arrange-

ment necessitates a careful watch being kept upon the glass of the water-gauge.

These boilers are worked at from 4 to 10 lbs. pressure, and if the expense will admit,

it is desirable to have a pressure gauge to clearly

indicate what work is being done, for pressure is an

index to temperature and efficiency generally. If

working at 6 lbs., the cold water cistern would have

to be some 18 feet at least above the boiler, to allow

of water entering the boiler while pressure is on
;
and

if this sufficient height cannot be obtained, an injector

must be fitted. An injector is not automatic in

any way, as is most probably understood, and the

same care is requisite in keeping the water level

fairly constant.

It is almost impossible to suggest the work all

the different sizes of the boilers will do, but if we

take an example of a fair-sized one, 4 feet high by

2 feet diameter (exclusive of the furnace and base),

this, which is one horse-power, wall effectively work,

say, two fair-sized pudding-closets, a large vegetable

steamer, a full-sized cutting table, ditto hot closet, two

jacketed pans, and heat a 50-gallon tank of water.

To do this it would require to be worked at about

8 lbs. pressure, and results are governed in a great

measure by the manner in which the fire is attended. The steam service pipes

should be covered to prevent loss of heat and condensation, as mentioned.

There remains to be explained the different modes of heating water by steam,

and this is work that is interesting in many ways. When a steam boiler is placed in

a kitchen range, it very commonly precludes the use of any other kind of boiler, and

it sometimes perplexes the prospective user as to how- the necessary supply of hot

water will be affected. Occasionally, it is arranged that the steam boiler furnish hot

water by means of a draw-off service
;
but this cannot be resorted to when steaming

is in progress, and therefore, hot water can only be had at certain times. This

4 L

Fig. 501.
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suffices in those instances when the general demand for steam or hot water is limited.

At other times it is arranged that two boilers, commonly known as twin boilers, be

used, one for hot water supply, the other for steam. This is, if anything, a more

unsatisfactory arrangement than the other, for we only get half the effectiveness in

each, and this results in little steam and little water. Apart from the limited

efficiency, there will be a source of annoyance from the steam boiler when it is not

furnishing steam for cooking purposes, as whether in or out of use, the fire continues

to act upon it.

By far the l)est plan, when a steam boiler is required, is to let it do all the

work. Far better results will be obtained with one boiler devoted to cooking and

water heating by steam, than by twin boilers arranged to fulfil the two different

purposes. The most economical

-•—

"

Qiffil''
method of heating water by steam

* ^ " 11 is to inject free steam into it. By

this means water is heated very

rapidly, but unfortunately, it is

accompanied by a very disturbing

noise. This noise is noticeable

not only when the water boils,

but at all times, and it is due to

the disturbance created by the

steam as it enters or forces its

way in. When water is heated in

this manner, the steam service is

connected up as Fig. 502. This

service must not be carried wholly

below the level of the water tank,

as this would admit of water fiowing back through it to the boiler. It must neces-

sarily be carried up above the tank and then down as shown, and the stop cock

depicted is a most important feature. The use of the stop cock is twofold : first, it

is used to shut off steam when the water is hot enough, and it is commonly arranged

that the water is not heated at those times when cooking is in progress. The second

use of the cock is more important, and it is closed to prevent water syphoning

back from the tank into the boiler. It will Ije seen that when steam is passing

from boiler to tank, it necessarily drives all air out of the pipes. Consequently,

when, later in the day, the fire is let down, a vacuum is created in the service in

question, and water will pass over from tank to boiler, if the cock is not closed.

If the cock did not exist, or was not closed, the water passing over would overfill

the boiler, and pass into other service pipes, and if it did not cause damage to be .

Fie. 502.
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done, it would create a deal of annoyance. This is a di'awhack to the method in

question, and added to the noise that accompanies the heating process, it becomes

a rather objectionable mode of heating water, and is, therefore, seldom resorted

to. Various suggestions have been made with a view to overcoming or silencing

the noise
; but it is not necessary to describe them, as they are all (to the best of

the writer’s knowledge) more or less unsuccessful. If we could stop the noise, we

could very easily stop the syphoning action by an inlet valve (the reverse of a

safety valve) conveniently placed, or a check valve, and the injection of free steam

into the tank would then be the most desirable means of heating the water.

If the method just explained cannot

be adopted, recourse must be had to a coil

placed in the tank, as Fig. 503. In this

case the coil is heated by the steam within

it and the water by contact with the coil.

It can be seen that this is a less expe-

ditious method than the other
;
but both

noise and syphonage are absent, and after

all, the water is heated very satisfactorily.

It is an efficient way of heating water,

and if unacquainted with the quicker

results yielded by the other method, no

one would be dissatisfied with it. The

coil can either be one continuous piece

of pipe and put into the tank by means

of a specially large manhole, or it can be

made up of pipes and elbows put together

inside through the ordinary hole. One-inch pipe is used for this, and it must be

kept as close to the bottom as possible, for water will not heat beneath it.

It will be noticed in the last illustration that the pipe of the coil ends with a

deep dip outside the tank. This is more effective than allowing the steam to e.scape

free after passing through the coil. The dip quickly becomes filled with water, and

it is made of sufficient depth that the column of water in it is of greater weight

than the pressure of steam, and by this means the steam, must stay in the coil and

do work (by parting with its heat) until it condenses. If the boiler is working at

2 lbs. pressure, the dip would require to l>e, say, 5 feet 6 inches deep. It must not

be forgotten that water will trickle out of this pipe, and must therefore be placed

where the overflow will do no harm. This dip pipe need not be larger than \ inch

or even ^ inch, but its use is, of course, entirely prc(.‘luded when the pressure is

greater than the dip can be made to counteract. The dip is usually possible when

4 L 2
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a range boiler supplies the steam, as the pressure will most probably be little over

2 lbs.
;
but with the pressure that an independent boiler is usually worked at the

dipped pipe would require to be something like fifteen to twenty feet deep. If the

boiler is within reasonable distance of the tank, the eoil might be worked with one

pipe, like a radiator conneetion is made from the steam main in Fig. 493 ;
or it

might be a two-pipe connection, that is a steam supply from boiler and a condense

water return brought back to boiler below the water line. If this is not possible,

nor the dip or syphon shown in Fig. 503, then the condense water must be made

to pass through an automatic discharge trap
;
or it can be taken to a closed tank,

which is periodically emptied.

The latter is often a useful arrangement in a business house, as the tank, having

a tap, can be made to supply warm soft water, which is useful for various purposes.

In one apparatus the writer erected the live steam services all ended in a close hot-

water tank, about twenty gallons capacity, the services being dipped and connected

into the bottom. By this plan the steam pressure from one service had no active

effect on any of the others (a detail that needs full consideration), and the quantity

of hot soft water at disposal was very welcome in the busy place this was in. It is

understood that this tank has no automatic discharge fittings, and its contents have

to be withdrawn fj'om a tap. A water gauge or a pet cock is therefore necessary on

the tank, or on one of the services leading to it, otherwise no means exist of showing

how much water has collected. An air vent should be put on the tank. The many

automatic discharge traps, steam traps as they are called, can also be put to this

service, as the water from them need not necessarily be wasted.



CHAPTER XXVII.

NOTES ON GAS FITTING.

3RE the introduction of the incandescent systems of

gas lighting, the advantage of gas for illuminating

purposes would only bear comparison against oil lamps,

but with the incandescent burner there are advantages

that compare favourably against the electric light for

many purposes. As against oil lamps gas is cheaper

for a given degree of illumination : it is cleaner and

gives no odour
;
the breakage and wear and tear to

the fittings are less
;
the labour of attention is almost

totally absent, danger is reduced
;
and, in the case of

large rooms or public places, something more effective

than oil becomes absolutely requisite. As against electric light gas has few advan-

tages of course, but there is little doubt in any one’s mind that, with incandescent

burners, the cost of the light obtained is less and the maintenance is generally in

favour of the gas. With ordinary care the renewal of gas mantels costs less than

the periodical renewals of the electric incandescent lamps
;
this being particularly

the case with bye-pass burners. The electric light does not, of course, vitiate the air,

nor does it discolour ceilings and decorations. This has been strongly urged in its

favour, but it no longer makes the strong impression it did previous to the incan-

descent gas burner being introduced.

The tapping of a gas main and providing the service between main and house

is done by the gas company whose district the house is in, but as this work is

sometimes let out, a description of the method employed is given. There are

advocates for drilling the hole in the main, while others consider it best to eut it with

a chisel, as the latter is quicker and involves less preparation and fewer tools. In

drilling the hole is bored of a right size for tapping, while with a cut hole the size
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should be a little smaller to allow of its being rimed out afterwards. The tapping

is then done and a bend (with its socketed end plugged) is immediately screwed in.

Leakage of gas as the work proceeds can be lessened by the use of a little clay

around the tools, or, with the tap, a little stiff grease in the flutes will do. If the

service is to supply a large building and requires to be of a size that cannot be

tapped into the main, then the main must be cut and a cast tee inserted. To effect

this there have to be measures adopted to prevent gas escape, and the work is conse-

quently done as follows :

—

The main is first tapped at two points well beyond where the pipe is to be cut,

and between these two points a bye-pass is fitted, as shown in Fig. 504, of 1-inch

pipe. This is to provide a supply of gas along the main while the work is in progress.

A little way inside each connection of the bye-pass two smaller holes are drilled, and

the edges of these holes are nicely cleaned off as an india-rubber bag has to be

passed through each, and inflated as shown. When this is done gas cannot pass

direct along the main, and it is possible to cut out the piece, where marked in dotted

lines, without a serious escape occurring. The tee-piece is then inserted with a loose

sliding socket as shown at Fig. 505, all sockets being well caulked, first with yarn,

then with lead, in the usual way. After plugging the tee (or running the service)

the bags and bye-pass are removed and the holes plugged.

The service from the main must be carried in an ascending direction towards

the house, giving the pipe the best possible rise, so that whatever water may be

condensed in it will how back to the main. In circumstances, however, in which
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the main is some distance away and not deep down then it may be better to let the

service descend towards the house, in which case a drip pipe is provided (by means

of a tee-piece and a short length of tube) for the condense water to collect in, and

this is periodically emptied by the cock or plug, whichever it is provided with.

Occasionally the gas service may have a large drain or other pipe bar its direct

passage to the house, and it then becomes necessary to rise over it, so that there

occurs a fall to the house and a fall to the main, as shown on right side of Fig. .506.

The drip pipe* is then necessary as shown, but an ingenious way of passing the

obstacle without a fall to the house is shown on the left side of the drawing.

This needs no explanation. Service pipes must be well supported by l)locks resting

on the bottom of the trench—not on the earth filled in—and it will pay the fitter to

Fig. 506.

see the filling in is done properly. The main cock comes on the service directly it

enters the house, but on the meter side of the drip pipe if the latter is provided.

The meter is usually placed in a cellar within about 2 feet of where the service

terminates, and except in the largest sizes, the connections are by lead pipe. This

pipe admits of the work being done easily, and causing no strain on the parts of the

meter afterwards. It should be nicely bent, and must not dip to form a pocket for

condense water. If the cellar is a very cold one, it is well to cover the service and

its connection, as water vapour can have its particles freeze and stop a pipe, even

though the service has a proper fall back to the main. The sizes of the connections

to meters are as follows, the inlet and outlet being of the same size. The meters can

have 25 per cent, more lights on them than they are marked.

Meter. Inlet and Outlet. Meter. Inlet and Outlet.

5 light i inch. 80 light 2 inch.

10 „
3

• * • 4. 00 01
• -2

20 „ . 1 „ 150 „
01

30 „ • li „ 200 „ 3 „

45 „ • li „ 400 „ 4 „

* The drip is very commonly called a syphon. which it in no way resembles. This pipe is rarely
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It would be better never to use less than |-inch pipe for the service from main,

however small the number of lights and the meter may be.

In the piping of a house there is comparatively little skill needed, except to

remember that water will condense out of the gas supplied, if it becomes cool enough,

and in every case care must be exercised to dispose of this. The pipes must have a

fall to the meter wherever possible, and in the case of moderate and fair-sized jobs,

there should be a drip pipe or syphon on the house side of the meter to receive the

condense water from the house piping. Where it is impossible to give a branch a fall

towards the meter, then the next best thing is to give the fall to a chandelier or

pendant which contains water. If this is impossible, then drip syphons must be

provided at other points, as convenient of access as possible. It is to meet difficulties

of this kind that the piping is so much the best if done while the house is in a skeleton

condition.

The piping of a house must always be tested, and if it is in a new building, it is

well to get the architect to see the test, and be aware of the soundness of the work.

Before the house is finished, the carelessness of other trades may make a difference

which is not discovered until all is covered over, and then the gas fitter is blamed for

unsound work. The testing can be done with a force pump if the gas is not on, but

if the gas supply is connected a good test can be made by watching the meter.

There is a small dial on the meter that will plainly show the passage of a fraction

of a foot of gas, and if a burner is lighted until the pointer is dead on one of the

division marks, and then turned off, a quarter of an hour will be sufficient to show

if there is a leak by the further movement of the pointer, if it moves at all. The

pointer will not move with all the burner taps closed unless there is a leakage at

some point. A leak may not necessarily be in the fitter’s work, it may be in a

l)racket or fitting, but it has to be found and stopped, A common and well-known

leak that may occur at some period after the work is finished is that caused by nails

being driven into lead or composition pipes. Compo pipe is largely—too largely

—

used in small houses, or cheap work of any magnitude, being buried in plaster, also

run under floors
;

it is almost impossible to locate the pipes with any exactness, in

fact, their existence may not be thought of by those driving the nails. It is better

to use iron pipe, and with this there is no risk of sagging and less likelihood of water

collecting anywhere.

The jumping of lights may be said to be always due to water in the pipes, and

this being, in almost every case the result of careless work. Sometimes, however,

the jumping at a chandelier is due to a leak in the inner tube (which gets eaten

away) allowing water to get into the arms and interfering with the passage of the

gas. To remedy this the leaky place can be soldered over, but to do this usually
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entails so much work in getting at the leak that it is well to put a new tube in at

once and save a probable repetition of the trouble with the old tube.

Of gas warming stoves there are three kinds in common use, viz. the reflector

stove, the condensing stove, and the gas fire with egg-shell or asbestos fuel. The

reflector stove has a few ordinary luminous gas flames placed over a polished copper

curved reflector, thus affording a bright appearance. They require no chimney, as

the products of combustion are no different and no greater than come from a four or

five-light gas chandelier. They, however, are not very effective unless fitted with

air tubes by which warmed air is delivered into the room.

Condensing stoves are constructed so that the products of combustion are

cooled
;
and, at first, it was claimed that all products were by this means con-

densed. It ife, however, now known that the carbonic acid and oxide products go

free, and it is the water of combustion that is condensed, which brings down the

sulphur impurity with it, causing the water to smell strongly. The volume of

harmful product, however, is very small, that is, about as much as an Argand

burner usually gives off, which is not sufficient to cause asphyxiation unless the

room be very small and unventilated. The writer would hesitate to recommend

it for some bath rooms—those that are but little larger than the bath and have no

chimneys.

The gas fire, the independent kind, is as economical as any gas-heating

appliance, also affording a nice cheerful appearance approaching that of a coal fire.

Many are made to afford radiant heat only, that is, heat projected from hot surfaces,

while others have air-heatinsf flues through them, and become much more effective

by the volume of warmed air delivered into the room. These air flues are not

perfect in every stove, for, in aiming at increased efficiency the hot fuel is not

sufficiently separated from the air passages, with the result that the air is over-

heated, and most unpleasantly, in fact unbearably dry. There should be fire brick

between the heated fuel and the air, and if found necessary a pan of water must be

placed to give a sufficient degree of humidity to the air by evaporation. A chimney

is absolutely necessary to this fire, and it must be an effective chimney. A gas fire

is too often put to a chimney that a coal fire cannot work under. This is totally wrong.

The sizes of supply pipes to gas fires are practically two, viz. -|-inch to the

smallest, up to, say 10-inch width of fire
;

-|--inch for larger. These sizes of pipes

are diameters in the clear bore. It is easy to use too small a pipe, in fact, there is a

prevailing inclination to do this. Too large a pipe is almost impossibl-e, and gas

appliances work much better with a large pipe at low j^rcssure than otherwise.

They are also more noiseless. Where there are several gas fires with two or more on

the same branch, the pipe must be of full f>ore, equal to the aggregate of the burner

pipes. It is a very bad plan to use pipe of bare or insufiffcient size.

4 M
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A governor should be considered a necessary adjunct to every system of gas

piping where the pressure of gas may vary by reason of the number of lights burning

at one time being irregular, or from any other cause which may make a difference in

the rapidity of issue of the gas. Even in moderate sized residences the governor

can be recommended, and will prove economical as well as a convenience. To

illustrate by an exteme case, suppose there were fifty lights in a l)uilding and at

times only ten or twenty were in use

while the full pressure of gas was on.

This would necessitate regulation at the

taps or elsewhere, or a waste, with in-

different lighting qualities, would occur.

Or, again, it will be noticed that the gas

companies increase the pressure of gas in

the mains as darkness comes on, and this

increase, in many cases, causes lights to

increase or flare, and use more gas without

any advantage. A governor controls this,

as it is an automatic regulator, almost an automatic main cock, except that it is not

intended ever to shut off the gas supply entirely, only control it. Fig. 507 illus-

trates, in section, the principle of a Fletcher’s governor
;
and it may be noted that all

makes of these appliances will admit of regulation, to suit the gas pressure in the

first place. Stott’s governor is also a good and well known make
;
but nearly every

firm of gas engineers of importance will be found to have a governor of their own

design.



CHAPTER XXVIII.

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND ELECTRIC BELLS.

LARGE proportion of the electric lighting work that is now

done much resembles gas fitting in one respect, viz. that

an electric light company brings the main service to the

premises, and the engineer, who is installing the system in a

ljuilding, connects from this point or from the meter. The

meter may or may not be the property of the company, as

with a gas meter, Imt beyond these details there is no

resemblance 1)etween the two methods of lightiim.

Attempts have been made to provide a current of

electricity for lighting purposes from a number of cells, a

primary battery as it would be termed, but for commercial purposes this is not

practicable yet. Where comparatively feeble currents will serve, as for electric

bells and the telephone, batteries answer well, but for lighting the current is always

had from a dynamo. The means by which a dynamo can be driven are various
;
the

steam engine is in general use where convenient and economical, l)ut for country

residence and institution work water power is preferred if available, or recourse is had

to oil or gas engines.

The current is served by two wires which have one, an outward, the other a

return current, and these currents are known as positive and negative, the two

terms being recognised by the signs + and However good the quality or

materials of the wires may be as conductors of electricity, there is always some

resistance, and this increases both with the length of the wire and its smallness.

The flow of water through a pipe is usually referred to by authors to describe this

* These are really plus and minus signs, and would bear this interpretation, as the positive wire is

more fully charged than the negative.

4 M 2
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action, for it is known that (with a horizontal pipe) the flow is decreased by friction

proportionately with the smallness and length of the pipe. A short large pipe gives

results the reverse of this, and so does a short electric circuit of large wire. It is,

however, impossible to have short circuits of large wire always, so that in the first

place a table of the least practical sizes of wires for certain purposes has been

compiled
;
and, in the case of long mains from companies’ generating stations, a high

pressure of electricity is made to counteract the failing of small wires.

The pressure of the current is known as the electric-motive force, or the E.M.F.

for short,* and this is calculated by “ volts.” The resistance is calculated or mea-

sured by “ ohms ”
;
while the jwactical quantity of the current is taken in “ amperes.”

The term “ watt ” is used to measure the electric energy in a circuit, one watt being

the amount of energy produced by one ampere flowing at the pressure of one volt.

The current will always take the shortest possible route it can, and if the wires—

-

or conductors as they are more properly called—were bare, the current would not go

very far unless the conductors were kept very wide apart and remote from conduc-

tive substances. On this account they are always insulated, that is, covered with

insulating material which prevents the escape of the current. In heating works we

should call it a non-conducting compound, which it really is, and india-rubber or

gutta-percha enters largely into its composition. Notwithstanding this insulation

the current is still ready to pass from the positive to the negative wire if it can,

and it will still seek the shortest or easiest route if there is more than one to choose

from. If the wiring of an installation is badly done so that some circuits offer a high

resistance, while one or more of the others allow the current to pass very freely, then

there is every risk of “ short-circuit” occurring.

The writer has often noticed what a strong resemblance there is between the

wiring of an electic light installation, and the piping of a hot water heating system.

Authors in explaining the principles of the former make frequent comparison and

analogies to mechanical actions, with a view to making the explanation as clear as

possible. None use the comparison of a hot-water circulation, and it is easy to see

that, if they did, only those understanding the latter could benefit by the analogy.

With plumbers, however, it may be used, and will be found very useful. The short

circuit just mentioned is precisely the same as would happen with hot water piping.

It will be noticed also that the positive and negative currents answer to, and act in

the same way, as the waters of flow and return pipes. It will also be seen directly

that the branches, either branch mains, or to the lamps, are obvious circulating

services, except that with electricity the circulation occurs downwards just as freely

as it does upwards, which it will not do with water.

An E.M.F. of 50 or 100 volts is the pressure at which the current is usually

* A high or low E.M.F. in a circuit is sometimes spoken of as high or low tension.
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delivered from a company’s mains, this being under the limit which fire insurance or

other authorities stipulate. With some companies this is the E.M.F. of the current

as it leaves the power station
;
but with many, and particularly those who serve a

far extending area, the E.M.F. is much higher so as to admit of economically small

mains being used. In this case a transformer is needed to admit of a 50 to 100 volt

current being delivered from a 2500 volt pressure. The 100 volt limit, which is

usually adhered to, admits of reasonable sized wires being used, and a decrease of

risk generally. If the 2500 E.M.F. was sent through a house service the wires

would be red hot, and the insulating material on fire, except for the “ cut-outs,” that

is safety-fuses, which appear in everyinstallation.* *

Table : Sizes of Wires and Cables (Conductors) for a Given Number of

Incandescent Lamps.

Conductor Standard
Gauge.

Will curry Amperes.
1

i

No. of lOO-volt 16 c.p.

Lamps (or double this

number of 8 c.p. lamps).

No. of 50-volt 16 c.p.

Lamps (or double this

number of 8 c.p. lamps).

tV iA 1-8
i

2 1

tV Ay !

3-2
'

4 2

tV or A? ! 1-2 6 3

1 T or rs'
5-0 8 4

7 7-2 12 6

7
T? 12-8 20 10

7 22-7 36 18

7
T5 29-0 50 25

1 9
TT 48-0 75 38

1 9
rg"

62-0 95 48

1

9

T¥ i
96-0 155 78

With 100 volt E.M.F. the circuits can be about 80 yards, or half this distance

with 50 volt pressure. If a greater distance occurs the resistance is increased pro-

portionately and a larger conductor becomes necessary, as there should not occur a

greater fall of potential than 2 volts. The increase in the area of the conductor can

be proportionate, so that if for twelve 16 candle-power lamps on an 80 yard circuit

a /-g-f conductor is needed, then a 160 yard circuit will require a conductor, or

its equivalent. Always remember that a circuit can be spoiled by using a conductor

one size too small.

* Previously to undertaking this work, it is a good plan to procure a set of rules from the Fire

Office insuring the building. The Phoenix Fire Office issues a very complete and instructive set.

f means a strand wire or cable of seven 20-gauge wires.
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Circuits and their Arrangement.—In works of a moderate size the

system of wiring commonly adopted is to run a pair of mains from bottom to top of

building and to take flow and return branches from it to the lamps. This is as

Fig. 508, and the plumber will recognise the similarity to a system of hot water
pipes immediately. Even the lamps may be said to represent radiators, and
the switches stop valves. There is a further similarity in the fact that after pass-

certain amount ofmg
mains may be

in size propor-

work the

reduced

tionately to the amount of

work before them. There

is no occasion to do this

unless the saving in cable

is worth having. The lamp

branches are of smaller con-

ductors than the mains of

course.

In this example it will

be seen that there is a

main switch on the street

side of the meter, and a

main cut-out accompanies

it as shown, both these

being necessary in every

case. It is not usual to put

another switch in the mains

on the consumer s side of

the meter unless a slightly

havingdifferent system,

a distributing board, is

adopted. Switches can,

however, be put where-

ever desirable. All lamp

branches have cut-outs, and the point at which the mains are reduced in size, as

just referred to, should be provided with a cut-out also. Switches are put to the

lamps as a matter of course, but where it is desired to operate several lamps by one

switch, it is simply arranged as will be illustrated directly.

Where a distributing board is used the arrangement of connections is similar

to Fig. 509. In the case illustrated, the board is really a device for splitting up
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the mains into three (or more) pairs of smaller branches, each conveniently fitted

with a switch and cut-out compactly placed on the one board. This method is

usually adopted in all important works, as it gives a more convenient and complete

control over the installation when it is a large one. The cut-outs to the branches

... .:..f

sif

fc- r

A

r:=©:l|p

—

Fig. 509. Fig. 510.

are on the board (slate base) as stated, but if any of the branches are practically

vertical branch mains with lamp circuits of smaller conductors branched from them,

then each of the latter should have a cut-out.

The methods of wiring the lamp circuits when a number are on one circuit,

operated by a single switch, are several. Fig. 510 is known as the parallel system,

and it will be seen that the chief circuit, probably a branch

main, has lamps connected by branch lamp circuits. By this

plan either lamp can have a switch if desired. Occasionally

the parallel system has two or more lamps on a branch, the

current passing, through one lamp before acting on the second

one. This is not a commendable plan if it can be avoided,

as, with two lamps as Fig. 511, the E.M.F. requires to be

double that needed for a single lamp. This, however, admits of smaller wires

being used. On account of the high E.M.F. required, the series system as Fig. 512

is not recommended, although it is often adopted with arc lamps which do not

require so high a pressure. It might be thought that the series system was well

Fig. 511.
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suited for lighting round the walls of large rooms, but it is decidedly preferable

to use the
.

parallel system, but the latter can be arranged as Fig. 513, to equalise

the fall of potential as it is called, so that the first and the last lamp will be about

equally bright, which it might not be with Fig. 510 if the circuit was a long one.

t

o c»

o- c*

o o

o o

i

Fig. 512.

Another method of equalising the current to a number of lamps is as Fig. 514,

and generally known as the ring system. The term ring would make it appear that

the conductors were run in a circle, but this is not necessary. If this method is

adopted for a senes of lights along the cornice of a ceiling, then it would be an oblong

or square circuit as illustrated.

Arc lamps can be connected out of the wiring used for an

installation of incandescent lamps. A branch flow and return

is taken as usual, but before the current reaches the lamp it

has to pass through a “ resistance (which usually has the switch

connected with it) as Fig. 515.

Joints.—A badly made joint is the same as in imperfec-

tion in the wire or cable, as it does not admit of a free and full

flow of the current. The result is an insufflcient current for

the lights, and very probably the heating up of the spot. It is

considered to be one of the most likely causes of fire. A badly made joint usually

means imperfect contact between the two ends of the conductors, and, referring to

the water pipe analogy again, it is like putting a piece of -l^-inch tube in a 1-inch

service and expecting the full volume to flow that an unrestricted 1-inch pipe is

Fig. 515.
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capable of giving. It will be found that fire office rules have something to say about

joints, and most of them specify resin as the flux for soldering. There is no objection

to this with plain wires or cables of a few strands, but with cables of say thirty

strands skill will be needed to make the flux flow properly and cleanly through this

mass of wire, for it is imperative that the solder pass right through and make a

perfectly solid mass of the strands. Surface soldering is useless, and brings all the

dangers there are into existence. In America the use of spirits is permitted, and

tliere is much to be said in favour of this. Spirits have a cleansing effect, and, most

important, a moderately unskilled

man has every chance of making a

sound, if not a handsome, joint. Of

course, the fault of spirits is that, if

not properly killed, or if carelessly

used, there may be a corrosive action

set up.

Single wires have the ends

twisted together and soldered. Single branch wires are twisted on as Fig. 516, and

soldered. Small cables may have the wires at the ends opened, forced together and

then interwound, spliced in fact, and afterwards soldered. Another method with small

cables is to solder the ends solid, and clean them off to butt together
;
a clip or short

piece of tinned brass tube then receives the two ends and the whole is sweated solid.

With the larger cables it is the rule to make a scarfed joint as Fig. 517. To effect

this the wires or strands are opened out, cleaned, and then tightened up again with

pliers. The ends are then soldered solid, and afterwards bevelled off as shown. The

ends are held soundly together, and tightly bound with No. 20 wire, the whole being

afterwards soldered solid. A branch or

tee joint on a cable is made in a similar

manner to Fig. 516, except that the branch

cable has its strands opened out, one half fig. 517 .

being wound round each way and soldered.

Switches and Cut-outs.—The switches used for single lamps, or sets of

lamps, in a room, need no describing. The variety is very great, and the majority

now made can be relied upon. Every reliance can be placed in those made by well

known firms. The main and large branch switches need description, as they fulfil

a very important purpose in every installation. The main switch is that which the

supply company have on the main side of the meter, so that connection between the

mains and the house can be cut off, the same as with a gas supply. These switches

are made either “ single pole ” or “ double pole,” the former operating on one wire

only, while the latter opens or closes both positive and negative wires at once.

4 N
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Both these are made either single or double break, meaning that when open or “off”

the main is broken in one or two places. Fig. 518 will diagrammatically explain how

the four different kinds of switches work. The single-pole single-break switch is

seldom used for mains, and in many, if not the majority, of cases the double-pole

double break is specified and adopted. Main switches are

mounted on slate bases (which should be polished or treated

so as to withstand moisture),* as there is a possible risk of

arcing, which would set fire to an inflammable base. The

requisite features in a main switch are
:

(l) china or slate

base
; (2) a quick break to reduce sparking; (3) a throw-off

action so that the switch cannot be left partially or in-

sufficiently open, and arcing takes place
; (4) ample contact

surface, preferably a rubbing contact, that will adjust itself

to wear and tear
; (5) solidity of construction

; (6) good

terminals, well attached, for the cables to be connected to.

These are provided either with clamp screws or with sockets

into which the cables are soldered.

Of “ cut-outs ” there are various kinds of small and

ornamental desio;ns for rooms, also embodied in the ceilinp;

roses of pendent lights, and of a larger kind for mains or

main switch-boards. The principle of a cut-out, or safety

fuse, is to cause the current to pass through a piece or strip of metal which will in

no way interfere with its free passage up to certain limits (its normal strength), but

which will melt if the E.M.F. rises sufficiently to cause heat in the conducting wires.

The metallic strip or wire which melts is usually tin, or sometimes an alloy of tin and

lead. Main cut-outs, also the larger

branch fuses, are either single or

double pole, but preferably the latter,

as a single pole will not afford safety

under every possible condition. The

situations of cut-outs should have

consideration, for they do come into

operation occasionally, and then it is

necessary to put new tin strips or

wires in. Bases and covers of cut-outs should be of porcelain.

Electric Bell Fitting.—The Leclanche battery cell has enjoyed a degree of

favour for this work that speaks most highly for its usefulness, economy and

simplicity in reviving its power. It is, however, now being superseded to some

• Water is a most successful conductor of electricity.

iPouhlelol
TlowblaT

n
(T)onl3le.Tole,

^io§leT)realy.

^ rnouble"ftrJ)oub Ie rte c* ly.

v3ir2glej)realy.

Fig. 518 .
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extent by clifFerent forms of dry l)atteries, though not entirely so l^y any means.

The Leclanche is made in three sizes, viz. No. 1 (smallest), 2 and 3 (largest), but the

latter is not sufficient by itself for an installation where there is a run of 25 yards of

wire each way to the furthest push, even if the bell be a small one. For hotels and

institutions six No. 3 cells may be needed, and let it be remembered that money is

spent particularly well in having full battery power. The method of connecting the

cells together to form a battery is as Fig. 519, and this holds good however many

cells there may be. Having connected and placed the battery in position, each jar is

given its charge of salammoniac, and water added to fill it three-parts full. The

battery should be- kept in a cool place (not on the top shelf of a kitchen) to prevent a

peculiar creeping of the salts over the edge of the jar. The creeping, however, can

generally be stopped by giving the inside of the jar a coat of melted parafin wax, or

tallow, above the water line. The No. 1 cell is of little use except to form a battery,

and No. 2 can only be put to work a small bell a short distance by itself. When the

cells weaken a little more water is sometimes sufficient to revive the battery
;

if not.

then a fresh charge of salammoniac will nearly always suffice, and let the zincs be

scraped clean at the same time. It is a good plan to amalgamate the zinc rods after

scraping. This is dene by putting them in dilute sulphuric acid to clean, and then

rubbing a little mercury (quicksilver) over them.

For cheap work of moderate size No. 22 wire is thick enough, but for better

residence work No. 20 should be used. No. 18 is best for larger works if the price is

not cut too low. The ordinary rubber and cotton covered wire acts well, but in a

4 N 2
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large system of wires with an indicator, then the wire wliich has so many joints on

it (see Fig. 525) might well be gutta-percha covered, as this facilitates the proper

re-covering of the wire where the joints come. Joints are made by uncovering the

ends of the wires about

an inch, then scraping

them perfectly clean with

a knife (without nick-

ing the wire)
;
afterwards

they are twisted closely

together, soldered, and

finally covered. Eesin

should be the flux used

in soldering. The methods of wiring are as follows : Fig. 520 shows a cell and bell

connected up with one push. It will be noted that the zinc rod is connected direct

^ with the bell, while the carbon is connected with the

push. Fig. 521 shows how connections are made with

several pushes (just like flow and return branches of a

hot water circulation). Fig. 522 gives the connection

for ringing two (or three) bells from one push. The

bells can be a distance apart. Fig. 523 shows the wiring

of a bell to a servant's bedroom, which will ring con-

tinuously until she gets out of bed and switches it off.

It will be seen that a switch is used in place of a push

in this instance. Fig. 524 is the wiring to a bell which

is a long distance from the push, in which case no return

wire is used, but an earth return is substituted. It is

not usually necessary to carry wires terminating with

plates in the

earth as shown
;

it can generally

be arranged to

connect these

wires on to

water or gas

mains, these be-

con-
Fig. 525 .

good

ductors and going to earth as a matter of course, hig- 525 illustrates the connections

where an indicator is introduced, as is usually necessary in all cases where several

pushes operate one bell.
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SEVEN SECTIONS.

Section 1.—PLUMBING.

Adams’ insular multiple closets, 219
Air-propelling fans in public conveniences,

219, 224
Air-tight covers for chambers, 157

Animal carbon in filters, 94
Anti-syphonage pipes, 71, 102, 129, 213

defective conned ion, 102
must not be too near trap,

102
Apron flashing for dormer windows, 437

— pieces in roof work, 434
Architects and plumbing work, 169
Asphalt for damp courses, 110
Automatic flushing cistern, 127
— — tank for public convenience urinals,

196

Back flow of sewage, 407
Badly arranged drainage se stem, 6

Ball valves, drown pipe, 82
prices, 168
silencing pipe, 82

Basements, water rising in, 114
Bath connections, 85, 135

faulty, 85
— room, water-closet in, 14
— supply valves, 426
— taps, pros, and cons., 87
— waste, 49, 64, 68, 424

discharging into rain-water head,

49
fitting, 424
must be trapped, 68

Baths, earthenware flushing rim, 135
Bell trap, faults of, 28, 30
— traps, 8
“ Berkel’eld ” filter, 386
“ Blackman ” air propeller, 219
Boiling water to sterilise it, 387
Bolding’s “ Laydas ’’ closet, 213
Bonding bricks, 117

Borrowed light to closets, 11

Bottle trap, 64
Branch drain, 27
— wastes, 129
Breast water wheels, 374
Brick-built traps. See Dipstone Tr aps.

—

should never be used, 36— drain, faulty, 95
— drains, 8

Brickwork, damp, 109
— water absorbed by, 2

1

— white glazed, 197
British Medical Journal report on filters,

383
Building sites, 3
B}e pass between hot-water tank expan-

sion pipe and soil pipe, 72

urinal and soil pipe, 69
valve box of water closet and

I

soil pipe, 70
! waste and overflow of bath, 68

1

of lavatory, 69
Bye passes, faults in plumber’s work, 67

Caeoric motors, 378
Cantiy tank, the, 360
Capillary attraction, 20, 110, 430
Cast sheet lead, 429
Cement and other joints for drain pipes,

389
Cesspool, old, grubbing out, 8— trapping overflow, 101
— under town liousr’, 8
Cesspools, 91, 355— is ventilation gord or bad ? 104
— near wells, precautiorrs necessary, 366— water-tight, 355
Chalk subsoil, 5

Chamber, disconnecting, 125, 126
Chambers, inspection, 127
Channel pipes, 126, 175

prices laid, 153
Chemical test for drains, 98— tester, 144
Chimney ventilating soil pipe,. 16

Chimneys hasten ingrtss of drain air, 3L

Cistern, automatic flushing, i27— cold water, iiositi'm of, 16—
• flushing, 4i4
— overflows, danger in, 77
Cisterns, 129
— bad state they get in, 83
— capacity of, 365— cold water, location of, 44
— contents syphoned back into mains,

80
— for drinking water, 76
— foul matters in, 75— lead-lined, effects of soft water, 367

Cisterns, position of, 83
— under w.c. fittings, 82
— uses and positions of, 122
— white glazed porcelain, 130
Clarke's process for softening water, 69

Clay subsoil, 5

Closets, water. See Water Closets.

Cocks, screw-down, 123
— various, prices fixed, 166
Cold water cistern, position of, 16

cist rns, location o*', 44
sei vice pipes, 131
senicts, 129

Concrete bed for diams, 124
Concreting over site of house, 3, 6
Condensation gutter to skylight, 437
Connecting soil pipe to drain, 23
Contamination of water supjdy, 74
Contract pricts for ]jlumbers’ work, 145
Copper nailing, prices, 160
Country heuse, the, 355— houses, water supply, 363
Covens, air-tighf, for chamheis, 157— manhole, 157
Curved channel pipe, 126

0-BOWL lavatories, 133
D-shapid lavatory basins, 215
D-trap, faults of, 11, 40

iron, 62
D-traps and faulty connections, 54
Damp course absent from foundations

21

below ground level, 112
without dry area, 113

Damp courses, 108
position of. 111

— subsoils, 5— walls, 21, 109
attempted remedies. 111

Damp-proof courses in brickwork, 109
Dead ends of sewers, 19
De'ective drainage system, 6

— plumbing, 54
— traps, 8, 62
Defects, sanitary, 3, 19
Details of sanitary defects, 19
Dipstone trap, 103

showing fault.s, 35
•— traps, 8
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Disconnecting charabei's, 125, 126
details of, 175

cost of, 155
— traps, prices fixed, 155
Disposal of sewage, 355
Dormer windows, apron flashing, 437
Doulton’s lavatory basin, 215
— metallo-heramic,joint for closets, 214
— syphonic closet, 214
Down draught in vent shaft of soil pipe,

49
Drain, branch connection, 27

Drain pipe joints, 387
cement joint, 389
composite joint, 390
Doulton’s self-adjusting joint,

389
Hassell’s double joint, 390

single joint, 391
“ Paragon,” 391
Stanford’s asphalt joint, 390
Sykes’ screw joint, 391

Drain pipes, 8

bad jointing, 27
carried through a well, 89
cement joint, 25, 107
clay joints, 25
discharging exhaust steam into, 53
faults, 387
important features, 388
jointing, 125

large to small, 27

material cracks the sockets, 105
laid without concrete bed, 26

necessary qualities, 388
]iorous, 142
prices laid, iron, 147

stoneware, 146

settlement of, 25
split sockets, 107
stoneware, sizes and weights of,

1

140
Drain, soil pipe connection to, 23
— stoppers, 142, 392
— testing, 139, 141
Drainage, country houses, 355
— (xcavating and concreting prices, 148

— ]irices and specification, 145
— should be done by plumber, 23
— specification, 124
— system, effect on surface water, 26

faulty, 95
insanitary example, 6

of a sanitary house, 119
testing, 96
ventilation of, 129

Drains, a cause of stojipage, 9
— badly arranged, 6

— brick, 8— defective, 25
— earthenware piirc, 8
— fall the wrong way, 38
— injured by settlement of wall, 22
— leaking iuto subsoil, 22
— leaky, saturate subsoil beneath house,

27
— passing through walls, 22
— taking up old, ])iiccs, 154
— unsound, have been recommended, 26

Drawn lead traps, prices fixed, 163
Drinking water contaminated, 74, 77

from w.c. service, 78
Drips in lead gutters, 431
Drown pipe on ball valve, 82

I Dry area, 112
Dust bins, 123, 137

Earthenware baths, flushing rim, 135
Electrical treatment of sewage, 3fc2

Engines for pumps, 378
I — gas, for pumping, 380
— oil, 381

'

Estimating cost of plumbers’ work, 145
Evaporation of water seal of traps, 28
Example of insanitary drainage system,

I

®

Exhaust steam discharged into drainage

system, 53
Expansion stopper, 126
Eyes, inspection, 403
— sweeping, 126, 127

“Fair sanitary condition,” wdiat is it?

54
Fans, ventilating, 219
Farming, sewage, 356
Faulty drain pipes, 387— plumbing

;
bye passes, 67

•—
• soil pipes, 56
— traps, 35-42, 62
Ferrometer, the, 363
Filter candles, 386
— tests, 384, 385
Filteiing materials, 94
Filters, ‘ Brilish Medical Journal ’ report

on, 383
— Berkefeld, 131, 386
— cleansing, 386
— ilangers of, 384
— erroneous ideas of, 82

^— Pasteur-Chamberland, 131, 386— reliable, 131, 386
— so-called sell-cleansing, 386
— tap, 386
Filtration, mistaken idea«, 385
— of sewage, 356
— of water, 383, 385
Fittings of a sanitary house, 120
— sanitary, 387
f lap valves to drains, 95
Fluid sewage, treatment of, 356
Flushing cisterns, 414

A.dams’ iJungei -syphon, 420
automatic, 127
syphonic, 131

Flushing grtase traps, 401
— rim baths, 135
— tank for public convenieiice urinals,

196
— tanks, prices fixed, 152

I

l‘’ootings to foundations, 22
I Foundations, abs nee of footings, 21
— afttcted by leaky drains, 22
— made up, 3, 6— want of damp course, 20
Fresli-air inlet, 127

Galvanised iron, effects of soft water
on, 367

Garbage bin, 137
Gas engines, care needed with exhaust

pipe, 380
for pumping, 380

— sewer, 19
Gratings, gully, cost of, 156
Gravel subsoil, 4
Grease interceptor traps, 127, 400— trap, 137— traps for use with flushing tanks, 401

prices fixed, 151
Gullies, prices fixed, 148-151
Gully gratings, cost of, 156— traps, 398
Gutter beneath bedroom floor, 16
•— drips, 431
— secret, 435
— trough, 14
Gutters, lead, 431

prices, 159

Half pipes, 126
Hard water, iron pipes do not readily

rust, 368
its effects, 367— waters in the south of England, 368

Hennatine, 362
Hermite system of sewage disposal, 362
Hips in roof work, 433
Hollow walls, 115

banding bricks, 117
ties, 116

H'ipper closet, 16
Horse pots, 403
Hot-air motors, 378
Hot water supply, bad arrangement, 88

—

to public lavatories, 223
Housemaid’s sinks, 132
Hydraulic ram pump, 374

“snifting” valve, 373
to work with impure water and
raise fresh water, 374

— rams, 370
capabilities of, 370
counterbalance gear, 373

— — gauging supply of streams, 371

table determining sizes, 371
table of efficacy, 370
working principle, 372

— test for drains, 141

Improperly planned drainage system, 6

Impurities in water, 365
Incandescent gas light in public con-

veniences, 204
Inlet, fresh air, 127
Insanitary drainage system in a town

house, 6
— state of subsoil, 23
Inspection chamber, details o^, 175
— chambers, cost of, 155
— eye chambers, 127
— eyes, various, 403
lusuction of foul matter into water mains,

83
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Intercepting grease traps, 1 27, 137

prices fixed, 151
various, 137

— traps, 125
easy flush, 396
prices fixed, 148
various, 393

Intermittent water supply, some grave

faults, 80
Iron process of sewage treatment, 363
— soil pipes and fittings, prices fixed,

164
faulty, 33
jointing, 34
quality of, 33
rust in, 34

Inigation, sewage, 356

Jennings’ “Century’’ closet, 213
— reniform lavatory basin, 215

Jointing closet basins to traps, 213, 214

to traps, Doulton’s metallo-keramic

joint, 415
— drain pipes, 125, 388

a defect, 105

with cement, 25, 107

with clay, 25
— iron soil pipes, 31
— large to small drain pipes, 27

Joints, drain pipe, 387
— soldered, prices, 162

Junctions in drains, 9

Kemp’s chemical tesler, 144
— tester for drains, 98

Knot traps, 66

Lamp column, ventilating, 223

Latrines, 217, 422
Lavatories, D-bowl, 133
Lavatory basin in imblic convenience,

210
traps 427

— basins for public conveniences, 215

Jennings’ reniform, 215

shapes of, 215
— Italian example, 217
— waste, badly arranged, 14

fittings, 426
Lawrence process for softening water,

369
Lead gutters, prices, 159
— lined cisterns, effects of soft water on,

367
— pipe, effects of soft water, 367

— pipes, prices fixed, 161
weights of, 159

— poisoning, 74, 367
— safes, 121— sheet, cast, 429

milled, 430
price fixed, 159

roof work, 429
— traps, prices fixed, 163
— work, prices, 159
Light to closets, 11

I

Lime deposit from hard water, 367
I Lip trap, 62

Liquefying sewage, 360
Long hopper closet basin, 39

' Maue-up ground, 3, 6

I
Mam water services conlandnated by

!

public urinals, 80
in houses, position of, 122

[ serious faults, 76

Mains, water, insuction of foul matter,

: 83

[

Manhole covers, 126, 157
Marshy subsoil, 6

Mason’s steel and lead stair treads, 204
— traps, 8
Mechanical traps, 405
Milled sheet lead, 430
Morrison Ingram’s lavatories, 133

Multiple closets, 219

Odour test, 144
Oil engines, 381
“ Opalite ” for walls, 198
Optimus valve closet, 135

Overcloak in roof work, 432
Overflows to cisterns, I'aulty, 77

Overshot water-wheels, 374

;

P-'1’raps, prices fixed, 163
[

i’an closet, its faults, 1 1, 39

i

with D'trap, 71

I
Pasteur-Chamberland filter, 386
Pedestal urinals, 215
Peppermint test, 144

' for drains, 97
Petroleum engine, 381

j

Pipe traps, 65
— ventilating soil, 129

I

Pipes, anti-syphonagp, 129
Pi|ies, channel, 126, 175

prices laid, 153
— drain, sizes and weights, 140— faulty drain, 387
— iron soil, prices fixed, 165— lead, weights of, 159— rain water, 121
— service, weights of, 139
— soil, 128
— waste, 128
Plans of a sanitary house, 120, 121, 122
Plumbers’ joints, prices, 162— tools, 439, 440, 441, 442
— work, general specification and cost,

159
prices of, 145

Plumbing and drainage both plumbers’
work, 23— bad work, 54— works, specification of, 124

Porcelain baths, flushing rim, 135
Porous drain ]»ipes, 142
Position of cold water cistern, 16
Pressure turbines, 376
Prices for plumbers’ work, schcdidc of,

145

Prices of lead work, 159
Priestman oil engine, 380
Public conveniences, 170

brickwork, 177
club pattern basin, 207
dividing wall between men’s and
women’s departments, 194, 204

example interiors, 201, 202, 203
examples, 182

works, 207
financial details, 172

• flushing tank for urinals, 196
full specification, 173
grave fault, 80
hot wattr for lavatories, 223
inception of, 171
joinery work, 177, 207
lavatory basins, 210, 215
lighting, 192, 204
marble divisioi s to closet enclo-

sures, 210
work, 207— — masons’ work, 177

pedestal urinals, 215
[ilumhers’ work, 179
storm pit, 204
types of closets, 211
utilisation of space, 198, 201
ventilating lau and its misuse,

207
lamp column, 223

ventilation, 221
water-closet enclosures, 207
water-driven fan, and its waste

water, 204
water supply, 224

drives the ventilating fan,

221, 224— — women’s section often unprofitable,

194
Public urinals, contents of basins

syphoned into water mains, 80
Puff pipe, 135

to water closet, 70
Pump for sewage, 428
— hydraulic ram, 374
— motors, 374, 378— rising mains should have safety

valves, 378
Pumping from wells, ca'c required, 366
Pumps, counter-shalt gear, 380
— du])licate rising mains, 380
— steam, 378
Pure water, effects of, 74
Purification of sewage, 355
— of water, 383

Quotations for plumbers’ work, 145

Rain water, 75
collection, 364
pipes, 121

defective positions and arrange-

ment, 9

separators, 364
shoes, patent, 404
storage, contaminated, 92
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Eainfall, 364
Eaising water, 370
Rams, bycl anlic, 370. See also Hydraulic

Rams.
Relieving arch, 22
“ Rider” hot-air engine, 378
Ridges in root work, 433
Riley’s flushing rim bath, 135
Rising mains of pumps require sifety

valves, 378
River water, 365
Rocky subsoil, 5

Rolls in roof work, 432

Roof work, 429
_apron pieces, 434
capillary' attraction, 430
dormer windows, 437
drips, 431
gutters, 431
hips and ridges, 433
lead tacks, 434
length of lead sheets used, 431
overcloak and undercloak, 432
ridges and hips, 433
rolls, 432
secret gutters, 435
skylights, 436
torus roll, 435
weights of sheets, 438

Running syphon trap, 37
Rust, lime opposes this, 368
Rusting of iron pipes carrying so*’t water,

367

S-TRAPS, priees fixed, 163
Safes, lead, 121
Safety valves in pump rising mains, 378

Sand filters, 383
Sanitary arrangements, testing, 141
— defects, details of, 19
— — in a modern residence, 3

traps, 62
— fittings, 387
—- house, features in a, 119

plans of, 120, 121, 122
— works, specification of, 124

Schedule of prices for plumbeio’ work,

145
Screw-down cocks, 123

Scullery sinks, 137

Seamed soil pipe, faulty, 32

Secret gutters, 435
Separators, rain water, 364

Septic tank system of sewage treatment,

360
Servants’ water-closets, 131

Service pipes, cold water, 131

prices fixed, 1 61

weights of, 139

Services, cold water, 129

Settlement of drain pipes, 25
— of wall due to leaky drains, 22

Sewage, back flow, 407
— disposal, 355

by action of micro-organisms, 360
electrical treatment, 362
Hermite system, 362

iron process, 363

Sewage disposal, septic tank system, 360
Water and Sew’age Purification

Co.’s process, 358— entering a water main, 84— farming, 356
— filtration, 358
— precipitation, 358
— pump, 428
— purification of, 357
Sewer air, 19

comes through traps when seals

evaporated, 105
entering through dipstone trap, 35
will enter through slates and

windows, 44
— gas, 19, 20. See also Sewer Air and

Drain Air.— ventilated into house by rat runs, 95
Sewers, dead ends, 1

9

— ventilation of, 20
Shallow wells, 366
Sheet lead, cast, 429

damp course, 110— — milled, 430
price fixed, 159
weights for roof work, 438— — work on roofs, 429

Shoes, patent rain water, 404
Silencing pipe to ball valve, 82
Sink, slop, 14, 420— wastes, 127
Sinks, copper lined, 137
— Hellyer’s “Bracket” bed pan and

slop sink, 420
— housemaid, 132
— scullery, 137
— teak fittings to, 137— vegetable, 137
Site, concreting over, 3, 6

Sites, and the Building Acts, 6

— building, 3
Sizes and weights of stoneware drain

pipes, 140
Skylights, 436
— condensation gutter, 437
Sleeve-piece, 129
Slop sink, 14, 420
Sludge from sewage treatment, disposal

of, 360
Smith’s, Dr. Angus, solution, 34
Smoke machine, 143

for drain testing, 139
— test, 143

for drains, 97
Soakaways, 356
Soft water, its effects on lead, iron and

zinc, 367
tin and copper resist its action,

368
Softening bard water, 368
Soil pipe, botched repairs, 99

connection to drain, 23
defective arrangement, 9

faulty seam, 32
fittings, iron junctions, 423
improperly ventilated, 14
junction with drain, 24
termination of vent pipe too low,

44

Soil pipe too small, 44
vent shaft, conditions it works

under, 48
ventilated in chimney, 16— into a cistern, 78

—

flue, 42
very faulty arrangement, 102
waste pipe discharging into, 14
zinc made to imitate lead, 99

Soil pipes, 128
and fittings, cast-iron, prices fixed,

164
bad work, 50
badly jointed, 56, 60
drain ferrules, 119
faulty', 56
faulty joints, 99
inside or outside the house, 24
iron, faulty, 33

jointing, 34
quality of, 33
rust in, 34

of a sanitary house, 119
prices fixed, 161
seams perish, 33
small V. large, 58
solid drawn is best, 33
tacks on, 119, 129
weight of, 119— ventilating pipe, 129

Soldered joints, prices, 162
Specification of sanitary work.=, 124
Splay junction, 27
Spring water, 365
Stable gullies, 403
Stair treads. Mason’s steel and lead, 204
Steam pumps, 378
Sterilising filters, 94— water, 3b9

by boiling it, 387
Stockport gas engine, 380
Stoneware drain pipes, sizes and weights,

140
Stop cocks to fittings in a house, 122
Stopper, drain, 392
Stopjiers for drains, 142
Storm pit in public conveniences, 204— water passing up drains from sewer, 95
Subsoil and its effect on the air, 5— beneath house saturated with sewage,

27— insanitary state of, 23
— made up, 3— water, levels of, and contamination, 91
Subsoils and the Building Acts, 6

— good and bad, 23
— organic matter in, 6

— polluted, 6— various good and bad, 2

Suction of sewage into water mains, 76
Sink waste connections, 41
Sweeping eyes, 126, 127

to traps, covers for, 397
Syphon flushing tanks, prices fixed, 152
Sy[ihonage of traps, 41
Syphonic closets, 131, 213, 414

essential details, 213
— discharge to latrines, 217
Syphoning urine into water mains, 80
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Tacks for lead work on roofs, 434
— on soil pipes, 129
Tail race of water wheels, 375
'I’anks, capacity of, 365— flushing, 152— underground, for water storage, 365
Tap Alters, 386
Tees V. splayed junctions, 9

Test, smoke, 143
Tester, Kemp’s chemical, 144
Testing drains, 139, 141
— filters, 385
— sanitary arrangements, 96

of a house, 141
— with smoke from roof, 143
Tidal valve, 407
Tics for hollow walls, 116
Tiled dados, 137
— walls, 133
Tiling fioors, 137
Tools, plumbers’, 439, 440, 441, 442
Torus roll in roof work, 435
'j’rap, bottle, 64
— grease icterceptor, 127, 137— in larder floor, 30
— lip, 62
— under kitchen tap, faults of, 30
Trapping cesspool overflows, 104
Traps, American mechanical, 406
— bell, 8
— bell pattern, faults of, 28
— beneath closets, faulty work, 96
— brick pit beneath, bad, 63
— cascade action in, 393
— cast-iron surface water, faulty, 63
— covers for sweeping eyes, 397
— D) faults of, 11, 40
— defective, 62
— dipstone or masons’, 8— dirt collects in, 29— discharged by momentum, 66
— disconnecting, prices fixed, 155
— easy flush interceptors, 396
— evaporation of water from, 28— faulty, 35-42
— flap valve, 407
— flushing, prices fixed, 151
— grease interceptor, 400—• — prices fixed, 151
— gully, 398— horse-pots, 403
— intercepting, 125, 393— interceptor, prices fixed, 148
— knot, 66— large water-way wrong, 37— lavatory basin, 427— lead, prices fixed, 163— mechanical, 405
— pipe, 65— “ running syphon,” 37— seals evaporate, 105
— self-cleansing, 65
— should be self-cleansing, 63
— stable gully, 403— syphon out, 41—

• various, 393— which caunot be syphoned out, 64— without scour, 37
Treatment of sewage, 355

Trough gutter, 14
beneath bedroom floor, 16

Turbines, 376

Undercloak in roof work, 432

Underground urinals and conveniences,

/See Public Conveniences.
— water-storage tanks, 365
Under-shot water wheels, 374
Urinal stalls, angle, 194

Boulton’s, 198
Jennings’ “ Eadial,” 194
I'adial basin, 194
shape of basin for best results in

flushing, &c., 196
wholly in white glazed fire clay,

198
Urinals, club pattern basin, 207
— combined water-closets and, 420
— pedestal, 215
Urinettes, 185

Yalve box of water closet, venlilatiou

to, 71— closet, “ Optimus,” 135
•— closets, 409
— tidal, 407
Valves, ball, prices fixed, 168

Vegetable sinks, 137

Vent pipe to valve box of closet, 136
— shaft of soil pipe, conditions it works

under, 48
Ventilating cesspools, or not, 104
— fans, 219
— inlet valve for water closets, 424

— public conveniences, 207
— soil pipe badly, 44

into chimney, 16

flue, 42
pipes, 128

— valve box of water closet, 71
— water closets, 139

Ventilation, mechanical, 105
— of closets, 11
— of sewers, 20
— of soil pipe improperly done, 14

Walls, damp, 21, 109
-— hollow, 115
Wash-down closets, Adams’, 136
Wash-out closet, faults of, 12

Waste connections, 41
— fitting, bath, 424
— fittings of lavatories, 426
— from lavatory, badly arranged, 14

Wastes, 128
— branch, 129
— expansion and contraction, 129
— from scullery sinks, 127
— of a sanitary house, 120
— prices fixed, 161
— puff j/ipe, 135
Water absorbed by brickwork, 21
—

• aeration, 384— cisterns, foul matters in, 75— closets, Adams’ “ Pedesta',” 418
anti-percussive supply valve, 411

Water closets as slop sinks, 412, 414
automatic flushing, 219
bad work, 101
badly disposed for light and

ventilation, 11

Bolding’s “ Laydas,” 213
— syphonic, 414

combination valve and wash-down,
413

combined urinal and slop sink,

420
County Council requirement, 415
Boulton’s metallo-keramic joint,

214, 414
“ Simplicitas ” valve closet, 413— syphonic, 214

essential details, 408
flushed by hot water, 88
flushing rim, 409
for public conveniences, 211
fresh air inlets, 139
Hellyer’s “ Corbel ” wash-down,
417
“Optimus” valve closet, 412

hopper pattern, 16
in bath room, 14
in public conveniences, 207— — inlet ventilating valve, 424
Jennings’ “ Century,” 131, 212

“Era ” valve eloset, 409— “ Hyback ” wash-down, 420— “ Midland” wash-down, 414
jointing to trap, 213
latrines, 422
light to, 11
long-hopper lasin, 39
“ Optimus” vah’o, 135
pan variety, faults of, 11

its faults, 39
puff pipe, 70
ranges of (known as latrines), 217,
422

servants’, 136
syphonic, 131
traps, faulty work, 06
trough, 422
various, 408
ventilation, 139

and light, 11— — wash-down, 136
wash-out, taults of, 12
water supply direct from house

cistern, 76
Water, cold, services, 129— contaminated by faulty bath connec-

tion, 85
— contamination, 75, 85

a grave case, 80— driven ventilating fans, 219— filters, dangers of, 384— filtration, 383— hard, its effects, 367— impurities in, 365— in brickwork, 109— inorganic matters in solution, 365— lime in solution, 365— mains, insuction of foul matter, 76— organic impurities in, 366
— power for ventilation, 221

4 o
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Water, pure, effects of, 74
— purification, 383
— rain, 75

collection of, 364
— raising, 370
— rising in basements, 114
— river, 365— seals of traps evaporate, 28, 105— service pipes, weights of, 139— services in houses, position of, 122
—• — provision for emptying, 122
— soft, its effects, 367— softening, 368— spring, 365
— sterilised by boiling, 387— sterilising, 369— storage, underground tanks, 365— subsoil, levels of, and contamination,

91— supply, contamination of, 74
means of collection, 364

Section

Air space in top of boiler, 239

Airing closet, heating linen cupboan!,

326
Arch flue range boiler, 293

Baths, iron and earthenware, 345
— shower board, 348
— slow filling, 263
— taps and branches should not be small,

288
Block range boiler, 293
Boilers, air space in top of, 239—

• block range, 293
— boot, with tubular back flue, 297
— boot-shaped range, 295
— copper, do not prevent lime deposit,

300
range, 298— effects of soft water, 298

— explosions, kitchen, 332
— flues, kitchen range, 297
— fractured by accumulated lime deposit,

305, 310
suggested preventive of, 311

— furred, 306
— high-pressure range adapted fur

temporary low-pressure

supply, 229
• cast iron, 295

sloping fronts had, 294
— independent, for domestic hot water

supply, and their advantages,

300
for heating hard water, 303

— ill pairs behind range fire, 320
— kitchen range, qualities of, 256

work they will do, and sizes of

connections, 286

Water supply of a sanitary house, 122
quantity, 363
storage, 365
to closets direct from house cistern,

76
to country houses, 363

contamination, 90
-to public conveniences, 224

— — to urinals, a grave fault, 80
— test for drains, 97, 141
— well, 366

contaminated, 89, 91— wheels, 374
and pumps, 375
iron, 374
relative effectiveness of the three

kinds, 374
tail race, 375
wheel race, 375

— hammer, 428
— tight cesspools, 355

Weights and sizes of stoneware drain

pipes, 140— of lead pipe, 159
— of service pipes, 139
— of sheet lead for roof work, 438
Well water, 366

and cattle pastures, 366
area of collection, 91
contaminated, 89, 91
ill effects of heavy rains, 75
should be analysed, 366

Wells, 366
— near cesspools, precautions necessary,

366
Wheel lace of water wheel, 375
Wheels, water, 374
White glazed brickwork, 197
Wind engines, 377
Wiped joints, faulty, 99

prices, 162
Work, plumbing, schedule of prices, 145

2.—HOT WATER SUPPLY.

Boilers, low-pressure range, and water

supply to same, 349
— open range, 22(5— range, 291

for steam cooking, 321
lime deposit in, 295
low-pressure, and water supply to

same, 349
practical considerations, 292
removing deposit, 299, 310
two to one set of pipes, 322

with cheeks, 296
— twin, range, 291, 320
Boot boiler, high-pressure range, 295

low-pressure, and connections,

353
with tubular back flue, 297

Branch flow-pipe, 252
Branched secondary circulation, 277

Branches, hot water, 249
on cylinder system, 268

Bye pass between primary and secondary

flow pipes, cylinder system, 280

Casing hot water pipes, 330
Cast-iron high-pressure range boilers,

295
Check valve, use for, 252

Cheek range boiler, 296
Circulating pipes, uses of, 238
Circulation of hot water, causes affect-

ing, 242
— of water, experiments, 233

—

in pipes, 234, 238
— model apparatus, 234

shown with optical lantern, 233
theory of, 231

— secondary, 262, 264, 272

Cisterns, galvanised wrought iron, 343
Cleaning deposit from range boilers, 2j9,

310
Cocks, full-way, use of, 244
— hot water, 345
Coil in linen closet, 327
Coils on domestic hot water supply

apparatus, 324
Cold supply, irregular, to domestic hot-

water apparatus, 261
pipe to kitchen boiler, size of, 227

to cylinder, must be a distinct

service, 270
position of stop cock, 270
sizes, 288
system, 269

to hot water tank, 243, 245, 249
with intermediate cis-

tern, 245
to low-pressure range hollers, 350

— water from hot taps, 242— •—
• movement of, in domestic hot water

apparatus, 242

Collapse of cylinder, 339
Connecting radiators on hot water supply

apparatus, 326
— two range boilers to one set of pipes,

322
Connection of pipes at boilers and tanks,

242
Connections to range boiler, 239

Conservation of heat, 328
Conservatory heated from domestic hot

water pipes, 325

Convection of water, 232
Converting tank apparatus to cylinder

system, hot water supply, 317

Cooking by steam, boilers for, 321

Copper pipe for hot water work, 341
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Copper range boilers, 298
Covering hot water pipes, 328
Cracked range boilers, from accumulated

lime deposit, 305
Cylinder, collaj^se of, 339
— hot water, cannot be emptied, 262
• detail of connections, 269

position of, 282
— importance of secondary return con-

nection, 275
— level with boiler, 268
— manlids, 267
— position in regard to boiler, 268
— should not be above kitchen, 282
— stands, 285
— system, advantages and safety of,

261
break in secondary circulation

when taps opened, 278

bye pass between primary and

secondary flow-pipes, 280
cold supply, 269

sizes of, 288
di aw-otr branches, 268
emptying service, 271

example apparatus, 266
modification of ordinary, 280

of hot water apparatus, 261
faults of, 263
its working principle,

267
table of proportions,

286
peculiar arrangement, 282
sizes of pipes, boilers, &c., 286
with secondary flow and return,

272— (emiination of flow-pipe in, 267
Cylinder-tank system of hot water

supply apparatus, 315
Cylinders, 266
— best way of ordering, 268
— fixed on side, i.e. horizontally, 279
— galvanised wrought iron, sizes and

qualities, 345
— large, faults of, 287

— positions of flanges on, 267

— pressure of water in, 258, 265
— pressures and strengths, 284

— qualities and pressures they will bear,

265
— small better than large, 286
— to decide strength required, 265

Dangerous features in a domestic hot

water apparatus, 332
Dead-weight safety valves, 336
Deposit of lime in boilers, suggested

preventive of, 311
in range boilers, cause of, 305,

307
Diaphragm safety valve, 337
Dip in cold suppbq 243
Domestic hot water supply, 225

converting tank apparatus to

cylinder system, 317
cylinder system, 261
cylinder-tank system, 315

Domestic hot water supply, special sys-

tems and connections,

141
lank system, 237

Dome-top independent boilers for

domestic supply, 300
Draw-otf branches, cylinder system, 268

services, 249
hot wate”, 240

require careful considera-

tion, 242
sizes of, 256

Dye’s sectional pipe covering, 330

Emptying service, cylinder system, 271
Expansion pipe to cylinder, 269
— pipes to tanks, 246
Experiments in hot water circulation,

233
Explosions, kitchen boiler, and causes,

332

Feed cisterns to low-pressure range
boilers, 349

Felt, hair, 329
Flow and return pipes, cylinder system,

sizes of, 286
secondary from cylinder,

262, 264, 272
uses of, 238

— pipe connection to range boiler, 239
to tank, 240

how connected and run, 239
projecting in boiler, 239
termination in cylinder, 267

Flues of range boilers, 297
Frozen hot water pipes, danger, 333
Full-way stop cocks, 244

use for, 270
Furred boilers, 306—• — cleaning, 310

copper boilers not a preventive,

300— — suggested preventive of, 311
— [)ipes, 255, 335
— range boilers, 295
Fusible plug, 338

Galvanised cisterns, tanks, and
cylinders, 343

Green-house heated from domestic hot-

water pi[ies, 325

Hair felt, 329
Hard water as a rust preventive, 306

cause of hardness, 307
—- — effect on boilers, 298, 305
Hardness of water, degree of, 307
Heat, loss of, 328

of from hot water tank, 247— lost from domestic hot water pipes,

325
tanks, 262

Heating green-house or entrance hall from
domestic hot water pipes, 325

Heating linen cupboard, 327
High and low pressure boilers, in pairs,

behind range fires, 320
— pressure range boilers, 256, 291

adapted for temporary low-

pressure supply’, 229
sizes of connections and

work they will do, 286
Hot-water apparatus, domestic supply,

225
model, 234

branches, returned, 251
circulating apparatus for domestic

supply, 230
circulation, causes affecting, 242
draw-off branches, sizes of, 256

services, 240, 249
care required, 242

pipes in cold situations, 329
supply, 225

apparatus confined to kitchen,

245
example of cylinder system,

267
irregular water supply,

261
table of proportions, 253
without circulation, 226

cylinder system, 261
cylinder-tank system, 315
converting tank apjraratus to

cylinder system, 317
— independent boilers and their

advantages, 300
pipes can be too large, 254— special systems and connec-

tions, 316
tank system, 237
water levels, 227

tanks alongside house c’stern*

247
-in roof, 247
loss of heat from, 262
pipe connections, 240
qualities of, and pressures they

will bear, 257
s’zes of, 255

taps, 345
slow running, 263

towel rails, 327
why it circulates, 231

Hydrostatic pressure of water in pipes,

257, 265

IxcRUSTED deposit, 305
in pipes, 335

Independent boilers for domestic hot

water supply, and their advan-

tages, 300
with water-way below fire bars,

303
India-rubber collars for tank manlids,

258
to tanks, to prevent adhering,

258

Jointing manlids of tanks, 258

4 o 2
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Kitchen boiler explosions, and causes,

332
— ]-ange boilers, 291

low-pressure, and water supply
to same, 349

Lead pipes for hot water, precautions

and faults, 341
Leahage of hot water tank, treatment,

258
Lever safety valve, 337
Lids of hot water cylinders, 2G7

tanks, packing, 258
Lime deposit, copper boilers do not

prevent, 300
in boilers, cause of, 305, 307
in range boilers, 295— in water. See Hard Water

Linen cupboard, heating, 327
Loss of heat, 328— from domestic hot water pipes,

325
from hot water tanks, 247, 262

Low-pressure boot range boilers, 353
range boilers, 291

and water supply to same,
349

Malleable iron pipe fittings, 342
Manholes in copper range boilers usually

too small, 299
Manlids of cylinders, 267— of tanks, jointing, 258
Model hot water aj^paratus, 23 4

Neck boiler, range, 353

Packing manlids of tanks, 258
Pipes, circulating, uses of, 238— covering, 328— expansion, 246— fittings, wrought and malleable, 340
— for conveyance of soft water, 306— furred, 255, 335
•— hot water, frozen, 333

in cold places, 329— of hot water supply apparatus can be
too large, 254

— qua'ity for hot water work, 260— sizes of, for domestic hot water appa-
ratus, 255

— termination of, in boilers and tanks,

242
— tin-lined iron, 341— used in domestic hot water supply, 340
Pressure borne by hot water tanks, 257— of water in cylinders, 257, 265, 344

Pressure of water in pipes, 285
in tanks and cylinders, 257, 265

Radiation of heat from domestic hot
water pipes, 325

Piadiators on domestic hot water supply
apparatus, 301, 324

Range boilers, 291
low-pressure, and water supply to

same, 349
of open range, 226
qualities of, 256
twin, 291, 320
two to one set of pipes, 322
work they will do and sizes of

connections, 286
Red and white lead packing for tank

manlids, 258— steam tube, 260
Repairing hot water tanks, 259
Return pipe connections, 241
Returned hot water draw-off branches,

251
Rise given to hot water pipes, 240
Rising main from cylinder, 268

Saddle range boiler, 293
Safety bell, 338
Safety valves, 336

positions of, 339
Secondary circulation branched, 277— flow and return from cylinder, 262,

264, 272
Sectional pipe covering, 330
Self-supply to range boilers, 349
Shower board, 348
Side boilers of ranges, water supply to,

352
Silicate cotton, 330
Sizes of hot water draw-off branches,

256
tanks, 255

Slag wool, 330
Soft water, effect on boilers, 298

on pipes, iron and lead, 306
Spring safety valves, 336
Stands for cylinders, 285
Steam cooking range boilers, 321
— pipes to hot water tanks, 246— tube, 260

plain and galvanised, 340
Stop-back valve, use for, 252
— cocks, full-way, use for, 270

-in domestic hot water pipes are

dangerous, 323, 335
kind and position of, in cold supply

to cylinder, 270
— valves in domestic hot water pipes,

danger of, 323, 335

Supply, automatic, to range boilers, 349— cistern to hot tank, 245
Supports to cylinders, 285
Swinging check valve, 252

Table of proportions of hot water supply

apparatus, 253
for cylinder system of hot water

apparatus, 286
— powers of independent boilers for

domestic supply, 305
T'ank, hot, alongside cold cistern, 247

water, in roof, 247
mode of stopping leakage in,

258

—

pipe connections, 240
— system of hot water supply apparatus,

237
table of propor-

tions, 253
Tanks, galvanised wrought iron, sizes

and qualities, 344— hot water, loss of heat from, 262
qualities of, and pressures they

will bear, 257
sizes of, 255

•— jointing manlids, 258
— pressure of water in, 257
Taps, hot water, 345

slow outflow from, 263— outflow of water from, 227
Tin-lined iron pipe, 306, 341
Towel rails or airers, hot water, 327
Tube, steam, plain and galvanised, 340
— wrought-iron steam quality, 260
Twin range boilers, 291, 350
Two boilers connected to one set of pipes,

322

Valves, check, 252
— safety, 336
— stop, use and misuse, 270, 323, 335

Warming linen cupboard, 327
Waste of heat, 328

from domestic hot water pipis,

325
Water backs, 295— consists of particles, 231
— pressure in pipes, 257, 265, 285
— soft, effects on boilers, 298
— supply, irregular, to hot water supply

apparatus, 261
to low-pressure range boilers, 349

— theory of circulation described, 231
— way below fire-bars of boiler, 303
Weight of water in pipes, 257, 265
Wrought-iron tube, 260
— steam tube and fittings, 340
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Section 3.—WARMING BUILDINGS BY HOT WATER.

Absoeption of heat, 446
Action of radiant heat, 445
Actual heating powers of boilers, 499
Air cocks, 455, 553— entering a house must he infercepted

and warmed
;
importance of, 491

— humidity of, 569— in pipes, 461
— in radiators, 473— locked in cold supply, 573

in hot water pipes, 451
— pipes, 456, 574

high-2
rressure apparatus, 582

— requires moisture, 569
— vents, automatic, 554
— when warmed loses none of its health-

ful qualities, 492
Altitude gauge, 557
American cast-iron boilers, 521
— pipe fittings, 550
— irractice, 475

boiler-makers advise and assist

plumbers, 499
—in boiler-making, 500

in calculatinz radiating surface

required, 493
positions of radiators, 490— •

—

• with hot water works, 488, 489
— radiators, 498, 544
— valves, 552
Angle valves, 552
Anti-freezing fluid, 591
Apparatus, hot water, to heat large

buildings, 462
Area of furnace bars, 500
— of radiating surface for given results,

490
Aspect of room affects its warmth, 493
Aspirators, 554
Atmospheric pressure governs boiling

point of water, 578
Automatic air vents, 554
— dam^rer regulators, 555

Bad conductors of heat, table of, 448

Bars, furnace, area of, 500
Beds, forcing, 571
Boiler coil, high-pressure, 582
— fittings, 555-558
Boiler heating radiators on same floor,

476, 477
— of full size economises fuel, 502

— pits, shallow, boiler for, 506

— powers. Hood’s figures, 499
— to fix in thickness of greenhouse wall,

509, 561
Boilers, American cast-iron, 521
— approximate v. actual heating powers,

499
— attention required for given results,

496
— automatic damper regulator, 555
— brick set, 498

Boilers, calculating work value of healing

surfaces, 500
— cannot all bear heavy water pressure,

507— cast, advantages of, 513
iron, heating, 498— “ Challenge,” 516

— Cornish Trentham, 508— corrugated Are boxes, 522
— cylindrical, 508

independent, 511
I

— “dome-top” independent, 511— “ E type,” 516
— features sought to be obtained to

increase efficacy, 508— for horticultural purposes, 500
— for shallow drainage, 506
— fuel for, 502, 577
— gas, 524

care needed in fixing, 525
— heating powers, 499

should have safety valves, 482
surface, efficacy of, 500

— hot water heating, 498— “ Ideal Junior,” 521— “ Ideal Portable,” 522— “ Ideal Sectional,” 523
— indcjiendent, 498, 508

heat lost from, 501
— injured by water pressure, 503
— jointing sections, 522
— Keith’s, 516
— large area of heating surface in small

space, 517— “ Loughborough,” 509
fitted up, 561— “ Pioneer,” 513— “ Python,” 520— “ Reliance,” 506— “ Saddle,” 501, 502
and fixing same, 502
cleaning, 501
flues to, 503
suggested improved shaije, 504— — with terminal (water-way) ends.

505
— sectional, advantages, 516

advantages, 524
ingenious method of jointing up,

524
rapid rc|)air, 524

— sections connected into drums or

headers, 524— “ Severn,” 512— “ Star,” 508
— sunk in floor when necessary, 478
— thickness of plate and its effect, 505
— vertical, advantages of, 501
— water supply, effects of dirty wat.r,

503— water-way below the fire-bars, 512— with internal flues, 506
Boiling of w'ater, phenomena explained,

580

Boiling point, temperature varies, 578
Borings joint, 526
Bottom connections for coils and radia-

tors, 451— heat to forcing beds and pits, 570
Box, expansion, 562
Branch fittings, malleable, 550— hot water services, 456— mains, 462

hot water, sizes of, 464— — one-pipe, should be returns, 472
sizes of, one-pqje hot water work,
479

Branches to radiators, 454
Burst pipes, high-pressure, dangerous, 593

Calculating surfaces to obtain given
temjieratures, 490— work values of heating surfaces in
boilers, 500

Casings (grated) for high-pressure skirting
pipes, 591

Cast bo lers, advantages of, 513— iron heating boilers, 498—• — malleable fittings, 549
— pipe fittings, 527
— pipes, bearings to allow for expansion,

575— — best for horticultural w'orks, 560
expansion of, 575
hot water, 526
in trenches, allowance for, 577
jointing, 526
large, advantages of, 560
lengths required to obtain given
temperatures, 575

objectionable appearance, 498— — particularly suited for horticultural
works, 498

slow to heat, unsuited for many
purposes, 498

sockets split by rust joint, 526
Caulked joints, hot water pipie, 526
Checked circulation, 472
Chimney, sheet iron, w-ater trickles down

in, 525
Chimneys are active air extractors and
make draughts, 459

Church work, large pipes j)articularly

unsuited, 498
Churches, draughts in, 493— temperatures and radiating surface

required, 495
Circulating below boiler, 476, 477, 572

level, 476, 477, 572
— pipes along skirting boards, 478

graduation in size, 462
hot water, 449

Circulation comparatively feeble in

horticultural works, 560— equalising, 480
*

— flow and return waters travelling in
same direction, 482
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Circulation, head of water does not affect,

508— “ headed off,” 472
— hot water, equalising, 481
— impeded, 451
— in the one-pipe system of hot water

work, 467
Cistern valve for high-pressure apparatus,

587
Cleaning green-house boilers, 501
Cocks, air, 553— stop. See Valves
Coil boilers, high pressure, 582
— cases, disadvantages of, 536
— connections, 451
Coils, box end, 536
— disadvantages of, 536
— hot water, 536
Coke fuel for boilers, 502
Cold air currents must be intercepted by

radiators, 459
must be intercepted in warming a

building, 491
— supply cisterns to hot water apparatus,

size of, 452
connecting to heating apparatus,

importance of, 451
to heating apparatus, 472

badly arranged, 572
size of cisterns, 452
boiler, 450

to horticultural works, 564, 574
— — to hot water apparatus, 466
— water swelling back into cistern of hot

water apparatus, 453
Conduction of heat, 447

poor conductors, 448
Conductors of heat, good and bad, 559

Connecting radiators and coils, 451
method of, 469
on the one-pipe system, 467
sizes of pipes, 463
table of size-', 539

Connections, radiator, 553
Conservation of heat, 559
Conservatory, 568
Cooling effects of glass in windows, 493

Corner valves, 478
Cornish boiler, 508
Covering for hot water pipes, 559
— hot water pipes in trenches, 563
Currents of cold air must be intercepted

by radiators, 459
Cylindrical boilers, 508

Damper regulators, automatic, 555
Decorating radiators, 537

effect of pigments, 446
Diffusion of heat, 448
Direct heating surface in boilers, work

value of, 500
Dirt in pipes, horticultural work, 574
Down current of air in churches, &c., 590
Draughts in churches, &c., 493, 590— in houses, disposed of, 458
— in theatres, 493
— must be intercepted with radiators,

491

Drop system of hot water work, 483
Drying rooms, temperatures and radia-

ting surfaces, 495
Duplicate return pipe, 487
Dye’s improved pipe covering, 559

Ebullition of water controlled by pres-

sure, 578
phenomena explained, 580

Eccentric fittings, 550
Elbow unions, 553
Emptying cocks to branch mains, a good

arrangement, 465— sections of a hot water ajiparatus a
good plan, 482

English radiators, 539
Entrance hall, radiator in, 449— halls should be warmed, 459
Equalising circulation, 480
Evaporating troughs, 569
Example high-pressure apparatus, 589— hot water heating works, 449
Examples of horticultural heating works

560
work, 561-573

Exhaust ventilation by chimneys, 460
Expansion and contraction of heating

mains, 469
— box, 562
— joints, hot water, 534
— of cast pipes, 575— of water when heated, 581
— pipe from heating boiler, 450

high-pressure apparatus, 582
position of, 455
to hot water apparatus, use of, 453
with tank on it, 489

— pipes, l.ot water, 465
— tank, 488, 489
Explosion of high-pressure pipes, 593
Extraction of air by chimneys, 460

Filling tube, high-pressure apparatus,

580
Fire bars, rocking, 513
— grates and hot water works, 444
Fittings, cast pipe, 526— malleable, 549
— special forms of, 550— wrought pipe, 547
Flue pipe, sheet iron, water in, 525— surlace in boilers, work value of, 500
Flushing green-house pipes, 574
Forcing beds, 571
— house, 571
Frost-defying liquid, 591
Fuel for boilers, 502
•— for green-house boilers, 577
Furnace bars, area of, 500— coil, high-pressure, 582

Galvanised wrought pipe and fittings,

549
Gate valves, 552
Gas boilers, 524

care needed in fixing, 525

Gauge, altitude of water, 557
Gilled pipes, stoves, &c., action of, 448
Glass, heat lost by, 576— loses heat rapidly, allowances for

windows, 493
Glass-house works. See Horticultural

Works
Globe valves, 552
Graduating size of circulating pipes, 462— sizes of mains of new one-pipe hot

W'ater system, 479
Graduation in size of mains, 481
Gratings for skirtings, 59

1

Green-house works. See Horticultural

Works

Halls, entrance, must be warmed
;
im-

portance of, 491
Heat absorption, 446— conduction and radiation, 444— conductors, good and bad, 559— diffusion, 448— from radiators, 446— in entrance halls important, 459— indicator, hot water, 554— loss of, 558— lost by glass, 576— of rooms, 490— of water, governed by pressure, 578
—- radiation and conduction, 444— rays, 444
— regulator for boilers, 555
Heater, high-pressure, 582
Heaters (boilers), hot water, 498. See.

also Boilers.

Heating buildings by hot water, 443.

See also Warming Buildings by
Hot Water.

— ground floor rooms of a residence, 457— offices with boiler and radiators all on
same floor, 476

— powers of boilers, 499— surface of boilers, direct and indirect,

500
quantities of radiating surface, 490
required, horticultural work, 575

High-pressure apparatus, a faulty job,

592
advantages and disadvantages,

596
and low-pressure combined, 59

1

arranging the services, 583
branch services and stop cocks,

best avoided, 584
Building Act, and positions of

pipes, 592
r- examples, 580, 589
heating coil and general details,

582
phenomena in, 581
pumping valve, 589
quantities, 586
sizes of furnace coils and ex-

pansion chambers, 586
— specially suited for many pur-

poses, 596— with cistern valve, 587
boiler coil, independent, 584
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High-pressure pipes, explosion of, 593
systeni of heating with and

without valve, 578
temperatures, 579

tube, 585
joints, 585— temperatures possible with water,

580
Hot water heating, 443. See also Warm-

ing Buildings by Hot Water.
apparatus, examples, 449
boilers, 498. See aho Boilers.

main services, 460
pipes, calculating lengths required,

496
Hot water pipes. See also Cast Pipes.

sizes of, 463
Hot-house work. See Horticultural

Works.
Horizontal hot water mains, 463
Horticultural apparatus, cold supply

badly arranged, 572— boilers, 500— work, advantages of cast pipes, 498
air must be humid, 569
boiler need not be sunk in a pit,

506
circulation is not strong, 560
cold supply, 564, 574
fuel, 577
general, and examples of, 560
heat lost by glass, 576
mains, necessity for, 564
overhead system, 572— •— quantities, 575
sizes of mains, 566
the gardener decides many ques-
tions, 563

water supply from dirty source,

503
Humidity of the air, 569
Hydrostatic pressure, 507

Impeded circulation, 451
Independent boiler coil, high-pressure,

584
— boilers, 508
Indirect heating, 492

surface in boilers, work value oh
500

Iron borings joint, 526

Jointing cast hot water pipes, 533— high-pressure tube, 585— radiator sections, 537
Joints, cast pipe, 526— expansion, for hot water pipes, 534— Jones’s expansion, 534— Messenger’s expansion, 535— Richardson’s expansion, 534— rust, 526

Lawler’s damper regulator, 555
Lean-to glass-houses, 577
Lock-shield valves, 553
Loose-key valves, 553

Loss of heat, 558
by glass, 576
from independent boilers, 501

Main services, hot water, 460, 462
Mains and branches, hot water, sizes of,

463
— allowance for contraction and expan-

sion, 469— duplicate, with one-pipe hot water
system, 480— hot water, graduation in size of, 481

—

in treuehes, and covered, 565— in horticultural heating works, 564— sizes of, in horticultural works, 566— table of sizes for one-pipe hot water
work, 479

— vertical, can be smaller than hori-

zontal, 566
Malleable fittings, 549

^ faults of, 551
Measurements for radiating surface, 490
Melon pits, 564
Model hot water apparatus, 448, 449
Moisture in the air, 569

Nipple joints, push and screw, 537
Non-conductors of heat, 559

table of, 448

One-Pipe system a bad way of connect-

I

ing up, 487
a bad method, 466

I a large job, 475
i action of, 467

adapted to heat building of

several floors, 480
branch mains, care needed, 472

mains cannot be graduated
in size, 481

cold supply service, 472
its advantages, 466
location of expansion pipe, 471,
473

mains cannot be graduated in

size, 479
method of connecting radiators,

469
new, with duplicate graduated

mains, 479
purposes best suited for, 475
table of sizes for mains, 479
with vertical services, 484

Overhead system of hot water work, 483

Fainting radiators and pipes, effects of

pigments, 446
Feet’s valves, 552
Pipe covering, 559
— fittings, malleable, 549

wrought, 547
— high-pressure, 585
— length of, required in high pressure

works, 586

j

Pipes, cast. See Cast Pi[)es.

Pipes, cast, calculating lengths required,

496
— circulating, fixed against skirting

boards, 478
— evaporating, 569
— graduation in size of hot water mains,

481
— hot water, in channels and trenches,

563
should not be too large if ver-

tical, 463
sizes of, 463

— in basements, sometimes objection-

able, 486
— sizes of mains, one-pipe hot water

work, 479
Poor conductors of heat, 559

table of, 448
Positions of radiators, 460

must be considered, 490
Power’s damper regulator and thermo-

stat, 556
Pressure and temperature table, water,

579— gauge, water, 557

j

— governs boiling point of water, 578
— of water in boilers, injurious effects,

507
— in pipes, 507

I will injure some forms of
boilers, 503

— on water varies boiling temperature,

578
_

Proportioning size of hot water circulating

pipes, 462
Pumping valve, high-pressure, 589
Push nipples, 537

Quantities for horticultural works, 575— high pressure work, 586— of radiating surface, 490

Radiant heat, action of, 445
Radiating surface, quantities required,

490
table of pipes to supply, 465

Radiation of heat, 444
Radiators, 536
— action of heat diffusion, 447
— air in, 473
— American, 544

and English makes, 498
— arranged so that they cannot be

regulated, 467
— at foot of stairs, effects, 491
— branches, 454

and fittings, sizes of, 464
— Cannon’s design, 544
— circular, 541, 544
— connected on the one-pipe system,

467
to a one-pipe service badly, 466

— connections, 45l, 553
method adopted with one-pipe
work, 469

sizes of, 463
table of sizc.s, 539
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Radiators, “ Count,” 541— “ Countess,” 542
— decoration of, 537

effect of pigments, 446
— disposition of, is very important, 490
— English and American makes, 498

examples, 539
— “ Finsbury,” 542
— fixed against walls, with pipes behind,

478— “ Fowler,” 546

— general description and examples,

498
— heated by’high-prcssure pipes, 594
— importance of properly disposing

them, 460
— in entrance halls, 449

importance of, 491— “ Jobson,” 544
— jointing sections, 537
— Keith’s “ Aiolian,” 540
— Messenger’s design, 544
— on same floor as boiler, 476, 477
— ornamental v. plain, 539
— ornamentation must not favour dust

collection, 543— “ Oxford duet,” 546

— pedestal form, 541, 544— “ Peer,” 541— “ Peeress,” 542
— positions of, 47

1

— prime and other surfaces, 537

— quite plain for hospital and institu-

tion work, 543
— should intercept cold draughts, 460— “ Sunbeam,” 543
— surface needed for given results, 490
— under windows not best positions, 490
— valves, 552

fixed horizontally, 478
•— ventilating, 540-548

extra surface to be allowed, 497
— wholly on return services

;
the over-

head system, 483
— Williams and Son’s pattern, 544

Pays of heat, 444
Red steam tube and fittings, 548
Reducing size of circulating pipes, 462
Regulators, automatic damper, 555
Return pipe below boiler, 572

level, 476, 477
in duplicate, 487

Right and left thread joint, 585
Pise and fall in hot water circulation, 472

Rise in hot water circulating pipes, 451
pipes, necessity of, 461

Pocking fire bars, 513

Rubber ring joint for hot water pipes,

533
Rule to find quantities for horticultural

woik, 576
Rules fur finding radiating surface re-

quired in rooms, 494
Rust joint, 526

Saddle boilers, 501

flues to, 503
plain, and fixing same, 502

Saddle boilers, suggested improved shape,

504
with terminal water-way ends, 505

Safety valves, 557
every heating boiler should have

one, 482
Screw nipples, 537
Screw-down stop valves, 552
Sectional boilers, advantages, 516
— pipe covering, 559
Sediment in green-house pipes, 574— in saddle boilers, 505
Service pipes to radiators, 464
Shaking fire bars, 513
Shallow drainage, boilers for, 506
Short-circuit in hot water apparatus,

456
in hot water work, 480

Silicate cotton, 448
Sizes of hot water pipes and connections,

463
— of mains, one-pipe hot water work,

479
— of pipes, graduating mains, 481
Skirting gratings, 591
Small-bore system of heating, 578. See

also High-pressure Apparatus.
Span glass-houses, 577
Stainton’s frost-defying fluid, 591— high-pressure fittings, 587
Staircases, radiators at foot of, effects, 491
Steam from water, phenomena explained,

580
— generation limits heat of water, 580—

• tube and fittings, 548
Stop valves, 552

to radiators, fixed horizontally, 478
Sub-mains, hot water, sizes of, 464
Supports for cast pipes, 575
Surface, radiating, needed for given

results, 490
Syphon box end, 562

Table of heat-conducting materials, 447— of heat radiating substances, 446—
• lengths of cast pipes to obtain certain

temperatures, 575
— of poor heat conductors, 448
— quantities for high-pressure pipes,

586
— radiating surface required for rooms,

495
— sizes of hot water mains and branches,

464
— sizes of mains, one-pipe hot water

work, 479
— sizes of pipes to supply certain areas

of radiating surface, 465
— sizes of radiator branches and connec-

tions, 464
connections, 539— temperatures for pressures, water,

579
— temperatures obtained from different

areas of radiating surface, 495
Taps, air, 553
Temperature indicator, hot water, 554— of rooms, 490

Temperature of water governed by
pressure, 578— regulator for boilers, 555

Terminal-end saddle boilers, 505
Theatres, draughts in, 493
Thermometer for hot water mains, 554
Thermostat, powers, 556
Thread, right and left joint, 585
Throttle valves, 564
'J'ropical plant house, 566
Trough pipes, 569
Troughs, evaporating, 569
Tube, high pressure, 585
T wo-pipc hot water work, 449

Union elbows, 553— valves, 553

Valves, air, 553— angle, 552— for high-pressure apparatus, 587— for hot water mains, 552— lock-shield, loose key, 553
— pumping, high-pressure, 589— radiator, fixed horizontally, 478

stop, 552— safety, 557— throttle, 564
Varnishing radiators, 447
Ventilating radiators, 540-548— — extra surface to be allowed, 497
Ventilation etfected by^ chimneys, 460— effects of, with heating works, 49 L— is effected by chimneys in resi-

dences, how it affects heating

works, 491
— need not be with cold air, 459
— not impaired by the air being warmed,

492
Vents, air, 553
Vertical boilers, 501
Vinery, early and late, 566

Warming buildings by hot water, 443— advantages of, 443
apparatus with boiler and

radiators on same
floor, 476

boilers, radiators and
appliances, 498

circulating below boiler,

476, 477
combination high and

low pressure, 594
difference in action be-

tween two-pipe sys-

tem and the one-pipe

with duplicate mains,

480
drop or overhead system,

483— example works, 449
examples of one-pipe

work, 470
fittings and appliances,

498
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Warming buildings by liot water, bigb-

pressure system with
and without valve,

578
borticultural work, ex-

amples, 560
model apparatus, 449
more than one system

can be embodied in

a single apparatus,

488
new one -pipe system

with duplicate gradu-
ated mains, 479

: no draughts, 458
one-pipe system, 466

— — adapted for

buildings several

floors high, 480
ordinary two-pipe sys-

tem, 449

Warming buildings by hot water, ovei--

head or drop system,

483
quantities for horticul-

tural works, 575
of heating surface,

490
radiation and conduction,

444
^ radiators, 498

heated by boiler on
same level, 476

system with all radiators

on the returns, 483
working ordinary appa-

ratus under a light pressure, 489
— by hot water and fire grates, 444,

458
— draughts of cold air, 491— residence by hot water disposes of

draughts, 458

Warming the air does not impair ventila-

tion, 492
Waste of heat, 558
Water, boiling point varies with pressure,

578
— condensed from air, 571— heated above ordinary boiling point,

579
— level indicator, 558
— pressure gauge, 557

in pipes, 507— suppl}', dirtv, to horticultural boilers,

503
— trickles down a flue pipe, 525
Water-vapour in the air, 569
Wheel valves, 552
Window area must be allowed for in

heating, 493
Wood-wheel valves, 553
Wrought pipe fittings, 547

Section 4. WARMING BUILDINGS BY HEATED AIR.

Air conduit tubes, fOi
•— current, to check velocity without

reducing volume, 607
— dried by stove heat, 607
— dry, and results, 598
— extraction, 609
— flues through radiator, 599
— heated by stoves, 607
— heating chambers, 608
— hot, heating by, 597
— how tainted, 598, 603, 604
— humidity of, 607
— inlets, positions of, 604
—

• moisture in, 607
— movement of, and what controls it,

609
— odours in, 607

— pipes, 604
— supply to radiator boxes, 604
— tainted, 598, 603, 604
— to moisten, 608
— tubes or ducts, cold and wann, 606,

607
— warm, heating by, 597
— when dry, absorbs water from

surroundings, 608
— when saturated, 608
Areas of fresh air tubes, cold and warm,
606

Bad results, 597

Box bases for radiators, 599
Boxing in indirect radiators must be well

done, 603
Building Act, and stove-heated air,

607

Care needed with tubes conveying stove-

heated air, 607
Chambers, air heating, 608
Cockle stove, 598
Cold air supply tubes, area of, 607
Connections, radiator, sizes of, 607
Current of air through radiator, regulation

of, 600

Damper to mix hot and cold air, 605
“Direct-indirect” healing, 599
Distance, air tubes from woodwork, with

stove-heated air, 607
Dry air and the results, 598

fatal to horticultural stock, 608
Dryness of air, 607
Dust collecting on radiators, results must

be bad, 604

Evaporating pans, 608

Eire insurance and stove-heated air, 607
Floor openings, 600
hVesh air inlets, bad positions for, 604— — positions of, 604

tubes, cold and warm, 606, 607
Fixing indirect radiators, 602— ventilating radiators, 600

Gratings, inlet, area of, 607
Gauze linings to fresh air inlet openings,

604
G filed radiators, 602— stoves, 609

j

Healthful, air heated bv this means i-,

I

597

I

Heating by warm air, 597
— chambers, 608
— surface, area required for “direct-iii-

direct ” work, 606
for “ indirect ” work, COG

Hot air work, 597

Indirect radiators, 602
jointing, 602

Inlet openings for ventilating radiators,

600
— ventilation through radiators, 599
Inlets, fresh air, positions of, 604

Jointing, indirect radiators, 602

Mixing damper, 605
Moistening the air, 608

Odours, 604
— passing from kitchen, &c

,
603

— possible, 608
Openings, fresh air, 604— inlet, 600
Outlet ventilation, 609

Pin radiators, 602
Positions of fresh air inlets, 604

I

Prejudice against this work, 597
Prime surface, what is and what is not

606

4 p
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Quastiiihs for “direct-indirect” work
606

— for “ indirect ” heating, 606

Radiator connections, sizes of, 607— surface area required for “ direct-

indirect ” work, 606— for “ indirect ” work, 606
iiadiators, action of heat diffusion, 601— air warmed by, 598— “ direct-indirect” or semi -direct heat-

ing, 598— fixed out of sight, 602— fixing, with mixing damper, 605— indirect, 602— method of suspension from joists, 602
— pin and gill, 602— ventilating, 598
Register, warm air, 603, 606
Registers, areas of, 607
Regulating air current through radiators,

600

Rule to be observed with stove-heated

air, 607

Saturated air, 608
Stacks, radiator, 602
Stove heated air, 597, 607— overheated, and results, 598
Stoves, gilled or ribbed, 609
Surface required for “direct-indirect”

work, 606
for “ indirect ” work, 606

Table, radiator connections, indirect

work, 607
Tappings, radiator, 607
Tubes, air, 601
— fresh air, cold and warm, 606, 607

Valve for mixing hot and cold air, 605
Ventilating gratings, inlet, 607

Ventilating radiators, 598
action of, 601
fixing, 600
some consider unnecessary, 601

Ventilation outlet, 609
Vitiated air, 598, 608
Volume of air, 607

Wall openings, 600
Warm air heating, 597

tubes, area of, 607
Warming air by hot water pipes and

radiators, 598
— buildings by heated air, 597
— by “direct-indirect” radiators, 599— by “ indirect ” radiators, 602— “ direct-indirect ” work, area of surface

required, 606— “indirect” work, area of surface

required, 606
Water in air, 607

Section 5.-STEAM HEATING AND COOKING.

Advantages of steam heating, 610, 611

Air in mains, valve to discharge, 617
— vents, 616
America favouring hot water more, 611
Automatic air vents, 616
— damper regulator, 610
— water supply valve to cooking boilers,

620

Boilers, cooking, supply cistern to, 623
deposit accumulates in, 624

— independent, capabilities of, 625
cooking, 624

— range, capabilities of, 623
— twin, lange, bad arrangement, 626
— with all fittings on, 623
Boiling water by steam, 625
Boot boiler, special, for steam cooking, 620

with all fittings on, 623
— range boiler, 620
Branch connections to allow for expan-

sion, 616
Branches to radiators, 614

Circulation, 612
Circuit mains, 616
Cleaning cooking boilers, 624
Coil, steam, in tank, 627
Cold supply to independent boilers, 625
Condensation should be avoided in mains
and branches, 613

Condense water, 612
collected and utilised, 628
from cooking apparatus, to dispose

of, 627

Condense water held in valves, 615

must be skilfully dealt with, 613

-of cooking apparatus can be made
use of, 628

Connecting cooking boiler with hydraulic

box, 623
Connections, radiator, sizes of, 619
— to allow for expansion, 616
— to radiators, 614
Cooking by steam, 614, 619. See also

Steam Cooking.

— pots for vegetables, 619

Damper regulator, automatic, 610

Deposit, lime, in cooking boilers, 624
Dip in main, to drain, 617
— pipe to receive condense of steam

cooking apparatus, 627
Dips and pockets must be avoided, 613

Draught regulator, automatic, 610

Drip pipes, 616
Drop system, 619
Dry return, 616

Example one-pipe apparatus, 617

Expansion and contraction of pipes, 615

Fall of pipes, 612
Fault, a, 616
Faults, 611
Feed cistern to cooking boiler, 623
Feeding boot range boiler, 620
Fittings on boiler, 623
Float stone for cooking boilers, 620

Flow or supply pipe, 613
Frost cannot attack empty pijies, 611
Furred cooking boilers, 624

Gauge, water, 622

Hard water, deposit in cooking boilers,

624
Heat attainable, 611
— of rooms difficult of precise regulation,

611
Heating buildings by steam, 610. See

also Steam Heating.

— (radiating) surface required, 618
— 'vater by free steam is noisy, 626

by steam, 625
— methods illustrated, 626, 627

rapid but noisy method, 626
Horizontal pipe, long, allowance for, 618
Hot water from steam boiler, 625
Hydraulic box, 623

Independent boilers, capabilities of, 625
— cooking boilers, 624
Injectors to feed steam cooking boilers,

622
Inlet valve, automatic, for cooking boilers,

621

Jacketed cooking vessels, 623

Knocking in pipe, 713
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Lime deposit in cooking boilers, 624
Loss of heat more serious than with hot

water, 613
Low-pressure steam apparatus, 611

Mains and branches should he covered,

613
— and risers, table of sizes, 618

Noiseless working, to secure, 612
Noises are caused by condense water, 613

One-pipe system, 612
an example apparatus, 617

Pipes, expansion and contraction, 615
— noise in, 613
— rise and fall, 612, 613
— should be covered to prevent loss of

heat, 613
— table of sizes required, 618
Pressure, equalising, between cooking

boiler and cistern, 624
— of water needed to supply steam

cooking boiler, 621
— regulator, automatic, 610
— steam cooking, 620
— working, for cooking boilers, 625
Pressures of steam for cooking, 623— working, 611
Pocket in main, to drain, 617
Pockets for condense water must be

avoided, 613
Pounding in steam pipes, 6 14

Powers of range boilers, 623

Quantities, radiating surface, 618
Quick results, 611

Radiating surface less than water, 611
required, 618

Radiator branches, 614

Section 6

Advantages of gas lighting, 629
Automatic gas regulators, 634

Chandelier, leak in, 632
Condense water in gas services, 630, 632
Condensing stoves, gas, 633
Connecting gas meter, 631

Drilling gas main, 629
Drip pipe in gas service, 631
Drips in gas services, 632

Radiator connections, 617
sizes, 619

— valves, 615
Range boiler, special shaped boot, 620

water supply, 620
Relay, 617
Relief drip pipes, 616
Regulating heat of rooms difficult, 611
Regulator, automatic damper, 610
Rise and fall of pipes, 612, 613
— in pipe, radiator branches, 614
Risers, 612
— and mains, table of sizes, 618
— connections, 616— to radiators, 614

Safety valve, position for, 622
— valves, 622
Services, table of sizes, 6 1

8

Steam and condense water travel in same
direction, 612

— boilers, range, capabilities of, 623
— chamber in range boiler, 620
— circulation, 612
— coil in tank, 627
— cooking, 610, 619

apparatus, a faulty combination,

622
automatic water supply to boilers,

620
disposing of condense water, 627
from side boiler of cooking range,

619
pressures of steam, 620
working pressures, 623

Steam heating, 610— — advantages of, 611
best for high buildings, 612

—- —- disadvantages, 611
drop system, 619

•— — one-pipe system, 612
possible in private residences, 610
purposes specially suited for, 611
quick results, 611
two-pipe gravity system, 619

— kettle, 619

.—NOTES ON GAS
Electric light compared with gas, 629

Fall in gas main, 631
Fires, gas, 633
Fletcher’s gas governor, 634

Gas fires, 633— fitting, 629
testing, 632

— governors, 634
— leakage, when tapping mains, 630
— lights, jumping, 632

Steam pressure can prevent supply water

entering boiler, 621
for cooking, 623
regulator, 610— range boiler, special boot shape, 620

— service of cooking ap
2
iaratus, 622— services, 625

— should be dry for cooking, 622
Stone float for cooking boilers, 620
Supply cistern to cooking boiler, 623
— pipe, 613
Swing connections, 616

Table of radiating surface required, 618— sizes of radiator connections, 619
Tank heated by steam coil, 627
Temperatures, 611— limited range of, 611
Twin range boilers, bad arrangement,

626
Two-pipe gravity system, 619

Valves, 615
— which arc not suitable, 615
Vegetable cooking pots, 619

Warming buildings by steam, 610. Bee

also Steam Heating.

Water gauge, 622
— heated by steam coil, 627
— heating by steam, 625
— line is practically constant, 610— no waste or loss by evaiioration, 610— soft, from cooking apparatus can be

used, 628
— sujiply, 616

automatic, to cooking boilers, 620
cistern to cooking boiler, 623
pressure needed to feed steam

boilers, 621
to range boilers, 620— syphoning from tank to boiler, 626

Wet return, 616
Working pressure for cmking, 623
— pressures, 611

FITTING.

Gas main, tapping, 629— meter connection, 631
— piping, 632
— services, connecting to main, 629

irregular run, 631
passing obstacles, 631
to house, rise or fall, 630
to stoves, 633
water in, 632

— stoves, products from, 633
services to, 633

— warming stoves, 633
Governors, gas, 634

4 P 2
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House services, g^s, 630

IxcANDESCENT gas light Compared with

electric light, 629

Jumping gas lights, 632

Leaks, gas, 632
— in gas chandelier, 632
Lighting, gas, 629
Lights, jumping, 632

Mains, gas, tapping, 629
Meter connection, gas, 631

— gas, position of, 631

Nails driven in gas pipes, 632
Notes on gas fitting, 629

! Oil lamps, disadvantages of, 629

Piping, gas, 632
Pipes, sizes of, to gas stoves, 633
Pressure regulators, gas, 634
Products of combustion from gas stoves,

633

Reflector stoves, gas, 633
Regulators, automatic gas, 631

Services to gas stoves, 633
Stoves, gas, 633
Syphons in gas services, 631, 632

Table, gas meter connections, 631
services, 631

Tee in gas main, inserting, 630
Testing gas piping, 632
Trench for gas service, 631

Warm air stoves, gas, 633
Warming stoves, gas, 633
Water in gas services, 630, 632

Section 7.—ELECTRIC LIGHT AND ELECTRIC BELLS.

Arc lamps, 640
Arcing at switches, 642
Amalgamating zincs, 644

Amperes, 636

Batteries, primary, 635
— sizes of, 643
Battery, bell, coupling up, 643
— Leclanche, 643

Bell wires, sizes of, 644
Bells, electric, batteries, 635

Cells, coupling up, 643
— electric bell, 643
Circuits and their arrangement, electric,

638
— electric, lengths of, 637
Conductors, electric, 635

— (wires and cables) table of sizes, 637

Current, electric, 635
Currents, electric, signs for, 635

Cut-outs, 642
electric, 637

Distributing board, electric, 638

Double break switch, 642

— pole cut-outs, 643

switch, 642

E.M.P. (electro-motive force), 636

I'dectric bell fitting, 643
wires, sizes of, 644

—
• bells and electric light, 635

example circuit with continuous

ringing bell, 644
with one push, 644
with several pushes, 644

and indicator, 645

with two or three bells, 644
_ without return wire (earth

return), 645

Electric current, hot water circulation

analogy, 636
pressure of, 636
water pipe analogy, 636

— currents, 635
— energy, 636
— light and electric bells, 635

company’s pressures, 636
mains, 635

— meter, 638
j

Electro-motive force, 636
Equalising fall of potential in lamp cir-

cuits, 640

Fall of potential, to equalise, 640
Fire office rules for electric light, 637

Heat in electric circuit, 643

Insulated wires necessary, 636

Jointing electric bell wires, 644

Joints in electric wires and cables, 640

Lamp branches, electric, 638
— circuits, wiring, 639
Leclanche battery, 643
Limit of pressure lor electric currents,

637

Main switches, 638, 642
Mains, electric I'ght, 635
Meter, electric, 638
Moisture, to guard against, with electiic

fittings, 642

[

Negative and positive currents, 635

I

Ohms, 636

Parallel system, lamp circuits, 639
Positive and negative currents, 635
Pressure of electric current, 636
Primary batteries, 635

Resistance, 640
Ring system, lamp circuit®, 640
Rubbing contact for switches, 642

Safety fuses, 642
electric, 637

Scarfed joint, electric cables, 641
Series system, lamp circuits, 639
Short circuit, electric, 636
Single break switch, 642
— pole cut-outs, 643— — switch, 642
Soldering electric wire joints, 641
Sparking at electric switches, 642
Spliced joint, electric cables, 641
Switches, 642
— main, 638
Switches, rubbing contact, 642— throw-off action, 642

Table, sizes of wires for electric circuits,

637
Telephone, batteries for, 635
Transformer, electric, 637

Voltage of current delivered from com-
pany’s mains, 636

Volts, 636

Watts, 636
Wires and cables for electric circuits,

table of sizes, 637
— electric bell, sizes of, 644

conductivity of, 635— why insulated, 636

I

Wiring for electric bells, 644

1

— lamp circuits, 639
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Absorption of heat, 44G
Action of radiant heat, 445
Actual heating powers of boilers, 499
Adams’ insular multiple closets, 219
Advantages of gas lighting, 629
— of steam heating, 610, 611
Air cocks, 455, 553
— conduit tubes, 604
— current, to check velocity without re-

ducing volume, 607— dried by stove heat, 607—• dry, and results, 598— entering a house must be intercepted

and warmed, importance of, 491— extraction, 609
— flues through radiator, 599— heated by stoves, 607— heating chambers, 608— hot, heating by, 597
— how tainted, 598, 603, 604
•— humidity of, 569, 607— in hot water pipes, 461— in radiators, 473
— in steam mains, valve to discharge,

617
— inlets, positions of, warm air work,

604
— locked in cold supply, 573

in hot water pipes, 451— moisture in, 607
— movement of, and what controls it,

609
— odours in, 607
— pipes, 456, 574, 604

high-pressure apparatus, 682
— propelling fans in jmblic conveniences,

219, 224— requires moisture, 569— space in top of range boiler, 239— supply to radiator boxes, 604— tainted, 598, 603, 604— to moisten the, 608— tubes or ducts, cold and warm, 606,
607

— vents, automatic, 554
steam heating, 616— warm, heating by, 597— when dry, absorbs water from sur-
roundings, 608— when saturated, 608— when warmed loses none of its health-
ful qualities, 492

Air-tight covers for chambers, 157
Airing closet, heating linen cupboard,

326
Altitude gauge, 557
Amalgamating zincs, 644

[

America favouring hot water more, 611

I

American cast-iron boilers, 521
— pipe fittings, 550
— practice, 475

boiler-makers advise and assist

plumbers, 499
in boiler-making, 500
in calculating radiating surface re-

quired, 493
positions of radiators, 490
with hot water works, 488, 489— radiators, 498, 544— valves, 552

Am] eres, 636
Angle valves, hot water, 552
Animat carbon in filters, 94
Anti-freezing fluid, 591
Anti-syphonage pipes, 71, 102, 129, 213

defective connection, 102
must not be too near trap, 102

Ap[iaratus, hot water, to heat large

building, 462
Apron flashing for dormer windows, 437
— pieces in roof work, 434
Arc lamps, 640
Arch flue range boiler, 293
Architects and plumbing work, 169
Arcing at electric switches, 642
Area of furnace-bars, 500— of radiating surface for given results,

490, 577
Areas of fresh air tubes, cold and warm,

606
Aspect of room affects its warmth, 493
Asphalt for damp courses, 110
Aspirators, 554
Atmospheric pressure governs boiling

point of water, 578
Automatic air vents, 554, 616
— boiler regulators, 555— damper regulator, 555
•— flushing cistern, 127— — tank for public convenience urinals,

196
— gas regulators, 634
— water supply valve to steam cooking

boilers, 620

Back-flow of sewage, 407
Bad conductors of heat, table of, 448— results, hot air work, 597
Badly arranged drainage system, 6

Ball valves, drown pipe, 82
prices fixed, 168
silencing pipe, 82

Bars, furnace, area of, 500

Basements, water rising in, 114
Bath room, water closet in, 14
Baths, connections, 85, 135

faulty, 85
— earthenware flushing rim, 135— iron and earthenware, 345
— shower board, 348
— slow filling, 263— supply valves, 426
— taps and branches sliould not be

small, 288
pros, and cons., 87— waste discharging into rain-water
head, 49

fitting, 424
— wastes, 49, 64, 68, 424

must be trapped, 68
Batteries, primary, 635— sizes of, 643
— bell, coupling up, 643
— Leclanche, 643
Beds, forcing, 571
Bell traps, 8

faults of, 28, 30— wires, sizes of, 644
Bells, electric, batteries, 635
Berkefeld filter, 386
Blackman air propeller, 219
Block range boiler, 293
Boiler coil, high-pressure, 582— explosions, kitchen, 332— fittings, 555-558— flues, kitchen range, 297— heating radiators on same floor, 476,

477
— pits, shallow, boiler for, 506
— powers. Hood’s figures, 499
Boilers, air space in top of, 239— American cast-iron, 521— approximate v. actual heating powers,

499
— attention required for given results,

496
— automatic damper regulator, 555— block range, 293
— boot, with tubular back flue, 297— boot-shaped range, 295— brick set heating, 498— calculating work value of heating sur-

faces, 500
— cannot all bear heavy water presiure,

507— cast, advantages of, 513
iron, heating, 498— “ Challenge,” 516— cooking, supply cistern to, 623
deposit accumulates in, 624
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Boilers, copper, do not prevent lime de-

posit, 300
range, 298

— Cornish Trentham, 508
— corrugated fire-boxes, 522
— cylindrical, 508

independent, 511— “ Dome-top,” independent, 511— “ E-type,” 516
— effects of soft water, 298
— features sought to be obtained to in-

crease efficacy, 508
— for horticultural purposes, 500
— for shallow drainage, 506
— fractured by accumulated lime deposit,

305, 310
— fuel for, 502, 577— furred, 306

suggested preventive of, 311
— gas, 524

care needed in fixing, 525
-— beating powers, 499

should have safety valves, 482
surface, efficacy of, 500

— bigh-pressure range adapted for tem-
porary low-pressure sutj-

ply, 229
cast-iron, 295
sloj)ing fronts bad, 294

— hot water heating, 498— “ Ideal Junior,” 521— “ Ideal Portable,” 522— “ Ideal Sectional,” 523
— in pairs behind range fire, 320
— independent, 498, 508— — capabilities of, 625

cooking, 624
for domestic hot water supply, and

their advantages, 300— — for heating hard water, 303
heat lost from, 501

— injured by water pressure, 5C3
— jointing sections, 522
— Keith’s, 516
— kitchen range, qualities of, 256

work they will do, and ^izes of

connections, 286
— large area of heating surface in small

space, 517— “ Loughborough,” 509
fitted up, 561

— low-pressure range, and water supply

to same, 349
— of full size economise fuel, 502
— open range, 226— “ Pioneer,” 513— “ Python,” 520
— range, 291

capabilities of, 623
for steam cooking, 321
lime deposit in, 295
low-pressure, and water supply to

same, 349
practical considerations, 292

removing deposit, 299, 310
two to one set of pipes, 322
with cheeks, 296— “ Reliance,” 506— » Saddle,” 501, 502

Boilers,
“ Saddle,” and fixing same, 502

cleaning, 501
flues to, 503
suggested improved shape, 504
with terminal (water-way) ends,

505
— sectional, advantages, 516, 524

ingenious method of jointing up,

524
rapid repair, 524

— sections connected into drums or

headers, 524— “ Severn,” 512— “ Star,” 508
— sunk in floor when necessary, 478
— thickness of plate, and its effect, 505
— to fix in thickness of green-house wall,

509, 561
— twin range, 291, 320

bad arrangement, 626
— vertical, advantages of, 501
— water supply, effects of dirty water,

503— water-way below the fire bars, 512
— with all fittings on, 623
— with internal flues, 506
Boiling of water, phenomena explained,

580
— point, temperature varies, 578
— water by steam, 625

to sterilise it, 387
Bolding’s “ Laydas ” closet, 213
Bonding bricks, 117
Boot boiler, high-pressure range, 295

low-pressure, and connections, 353
special for steam cooking, 620
with all steam fittings on, 621
with tubular back flue, 297

— range boiler, 620
Borings joint, 526
Borrowed light to closets, 11

Bottle trap, 64
Bottom connections for coils and radia-

tors, 451
— heat to forcing beds and pits, 570
Box, expansion, hot water, 562
Box bases for radiators, 599
Boxing in indirect radiators must be

well done, 603
Branch connections to allow for expan-

sion in steam piping, 616
— drain fittings, malleable, 27, 550
— flow pipe, hot water supply, 252— hot-water heating services, 456
— mains, hot water, 462

sizes of, 464
one-pipe, should be returns, 472

— — sizes of, one-pipe hot water work,

479
— wastes, 129
Branched secondary circulation, 277
Branches, hot water, 249

—

on cylinder system, 268
— to radiators, 454, 614
Breast water wheels, 374
Brick built traps. See Dipstone Traps.

should never be used, 36
— drains, 8

fault}', 95

Brickwork, damp, 109— water absorbed by, 21— white glazed, 197
‘ British Medical Journal ’ report on

filters, 383
Building Act and stove-heated air, 607— sites, 3
Burst pipes, high pressure, dangerous,

593
Bye pass between hot water tank expan-

sion pipe and soil pipe, 72
primary and secondary flow

pipes, cylinder system, 280
urinal and soil pipe, 69— valve box of w.c. and soil pipe,

70
waste and overflow of bath, 68— of lavatory, 69

— passes, faults in plumbers’ work, 67

Calculating surfaces to obtain given

temperatures, 490
— work values of heating surfaces iu

boilers, 500
Caloric motors, 378
Candy tank, the, 360
Capillary attraction, 20, 110, 430
Care needed with tubes conveying stove-

heated air, 607
Casing hot water pipes, 330
Casings (grated) for high-pressure hot

water skirting pipes, 591
Cast boilers, advantages of, 513
— iron heating boilers, 498

high-pressure range boilers, 295
malleable fittings, 549

— pipe fittings, 527
— [lipes, bearings to allow for expansion,

575
best for horticultural works, 560
expansion of, 575
hot water, 526
in trenches, allowance for, 577— — jointing, 526
large, advantages of, 560
lengths required to obtain given

temperatures, 575
objectionable aiipearance, 498
particularly suited for horticultural

works, 498
slow to heat, unsuited for many

purposes, 498
sockets split by rust joint, 526

— sheet lead, 429
Caulked joints, hot water pipe, 526
Cells, coupling up, 643
— electric bell, 643
Cement and other joints for drain pipes,

389
Cesspool under town house, 8
Cesspools, 91, 355
— is ventilation good or bad ? 104
— near wells, precautions necessary, 366
— old, grubbing out, 8
— trapping overflow, 104
— water-tight, 355

Chalk subsoil, 5

Chamber-s, air heating, 608



Chambers, disconnecting, 125, 126
— inspection, 127
(ihandelier, leak in, 632
Channel pipes, 126, 175

prices laid, 153
Check valve, use for, 252
Checked circulation, 472
Cheek range boiler, 296
Chemical test for drains, 98— tester, 144
Chimney, sheet iron, water trickles down

in, 525— ventilating soil pipe into, 16
Chimneys are active air extractors and

make draughts, 459
— hasten ingress of drain air, 31
CImrch work, large pipes particularly

unsuited, 498
Churches, draughts in, 493— temperatures and radiating surface

required, 495
Circuit, steam mains, 616
Circuits, electric, and their arrangement,

638
lengths of, 637

Circulating below boiler, 476, 477, 572
level, 476, 477, 572

— pipes along skirting boards, 478
graduation in size, 462
hot water, 449
uses of, 238

Circulation, 612
— comparatively feeble in horticultural

works, 560
— equalising, 480— flow and I’eturn waters travelling in

same direction, 482
— head of water does not atfect, 508— headed off, 472— hot water, equalising, 481— impeded, 451
— in the one-pipe system of hot water

work, 467
— of hot water, causes affecting, 422— of water, experiments, 233

in pipes, 234, 238

—

— model apparatus, 234
shown with optical lantern, 233
theory of, 231— secondary, 262, 264, 272

Cisicrns, 129
— automatic flushing, 127

bad state they get in, 83
— capacity of, 365
— cold water, location of, 44

position of, 16
— contents syphoned back into mains,

80
— flushing, 414
— for drinking water, 76— foul matters in, 75
— galvanised wrought iron, 343
— lead-lined, effect of soft water, 367— overflow, danger in, 77
— position of, 83
— under water closet flttings, 82
— uses and positions of, 122— valve for high-pi-essure apparatus, 587
— white glazed porcelain, 130

GENERAL INDEX.

Clarke’s process for softening water, 369
Clay subsoil, 5
Cleaning cooking boilers, 624— deposit from range boilers, 299, 310
— green-house boilers, 501

Closets, water. (See Water Closets.

Cockle stove, 598
Cocks, air, 553
— full way, use of, 244
— hot water, 345
— screw-down, 123
— stop. See Valves.
— various, prices fixed, 166
Coil boiler, high-pressure, 582
— cases, disadvantages of, 536
Coils, box-end hot water, 536
— connections, 451— disadvantages of, 536
— hot water, 536—

• in linen closet, 327
— on domestic hot water supply appara-

tus, 324
— steam, in tank, 627
Coke fuel for boilers, 502
Cold air currents must be intercepted by

radiators, 459
must be intercepted in warming a

building, 491
supply tubes, area of, 607

— supply cisterns to hot water apparatus,

size of, 452
—• — connection to heating apparatus,

importance of, 451
irregular, to domestic hot-waler

apparatus, 261
pipe to kitchen boiler, size of, 227
to cylinder must be a distinct

service, 270
position of stop cock, 270
sizes, 288
system, 269

to heating apparatus, 472
badly arranged, 572
sizes of cisterns, 452

boiler, 450
to horticultural works, 564, 574

— — to hot water apparatus, 466
to hot water tank, 243, 245, 249

with intermediate cistern,

245
to independent boilers, 625
to low-pressure range boilers, 350

— water cisterns, location of, 44
position of, 16

from hot taps, 242
movement of, in domestic hot

water apparatus, 242
service pipes, 131
services, 129
swelling back into cistern of hot

water apparatus, 453
Collapse of cylinder, 339
Concrete bed for drains, 124
Concreting over site of house, 3, 6

Condensation gutter to skylight, 437
— should be avoided in steam mains and

branches, 613
Condense water in steam services, 612

collected and utilised, 628

663

Condense water from cooking apparatus,

to dispose of, 627
held in steam valves, 615
in gas services, 630, 632
must be skilfully dealt with, 613
of cooking apparatus can be made

use of, 628
Condensing stoves, gas, 633
Conduction of heat, 447

poor conductors, 448
Conductors, electric, 635
— (wires and cables) table of sizes, 637— of heat, good and bad, 559'

Connecting cooking boiler with hydraulic

box, 623
— gas meter, 631
— radiators and coils, 451

method of, 469
on hot water supply apparatus, 326
on the one-pipe system, 467
sizes of pipes, 463
table of sizes, 539— soil pipe to drain, 23— two range boilers to one set of pipes,

322
Connection of pipes at boilers and tanks,

242
Connections, radiator, hot water, 553

sizes o*", indirect and steam, 607,

619
— to allow for expansion, 616— to radiators, steam, 614— to range boiler, 239
Conservation of heat, 328, 559
Conservatory, 568
— heated from domestic water pipes, 325
Contamination of water supply, 74
Contract prices for plumbers’ work, 145
Convection of water, 232
Converting tank apparatus to cylinder

system, hot water supply, 317
Cooking by steam, 610, 619. See also

Steam Cooking.

boilers for, 321
Cooking-pots for vegetables, 619
Cooling effects of glass in windows, 193
Copper nailing, prices, 160
— pipe for hot water work, 341— range boilers, 298
Corner valves, 478
Cornish boiler, 508
Country house, the, 355— houses, water supply, 363
Covering for hot water pipes, 559— hot water pipes, 328

in trenches, 563
Covers, air-tight, for chambers, 157— manhole, 157
Cracked range boilers, from accumulated

lime deposit, 305
Current of air through radiator, regula-

tion of, 600
Currents, electric, 635

signs for, 635— of cold air must be intercepted by
radiators, 459

Curved channel drain pipe, 126
Cut-outs, electric, 637, 642
Cylinder, collapse of, 339
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Cylinder, hot water, cannot be emptied,
262

details of connections, 269
position of, 282— importance of secondary return con-

nection, 275
— level with hoilerj 268— manlids, 267
— position in regard to boiler, 268— should not he above kitchen, 282— stands, 285— system, advantages and safety of, 261

break in secondary circulation

when taps opened, 278
bye pass between primary and
secondary flow pipes, 280

cold supply, 269— sizes of, 288
draw-off branches, 268
emptying service, 271

example apparatus, 266
modification of ordinary, 280

-of hot water apparatus, 261— — faults of, 263
its working principle,

267
table of proportions,

286
peculiar arransrement, 282
sizes of pipes, boilers, &c., 286
with secondary flow and return,

272
Cylinder-tank system of hot water snpi ly

apparatus, 315
Cylinders, 266— best way of ordering, 268— fixed on side, i.e. horizontally, 279
— galvanised wrought iron, sizes and

qualities, 345— large, faults of, 287
— positions of flanges on, 267
— pressure of water in, 258, 2C5
— pressures and strengths, 284
— qualities and pressures they will bear,

265
— small better than large, 286— termination of flow pipe in, 267— to decide strength required, 265
('ylindrical boilers, 503

D BOWL lavatories, 133— shaped lavatory basins, 215— trap, faults of, 11, 40
iron, 62

— traps and faulty connections, 54
Damp course absent from foundations, 21

below ground level, 112
without dry area, 113

-— courses, 108
position of. 111

— proof courses in brickwoik, 109— subsoils, 5— walls, 21, 109
attempted remedies. 111

Damper, to mix hot and cold air, 605— regulators, automatic, 505, 610
Dangerous features in a domestic hot

water apparatus, 332

Dead ends of sewers, 19
Dead weight safety valves, 336
Decorating radiators, 537

effect of pigments, 446
Defective drainage system, 6

— plumbing, 54— traps, 8, 62
Defects, sanitary, 3, 19
Deposit, lime, in cooking boilers, 624
Deposit of lime in boilers, suggested pre-

ventive of, 311
in range boilers, cause of, 305,

307
Details of sanitary defects, 19
Diaphragm safety valve, 337
Diffusion of heat, 448
Dip in cold supply, 243
— in steam main, to drain, 617
— pipe to receive condense of steam

cooking apparatus, 627
Dips and pockets must be avoided, 613
Dipstone trap showing faults, 35— traps, 8, 103
Direct heating surface in boilers, work

value of, 500
“Direct-indirect” heating, 599
Dirt in pipes, horticultural work, 574
Disconnecting chambers, 125, 126

cost of, 155
details of, 175— traps, prices fixed, 155

Dispcs.rl of sewage, 355
Distance, air tubes from woodwork, with

stove heated air, 607
Distributing board, electric, 638
Domestic hot water supply, 225

-— — converting tank apparatus to

cylinder system, 317
cylinder system, 261

tank system, 315
special systems and connec-

tions, 141
tank system, 237

Dome top independent boilers for domes-
tic supply, 300

Dormer windows, apron flashing, 437
Double break electric switch, 642

cut-outs, 643
- - fittings, 642

Doulton’s lavatory basin, 215— metallo-keramic joint for closets, 214— syphonic closet, 214
Down current of air in churches, &c.,

590
— draught in vent shaft of soil pipe, 49
Drain, branch connection, 27—

•
pipe joints, 387

cement joint, 389
composite joint, 390

— Doulton’s self-adjusting joint,

389
Hassell’s double joint, 390

single joint, 391

—

Paragon, 391
Stanford’s asphalt joint, 390
Sykes’ screw joint, 391

— pipes, 8
bad jointing, 27
carried through a wcdl, 89

j

Drain piiies, cement joint, 25, 107
clay joints, 25
discharging exhaust steam into, 53
faults, 387
important features, 388
jointing, 125

large to small, 27— material cracks the sockets,

105
laid without concrete bed, 26
necessary qualities, 388
porous, 142
prices laid, iron, 147

stoneware, 146
settlement of, 25

split sockets, 107
stoneware, sizes and weights of,

140— soil pipe connection to, 23— stoppers, 142, 392
testing, 139, 141

Drainage, country houses, 355— excavating and concreting, prices, 148
— l)iices and specification, 145— should be done by plumber, 23— specification, 124— system, effect on surface water, 26

faulty, 95
insanitary example, 6

of a sanitary house, 119
testing, 96
ventilation of, 129

Drains a cause of stopjjage, 9— badly arranged, 6
— brick, 8— defective, 25
— earthenware pipe, 8— fall the wrong wa}', 38
— injured by settlement of wall, 22— leaking into subsoil, 22
— leak}', saturate subsoil beneath house,

27
— piassing through walls, 22
— taking up old, prices, 154
— unsound, have been recommended, 26
Draught regulator, automatic, 610
Draughts in churches, &c., 493, 590
— in houses disposed of, 458— in theatres, 493
— must be intercepted with radiators,

49 L

Drawn lead tiaps, prrices fixed, 163
Draw-eff branches, cylinder system, 263

services, 249
— hot water, 240

require careful considera-

tion, 242
sizes of, 2; Q

Drilling gas main, 629
Drinking water contaminated, 74, 77

from water closet service, 78
Diip pipes from steam risers, 616

in gas service, 631
Drips in gas services, 632
— in lead gutters, 431
Diop system, steam heating, 619

of hot w'ater woik, 483
Drown pipe on ball valve, 82

Dry air and the results, 598
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Dry air fatal to horticultural stock, 608
— area, 112
Dry return, steam heating, 616
Drying rooms, temperatures and radiat-

ing surfaces, 495
Dryness of air, 607
Duplicate return pipe, hot water, 487
Dust bins, 123, 137— collecting on radiators, results must

be bad, 604
Dye’s improved pipe covering, 559
— sectional pipe covering, 330^

E.M.F. (electro-motive force), 636
Earthenware baths, flushing rim, 135
Ebullition of water controlled by pressure,

578
phenomena explained, 580

Eccentric hot water fittings, 550
Elbow unions, hot water, 553
Electric bell fitting, 643

wires, sizes of, 644
— bells and electric light, 635

example circuit with continuous

ringing bell, 644
with one push, 614
with several pushes, 644

and indicator, 645
with two or three bells, 644
without return wire (earth

return), 645
— current, 635— — hot water circulation analogj', 636

pressure of, 636
water pipe analogy, 636— energy, 636

— light and electric bells, 635
company’s pressures, 636
compared with gas, 629— —

• mains, 635
— meter, 638
Electrical treatment of sewage, 362
Electro-motive force, 636
Emptying cocks to branch hot wa'er

mains a good arrangement, 465
— sections of a hot water apparatus a

good plan, 482— service cylinder system, 271
Engines for pumps, 378
— gas, for pumping, 380— oil, 381
English radiators, 539
Entrance hall, radiator in, 449— halls should be warmed, 459
Equalising fall of potential in electric

lamp circuits, 640
— hot water circulation, 480
Estimating cost of plumbers’ work, 145
Evaporating pans, warm air work, 608— troughs, horticultural work, 569
Evaporation of water seal of traps, 28
Example high-pressure apparatus, 589— hot water heating works, 449— of insanitary drainage system, 6— one-pipe steam heating apparatus,

617
Examples of horticultural heating works,

560

Examples of horticultural work, 561-5T3

Exhaust steam discharged into drainage

system, 53
— ventilation by chimneys, 460
Expansion and contraction of heating

mains, 469
of pipes, 615

I— box, hot water, 562
•— joints, hot water, 534
— of cast hot water pipes, 575
— of hot water when heated, 581

— pipe from heating boiler, 450
high-pressure apparatus, 582
position of, 455
to cylinder, 269
to hot water apparatus, use of,

453
with tank on it, 489

— pipes, hot water, 465
to tanks, 246

— stopper for drain testing, 126
— tank, heating works, 488, 489
Experiments in hot water circulation,

233
Explosion of high-pressure pipes, 593

Explosions, kitchen boiler, and causes,

332
Extraction of air by chimneys, 460
Eyes, inspection, 403
— sweeping, 126, 127

“ Fair sanitary condition,” what is it ? 54

Fall in gas main, 631
— of electric potential, to equalise, 640
— of steam pipes, 612, 613
Fans, ventilating, 219
Farming, sewage, 356
Faulty drain pipes, 387
— plumbing, bye passes, 67
— soil pipes, 56
— traps, 35-42, 62
Feed cistern to cooking boiler, 623
— cisterns to low-pressure range boilers,

349
Feeding steam boot range boiler, 620
Felt, hair, 329
Ferrometer, the, 363
Filling tube, high-pressure apparatus,

580
Filter candles, 386
— tests, 384, 385
Filtering materials, 94
Filters, Berkefeld, 131, 386— ‘British Medical Journal’ report on,

383
— cleansing, 386
— dangers of, 384— erroneous ideas of, 82— Pastcur-Chamberland, 131, 386
— so-called self-cleansing, 386^— tap, 386
Filtration, mistaken ideas, 385— of sewage, 356— of water, 383, 385
Fire bars, rocking, 513
— grates and hot water works, 444
— insurance and stove-heated air, 607
— office rules for electric light, 637

66s

Fires, gas, 633
Fittings, cast hot water ])ipe, 526
—

• malleable hot water, 549
— of a sanitary house, 120
— on steam boiler, 621
— sanitary, 387
— special forms of hot water, 550
— wrought iiipe, hot water, 547
Fixing indirect radiators, 602
— ventilating radiators, 6C0
Flap valves to drains, 95
Fletcher’s gas governor, 63

1

Float-stone for cooking boilers, C20
Floor openings, warm air work, 600
Flow and return pipes, cylinder system,

sizes of, 286
secondary, from cylinder,

262, 264
uses of, 238

Flow or supply pipe, steam heating, 613

— pipe connection to range boiler, 239

to tank, 240
how connected and run, 239

projecting in range boiler, 239

termination in cylinder, 267

Flue pipe, sheet iron, water in, 525
—

• surface in boilers, work value of, 500

Flues of range boilers, 297

Fluid sewage, treatment of, 356

Flushing cisterns, 414
Adams’ plunger-syphon, 420
automatic, 127
syphonic, 131

— grease traps, 401
— green-’nouse pipes, 574
— rim baths, 135
— tank for public convenience urinals,

196
— tanks, prices fixed, 152
Footings to foundations, 22

Forcing beds, 571
— house, 571
Foundations, absence of footings, 21
— affected by leaky drains, 22
— made up, 3, 6
— want of damp course, 20
Fresh air inlet, bad positions for, warm

air, 604
positions of, 604
sanitary, 127

—• — tubes, cold and warm, 606, 607

Frost cannot attack empty pipes, 611

Frost-defying liquid, 591

Frozen hot water pipes, danger of, 333

Fuel for boilers, 502
— for green-house boilers, 577

Full-way stop cocks, 244
use for, 270

Furred boilers, 306
1 cleaning, 310

i
co]rper boilers not a preventive,

I

300
1

suggested preventive of, 311

Furred cooking boilers, 624

— pipes, 255, 335
— range boilers, 295
Furnace bars, area of, 500
— coil, high-pressure, 582
Fusible plug, 338

4 Q
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Galvanised cisterns, tanks and cylin-

ders, 343
— iron, effects of soft water on, 367
— wrought pipe and fittings, 549
Garbage bin, 137
Gas boilers, 524
— — care needed in fixing, 525
— engines, care needed with exhaust

pipe, 380
for pumping, 380

— fires, 633— fitting, 629
testing, 632

— governors, 634
— leakage when tajiping mains, 630
— lights jumping, 632
— mains, tapping, 629
— meter connection, 631
— piping, 632— services, connecting to main, 629
—• — irregular run, 631

passing obstacles, 631
to house, rise or fall, 630
to stoves, 633
water in, 632

— sewer, 19
— stoves, products from, 633

services to, 633
— warming stoves, 633
Gate valves, 552
Gauge, altitude of water, 557— water, for steam boilers, 622
Gauze linings to fresh air inlet openings,

604
Gilled pipes, stoves, &c., action of, 448— radiators, 602— stoves, 609
Glass, heat lost by, 576— house works. Bee Horticultural

Works.
— loses heat rapidly, allowances for

windows, 493
Globe hot water valves, 552
Graduating size of circulating pipes, 462
— sizes of mains of new one-pipe hot

water system, 479
Graduation in size of mains, 481
Gratings for skirtings in rooms, 591

— gully, cost of, 156
— inlet, area of, warm air work, 607
Gravel subsoil, 4
Grease interceptor traps, 127, 400
— trap, 137
— traps for use with flushing tanks,

401
prices fixed, 151

G reel.-house heated from domestic hot
water pipes, 325
works. Bee Horticultural Works.

Governors, gas, 634
Gullies, prices fixed, 148-151
Gully gratings, cost of, 156— traps, 398
Gutter beneath bedroom floor, 16— drips, 431— secret, 435— trough, 14
Gutters, lead, 431

prices, 159

Hair felt, 329
Half phpes, drain, 126
Halls, entrance, must be warmed, im-

portance of, 491
Heat absorption, 446
Hard water as a rust preventive, 306
•— — cause of hardness, 307— — deposit in cooking boilers, 624

effect on boilers, 298, 305
iron pipes do not readily rust, 368— •—

• its effects, 367
— waters in the South of England, 368
Hardness of water, degree of, 307
Healthful, air heated by indirect radiators

is, 597
Heat attainable, steam work, 611
— conduction and radiation, 444
— conductors, good and bad, 559
•—

• diffusion, 448
— from radiators, 446
— indicator, hot water, 554
•—

• in electric circuit, 643
— in entrance halls important, 459
— loss of, hot water work, 328, 558

of, from hot water tank, 247
— lost by glass, 576

from domestic hot water pipes,

325
hot watei*' tanks, 262

— of rooms, 490
difficult of precise regulation,

steam heating, 611
— of water governed by pressure, 578
— radiation and conduction, 444
— rays, 444
— regulator for boilers, 555

Heater, high-pressure, 582
Heaters (boilers), hot water, 498. Bee

also Boilers.

Heating buildings by hot water, 443.

See also Warming Buildings by
Hot Water.

by steam, 610. See also Steam
Heating.

— by warm air, 597
— chambers, warm air work, 608

— green-house or entrance hall from

domestic hot water pipes, 325

— ground floor rooms of a residence,

457
— linen cupboard, 327
— offices with boiler and radiators all on

same floor, 476
— powers of boilers, 499
— (radiating) surface required, 618
— surface, area required for “ direct-

indirect ” work, 606
for “indirect” work, 606

in boilers, direct and indirect, 500

quantities of radiating surface, 490
required, horticultural work, 575

— water by free steam is noisy, 626

by steam, 625
methods illustrated, 626,

j

627
rapid but noisy method,

626
Hermatine, 362
Hermite system of sewage disposal, 362

High and low-pressure boilers, in pairs

behind range fires, 320
— pressure heating, a faulty job, 592

advantages and disadvantages,

596
and low pressure combined, 594
arranging the services, 583
branched services and stop

cocks best avoided, 584
Building Act and positions of

piipes, 592
examples, 580, 589— heating coil and general details,

582
phenomena in apparatus, 581

— pumping valve, 589
quantities, 586
sizes of furnace coils and ex-

pansion chambers, 586
specially suited for many pur-

poses, 596
with cistern valve, 587

boiler coil, independent, 584
pipes, explosion of, 593
range boilers, 256, 291

adapted for temporary low-

pressure supply, 229
sizes of connections and

work they will do, 286
system of heating with and with-

out valve, 578
temperatures, 579

tube, 585
— joints, 585

•— temperatures possible with water, 580
Hips in roof work, 433
Hollow walls, 115

bonding bricks, 117
ties, 116

Hopper closet, 16
Horizontal hot water mains, 463

pipes, long, allowance for, 618
Horse pots, 403
Horticultural apparatus, cold supply

badly arranged, 572
— boilers, 500
— work, advantages of cast pipes, 498

air must be humid, 569
boiler need not be sunk in a put,

506
circulation is not strong, 560
cold supply, 564, 574
fuel, 577
general, and exampdes of, 560
heat lost by glass, 576

• mains, necessity for, 564
quantities, 575
sizes of mains, 566
the gardener decides many ques-

tions, 563
the overhead system, 572
water supply from dirty source

503
Hot air motors, 378
•— — work, 597
— water apparatus, domestic supply

225
model, 234

—

branches returned, 251



Hot water circulating apparatus for

domestic supply, 230
circulation, causes affecting, 242

•

draw-off brandies, sizes of, 256
services, 240, 249

care required, 242

from steam boiler, 625
heating, 443. See also Warming

Buildings by Hot Water.
apparatus, examples, 449

— boilers, 498. See also Boilers.

main services, 460
pipes. See Cast Pipes.

calculating lengths required,

496
in cold situations, 329
sizes of, 463

supply, 225
apparatus, confined to kitchen,

245
example of cylinder system,

267
irregular water supply, 26 L

table of proportions, 253

•

without circulation, 226
bad arrangement, 88—

• cylinder system, 261

•

cylinder-tank system, 315
converting tank ajiparatus to

cylinder system, 317
independent boilers and their

advantages, 300
pipes can be too large, 254
special systems and connec-

tions, 316— tank system, 237
to public lavatories, 223
water levels, 227

tanks alongside house cistern, 247
in roof, 247
loss of heat from, 262
pipe connections, 240
qualities of, and pressures they

will bear, 257
sizes of, 255

laps, 345— slow running, 263
towel rails, 327
why it circulates, 231

Hot-house work. See Ilorticultuml

Works.
House service, gas, 630
Housemaids’ sinks, 132
Humidity of the air, 569
Hydraulic box, steam heating, 623— ram pump, 374— — “ snifting ” valve, 373

to work with impure water, and
raise fresh water, 374— rams, 370
capabilities of, 370
counterbalance gear, 373
gauging supply of streams, 371—• — table determining sizes, 371

of efficacy, 370
working principle, 372— test for drains, 141

Hydrostatic pressure, 507
of w’aterin pipes, 257, 265
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Impeded circulation, hot water, 451
Improperly planned drainage system, 6

Impurities in water, 365
Incandescent gas light compared with

electric light, 629
in public conveniences, 204

Incrusted deposit from bard waters, 305
-in pipes, 335

Independent boiler coil, high-pressure,

584— boilers, 508
capabilities of, 625
for domestic hot water supply, and

their advantages, 300
with water-way below fire bars,

303
— cooking boilers, 624
India-rubber collars for tank manlicls,

258

—

to tanks to prevent adhering,

258
Indirect heating, hot water, 492

surface in boilers, work value of,

500
— radiators, 602

jointing, 602
Injectors to feed steam cooking boilers,

622
Inlet, fresh air, 127
— openings for ventilating radiators, 600— valve, automatic, for cooking boilers,

621— ventilation through radiators, 599
Inlets, fresh air, positions of, 604
Insanitary drainage system in a town

house, 6— state of subsoil, 23
Inspection chamber, details of, 175— chambers, cost of, 155— eye chambers, 127
— eyes, various, 403
Insuction of foul matter into water mains,

83
Insulated wires, 636
Intercepting grease traps, 127, 137

prices fixed, 151
various, 137— traps, 125

easy flush, 396
prices fixed, 148
various, 393

Intermittent water 'supply, some grave
faults, 80

Iron borings joint, 526
— process of sewage treatment, 363— soil pipes and fittings, prices fixed,

164
faulty, 33
jointing, 34— — — quality of, 33

—

rust in, 34
Irrigation, sewage, 356

Jacketed cooking" vessels, 623
Jennings’ “ Century ” closet, 213— “ Reniform” lavatory basin, 215
Jointing cast hot water pipes, 533
— closets, basins to traps, 213, 214

667

Jointing closets to traps, Doulton’s

Metallo-Keramic joint, 415
— drain pipes, 125, 388

a defect, 105
with cement, 25, 107— with clay, 25— electric bell wires, 644— high-pressure tube, 585— indirect radiators, 602— iron soil pipes, 34

— large to small drain pipes, 27
— manlids of tanks, 258— radiator sections, 537
Joints, cast pipe, 526— drain pipe, 387
— expansion, for hot water pipes, 534
— in electric wires and cables, 640
— Jones’ expansion, 534
— Messenger’s expansion, 535
— Richardson’s expansion, 534
— rust, 526
— soldered, prices, 162
Jumping gas lights, 632
Junctions in drains, 9

Kemp’s chemical tester, 144
— tester for drains, 98
Kitchen boiler explosions and causes,

332
— range boilers, 291— low-pressure, and water supply

to same, 349
Knocking in pipes, 613
Knot tra23s, 66

Lamp branches, electric, 638
— circuits, electric, wiring, 639
— column, ventilating, 223
Latrines, 217, 422
Lavatories, D-howl, 133
Lavatory basin in public convenience,

210
traps, necessity of, 427

— basins for public conveniences, 215
shapes of, 215

—• — Jennings’ “Reniform,” 215
— Italian examjile, 217
— waste, badly arranged, 14

fittings, 426
Lawler’s boiler damper regulator, 555
Lawrence process for softening water,

369
Lead gutters, prices, 159
— lined cisterns, effects of soft water on,

367
— jripes, effects of soft water, 367

for hot water, precautions and
faults, 341

prices fixed, 161
weights of, 159

— poisoning, 74, 367
— safes, 121
— sheet, cast, 429

milled, 430
• juice fixed, 159

roof work, 429
— traps, J3ticcs fixed, 163

4 Q 2
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LeaJvvork, prices, 159

Leakage of Lot water tank, treatment,

258
Leaks, gas, 632
— in gas chandelier, 632
Lean-to glass-houses, 577
Leclaiiche battery, 643
Lever safety valve, 337
Lids of hot water cylinders, 267

tanks, packing, 258
Light to closets, 11
Lighting, gas, 629
Lights, gas, jumping, 632
Lime deposit, copper boilers do not

prevent, 300
from hard watei', 367

-in boilers, eause of, 305, 307

in cooking boilers, 624
in range boilers, 295

— in water. See Hard Water.

Limit of pressure for electric currents,

637
Linen cupboard, heating, 327

Lip trap, 62

Liquefying solid sewage, 360
Lock-shield valves, 553
Long hopper closet basin, 39

Loose-key valves, 553

Loss of heat, 328, 558
-by glass, 576
from domestic hot water pipes,

325
from hot water tanks, 247, 262

from independent boilers, 501

from steam pipes more serious

than with hot water, 613
Low-pressure boot, range, boilers, 353

range boilers, 291
— and water supply to same,

349
steam apparatus, 611

Made-up ground, 3, 6

Main electric switches, 638, 642
— services, hot water, 460, 462
— - water services contaminated by public

urinals, 80
in houses, position of, 122

serious faults, 76
Mains and branches, hot water, sizes of,

463
steam, should be covered, 613

— allowance for contraction and expan-

sion, hot water, 469
— and risers, steam, table of sizes, 618
— duplicate, with one-pipe hot water

system, 480
— electric light, 635
— gas, tapping, 629
— hot water, graduation in size of, 481

-in trenches, and covered, 565— in horticultural heating works, 564— sizes of, in horticultural works, 566— table of sizes for one-pipe hot water
work, 479— vertical, can be smaller than hoii-

zontal, 566— water, insuction of foul matter, 83

Malleable iron pipe fittings, 342— fittings, 549
faults of, 551

Manhole covers, 126, 157
Manholes in copper range boilers usually

too small, 299
Manlids of cylinders, 267— of tanks, jointing, 258
Marshy subsoil, 6

Mason’s steel and lead stair treads, 201
— traps, 8
Measurements for radiating surface, 490
Mechanical traps, 405
Melon pits, 564
Meter connection, gas, 631— electric, 638
— gas, position of, 631
Milled sheet lead, 430
Mixing damper, 605
Model hot water apparatus, 234, 448, 449
Moistening the air, 608
Moisture in the air, 569
— to guard against with electric fittings,

642
Morrison Ingram’s lavatories, 133
Multiple closets, 219

Nails driven in gas pipes, 632
Neck boiler, range, 353
Negative and positive currents, 635
Nijiple joints, push and screw, 537
Noiseless working, steam, to secure, 612
Noises in steam pipes are caused by con-

dense water, 613
Non-conductors of heat, 559

table, 448
Notes on gas-fitting, 629

Odour test, 144
Odours in warmed air, 601

— passing from kitcheu, &c., 603
— possible in warm air, 608
Ohms, 636
Oil engines, 381
— lamps, disadvantages of, 629
One-pipe system, hot water, a bad

method, 466
a bad way of connecting

up, 487— a large job, 475
• action of, 467

adapted to heat building

of several floors, 480
branch mains, care

needed, 472
eold supply serviee, 472

— its advantages, 466
location of expansion

pipe, 471, 473
mains cannot be gradu-

ated in size, 479, 481
method of connecting

radiators, 469
new, with duplicate

graduated mains, 479
purposes best suihd for,

475

One-pipe system, hot water, table of

sizes for mains, 479
with vortical services,

484
— steam heating aiiparatus, 612

an example apparatus,

617
“ Opalite” for walls, 198
Openings, fresh air, 601— inlet, 600
“ Optimus ” valve closet, 135
Outlet ventilation, 609
Overcloak in roof work, 432
Overflows to cisterns, I'aulty, 77

Overhead system of hot water work,
483

Overshot water wheels, 374

P TRAPS, prices fixed, 163
Packing manlids of tanks, 258
Painting radiators and pipes, effects of

pigments, 446
Pan closet, its faults, 11, 39

with D-trap, 71
Parallel system, electric lamp circuits,

639
Pasteur-Chamberland filter, 386
Peet’s stop valves, 552
Pedestal urinals, 215
Peppermint test, 144— — for drains, 97

Petroleum engine, 381
Pin indirect radiators, 602
Pipes, anti-syphonage, 129
— cast. S(e Cast Pipes.

calculating lengths required, 496
— channel, 126, 175

prices laicl, 153
— circulating, fixed against skirting

boards, 478
uses of, 238

•— covering, 328, 559
— drain, sizes and weights, 140
— evaporating trough, 569
— expansion, 246

and contraction of, 615
— faulty drain, 387
— fittings, malleable, 549

wrought, 547
and malleable, 310

— for conveyance of soft water, 306
— furred, 255, 335

— graduation in size of hot water mains,

481
— high-pressure, 585
— hot water, frozen, 333

in channels and trenches, 563
in cold places, 329
should not be too large if ver-

tical, 463
sizes of, 463

— iron soil, prices fixed, 165
— in basements, hot water mains some-

times objectionable, 486
— lead, weights of, 159

- length required in high-pressure hot

water works, 586
— noises in, 613
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Pipes of hot water supply apparatus can

be too large, 254
— quality for hot water work, 260
— rain water, 121
— rise and fall in steam, 612, 613
— service, weights of, 139
— should be covered to prevent loss of

heat, 613
—

' sizes of, for domestic hot water appa-

ratus, 255
mains, one-pipe hot water work,
479

to gas stoves, 633
— soil, 128
— table of sizes required, steam work,

618
— termination of, in boilers and tanks,

242
— tin-lined iron, 341
— traps, 65
— used in domestic hot water supply,

340
— ventilating soil, 129
— waste, 128
Piping, gas, 632
Plans of a sanitary house, 120, 121, 122
Plumbers’ joints, prices, 162
— tools, 439, 440, 441, 412
— work, general specification and cost,

159
prices of, 145

Plumbing and Drainage both plumbers’

work, 23
— bad worU', 54— works, specification of, 124
Pocket in steam main, to drain, 617
Pockets for condense water in s^cain

p'pes must be avoided, 613
Poor conductors of heat, 559

table of, 448
Porcelain baths, flushing rim, 135
Porous drain pipes, 142
Position of cold water cistern, 16

Positions of fresh air inlets, 604
— of radiators, 460

must be considered, 490
Positive and negative currents, 635
Pounding in steam pipes, 614
Power’s damper regulator and thcrmoslat,

556
Powers of range boilers, 623
Prejudice against warm air work, 597
Pressure and temperature table, water,

579
— borne by hot water tanks, 257
— equalising, between cooking boiler and

cistern, 624
— gauge, water, 557
— governs boiling point of water, 578
— of electric current, 636
— of water in boilers, injurious effects,

507 -

in cylinders, 257, 265, 344
in tanks and cylinders, 257, 265
in pipes, 285, 507
needed to supply steam cooking

boiler, 621— will injure some forms of

boilers, 503

Pressure on water varies boiling tem-
perature, 578— regulators, automatic steam, 610
gas, 634

— steam cooking, 620— turbines, 376— working, for cooking boilers, 625
Pressures of steam for cooking, 623— working, steam heating, 611
Prices for plumbers’ work, schedule of,

145
— of lead work, 159
Priestman oil engine, 380
Primary electric batteries, 635
Prime surface, what is and what is not,

in radiators, 606
Products of combustion from gas stoves,

633
Proportioning size of hot water circulating

pipes, 462
Public conveniences, 170

brickwork, 177
club pattern basin, 207
dividing wall between men’s and
women’s departments, 194, 204

example interiors, 201, 202, 223
examples, 182

works, 207
financial details, 172
flushing tank for urinals, 196
full specification, 173
grave fault, 80
hot water for lavatories, 223
inception of, 171
joinery work, 177, 207
lavatory basins, 210, 215
lighting, 192, 204
marble divisions to closet enclo-

sures, 210— work, 207
masons’ work, 177
pedestal urinals, 215
plumbers’ work, 179
storm pit, 204
types of closets, 211
utilisation of space, 198, 201
ventilating fan and its misuse, 207

lamp column, 223
ventilation, 221
water-closet enclosures, 207
water driven fan and its waste

water, 204
sujrply, 224

drives the ventilating fan,

221, 224
women’s section often unprofitable,

194
— urinals, contents of basins syphoned

into water mains, 80
Puff pipe, 135

to water closet, 70
Pump for sewage, 428
— hydraulic ram, 374
— motors, 374, 378
— rising mains should have safety valves,

378
Pumping from wells, care required, 366— valve, high-pressure hcatincr, 589
Pumps, countershaft gear, 380

Pumps, duplicate rising mains, 380
— steam, 378
Pure water, effects of, 74
Purification of sewage, 355
— of water, 383
Push niiqfles, 537

Quantities for “direct-indirect” work,
606—

• for horticultural works, 575— for “indirect” heating, 606
— high-pressure work, 586— radiating surface, hot water, 490

steam, 618
Quick results, steam heating, 611
Quotations for plumbers’ work, 145

Radiant heat, action of, 445
Radiating surface, area required for

“ direct-indirect ” work, 606
quantities required, hot water,

490— — required, steam heating, 618
steam less than water, 611
table of pipes to supply, 465

Radiation of heat, 444
from domestic hot water pipes,

325
Radiators, 536
— action of heat diffusion, 447, 601— air in, 473

warmed bj', 598—
• American, 544

and English makes, 498— arranged so that they cannot be regu-
lated, 467

— at foot of stairs
;
effects, 491— branches, 454, 614

and fittings, sizes of, 464— Cannon’s design, 544
— circular, 541, 544
— connected on the one-pipe system, 467

to a one pipe-service badly, 466— connections, 451, 553, 617
method adopted with one-pipe work,

469
sizes, 463, 607, 619
table of sizes, 539— “ Count,” 541— “ Countess,” 542

— decoration of, 537
effect of pigments, 446— “ direct-indirect,” or semi-direct licat-

ing, 598
— disposition of, is very important, 490— English and American makes, 498

examples, 539— “ Finsbury,” 542
— fixed out of sight, 602— fixing, with mixing damper, 605— “ Fowler,” 54 6
— fixed against walls with pipes behind,

478
— general description and examples, 498— heated by high-pressure ju'pes, 594— importance of properly disposing

them, 460
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Radiators in entrance halls, 449
importance of, 491

— indirect, 602— “ Johson,” 544
— jointing sections, 537
— Keith’s “Aiolian,” 540
— Messenger’s design, 544
— method of suspension from joists, 602
— on domestic hot water supply appara-

tus, 301, 324
— on same floor as boiler, 476, 477
— ornamental v. plain, 539
— ornamentation must not favour dust

collection, 543— “ Oxford Duet,” 546

— pedestal form, 541, 544— “ Peer,” 541— “ Peeress,” 542

— pin and gill, 602
— positions of, 471

— prime and other surfaces, 537

quite plain for hospital and institution

work, 543
— should intercept cold draughts, 460— “ Sunbeam,” 543
— surface needed for given results, 490
— under windows not best positions, 490
— valves, 552, 615

fixed horizontally, 478
— ventilating, 540-548, 598

extra surface to be allowed, 497
— wholly on return services

;
the over-

head system, 483
— Williams and Sons’ pattern, 544

Pain water, 75
collection, 364
pipes, 121

defective positions and arrange-

ment, 9

separators, 364
shoes, patent, 404
storage, contaminated, 92

Rainfall, 364
Raising water, 370
Rams, hydraulic, 370. See also Hydraulic

Rams.
Range boilers, 291

low-pressure, and water supply to

same, 349
of open range, 226
qualities of, 256
special shaped boot, 620

— — twin, 291, 320
two, to one set of jupes, 322

water supply to steam cooking,

620
work they will do, and sizes of

connections, 286

Rays of heat, 444
Red and white lead packing for tank

manlids, 258
— steam tube, 260

and fittings, 548

Reducing size of circulating pipes, 462

Reflector stoves, gas, 633

Register openings, warm air, 603, 606
areas of, 607

Regulating air current through radiators,

600

Regulating heat of rooms difficult, steam
heat, 611

Regulators, automatic damper, 555, 610
gas, 634

Relay in steam mains, 617
Relief drip pipes, 616
Relieving arch, 22
Repairing hot water tanks, 259
Resistance, electric, 640
Return pipe below boiler, 572

level, 476, 477
connections, 241
in duplicate, 487

Returned hot water draw-off branches,

251
Rider hot-air engine, 378
Ridges in roof work, 433
Right and left thread joint, 585
Riley’s flushing rim bath, 135
Ring system, lamp circuits, 640
Rise and fall in hot water circulation,

472
of steam pipes, 612, 613

— given to hot water pipes, 240
— in hot water circulating pipes, 451

— pipes, necessity of, 461— in steam radiator branches, 614
Risers, steam, 612

and mains, table of sizes, 618
connections, 616
to radiators. 614

Rising main from cylinder, 268— mains of pumps require safety valves,

378
River water, 365
Rocking fire bars, 513
Rocky subsoil, 5

Rolls in roof work, 432
Roof work, 429

apron pieces, 434—• — capillary attraction, 430— — dormer windows, 437
drips, 431
gutters, 431
hips and ridges, 433
lead tacks, 434
lengths of lead sheets used, 431
ridges and hips, 433
overcloak and undercloak, 432
rolls, 432
secret gutters, 435
skylights, 436
Torus roll, 435— — weights of sheets, 438

Rubber ring joint for hot water pipes,

533
Rubbing contact for electric switches,

642
Rule to be observed with stove-heated

air, 607— to find quantities for horticultural

work, 576
Rules for finding radiating surface re-

quired in rooms, 494
Running syphon trap, 37
Rust joint, 526
— lime opposes this, 368
Rusting of iron pipes carrying soft water,

367

S TRAPS, prices fixed, 163
Saddle boilers, 501

flues to, 503
plain, and fixing same, 502
suggested improved shape, 504
with terminal (water-way) ends,

505
— range boiler, 293
Safes, lead, 121
Safety bell for boilers, 338—

• fuses, electric, 637, 642— valves, 336, 557, 622
every heating boiler should have
one, 482

in pump rising mains, 378
position for, 622
positions of, 339

Sand filters, 383
Sanitary arrangements, testing, 141— defects, details of, 19

in a modern residence, 3
traps, 62

— fittings, 387
— house, features in a, 119

plans of, 120, 121, 122— works, specification of, 124
Saturated air, 608
Scarfed joint, electric cables, 641
Scheuule of prices for plumbers’ work,

145
Screw nipples, 537
Screw-down cocks, 123
— stop valves, 552
Scullery sinks, 137
Seamed soil pipe, faulty, 32
Secondary circulation branched, 277— flow and return from cylinder, 262,

264, 272
Secret gutters, 435
Sectional boilers, 516
— pipe covering, 330, 559
Sediment in green-house pipes, 574— in saddle boilers, 505
Self supply to range boilers, 349
Separators, rain water, 364
Septic tank system of sewage treatment,

360
Series system lamp circuits, 639
Servants’ water closets, 136
Service pipes, cold water, 131— — prices fixed, 161

to radiators, 464—• — weights of, 139
Services, cold water, 129
— steam, table of sizes, 618
— to gas stoves, 633
Settlement of drain jdpes, 25
— of wall due to leaky drains, 22
Sewage, back flow, 407
— disposal, 355

-by action of micro-organisms, 360
electrical treatment, 362
Hcrmite system, 362
iron process, 363
septic tank system, 360
Water and Sewage Purification

Co.’s process, 358
— entering a water main, 84
— farming, 356



Sewage filtration, 358
— precipitation, 358
— pump, 428
— purification of, 357
Sewer air, 19

conies through traps when seals

evaporated, 105
entering through dipstone trap, 35

will enter through slates and
windows, 44

— gas, 19, 20. See also Sewer Air and
Drain Air.

— ventilated into house by rat runs, 95

Sowers, dead ends, 19
— ventilation of, 20
Shaking fire bars, 513
Shallow wells, 366
— drainage, boilers for, 506
Sheet lead, cast, 429

damp course, 110
milled, 430
pi'ice fixed, 159
weights for roof work, 438
work on roofs, 429

Shoes, patent rain-water, 404
Short circuit, electric, 636

in hot Avater apparatus, 456, 480
Shower board, 348
Side boilers of ranges, water supply to,

352
Silencing pipe to ball valve, 82

Silicate cotton, 330, 448
Single break switch, electric, 642

— pole cut-outs, electric, 643
switch, electric, 642

Sink, slop, 14, 420
— Avaste connections, 41
— AAAastes, 127
Sinks, copper-lined, 137
— Hellyer’s “ Bracket ” bed pan and

slop sink, 420
— housemaids’, 132
— scullery, 137
— teak fittings to, 137
— vegetable, 137
Site, concreting over, 3, 6

Sites and the Building Acts, 6
— building, 3
Sizes and Aveights of stoneware drain

pipes, 140
— of hot water draAV-off branches, 256

pipes and connections, 463
tanks, 255

— of mains, one-pipe hot water work,

479
— of pipes, graduating mains, 481
Skirting gratings, high-pressure heating,

591
Skylights, 436
— condensation gutter, 437
Slag Avool, 330
Sleeve piece, 129
Slop sink, 14, 420
Sludge from sewage treatment, disposal

of, 3C0
Small-bore system of heating, 578. See

also High-pressure Apparatus.

Smith’s, Dr. Angus, solution, 34
Smoke machine, 143
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Smoke machine for drain testing, 139
— test, 143

for drains, 97
Soakaways, 356
Soft water, effect on boilers, 298

on iron and lead, 306, 367
on pipes, 306
on zinc, 367

tin and copper resist its action,

368
Softening hard Avater, 368
Soil pipe, botched repairs, 99

connection to drain, 23
defective arrangement, 9

faulty seam, 32
fittings, iron junctions, 423
improperly ventilated, 14
-junction Avith drain, 24
termination of vent pijAe too low, 44
too small, 44
vent shaft, conditions it Avorks

under, 48
ventilated in chimney, 16

into a cistern, 78— flue, 42
very faulty arrangement, 102
Avaste pipe discharging into, 14
zinc, made to imitate lead, 99

Soil pipes, 128
and fittings, cast iron, prices fixed,

164
bad Avork, 50

Soil pipes, badly jointed, 56, 60
drain ferrules, 1 1

9

faulty, 56
joints, 99

inside or outside the house, 24
iron, faulty, 33

jointing, 34
quality of, 33

•

—

rust in, 34
of a sanitary house, 119
prices fixed, 161
seams perish, 33
small V. large, 58
solid drawn are best, 33
tacks on, 119, 129
Aveight of, 119

•— ventilating pipe, 129
Soldered joints, prices, 162
Soldering electric wire joints, 641
Span glass-houses, 577
Sparking at electric switches, 642
Specification of sanitary Avorks, 124
Splay junction, 27
Spliced joint, electric cables, 611
Spring safety valves, 336— water, 365
Stable gullies, 403
Stacks, radiator, 602
Stainton’s anti-freezing fluid, 591— high-pressure fittings, 587
Stair treads. Mason’s steel and lead, 204
Staircases, radiators at foot of; eifects,

491
Stands for cylinders, 285
Steam and condense water travel in same

direction, steam heating, 612— boilers, range, capabilities o'", 623

671

Steam chamber in range boiler, 620
— circulation, 612
— coil in tank, 627
— cooking, 610, 619

apparatus, a faulty combination,

622
automatic Avater supply to boilers,

620
disposing of condense Avatcr, 627
from side boiler of cooking range,

619
pressures of steam, 620
range boilers, 321
working pressures, 623

— from water, phenomena explained,

580
— generation limits heat of water, 580
— heating, 610

advantages of, 611
best for high buildings, 612
disadvantages, 611
drop system, 619
one-pipe system, 612
possible in private residences, 610
purposes specially suited for, 611
quick results, 611
two-pipe gravity system, 619— kettle, 619

— [lipes to hot Avater tanks, 246
— pressure can prevent supply water

entering boiler, 621
for cooking, 623
regulator, 610

— immps, 378
— range boiler, special boot shape, 620— service of cooking apparatus, 622— services, 625
— should bo dry for cookingj 622— tube, 260

and fittings, 518
plain and galvanised, 340

Sterilising filters, 94— Avater, 369
by boiling it, 387

Stockport gas engine, 380
Stoneware drain pipes, sizes and Aveights,

140
Stone float for cooking boilers, 620
Stop cocks, full Avay, use of, 270— — in domestic hot Avater pipes are

dangerous, 323, 335
kind and position of, in cold supply

to cylinder, 270
to fittings in a house, 122

— valves, 552
in domestic hot Avater pipes, danger

of, 323, 335
to radiators, fixed horizontally, 478

Stop-back valve, use for 252
Stoppers, drain, 142, 392
Storm pit in public convcnieirces, 204— water passing up drains from sewer,

95
Stove heated air, 597, 607

overheated, and results, 598
Stoves, gas, 633
— gilled or ribbed, 609
Sub-mains, hot water, sizes of, 464
Subsoil and its effect on the air, 5
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Subsoil beneath house saturated with

sewage, 27
—

• insanitary state of, 23
— made up, 3— water, levels of and contamination, 91
— and the Building Aets, G

— good and bad, 23
— organic matter in, 6
— various good and bad, 3-6

— polluted, 6

Suction of sewage into water mains, 76

Supply, automatic, to range boilers, 349
— cistern to eooking boiler, 623

to hot water tank, 245

— pipe, steam, 613
Supports for east pipes, 575
— to eylinders, 285
Surface, radiating, needed for given rc-

sult^:, 490
— required for “ direet-indirect ” work,

606
for “ indirect ” work, 606

Sweeping eyes, 126, 127
to traps, covers for, 397

Swing eonnections, steam services, 616

Swinging check-valve, 252
Switches, electric, 642

main, 638
rubbing contact, 642
tbrow-off action, 642

Syphon box-end, 562
— flushing tanks, prices fixed, 152

Syphonagc of traps, 41
Syphonic closets, 131, 213, 414— — essential details, 213
— discharge to latrines, 217
Syphoning urine into water mains, 80
Syphons in gas services, 631, 632

Tables, gas meter connections, 631

— gas services, 631
— beat conducting materials, 447
——

• radiating substances, 446
— lengths of cast pipes to obtain certain

temperatures, 575

— poor heat conductors, 448
— powers of independent boilers for

domestic supply, 305

— proportions of tank system hot water

supply apparatus, 253
— for cylinder system of hot water

apparatus, 286

— quantities for high-pressure pipes, 586
— radiating surface required, steam, 618

— for rooms. Lot water, 495
— radiator connections, indirect work,

607
— sizes of hot water mains and branches,

464
— sizes of mains, one-pipe hot water

work, 479
— sizes of pipes to supply certain areas

of radiating surface, 465
— sizes of radiator branches and connec-

tions, 464
“ sizes of radiator connections, 539, 619
— sizes of wires for electric circuits, 637
— temperatures for pressures, water, 579

Tables, temperature obtained from dif-

ferent areas of radiating surface, 495
Tacks for lead work on roofs, 434— on soil pipes, 129
Tail race of water wheels, 375
Tank system of hot water supifly appa-

ratus, 237
table of proportions,

253
Tanks, capacity of, 365— flushing, 152—

•

galvanised wrought-iron, sizes and
qualities, 344

— heated by steam coil, 627— hot, alongside cold cisterns, 247
— hot water, in roof, 247

loss of heat from, 262
— mode of sto]5ping leakage in,

258
pipe connections, 240— — —

•

qualities of and pressures they

will bear, 257— sizes of, 255
— jointing manlids, 258
— pressure of water in, 257— underground, for water storage, 365
Tap filters, 386
Tappings, radiator, 607
Taps, air, 553— hot water, 345

slow outflow from, 263
— outflow of water from, 227
Tee in gas main, inserting, 630
Tees V. splayed junctions, 9

Telephone, batteries for, 635
Temperature indicator, hot water, 554
— limited range of, steam heat, 611
— of rooms, 490— of water governed by i>ressure, 578
— regulator for boilers, 555
— steam, 611
Terminal-end saddle boilers, 505
Test, smoke, 143
Tester, Kemp’s chemical, 144
Testing drains, 139, 141— filters, 385
— gas piping, 632
— sanitary arrangements, 96

of a house, 141
— with smoke from roof, 143
Theatres, draughts in, 493
Thermometer, for hot water mains, 554
Thermostat, Powers’, 556
Thread, right and lelt joint, 585
Throttle valves for cast pipes, 564
Tidal valve, 407
Ties for hollow walls, 116
Tiled dados, 137
— walls, 133
Tiling floors, 137
Tin-lined iron pipe, 306, 341
Tools, jflurabers’, 439, 440, 441, 442
Torus roll in roof work, 435
Towel rails or airers, hot water, 327
T’ransformer, electric, 637
U’rapping cesspool overflows, 104
Traps, American mechanical, 406
— bell, 8

pattern, faults of, 28

Traps beneath closets, faulty work, 96
— bottle, 64— brick pits beneath, bad, 63
— cascade action in, 393
— cast-iron surface water, faulty, 63
— covers for sweeping eyes, 397
— D, faults of, 11, 40— defective, 62— dipstone or masons’, 8— dirt collects in, 29— discharged by momentum, 66—

• disconnecting, prices fixed, 155
— evaporation of water from, 28
— easy flush interceptors, 396
— fault}’, 35-42
— flap valve, 407— flushing, prices fixed, 151

— grease interceptor, 127, 137, 400
prices fixed, 151

— gully, 398
— knot, 66
— horse pots, 403
— in larder floor, 30
— intercepting, 125, 393
— interceptor, prices fixed, 148
— large water-way wrong, 37
— lavatory basin, 427
— lead, prices fixed, 163
— lip, 62
— mechanical, 405
— pipe, 65— “ Bunning Syphon,” 37
— seals evaporate, 105
— self-cleansing, 65
— should be self-cleansing, 63
— stable gully, 403
— syphon out, 41
— under kitchen tap, faults of, 30
— various, 393
— which cannot be syphoned out, 64
— without scour, 37
'Treatment of sewage, 355
Trench for gas service, 631
'Tropical plant house, 566
Trough gutter, 14

beneath bedroom floor, 16
•— pipes, hot water, 569
Troughs, evaporating, 569
'Tubes, air, 604
— fresh air, cold and warm, 606, 607
— high-pressure hot water, 585
— steam, p'ain and galvanised, 340
— wrought-iron, steam quality, 260

'Turbines, 376
'Twin range boilers, 291, 320

bad arrangement, 626

'Two boilers connected to one set of pijres,

322
Two-pipe gravity system, steam, 619

hot water work, 449

Undercloak in roof work, 432

Underground urinals and conveniences.

See Public Conveniences.

— water storage tanks, 365
Undershot water wheels, 374
Union elbows, to connect radiators, 553
— valves, hot water, 553
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Uiinal stalls, angle, 194
Doultou’s, 198
Jennings’ “Eadial,” 194
radial basin, 194
shape of basin for best results in

flushing, &c., 196
wholly in white glazed fire-clay,

198
Urinals, club-pattern basin, 207— combined water closets and, 420
— pedestal, 215
Urinettes, 185

Valve box of water closet, ventilation

to, 71—
• closet, “ Optimus,” 135
— closets, 409
Valves, 615
— air, 553
— angle, hot water, 552— ball, prices fixed, 168— check, 252
•— for high-pressure apparatus, 587— for hot water mains, 552— for mixing hot and cold air, 605
— lock-shield, loose key, 553— pumping, high pressure, 589
— radiator, fixed horizontally, 478

stop, 552
— safety, 336, 557
— stop, use and misuse, 270, 323, 335— throttle, 564
— tidal, 407
— which are not suitable, 615
Varnishing radiators, 447
Vegetable sinks, 137
— cooking pots, steam, 619
Vent pipe to valve box of closet, 136
— shaft of soil pipe, conditions it works

under, 48
Vents, air, 553
Ventilating cesspools, or not, 104
— fans, 219
— gratings, inlet, 607

inlet valve for water closets, 424
— public conveniences, 207
•— radiators, 540-548, 598

action of, 601
extra surface to be allowed, 497
fixing, 600
some consider unnecessary, 601

— soil pipe badl}^, 44
into chimne}', 16— flue, 42

pipes, 128
— valve box of water closet, 71— water closets, 139
^’cntilation effected by chimneys, 460— effects of, with heating works, 491— is effected by chimneys in residences,

how it affects heating works, 491— mechanical, 105— need not be with cold air, 459— not impaired by the air being warmed,
492

— of closets, 11— of sewers, 20— of soil pipe improperly done, 14

Ventilation outlet, 609
Vertical boilers, 501
Vinery, early and late, 566
Vitiated air, 598, 608
Voltage of electric current delivered from

company’s mains, 636
Volts, 636
Volume of air, 607

Wall openings, ventilating, 600
Walls, damp, 21, 109— hollow, 115
Warm air heating, 597

stoves, gas, 633
tubes, area of, 607

Warming air by hot water pipes and
radiators, 598

— buildings by heated air, 597
by hot water, 443

advantages of, 443
apparatus with boiler and

radiators on same floor,

476— boilers, radiators an 1

appliances, 498
circulating below boiler,

476, 477
combination high and

low pressure, 594
difference in action

between two-pipe sys-

tem and the one-pipe

with duplicate mains,

480
drop or overhead system,

483
example works, 449
examples of one-pipe

work, 470
fittings and appliances,

498
high-pressure system,

with and without
valve, 578

horticultural work, ex-

amples, 560
model apparatus, 449
more than one system

can be embodied in a

single apparatus, 488
new one-pipe system

with duplicate gradu-

ated mains, 479
no draughts, 458
one-pipe system, 466— — adapted for

buildings several floors

high, 480
ordinarytwo-pipesystem,

449
overhead or drop system,

483
quantities for horticul-

tural works, 575
quantities of heating

surface, 490
radiation and conduction,

444

Warming buildings by hot water radia-

tors, 498
heated by boiler on

same level, 476
system with all radiators

on the r eturns, 483
working ordinary appara-

tus under a light

pressure, 489
by steam, 610. /See (xl&o Steam
Heating.

— by “ direct-indirect” radiators, 599
— by hot water and fire grates, 444, 458
— by indirect radiators, 602— “direct-indirect” work, area of sur-

face required, 606
— draughts of cold air, 491— “ indirect ” work, area of surface

required, 606
— linen cupboard, 327— residence by hot waler disposes of

draughts, 458
— stoves, gas, 633
— the air does not impair ventilation,

492
Wash-down closet, 136
Wash-out closets, faults 0 '', 12

Waste connections, 41
— fittings, bath, 424— — of lavatories, 426
— from lavatory badly arranged, 14
— of heat, 328, 558

from domestic hot water pipes,

325
Wastes, 128
— branch, 129
— expansion and contraction, 129
— from scullery sinks, 127
— of a sanitary house, 120
— prices fixed, 161

— puff pipe, 135

AVater absorbed by brickwork, 21
— aeration, 384
— backs, 295
— boiling point varies with pressure,

578
— cisterns, foul matters in, 75
•— closets, Adams’ “ Pedestal,” 418

anti-percussive supply valve, 411
as slop sinks, 412, 414
automatic fiushing, 219
bad work, 101
badly disposed for light and

ventilation, 11

Bolding’s “ Laydas,” 213
syphonic, 414

combination valve and wash-down,
413

combined urinal and slop sink, 420
County Council requirement, 415
Boulton’s Metallo-Keramic joint,

214, 414
“ Simplicitas ” valve closet, 413
syphonic, 214

essential details, 408— — flushed by hot water, 88
flushing rim, 409
for public conveniences, 211
fresh air inlets, 139

4 R
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Water closets, Hellyer’s “Corbel” wash-
down, 417

“ Optimus ” valve closed, 412
— — hopper pattern, 16

-in bath room, 14— — in public conveniences, 207
inlet ventilating valve to, 424— — Jennings’ “ Century,” 131, 212
“ Era ” valve closet, 409
“ Hybach,” wash-down, 420
“ Midland” wash-down, 414
jointing to trap, 213
latrines, 422
light to, 11

• long hopper basin, 39— — “ Optimus” valve, 135
pan variety, faults of, 11, 39
puff pipe, 70
ranges of (known as latrines), 217,

422
servants’, 136
syphonic, 131
traps, faulty work, 96
trough, 422
various, 408
ventilation, 139

and light, 11
wash-down, 136— — wash-out, faults of, 12
water supply direct from house
'cistern, 76

— cold, services, 129— condensed 'from air, 571— consists of particles, 231— contaminated by faulty bath connec-
tions, 85— contamination, 75, 85— — a grave case, 80— filters, dangers of, 384— filtration, 383

— gauge, 622— hard, its effects, 367— heated above ordinary boiling point,

579
by steam coil, 627— heating by steam, 625 ^— impurities in, 365— in air, 607— in brickwork, 109— in gas services, 630, 632— inorganic matters in solution, 365— level indicator, 558— lime in solution, 365

— line is practically constant in steam
boiler, 610

Water mains, insuction of foul matter,

76— no waste or loss by evaporation in

steam heating apparatus, 610
— organic impurities in, 366— power for ventilating public con-

veniences, 221
— pressure gauge, 557

in pipes, 257, 265, 285, 507
— pure, effects of, 74
— purification, 383— rain, 75, 364— raising, 370
— rising in basements, 114
•— river, 365
— seals of traps evaporate, 28, 105
— service pipes, weights of, 139
— services in houses, position of, 122— — provision for emptying, 122— soft, effects on boilers, 298

from steam cooking apparatus can

be used, 628
its effects, 367— softening, 368

— spring, 365
— sterilised by boiling, 387
— sterilising, 369
— storage, underground tanks, 365
— subsoil, levels of and contamination,

91
— supply, automatic, to cooking boilers,

620
cistern to cooking boiler, 623
contamination of, 74
dirty, to horticultural boilers, 503— — irregular, to hot water supply
apparatus, 261

means of collection, 364
of a sanitary house, 122
pressure needed to feed steam

boilers, 621
quantity, 363
storage, 365
to closets direct from house

cistern, 76
to country houses, 363

contamination, 90
-to low-pressure range boilers, 349

to public conveniences, 224
to range steam boilers, 620
to urinals, a grave fiiult, 80

— test for drains, 97, 141
— theory of circulation described, 231
— trickles down a flue pipe, 525
— well, 366

Water well contaminated, 89, 91— wheels, 374— — and pumps, 3?5
iron, 374
relative effectiveness of the three

kinds, 374
tail race, 375 .

- .

wheel race, 375
Water-driven ventilating fans, 219
Water hammer, 428
Water-tight cesspools, 355
Water vapour in the air, 569
Water-wav below fire bars of boiler, 303
Watts, 636
Weight of water in pipes, 257, 265
Weights and sizes of stoneware drain

pipes, 140— of lead pipe, 159— of service pipes, 139— of sheet lead for roof work, 438
Well water, 366— — and cattle pastures, 366

• area of collection, 91
contaminated, 89, 91
ill effects of heavy rains, 75
should be analysed, 366

Wells, 366
— near cesspools, precautions necessarv,

366
Wet return, steam heating, 616
Wheel race of water wheel, 375
— valves, 552
Wheels, water, 374
White glazed brickwork, 197
Wind engines, 377
Window area must be allowed for in

heating, 493
Wiped joints, fault}^ 99

prices, 162 .

Wires and cables for electric circuits,

table of sizes, 637
— electric bell, sizes of, 644

conductivity of, 635
why insulated, 636

Wiring electric lamp circuils, 639
— for electric bells, 644
Wood wheel valves, 553
Work, plumbing, schedule of prices,

145
Working pressure for steam cooking,

623
— pressures, steam heating, 611
Wrought iron tube, 260
— pipe fittings, 547
— steam tube and fittings, 340

noNDox: rniNTED nv william clowes and sons, mmiteo, Stamford street and charing cross.





SANITATION
» AND

EXPERT PLUMBING
A NUMBER OF OUR MEN HAVE GAINED

THE HIGHEST HONOURS AND MEDALS AWARDED BY
THE PLUMBERS’ GOMPANY.

SHOW ROOMS CONTAINING THE NEWEST APPLIANCES AND
SANITARY FITTINGS.

NOTE ADDRESS pN OTHER PAGE, AND SEE MAP BELOW.

ALL WORK EXECUTED WITH BEST POSSIBLE LABOUR AND MATERIALS, AND
GUARANTEED FOR A TERM OF YEARS.

Extract from Letter written by \VM. R. E. COLES, Esq., Clerk to the Plumbers’ Company :

“The Parliamentary Committee called Mr. George B. Davis as a witness, than ,'whom probably no better authority on practical

plumbing and sanitation could be found
;
and Mr. Davis’s clear explanations on technical points were the subject of approving comment.”
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